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Foreword 

When I began to study the Tibetan language, during a visit to Nepal in 1970, suitable texts 

for beginners were few and far between. At first I located a tattered copy of the Rev. Bruce 

Hannah's ancient Tibetan grammar in a used book stand, and found to my dismay that the good 

pastor's illustrations of the language were entirely drawn from missionary translations of Bible 

stories. Not exactly the thing for a late-sixties dharma bum! A local shopkeeper, no doubt very 

much amused by my efforts to communicate on this basis, took pity and provided me with a small 

textbook published in the Punjab, that taught me how to order tea using a level of speech suitable 

only for small children, household domestics, and Khampa hillbillies. This proved to be quite 

adequate for the chang-stalls of Bodh Nath, but little more. Finally, I had the good fortune to 

borrow a copy of George Roerich's Textbook of Colloquial Tibetan and, given the general 

absence of technology in Kathmandu at the time, eagerly set about transcribing the entire book by 

hand. Though by no means ideal, the exercise proved to be a useful apprenticeship. It was only 

after I returned to the United States the following year that I was able to avail myself of the texts 

by Chang and Shefts, and by Goldstein and Nomang, works that marked the first efforts to adapt 

modem methods of language pedagogy to the requirements of Tibetan language instruction. 

In the three decades that have passed since, a substantial number of contributions both to 

Tibetan linguistics and to Tibetan language teaching have thoroughly transformed the lay of the 

land, and the would-be learner of Tibetan, far from having to struggle to gain access to the merest 

crumb, is now more likely to suffer from an embarrassment of riches. For those who are finding it 

difficult to make up their minds about which course to use, I do not hesitate to recommend 

Nicolas Toumadre and Sangda Dorje's excellent Manual of Standard Tibetan. Their collaboration 

represents the confluence of linguistic analysis of the first order with the stylistic sensibilities of a 

leading contemporary master of Tibetan composition. Both share a keen appreciation of an 

approach in which the learning of language and of culture must inform one another, with the 

result that this is one of those rare language textbooks that is a pleasure to read. 
l;r 

The Manual of Standard Tibetan emphasizes Modem colloquial Tibetan as spoken in and 

around Lhasa, but adhering to a register that is widely used and understood. The student who 

masters it should have little difficulty communicating in most communities where Tibetan is 

spoken. The rudiments of the literary language are also thoroughly introduced, making it possible 

to make rapid progress in either Classical Tibetan or Modem Literary Tibetan during the second 

year of study. The cultural background incorporated in the entertaining dialogues and texts given 
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the book will prove invaluable to all who wish to enter the rich and endlessly 

, ......... ,,!". sphere of Tibetan Civilization, whether they do so as scholars, casual visitors, or in 
with work in development or in commerce. 

It is often said that learning a language begins one's exploration of an entire new world. 

however, is the language course that succeeds in conveying the sense of excitement and 

thus promised. In the Manual of Standard Tibetan you will find yourself transported to 

courtyards and to nomad camps; and, though Tibetan remains always a challenging 

requiring discipline and effort to learn, the rough journey in this case turns out to be a 
delight. 
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Welcoming the English edition 

The original idea of a manual of the Tibetan language, and its first dialogues, were deve

loped between 1993 and 1995 by the teaching team at the Tibetan Section of INALCO: the 

Venerable Dakpo Rinpoche, Ngawang Dakpa, Heather Stoddard and Nicolas Toumadre. The 

actual writing of the Manual, with its detailed linguistic commentaries and its cultural annota

tions, was undertaken by Nicolas Toumadre and Sangda Dorje, whose scholarship in Modem and 

Classical Tibetan are internationally recognized. These two authors have achieved the remarkable 

feat of producing the first manual of Tibetan in which the structures and idioms of the vernacular 

language are analyzed and placed within the living context of Tibet today. 

The Tibetan Section of INALCO is delighted to welcome the publication of this English 

edition, joining the second French edition. 

Heather Stoddard 
Director of the Tibetan Section 
Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Orientales, 
Paris. 

Supplementary materials for the Manual on the web 

The Tibetan and Himalayan Digital Library of the University of Virginia hosts a website 

(www.thdl.org) providing supplementary materials for the Manual of Standard Tibetan, as well as 

a broad variety of other curricular materials for learning Spoken and Literary Tibetan. From the 

home page, go to Education: Languages: Tibetan. The site will ultimately include videos of many 

of the dialogues in the Manual, video recordings of each chapter's vocabulary, supplementary 

drills and exercises, and testing procedures. It is constantly updated as new materials become 

available, so we invite everyone to consult it regularly, and teachers to consider participating by 

offering their own materials. 
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This Manual would not have been possible without the collaboration of the teaching staff at 

section ofiNALCO (l'Institut National des Langues et Civilizations Orientales). 

We would therefore first of all like to thank Heather Stoddard, the director of the section, 

only took part in the formulation of the Manual and the selection of illustrations, but also 

and corrected a preliminary draft and made numerous valuable suggestions. We are very 

to Mr. Ngawang Dakpa and the Ven. Dakpo Rinpoche (Jhampa Gyatso), who edited parts 

text and helped to formulate the content of the work. There is no doubt that this book 

never have seen the light of day without their precious help. 

We are grateful to Clause Hagege for his foreword. Our sincerest thanks are due to Samten 

, Femand Meyer, Tenzin Samphel and Fran9oise Robin, who read and corrected the 

onn<11'r1.1 nt and offered very helpful suggestions. 

Anne-Marie Blondeau generously made available to us the thematic Tibetan-French dictio

that she had developed within the framework of URA (Research Unit) 1229 of the CNRS 

et cultures de l'aire tibetaine" (Languages and Cultures of the Tibetan Region). 

We are indebted to Martine Mazaudon and Boyd Michailovsky for their linguistic expertise 

· · unfailing support and encouragement over the past ten years, and also to the laboratory 

(CNRS), which has financed Nicolas Toumadre's research trips to Tibet, Ladakh and 

We would like to express our gratitude to colleagues living in Tibet: Konchok Jiatso and 

W angpo, both at the Tibetan Academy of Social Science, for helping us in the course of 

·1m:gm:snc research; to Tibet University, which appointed Sangda Dorje to teach Tibetan at 

in Paris for two years; and to Kesang Gyurme, previously professor at the Nationalities 

nim>r<>i·h.r in Beijing, who taught Tibetan at INALCO in 1989. 

Very many thanks are due to Christophe Gigaudaut for preparing the maps, for the page

of the Manual and for developing the Tibetan font, to Jean-Marc Eldin who was responsi-

for the typesetting and lay-out of the Second French Edition and also to Laurent Venot 

for recording the CDs; to Ngawang Dakpa, Choepel Lama and Namgyel and Rigdzin 

angmo for lending us their voices; to Tenzin Lodrup for recording songs from Kham; to 

Dufourg for his contribution on Tibetan crafts; to Gerard Muguet, Lodreu Zangpo, Pierre 

Karen Leotoing and Jhampa Jigme for all the help they have given us, especially'1n deve

the illustrations and symbols. 

And finally, we wish to thank the students at INALCO whose questions have helped to 

our teaching of this language. 

Tournadre and Sangda Dorje 
and Lhasa, November 2002 
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Acknowledgments for the English edition 

This book is an English translation of the second French edition of Nicolas Tournadre and 

Sangda Dorje's Manuel de tibetain standard (Paris, 1' Asiatheque, 2003). The second French edi

tion, and this English edition, incorporate many improvements over the original version, including 

new recordings, additional summary tables, more detailed linguistic and cultural commentary, 

and information about Tibetan dialects. Various people have contributed to the production of this 

Manual, and we would like to express our gratitude to them here: 

• Charles Ramble: It would have been hard to find anyone better suited to the task of trans

lating this Manual into English than Charles Ramble, currently lecturer in Tibetan and 

Himalayan Studies at Oxford University. Aside from being an internationally recognized 

anthropologist, he has a remarkable knowledge of both Spoken and Literary Tibetan. 

Furthermore, having lived in France, he also has an excellent knowledge of French lan

guage and culture. I am deeply grateful to him for his meticulous translation. 

• Matthew Kapstein for writing the foreword and offering support. 

• Christophe Gigaudaut who produced the maps and improved the typesetting, and Jean

Marc Eldin who finalized the lay-out. 

• Boyd Michailovky and Nancy Caplow who commented on linguistic aspects of the manu

script. 

• David Germano for his encouragement and his support. 

• The University of Virginia and the U.S. Department of Education International Research 

and Studies Program for their strong financial support, notably for funding field trips to 

Tibet by Nicolas Tournadre between 2000 and 2002. 

• Travis McCauley, who was responsible for making the recordings presented on the 

accompanying CDs. 

• Wangdu, Dedron n, Yeshe Dmje, and Chris Walker, whose voices can be heard on 

the recordings. 

• Alison Joyner, who translated much of the introduction and some of the earlier lessons. 

• Marc Lieberman, who supported our project and put us in contact ,with Snow Lion 

Publications. 

• Steven Rhodes of Snow Lion who patiently corrected the final version of the manuscript. 

NTandSD 
Paris and Lhasa, April 2003 
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The Aims of This Manual 

Interest in Tibet is currently increasing 

throughout the world. The indispensable key 

to the study and research of Tibetan culture 

is the spoken and written language. For 

some time now it has been possible to find 

students of Tibetan on all five continents, 

and the need for manuals of language ins

truction has therefore become all the more 

urgent. The present work is our contribution 

to meeting this demand. Literary Tibetan is 

significantly different from the spoken lan

guage, and there are marked variations in 

dialect from east to west and north to south. 

In this Manual we have therefore concen

trated on presenting the standard spoken 

language, which is based on the dialect of 

Lhasa. It is our hope that this book will be a 

close companion to students of the Tibetan 

language. 

Dhogonpa Sangda Dorje 

and Nicolas Toumadre, 

Lhasa, September 1997. 
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Preface 

Tibetan Civilization is rich and fascinating. Over the years both nomads and settled peoples 

of the high plateau have developed a culture that in many respects has a universal appeal. Apart 

from Tibetan Buddhist philosophy, the medicine, astrology, iconography, architecture, poetry, 

grammar and music of the Land of the Snows have all gained a reputation which extends far 

beyond the Himalayas. The impact of Tibetan Civilization has for centuries been felt in Central 

Asia. It has been influential in China, Mongolia, Buryatia, Nepal, northern India, and even in the 

European part of Russia, particularly in Kalmykia. 

It is worth drawing attention to several little-known facts about Tibetan language and 

literature. Many Buddhist texts have survived only in Tibetan, while their Chinese and Indian 

versions have been lost. Tibetan language offers a route to Buddhism and an entry point to under

standing this religious philosophy. Tibetan literature is extremely rich in this area, whether it be 

indigenous to Tibet, or coming from translations from Sanskrit or Chinese. Lamas, the keepers of 

a living tradition, continue to explain and elaborate these texts. 

Whether lay or religious, the body of Tibetan literature is vast and the majority of texts 

have not yet been translated. It also manifests striking originality, a world rich in symbolism, and 

a poetic tradition of remarkable beauty. The Epic of Gesar, celebrated throughout Central Asia 

and rivalling Gilgamesh as one of the greatest epics of the world, is written in Tibetan. Modem 

Tibetan literature, although barely known, is very much alive. Contemporary texts, particularly 

poems and short stories, abound. 

Finally, Tibet is at a crossroads between the Indian, Chinese and Mongol cultures. At the 

same time, besides Buddhism, it has seen the development of a religion unique to the area, Bon. 

To sample these literary treasures or even just to address a monk, a yogin perched in a cave 

at 5,000 meters altitude or a Tibetan trader, or to talk to a nomad letting fly his sling over the 

turquoise lakes, you have to be able to speak the language of Milarapa and Gesar, the vehicle of 

this culture. 

This Manual is for all those who want to learn spoken and written Tibetan. 

· ....... . 
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contains a number of particular difficulties, mainly at the level of syntax1 and 

One of the fundamental features of Tibetan verbs is that they distinguish system

between intentional and unintentional actions. Moreover, the ubiquity of agentive (or 

constructions in which it is the agent, not the object, that is marked, sometimes creates 

impression that it is an entirely "passive" language. For example, the sentence 

drank the tea" would be translated into Tibetan as lopsang-ki' ch9: tung-song, which 

"By Lobzang .drank tea". 

Generally speaking, Tibetan syntax is very different from that of European languages, 

does bear certain resemblances to the syntax of Hindi, Mongol, Japanese and Korean. 

order "subject-object-verb", which pertains also in subordinate clauses, often means 

'understand a sentence we have to turn it "inside-out", and work backwards from the end. 

said, Tibetan syntax is completely logical and accessible once a certain number of new 

novel ideas have been taken on board.2 This entails making a certain terminological 

which will be quickly recouped in the form of easier progress and more thorough 

LIJHiU\;iJlli:H'uu. The grammatical information has been presented as simply as possible in order to 

the language accessible to anyone who has a reasonable grasp of English grammar. 

Regarding pronunciation, the Manual uses a very readable transcription that employs no 

signs, and which can be used without any knowledge of IPA (the International Phonetic 

The problems presented by Tibetan (other than syntax) fall into two main categories: those 

to the oral and to the literary language. As far as oral Tibetan is concerned, the phonetic 

and the system of auxiliary verbs are relatively complicated, but the main obstacles can be 

by working through the exercises provided in each lesson, and by means of regular 

For written Tibetan, the absence of any separation between words, as well as a very 

spelling (comparable to that of English or French) make reading hard going at the begin

the difficulties are relatively minor and by no means insurmountable. 

· 'And finally, the good news: Tibetan verbs involve no agreement in gender, number or per

(except the first person in certain cases). Furthermore, the declension of nouns is very easy: 

are formed by association with suffixes, and the basic term remains unchanged. 

often find that even though they may recognise every word in a sentence they still have no idea of the 
meaning. What they often lack is a grasp of the structures that underlie the organization of the sentence. We 

well imagine the confusion of unprepared readers on being presented with a dozen or so subordinate clauses in a 
or, even worse, "nested" inside one another like Russian dolls. 

familiar concepts of subject, object, transitivity, conjugation, declension and so on are not always very relevant 
and don't always help us to grasp the peculiarity and genius of the language. Nevertheless, to simplify 

the Manual will use these terms throughout, with appropriate modifications wherever necessary. 
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Abbreviations 

* grammatically incorrect formulation loc. locative 

abl. ablative case masc. masculine 

abs. or0 absolutive case mod. modal verb 

adj. adjective Mong. Mongol 

adv. adverb n. noun 

arch. archaic pr.n. proper noun 

art. article NEG. negation 

aux. auxiliary obl. oblique case 

caus. causative verb part. particle 

Chin. Chinese f.i.p. final interrogative particle 

co. connective, conjunction pl. plural 

dat. dative case post. postposition 

dem. demonstrative pres. present 

det. determinant pron. pronoun 

dial. dialectal interr. pron. interrogative pronoun 

ego. egophoric quant. quantifier 

el. elegant style res. resultative verb 

erg. ergative case NP. noun phrase 

excl. exclusive VP. verb phrase 

exp. expressive particle ST. Standard Tibetan 

fern. feminine v. verb 

fig. figurative vol. volitional verb 

gen. genitive case (1) present-future stem 

H honorific (2) past stem 

h humilific (3) imperative stem 

HH high honorific [A] participant in the absolutive case 

hH reciprocal honorific T.A.C. Tibetan Autonomous County 

idiom. idiomatic T.A.P. Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 

incl. inclusive T.A.R. Tibetan Autonomous Region 

interr. interrogative Tr. track (CD) 

inv. non-volitional verb [D] participant in the dative case 

L literary language [E] participant::in the agentive (or 

lit. literally "ergative") case 

N.B.: Bracketed words in the Tibetan text represent literary variants~ 
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.·1. The Tibetan language 
Tibetan belongs to the Tibeto-Burman family of languages. This group encompasses about 

hlll1lrtr••rt and fifty languages, spoken mainly in the Himalayas, on the Tibetan plateau and in 

vicinity of the Mekong and the Salween. Within this linguistic family there are only two 

literary languages: Burmese (12th century) and Tibetan (7th century). While very differ

common parentage of these two languages means that they share certain characteristics of 

, syntax and vocabulary. 

The Tibeto-Burman group of languages is part of the Sino-Tibetan superfamily, which 

in size and diversity with the Indo-European family.
3 

Apart from Tibeto-Burman, the 

family includes the ~aren and Chinese languages (comprising most importantly the 

of Wu, Xiang, Hakka, Mandarin, and Min). These groups of languages are however 

distantly related. 

··With the exception of Burmese, Tibetan, both in terms of syntax and vocabulary, is entirely 

from the other major languages of the region: Chinese, Hindi, Nepali, the Turkish lan

(Uigur, Kazakh, Tatar, etc.) and Mongolian. 

Tibetan in its various dialects is spoken over an area the size of Western Europe, stretching 

Baltistan (Pakistan) in the west, to Sichuan (China) in the east. To the north, the linguistic 

Tibetan extends beyond Lake Kokonor (in the province of Qinghai, China). Its southern 

are the southern slopes of the Himalaya, encompassing the independent state of Bhutan, 

(India), the high valleys of Mustang and Dolpo, and Solukhumbu (Nepal), the region of 

inhabited by the Sherpas of Nepal. 

umuur1uopresented in this Manual 

The language presented here is "Standard Tibetan" ~·)l:j~\' spyi-skad /cTka't It corresponds 

language spoken in Central Tibet in the region of Lhasa, as well as among the diaspora 

· . This language is a variety of the "Central Tibetan"5 lEl.~')l:jl' dbus-skad /uka'/, 

that this Indo-European family includes such disparate languages as English, Greek, Russian, Persian, 
Swedish, etc. '" 

translation of this term is "common language". We also come across the term "unified language" (gcig 
Here we use "Standard Tibetan" (spyi skad), the term increasingly widely used. Strictly however, it would 

to speak of "language in the process of standardization". There is in fact neither a genuine academy of 
language, nor the political will to round off the process of standardization, which is ·:nevertheless taking 

are several varieties of "Central Tibetan". There are peculiarities and linguistic variations between each valley, 
different villages in Central Tibet. However these differences are minimal and do not hinder communica-

this Manual the terms "Standard Tibetan" and "Central Tibetan" will be used interchangeably. In 1999, an 
book called Collective Work on the Common Tibetan Language was published in Beijing, with the partici

of many prominent scholars from all the regions of Tibet. This is the first major recognition of Standard Tibetan 
on Lhasa dialect. 
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spoken around Lhasa, which has become the lingua franca among Tibetans. It allows Tibetans 

living in other regions of Tibet (Amdo, Kham, Ngari, etc), and indeed those residing in China, 

India, Nepal, Bhutan, Europe and North America, to communicate with one another whatever 

their native dialect ~~·}'ij~' yul-skad /yQ:ka't The general term t:i\}'ij~' bod-skad /phgka'/, "Tibetan 

language",7 is also sometimes used to describe the lingua franca, as are f'}'ij~ kha-skad /khaka'/ 

spoken language or z:::~~·}'ij~' phal-skad /pha:ka'/ "ordinary language"- which differentiates it from 

Literary Tibetan Ul~·}'ij~ yig-skad /ylkka'/. 

"" The term "Lhasa language" ~·~~·}'ij~' lha-sa 'i-skad /lhasa: ka'/, often used to describe Stan-

dard Tibetan, will be avoided here as it has too narrow a meaning to be accurate. The language 

spoken in Tibet's capital includes peculiarities not found in villages just outside. 

Conversely, a knowledge of Central or Standard Tibetan allows a clear understanding of 

the dialect ~;:St:::'}'ij~' gtsang-skad /tsangka'/ spoken in the province of Tsang, of which the main 

town is Zhikatse. On the basis of this similarity, the term ~~~·~;:St:::·}'ij~' dbus-gtsang skad, /Utsang 

ka'/,is sometimes used to refer to this group of dialects. 

It is possible to write Standard Spoken Tibetan and preserve the orthography inherited from 

Literary Tibetan. For the rare words not found in the literary language a new orthography is 

adopted. This is the written language presented in the Manual. 

Literary Tibetan 

There is however another form of Tibetan used by educated people: Literary Tibetan, 5:1~· 
}'ij~' yig-skad /ylkka'/ or Ul~·~Ol·i::i'~·UI~· yig-rtsom bod-yig /ylktsom phgyi'/. This is considered more 

prestigious and is common to scholars of all regions of Tibet, as well as the countries where 

Vajrayana Buddhism is established. Literary and Standard (or Central) Tibetan share the same 

basic grammar and are very similar lexically, to the extent that with a knowledge of one it is 

possible to read the other without too much difficulty.
8 

6. It should be noted that some intellectuals from Amdo and even from Kham are reluctant to learn the current 
"Standard Tibetan", based on Central Tibetan. They would prefer a common language not entirely derived from the 
latter. Unfortunately such a language does not exist. When Amdowas or Khampas meet natives of Tsang or Central 
Tibet they have no other option, if they don't know "Standard Spoken Tibetan", but to converse in Chinese or English 
(depending on the country in which they find themselves), or indeed to write in Literary Tibetan, which is common to 
all Tibet but is not a spoken language. At Tibetology conferences throughout the world (in China, Europe, India and the 
United States), speakers normally use Standard Tibetan whatever their dialect of origin. ,, 

7. This usage has the disadvantage of being used also to describe the other dialects. 

8. Many Tibetans, as well as some non-Tibetans consider that only Literary Tibetan has a true grammar. Educated 
Tibetans are mildly disparaging of their spoken language, which they consider ·~vulgar" or "ordinary" (Tib. phal-skad). 
Only classical Literary Tibetan is well regarded enough to be "blessed" with a grammar. Linguists oppose such claims 
as false, and for non-specialists, it is worth stressing that Standard Spoken Tibetan does indeed possess a grammar. 
While fundamentally similar to that of literature, the grammar of the spoken language contains certain peculiarities. 
Examples include the working of auxiliaries and the way in which they are used with different connectives, or 
evidentials (or "mediatory moods", see the Glossary) which are one of the characteristics unique to the oral language. 
The literary and oral registers are better regarded as two poles. Some works in Literary Tibetan reveal the influence of 
the spoken language, while the reverse is also true: letters written in the vernacular contain literary features. The differ
ence between the two registers is greater than in the case of spoken and literary English. 
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contrast to Standard or Central Tibetan, Literary Tibetan is not normally used for con

However, some lamas or lay intellectuals use a form of expression which is virtually 

Tibetan, referred to as the "speech of the learned" o.lf~·q~·r·~l· mkhas-pa 'i kha-skad 

khaka'/. There is therefore a real diglossia in their speech. 

It is possible to identifY in Literary Tibetan, depending on period and region, different 

styles and registers, each belonging to one of three broad categories: Old Tibetan (ih to 

), Classical Literary Tibetan (lth to 19th century) and Modem Literary Tibetan9 (20th 

. It should be noted that Modem Literary Tibetan is still very conservative10 in its 

such that a non-specialist can read texts going back as far as the 12th century and even 

In its vocabulary, on the other hand, Modem Literary Tibetan has a large stock of 

':!"''""'"' relating mainly to technical inventions. 

The current manual focuses on Standard Spoken Tibetan and its written form. Literary 

is briefly presented in Appendix 1, where the main differences from the spoken form are 

There are nevertheless some words in standard Tibetan which do not have a literary form, 

the pronunciation is notably different from that in Literary Tibetan. In these cases, a 

which reflects Standard Tibetan is given, followed in brackets by the Literary Tibetan 

nwaJ!e of Dharma 

term ~~·~l chos-skad /choka'/, "language of Dharma", refers to the language of the 

:,and philosophy. However this does not mean that liturgical and philosophical languages 

a separate grammar. Choka' is in fact pure Literary Tibetan, using a philosophical termino

is specific to Dharma. Classical Tibetan is used as the liturgical language outside the 

.11-i)J-1'-·al\.JlllJ;; world in Mongolia and in the Russian Federation in Buriatia, Tuva and in Kal-

It is also sometimes used by various ethnic groups of Nepal such as Tamangs, Manangis, 

Oral teachings are normally given in the vernacular language, usually Spoken Standard 

fully complemented with quotations in Literary Tibetan.11 

.. .., .. ,...,.,.., ..... y Tibetan includes the language of journalism (gsar-shog gi skad-yig), as well as modem biographies 
scientific texts and novels. 

extent, Tibetan is comparable to Hebrew or Persian. By contrast, other languages such as French, English 
have evolved much more rapidly. In these languages, writings from the fifteenth century are effectively 

to specialists. 

'soiJileti1mes said that some lama has been giving teachings in a Kham or Amdo dialect. In fact this happens 
are at home but it is rare, when they teach Dharma outside their native region. In that case they use the 

Spoken language mixed with Literary Tibetan, and pronounce the words with an accent of their native dialect. 
't say that a native of Cardiff or Aberystwyth was speaking Gaelic if he was conversing in English with a 
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The term choka' is sometimes also used for political reasons in order to avoid mentioning 

the word "Tibetan", which refers to a nation and may therefore be less than ideal in a religious 

context. Finally, one occasionally hears the term choka' used to refer to the common language 

spoken in large monasteries that house monks of diverse regional provenance. 

Levels of language 

As in Literary Tibetan, there are several registers of politeness in Spoken Tibetan. The 

basic difference is between a form of polite speech ~·~· zhe-sa /sh~sa/ and ordinary speech, ~~; 
l~'0-1' skad dkyus-ma Mi' kyuma/. The polite form means using honorific (H) expressions for the 

2nd and 3rd persons and humili:fic (h) expressions for the 1st person. ~·~· /sh~sa/ is expressed 

mainly through personal pronouns, nouns, verbs and their auxiliaries. In this Manual, the hono

rific is identified with a capital H and the humili:fic term with a small h. The honorific forms are 

only specified when they are used in everyday speech. 12 

Slang and "secret languages" 

In Tibet, as in most other parts of the world, there are cryptic language codes correspond

ing to "argots", slang usages or languages of guilds, known as ~t!]~'}ljl' logs skad /lgkka'/. In 

Lhasa, certain artisanal associations, such as carpenters, use special argots. In cities, too, some 

youth sub-cultures have also developed their own sociolects. 

The term /lgkka'/ has a secondary meaning of "isolated" language, usually a Tibeto-Burman 

language that is close to, but mutually incomprehensible with, Tibetan. These languages are 

sometimes also referred to as "secret languages" tl]~C:::'t::l~'}ljl' gsang ba 'i skad /sangwa ka' I or 

"languages of the Dakinis (celestial goddesses)" 0-lfr.l..' r.l..~'0-1~' ~l· mkha '- 'gro 

/khandroma ka'/. 

An example of this is the language of Basum, which is spoken in Kongpo about 

hundred kilometers from Lhasa by fewer than three thousand people. There are some twenty 

"isolated" languages spoken on the high plateau by populations that are either Tibetan or 

have been assimilated to Tibetan culture. 

The main Tibetan dialects 

There are dozens of Tibetan dialects spread over :five countries: China, ·Bhutan, Nepal 

and Pakistan. The Tibetan dialects are derived from Old Tibetan and are closely related to Lite" 

rary Tibetan. 

The term dialects is used in the present work, though there is no mutual 

between some of the dialects and they might as well be called languages. The main reason 

12. For further details, see also Appendix 3, which deals with the honorific register. 
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of dialects is that they traditionally share Classical Tibetan as their literary language13
• 

•vn•·,..,c,ir.n "Tibetan dialects" to denote closely related languages that share a common 

Jartgu;age is analogous to the traditional terms of "Arabic dialects" or "Chinese dialects". 

list below the main dialects and their location within each country (see also the map of 

, on plate II). 

l,~~·}jjl,' dbus skad /Uka'/ in Lhasa Prefecture, Tibetan Autonomous Region. 

~;5C:::')jjl,' gtsang skad /tsangka'/ in Zhikatse Prefecture, T.A.R. 

l 1f{c:::·q~·}jjl.' kong-po 'i skad /kongpo: ka'/ in Nyingthri Prefecture, T.A.R . 

. • ~l,'}jjl,' stod skad /taka'/ in Ngari Prefecture, T.A.R, and in Nepal. 

• ~·Fa,'}jjl.' lho-kha 'i skad /lhoka: ka'/ in Lhokha Prefecture, T.A.R. 

• ~;;;;'}jjl,' hor-skad /horka'/ in Nagchu Prefecture, T.A.R. 

• f3l~'}jjl,' khams-skad /khamka'/. K.ham dialects are spoken in Chamdo Prefecture (T.A.R.), 

Kandze T.A.P. (Sichuan), in Yushu T.A.P. (Qinghai), and Dechen T.A.P. (Yunnan). 

Some Kham dialects are also spoken in Gannan Prefecture (Gansu, Choni County) and 

even in Ngari Prefecture (T.A.R., Gertse County) . 

• ·~.Ol~~'}jjl.' a-mdo 'i skad /amto: ka'/. Amdo dialects are spoken around Kokonor Lake, in 

Tshochang T.A.P., North of the Lake, (Qinghai, Haibei), Tsholho T.A.P., South of the 

Lake (Qinghai, Hainan), Tshonup T.A.P., West of the Lake (Qinghai, Haixi), in Tshoshar 

Prefecture, East of the Lake (Qinghai, Haidong). They are also spoken in Golok T.A.P. 

(Qinghai, guoluo), to the south of the Yellow River, in Malho T.A.P. (Qinghai 

Huangnan), in Kanlho T.A.P. (Gansu, Gannan) in Ngapa T.A.P. (Sichuan, Aba). Amdo 

dialects are also spoken by some nomads (drogpa) ofKandze Prefecture. 

l(c:::·F· rdzong-kha /tsgngka/ or ~~T~l· 'brug skad /tr!:Jkka'/, Dzongkha (lit: "the language 

of the fortresses"), the national language of Bhutan is spoken in the twenty districts of 

. Bhutan, but only in eight districts as a native language: Thimphu, Paro, Punakha, Wangdi 

Phodra, Garsa, Ha, Dhakarna and Chukha (for more details, see Driem, 1998.) 

. In Bhutan, one finds other Tibetan dialects such as: 

.~l·;o·c:;:·;o·F'khyod-ca nga-ca kha /khyocha ng~cha kha/ is spoken in Lhiintsi and Monggar 

• ~'F'la-kha /l~ka/. Lakha is spoken in Wangdi Phodra district. 

exception is the Balti dialect. Balti people in Pakistan were Buddhists until their conversion to Islam in the 
century. Before that date, they also used Classical Tibetan as their literary language. 
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• ~· '\~' ~~·~r::::·~~·~~· me-rag sag-steng 'brag skad /m~ra' sakteng trgkka'/. This dialect 

spoken by yakherds in Trashigang district. It is called ~~·r· /bjgkha/ in Dzongkha. 

• ~'\·~·§'~·~~· dur-gyi 'brog-skad /th~rki trgkka'/. This dialect referred locally as Brokkat 

spoken by yakherds in Bhumthang district. 

in Nepal: 

• 4"-'z:::~a_·~~· shar-pa 'i skad /sharpa: ka'/. The Sherpa dialect is found in the area near 

Jhomolangma and the Ghangchendzonga ridges mainly in the following districts 

khumbu, Taplejung, Sankhuwa-Sabha, Dolakha and Sindupalchok. It is also spoken in the 

Tibetan Autonomous Region in Dram County. 

• ~~!ll·c:ia_·~l'gdol-po 'i skad /tg:po: ka'/.The Dolpo dialect is found in Dolpa district. 

• ~·~~·gzo skad /loka'/. The Loka or Mustangi dialect is found in Mustang district. 

• ~~~·z:::~a_·~·illa_·~~· grogs pa 'i sgo Ia 'i skad /thrgkpa kgla: ka'/. The Dhrogpai Gola dialect is 

spoken in Taplejung district. 

in India: 

• t:lz:1~·~r::::~·zsz:;· I -I ·~ ·~ ''I , 'bras-ljongs skad tr~ncong ka' . The Dranjong dialect or Sikkimese is 

spoken in the state of Sikkim. 

• lll'1~~·~~· la-dwags skad /l§:ta' ka'/. Ladakhi is spoken in Ladakh district and Zangskar 

Tehsil ofKargil district in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. 

• r:::J,'~~·~~ .. pu-rig skad /puri' ka'/. Purik dialect is spoken in Kargil Tehsil of Ladakh dis

trict in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. 

• ~·ryt:t:~~· spiti 'i skad /piti: ka'/. Spiti dialect is spoken in the district of Lahul and Spiti in 

the state of Himachal Pradesh. 

• ill'::iill'~~· la-hul skad /l§:hi.i: ka'/ or ~'\·~·~~·gar-shwa skad /kh~rsha ka'/. 

The Lahuli dialect locally called Gharsha dialect is spoken in the district of Lahul and 

Spiti (Himachal Pradesh). 

• '?03' ~~· nyam skad /ny~m ka'/. Nyamkat dialect is located in the district of Upper Kinnaur . 

(Himachal Pradesh). 

in Pakistan: ,~ 

• ~ill·l)a_·~~· sbal-ti 'i skad /p~:ti: ka'/. Balti dialect is spoken in Baltistan and Ghanche 

districts in the Northern Areas of Pakistan. 

It is possible to regroup the dialects in the following groups: 
14 

14. This is a tentative classification. For some dialects such as Sherpa or Mustangi, further research is needed to esta
blish their affiliation. 
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U-Tsang group: D, Lhokha, Kongpo, Tsang, To. 

To subgroup of D-Tsang includes dialects from Ngari and Zhikatse Prefectures in the 

as well as various dialects spoken in northwestern Nepal (Limi, Mugu, Dolpo, Mustangi 

and northeastern Nepal (Lhomi, Dhrogpai Gola and Walungchung Gola). 

Kham-Hor group: Central Kham (Derge and Chamdo area), Southern Kham (Dechen 

ortheastern Kham (Yiishu, Nangchen area), Northeastern Kham (Thewo, Choni), and Hor 

Amdo group: North Kokonor Amdo (Kangtsa, Chilen, etc.), West Kokonor Amdo 

,Nagonno, etc.), Southeast Kokonor Amdo (Chentsa, Thrika, Hualong, etc.), South Gansu 

,r+-;<•v"''".5• Luchu, etc.), Golok Amdo (Machen, MatO, Gade, etc.), Ngapa Amdo (Ngapa, 

Dzamthang, etc.) and Kandze area Amdo spoken by some drogpa tribes. 

The Dzongkha-Sikkimese group: Dzongkha, Lakha, Chochangacha, Sikkhimese, Merak 

J)rogpa, Dur Drogpa. 

Ladakhi-Balti group: Ladakhi, Balti, Purik. 

The Lahul-Spiti group: Lahul, Spiti, Nyamkat. 

The Sherpa-Jirel group: Solu Sherpa, Khumbu Sherpa, Jirel (all spoken in northeastern 

· Kyirong-Kagate group: Kyirong (spoken in Kyirong County, T.A.R.), and Kagate, 

11 . ...,~'".5'" ... 5 , and Yolmo (sometimes called Helambu Sherpa), all spoken in northeastern 

comprehension is generally good between the dialects of the D-Tsang group and 

·Tibetan. On the other hand, with the dialects of the other groups, communication is 

limited if their speakers know absolutely no Standard or Literary Tibetan: Of these the 

removed from Central Tibetan are the dialects of Ladakh, Balti and Amdo, which did not 

NCimaLd-tJastorail~;;ts, from whichever region (Ngari, Nagchu, Kham, etc.) have a particular 

referred to as ~~T)jjl' 'brog skad /trgkka'/, as distinct from the speech of sedentary agri-

which is described as ~C::::')jjl' rong skad /rgngka'/
6 ·~ 

grateful to Roland Bielmeier who provided valuable information on dialects of Nepal and Pakistan. (personal 
February 2003). 

rong-pa refers to farming communities in the low-lying valleys, as opposed to the nomads. Tibetans in 
the tenn to denote the ethnic groups of the middle hills. 
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Amongst the populations bordering Tibet, many people speak Tibetan. Two examples are 

the populations of Gyarong ~i"l.l'~t::::· rgyal-rong /ky~:rong/ and Minyak 3l· '?Zl]' mi-nyag /mjpyak/ · 

Sichuan. 
17 

It should be noted finally that within the Tibetan-speaking world, most educated people in 

the cities speak at least one or even two languages apart from their native Tibetan language: 

Chinese, Hindi-Urdu, Nepali or English depending on the country where they live. 

2. Pronunciation and transcription 
Phonological transcription

18 
of Tibetan words will be provided up to Lesson 20. Before 

tackling the alphabet, it would be a good idea to get to grips with the Tibetan phonological sys

tem, and we shall therefore begin with a brief presentation of the pronunciation of sounds. For 

further details, refer to the basics of phonology given in Appendix 2. 

The 28 consonants in Tibetan are: k, ky, ', p, t, tr, ts, c, s, r, sh, I, m, n , ng, ny, w, y and the 

aspirates kh, khy, ph, th, thr, tsh, ch, rh, lh, h. The eight vowels are: a, a, e, o, o, u, 0, i. 

Each of these sounds will now be presented. 

The consonants 

We suggest that you make use of the CD when reading the explanations given here. 

All the sounds presented here are illustrated in Appendix 2 with corresponding recordings. 

• /k/ with a high tone
19 

is pronounced like the k of poker or skull; with a low tone like 

the g of gasp and, in other cases, somewhere between a k and a g. Thus /ka/ is 
pronounced ka, while /k9;/ is pronounced ga, and /ka/ falls somewhere between ka 

and ga. At the end of a word (and sometimes within a word), the pronunciation ~f · 
the k is very weak, corresponding to a barely audible glottal stop.

20 

• /kh/ corresponds to an aspirated k, rather like the c of cull or curb. Aspiration involves 

breathing out sharply while uttering the consonant. 

17. The inhabitants of both Gyarong and Minyak consider themselves as Tibetans and they usually speak Tibetan. 
However, in neither case is the native language a Tibetan dialect, although Tibetan is used by both as the literary 
language. -

18. Phonetic transcription of Tibetan words would be very complex and unreadable for non-specialists. The system 
used in this Manual is therefore both a simple and largely phonological one that will enable readers to know the · 
pronunciation of words and to predict their contextual variations by means of standard keyboard signs. 

19. High and low tones are indicated by a line above and below the vowel respectively. Further information on tones is 
provided below. 

20. The glottal stop will be indicated by an apostrophe. 
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The apostrophe
21 

corresponds to a glottal stop. The sound is produced by starting to 

say a k but stopping abruptly before expelling the air. Sometimes this is heard just 

as a tone or a lengthening of the preceding vowel. The effect is similar to the 

ending of the word what spoken in a South London accent [wo'], or in the middle 

of the American exclamation "uh-oh!" 

with a high tone corresponds to a slightly "moist" k, i.e., as if it were followed by a 

short i. Thus lkyu/ is pronounced like the cu in cute. In other cases (when in an un

stressed position), /ky/ is pronounced somewhere between ky and gy. 

is pronounced like /ky/, but aspirated and always voiceless. 

is very similar to the English tr, particularly when followed by rounded vowels 

such as /o, u/. When it is followed by non-rounded vowels, the pronunciation 

differs from English in that the lips are drawn back. When it carries a high tone, /tr/ 

is pronounced like the tr in metropolitan; when it carries a low tone, it is pro

nounced like the dr in English drew, and in other cases somewhere between a tr 

andadr. 

is pronounced similarly to /tr/, but aspirated and always voiceless, as in true. 

is pronounced with a high tone like the t in stop, with a low tone like the d in debt, 

and in other cases somewhere between t and d. 

is similar to t but aspirated. It corresponds roughly to the t of top. 

with a high tone is pronounced like the p in spit or depot, and with a low tone like 

the b in bit; and in other cases it falls somewhere between p and b. 

is pronounced like p, but aspirated. It corresponds to the p in pit or pot. 

with a high tone is similar to the ch of chair, or the Italian ciao, but with less aspi

ration and more "moist". With a low tone /c/ is similar to the j of journey but, 

again, more "moist". The rest of the time it is pronounced somewhere between ch 

andj. 

is pronounced like the ch in chair. 

· rare cases, the apostrophe appears after a nasal to indicate a falling tone. 
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• Its/ with a high tone is pronounced like the ts of patsy, or the z in Mozart, and with a 

low tone like the dz in adze. 

• /tshl is pronounced like ts, but aspirated. 

•Ish! corresponds to the sh of show, but is "moistened". It is equivalent to the Chinese 

sound xi in pinyin transcription. 

• /r/ can be pronounced in two different ways. The first corresponds to a rolled r, similar 

to that in the Spanish cara or Russian gora or the British rolled r. The second is 

quite close to the English r in raw, but pronounced with the lips drawn back (and 

not rounded). It is virtually the same as the Chinese pinyin r in rou. At the end of a 

word or syllable, the ra is barely audible and most of the time becomes a lengthen

ing of the preceding vowel, similar to the r of better. 

• /rhl is approximately like the s in sugar, but lightly aspirated, with the point of the 

tongue curled back, touching the alveolar ridge (upper gums) and the lips retracted. 

This sound is noted in the transcription as /rhl for two reasons: first, because it is 

written in Tibetan as an h with an r subjoined. Secondly, because at the beginning 

of the second syllable, the sound is normally pronounced as an /r/. 

• Is/ is similar to the s of sit. 

• Ill is similar to the l of lap or low. At the end of a word or syllable, the lis barely pro

nounced and normally becomes a lengthening of the preceding vowel. 

• /lhl corresponds to a heavily-aspirated l. 

• /hi corresponds to the h in holy or hello. 

• lml corresponds to the m of me. 

• In! corresponds to the n of nut. At the end of a word, the sound is lightly pronounced 

and generally becomes a nasalization of the preceding voewel, similar, though a 

little more pronounced, than the n in the French main or sain. 

• /ny/ is equivalent to the neu of neutral. 

• /ng/ is equivalent to the ng of king or song. In some English dialects, the nasal velar 

also occurs within a word, as in "singer". In Tibetan, this sound appears not only at 

the end of a word or syllable, but also at the beginning - contrary to most European 
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languages. At the end of the word or syllable, lngl also nasalizes the preceding 

vowel. Thus the pronunciation of /l~ng/, /t~ng/ and /lgng/ is quite similar to that of 

the French words langue, dingue and longue. 

• lwl corresponds to the w in we. 

• lyl corresponds to they of year or young. 

Vowels 

The eight Tibetan vowels /a, e, a, o, 6, u, 0, i/ are relatively straightforward, the vowel 

system being similar to that in French and German. 

• Ia! is an open central vowel, similar to the a in am or ram. Apart from when it is 

stressed, it tends to be pronounced like a central vowel a, similar to the English 

article a. 

• Ia! corresponds to the vowel sound in share, or the e of the French pere. 

• lei corresponds to e of the French he or the ee of the German See. When the vowel is 

followed by a consonant (closed syllable), it is pronounced like an /a/. 

• 161 corresponds to the sound eu in French or the Germano. 

• lol corresponds to the sound o in the word so. When the syllable is closed, the sound is 

normally pronouced more openly, as in sock. 

• lui corresponds to the sound oo in the word cool or the u in rune. 

• lUI corresponds to the sound u in the French word rue, or the ii in the German Bucher. 

• Iii corresponds to the ee in see. 

. Phonologically, standard Tibetan has only two tones: high and low. The tone is only impor

tant for the first syllable of a word. Thus, for polysyllabic words, the tone will be marked only for 

the first syllable, while the following syllables are atonal. To the extent that there is only one tone 

per word, and it falls on the first syllable, tones can be a good criterion for distinguishing words in 

Standard Tibetan. '" 

It is important to be able to hear the tones, since this makes it possible to distinguish 

between a large number of words. In the transcription, the high and low tones are marked by a bar 

respectively above and below the vowel. 

/ng~/ "I", /nga/ "five" or "drum", /l~ng/ "to get up", /lang/ "to lift up", /s~'/ "to eat", 

/sa'/ "to kill" (past tense), /sh§:mo/ "hat", /shamo/ "mushroom", etc. 
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Tone contour 

In monosyllabic words, high and low tones are pronounced with different "contours" or 

"shapes" (flat or modulated), depending on the final consonant of the syllable. We can distinguish 

four types: high flat, high falling, low flat (rising) and low rising-falling. 

While the level of tones (high or low) is essential for understanding and producing sounds, 

the contours are secondary and can be ignored without hindering communication. Thus, the fol

lowing paragraphs are for information only, and can be skipped by readers without impeding the 

process of learning the language. 

The high tone is flat or slightly falling if the syllable ends with a vowel or with the nasals 

(n, m, ng). For example: /sa/ "earth", /chang/ "beer", /chu/ "water", /sang/ "scales (for weighing)", 

/kham/ "piece". 

• The high tone is falling
22 

if the syllable ends with the consonant p, a glottal stop ', or the 

nasals n', m', ng'. For example: /sa.'/ "to kill", /shu'/ "strength", /thap/ "hearth, stove", 

/kham'/ "Kham" (a region of Tibet), /sang'/ "to become enlightened". 

• The low tone is flat (slightly rising)23 if the syllable ends in a vowel or with the nasals (n, 

m, ng). For example: /ng9:/ "I", /s9:/ "to eat", /l9:ng/ "to get up", /kh'§:ng/ "full, one". 

• The low tone is rising followed by a short fall
24 

if the syllable ends with the consonants p 

or 'or with the nasals (n', m', ng').25 For example: /sh~'/ "to sit down" /s~'/ "to eat"(past 

tense), /l'§:ng'/ "to get up (past tense)", /kh'§:ng'/ "snow". 

Note: After the final nasals n, m, ng, the apostrophe is used to indicate a modulated tone 

rather than a glottal stop. This comes from an i 6 
(yang- 'jug) which was formerly pronounced, but 

which is now only written. Thus /kham'/ "Kham, Eastern Tibet" /sang'/ "fumigation", /sung'/ "to 

say"(H) are pronounced with a sharply falling high tone. 

Aspiration 

Aspiration can only occur at the beginning of a word, on a high or a low tone. It never 

occurs in the middle of a word. 

It is nevertheless possible to distinguish many words according to aspiration, by comparing 

the following two series: /p, t, tr, ky, k, ts, c, I, r/ and /ph, th, thr, khy, kh, tsh, ch, lh, fh/. 

22. The fall is very abrupt: 52. 

23. Slightly rising: 12. 

24. The configuration is 132. 

25. After nasals, the apostrophe denotes a tone: see above. 

26. Less frequently, it can be ada drag, or adjoined d: see the following section. 
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The relationship between tone, aspiration and voicing 

It is important to note the following rule: aspirated consonants are always voiceless while 

non-aspirated consonants are voiceless when they carry a high tone but voiced with a low 

tone. 

Aspiration is strong with a high tone and weaker with a low tone. In the case of a low tone, 

a difference in voicing goes with the difference between aspirated and non-aspirated sounds: aspi

rated voiceless versus non-aspirated voiced. 

Finally, it should be noted that a non-aspirated high tone is pronounced higher than an 

aspirated high tone. 

Ex.: (high tone): Mingpa/"leg, foot", /khangpa/"house", /ta/"horse", /tha/"end", 

/tsokpa/ "dirty", /tshokpa/ "group, association", /pakpa/ "skin", /phakpa/ "pig", 

(low tone): /t9:/ "arrow", /th9:,/ "now", /p!J./ "insect", /ph!J./ "son", /cf}.'/ "to forget", 

/ch~'/ "to do", /q/ "rainbow", /ch9:,/ "bird", /kg/ "head", /khg/ "to hear". 

The combined oppositions of aspiration and tone allow the following series to be identified; 

it is important to be able to hear the differences and to train yourself to reproduce them: 

Ex.: 

nonaspirated high tone (voiceless) versus aspirated high tone (voiceless). 

nonaspirated low tone (voiced) versus aspirated low tone (voiceless). 

/ta/ "horse"· /tha/ "end"· /tha/ "now"· /ta/ "arrow" ' ' - ' -
/tang/ "to send"; /thang/ "plain"; /th9:_ng/ "and"; /t9:,ng/ "tune" 

/pu/ "hair"; /phu/ "bottom"; /ph!J./ "son"; /p!J./ "insect" 

/cal "letter ca"; /cha/ "pair"; /ch9:,/ "bird"; /c9:,/ "rainbow" 

/par/ "photo"; /phar/ "over there"; /ph9:,r/ "between"; /p9:,r/ "to be lit" 

/ko/ "yak hide"; /kho/ "he"; /khg/ "to understand"; /kg/ "head" 

Geminates 

There are sometimes double letters in phonological notation. These are not pronounced as 

double or long. Double letters in Tibetan only change the length of the preceding vowels (com

pare English .fiber and fibber) and the tone contour, both of which can be overlooked in the early 

stages of learning Tibetan. 

Thus the words /lappa/ "instruction"; /lapa/ "employee" are pronounced identically, except 

for lengthening of the vowel and a lightly falling tone on the first syllable of /lappa/. 
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Stress 

In Tibetan, the stress normally falls on the first syllable of polysyllabic words,27 but the 

accentuation is weak and not very noticeable (by contrast with English, Italian or Russian). 

Accentuation therefore poses little problem in Tibetan. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that gram

matical suffixes (plural, case, conjunctions, nominalization, etc.) are generally atonal and attached 

to the preceding word. This has implications for the segmentation of phrases, rhythm and into

nation. 

Tibetan poetry relies entirely on metre and doesn't rhyme, and in this context stress is 

therefore essential. 

Summary of the essential rules of pronunciation 

• 1. Tones are only distinctive for the first syllable of words. 

• 2.With a low tone, nonaspirated initial consonants are voiced (or are partially voiced): 

p =[b], k = [g], t = [d] tr = [dr], ts = [dz]. 

• 3. Aspirated consonants are always voiceless. 

• 4. There is no aspiration in the second syllable. 

• 5. The consonants /k, p, r, 1/ "weaken" at the end of a syllable or word, and are sometimes 

barely pronounced. 

• 6. The final nasals /ng, n/ are weakly pronounced and cause a nasalization of the preceding 

vowel. 

Ill .,.1r·~·111 

Exercises 

1) Practice pronouncing and listening to the differences between the following 

words: 

/ka/, /kya/, /ca/, /tra/, /ta/ 

/ko/, /kyo/, /co/, /tro/, /to/ 

/kO/, /kyO/, /cO/, /trO/, /tO/ 

/kT/, /kyT/, /cT/, /trT/, ItT! 

/ke/, /kye/, /eel, /tre/, /tel 

27. As opposed to French, for example, where the weak stress falls on the last syllable. 
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2) Do the same with the aspirated series: 

/kha/, /khya/, /cha/, /thra/, /tha/ 

/kho/,/khyo/, /cho/, /thro/, /tho/ 

/khO/, /khyO/, /chO/, /thrO/, /thO/ 

/khT/, /khyT/, /chT/, /thrT/, /thT/ 

/khe/, /khye/, /che/, /thre/, /the/ 

3) Do the same with the nasal series: 

/n9,/, /ng9,/, /ny9,/ 

/ng/, /ngg/, /nyg/ 

/nu/, /ngu/, /nyu/ 

/n~/, /ng~/, /ny~/ 

/rljj, /ngj/, /nyjj 

39 

4) Learn to pronounce the high/low tones, and to hear the difference between 

them: 

/n9,/, /na/, /m9,/, /mal, /ng9,/, /nga/, /ny9,/, /nya/ 

/ya/, /ya/, /s9,/, /sa/, /sh9,/, /sha/, /19,/, /Ia/, 

/w9,/, /wa/. 

5) Learn to pronounce the high and low tones and aspirated sounds by differ
entiating the following series. Repeat the same exercise with each of the four 

different vowels: 

/ka/, /kha/, /kh9;/, /k9;/ 

.. /kya/, /khya/, /khy9;/, /ky9;/ 

/ca/,/cha/, /ch9,/, /c9,/ 

/tra, /thra/, /thr9,/, /tr9,/ 

/pa/, /pha/, /ph9;/, /p9;/ 

/tsa/, /tsha/, /tsh9;/, /ts9:/. 
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6) Learn to pronounce and hear the difference between the following series, with 

and without glottal stops: 

/ara/, tara'/; /ta/, /ta'/; /thu/, /thu'/; /r~/, lr9:.'/; /cha/, /cha'/; /lg/, /lg'/; /lo/, /lo'/; /shi:J/, /shi:J'/; /shT/, 

shT'/; /lha/, lha'/; /sa/, sa'/; /s9:_/, /s9:.'/; /so/, /so'/; /kha/, /kha'/; /ku/, /ku'/; /tho/, /tho'/; /na/, /na'/; 

leT/, /cT'/; /cha/, /cha'/; /ma/, /ma'/; /mjj, /mT'/; /tsho/, /tsho'/; /tsg/, /tsg'/; /rjj, frl'/; /lu/, /lu'/; 

/sha/, /sha'/; /shg/, /shg'/; /ya/, /ya'/; /yo/, /yo'/; /yu/, /yu'/; /m~/, /m~'/. 

7) Pronounce clearly the high and low tones in the following pairs: 

/ng9:_/ "I", /nga/ "five" or "drum"; /sa/ "earth", /s9:./ "to eat"; /n9:_ng/ "in", /nang/ "to give"; 

/l9:_ng/ "to get up", /lang/ "to lift up"; /ny~:/ "to lie down", /nya:/ "to lay down"; /ny~'/ "to 

hit", /nye'/ "to find"; /so/ "tooth", /sg/ "to make"; /s~'/ "to eat", /sa'/ "to kill"; !m9:_! 

"mother", negation, /mal "wound"; /s~r/ "to say", /ser/ "gold"; /r~:/ "to be tom", Ira:/ "to 

tear"; /19,/ "pass", /Ia/ "to rent"; /sh9:_mo/ "hat", /shame/ "mushroom"; /sh~,J'/ "to sit down", 

/shu'/ "strength"; /shgkpa/ "morning", /shokpa/ "wing"; /th9;/ "now", /tha/ "end, edge"; 

/th9:_ngpo/ "first", /thangpo/ "in good health"; /thgn/ "meaning", /than/ "to go out"; /ch9:_ng/ 

"north", /chang/ "beer"; /shlka/ "estate", /shTka/ "temperament". 

\ 
B) Pronounce clearly the aspirated sounds in the following pairs: 

High tone: /kangpa/ "leg, foot", /khangpa/ "house"; /kawa/ "pillar", /khawa/ "snow"; /ta/ 

"horse", /tha/ "end"; /tsokpa/ "dirty", /tshokpa/ "group, association"; /pakpa/ "skin", /phakpa/ 

"pig"; /ka'/ "to stop", /kha'/ "sort"; /pu/ "hair", /phu/ "bottom"; lea'/ "to cut", /cha'/ "to be 

cut"; /ca'/ "to break", /cha'/ "to be broken"; /tongpa/ "empty", /thongpa/ "to see"; /par/ 

"photo", /phar/ "over there"; /cu/ "ten", /chu/ "water"; /tse/ "summit", /tshe/ "life"; /tsa/ 

"vein, grass", /tsha/ "salt"; /tsam/ "just, about", /tsham/ "limit"; ~a/ "to rent, soul", /lha/ 

"divinity"; /lo/ "lung", /lho/ "south"; /lung/ "air"; /lhung/ "to fall". 

Low tone: lt9:_! "arrow", /th9;/ "now"; /k9;/ "to like", /kh9;/ "letter ga"; /p~,J/ "insect", /phi:J/ 

"son"; /c~'/ "to forget", /ch~'/ "to do"; lc9:.! "rainbow", /ch9;/ "bird"; /p9;r/ "to be lit", /ph9:_r/ 

"between"; /cQ'/ "to grasp", /chQ'/ "policy, strategy"; /kg/ "head", /khg/ "to listen". 
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3. Tibetan writing 

The Tibetan alphabet consists of thirty letters corresponding to consonants
28 

which are 

pronounced with the vowel a by default. The vowels i, u, e and o are marked as accents ( dia

critical signs) written above or below these letters. Written Tibetan qc\~tl]' bod-yig /phgyi'/9 is 

m""'""'n from Devanagari writing (more specifically from the Gupta variant of this, once used in 

nortne1:n India), and bears some similarities to written Burmese and other alphabets of Southeast 

which also derive from Devanagari. It was created in the seventh century, during the First 

.IJULO. • ., .• v .. of Buddhism in Tibet. According to Tibetan tradition, King Songtsan Gampo (Srong

sGam-po ), an emanation of the bodhisattva A valokitesvara, dispatched to India his minister 

ThOnmi Sambhota, himself an emanation of the bodhisattva Mafijusri, with the aim of establish-

a permanent alphabet, which would allow the translation of Buddhist texts in particular. This 

does not rule out the possibility that a writing system could have existed in Tibet before the 

century, but it is from this date that written Tibetan began to flourish on the high plateau. 

Tibetan alphabet CD I • Tr. 3-4 

Table 1 

The thirty consonants and their pronunciation tlj~~·sl~~·~l 

~ ka F kha , kha ~ 
ng~ 

~ ca CE cha ~ cha '? ny~ -

7 ta ~ tha l tha ~ na 

t.l pa Z<l ph a z:::] 
ph~ Ol ma 

~ tsa a:; tsha !:( tsha ~ wa -

~ sha =::1 sa "' a c.ll y~ 

~ ra ~ Ia 4 sha ~ sa -

r<; ha U\l a 

These thirty letters include two vowels and two semi-vowels. The vowe( e is in fact a consonant by origin, as 
by its pronunciation as a glottal fricative [fl] or nasal in certain contexts (see the appendix on phonology). 

The term bod-yig means primarily "written Tibetan", but by extension it refers also to "Tibetan literature". The 
"alphabet" in Tibetan is like our own (alpha-beta), formed from the first two letters: ka-kha. 
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The four diacritic vowels l5c::::~·t:l~1 

u e 0 

These are called respectively 9·~· gi-gu /khlku/, ~t:l~·~· zhabs-kyu /sh§;pkyu/, ~§]c::::· 
~· 'greng-bu /tr~ngpu/, ~·~· na-ro /n§:ro/. 

3)· ' ~· h' ~· ' ~·I' Ex.: m1, "" p u, me, o 

How to write the letters of the Tibetan alphabet -,...,., -rrFF -r-~z:r~ 

-rz::: -:r.:;;o -.,-:rofroo 
-rF~ -'""'~ -,ry 
-C'F'£;~ -rl -~~ 

- ,. z=.,_CJ - ,. c.,_ CJ Z'4 -r~z::J 

- .,. ~03 -:r.:;;o~ -.,-:rofroo~ 

-rF~E( -rqq..~~ -rr~ 

---~ -' ("'"" t CJ ~Ul ---. 

-.,-~ - I (' "'., "-3 -o~4 
/ 

-,. z::: ~~ -r-r::T<j . , u ~~ 
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Notes on the alphabet 

Unlike the Greek, Hebrew or Arabic alphabets, Tibetan letters, apart from the vowels, do 

not have a name. Each letter, however, has a precise symbolism in Tibetan Buddhism. The alpha

bet is read by pronouncing each letter with the vowel A, which is implicit. Following the Indian 

tradition, the letters come in an order reflecting the phonology of the language; they are presented 

by series according to their locus of articulation. For the first four series (ka, ca, ta, pa), the order 

follows the progress of articulation from the back of the mouth ( velars) to the edge of the lips 

(labials), via the palate (palatals) and teeth (dentals), after which there is the series of affricates 

(sounds consisting of an plosive followed by a fricative). 

1) IT] ka velars 2) ;o ca palatals 3) ry ta dentals 4) z:.J pa labials 5) ~ tsa affricates (dentals). 

The remaining letters do not correspond to a clear phonological order.Regarding the first 

five series, we note that the first letter of each series is voiced with a high tone, the second is also 

a high tone but aspirated, the third is a low tone lightly aspirated,
30 

and the fourth is a nasal cor

responding to the place of articulation of the three preceding letters. 

The vowel markers are written above and below the consonants. 

The I, theE and the 0 are written above the letter, while the U is written below. The A is 

not marked, but is implicit. When the Tibetan language was first written as this alphabet of thirty 

letters, there were no tones.31 Over time, the convergence of voiced and voiceless consonants has 

created tonal oppositions. As we have seen, Standard Tibetan has two tones important enough to 

ii:lentify and distinguish. However, tones are not marked with special signs, and must be de

duced from the radical letter. Most radicals are associated with a distinct high or low tone. The 

nine original voiced consonants ~·kh~, ~·ch~, l'th~, z::::l'pht, !('tsh~, ~· ~3\ "'\' sh~, ='!' s~, 1£:1' w~, are 

"~lways pronounced with a low tone, whereas fourteen sounds, the voiceless 'Tj'ka, F'kha, ;o·ca, a;· 

~ha, ?'ta, El'tha, z:.J' pa, Z<l' pha, ~·tsa, aS'tsha, 4' sha, ~·sa, "?' ha and the vowel "'1' a, always carry a high 

However, seven letters that usually carry a low tone shift to a high tone when they figure in 

.. certain combinations (when they are prefixed or superscribed): these are the four nasals C:::'ng~, 
'<~' · a-· a.r <J:~' ~: Cl.l' 1 ny~, \ n~, m~, and the letters y~, r~, 1~. 

'JO.· This sound corresponds to an old voiced consonant which is still pronounced as such in many dialects. The Wylie 
transliteration therefore writes a voiced consonant g, j, d, b. See the table on the following page. 

31. The dialects of Ladakh, Baltistan and Amdo have never developed a tonal system. 
132. This consonant is an exception to the general rule insofar as it carries a high tone when it appears with certain com-
1binations involving a prefixed letter. 

33. The letter 'a chung yields a low tone but also generates a labialization in front of back vowels a, o. Thus /gma/ 
"milk" is usually pronounced [ wgma]. 
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Transliteration and phonological transcription 

Table 2 

The thirty consonants: transliteration and pronunciation 

~ ka ka F kha kha , ga kh§; r::: nga nga 
'5 ca ca 00 cha cha ~ ja cha '? nya nya 
ry ta ta !::1 tha tha l da th§; ~ na na 
q pa pa r.:l pha ph a t:::l ba ph a ~ rna ma 
'!i tsa tsa ~ tsha tsha E( dza tsh§; rr:l wa wa 

~ zha Sh§; El za sa (.\ 'a a Ul ya ya 
'\ ra ra "-1 Ia Ia 4 sha sha ~ sa sa 

~ ha ha IJ1 a a 

The four vowels 

i T u 0 e 0 6 

Transliteration 

In European, Japanese, and Chinese works that deal with Tibetan culture, or whenever (for 

typographical reasons) the Tibetan script can't be used, a system ofromanized transliteration may 

be employed. 

The principle of transliteration is that each letter of the Tibetan alphabet corresponds to one 

or more Roman letters. While transliteration enables the reader to recognize the Tibetan spelling 

of a word and, to a certain extent, its archaic pronunciation, it gives no straightforward indication 

of how it is pronounced in Modem Central Tibetan. 34 It may be noted that while spelling is stan

dard throughout the Tibetan-speaking world (0, Tsang, To Ngari, Ladakh, Amdo, Kham, Bhutan, 

etc.), texts are read with different pronunciation according to the regional provenance of the 

reader. 

34. There are numerous differences between Central Tibetan and Old Tibetan (which provided the basis for the current 
system of spelling), especially in the case of consonant clusters. As far as the pronunciation of individual letters is con
cerned, however, the only difference lies in the fact that the voiced plosives of Old Tibetan have produced low 
while voiceless plosives have produced high tones. It is interesting to note that the spelling of Modem Tibetan is 
least as archaic as that of modem French and in some cases, English. Tibetan spelling represents the way in which 
language was pronounced around the eighth century, whereas that of English corresponds to its pronunciation 
the fifteenth. Certain archaic dialects of Baltistan, Ladakh and Amdo have retained a pronunciation close to the 
form. 
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This Manual will make use of the Wylie system of transliteration (the simplest and most 

commonly used), presented in Table 2. Transliterated renderings will be presented in italics. 

1lransliteration of polysyllabic words will use the following conventions: 

• Syllables within a word will be linked by a hyphen. Grammatical morphemes (case 

markers and connectives) attached to words will be preceded by the sign+. For example: 

dge-rgan+ gyis "by the teacher". 

• The letter y preceded by a prefix will be distinguished from the subscript y by a full stop 

after the prefix. For example:,().;!,. g.yag "yak" and ~::1\.'gyar "to be separated". 

Phonological transcription 

The transcription that figures in this Manual in roman letters (and sometimes between 

oblique strokes) reproduces the pronunciation of Standard Tibetan or Central Tibetan.35 This is 

the transcription that was presented in the last chapter. Although it gives no indication of the 

'spelling of words, it is all the more useful insofar as spelling is often very far removed from pro

nunciation. However, by applying a few simple rules, you will be able to deduce the pronun

ciation from the orthographic presentation. Note that there are certain exceptions (see Appen

dix 1, section 2.1). Moreover, there are a few rare words in the spoken language with no written 

form.
36 

The literary pronunciation of words will be indicated by the sign (L). 

Note: When there is a slight disparity between current and literary pronunciation, in the 

~bsence of a written Standard form, the word will be written in Literary Tibetan, but the transcrip

'tion will reproduce the colloquial form.37 

• The following convention will be used for the transcription of polysyllabic words: syl

lables of the same word will be joined without any hyphen, while grammatical morphemes (case 

markers and connectives) attached to the word will be preceded by a hyphen. For example: k~kan

ki' "by the teacher". 

'35. It also makes it possible to grasp the pronunciation of Tibetan in the province of Tsang, which is very close to that 
'oiCentral Tibet, and certain basic rules of correspondence make it possible to shift from one to the other. By contrast, 
the phonological systems that obtain in Ladakh, Zangskar, Ngari, Amdo, Kham and Bhutan (in the case of Dzongkha) 
are different from the one presented here. For example, in Amdo and Kham, there are sounds such as [x] (the Spanish 
jota) and [1{], the French or German r, [3] (the Frenchj) and [z] (the English z). These sounds are all absent in Stftndard 
.Tibetan (ST). In Dzongkha there are also sounds such as [pte;;] (pch in English) and [bd3] (bj), which are also absent in 
ST. Since all these dialects share the same literary language, the way in which texts are read varies considerably 
according to the regional provenance of the speaker. The fact that the same letter can be pronounced in several different 
\Vays is not a unique feature of Tibetan. The same is true of Latin and the Romance languages derived from it. For 
example, chis pronounced as [J] in French (as in Chine) but [k] in Italian (as in chiuso) and [tf] chin spanish (as in 
China); g is pronounced [3] in French (as in gens), [x] in Spanish (as in gente) and [d3] in Italian (as in giorno). The 
same phenomenon may be observed in Chinese, where the pronunciation of a single character varies from one dialect to 
another. 

36. By contrast, a number of words from Literary Tibetan are not used in the colloquial language. 

37. The literary pronunciation can always be deduced from the spelling. 
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Orthography of Tibetan words within the English text 

When presenting Tibetan words in scientific publications in English (or other ""'·e .. ""e"'~'' 

most authors use Wylie transliteration which renders the Tibetan orthography but does not 

vide the actual pronunciation in Standard Tibetan. For non-specialists, a transcription system 

the pronunciation is more appropriate. However, until now there is a considerable variation 

tween the various authors. For the sake of standardization, we propose in this Manual a system 

phonetic transcription that is simple and directly derived from the Wylie transliteration. It is 

sented in Appendix 7. It will be used to transcribe the Tibetan words that occur in the lessons 
38 well as on the maps . 

The syllable 

The thirty basic letters of the alphabet may be combined to produce other sounds. 

letters may be "stacked up" within a syllable, which is the main unit when reading. 

Syllables~~·~· /tshTngtrur are easy to identify in written Tibetan: each syllable is 

off from its neighbours by an intersyllabic dot · called ;$~· /tsha.'/. Thus the syllables, which 

connected to one another by these dots, are strung together like beads on a thread without 

spaces between words or even, in many cases, between clauses. 

A syllable may contain from one to seven letters 

The simplest syllable consists of a single radical letter, while the most complex cmnpnse 

seven letters in the following combination: a prefix, a superscript, a radical, a subscript, a 

accent, a first suffix and a second suffix.40 Even if there is theoretically a very large set of 

bilities, the actual number of complex syllables is relatively limited.41 

A full list of possible combinations is provided in Appendix 6. 

38. The problem of multiple renderings is due not only to constant variation (sometimes even on the part of the 
author) but often to a lack of consistency. For example, these renderings rarely distinguish the pronunciation of the g 
words such as dga '-!dan and gangs-ljongs; in fact the first is a low-toned voiced velar whereas the second is a 
aspirated low-toned voiceless velar. In this Manual they will be presented respectively as gandiin and ghangjong. 
letter k represents high-toned velars (always voiceless) that appear for example in the words khang-bdag and 
gling, which will be rendered respectively as khangdak and kangling. 

39. The term tshig 'bru literally means "word grain or unit". Other expressions are also sometimes used, such as 
bar which literally means "[that which is] between the dots", and tsheg-khyim "household [of letters between] 
dots", as well as yig-'bru "seed letter". The latter is also used in tantric rituals: the "seed syllable" enables the 
tioner to produce the divinity in the course ofthe "generation" phase of meditation. 

40. This Manual will use the usual terminology of "first suffix" and "second suffix". These should, however, be 
ed as syllable-finals, and not as suffixes in the usual sense of the term. 

41. For example, of the radicals that can take superscripts and subscripts (that is, all except 'a, ya, Ia, a) only ka, ga, 
ba, rna and tsa can have both at once. And even among these, only certain combinations of superscripts and 
are possible. The consonant k takes three superscripts: rk, sk and lk, and all four subscripts: kr, ky, kl and kw, but 
combinations lky, rkr and lkr are never encountered. Certain prefixes and subscripts are also incompatible; for 
although k may be prefixed by the letter ba, the combination blka does not exist. 
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Syllabic structure in detail 

A syllable consists of: 

o a radical letter 3lr:::::·Zlj~' (ming-gzhi), corresponding to one of the thirty consonants. 

And possibly: 

o a vowel accent (or diacritical mark) l5r:::::~· (dbyangs) placed above or below the basic 

consonant. There are four vowel accents, and the A is implied by default. 

o a superscribed letter~;·¢~· (mgo-can) placed immediately above the radical. There are 

three superscribed consonants. 

o a subscribed letter r.l...~llj~' ¢~· ( 'dogs-can) placed immediately below the radical. There are 

four subscribed consonants. 

o a prefixed letter ~~·~Zlj' (sngon- 'jug) placed immediately before the radical letter. There 

are five prefixed consonants. 

o a first suffix ~~· r.l...~llj' (rjes- 'jug) placed immediately after the radical. There are ten first 

suffixes. 

o a second suffix tt.lr:::::'~Zlj· (yang- 'jug) placed immediately after the first suffixed consonant. 

There are two second suffixes. 

The principles of spelling 

The traditional Tibetan procedure for learning to read involves spelling out loud (sbyor 

klog) over the course of weeks or even months before coming to the stage of word pronunciation 

(bsdus klog). Young Tibetans spell entire texts aloud, and only begin to read directly when they 

have thoroughly mastered the technique of spelling. 

As a general rule, when a syllable contains several letters, they are spelled out in the fol

lowing order: prefix, superscript, radical, subscript, vowel, first suffix, second suffix.
42 

In other 

words, the letters are spelled out horizontally from left to right and vertically from top to bottom 

(except in the case of superscribed vowels, which are pronounced after the subscribed consonant). 

The simple radical 

In many cases, the simple radical, with or without a vowel, is sufficient to constt~ute a 

word, as the following examples illustrate: 

~' sa /sa/ "earth", "place", ~ 'ra I r9:_! "goat", lll'la /l9:./ "pass", ~' ja /ch9:./ "tea", 

as· cha /cha/ "pair", ~· na /n9:./ "to be ill",~· rna /m9:./ "negation", :::J' za /s9:./ "to eat", 4' sha /sha/ 
"meat", r:::::·nga /ng9:_/ "I",'?' nya /ny9:_/ "fish", F'kha /kha/ "mouth". 

42. These various letters are described in the next section, which deals with the syllable. 
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~·so /so/ "tooth",~· su /su/ "who", f'kho /kho/ "he",~· nyo /nyg/ "to buy", 3:\·mi /mj/ "man", 3l·me 

/m~/ "fire",~· zho /shg/ "yogurt", 4' shi /shT/ "to die", ~·ri /rj/ "mountain", ar· lo /lg/ "year",~· re 

/r~/ "each", ~·ro /rg/ "corpse". 

Spelling a simple consonant and a vowel accent entails pronouncing the consonant follow

ed by the name of the vowel. 

Ex.: ~· sa n9;rO so, ar· 19; n9;rO lg, B' ph9; Sh9;pkyu ph~,~· sa Sh9;pkyu su, ~· r9; khlku rl, 

3:1· m9: khlku ml, 3l· m9: tr~ngpu m~, ~·th9: tr~ngpu th~. 

Subscripts, superscripts 

There are four subscribed and three superscribed consonants. Certain letters involve liga

tures or sandhi when they are combined, and in this case the shape of the letters is modified. 

The four subscribed consonants r.l..~tlj~·:o~·z:::J~'/tgkcan shj/ 

ur .:t:;' il.l' ttl' These are: y9;, . r9:, 19;, w9:. 

When these letters are subscribed, their shape is more or less modified as follows: 

J wa 

They are known respectively as urz:::Jrytlj~' y9,ta' ("attached" y9,), .:t:;'z:::J?t!]~·, r9,ta' ("attached" 

r9:), il.l'z:::J?t!]~' l9;ta' ("attached" t9;), ttl'~.:t:;· w9:sur ("corner" wa). 

• The 7 consonants that may be combined with a subscript ya are: 

~· kya ~· khya ~· khy9, r::::· 

:o· a5' =;:: '?' 
ry· 1:;1' l' ~· 

~· ca ~· cha s· ch9, ~· ny9, 
;5• a§• et:· ttl' 

~· :::!' C\' ur 

.:t:;' il.l' 4' ~· 

r<j' ~· ,·, 

The seven letters with a subscript ya all produce palatal consonants viz, palatal plosives ky; 

palatal affricates c ("ch"); and the palatal nasal ny (like the "nio" of"onion"). 

On rare occasions you may encounter the combination ~· hya, which is used to transcribe 

words from other languages, especially Sanskrit. 
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To spell a syllable. containing a subscribed letter, first pronounce the radical, then the sub

script followed by the sound t:lry,~'/ta'/ (which means "attached"), and then conclude with the 

result of the combination. 

~· ka y9,ta' kya, ~· kha y9,ta' khya, ~· kh9; y9,ta' khy9,, ~· pa y9,ta' ca, ~: pha y9,ta' cha, 

~· ph9: y9:ta' ch9:, ~· m9: y9:ta' ny9:, F't.t.l'z:::lry,~·~·~·~·~· kha y9:ta' khya khlku khyT. 

• The 13 consonants with a subscript ra: 

~· tra ~· thra 
a;· 

~· tra El' thra 

!::1' tra ~· thra 
;3• a§• 

~· =:]' 

~· Ill' 

~· rha ~· 

~· 

~· 

s· 
s· 
ct:· 
!.\' 

fJ' 

thra 

thra 

thra 

sha 

ma 

~r sa 

The subscript ra produces a significant change in the pronunciation of the radical letters. 

The velars ka, kha, ga, the dentals ta, tha, da, the labials pa, pha, ba and the fricative sa (in 

cases) become the retroflex plosives /tr/. The ha, too, is modified, and is pronounced as a 

~etroflex fricative /rh/, but this sound occurs in only a few words. The subscript ra does not alter 

the pronunciation of the radicals sha, ma (but generates a high tone on ma). 

The radical sa with a subscript ra is always pronounced sa when reading. In conversational 

Tibetan, however, there are two ways of pronouncing the combination depending on the word 

Is/ or /tr/.
43 

Another pronunciation, /rh/, appears in certain dialects (Tsang, Hor, Amdo, 

; ....... , ...... u.u, etc.). 

~l·,~c:::· sTshung, ~·a:f· somo, ~l· sa', ~cyar tranma, sanma (L); ~t:l' trap, sap (L); ~z:::~·q· 
trappo, sappo (L); 3:1·~,. m~tra', m~se' (L); ~ar tram, sam (L); ~t:::'trung, sung (L). 

A combination containing a subscript ra is spelled by pronouncing the radical, followed by 

~ta', and finally the outcome of the combination. 

~r ka r9,ta' tra; ~· kha r9,ta' thra; ~· kh9, r9,ta' thr9,; ~· ta r9,ta' tra; er tha r9,ta' thra; S'th9, r9,ta' thr9,; 

pa r9,ta' tra; !2:1' pha r9,ta' thra; =::r ph9, r9,ta' thr9,; 2:l' m9: r9,ta' ma; fJ' shra r9,ta' sha; ~· sa r9,ta' sa; 

ha rata' rha. 

This variant appears in colloquial Tibetan, but is not pronounced when reading. 
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Note: In exceptional cases, the combination br is pronounced /pr/ and not /tr/, when it ap

pears in the second syllable of certain words: 'iifr.::J.t::_'bla-brang /laprang/,
44 ~·s.· a-bra /apra/, ~'Sllj' 

lho-brag /lhopra'/, ~·s~rl::.l' lha-bris-pa /lhapripa/. 

• The 6 consonants with a subscript la: 

r· 
ffi' 

1:1' 

t'4' 

af/ 

~· t9; 

~· 

~· 

m· 
~· 

l 
§l' 

e;-· 
(;\' 

4' 

r:::_• 

o.r 

'1:1' 

ur 

The combinations that contain a subscript Ia all produce the sound Ia with the exception of 

~· zla which is pronounced t9;. 

Spelling out a combination comprising a radical and a subscript Ia entails first of all 

pronouncing the consonant, then l9;(p)ta', and finally the result of the combination, as follows: 

ill' ka l9;ta' Ia, .!1]' kh9; l9;ta' Ia, §l' ph9; l9;ta' Ia, ai' r9: l9;ta' Ia, ~· sa l9;ta' Ia, ~· 59; l9;ta' t9;. 

Note: When occurring as a second syllable in some words, ~· zla produces a nasalization 

and is pronounced nt9;. See Appendix 1, section 1.1. 

• The 16 consonants with a subscript wa: 

~· ka ~· 
,. 

kh9; 

~· ca ffi' ~· ny9; 

~r ta 1:1' 1' th9; 
z::..r t'4' z:::r 

~· tsa ~· tsha 

~· sha =r sa ur 

~· ra ~· Ia sha sa 

l<j' ha ~· 

In some words, the subscript wa is attached to a subscript ra. This is illustrated by the syl

lable~· thr9; in ~·asr::_· thr9;tsang "monastic college" or gjt:l·~· loptra "school". 

44. It is as ifthere were a "resyllabification" going on. For example, the b which belongs to the second syllable brang is 
treated in the spoken language as if it were the final consonant of the first syllable. In Standard Spoken Tibetan, the 
pronunciation /pr/ never occurs at the beginning of a word. 
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Nowadays the w~sur (lit. "comer wa") does not change the sound of the radical to which it 

attached, and consequently even scholars frequently forget to write it. In the past it probably 

corr·esp,on<1ed to a labialization resulting in a slight lengthening, but these features have vanished 

the w~sur is now just a vestigial spelling. However, it is currently used in the transcription of 

words such as swa-sti and tun-hwang (i.e., Dunhuang). 

To spell out the combination of a consonant with a subscript w~sur, first pronounce the 

then w~sur, and finally the overall result: 

~· tsha w~sur tsha, ~· r~ w~sur r~. 

• The subscript 'a chung 

In the case of certain rare modem Tibetan words, as well as a few loanwords and mantras, 

.'a chung appears as a subscribed letter. The subscript 'a chung has the effect of lengthening 

· ~·~~~1 pa:la' 

Table 3 

Pronunciation of the subscribed letters G\~,~·<;~·~·~~·5:)~· 

combinations with a subscript 'ya" 

~· ~· ~· ~· ~· s· ~· 

kya khya khya ca cha cha nya 
combinations with a subscript "ra " 

~· j-l' ~· 1?' .§,1' 5' 
tra thra thra tra*45 

thra* thra 
~· ~· E:j' ~· fl' ~· ~· 

tra thra thra ma sha*46 
sa rha 

combinations with a subscript "Ia" 

ar ,m· ~· ~· ~· ar 
Ia Ia Ia Ia Ia ta 

combinations with a subscript "wa " 

'1J ~· llJ' ~· '2' ~· 1' ~· 

ka kha kha ca nyg. ta tha tsa 
~· ~· ~· ~· ClJ' ~· ~· ~i 

tsha sha sa ra Ia sha sa ha 

The three superscribed consonants o:~,-·<;~·~~o:~· /kgdin sum/: 

;z;, ra ~ Ia 

They are known as ;z;,·o:~,-· r~nko ("head" ra), ~·o:~,- l~nko ("head" la), ~·o:~,- sanko ("head" sa). 

~ornbinations followed by an asterisk are used only in mantras or foreign loanwords. 

ifhis combination is spelled sha, but it is pronounced shra in mantras. 
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The three superscribed letters ra, Ia and sa have two effects: 

• They raise the tone of the nasals 

• They cause the low-toned consonants kh~, ch~, th~, ph~, tsh~ to lose their aspiration, so 

that they are pronounced k~, c~ t~, p~, ts~ . This alteration is often accompanied by partial 

or complete voicing, that is, the consonants become closer to the corresponding voiced 

sounds:[g~, d~~. d~, b~, dz~.] 

Note: Even though the letters may be partly or wholly voiced, this will not be indicated in 

the transcription, which will be as follows: k~, q, t~, p~, ts~, since it is only the low tone and the 

lack of aspiration that are relevant. As a general rule, speakers of European languages at first have 

difficulty in picking up the tones and hear them instead as the corresponding voiced sounds:[g~, 

d~~. d~, b~, dz~]. By contrast, speakers of Standard Tibetan perceive a low tone and a lack of 

aspiration. The fact that the sound is more or less voiced (between k~ and g~, t~ and d~, p~ and b~), 

or even completely voiced, is not a determining factor. Indeed, Tibetan speakers have difficulty in 

distinguishing between "brick" and "prig", "gut" and "cut", "battle" and "paddle", and so forth. 

Historically, the superscribed letters were pronounced in Central Tibet, and their dis

appearance resulted in the emergence of tones. In some Amdo dialects, and especially in those of 

Baltistan and Ladakh, the superscripts are still pronounced, or else have left phonetic traces. 

These dialects have never developed tones. 

To spell combinations involving superscribed consonants, begin with the top letter and then 

go on to the one below followed by z:::17~~·/ta'/ (meaning "attached"), and finally the result of the 

combination. 

• The 12 consonants with a superscript ra: 

In Central Tibetan, while the superscribed ra has no effect on the actual pronunciation of 

the radical, it does modify tone and aspiration.47 

i1i' ka F' iii' ka ~· nga 
;o• a;· ~· ca ~· nya 

i?' ta ~· E\' ta 51' na 
t:.l' t:4' Ej' 

p~ ~· ma 

~· tsa ~· ~ tsa ii:J' 

~· =:J' a.,· u.:r 
.,·., 

'\' '"-1' 4' ~· 

~· u<:l' 

Ex. of spellings: i1i' r~ kata' ka, ~· r~ ng~ta' nga. 

Note: In some rare cases, the superscript r of the second syllable of a word is pronounced. 

47. It may be noted in passing that in certain Amdo dialects and in Ladakhi the superscript raisin fact pronounced. 
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, ~·~9· ka-rgyug /karkyu '/"tent pole", ~·~~: mi-rgod /mj_rk6 '/ "yeti", 

C:::'~ll.l'nga-rgyal /ng;;!rkya:/ "pride, aggression", ~·~· rdo-rje /tgrce/ "vajra" (first name). 

• The 10 consonants with a superscript Ia: 

The superscript {a has much the same effect on pronunciation as the superscript ra, in that 

alters tone or aspiration. 48 

~· ka F. ~· k;;! ~· nga 

~· ca a:;· ~· Ci;! '?' 
~· ta El' ~· ta ~· 

~· pa r.::l' ~- pi;! 31' 

~· (£• !:(' «t;J' 

<i' ~· 1:\' ~· 

~· Ill' 4' ~· 

~ lha Ul' 

spellings:~· 1;;! tata' ta, ~ 1;;! hata' lha 

Note: In some rare cases, the superscript l of the second syllable of a word produces a nasal 

This occurs in the combinations It, ld. See Appendix 1. 

·l·~· da-lta /th;;!nta/ "now", l,C\·~~·dga '-/dan /k;;!ntan/ "Gandan (monastery)" 

' The 11 consonants with a superscript sa: 

The effect of the superscript sa is, likewise, essentially on tone or aspiration.49 

)jj' ka F' ~· k;;! ~- nga 
¢' a:;· e;:· ~· nya 

vy· ta El' ~· ta ~· na 

~· pa r.::l' ~· pi;! ~· ma 

~· tsa (£• !:(' «t;J' 

<i' ~· 1:\' ~· 

~· Ill' 4' ~· 

'<;' Ul' 

~--... 

of spellings:~· sa n;;!ta' na, ~·sa ph;;!ta' pi;!. 

J.Jnw·pvPr, in certain dialects such as those of Ladakh and Baltistan, the "s" is clearly heard (for example stag [stak]), 
in Amdo it may be pronounced as a fricative or an aspirate, for example sta [?tak] or [htak]. 
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Table 4 

Pronunciation of superscribed letters 3.1~''5~·~·~~·~, 

Simple letters Letters with superscripts 
compatible radicals with superscript "ra " 

(pronunciation identical) ,. ry· ~· ~· ij' ~· 

ka ta tsa ka ta tsa 
(loss of aspiration) ,. ~· t:;,; t:l' 5(' ~· ~· E\' Ei' Ef( 

kha Chii! tha phii! tsha ka ca ta Pii! tsa 
(shift to high tone) 

C:::' '?' ~· 3.1' ~· ~· ~· ~· 

ng1J. nyii na ma nga nya · na ma 

com atible radicals 
ronunciation identical ,. '5' ry· t_J' ~· ~· ~· ~· 

ka ca ta pa ka ca ta pa 

,. ~· l t:l' %i' ~· ~· 'Ej' 

khii! Chii! thii! phii! ka ca tii! Pii! 

c::: T<;' ~· ~· 

ngii! ha nga lha 

com atible radicals 
( ronunciation identical ,. ry· t_J' ~· ~· ~· 't:j' ~· 

ka ta pa tsa ka ta pa tsa 

,. l t:l' ~· ~· 't:j' ~·-... 

khii! thii! phii! kii! ta Pii! 

c:::· '?' ~· 3.1' ~· ~· ~· ~· 

nga nya na ma nga nya na ma 
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It is possible to associate a superscript (ra, sa) and a subscript (ra, ya). The number of such com

binations is in fact very limited as appears from the Table 5 below. 

Table 5 

Pronunciation of stacked letters (subscripts and superscripts) c:J~~~·ti:l~ 

radical with superscript "ra" and subscript "ya '~ 

~· kya ~· ky~ ~· nya 

radical with superscript "sa" and subscript 'ya" 

~· kya ~· ky~ ~· ca ~· c~ ~· nya 

radical with superscript "sa" and subscript "ra " 

~· tra ~· tra ~· tra ~· tra ~· ma 

The ten ''first suffixes"~~·~~ /c~ncu '/: 

~ kh~, t:::: ng~, l th~, ~ n~, c:J ph~, ~ m~, a_ ~. ~ r~, Ill 1~, ~ sa are the ten consonants that may 

ngure as "first suffixes". There are very few final consonants by comparison with radicals. This 

situation is confirmed by the traditional presentation of the alphabet, inasmuch as only one third 

pf the letters may appear at the end of a syllable or a word, whereas any of the thirty may feature 

an initial or "radical" (ming-gzhi). 

It should be remembered that none of these letters is voiced, and that the pronunciation of 

of them varies according to the context (see the discussion of phonology in Appendix 2, and 

to the CD). 

• ~: k or' 

~~·t:l· sog-po /sokpo/ "Mongol", &~'t::.l' thug-pa /thOkpa/ "noodles", 

lll~'t::.l' lag-pa /l~kpa/ "hand", ~9· lug /1~ '/"sheep", ~~· lug /th~ '/"poison". 

• "': ng. This usually causes a nasalization of the preceding vowel. 

3lt::::• ming /mjJlg/ "name", ~t::::· rang /r~ng/ "self, really". 

• ~: n. In general, the n causes a nasalization of the preceding vowel, and also has the effect 

of an umlaut on the vowels /a, o, u/ which become respectively /a, 6, u/. 

Ul~'yin /yln/ "I am", Ill~' lan Mn/ "reply, message", ar~·ry~· yon-tan /ygntan/ "qualities, 

excellence". 
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• o:l: m 

Ex.: ~o:J' lam /l~m/ "way, road", ~o:J' dom /thgm/ "bear", ~o:J' yum /y!:,!m/ "mother"(H) . 

• t::l: p 

Ex.: ft::l' khab /khap/ "needle", ~z:::J'E:JZ:::' thob-thang /thoptang/ "right, share", 

~q· deb /th~p/ "book". 

•l I ~: are not pronounced. 

They do, however, create the effect of an umlaut on the vowels /a, o, u/ which become res

pectively /a, 6, u/. At the end of a word, they produce a glottal stop (') Ex.: r.(l·~~ 'od-zer /gser/ 

"sunray", ~~·al'l· dus-tshod /thQts6'/ "time",~~· Ius M'l "body". 

Note: The fact that the final s and d become silent is precisely analogous to what happens 

in French. In the case of the latter, too, the dental plosives t, d and s are commonly not pro

nounced at the end of a word, even though they are still written. Compare the following French, 

English and Tibetan examples: 

French: beret, pied, nid, tas, pas. 

American English: Arkansas, beret. 

Tibetan: r.(l'od /g'/ "light", ~l· red /r~'/ "to be", ~~· las M'/ "karma", ~~ ras /r~'/ "cotton", 

"cloth". 

• ~: is either pronounced r or produces a lengthening of the vowel (marked as:) 

Ex.: o:J~'mar /mar/ (or ma:), "butter; below", ~~·r:]· ser-po /serpo/ (or se:po) "yellow", 

~~·q· phor-pa /phorpa/ (or pho:pa) "(wooden) bowl". 

• ~: produces a lengthening (marked as:) and has the effect of an umlaut on the preceding 

vowels, /a, o, u/ which become respectively /a, 6, u/. When a speaker is articulating care

fully in a literary register, the /1/ may be heard. 

Ex.: r<I'~~· pha-yul /phayu:/ (or phayul) "native land", q~·r:J· bal-po /ph~:po/ (or ph~lpo) 
"Nepalese", 4~'shel /she:/ (or shel) "crystal",~~·~· ril-bu frl:pu/ (or r]pu) "pill". 

,.~ 

• 1.\: the presence of this suffix has no effect on pronunciation. 50 

Ex.: 3:l·o:Jli.\' me-mda' /m~nta/ "gun", <:>;o:J'o:lfi.\' nam-mkha' /n@;mka/ "s]cy". 

50. After consulting the lotsawa (the great translators of Buddhist texts) King Trisong Detsiin issued an edict aimed at 
reforming spelling. Previously, most words ending in a vowel carried a final 'a. For example, "mountain" was written 
'i?.p,ri'. 
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The letter 1.\ 'a chung may carry a vowel. 

As a suffix, the letter 1.\ may carry the vowel i or u (and in rare cases e or o ). In this case the 

syllable contains two vowels, which are written as follows: 

tf.la,· /a:/ ~a,· /i:/ \tia,· /u:/ U-la,· /e:/ ~· /6:/ tf.la: /ao/, etc. 

tf.l~' /au/ il-l~· /eu/ ~~· /iu/ ~~· /ou/ \ti~' /u:/ 

The addition of the vowel i results in a lengthening in the case of all preceding vowels, and 

moreover has the effect of an umlaut on /a,o,u/, which become respectively /a, 6, u/. 

~·/chi~/ "fledgling, little bird", tij~' /kha~/ "amulet box", ~a,· /su:/ "whose", 

rc:::·~· /kh6ngtsg:/ "their",~~· /le~/ "chapter supplementary", 

4~·z::p;;·sa:· /she'-par-ch~o/"Should be known" (L). 

The two secondary suffixes (J.lC:::'~tij /y~ngcu'/: 

These suffixes are ~ sa and l th~.51 

The suffix ~ appears after the first suffixes tij kh~, ::: n@, q ph~, 03 m~. Although it never 

the pronunciation of the preceding consonant, when it is appended to nasals it transforms 

the flat tone into a contour tone. For example, compare F03 ' kham /kham/ "piece" and f03~' khams 

/kham'/ (the name of an eastern Tibetan region), or ti]C:::' gang /kh~ng/ "full" and ti]C:::~'gangs 

/kh9:,ng'/2 "snow", tij~c:::· gsang /sang/ "secret" and q~c:::~· bsangs /sang'/ "to purify (past)'', il.lZ::::' lang 

"to rise (present)" and ll.lr::::::~· fangs /l~ng'/ "to rise (past)'' (see the description of the tones in 

ection 2). 

The archaic suffix l known as l'Sti]' da-drag corresponds to an appendage that may appear 

certain words: ~~l· gyur( d) /ky~r/ "to be transformed", q~ ~l· bskor( d) /kor/ "to turn", q~~l· 
(d) /tan' I "to teach". 

The letter gradually disappeared from the tenth century onward, following a decree of King 

n•Uif.'"V'""-'' aimed at simplifying the conventions of spelling. However, even though it is invisible, 

it still exerts an influence in both speaking and writing. In the former case it may have an effect 

the tone. For example ~~· phyin is not pronounced /chin/ but /chin'/, with a falling tone, be

it used originally to be written ~~l· phyin(d). In writing, it affects the spelling of particles 

suffixes to the extent that these agree not with the last letter of the preceding syllable but with 

da-drag. 

z::J~~·~r::::::· "even though it had been shown that..." bstan(d)+ kyang /tan' -kyimg/ and not 

*bstan+yang; /tan'-yang/, q~~·~z::::· "while turning, as he/she was turning" bskor(d)+cing 

. Traditionally, the suffix dis generally presented before the suffix s. This order has been reversed here because the 
which was used in Old Tibetan, has disappeared in the classical language. 

· Remember that after a nasal, the apostrophe indicates not a glottal stop but a falling tone. 
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/kor-cing/ and not *bskor+zhing /kor-shing/. The da-drag is already obsolete in Classical 

Tibetan, and no longer figures in modem dictionaries. 

To spell a word containing one or two suffixes, say them after the radical letter and pro

nounce the overall result. 

Table 6 

Pronunciation of vowels and suffixed letters 

Suffixes ~· a ~· i l!j' u tf.l· e ~· 0 

-9' ~9' a'/ak#
53 ~9' i'/ik# ~9' u'/uk# lf-l9' e'/ek# iJ:19' o'/ok# 

_r::.: ~~· ang ~~· ing ~~· ung tf.l~· eng (J:i~· ong 

-l' ~l· a'/a # ~l· i'/i # ~l· ij '/0 # tf.ll· e'/e # tJ:ll· 6'/6# 

~· ~a;· an ~a;· in ~a;· On tf.la;· en tJ:la;· on 

_Z::l' ~Z::l' ap ~Z::l' ip ~Cl' up tf.~Cl' ep tJ:iCl' op 

_O.l' ~O.l' am ~a.r im ~a.r um tf.IOJ' em tJ:iOJ' om 

_r:J...: ~!:!..' a: 

_a_. ~a_· a: ~A: i: ~~· >.,; ij: tf.)a_· e: ~· 6: 

R.' 
~ ~~· au ~r-.· 

"" iu tf-lr-.· 
"" eu 

-~· ~~· a:/ar* ~~· i:/ir* ~~· u:/ur* tf.l~· e:/er* (J:i~· o:/or* 

-~· ~~· a:/al* ~~· i:/il* ~~· 0:/01* tf.l~· e:/el* (J:i~· 6:/61* 

-~· ~~· a'/a# ~~· i'/i # ~~· Q' /0 # tf.l~· e'/e # (J:i~· 6'/6# 

-9~' ~9~' a'/ak# ~9~' i'/ik# ~9~' u'/uk# tf.l9~' e'/ek# tJ:19~' o'/ok# 

-~~· ~~~· ang' ~~~· ing' ~~~· ung' tf.l~~· eng' (J:i~~· ong' 

_Cl~' ~Cl~' ap ~Cl~' ip ~Cl~' up tf.~Cl~' ep tJ:lCl~' op ... 

_OJ~' ~OJ~' am' ~OJ~' im' ~OJ~' um' tf.IOJ~' em' tJ:lOJ~' om' 

53. The# sign indicates a pronunciation that is used in certain contexts, notably when the suffix appears at the end of 
the first syllable of a word. The asterisk signifies a very formal, rather literary pronunciation. 
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The five prefixes~~·~~ /ngoncu'/: 

The five consonants that can immediately precede the radical in a syllable are: 

, kh~ l th~ 1:3 ph~ ~ m~ ~ ~ 
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• The prefix~ kh9; may occur before the letters ~·ca, '?' ny9_., ry·ta, l'th9_., ~·n~, ;5\sa, <i'sh~, =:!' 

~· - ~· - ur s~, ·1 sha, sa, y~. 

• The prefix l th9_. may appear before the letters ilj'ka, ~· kh§:, r::::'ng§:, t.l'pa, 1:3' ph§:,~· m§:. 

• The prefix l:l ph§: may appear before the letters il]'ka, ~ 'kh§:~ r::::· ng§:, :o· ca, ~· ch§:, '? · ny~, 
r;· r:;· o-· ;5"· e;::· ~· ~· ~· - =:~· 
1 ta, 1 th~, -1 n§:, tsa, tsh§:, 1 sh§:, ·1 sha, sa, S§:. 

• The prefix~ m~ may appear before the letters F'kha, ~· kh~, r::::·ng§;, cs· cha, ~· ch9;, '?'ny~, !::!' 
r:;· o-· ffi· - e;::· tha, 1 th§:, 1 n§:, tsha, tsh§:. 

• The prefix ~ 9: may appear before the letters F'kha, ~ kh§:, cs· cha, ~· ch§:, !::!' tha, l th§:, 
r<l' pha, z:::r ph§;, al' tsha, e(• tSh§;. 

The five prefixes are usually silent54 but they play a crucial role in the production of tones 

the neutralization of aspiration: when they carry a prefix, the five radicals ~ kh§:, ~ ch§:, l 

t::l ph~, Ef tsh§: lose their aspiration and are pronounced respectively: k§:, C§:, t§:, p§;, ts§:.
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When the four nasal consonants carry a prefix, they shift to a high tone: r:::: ng§;, '? ny§;, ~ n§;, 

are pronounced respectively: nga, nya, na, ma. 

~· - :r;• - r:;~~· - >;:.1' - z:n<n~· -" nga, "'~ ma, 1 ma, "'\ na, 1 1 nya. 

When UJ y~ is prefixed it shifts to a high tone /ya/. 

• Pronunciation of prefixes in exceptional cases: 

;As we have seen, the five prefixes are not pronounced, and only have an effect on tone and 

However, the prefixes of the second syllable within certain words may be pronounced. 

most likely to be pronounced are: ~ m§: and ~ ~. which produce a nasalization between,.,the 

n, m or ng. The other prefixes only affect pronunciation in rare cases. 

• In certain words the prefix ~ kh§: produces the sound /kl or even the sound /p/. 

prefixes are the vestiges of an ancient pronunciation that is still preserved in several dialects (particularly in 
Even in Central Tibetan they are still pronounced in certain words (see below). 

:<.ememb,er that while non-Tibetan-speakers generally perceive these sounds as being voiced rather than voiceless, 
Tibetans the important feature is that the consonant is unaspirated and carries a low tone. The fact that it is 

. or less voiced is regarded as a secondary feature! 
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Ex.: t:l~'tlj~Ol' cu-gsum /cOksum/ "thirteen", lf.l'Zlj~::li.' a-gsar /aksar/"infatuation", 

~·tl]l~· sa-gdan /saptan/ "rug", F'tl]~l'kha-gcod /khapco'/ "lid". 

• The prefix t:l ph~ produces the sound /p/. 

Ex.: ~'t:J=:Jt:::' blo-bzang /lopsang/6 (first name), t:l~'t:l~l'bco-brgyad /copkya/ '"eighteen", 

t:l~'t:J~'bzhi-bcu /sh,lpcu/ "forty", t:l~'t:JG,~ bcu-bdun /cOptOn/ "seventeen". 

• The prefix l th~ modifies pronunciation only in lt:lf'J., dba ', l~· dbya and l'S'dbra. In all 

three cases, the combination db is not pronounced but produces a high tone. 

lt:lf'J.,' is pronounced /wa/ with the vowel A, whereas in the case of other vowels the semi

vowel (or glide) w disappears, leaving li!$· /6/,l?j· /e/, l~· /0/, lE:l· /1/.l'S' is pronounced 

/ra/ and l~· as /ya/. 

Ex.: lt:lt:::' /wang/ "power", l~· /0/ "head (H)", li!5::!i.'/or/ "to transport, to shift", 

l?j~· /en/ "remote place", l'fdlll' /ra:/ "to tear", l~::li.'F' /yarka/ "summer", 

lS~'~'/yTncir "English", l~·q· /yewa/ "difference", lSt:J~' filp/ "shape". 

• The prefixes 13.1 m~ and rJ., ~ often produce a nasal sound /m, n or ng/. 
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Ex.: 5l·~tlj' mlntu' "there is not", ~·0-lffi~· ky!,!mtsan "reason", etc. 

When spelling out a syllable that contains a prefix, the prefix in question is followed by the 

syllable ~tlj' /o '/. Thus in the case of the syllable l'1]::1i.' in which the prefix is the l, the spelling is: 

l'~tl]''1j'::li.'l'1]::1i.' th~o· ka r~ kar. (It may be mentioned in passing that in Kham and Amdo the pro

cedure is different: while the prefix is not marked, the suffix is followed by t:l'itl]'/sha'/. Thus the 

same word would be spelled: l''1]'::1i.'t:l'itl]'l'1]::1i.'th~ ka r~-sh~' kar.) 

Ex.: q~· ph~o sh~ khlku = sh.i.,l~· th~o w~ sh~pkyu = 0 

Note: The radical letter (ming-gzhi) is easy to identify within a syllable, insofar as it is the 

letter that takes the vowel and the affixes (i.e., the superscripts and subscripts). 

Ex.: t:l~~ bzos /sg'/ "to make" (past), l,'rJ.,G,~' dge-'dun /k~ntun/ "monastic community, monk", 

t:l~::li, bskor /k6r/ "to turn", ~q· /thr!:Jp/ "to be fulfilled", f'J.,~' 'gro /trg/ "to go", f'J.,~tlj·ry~· 'jig

rten /c:J.kten/ "the world", ~tlj' stag Ita'/ "tiger". 

When the vowel is an A (i.e., implied by default), and there is neither a superscript nor a 

subscript on the radical, there is chance of ambiguity. The problem may be circumvented by fol

lowing these rules concerning the identification of the radical: 

56. This may also be pronounced 16sang. 

57. The semi-vowel y sometimes disappears before ani. For example, /yTnci/ is also pronounced /Tnci/. 

58. See also Appendix 1. 
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a) In a two-letter syllable, the radical is the .first. 

OlZ:::' m9,ng, l~· th9,', lr:::· th9,ng, l 01' th9,m, l~· th~n, ~r:::·kh9,ng. 

b) In a syllable of three letters where there is no suffix ~ sa, the radical is the second. 

l~~· k9,, C>.lr:::~· nga, q~r:::· sang, z:::J=:lt:::: s9,ng. 
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c) In a syllable of three letters with the suffix ~sa, there are two possibilities. In most 

cases, the radical is the first: 

However, where the first letter could qualify as a prefix, the radical may be the second: 

Olr:::~· can be read as either /m9,ng'/ or /ng~'/; lq~· can be read as either /th9,p/ or /wa'/; lr:::~· 
be read as either /th9,ng'/ or /nga'/; l~~· can be read as either /th9,'/ or /k~'/. 

Words that carry this ambiguity are rare (there are fewer than ten), and their structure may 

deduced from the context. The ambiguity is sometimes disposed of altogether by adding a 

r to the radical: l,~~ can only be read as /th9,'/. 

d) In a syllable of four letters, the radical is always the second: 
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Table 7 

Pronunciation of Prefixed Letters (with simple radicals) 

~t:::·,~·~·~;c;·q~·~~·~,·~·~~·~,. 

identical pronunciation 

~~-
. 

~ry--· ~~· ~~-· ~~-
. 

~4-' ~~-
. 

Prefix 

~ 
ca ta tsa sha sa sha sa 

modified pronunciation 

~l-' (loss of aspiration.) ~'?-' ~~-· ~<.ll-' (shift to high tone) 

ta nya na ya 
identical pronunciation 

l'1-' l~-
. 

Prefix 

l 
ka pa 

modified pronunciation 

l~-· (loss of aspiration) l~-· lo.l-
. 

lt::l-'(shift to high tone) 

ka nga ma wa 

identical pronunciation 

t::l'1-
. 

t::l~-· z::J?-' t::l~-· t::l~-
. 

t::l~-· t::l4-
. 

t::l~-
. 

Prefix 

t::J 
ka ca ta tsa sha sa sha sa 

modified pronunciation 

t::l~-· z::Jl_. (loss of aspiration) 

ka ta 
identical pronunciation 

0-lf-' 0-1C6-' O-le!-' O-le&-' 

kha cha tha tsha 
Prefix loss of aspiration 

OJ 0-1~-· Ol~-· 0-ll-· O-le(-· 

ka q ta tsa 

shift to high tone 
0-1~-

. Ol'?-' 0-1~-
. 

nga nya na 
identical pronunciation 

~-· ~a;_· ~E:l-
. 

~~-· ~ct-· ~·:.. 

Prefix 

~ 
kha cha tha ph a tsha 

loss of aspiration 

~~-
. 

~~-· ~l-
. 

~t::l-' ~E(-· 

ka ca ta P9: tsa 
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Table 8 

Pronunciation of prefixed letters with stacked consonants 
c':\~,~·~~·lt:::'3.l~]'~~·z.:::J~,~·<i:l,·z.:::J~~·~·~;r;;·z.:::Ja_'~~·~,.,.~~·~,. 

~-
. 
~-

. 
l~-

. 
l~-· l~-

. 
kya ky§; ca ya nya 

l~-
. l7!1-. C\fl-. lS-' 

tra tra tra ra 

t:l~-
. 

t:lf!i-
. 

t:l~-· t:l~-· t:lff-' t:Jry-. t:lf!\-
. 

t:l~-
. 

ka ka nga ca nya ta t§; na 

t:l~-· t:l~-
. 

ta ta 

t:l~-
. 

t:l~-
. 

t:l~-
. 

t:l~- . t:l~-
. 

t:l~-
. 

t:l~-
. 

t:l~-
. 

ka ka nga nya ta ta na tsa 

t:l~-· t:l~-
. 

t:l~-· t:l73)-' t:l~-· 

kya ky§; tra tra sa 

t:l;JJ-
. t:lgJ-' r::~~· r::l~-· r::l~-

. 
Ia Ia Ia Ia ta 

t:lw-· t:l~-
. 

t:l~-
. 

t:l~-· t:l~-· t:l~-· 

kya ky§; kya ky§; tra tra 

03[S-' 03~-
. 

03f-J-
. 0373)-' 

khya ky§; thra tra 

~· ~-
. 
~-

. 
~-· 

l:\ 
khya ky§; cha q 

9B-. 1':\73]-. 1':\5-
. 
~-· ~-

. 
thra tra tra thra tr§; 
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Combinations used for transliterating Sanskrit: 

• The 6 reversed letters ai,·z:.r~,.: 

These letters are marginal, and don't feature in the basic alphabet of thirty letters. They 

correspond to the retroflexes in the Sanskrit alphabet, and are used principally to transcribe text or 

mantras. In transliteration they appear as capitals or, in certain conventions, as lower-case letters 

with a diacritical dot beneath them. 

~· IS!' r· (5' r· ~· 

Ta tra Tha thra Da thra Na na Sha kha/sha kSha khya 

The Sanskrit sounds corresponding to Na (nasal retroflex), kSha and Sha do not exist in 

Tibetan, and are respectively pronounced: n~, kha (or sha), khya. 

Ex.: o.l'F' /m§:Ni/ "jewel" is pronounced simply /m~ni/ and not with a retroflex n as /m§:Ni/. 

The three retroflexes T, Th and D are phonetically interchangeable with the combinations 

kr, khr and gr. In Modem Tibetan, they are used only to represent the retroflex sounds of certain 

loanwords. For example, 3r·~· /mgtra/, "car", borrowed from the English motor (the English tis 

treated as a retroflex by Tibetans) and "dollar", which is written ('·~:z:..·Do-lar /thrglar/. 

To spell combinations that contain a reversed letter, pronounce the letter followed by lo'; 

(meaning "reversed"), and then the result of the combination. 

Ex.: F'th~ lo' thr~. 

• The five subscript ha or "thick" consonants o.l&,·~·~·: 

The following combinations, which contain a subscript ha, are used primarily for trans

cribing text or mantras from Sanskrit. These borrowed sounds do not belong to the Tibetan pho~ 

nological system. 

~· ~· ~· ~· ~· 

gha gh~ dzha dzha dha dh~ bha bh~ Dha drh~ 

In contemporary usage they are employed in the transcription of foreign names: bhom-bhe 

"Bombay" or dha-ram-sa-la "Dharamsala". To spell out these combinations, ~egin with the top 

consonant followed by hata', and finally the overall combination. 

Ex. of spellings: ~· th§: hata' dh§:, ~· ph§: hata' bh~. 

And finally, there is the combination~· hph, pronounced fa, to transcribe the sound f, 

doesn't exist in Tibetan but does appear in Chinese and English words. 
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Words 
In ancient Literary Tibetan, words are usually monosyllabic, whereas words of two 

svw:toH~s are most common in Modem Central Tibetan. 

Compound words 
Some polysyllabic words cannot be analysed. For example, the words ~·8'!.·zhi-mi /shlmi/ 

3:l·~r::::· me-long /m~long/ "mirror", ~·~·sta-re/tare/ "axe", ~·33· ri-mo /rlmo/ "drawing", and 

tsha-lu-ma /tshaluma/ "orange" cannot be broken down into syllables with an independent 

.u ... :.uu•~ (or if they can, then the syllables have nothing to do with the overall meaning of the 

in question). In many cases, however, words may be analysed, so that each syllable has a 

...... ,11..,,5 that contributes· to the general sense. This is true for example of the words: 

a:l· dmag-mi /ma'mi/ "soldier" (lit.: "war man"), ,r::::~·~·gangs-ri /kh9;ngri/ "snow-capped 

;mountm'n" (lit.: "snow-mountain"), 53·~· me-ro /m~ro/ "embers" (lit.: "fire corpse"), ~lll'fC::::' 
-khang /ngu:kang/ "bank" (lit.: "money house"), ,~~·~· gnam-gru /namtru/ "aeroplane" (lit.: 

ship"), ~·ffi~: chu-tshod /chutso'/ "hour, watch" (lit.: "water measure"59
), z:::J~'z:::J~' bzhi-bcu 

"forty" (lit.: "four-ten"). 

Even though each syllable constitutes a semantic unit, it is important to think of these 

U1111UV~, ... ,,u., as integral words, and not just as a juxtaposition of two distinct words. For exam

from a semantic point of view, the etymology is by no means always obvious (as in the case 

corpse" or "water measure"); and from a phonological perspective, these words function 

a unit, since they carry only one tone. The pronunciation of a word is therefore not the result of 

the component syllables in isolation. For example: z:::J~'z:::J~' shjpcu "forty" is not the same 

t:!~'shl+ z:::J~' cu. 

Spelling aloud of compound words 
When a word consists of several syllables, each of the latter is pronounced to give the inter

result, and then the overall combination is pronounced at the end. 

z:::J~'z:::J~' ph9;0 Sh9; khlku shlf ph9;0 ca sh9;pkyu cu=sh,ipcu 

Phonology of syllables within a word 

It should be remembered that it is only the first syllable of a word that carries a tone. 

cJV11au•'"'" within a word carry neither tone nor aspiration.6° Furthermore the syllables z:::J:yh9: 

and~· phg (including when followed by a case particle) are pronounced respectively wa and wo 

when they do not appear at the beginning of a word. 

~'z:::J' t9:wa (and not t9;ph9:) "moon", gjz:::J'~'z:::J' loptrawa "student", ~·C:J· t~wo "spouse", 

~s;~llholo' (and not lholho') "relaxed". 

The etymology refers to the ancient water clock. 

Even if Tibetan spelling uses an aspirated consonant. 
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Isolating words when reading 

Since written Tibetan does not separate words from one another by blanks or any other 

sign, before acquiring a substantial vocabulary it is not always easy to identify them and separate 

them off from one another. The task may be made easier by picking out grammatical particles 

such as plurals, conjunctions and case markers, which always follow the words with which they 

are associated, and therefore indicate where they end. 

At the beginning, when reading and trying to recognize words, you may encounter certain 

ambiguities: a syllable could be identified as the second syllable of a previous word or as the first 

syllable of the word that follows. These problems are solved to a large extent by context and with 

experience. The interpretation you choose has certain obvious consequences for meaning and pro

nunciation: the existence of tone (and perhaps aspiration) when the syllable is the first in a word, 

or their absence when the syllable occurs later. (For more details see Appendix 8.) 

Summary of rules concerning the pronunciation of letters 

In the pronunciation of Modem Central Tibetan, the radicals, subscripts, first suffixes and 

vowels play a crucial part, whereas the prefixes and superscripts have only a minimal influence. 

In other words, everything that precedes the radical is generally of secondary importance from the 

point of view of pronunciation. 

• With the exception of the w a, the subscript consonants alter the pronunciation of the 

radical: 

The subscript ra produces the series ofretrofiexes: /tra/ (etc.). 

The subscriptya produces the series of palatal plosives: /kya/ (etc.) /cal (etc.) and /nya/. 

Combinations involving the letter la are pronounced /la/ at the expense of the radical 

(except in the case ofzl). 

• The three superscript consonants ra, sa and la, as well as the prefixed consonants ga, ba, 

ma and 'a (i.e., all but da) affect only the tone and aspiration of the radical. 

• Tones are not marked by special signs, but must be deduced from the radicals and affixes. 

It is important to distinguish between the following sets: 
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Table 9 

Phonological oppositions in Tibetan
61 

CD I • Tr. 5-7 

ka r· kha ~· kh~ ~~· ~· ka 
kya ~· khya ~· khy~ ~· (N)ky~ ~· ky~ 

ca ffi'j~' cha ~~~; ch~ ~~·;~· (N)c~ ~· ca 
tra ~·;~· thra ~·;s;;s· thr~ ~~·;~:s·;~· (N)tr~ ~ tra 

ta ~· tha l. th~ ~l·;~· (N~ z;· ta 

pa z:::l' ph a cr ph~ ~t::l~' (N)p~ q' p~ 

tsa a)• tsha r(• tsh~ ~r(· (N)ts~ !f( ts~ 

sha ~· rha ~· sh~ 

Ia ~· lha Ill' Ia 
a '1' ha ~· a 

nga r::::· n@ 
nya '?' ny~ 

na ~· na 

ma 3.1 m~ 

sa :.::!' s~ 

ra ~· ra 
ya u:r y~ 

wa 11:1' wa 

Punctuation 

This Manual will use three punctuation marks taken from Literary Tibetan (see the Appen

dices): the simple bar: 1 known as ~r::::·4l· rkyang-shad or~~·~r::::· tsheg-ring which courresponds 

more or less to a comma or a full stop; the double bar: 11 called ~~· 4l' nyis-shad, which usually 

marks the end of a section and can be represented by a full stop; and the sign ~ called Bl~· ~~· 
yig- 'go or l~·~· dbu- 'khyud, which marks the beginning of a text or of a page (see Appendix 1, 

section 2.6). 

61. In this table, it would of course be possible to give orthographic variations with prefixes or superscripts for 
unaspirated and aspirated high tones and unaspirated low tones that would be equivalent in phonetic terms. See also the 
list of homophones in Table 10 in Appendix 6. 

Note: While the phoneme /rh/ is associated with /r/ from a phonological point of view, it is included in this series 
because it is phonetically close to /sh/. 

The fourth column, corresponding to unaspirated consonants before low-tone vowels, has two variations: one pre
nazalized, marked with a N in brackets, and the other with no prenasalization. The brackets indicate that certain 
speakers (especially younger people) do not pronounce the prenasalizations. 
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Question marks and brackets will be used in the exercises. These two punctuation 

have been borrowed from European languages, and although they are used in some .... _,~.._.,, ... 

works, they never occur in classical texts. 

Using the dictionary 

Dictionary entries follow the alphabetical order of the thirty letters of the alphabet and 

five vowels a, i, u, e, o. 

To find a word in the dictionary, begin by locating the radical letter of the first syllabi~ 

according to alphabetical order. 

Then, if relevant, look for the initial consonant cluster (subscript, superscript and prefix), 

according to the procedure outlined below, then the vowel and finally the suffixes. 

To summarize: 

1) Radical letter or initial consonant cluster (see below) 

2) Vowel 

3) Suffixed letter(s) 

Note: The subscript wa is to be found in dictionaries after the vowels: a, i, u, e, o, w. 

If the word is polysyllabic, the order of appearance of the second and following syllables 

follows the same principles. 

As for the initial consonants in a syllable, entries in the dictionary are classified under each , 

radical according to the following system: 

1) Radicals without superscripts or prefixes 

a) without subscripts, b) with subscripts. 

The following sequence illustrates the order of appearance in the dictionary. 

zn·~· Ex.: 1 

2) Radicals with prefixes (but without superscripts) 

a) without subscripts, b) with subscripts. 

Ex.: l~r.l..· l~I l~·q· l~~· l:!]' r:::l~O-J~' q~~~· O-J~~· O-J~~~· 

3) Radicals with superscripts (but without prefixes) 

a) without subscripts, b) with subscripts. 

ffio' Ex.: '1\ 
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4) Radicals with superscripts and prefixed by the letter B 

a) without subscripts, b) with subscripts. 

t::!ifi~' t::l~' Cl~~~· Cl~~· Cl~,~· Cl~~~· 
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By making frequent use of the dictionary you will become familiar with the order without 

to memorize these rules. 

Since the vocabulary of Literary Tibetan is different from that of Spoken Tibetan, make 

to choose a dictionary that suits your purposes. For the spoken language, the most complete 

.... v ........ ..,., are Melvyn Goldstein's New Tibetan-English Dictionary of Modern Tibetan and 

Tibetan Dictionary of Modern Tibetan (see Bibliography). For Literary Tibetan, there are 

Tibetan-English Dictionary of Sarat Chandra Das, H.A. Jaschke's Tibetan-English Dictionary 

George Roerich's Tibetan-Russian-English Dictionary with Sanskrit Equivalents. From the 

year on you may find it helpful to consult the Large Tibetan-Tibetan-Chinese Dictionary 

tshig-mdzod chen-mo). 

The different styles of writing 

The many styles of writing Tibetan may be grouped into two main categories: "capital 

~El''5~' udin (lit. "with a head"),
62 

used mainly for the purposes of printing, and ~E:1·~~1 
' (lit. "without a head"), which includes the various cursive and ornamental styles. 

The first of these - which is the one we shall use in this Manual - is standard throughout 

various countries and regions of Tibetan culture, from Amdo to Bhutan, Ladakh to Kham and 

the liturgical texts of the Mongols, Buryats and Kalmyks. The cursive script, by contrast, varies 

1\Jlli>1U'-'1.av•Y from one region to another. Central Tibetan cursive is slightly different from that of 

or Bhutan. In Amdo it is very little used at all, and people tend to write in ucan. 

Among the most important cursive styles are ~,~·mz:r tshu'yi', !:\~·a)· tr~tsa, the usual 

style ~1·(ij~· khyu'yi', and the decorative~~· l~ntsa, which is used for Sanskrit. 

The structure and pagination of traditional books 

Until the 1950s, there were hardly any books in Tibet apart from the traditionalpecha (dpe

' consisting of unbound rectangular pages block-printed or handwritten on both sides. 

, the front of the page (recto) bears a sign (dbu-khyud), and the first line is indented. The 

number is written in letters in a vertical strip in the left-hand margin (usually on the recto 

. The corresponding place on the verso side often carries an abridged title of the work. In 

the recto side is called gong-ma, "upper", while the verso side is called 'og-ma, "lower". 

In Amdo and Kham, the terms 1il"<T"\'l]"i' "white letters" and 1iltlj'~tlj' "black letters" are used instead of Odin and Orne'. 
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Cursive and ornamental styles 

~,.~,. khyO 'yi' style 

~· a5' tr~tsa style 

~~l~\~ ~lJo~l' /)~')lJl 

~~-'4l4l4~~ ~lJ;~<.1l 'fl~l1.l'Ut 

'l-tll'1l.I.Jl ~lUU\ "" ' v-uti\~\I.IU\~~ 

;"j 
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,:m~~.,•c::u::·· tshO 'thung style (one of the forms of ~,~·til,· tshO 'yi ') 

-- ~' ~ 
. \91\ dl8~~~~\ .,l 

~ ~ 

., 

Kalachakra mantra 
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Example of a pecha 

6tS OK 

~~~~ l?JF ~}r~~l tf r t<flh: ~6' t IF 

ty~~l~~ ~f. ~tw ~ "~ 
~~~Gw~ ~~ )h~ <T ~ ~~ 
~~~~tfl ~ ~)t~~ 
,-~~ !t rf ~ :7.:) ~G;r ~~ ~ fir ~ 
f.J1~t 6 Jf if "61 ~~ >ft~~, Jf 
~~t,r ff- )~. a HI'"" a ~ 

~ [ g;& ~if ~~rr'w~ x 
6 >a: ffP't ~!tf GlE }-~ u-6f! ~ 

r:r -HI ,as:~rf ~ 
'ww~ rtf Lf. ~ ~i ~ ~~tt- I ~·'if 6 ~ rr it61 Er ~ 

Jf)f.rif ,,~ tr·~i'~ 
t( i-r~~ fir 

fy~6~ ~WG!:r ifi.J-p~l 6 .r . $- ffm 
~ ~'f~ : ?;,.JP fiftf- ~;, GiG~ ft.[ ·~ rf. r~fP<Jf6 ~~i ~n t to;~f·l ~ R'i\f t ~ 

W' ~t ~r~rt r t2 
~~ g ~· if rtP f'? 
<I~ if:~~~~ 

~ ... ~}IO:~t if m? a ~ ~~ i'i'" 
FT t tc;;r ;,? (( (f ro-:- . ~~6~~ ' i. 'ff ~ ~F6:6j{ ~) 

'i&j~(i. ~ ~~ ~'t.flfL~ w ff- ~t16 ~G }w Gli F-'f ~ Lf- a • tr ~ 
f:r &: ~~ ~ tl !1 .-l("" p ~ ~ ~ . 

~ [f.,)[ "r£ il f-!Fj[Af~ ~ Pr f!' ~ WP ,r "'i:1> ~ 
ty ~ ... ~~~r rdfi

6i?tr1 
!r,.,.. ~ r l~~&>t}1f~ r~~ ~ ~- r:r ' rrr; tT t- ~ ~ ~K,_, G~~ --~~~t 
c~£ rr ~~~~ i.- ~·t"' ~ !W ~ r;} cr <;cr >~ ~ trt. ~~t ,it .-r a-,~ rr ~ ,.f!6!! 
~~~f(~ ~rr ftti1 . ~4F ;::6 

ff ~ k~!f ~~:J; ~6~lvtif' ~ f{ if_ . Gf» ~ 6~ ~- Y'}fr t1 ~ ~, 6~ w,? ~ 6~ ~ 
-~·~}~-:- Ji-~~~ t tF ~; (,tf./,tf- ~ 

..... ""' :m"Q; ~1!1~ ~~ ~~!<\~ tf&;~Bt.i~r 
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The volume number is also shown in the margin by a letter of the Tibetan alphabet: from 

ka (1) to a (30), then from ki (31) to i (60), from ku (61) to u (90), from ke (91) toe (120) and 

finally from ko (121) to o (150). These cardinal numbers may be transformed into ordinal 

numbers by adding the suffix pa. Thus ka-pa signifies "volume 1 ", and khi-par "in volume 32". 

The exact organization and structure of the text depends on the genre of literature involved, 

but the following layout is fairly typical of all genres: 

-Title page 

- Invocation 

- The text proper 

- A colophon at the end which contains the name of the author and perhaps the sponsor and 

the scribe, as well as the place and circumstances of the text's production. Most pecha deal 

with traditional subjects (Buddhism, philosophy, religious biography, medicine, grammar, 

history, etc.), but in recent decades have also tended to be concerned with more modem 

issues. Nevertheless, most books (including religious works)- both in Tibet proper as well 

as in the diaspora community - are now produced in European format. Western-style books 

are called th~p (deb). 

111-·'·;r·~· Ill 
Exercises: 

1. Practice writing the letters of the Tibetan alphabet. 

2. Read aloud the letters of the alphabet and visualize them. 

3. Pronounce the letters of the alphabet with special attention to the tones. 

4. Read the following words and write them out in phonological transcription: 

F' "mouth", r::::· "I", a;· "pair", e;_· "tea", '?' "fish", c;,; "now", Oi;' "to be ill", z::::r "cow", 31' "mother", ffi· 

''salt",~· "goat", ill' "pass", 4' "meat", ~· "place", =s· "to eat", 3)· "man",~· "mountain", 4' "to 

die",~· "to weep",~· "water",~,' "breath", !:1' "son",~· "whistle",~· "who",~ "that", 5l· "fire", ffi· 
"life", F' "he",~· "face",~· "to buy", e;j'· "male", 3l· "female",~· "yogurt", §g· "to make",~ 
"corpse",~· "year", 4' "dice",~· "tooth". 
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5. Spell out and pronounce the following words: 

- with a subscript or a superscript: 

~· rnga /nga/ "drum", 17' rta Ita/ "horse", 3\' rma !mal "wound", ~· rtsa ltsa/ "grass", 

~· lnga /nga/ "five", 1j' Ita !tal "to look", ~· bya !ch~ "bird", ~,' klu II 0/ "naga, serpent-spirit", 

~· khro /thro/ "cauldron". 

- with a subscript and a superscript: 

~l' skra /tra/ "hair", ~· sgro /trg/ "feather", ~·skye /kye/ "to be born", ~ · sgra /tr9:_! 

"sound",~· smyo /nyo/ "to be mad". 

- with a prefix, a subscript and a superscript: 

t::l~,' brgya /ky9;/ "hundred", t::l~' bsgro /trg/ "to discuss". 

- with a prefix, a subscript, a superscript and a suffix: 

t::l~l· brgyad /ky~'/ "eight", t::l~t::l brgyab /ky9;p/ "to do". 

- with a prefix, a subscript, a superscript and two suffixes: 

t::l~t::l~' bsgrib /trjp/ "to veil", c::1~9~· bsgrigs /trl'/ "to arrange", t::l~t:::~· bsgrengs /tr~ng'/ 
''to train", t::l~t::l~' bsgrubs /tri::Jp/ "to accomplish". 

6. Look up the words listed in Exercise 5 in the dictionary. 

7. Spell out the following words: CD I • Tr. 8 

8. Transliterate the words given in Exercise 7 and look them up in the dictionary. 

9. Spell out the combinations given in Table 10 of Appendix 6. 

10. Select any text and spell out all the syllables until you can do so without hesi

tation. It is only from this moment onward that you can begin to read directly. 

11. Read the following words, being careful to 
distinguish high and low tones: 

CD I • Tr.9 

c:::·1 ~n ~1 El1 a;c:::·1 9a;c:::·1 ~c::·1 c::1~c::·1 '?~1 ~~1 ~~1 t::l~l1 ~1 ~1 t::lE!~1 t::l~l1 Ol1 3\1 ~~1 
,~~1 ~~1 ~~1 ~1 :Jl1 4'al1 ~·3i1 c::1~9~1 ~9~1 ~9~'t.l1 49~'t.l1 4~1 ~~1 l1 OJE:!"'1 EFq1 
lc::'q1 ~a;1 ~a;1 ~t:::'1 a5t:::'1 
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12. Write out the words in Exercise 11 in phonological transcription. 

13. Read the following series, being careful to 
distinguish high and low tones and aspiration. 

~1 Ol£::!~1 l1 03l~1 t:~ryc::·1 E:!C::"1 lC::'1 03lc::~1 

'51 c$1 51 ~~~1 ~~1 ~~1 t:l~1 ~t:l~1 

, ?l1 E:ll1 ll1 t:l~l1 

75 

CD I • Tr. 10 
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THE LESSONS 

The Manual includes 41 lessons, organized as follows: 
First, the grammar aims presented in the lesson are sum
marized in a frame. This is followed by the Tibetan text, 
comprising a dialogue or short narrative. A phonetic trans
cription is included for the texts through Lesson 20, to aid 
the student in reading and pronunciation. Recordings of all 
the texts are provided on the accompanying CD. Each text 
is followed by a list of new vocabulary, the grammatical 
lessons, and relevant exercises. Some chapters include 
comments on elements of Tibetan civilization. 



"What's this?" 

• Word order. 

• The verb "to be" ~~~ r~ '. 
• The demonstratives "\~' tl ~· th~ t<l.,. phaki. 

• The interrogative pronoun,.~. kh2:re. 

• The honorific. 

CD I • Tr. 11-12 

1.1 Dialogue ~·z:::r~~·r~~1 (thrlwa thr]an) 

"Looking at the map" 

~'31' g "\~' ,.~. ~l1 
nylma ti khare r~' What's this? 

~'z:::]' g "'~ csl ~l1 
taw a ti phg' re' This is Tibet 

~'31' g "\~' ~·~· ~l1 
nylma ti lhasa re' This is Lhasa 

~'z:::]' g ~· ,~~·,·~· ~l·t_J~1 

t2:wa the shikatse r~'-pa' Is that Zhikatse? 

~'31' g ~,~·~l· ,~~·,·~· ~l1 
nylma 12:' r~· shikatse re' Yes, that's Zhikatse 
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11171]'F'~·~· Ill 
1.2 Vocabulary ffi~·~~f\1 (tshTksar) 

a._~· tl. 

~ ths; 

r.:1.,. phaki 

a._la_ t~: a._~:l\' tir (L) 

~:~\' ths;r 

r.:1·~a.· phaka "'1",:1\' phakir (L) 

~·~· kh~re 
CSt:;i~· phg'pa 

~~· pa' 

~~~·~~· 

~c:J· ths;p ~~·~c:J· cha'tep (H) 

l2J·ar peca ~~·l2l· (H) cha'pe 

iJ'~l' nyuku ~~·iJ~· cha'nyu' (H) 

iJ~'o.J' nyukma (H) 

l71j:l\'Ui~· karyo: ~~·l71j:l\' sh~:kar (H) 

ta:l\·~· phorpa 

~·t:l~' saptra 

e;:· ch~ ~~~·e;:· so:ca (H) 

co~· chang o.Jffi'l·co~· cho:cang (H) 

~·0-1· nylma 

~'t:l' t~wa 

a._!(o.J'~~· ts~mling 

f1~·~· ~F~ku ~~·fj~· chaksho' (H) 

~~·a)· naktsa ~~·~~· cha'na' (H) 

~ c:J' a)~· loptsan 

~l· rs;' (r~' with interrogative pronouns) 

( det. pron.) this, this one, proximal dem. 

( det. pron.) that, that one, medial dem. 

( det. pron.) that, that one over there distal 
dem. 

(adv.) here 

(adv.) there 

(adv.) over there 

(interr. pron.) what? 

(n., adj.) Tibetan (person) 

(part.) final interrogative particle 

(part.) mark of politeness, after names or 
before "yes" and "no" 

(n.) book (Western style) 

(n.) pecha, Tibetan-style book 

(n.) pen 

(n.) bamboo 

(n.) cup 

(n.) wooden bowl 

(n.)map 

(n.) tea 

(n.) chang, local beer usually made from 
barley 

(n.) sun, day 

(n.) moon, month 

(n.) world 

(n.) paper 

(n.) ink 

(n.) lesson 

(aux.) to be 



Proper nouns 

ere;; phg' 

,~~·,·~· shJ.katse 

~·~· lhasa I lha:sa63 

~·3.1· nylma 

~'t:l't~wa 

111~111 
1.3 Remarks ~~~'t:l4l1 (tr~:sha') 

1.3.1 Word order 

Tibet 

Zhikatse, Tibet's second city 

Lhasa, capital of Tibet 

Nyima 

Dawa 

79 

In both Spoken and Literary Tibetan, the verb always comes last in a clause. This applies 

to the verb not only in the main clause but also in subordinate clauses (relative, causal, comple

mentary, etc.). The simple sentence may be broken down into three components: a subject noun 

phrase, an object noun phrase and the verb compiex (or predicate). 64 

Usual word order is "subject- object- verb" (SOV). However, the object may precede 

the subject (OSV) in order to give special emphasis to the latter, or in the case of certain ques

tions. The emphasis is accompanied by a particular stress on the element that is being empha

sized, and by a rising intonation. 

tJ. 
this 

Compare: 

th~p 

book 
"This is a book" 

r~· 

to be 
th~p 
book 

ti 
this 

"It's this book." 

r~· 

to be 

The only indispensable element in the sentence is the verb; the subject and object may 

be implied or omitted. The verb exhibits no agreement in terms of: 

-gender 

-number 

-person 

63. This variant represents the way in which the people of Lhasa themselves pronounce the word. 

64. Even though the notions of "subject" and "object" are not really appropriate in the case of languages such as 
Tibetan, these terms have been retained in this book for the sake of convenience. 
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There is no distinction between the active and the passive voice. The neutrality of the 

verb and its lack of orientation mean that passive transformations are impossible. 

It is only the case particles that make it possible to distinguish between the agent and the 

person or thing that is acted upon· 65 

1.3.2 The auxiliary verb ~l r~· and its negation 0-l'~l' m~re' 
The auxiliary r~' is similar to the verb "to be" in English. It can function either as an auto

nomous linking verb (or "copula"), or as the auxiliary of another verb. This is comparable to the 

English "to be" or the French "etre", which are both copulas (e.g., "he~ mad", "il est fou") and 

auxiliaries (e.g., "he~ working", "il est arrive"). Likewise, in the following Tibetan sentences 

r~'is a copula in the first and an auxiliary (associated with nominalizer pa) in the second: 

khong nyonpa r~· 

khong phep-pare' 

"he is mad" 

"he came" (literally, "he is come") 

As a copula, r~· .. expresses the nature or the essential quality of the subject. Note that r~· 

«to be» is used to express people's age (see also 6.4), just as in English. 

The verb~~: r~' is generally pronounced r~' (with a more open vowel) in sentences that 

have an interrogative pronoun. However, the Tibetan spelling remains unaffected. 

Questions are constructed by using the final interrogative particle t:.l~' pa (see Lesson 2): 

~l·t:.l~] r~'-pa' "is it?", 0-l'~l·t:.l~] m~re'-pa' "isn't it?" 

Like other auxiliaries, the verb r~· and its negation m~re' are used to signify "yes" and 

"no". They may be preceded by the polite marker~~~· Ia'. 

1.3.3 The demonstratives~~· tJ., ~· th~, 1:"4'~· phaki 

The· demonstratives function both as adjectives and as pronouns. As adjectives, they always 

come after the noun (or after the noun phrase), and carry a case or plural marker as appropriate. 

tJ. kh~re r~' "What is this?" ("This is what?") 

shukku tJ. kh~re r~' "What is this paper?" 

shukku tJ.ntso kh~re ~· "What are these papers?" 

The demonstratives~~· tl (proximal), ~· th~ (medial) and 1:"4'~' phaki (distal) denote three 

degrees of removal: nearby, distant and far-off, corresponding to the English expressions "here", 

"there" and "over there". 

65. The neutrality of Tibetan verbs can be illustrated by comparison with nouns, which are intrinsically neither active 
nor passive. Thus the sentences "Lobzang corrected the book" or "The book was corrected by Lobzang" might be 
rendered as "(there was) a correction (of) the book by Lobzang". 
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The demonstratives tJ., th~ and phaki function as pronouns and adjectives. When used as 

adjectives, demonstratives always come after the noun (or after the noun phrase); they are given a 

case particle and, where appropriate, a plural particle. 

The demonstratives tj_ and th~ are employed not only to draw attention to something/ point 

out/ show something (deictic function), but also to refer to elements previously mentioned (ana

photic function) in a text or conversation. The expression phaki, however, is used only to indicate 

spatial distance. 

The demonstrative tj_ is linked to the present moment; th~, on the other hand, is associated 

with the past or the future, and with the notions of "the beyond" and the invisible. 

Ex.: ~~·~~~'£:.l'Ol~1 ng~· th~ shQ'-payin "I said that" 

~~·t:\~·~·,·tl:l~1 ng~' tl sh\:j-kiyin "I'll say this" 
~·t:\~' IQ tJ. "this year" (present) 

~·~ lothe "that year" (past or future) 

~t:l't:\~' th~p tl "this book" 

~~·~· th~pth~ "that book" 

~~'Z'4',' th~p phaki "that book over there" 

The demonstratives t:\~' tJ., ~· th~, Z'4.,. phaki are used to form the adverbs t:\~~· tJ.r, ~~· th~r, 
Z<l'i;;;,· phakir "here, there, over there". In the spoken language they have undergone a small varia

tion in their pronunciation t:\l?.i..· ta: (t:\~~'), Z'4.,a._. phaka: (Z'4',~') 

111-·'·;r·~· Ill 
1.4 Exercises g~·iE~1 (cgngtsan) 

1.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. What's this? 5. Is this tea? 

2. This is a book. 6. It's chang. 

3. What's that? 7. What's that over there? 

4. That's a pecha. 8. That's Lhasa over there. 

1.4.2 Transliterate the dialogue at the beginning of this lesson. 

1.4.3 Translate into English: 

.?) t:\~·,·~·~l1 
q) t:\~.l~~·ur~·~l·£:,1~1 

~) ~·as~·~l1 

~) Z'4','l2l·as·~l·£:.1~1 
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'"') r.l.,~~'t::l:!J'~lc.1~1 

v) r.l.,~~·~·~l1 
Ill) r.l.,~r.l.,~~·~t::::·~l1 

~) Z".:l','~'t::l'~li!:J~1 

r>) Z".:l','~'t::l'~l1 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

1.4.4 Read the sentences in the preceding exercise 

and mark the high and low tones as follows: 

1.4.5 Complete the following sentences using words you have learned: 

?) r-1.,~ ( ) ~li!:J~1 
q) r-1.,~ ( ) ~l1 
~) ~.,. ( ) ~li!:J~1 

~) ~.,. ( ) ~l1 
'"') ~ ( ) ~li!:J~1 
v) ~ ( ) ~l1 



Lesson 2 ·q~o;;·Z1l' ~·z::..J1 (loptsan nylpa) 

"Who's that ?" 

• the interrogative particles E::::~'nga.' ,~·ka' l!:.l~ pa'. 

• the plural marker ~· tsh6. 

• gender 

• the interrogative pronoun ~· sCi. khong sCi r~' 

CD I • Tr. 13-14 

2.1 Dialogue s·q-s~Wi:ff (thrjwa thrjjan) 

~·~·~ fE::::' ~· "-> ~~1 
khong sCi r~' Who's that? 

fE::::' §j'c::JEJE::::' ~~~ 
khong losang re' That's Lobzang. 

~·~E::::' ~· "-> ~~~ 
tshering sCi ra' Who's Tshering? 

~·~E::::' fE::::' ~~~ ! i 

tshering khong r~' That's Tshering. 

fE::::'~' ~· "-> ~~1 
khongtso sCi ra' Who are they? 

fE::::'~' £jt::l':!J't::l' ( gj t::l':!J't::l') ~~~ 

khongts laptrawa re' They're students. 

§j'c::JE!E::::' ~~'iliOi' ~~·l!:.l~J 
losang k~kan r~'-pa' Is Lobzang a teacher? 
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laptrawa 

lllll]'F'llT~·III 
2.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~'\1 (tshTksar) 

r~· khiSng (H) 

r~· a3· khongtso (H) 

r· kho 

F' '\~' a3· khiSrangtso 

a:l·mo 

a3· tshiS /-tso 

~~·a3· tl(n)tso 

~ a3· th~( n )tso 

z::ra3· phatso 

~·sCi 

ar m9 

~z:::r~·z:::r laptrawa ~z:::~·~·z::r liSptrawa (L) 

~z::r~· laptra ~z:::~·~· liSptra (L) 

~~·iii~· k~kan iii~·~~~· k~nla'(H) 

iii~·~~~· k~nla' (H) 

aJ'o.l' lama 

m9re' 

re' 

~·z:.r thr9pa ~~·~~·z:.r k~ntOnpa (H) 

~·~~· kusho' (H) ~·~z:::~~· kushap (L, H) 

ffi~·~~~· chola' (H) 

~·~· ani66 ~·z:::~~~'o.l' c~tsunma (H) 

~~·z:.r trgkpa 

66. This word is also used to mean "paternal aunt". 

No, (he) isn't a teacher. 

He's a student. 

(pron.) he, she 

(pron.) they (masc. and fern.) 

(pron.) he 

(pron.) they 

(pron.) she 

(part.) plural marker 

( det., pron.) these, proximal dem. 

(det., pron.) those, medial dem. 

(det., pron.) those (over there), distal dem. 

(interr. pron.) who? 

(part.) negation 

(n.) student, pupil 

(n.) school 

(n.) master, teacher 

(n.) Sir (term of address) 

(n.) lama, teacher, master 

(n.) monk 

(n.) Sir; Venerable (of monks) 

(n.) Venerable (ofnuns) 

(n.) nun 

(n.) nomad, pastoralist 



a5~~'!:..l'\' tshakpar 

~·3$· sh~mo l~·c;· usha (H) 

~q·~tll' kupkya' ~q~·~~· sh~pkya (H) 

,~~·~· or ~~·~· coktse ~~"-1·~~· so:co' (H) 

'"'~~·~· tslntra 

Proper nouns 

111~111 
2.3 Remarks ~§j"'l't::l4l1 (tr~:sha') 

(n.) secretary 

(n.) farmer 

(n.) newspaper 

(n.) hat 

(n.) chair 

(n.) table 

(n.) class 

67 
Lobzang 

Tshering 

2.3.1 The final interrogative particles !:..1~ ,pa', r::::~·-nga' ~~· -ka' 

85 

Interrogative sentences end with a final interrogative particle (f.i.p.),
68 

the precise form of 

which is determined by the last letter of the preceding auxiliary.
69 

after r::::· nga > r::::~· nga' 

after~· kh~ > ~~· ka' 

in all other cases > !:..1~ pa' 

Ex.: B:l~·1:..1~· yln-pa', ~l·1:..1~· r~'-pa', ilfl·1:..1~· yg'-pa', ~r::::·r::::~· song-nga', ~r::::·r::::~· nygng-nga', ~,c:::·r::::~· 
ch~ng-nga', ~~·~~· t~'-ka'. 

Final interrogative particles are not used with the copulas and auxiliaries mentioned above 

when a sentence already contains an interrogative pronoun (such as kh~re "what", su "who", etc.). 

67. Tibetan names often consist of two juxtaposed names. In Central and Western Tibet and in Khams names usually 
consist of four syllables, whereas in Amdo they tend to have three. People of aristocratic origin may also use a family 
name, and nomads too often make use of clan names. Among farming communities, there seems to be a historical trend 
whereby clan names are disappearing and individuals are identified instead by the name of the household in wJ;lich they 
were born. In the vast majority of cases, Tibetan personal names have an obvious meaning. Thus Lobzang means 
"Excellent Mind", Tshering means "Long Life", Nyima means "Sun", Dawa "Moon" and Lhagpa "Mercury"; the last 
three also denote the days of the week Sunday, Monday and Wednesday respectively, and are applied to people as 
appropriate to the day on which they were born. Dorje means "Vajra" or "Diamond", ThubtiiJ;J.. "Buddhist Doctrine", 
Rinchen Kyi "Precious-Joyous", Dh6ndrup Gyiil "Victorious One Who Achieves His Aims", and so forth. While the 
majority of names are gender-neutral, there are a few that are either specifically masculine (e.g., Dorje) or feminine 
(e.g., Drolkar). 

68. Tibetan final interrogative particles may be compared to Burmese /'la/ and Chinese /mal. 

69. From a historical point of view, the interrogative particles ngas and gas probably correspond to variants of the 
particle pas. The phonological assimilation rule is explained in Appendix 1, section 1. 
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However, with the verb yl_n, a final interrogative particle pa is sometimes used. If there is no 

interrogative pronoun in the question, the sentence ends with yln-pa', the interrogative form of the 

verb yln; if the question does contain an interrogative pronoun, the sentence ends in yln-pa or yln. 

Ex.: ~l''\t::::'l%i'J'9~·tll~·l:.l~' khyerang k~kan yln-pa' 

~·Ul~'l:.l' sO yl_n-pa = ~·til~· sO yln 

"Are you a teacher?" 

"Who are you?" 

Interrogative pronouns are usually placed directly before the verb. The pronoun kh!!re 

means both "what" and "which", and corresponds to the literary forms~· cT and 9r:::'kh!!ng (it is in 

fact derived from the latter). The interrogative pronouns kh!!re "what" and sO "who" may be 

doubled (9·~·9·~· kh~re kh9-re, ~·~· susu) to elicit an enumeration in the reply or to mean "what 

types of ... ?" or "what kinds of ... ?" 

2.3.2 Number and the plural marker ~· tsh6 /-tso 

Number is never marked on verbs, adjectives or the majority of nouns. Plurality is usually 

implied either by context, or by quantifiers such as 31r:::·t.!· m9-ngpo "many", i£r:::·31• tshangma "all", 

F'4~· khasha' "some, certain", 9~~· nyT' "two", etc. 

However, there is a plural marker ~'-tso,70 which appears with demonstratives and personal 

pronouns: "'~·~· tJ.tso "these",~·~· th~tso "those", t<l'~' phatso "those, those over there", rr:::·~· 
kh6ngtso "they", etc. 

The marker -tso by itself is used with nouns denoting people only when the people in 

question are specified/defined: ~·31 ·~· ama-tso "the mothers", l9'9~·~· k~kan-tso "the teachers", 

8jCJ·~·CJ·~· 16ptrawa-tso "the students", etc. (but not *mothers, *teachers, etc.). The non-specific 

plural is not marked with the plural particle: ~'31' ama "mothers", l9·9~·k~kan "teachers". 

This suffix is not used with animals or inanimate objects: * e:l9'~' 1!,!'-tso "[the] sheep", 

* ~9·~·~· c6ktse-tso "[the] tables",* ~r:::·1lj·~· thangka-tso "[the] thangkas". 

Consequently, unambiguous renderings of the plural I indications of plurality require the 

use of demonstratives: e:i9'~·~· 1!,!' th~tso "those sheep", ~9:~-·~·~· c6ktse th~tso "those tables". 

Number is only marked once per noun or noun phrase; the marker, which is placed at the 

end of the group, is therefore never redundant. 

Ex.: ph!,!mo chuncung th~tso 

kh9-ngri th6po th~tso 

r~ra:i. ~r:::· ~r:::·~· ~· 
9r:::~·~·31~·t.r·~·~· 

~'31'1:f!ao'l:.l'~' n ~, ama shgnpa-tso 

"those little girls" 

''those high snow-mountainso' 

"the young mothers" 
~l:fl~'l:.l'.!lllc!IOi'l:.l' ~ .. ' 1 1 , , rgkpa sh~nta'-tso "the other companions" 

N.B.: the following demonstratives also occur in conversation: 

70. When the marker is not accentuated it is pronounced without aspiration: -tso. 



Lesson 2- ~z:::r~·,~~·qJ (16ptsan nyTpa) 

~~·~l· tj_kya' "these" (nearby), ~·~l· th~kya' "those" (distant) 

~~·~l·~~· tj_kya' tj_ "all these", ~·~l·~· th~kya' th~ "all those" 

These last two expressions are used to make a selection from a group. 

th~p tJ.kya' tJ. "all these books" (and not the others) 

2.3.3 Gender 

Grammatical gender (masculine, feminine, neuter) does not exist in Tibetan. 
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Articles, demonstratives, adjectives and verbs are therefore invariable with respect to gen

der. Male and female sex are, however, sometimes marked within the lexicon (by distinct words) 

. or else by means of suffixes (pa or po for the male and ma or mo for the female) in the case of 

certain pronouns and substantives denoting animate beings. 

Ex.: ,Ul,. ya' "yak" (male), ~· trl "yak-cow", ij'ta "horse" (generic), ~l'31' kgma "mare", ~· 
ph!,! "boy", ~·af· ph!,!mo "girl", F31~·q· khampa "man from Kham", F31 ~·3f· khammo 

"woman from Kham", ~"'l·~~·q· n~:corpa "yogin", ~"'l·~~·31· n~:corma "yogini", 3!~' tsg 

. "yak/cow hybrid", O!~'al· tsgmo "female dzo" 

N.B.: some pronouns make no distinction between "he" and "she": 

fE::::'~,·q·~ll khong chOkpo r~· "He/she is rich." 

111-·'·n-·71]· Ill 
2.4 Exercises ~E::::'c6~J 

2.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. This isn't a chair, it's a table. 

2. This is a pecha, it isn't a book. 

3. These are nuns, they aren't monks! 

4. Who is the teacher? 

5. Is he a lama? 

6. No, he's a monk. 

7. Are those nomads over there? 

8. No, those are farmers. 

9. He is a secretary. 

10. She is a teacher. 

2.4.2 Transliterate the dialogue at the beginning of this lesson. 
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2.4.3 Translate into English: 

?) (:\~~·~·~~1 
~) r.l..~~·~·t.]·~~1 
~) ~·~·~·~~1 
~) ~·~·~CJ'~'CJ'~~1 
~) ~·,·~·~~1 
(!) ~·,·~'CJ=l~·~~1 
w) ~~·~CJ·~~·t.J~1 ~CJ'Ol'~~1 ~t:l·ar~~1 
() r.l..~~CJ·~,·~~·t.]~1 ~CJ·~,·Ol·~~1 ~,·~·~~1 
P) ~~·~~·~·~·~·~~1 
?O) (:\~E;_'~l't.]~1 E;_'Ql'~~1 a5~·~~1 
??) ~.,.~,:l\·il!~·~lt.1~1 ~'1:1\'1!!~·03·~~1 ai:l\'t.l'~~1 

2.4.4 Read the sentences above and mark the high and low tones. 

2.4.5 With the use of your dictionary, find ten words containing the following 

honorific prefixes: phyag "hand", dbu "head", ljags "tongue", thugs "mind", 

sku "body". 

2.4.6 Give the plural of the following words using the markers~· or~·~: 



"The telephone" 

• personal pronouns. 

• the verb til~· yln and "egophoric" verbs. 

• the rule of anticipation. 

• the place of adjectives. 

• the existential verb IJ.,~,. t!:J'. 

J'~ 
3.1 Dialogue ~·z:::J·~~·~~1 

§1'z::JE}r::::' g ~~·(~,~·) 
lg: 

~·~· g z:::J~'4~'z:::J~·iil,~1 
trashi' tele' 

§1'z::JE}r::::' g z:::J~'4~'z:::J~'iil,~1 
trashi' t~le' 

~·~· g &l:l'z:::J~~·~,~· 
thuptan-la' 

§1'z::JE}r::::' g ~,~·~~· (~~·) 
Iii!;' m~n, 

~·~· g r::;::· 
ngii!; 

§1'z:::JE}r::::' g ~·~~1 
ala: 

~·,~,~· 
kusu' 

til~·z::.]~1 
yln-pa 

~c;;;:;;r::::· 
khyerang 

~·~· 
tgrce 

"D . ID . I " rzng. rzng . ... 

~· "-,; til~'z::.]1 
su yln-pa 

~~1 ~t:;;;:;;r::::· 
Y.!.n, khyerang 

~,r::;::~·~, ~·~·~,~· r::;::· 
kgngta' tgrce-la', n@ 

z:::J~'CJ' til~·l:.!~1 
t~po yln-pa 

khapar 

CD I • Tr. 15-16 

~· til~·~(~~) 1 "-,; 

su y_kl-na 

§j'z:::JE}r::::' ~~1 
losang Y.!.n, 
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~·~·g llll:!j~·~~1 &z::J'I::l'~l~'llll:!j~' ~~!:!]'!:!]~1 
tu'-ka' 1!:!' yln, thuptan-la' 

~ 'z::J=:JC::' g Ill!:!]~' &\·~~!:!] 
1!:!' mlntu' 

~·~·g (.(·~· &!:!]~·~·~· ~~'O-l::I\'O-l~"'l'Oit:::•1 
gna thukce che, c~mar c~:-yong 

~ 'z::J=:JC::' g ~~'O-l::I\'O-l~"'l'Uic::·1 
c~mar c~:-yong 

Translation 

- Hello? 
- Hello (formal) 
- Hello (formal) 
- Is that Thubtiin? 
- No, who are you? 
- I'm Dorje, and you? 

Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 

- Ah, sorry, Dorje, I'm Lobzang. How are you? 
- I'm fine, thanks. Is Thubtiin there? 
- No, he isn't. 
- Well, thanks. See you later. 

Bye, see you later. 

Ill i1rF·!:!]·c::· Ill 
3.2 Vocabulary ~!:!]'!:!]~::1\1 

~ na/ ~0-1· nam (L) 

twill~: ala: 

(.(·~· gna 

&l· mi 

"'lo.!'fl:!j'li:!mka' "'lo.l'li:!m (L) 

~0-1~· sem' &!:!]~1 thO' (H) 

!:!]~!:!]~'~' s~kpo ~·!:!]~!:!]~' kOsu' (H) 

~~c::~·~l:!j' kgngta' 

&,~·~·~· thukce che 

~·&l!:!j' t~mi' ~l:!j·~·~chi~~\(H) 

(pron.) same, you 

(part.) final interrogative particle 

(exp.) ah! 

(exp.) well, well then 

(n.) man, person 

(n.) road, path, way 

(n.) mind, spirit 

(n.) body 

(n.) sorry 

(n.) thank you 

(n.) key 
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f't.!'\' khapar ~~·q'\· sh~:par (H) 

~~'01:1\,' c~mar 

~c::·~· rlngpo 

&C::'&c::· thungtung 

~~~~·~·~c::·~· s~kpo rlngpo 

~~~~·~·~c::·~c::· s~kpo chungcung 

~c::·~c::· chungcung 

~~·~· chenpo 

~:~~·~·t~po 

l'1"-'~· karpo 

~:~m·4~·~:~~·12:1Llj~· trashi t~le' 

~~'01:1\,'0I~~·Ui'c::· c~mar c~:yong 

~·~~~~·t:J~·~·~a;·q~· kusu' t~po yln pa' 

til~· yln 

01~' m~n a:ta;· mln (L) 

~~~·t~' 

3!·~~· mlntu' 

3:1· ml 

Proper nouns 

&t:~'t:J~a;· thuptan 

, ~·~·tgrce 

(n.) telephone 

(adv.) later, afterwards 

(adj.) long 

(adj.) short 

(adj.) tall 

(adj.) short 

(adj.) small 

(adj.) big 

(adj.) well, fine 

(adj.) white 

(adj.) black 

(adj.) next, following 

(idiom.) hello, greetings 

(idiom.) see you later 

(idiom.) how are you? 

(aux.) to be, egophoric 

(aux.) not to be, egophoric 

(aux.) there is, to have, to be, testimonial 

(aux.) there isn't, not to have, not to be, 
testimonial 

(aux.) negation 

Thubtan 

Dotje 

,,, 

91 I: 
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Personal pronouns 

1st person 2nd person 3rd person 

~· ~l·:l:\~' r~· 
nge: "I" khyerang "you" (H) khong "he", "she" (H) 

~l· a:!· 
khyO' "you" mo "she" 

:l:\~' r· 
re:ng "you" kh6 "he" 

~·as· ~l·:l:\~·as· r~·ffi· 
nge:(n)tso "we" khyerangtso "you" (H) khongtso ''they" (H) 

~l~~·as· r~·~~·as· 

~·~~~· 
khyenamtso "you" (HH) khongnamtso "they" (HH) 

~l·:l:\~·as· f':l:\~·as· nge:nyi' ''we two" 
khyorangtso "you" (pl.) khorangtso "they" 

( 

~l·:l:\~.,~~· r·~~~· 
khyorangtso "you two" khunyi' "those two" 

~l·:l:\~·~~~· r~·~~~· 
khyerangnyi' "you two" (H) khongnyi' "those two" (H) 

111~111 
3.3 Remarks ~~~~.rz::14l1 

3.3. 1 Personal pronouns 

There are three registers of personal pronouns: ordinary, honorific and high honorific. In 

Literary Tibetan, as well as in some dialects (Tsang), a humilific form (bdag) is used for the first 

person. This form is not used in Standard Spoken Tibetan. 

In Literary Tibetan and in certain dialects (including Kham and Mustang), there are distinct 

forms for the exclusive ("us, not including you") and inclusive ("us, including you") first person 

plural. This opposition, too, is absent in Standard Tibetan. 

For the second person, it is safest to use the honorific form ~l· :!\~' khyerang I ~l· :!\~· ~· 
khyerangtso and r~· I r~· ~· kh6ng/kh6ngtso. The ordinary forms :!\~' re:ng ''you"' F' kh6 "he"' F' :!\~' 
khorang "he" and 3r· mg or a:i·::t;~· mgrang "she" ip1ply familiarity. The forms ~l'khyo' and ~l· 
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:::..~·~· khyorangtso "you" carry pejorative connotations in Standard Tibetan, whereas they are the 

normal terms in Literary Tibetan and certain dialects (Kham, Hor, Amdo ). 

In Standard Tibetan and many other dialects, as well as in Literary Tibetan, there is a 

special dual form for both personal pronouns and demonstratives: r::::·9~~· ngg,nyi' "we two", ~z:;.: 
:r:.,r::::·9~~· khyerangnyi' "you two", F'9~~· khunyi' "the two of them" ~·9~~· th~nyi' "those two". 

3.3.2 "Egophoric" (rang ngos) auxiliary verbs 

Certain auxiliary verbs are associated only with the first person (singular or plural), irres

pective of the function of that person in the sentence, i.e., as subject, object or complement. The 

use of an "egophoric"
71 

auxiliary expresses the speaker's knowledge or personal intention, often 

directly implied in the event that is being described. Whereas this type of auxiliary does not occur 

in Classical Literary Tibetan, it plays an important role in the spoken language. The egophoric 
auxiliaries (and copulas) are: 

Olo' · $z:;· .. , 
-~ Y.!.n, 1 YQ' ~r::::·-nyong, l,-~· ko'. 

In contrast, all the remaining auxiliaries are neutral with respect to person: 

~l·r~·, ~~9't~', tfj'l·~l'yg:re', ~r::::·-song, c:J~9'-sha' 

ng~ tgrce yln 

ng~ k~po ch~ng 

"I am D01je." 

"I was happy." 

ng~r th~p mgngpo yg' "I have many books." 

ngg n~kcurtrg-nyong "I have been (lit. gone) to Nagchu." 

ylke m~ngpo tang-payin "[I] sent many letters." 

In all the above sentences, it is possible to dispense with the pronoun ng~, "I", in view of 

the fact that the first person is indicated by the auxiliary (or the copula). 

In the following sentences, the egophorics do not agree with the subject but with a com
plement: 

t~mi' tl ng~: Yln "This key is mine!" 

ifir::::·r::::s::. ·or:::· "1' ~c:J~' ~· $z:;] 
,. '"' 1 ~ 1 khong ng~: n~ng-la phep-kiy6' "He [generally] comes to my place." 
r::;:S::. '8'5:i'~z:::]'z:rt'"l'"' ~·E'I·tfj'z:;l 

'"' ~ al ~ '"'::::.J ·1 1 ng~: ph~mo laptra-la trg-kiy6' "My daughter goes to school."· ( cf. 

English "I've got my daughter in 

school.") 
f'r::::·,~·r::::.:::.,·8l·Zi1·c:Jryr::::·-§r::::'1 khong-ki' ng~r ylke tang-cung "He sent me a letter."· 

71. Etymologically, "egophoric" signifies "bearer of 'I' or '<ego"'. 
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~E:·ii:!E:;·:rr::.:·fihn~~·c:·8)o-1 -., \ fl' 1 ' ·1 1 '"' 1 ti. khyerang-ki so:ca yln "This is your tea (the tea that I made 

for you or that I intend you should 

drink)." 

When the first person appears as an oblique complement (other than as a subject or object), 

the use of an egophoric auxiliary usually stresses the personal intention or the certainty of the 

speaker. Where there is no such emphasis, egophoric auxiliaries may always be replaced by 

neutral auxiliaries. For example, some of the above sentences may be rephrased as follows: 

t~mi' ti. ng~: r~' "This key is mine." 

r::.:S:. 'SJ.'5i'·i6'c::rl:f1'~·~ AA'·~·trl£:;'~£:;1 ' '"' ~ aJ <! "':.1 ·1 , "~ 11 ng~: ph\,!mO laptra-la trg-kiyo:re 

"My daughter goes to school." 

~E:·ii:!E:;·:rr::.:·~·c:·~E:;'l ·-..~ \ fl' 1 ' ·1 '"' "~ 1 ti. khyerang-ki chi! re' 

"This is your tea (this is the tea that's yours)." 

Whereas egophoric auxiliaries need not always be used with the first person, it is incorrect 

to use egophorics in statements that neither contain the first person nor express the speaker's per

sonal involvement. 

Finally, it should be noted that egophoric forms are used only when an auxiliary verb 

occurs in the main clause, but usually not in subordinate clauses. 

For the time being, the important thing to remember is that the auxiliary Ol<=>i' yin is used 

mainly for the first person, whereas the auxiliary ~~: r~' is used for the second and third persons. 

3.3.3 The existential verb ~~Zl'j' t\,!' and its negation 5l·~~·m.Lntu' 
The verb t\,!', which depending on context may mean "to have" or "there is" or "to be", 

implies that the speaker is or has been a direct witness to whatever he or she is asserting. The verb 

will be described in detail in Lesson 6. 

3. 3. 4 The rule of anticipation 

In the case of interrogative sentences that directly concern the person being addressed (that 

is, sentences containing second-person pronouns), the questioner must anticipate an answer 

containing an "I" or a "we" by making advance use of an egophoric auxiliary in the question 

itself. 

Ex... - ii:!E:;·:rr::.:·~?·c:l·8lo-·t.J~1 F" 1 ·' · \ · 1 khyerang t~po yln-pa 

- r::.:·:rr::.:·~?·:r:,f:>o-·j £>o1 I 
' \ '-l "" 1 c>< 1 ngi'!rang t~po yl.n mJ.n 

"Are you well?" 

"I'm well I not well." 
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This exchange might be rendered literally in English as "Am you well?", since the antici

reply, whether positive or negative, is "I am well/ not well". 

The rule of anticipation operates in a similar way, but with a reverse result, when the 

is asking a question about him- or herself. In this case, since the reply will of course con

a "you", the rule requires that the first person be represented by a neutral, not egophoric, 

- r:::·~~'CJ'~Ei;CJ~~ "Am I mad?" 

- ~l· ~r:::·~~'CJ' (3l')~l1 
ng~ nyonpa r~'-pa' 

khyerang nyonpa (ma) r~· "You are (not) mad!" 

A more literal English rendering of this exchange would be: 

- "Are I mad?" 
-"You are(n't) mad." 

This "anticipatory mood" is a distinctive feature of Tibetan. It appears not only in Standard 

but in all other Tibetan dialects too, though not in the classical literary language. 

3.3.4 The place of adjectives 

In the spoken language, adjectives always come after the nouns they describe, and may be 

followed by determinants such as articles and quantifiers: N. +Adj.+ Art. 

Although adjectives are invariable they have a long and a short form, a subject which will 

addressed in Lesson 17. 

Constructions involving an attributive adjective bear a superficial resemblance to construc

tions with a predicate adjective. 

nyuku n~kpo r~· "The pen is black", or "(This) is a black pen" 

The ambiguity may be avoided by using a demonstrative. Compare: 

~j'~'t:\~·~,·?;f·~ll 
t:\~·~·~·~,·?:f. ~ll 

nyuku tJ. n~kpo r~' "This pen is black." 

tJ.nyDku n~po r~· "This is a black pen." 
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111-·'·;r·,· Ill 
3.4 Exercises ~c:::·ffi~1 

3.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. This key is big. 6. Is Nyima there? 

2. Who is this great lama? 7. There are no big cups. 

3. What is this little book? 8. Is Dorje well? 

4. Is there any tea? 9. Lobzang is short. 

5. There isn't any paper. 

3.4.2 Transliterate the dialogue at the beginning of this lesson. 

3.4.3 Translate into English: 

.?) lilj~'ill'l2.1'r.(t~~~c:::·~c:::·~l1 

q) ~t:l'r.1._~a5·~~·r:J·~l1 

~) ~,·ffi·~,·r:J·5l·t:\~, 

~) ~,·~·"'~~c:::·r:J·~l1 
") c;·~·~·a5·~,·r:J·~l1 

(!) ~t:l·~,-~,.,~1 

w) t:\efor~c:::·~c:::·~c:::·~l1 

)__) 4,·~Ilil]~·r:J·5l·"'~,.,~1 

r:>) 12.10-l'F,."'·t~;&c:::'&c:::·~l1 

3.4.4 Read the above sentences and mark the high and low tones. 

3.4.5 Rewrite the sentences in Exercise 3.4.3 in the honorific form. 

3.4. 6 Complete the following sentences with affirmative or interrogative 

auxiliaries as appropriate: 5:l~·; 5:l~·CJ~'; ~l' or ~l'CJ~·: 

.?) ~l'~c:::·~c:::·5:l,· ( 
q) ~l·~c:::·as·~t:J·~·t:l· ( 
~) rc:::·as·l~·~~· ( 
~) c:::·~c:::·as·~,·CJ· ( 
") c:::·~c:::·l~·~~· ( 
(!) rc:::·as·t:J~r:l· ( 

)? 
)? 

)? 
)! 

)? 
)? 

q)) C:::'t:J~r:J· ( )! 
l_) ~l'~c:::·~·~·l2.1,~' ( )? 
r:>) Q.l'~l1 ~·~·12.1,~·r-c:::· ( )! 
?O) rc:::·,~,~·r:J·~c:::·r:J· ( )? 
??) rc:::·,~,~·r:J·~c:::·~c:::· c )! 



• General presentation of cases. 

• The genitive case: ,. -ki and its variants. 

• The absolutive case. 

• The imperative mood with the verb alone. 

4.1 Dialogue ~·c:r~~·ll1~1 

trg:kar 

~'I:J;:Jt:::' g 

losang 

~~· 
ti 

f5r:::· 
kh6ng 

r:::~· 

ng~: 

~· "'.; 

su 

rr:::·!:.J· ~~1 
khangpa re' -' 

~~1 
r~· 

<l.l;z:;'~z:::]~1 

y9;r phep 

r:::~· ~·ll1,~' ~~1 ~·ll1,~1 f5r:::· r:::~· 

papa 

am a 

ng~: pal a' re', pala', 

z:::]~'4~'1l1,~'~' ~·~~1 
trashi-la' -ki ph\:! r~· 

<l.l;z:;'~z:::]~1 z:::]~,~·,~~·~~,~1 

y9;r phep, shutanca' 

&,~·~·a31 
thukce che 

~~· r:::~· ~'o:J'(l1,~' 

ti ng~: ama-la' 

~,·~z:::]~·,~r:::·~r:::·1 
chape' nang-cung 

z:::]~'4~'z:::]~·~,~1 
trashi tele' 

~~1 
re' 

kh6ng ng~: 

"Come in!" 

~,~·r:J· 

thrgkpo 

y9;r phep 

CDI•Tr.17-18 

§]'z:::J;:Jt:::'ll1,~' 

16sang-la' re' -' 
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Translation 

This is our house. Come in! 
Who is it? 

Drolkar 
Lobzang 
Drolkar 
Father 
Lobzang 
Drolkar 
Mother 
Lobzang 

It's my father. Father, this is my friend Lobzang. (He)'s Trashi's son. 
Come in, sit down. 

Ill 'TF·9·~· Ill 

Thank you. 
This is my mother. 
Welcome. 
How do you do? 

4.2 Vocabulary ffi9·9~;t.;1 

F~·~· khangpa 9~~''99' sJ.msha' (H) 

~~·r· shjngka 

~9·z:::t~ll.l' t~'nga: 

z:::t~·z:::t·t~wa 

~·£"4· papa z:a·ll.l9~· pala' (H) 

ll-l'~· ama ll-l'~'ll.l9~· ama-la' (H) 

~t:r~·t:r· ponpo 

~9~·t:!· thrgkpo 

~9~·~· thrgkmo 

EI ph~ ~~· sa'(H) 

E:l'~· ph~mo ~~·~· samo (H) 

~·~· puku ~·~· thruku (L) U>~'z:::t' awa (H) 

~~·q nYfngpa 

9~~·~· sarpa 

ll.l~·g:j·t:!·l~' lapo 

~11ja._'ll.l~·r9·t:r· kala' khakpo 

0-1~' ygr 

~~· m§.r 

a._~'trg(l) ~~~· chTn (2) I ~9~'ky~· (3) 
72 

(n.) house 

(n.) field 

(n.) suffering 

(n.) happiness 

(n.) father 

(n.) mother 

(n.) leader, master, boss 

(n.) friend (masc.) 

(n.) friend (fern.) 

(n.) son 

( n.) daughter 

(n.) child 

(adj.) old (object) 

(adj.) new 

(adj.) easy 

(adj.) difficult 

(adj.) upwards 

(adj.) downwards 

(v.) [vol., A] to go 

72. Remember that the numbers in brackets correspond to the forms of the present-future (1), the past (2) and the impe
rative (3). Literary Tibetan uses certain verb forms that have disappeared from the spoken language. As we shall see 
later, "inflected" verbs of this sort are rather uncommon in Standard Tibetan. When the infinitive of a verb that has 
several forms in oral Tibetan is cited, the present-future form will be given. Contrary to usual practice, the form in 
which infinitives are cited here will not contain the nominalizing particle pa, since this adds nothing to the reader's 
understanding. 
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?4t:J~· phep (H) 

trlc:::· ygng (1, 2) I 41l]' sh6' (3) 

Ul~'41l]' y~r sho' ~~·~q~· y~r phep (H) 

t:l~l·t~' (1, 2) /~l'tg' (3) 

t:l~llj~· sh~' (H) 

Ol~'t:l~l· m~rt~' 31:.'1\.'t::l~llj~· m~r sh~' (H) 

t:l~llj~'lljl~·t:\e;:llj~· sh~tanca' (HH) 

~,·?4t:J~·,~c:::·.§c:::· cha'pe' nangcung 

Proper nouns 

~~'1'1~· trg:kar 

t:l:.!r4~· trashi' 

111~111 
4.3 Remarks t:\~ll.l'z::J4l1 

4.3.1 General remarks on cases 

(v.) [vol., A] to go, to come 

(v.) [vol., A] to come 

(v.) [vol., A] come in! 

(v.) [vol., A] to stay, sit 

(v.) [vol., A] to stay, sit 

(v.) [vol., A] to sit down 

(idiom.) please take a seat 

(idiom.) welcome! 

Drolkar 

Trashi 

99 

Both the spoken and literary languages contain case-marking particles that specify the 

function of a noun within a sentence. 

There are six cases: the absolutive (unmarked), the agentive gis, the genitive gi, the oblique 

Ia, the ablative nas and the associative dang. The following lessons will discuss each one in tum. 

In English, these cases are represented by prepositions such as "to", "of', "in", "by", or 

"for", or else are not translated at all. 

The system of cases in Tibetan is quite distinct from that of European languages such as 

Latin, Greek, German and Russian, for a number of reasons: 

• First of all, contrary to the case of these languages, the form of the noun itself remains 

invariable.73 Instead, it makes use of particles or suffixes that vary in form. For example, some 

Tibetan case suffixes vary according to the final letter (or sound) of the preceding word. 

• Literary Tibetan and to a lesser extent the spoken language show some features of agglu

tinative morphology. That is, the case suffixes and the other grammatical suffixes are added on in 

a series. For example, the plural is marked by a suffix distinct from case (unlike Latin or Russian, 

where they are blended together with each other and often with the noun stem). In the following 

73. There are no exceptions to this rule in the written language, and very few in Spoken Tibetan. 
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sentences in Literary Tibetan, the head nouns Ius "body" and mkhas-pa "learned" are followed by 

three suffixes including a plural marker and then a case marker (genitive or agentive ): 

01f~'t.l'~Ol~'~~·~c::· 01.,~,~· 

khapa-nam-kyi'-kyang m~ s.L' 

leamed-plural-agentive-additive negation see (H) 

"Even the learned ones have not seen (it)." 

lu '-can-ta'-ki Ia' 

body-possession suffix-plural-genitive karma 

"The karma of those who have a body ... " 

• Cases markers in Tibetan have a range of functions that are not confined to the noun, but 

also relate to the verb. Thus all case markers have two basic functions: a case-related function 

and a connective function74 (See the discussion on the ablative case in Lesson 9, and Appendix 1, 

section 3.3). When they follow a noun or noun phrase, they mark case, indicating the role of that 

noun or noun phrase in the clause or sentence. When the same forms are used after a verb or a 

clause, they serve as a connective function, indicating how two clauses are related (e.g., co

ordination, subordination, etc.). 

The following are the main case-related and connective functions: 

,~ -ki ', the agentive case, traditionally referred to as 5z:;,· ~· /ch~tra/, literally "agent

sound", indicates the agent of the action ("by"), the instrument ("with"), the cause 

("because of', "by"), and the manner ("with"); this form also marks causal subordi

nate clauses, in which case it may be translated by "since", "because", etc. 

,. -ki, the genitive case, traditionally referred to as ~12.1·~· /tr~:tra/, literally "link-sound", 

designates the complement of the noun, and is translated by "of'; this form may also 

correspond to the conjunction "but" (L ), when it is used to link clauses. 

74. Our presentation of case does not reflect the Tibetan grammatical tradition-which is based on Sanskrit, a sacred 
language for Tibetans (Sanskrit is an Indo-European language entirely different in its structures from the Tibeto
Burman languages). The Tibetan tradition usually mentions eight cases corresponding to the eight Sanskrit cases in the 
following order: 1'1 case: ngo-bo-tsam 'absolutive' (0), 2nd case: las-su bya-ba 'accusative' (la or its variants), 3'd case: 
byed-sgra 'agentive' or 'instrumental' (gis and its variants), 41

h case: dgos-ched 'dative' (la or its variants), 51
h case: 

'byung-khungs 'ablative' (nas or las), 6th case: 'brel-sgra 'genitive' (gi or its variants), 7th case: gnas-gzhi 'locative' (la 
or its variants), gth case: 'bod-sgra 'vocative' (0). 
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~· -Ia, the oblique (or dative-locative) case, traditionally referred to as ~·~~· /l~ton/ lite

rally "meaning of 'to"', indicates the person or goal to which an action is directed, as 

well as place· and direction, and corresponds to the English prepositions "to", "at" or 

"in"; this form may also mark a subordinate purpose clause, where it is translated as 

"to" or "in order to". 

0 the absolutive case, traditionally referred to as ~·q•;3o.J' /nggwotsam/, literally "just the 

essence", or "the meaning in essence", is the unmarked case. It denotes the patient, 

i.e., the person or thing that undergoes the action (in the case of transitive verbs), and 

the single participant (in the case of intransitive verbs). 

~~· -na', the ablative case, traditionally referred to as (.:\.§C::'fSr::::~·~·~· lc!::Jngkung-ki tr~, 
literally "sound of the source", indicates provenance ("from"); this form also marks 

causal or temporal subordinate clauses, where it may be translated by "because" or 

"after", or simply by "and". Another ablative marker ll.l~' -Ia' is also used in Literary 

Tibetan. However, this form is restricted to the use as a comparative marker in the 

spoken language. 

lr::::· -tang, the associative case, traditionally referred to as lr::::·~· /th~ngtra/75, literally 

"sound of 'with"', has the sense of "with", "against" or "from"; when it links clauses, 

this form may also mean simply "and", and may function as a temporal connective 

meaning "as soon as" (literary). 

• There is no agreement on the basis of function within the elements of a noun group or 

noun phrase: the case marker appears just once, at the end of the noun phrase, and there is 

consequently no redundancy. 

For example, if the noun is not followed by any qualification such as adjectives, demonstra

tives and so forth, the case particle is suffixed directly: 

lq~·C!~· ponpo' "by the leader" (agentive) 

lq~·C!·Il.l· ponpo-la "to the leader" (dative) 

But if the noun is qualified, the final element of the noun group is followed by a case 

particle: 

lt:l~·C!·~~·q·(.:\~·~~~·~~· ponpo chenpo tJ.nyi'-ki' "by these two great leaders" 

lq~·C!·~~·q·(.:\~'~~~·ll.l· ponpo chenpo tJ. nyT'-Ia "to these two great leaders" 

The case may be omitted in the literary language (mainly in order to preserve the metre in 

poetic writing) as well as in the spoken language, in circumstances that will be discussed below. 

75. In traditional grammars, dang is not considered to be a case (rnam-dbye) but a particle (tshig-phrad). See Lesson 
9.3.3 and Appendix 1, section 3.3 for an explanation of why it is treated as a case in this Manual. 
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4. 3. 2 The genitive ,. 

Traditional grammars refer to this marker as 'brel-sgra (lit. link sound, relation sound), and 

it is commonly translated in English as "of'. 

The genitive has several variant forms depending on the final letter of the preceding word. 

These variants are: ,. gi, ~· gyi, ~· kyi, i'...· 'i: 

• after a vowel and a.. 'a > a..· 'i /:/ 

• after , g, r::::_ ng > ,. gi /khjjb..76 

• after ~ d, z:::l b, ~ s and the da-drag ~ d > ~· kyi /kyT/b.. 

• after ~ n, 0-1 m, ~ r, ~ l > ~· gyi /khyjjb.. 

In Classical Tibetan, vowels and the letter 'a may be followed by the variant U)· yi /yi/; this 

is especially true in poetry, to suit the requirements of the metre. 

The three particles ,./khjj, ~· /kyT/, ~· /khyjj are pronounced in exactly the same way in 

conversation, as an unstressed syllable: /-ki/. The addition of the variant 'i to the vowel produces a 

lengthening of the latter in speech; in the case of /a, u, o/, the result is equivalent to the addition of 

an umlaut: a+'i >/a:/, u+'i > /0:/, o+'i /6/, e+ 'i > /e:/, i+'i > /i:/. 

Ex.: ~·0-1· /nylma/ "sun" > ~·o.1i'...· /nylma:/ 

~·31· frlmo/ "water" > ~·a:ii'...· /rlmb:/ 
~· /chu/ "water" > ~i'...· /chu:/ 
3l· /mjf "man, person" > 3li'...· /ml:/ 
~· /m~/ "fire" > ~i'...· /m~:/ 
0-l~a.,· /tg,/ "arrow" > 0-l~i'...· /t~:/ 
~,·f!io;· /k~kan/ "teacher" > ~,·f!io;·~· /k~kan-ki/ 
f!io;·~,~· /k~nla'/ "teacher (H)" > fli~·~,~·~·/k~nla'-ki/ 
~r::_·U),· /thrl,!ngyi'/ "secretary" > ~r::_·U),.,. /thrl,!ngyi'-ki/ 

The genitive is used not only to form noun complements, possessive pronouns and adjec

tives, but also relative clauses. In this case, it may be translated by a relative pronoun such as 

"that", ''who", ''where", etc. The complement that is marked by the genitive always precedes the 

noun to which it refers. 

ng~: thrgkpo 

khong-ki cha'nyu' 

trashi'-la'-ki ph!,! 

lama: lopma 

"my friend" (lit. "the friend of me") 

"his pen" (lit.: the pen of him) 

"Tashi's son" 

"the lama's disciple" 

76. Pronunciations followed by the symbol11.correspond to a literary register or an accentuated reading of the particle. 
Because case particles are unstressed when read under normal conditions, their tone and aspiration are irrelevant. 
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sh~ng-ki l~cepa "government civil servant" 

ks:kan-ki ths:p "the teacher's book" 

ths:p ng,ng-la yg'-pa: par "the photo that's in the book" 

4. 3. 3 The absolutive case 
The absolutive is marked by the absence of any overt case particle: it is morphologically 

void.77 Because it lacks a formal mark, the absolutive in Tibetan isn't always easy to identify at 

first. Remember that a case marker is always to be found at the end of any noun group (or phrase). 

The absolutive indicates the grammatical role of patient. This role typically refers to the 

animate or inanimate participant that undergoes or suffers a given action performed by an agent 

(in the case of transitive verbs),78 or a single participant in a process (in the case of intransitive 

verbs). 

In syntactic or relational terms, it designates both the object of a transitive verb and the 

subject of an intransitive verb. 

Ex.: E;.'c':\&r::::~r chg, thung' "Drink the tea", e;.·~·~·c':\~,. chg, tshapo t~' "The tea is hot" 

In both these examples, the "tea" (chg,) is in the absolutive case. However, in the first 

sentence it is a direct object, while in the second it is the subject of the verb. By contrast, the sub

ject of a transitive verb is marked by the agentive case (see Lesson 8). 

4.3.4 The imperative with the verb alone 
The imperative mood may be formed by means of a verb without an auxiliary. In most 

cases, as we shall see (Lesson 9), verbs in the imperative mood are followed by "jussive" parti

cles (see Lesson 19). Moreover, some verbs have a special form (an inflection) to mark the im

perative. 

111-·'·;r·ilj· Ill 
4.4 Exercises ~r::::·~<=>i1 

4.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 
1. There are some old books. 

2. This is my cup. 

3. That's your hat. 

4. That's his new girlfriend. 

77. Unlike the other cases which are overtly marked by a particle, the absolutive is not distinguished by any formal 
marker. 

78. The role of patient also includes the experiencer of an emotion. 
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5. That small boy is hers. 

6. This lesson is easy. 

7. That's our field over there. 

8. Isn't that man your friend? 

9. Is this the key to the house? 

10. This person is their mother. 

4.4.2 Transliterate the dialogue at the beginning of this Jesson. 

4.4.3 Translate into English: 

?) ~·,~~'z:.l'r.l._~·~·~l1 

q) ~l·~c:::·~·~,~·t:l·~l'z:.J~1 

~) ~·~·~·cli·q~·4~'"-l,~·~·~l1 

~) rc:::·c:::·~c:::·~·~,~·t:l·~c:;:·q~l1 

~) ~q·ffi~·r.l._~.l~r.l._'"-l~·F,·t:J·~l1 

(!) r.l._~·c:::~·~·~·~·~l1 

W) r.l._~·rc:::·~·~,.~,·~l1 

~) "-l~·F,'I:<1'~·,~~·z:_J·~l1 

4.4.4 Make a phonological transcription of the sentences in the last exercise. 

4.4.5 Complete the sentences using the appropriate form of the genitive. 

?) a:l·~c:::·c:::· ( ) ~·a:l·~l1 

q) r.l._~'~l·~c:::· ( ) l~·~·~l·z:_J~1 
~) ~·eli·~·~· ( ) ~c:::·F·~l1 

~) r.l._~'z:.J'"-1,~' ( ) ~·~·~l1 
~) rc:::· c ) Fc:;:·q,~~·q~·~l1 
(!) r.l._~'l~.iii~' ( ) ~q·~l1 
w) r.l._~'ql· ( ) ~·q~·~l1 
~) 1::4'~·~·~·"-1,~' ( ) ,~~·4,.~l1 

f?) E:'r.l._~~· ( ) ~l1 
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"I have many books" 

• The oblique case ill' -Ia. 

• Evidential moods. th~p m§.ngpo yg' 

• The connective CJ.!Z::::' y§.ng "also". 

• The existential verbs ~~ .. ~c:;: yg:re' and ~l· yg'. 

5. 1 Dialogue ~·z:::r~~rlll~J 

~'t:lEF'g 

~ill'lil]'\' g 
~'t:lE:!Z::::' g 
~lll'1il]'\' g 
~'t:lE:!Z::::' g 
~ lll'1il]'\' g 
~'t:lE:!Z::::' g 

~t:l'~l'q~1 
~q'OJZ::::'C3''~l1 
CS'l·[i:j,·~l·q~1 
Olz::::·$·z:::rcsl·[i:j,·~l1 l·~z::::·~·[i:j,·lz::::·ls~·~~·[i:j·~·CJ.l~·cCJ.lZ::::') ~l1 
~z:::r~~·,·~·~ll 
~~·lf1·~·~·'1~·~~·~t:l'~l1 
{f1'~'~'ilj'\',CJ.l,'lZ::::'5'~l.~l.~l·q~1 

CD I • Tr. 19-20 

~lll'1ilj'\' g ,CJ.l,'~l'Ol'~ll [i:j~·~~· (Ul~'~'CJ.!Z::::') 5'~l.~l.~l1 ~'lZ::::'i?J,'lZ::::'t:l' 
~,~.CJ.l~'@Z::::') ~l.~ll 

~'t:lE:!Z::::' g 
~lll'1il]'\' g. 

~'t:lE:!Z::::' g 
~ lll'1il]'\' g 

~'t:lE:!Z::::' g 
~lll'1il]'\' g 

~·Ol~·CJ·~l.~lq~1 

~l.~ll 
lll'1,~'ill',CJ.l,.~~,.,~1 

lll'1,~'ill',CJ.l,.~~, l'~Z::::'E:!Z::::~'lilj'\'lz::::·~~·~z::::~·lz::::·~,. 
~ill'ill'~~, CS'l·~,~·~'i?jZ::::'t:.l'OlZ::::'$·z:::rill'~l·~ll 
lll.1,~·ill·'\·lz::::·1 i?J,·lz::::·1 csz::::·:~:r ccsz::::·~~n ill.~,~·q·~~,.,~l 
~~, Olz::::·CJ·~~, 
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Pronunciation 

- 1h~p yg'-pa' 

- 1h~p m§:ngpo yg' 

- phgyi' r~· pa' 

- m§:ng chewa phgyi' re', 1h§:1ung ky§;yi'-1ang yTnci: yj_ke y~: yg' 

- 1h~p tJ. kh§:re r~' 

-tJ. amerika: 1hQ1ep r~' 

- amerikar ya'-1ang ch§:k6' yg:re'-pa' 

- ya' yg:mare' yJ.n-na: ch§:k6' yg:re', ta-1ang I!:J'-1ang ph§:cu' y~: yg:re' 

- rl 1hopo yg:re'-pa' 

- yg:re' 

- l9:1a'-la ya' 1!::!'-ka' 

- l§:1a'-la ya' 1!:,!' 1h§:1ung s9:ngkar-1ang 1r~ncong-tang 1r!,!'y0:-la 1!:,!'. phgri'-ki I!:Jngpa m§:ng chewa-la yg:re' 

-l§;1a' r9:-1ang 1!,!'-1ang phgngku l§:sokpa 1!::)'-ka' 

- 1!:,!' m§:ngpo 1!:,!' 

Translation 

Lobzang 
Drolkar 
Lobzang 
Drolkar, 
Lobzang 
Drolkar 
Lobzang 
Drolkar 

Lobzang 
Drolkar 
Lobzang 
Drolkar 

Lobzang 
Drolkar 

Have you got any books? 
Yes, I have many books. 
Are they in Tibetan? 
Most are in Tibetan, but I also have some in Chinese and in English. 
What's this book? 
This is an American magazine. 
Are there yaks and vultures in America? 
There aren't any yaks, but there are vultures. There are also horses, sheep and 
cows. 
Are there any high mountains? 
Yes, there are. 
And in Ladakh, are there yaks? 
Yes, there are in Ladakh, and in Zangskar, Sikkim and Bhutan, too, as well as in 
most of the regions inhabited by ethnic Tibetans. 
In Ladakh, are there goats, sheep, donkeys and so on? 
Yes, plenty. ~, 
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5.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~~1 

~~·.§~· cha'ri' (H) 

~~·~z::J' thQtep 

r:J~~~~· phgyi' 

r:l~\)'Tjl' phgka' 

' r:]l·~~~· phgri' 

~·~~· ky1;!yi' 

l~~·~· yTnci 

~r::·z:.r l!,!ngpa 

~<~'~"'l· phayQ: 

'\' r£! 

~~·I!:!' 

i)' ta ~z::J~·z:.r chTppa (H) 

s·~l· ch£!ko' 

r:lr::·~· ph~~)ku t<lr::'ET phgngpu (L)80 

\ ... _. 

~(.!J~'ya' 

Ol~' tsQ 

z::J'~~~· ph£!CU' 

Olr::'S'z::J' m£!ng chewa 

l·~r::· th£!tung 

~· ri 

Olr::·c:J· m£!ngpo 

~r::·~r::· ny!,!ngnyung 

Ol~·c:J· thopo Ol~~·c:J· thonpo (L) 

lOl~·c:J· mapo 

~~·c:J· nyanpo 

~r::·~·c:J· nyTng c~po 

(n.) letter, mail79 

(n.) magazine 

(n.) Tibetan (written) 

(n.) Tibetan (oral) 

(n.) Tibetan (ethnic group) 

(n.) Chinese (written) 

(n.) English 

(n.) country, valley 

(n.) natal land 

(n.) goat 

(n.) sheep 

(n.) horse 

(n.) vulture 

(n.) donkey 

(n.) yak 

(n.) dzo, yak-cow crossbreed 

(n.) cow 

(n.) most, the majority 

(n.) still, furthermore, yet 

(n.) hill, mountain 

(adj., adv.) many 

(adj., adv.) few 

(adj.) high 

(adj.) low 

(adj.) pleasant to hear, interesting 

(adj.) pretty, nice 

107 

79. The non-honorific form denotes both a letter of the alphabet as well as a postal letter. The honorific form, however, 
refers only to the latter. 

80. The difference in pronunciation between the familiar and literary registers is explained in Appendix I, section I. 
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(.ll,·tj'· y~kpo 

~,.a5,t~kca' 

5l~·~~· yJ.nna: 5l~·~·(.llt:.::' ylnnayang (L) 

(.l.l'~,~·c.r l~sokpa 

(.ll~' (y)~ (.llt:.::' y~ng (L) 

lt:.::' -tang 

Oil· yg' 

5ll· m~· 

url·~l· yg:re' 

Ull'a.l'~l· yg:mare' 

Proper nouns 

~·~,. ky~na' 

~·,~· ky~kar 

~,·~(.l-1· tr~'yu: 

(.l-1'1),~· l~ta' 

=:Jt:.::~·l,~· s~ngkar 

~~·1lt:.::~· tr~ncong 

~·~r::r y~rop 

ur5l·~·,· amerika 

111~111 
5.3 Remarks on grammar a,~(.l-1'~4l1 

5. 3. 1 The oblique case (.l-1' -Ia 

(adj.) good 

(adj.) bad, wicked 

(adv.) but 

(locution) et cetera, and so forth 

(co.) also 

(co.) and 

(aux.) to have, egophoric 

(aux.) not to have, egophoric 

(aux.) there is/ are, to have, assertive 

(aux.) there isn't/ aren't, not to have, assertive 

China 

India 

Bhutan 

Ladakh (India) 

Zangskar (India) 

Sikkim (India) 

Europe, European 

America, American 

The oblique particle Ia has two main case-related functions: as the locative and as the 

dative. In Spoken Tibetan there are two variants, 
81 

depending on the final letter of the preceding 

word. These markers are: (.l-1' la, - ~· - r: 

• After vowels or a, 'a 

• After all endings (consonants or vowels) 

81. In Literary Tibetan, there are seven forms. See Appendix 1, section 3.3. 

> -~· -r 

> (.l-l'la 

/-r/ 

/Ia/ 
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In the conversational register, the particle la is sometimes pronounced "'l'Ul'flaya/ or even 

UJ.'jya/. Note also that the variant -r is rarely used with monosyllabic words for the dative (except 

in the case of personal pronouns, as well as demonstrative and interrogative adjectives). 

Thus ~'"'l'rl-la "to the mountain" is used in preference to~~· rl-r, and ~'"'!' ph\::1-la "to the 

boy" in preference to ~~· ph \:J-r. 

• The locative is used to mark complements of place (with or without movement) or time 

(date, time), and is generally translated by English "at", "to", "in" or "on". 

Ex.: "'1'1~~'"'1' l~ta'-la "to/ in Ladakh" 

~·~·~·,~· amerikar "to/ in America" 

~·~~'"'!' ky~kar-la "to/ in India" 

~·~t:;i~~~·C,J~' chuts6' nyTpar "at two o'clock" 
~~· CJ' z:.::]~' ~~· tshepa congar "on the fifth [of the month]" 

l~~·r~· kQnkar "in winter" 

• The dative is used to indicate the grammatical role of goal, i.e., the person or thing to 

which the action is directed, or the owner of something in possessive constructions. This particle 

corresponds to English "to", or else is not translated at all. It is also used to form adverbs. 

> 

khong-ki' lopsang-la ylke tang-song 
"He sent a letter to Lobzang." 

khong-la ngQ: yg:re' "He has money." 

~~"'!·~~ sa:por "clearly" 

As we have just seen, possessive constructions in Tibetan are formed with the dative: 

Subject (dat.) +Object (abs.) +Verb. This structure follows the pattern: [to X there is Y], and 

may be translated literally as "to him there is money".
82 

It has exactly the same form as construc

tions of existence. 

Thus the sentence gjt:J'~'"'l'~z:::J'r.l..~~· laptra-la th~p t\:l'may mean both "There are books at the 

school" and "The school has books". 

N.B.: Be careful not to confuse this construction with the genitive: 

gjt:J·~a_·~z:::rl:\~~· laptra: th~p t\::1' "There are (some of) the school's books." 

82. The same structure is used in Russian, Hebrew and numerous other languages that lack a lexical verb "to have". 
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5.3.2 Evidential moods 

These moods are conveyed by auxiliary verbs (or by copulas), and have the function of 

specifying the source of information on which a statement is based. There are basically four 

moods: 83 egophoric, testimonial, assertive and inferential. These four moods are used with any 

statement that conveys an information. 

The assertive auxiliary verbs r~· and yg:re' specify that the information being transmitted 

may be a general truth or a specific fact, and is something that is considered by the speaker to 

be certain. In general, the assertive implies that the speaker is letting it be known that while the 

assertion is certain, he or she has not personally witnessed it. Typically, the information has been 

obtained second-hand from some other source (reported speech, a book, the radio, etc.) or else 

forms a part of the speaker's general knowledge. 

However, it may happen that even though the speaker can personally testify to the validity 

of the assertion, he or she may use the assertive in order to present the statement as an objective 

or well-known fact. 

N.B.: The assertive mood should not be confused with the marker of reported speech, 

which may be used in combination with any of the four moods (see Lesson 15) and implies 

a measure of uncertainty (cf. "it would seem that ... "). 

Testimonial or "sensorial" auxiliaries such as t~' signify that the speaker has personally 

observed the fact or event he or she is reporting. The evidence is usually derived from the senses, 

most commonly sight or hearing, but occasionally also from the other three, as in the case of a 

pain suffered by the speaker. 84 In other words, the speaker is, or has been, a direct witness to what 

he or she is describing. Thus in Lesson 5, the use of the testimonial t~' suggests that Drolkar has 

actually been to Ladakh and witnessed the things she is talking about. The assertive and testimo

nial moods could be described as respectively objective and subjective, but as far as the speaker is 

concerned they are equally certain. 

The egophoric mood is linked to personal knowledge or intention on the speaker's part, 

and has been described above (see 3.4). 

Finally, the inferential mood (see 10.4) indicates that the basis of the speaker's assertion is 

an inference or a conclusion that is being drawn from the traces or the present results of a past 

action. 

NB.: Auxiliary verbs almost always come after the main clause, at the end of the sentence. 

On rare occasions they may be placed after subordinate clauses. 

' 

83. These moods are essential in Central Tibetan, and appear in different forms in several other Tibetan dialects 
(Dzongkha, Ladakhi, Kham, Amdo, Sherpa, etc.). However, they are practically nonexistent in Literary Tibetan. 

84. Or by the original source of the assertion in the case of reported speech. 
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5.3.3 The connective Cl.JC:::' y9;ng "also" 

In Spoken Tibetan, Cl.lC:::' y9;ng is pronounced Cl.la,' (y) ~:. In Literary Tibetan, this connective 

has three possible forms, depending on the last letter of the preceding syllable. 

• after the consonants r:::· Oi' o.r ;z;;· ~· > Cl.lC:::' Yeng 

• after the consonants Zl'j' ~: r:r ~· and the da-drag > ~r:::· kyang 

• after vowels and t:\' > t:\C:::' 9:ng I Cl.lC:::'y9;ng 

It also appears in the expression UlOi'Oi'Cl.lC:::'ylnnayang, meaning "but, nevertheless", and 

pronounced UlOi'Oia,· ylnna: in Spoken Tibetan. 

5.3.4 The existential verbs or~:~~: yg:re' and ore;; yg' 
These are generally translated by the verbs "to have" or "there is/ are", or "to be". The 

assertive verb yg:re' indicates information that is certain (see 5.3.2) and is used for the second and 

third persons singular and plural. The egophoric verb yg' refers to information that directly con

cerns the speaker (see 5.3.2) and is used only with the first person singular and plural. Its applica

tion will be described in detail in Lesson 6. 

I II -·-·;r·71J· Ill 
5.4 Exercises ~r:::·~Oil 

5.4. 1 Translate into English: 

.?) ~l·~·~·o-1~'~'3-lC::::'~'orl·~ll 

q) 3l·~·as;z;;·~Zl']·q~~·o-1r:::·~·orl·~ll 

~) GC:::'t.J'~;z;;·Zl']Cl.lll']'o-!r:::·~·t:\~Zl'j 

~) ~Zl'j·~·t:\~'lo-lt:\'~'~ll 

~) ~~·t:\~~Oi·~·t:\~Zl'j 

(,-) ~'1:4','3-l~'~'t:\~Zl'j 

w) ~·q::~r:::·,·~Zl'j~·~·~r:::·~·~·t:\~Zl'j 

Z) fC:::'~'t"l'ltj't:\~Zl'j 

I 

5.4.2 Rewrite the above sentences, first in the interrogative, then in the negative. 

5.4.3 Read the sentences in 5.4. 1 and mark the high and low tones. 
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5.4.4 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. This teacher has many students. 

2. There aren't many schools in Tibet. 

3. Are there any white yaks? 

4. Are there any vultures in Europe? 

5. This monk has many pecha. 

6. Have you got any tea? 

7. The white house is pretty. 

5.4.5 Complete the sentences using the appropriate form of the oblique: ~·or;:;:: 

) 01l~l1 
) ~·~·all·t.l~1 
) ~"j'~t:::·c:i·~"j 

?) rt:::·~·~· ( 

q) ~~i~t:::· ( 
~) ~"j't.l' ( 
~) "]~~·,·~· ( ) q~·~~·~~·q·l,~'t.J'Ull'~l1 
~) rt:::·9·~·~·C5l· ( ) 01l.~l1 

• 5. 5 Civilization ~"j'"j~t:::·1 

The main cities and towns of Tibetan culture. 85 

~·~·lhasa 

"' ~·eF tsetang 

ooz::J'~~; chamto 

~·~·~~· kyekunto 

l~· ~·~~·th!!rtsento 

5l'~~· macen 

~q·7!jt:::· r~pkong 

~·t.J· ngapa 

~·or ~·le 

1::1'1]~·§3~·~"1· kalonpu' 

Lhasa (T .A.R.) 

Tsethang (T.A.R.) 

Cham do (T .A.R.) 

Kyegundo (Qinghai) 

Dhartsendo (Sichuan) 

Machen (Qinghai) 

Rebkong (Gansu) 

Ngapa (Sichuan) 

Leh (Ladakh, India) 

Kalimpong (India) 

85. In some cases, even though Tibetan culture may not be the dominant one, it occupies an important place. This is 
particularly true of towns that are not located in-Tibet, such as Thimpu (the capital of Bhutan) and Darjeeling (India). 



m·~~'E:lt:::' 16m6ntang' 

~,;:::·~· nylntri 

~''\Ol'~'t:l.l'th9;ramsala 

,~~·,·~· sh_Lkatse 

arsr;:::· laprang 

~·~·~,;:::· tgrceling 

~r;:::·ry,· k9;ngto' 
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Lo-Monthang (Mustang, Nepal) 

Nyingthri (T.A.R.) 

Dharamsala (India) 

Zhikatse (T .A.R.) 

Gyantse (T .A.R.) 

N agchu (T .A.R.) 

Bathang (Sichuan) 

Chabcha (Qinghai) 

Derge (Sichuan) 

Labrang (Gansu) 

Darjeeling or Dorjeling (India) 

Gangtok (Sikkim, India) 

Thimphu (Bhutan) 
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Grammar aims qE\·~~:~~·q~·l&:l,~·ffill 

• The singular indefinite article;~,. cT'. 
• The importance of the situation in communication. 

• The essential and existential verbs ~l· re', ~l.~l· 
' r.:l._l:; Zll' ' yg:re, \J 1 t~. 

• The interrogative pronoun ,·q~· kh9;par. 

§J'z::J;::Jr:::' g 
~ill'l'lJ~'g 
§J'z::J;::Jr:::' g 

~ill'l'lJ~' g 
§]'z::J;::Jr:::' g 

~ill'l'lJ~' g 
§]'z::J;::Jr:::' g 

i):fl 1:4',~'( 1:4',~·) q~·~,·i.\~, 
!:4','r:::~·q~·~ll 
q~·,~~·l,.~l·q~l 
r:::·~a:~r:::·&:l~·q~·~ll 

. ,·q~·~l.~ll 
1:4',~'( 1:4',~') ~l.~ll 
i.\~·~·~ll 

"Family photo" 

n9;ngmi: par 

CD I • Tr. 21-22 

~ill'l'lJ~' g 3l·,~~·,~~·~·r:::~·E€:·Cll,~'~ll i.\~·r:::~·/S;,·OJ·~ll ?.i;l i.\~·r:::~·~·Cll,~' 

§J'z::J;::Jr:::' g 
~ill'l'lJ~·g 

~l·q~, 
~l~r:::'Cll'z::.J~·a;~·~lz::.J~l 
r:::~·q~·a;~·~ll ~·Cll,~'Cll'~l·~ll 
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Pronunciation 

- 6, phaka: par ci · t\:!' 

- phaki ng~: par r~' 

-par sh~nta' yg'-pa' 

- n@ts6: n~ngmi: par yg' 

- kh~par yg:ra' 

- phaka: yg:re' 

- tj_ su r~' 

- mlshgnshon th~ ng~: chgla' r~· tj_ng~: gkma re'. 6, tj_ng~: m61a' r~'-sha' 

- khyerang-la parca' yg'-pa' 

- ng~-r parca' m~·, p61a'-la yg:re' 

Translation 

Lobzang Oh, there's a photo over there. 
Drolkar It's a photo of me. 
Lobzang Have you got any other photos? 
Drolkar I have photos of my family. 
Lobzang Where are they? 
Drolkar [They're] over there. 
(looking at the photos) 
Lobzang Who's this? 
Drolkar This young man is my elder brother; this is my little sister. Look! This is 

Grandmother. 
Have you got a camera? Lobzang 

Drolkar I haven't got a camera, but my Grandfather has one. 

Ill 1·r·~·c::· Ill 
6.2 Vocabulary ffi~·~~::li1 

%~· d' (L) ~~· (9~') 
t:.l::t;' par ~·q::t;· kupar(H) 

~·~· rimo 

t:.l::t;'ro~· parca' 

~c::·3l· n~ngmi 

~'t:.l::t;' kh~par 

~%~· d' 

~~~·l~· sh~nta' 

(art.) a, one 

(n.) photo 

( n.) drawing 

(n.) camera 

(n.) family, family member 

(interr. pron.) where? 

(adj.) one 

(adj.) other, another 
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~~~·~~~·shgnsh6n (adj.) young 

~~·"f,~· k~nko' q~~·~c::· tr~song (H) (adj.) old, elderly (person) 

~~·0-1· nganma ~~·0-1· ngoma (L) ~·0-1· ngama (L) (adv., adj.) before, past, previous(ly) 

~l·q~,. r<:'!'-sha' (aux.) to be, revelatory mood 

The main kinship terms 

~~·~· pTnkya' ~r0-1$t:;i kumce' (H) 

~·a!· memo ~·~,~· mola' (H) 

~·2:1· powo {!·~,~· pola' (H) 

cs-·2:1· tshawo Jii·as· kutsa (H) 

cs-·a:l· tshamo Jii'a:l'' kutsa(H) 

~·0-1· ama ~·0-1·~,~· ama-la' (H) 

~0-1· y~m (H) 

t.J'Z<l' papa q·~,~· pala' (H) 

()Jz:::r y~p (H) 

~·~r puku ~·~· thruku (L) ~·tt:l· awa (H) 

~· ph~ ~~· sa' (H) 

~·a!· ph~mo ~~·3.1· samo (H) 

Z<l.,~,.0-1.,~,. phaci' m~ci' 

~·~,. aca' ~·~ace (L) 

~·~,.coco' ~·~,~· chgla'(H) 

/5:;~·0-1· gkma ~·~,~· ola' (H) 

~~·a!· cungmo (L) 

~~c::·~· cungpo (L) 

~~~·~· cenpo (L) 

~~~·3.1· cenmo (L) 

~·~·ani 

~·a!· sumo 

~·rs· aku 

~·~c::· ashang 

0-l~t:\'0-1' nama q,·0-1· ph~kma 

0-1~·q· m~kpa Jii't:l,. kupa' (H) 

~·2:1· t~wo Jii·~· kunta (H) 

relative, sibling, cousin 

grandmother, elderly woman 

grandfather, elderly man 

nephew, grandson 

niece, granddaughter 

mother 

mother (of someone else) 

father . 

father (of someone else) 

child 

son 

daughter 

brother/sister (same parents) 

elder sister, wife, Madam 

elder brother 

younger brother/sister 

younger sister 

younger brother 

elder brother 

elder sister 

paternal aunt 

maternal aunt 

paternal uncle 

maternal uncle 

bride, daughter-in-law 

groom, son-in-law 

husband, wife, spouse 
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111~111 
6.3 Remarks r.l.,§]~·q-9~1 

6.3.1 The singular indefinite article ~9· cT' 
Articles are not generally used in Tibetan. 

Ex.: According to the context or the situation, ll'~·O:S~·t.1~1 nyuku yg'-pa' may mean "Have you 

got a/ the/ any pen(s)?" 

However, this statement ought to be slightly modified: first, as we saw earlier, the use of 

the plural marker -tso implies that the (human) noun so qualified is definite, and that it should be 

preceded in the English translation by the use of the (plural) definite article 'the'. Secondly, 

Tibetan does indeed have a singular indefinite article cT' that is placed after the noun, but this is 

used only when the noun is specific: 

Ex.: ~~·~~·~9· k~kan cT' "a (certain) teacher", gj'r:::1·~·q·~9· loptrawa cT' "a (certain) student" 

but not when the noun is generic: 

Ex.: f'c::·~~·~~·'i:\l khong k~kan re' "he is a teacher", but f'c::·~~·~~·~9·'i:\~1 khong k~kan cT' r~· 
"He's one (of the) teacher(s)" 

The form of the indefinite article ~9· cT' "a" should not be confused with that of the cardinal 

number "one" 9~' cT', although the pronunciation of the two is the same. In Literary Tibetan, the 

indefinite article has three variants - ~9·, ~9·, 49'- depending on the final letter of the preceding 

word. 

• after 9 g, ~ d, r:::1 b, and the da-drag 

• after vowels and r.l., 'a, c:: ng ~ n, ~ m, ~ r, ~ l 

• after~ s 

In the spoken language, only the form ~9· cT' is used. 

> ~9'cig leT'/ 
> ~9· zhig /shl'/ 
> 49' shig /shT'/ 

Finally, the demonstrative ~'th~ is often used in much the same way as a (specific) definite 

article in the European languages. 

Ex.: ~q·9~~'t.1'~'9't.l~'r.l.,~9 th~p sarpa th~ kh§par to' "Where is that/ the new book?" 

~ ·q:::~c::·~·~~;~r~rc::·'i:\~1 losang-ki pTnkya' th~ khong r~· "He's the brother ofLobzang." 

6.3.2 The importance of situation and context 

In languages in general, statements are rooted in a given situation or context. Tibetan is 

particularly sensitive to situation and environment, as well as the sources of information on which 

a speaker's assertions are based. It would be therefore appropriate to speak of a "situational gram

mar". For example, we have seen the use of evidential or "mediatory" auxiliaries (see 5.4) which 

reveal whether or not the speaker directly witnessed whatever he or she is stating to be the case. 
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When a statement cannot be immediately associated with a concrete situation of communication, 

Tibetans tend not to accept it or to find it strange. One consequence of this attitude is a reluctance 

to present verbs in a series of conjugations. For example, when the verb "to be" is "mechanically" 

conjugated - "I am a student", "you are a student", etc., Tibetan speakers will accept the first 

person without any trouble but often stop short at the second, since the absence of a marked into

nation makes it difficult for them to imagine a situation in which they would be telling someone, 

"You're a student!" since the addressee is obviously in a better position than they are to know 

this. 

6.3.3 Essential and existential verbs 

Tibetan has several stative verbs or copulas corresponding to the verbs "to be" and "to 

have" in European languages. Two main categories may be distinguished: essential copulas, 

which denote an essential quality of the person or thing; and existential copulas, which express 

the existence of a phenomenon or a characteristic with the implication of an evaluation by the 

speaker.86 Furthermore, these "essential" and "existential" stative verbs are associated with 

various evidential moods, as we shall see presently. 

Note that they may be used for both the present and the past. 87 

A) The essential copulas:~~,' r~', Ul~ yin, ~l·q~,·r~'-sha' 

These express the nature or essence of the subject ( equative meaning), or else an inherent 

quality of it (attributive meaning). They differ only in terms of the evidential mood that they 

convey (assertive, egophoric, testimonial, etc.). 

• The "assertive" copula ~l' r~· and its negation ~·~l· m9;re'. 

The copula r~' is usually translated by the verb "to be", and corresponds to an objective 

assertion or affirmation (see 5.4). The attribute of the subject, which immediately precedes the 

verb, may be a substantive (equative meaning) or an adjective (attributive meaning). Age is also 

expressed with the use of r~'. 

(.\~'€j,z::::J'z::::J~~·~l1 
rr:::·~,·~·~·~ll 
~·~:~·q~~·~l1 
~·~r:::·~r:::·~·~·~ll 
r·~r:::·~~·~· ~·~l1 
rr:::·~~~·q:;:Jr:::'~'~l1 

tJ. thuptan r~· 

khong trgkpa m9:re' 

nyJ.ma IQ tQn r~' 

mgrang nyTngcepo r~' 

khorang nyonpa m9;re' 

khong sem' s9;ngpo r~· 

"This is Thubtiin." 

"He isn't a nomad." 

"Nyima is seven." 

"She's pretty." 

"He isn't mad." 

"He's kind." 

In rare cases, r~' may also be used to express an essential property or an inalienable pos

session of the subject, in which case it corresponds to the English "to have". 

86. The distinction between existential and essential is similar to the difference between the verbs ser and estar in 
Spanish. 

87. The present and the past have the same form, with the meaning depending on the context. However, as we shall see 
in Lesson 10.4, this applies only to the past imperfective: for the perfective past, there are specific forms. 
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Ex.: f'r=::·US~·ry~·ffi~·t:l·~l] khong ygntan chenpo re' "He has great qualities." 
~·~r:::·~,·~r:::·~r:::·~l1 
rr:::·~·Olffi,·ffi~·t:l·~l1 

mgrang mT'88 chungcung re' "She has small eyes." 

khong amco' chenpo r~· "He has big ears." 

• The "egophoric" copula: 8:1~ yln and its negation~~· m~n. 

The copula yln functions as an essential stative verb, normally associated with the first 

person (see 3.4), and is generally translated by "I am". The attribute of the subject may be a sub

stantive (equative sense) or an adjective (attributive sense). 

Ex.: t:::'&z::J'z::J~~·8:l~] ng~ thuptan yin "I am Thubtiin." 
r:::·~,·Z:.J'OJ~] '"ffi ng~ trgkpa yln "I am a nomad." 
t:::'z::J~·t:]·BJ~1 ng~ t~po yln "I am fine." 

In rare cases, they may express an intention or an insistence on the part of the speaker. 

khyerang ch~ yln 

th~ ng~: t~mi' yln 

"It's your tea [that I'm intending to give you]." 

"That's my key." 

• The "revelatory" copula ~l'z::l~tlj r~'-sha' and its negation ~l·~·a_~tlj r~'-mlntu'. 
~ 

The copula re' -sha' functions like an essential stative verb, implying that the speaker has 

just discovered or become aware of whatever he or she is asserting. It may often be translated by 

the verb "to be" preceded by some exclamation such as "Why!" or "Hey!" 

Ex... ~z::J'z::J~o·-:;.z::;,z::J<O.z:n 
"l 7 , "" , 1 1 thuptan r~· -sha' 
,., ;.:;' z:n·z:..r ':;>z::;·~·r:l z::;z:n 
''\::::/ 1 "" , ''\..1 1 trgkpa r~'-mlntu' 
~o;·z:.r-:;.z::;,z::J<O.z:n -
~-, "" , 1 1 ny6npa r~'-sha' 

"Hey! It's Thubtiin." 

"No, he isn't a nomad." 

"Why, he's mad! [I've just realized it]" 

B) The existential copulas ""~tlj't!:!', USl·~l'yg:re' U5l'yg' 

These verbs express existence, location, or a circumstantial feature of the subject, often 

implying an evaluation on the speaker's part. These various stative verbs differ only in terms of 

the evidential mood that they convey (assertive, testimonial, egophoric, etc.). 

• The "assertive" copula USl·~l· yg:re' and its negation U5l'Ol'~l· yg:mare'. 

There are two other ways of writing USl·~l· yg:re', but the pronunciation is the same in each 

case: UStlj·~l· or US(.(·~l·, as well as a literary form U5l'!:..l'~l· ygpare'.89 The negative form of the 

auxiliary is U5l'01'~l· yg:mare', for which there are also two other written forms: tf5tlj'Ol'~l·and $(.(· 

Ol'~l' yg:mare', as well as a literary form usl'!:..l'Ol'~l· ygpa m~re'. 

88. Note that mig is pronounced with a high tone. It is an exceptional case since the radical m does not have any 
prefixed or subscribed letter. 

89. The variant yod-red has been retained here because it is the one most commonly used in contemporary writing. 
Moreover, the spelling is based on the etymology of the expression: yod-red is in fact derived from yod-pa-red, 
whereas the forms yog-red and yo 'o-red are purely phonetic. 
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The copula yg:re'implies a definite assertion or affirmation by the speaker. According to the 

context, it may be translated as "there is/are" (existential sense) or "to be at (a certain location)" 

(situational sense), or by the verb "to have" (possessive sense). 

tions. 

phg'-la namtru yg:re' 

"There are aeroplanes in Tibet." 

thuptan t~: yg:re' 

"Thubtan is here." 

khong-la th~p m§:ngpo yg:re' 

"He has many books." 

tshering-la mgtra yg:re' 

"Tshering has a car." 

ngama phg'-la namtru yg:mare' 

"In the past, there were no aeroplanes in Tibet." 

th~tu' tshering-la mgtra yg:re' 

"At that time, Tshering had a car." 

Remember that constructions expressing possession are identical to existential construe-

The copula yg:re' may also be translated by some form of the verb "to be" (attributive 

sense). This requires that the attribute of the subject that precedes the verb should be a qualifying 

adjective. 

Ex.: ~~·~~·~·c:J·(fll~~~ 
~~·Zlj~r.Q'q'(fl~·~~~ 
~~ffi·q·(fl~·~~~ 

tJ. nyTngcepo yg: re' 

tJ. sa:po yg:re' 

"This is pretty." 

"This is clear." 

"This is hot." tJ. tshapo yg:re' 

It may not, however, be used with a noun: * f~·~·3:\·il3\~~~ khong ky§:mi yg:re' "He is 

Chinese". 

• The testimonial copula: ~~Zlj t!:,!' and its negation ~·~~Zlj mlntu' 

This copula indicates a past or present testimony on the speaker's part. In English, it is 

tnmslated by the same expressions as for yg:re', i.e., according to context as "there is/are" (exis

tential sense), "to be at" (situational sense), "to have" (possessive sense), or by the verb "to be" 

(attributive sense). The latter applies only when the verb is preceded by a qualifying adjective. 

Thus the only difference between t!:,!' and yg:re' lies in the different evidential moods they express 

(these moods have been described above). The translation of the following phrases would 

therefore be exactly the same as those given above: 

Ex.: C5~·r.Q·llj~ar~r~~Zlj 
&c:rq'if~·~~~·(~~'\') ~~tlj 
r~·r.Q·~z::rO-l~·c:J·~~Zlj 

~~·~~·~·q·~~Zlj 

phg'-la namtru t!:,!' "There are aeroplanes in Tibet." 

thuptan ~: t!:,!' "Thubtan is here." 

khong-la th~p m§:ngpo t!:,!' "He has many books." 

tl nyTngcepo tu' "This is pretty." 

r 
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tj_ sa:po t\,!' 

tj_ tshapo t\:!' 

"This is clear." 

"This is hot." 

However, exactly as in the case of the assertive copula, it is impossible to say: * f'r::::·~·5)· 
~, kh6ng ky9:mi t\,!' "He is Chinese". 

''-

• The "egophoric" copula il5~· yg' and its negation 3:ll m~' 

This copula is always associated with the first person, and is generally translated as "I 

have" (possessive sense), or as "I am (at)" (locative sense). In certain rare cases, it may also indi

cate a personal or intimate acquaintance by the speaker, and should accordingly be translated by 

the verb ''to be". 

affirmative 

w~· 

yln 

~l· 
re' 

~~·q~,· 
r~'-sha' 

il5~· 

yg' 

~~,. 

t\,!' 

il5~·~~· 

yg:re' 

th~p m9;ngpo yg' 

ky9;na'-la yg' 

"I have many books." 

"I am in China." 

ch9: tj_ shlmpo yg' "This tea is good (in my opinion)." 

interrogative interrogative ( 
negative 

negative 

(without pronoun) (with pronoun) interrogative 

w~·q~· w~· ;w~·q· 5)~· 5l~·q~· 

yln-pa' yln/yln-pa m~n m~n-pa' 

~~·q~· ~l· ~·~c:;i ~·~~·q~· 
. ·. 

r~'-pa' ra' m9:re' m9:re'-pa' 

~~·~,.,~. ~~·~,. ~~·5)·~,. ~~·5)·~,.,~. 

r~'-t\:!'-ka' ra'-to' r~'-mlntu' r~'-mlntu'-ka' 

il5~·q~· il5~· 3:1~· 3:l~·q~· 

yg'-pa' yg' m~· m~'-pa' 

~~,·,~· ::-~ 
5)·~~,. 5)·~,.,~. 

tu'-ka' \to' ' mlntu' mlntu'-ka' 
~/ 

il5~·~~·q~· il5l~~· il5~·~·~~· il5~·~·~~·q~ 

yg:re'-pa' yg:ra' yg:mare' yg:mare'-pa' 

Remark: When used with interrogative pronouns, the copulas (and the corresponding 

auxiliaries)~~· r~·, il5~·~~· yg:re', ~9· t\,!' are pronounced with an opened vowel~~· r~·, il5~·~~· 
yg:ra', ~~9· tg'. However, this small phonetic variation is not traditionally recorded in Tibetan 

orthography. 

ti khare ra' "What is it?'' - - -~ 

ml kh9:tso' tg' "How many people are there?" 
, ___ ,/ 
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6.4. 1 Translate into English: 
?) ~OJ~·~·q~·~G.~ 
q) ~l·~t:::·,·~t:::·&~·~·q~·urll 
~) t:::'~t:::·~·~·&l~·~·q~·~G.~ ' -L 0' 

~) l"<l·,~·Ft:::·q·ffi~·er·~~·~G.~ 
Ll) l"<l',~·&l·~~·~G.~ 

6.4.2 Replace the indefinite article with the form required in literary usage. 
?) 3:1·~~ 
q) ~·5j'·~~ 

n q~·a;~·~~ 
~) ~·~~ 
Ll) ~z::]·~~ 
<-<) Ft:::·q·ffi~·er·~~ 
w) l~.i!1~·~~ 
Z) ~~~·~~ 
P) s·~l·~~ 

fJO) lilJ~'UJ(l.J'~~ 
??) a)~~·q~·~~ 

?q) <l.lOl'F~·&t:::'&t:::·~~ 

6.4.3 Translate into Tibetan: 

I. It's his (paternal) uncle. 

2. He is in Zhikatse. 

3. He used to be in Lhasa. 

4. In the past, were there many monks in Tibet? 
5. Yes, there were many. 

6. Dorje used to be a teacher. 

6.4.4 Rewrite these sentences in the testimonial mood: 
?) ~·~~'<l.l'&l'OJt:::•eJ·Uj'l·~ll 
q) ~·~~'<l.l'~t:::·&l·Olt:::'el·Uj'l·~l·q~l 
n f't:::·<l.l·~~~·OJt:::·er·url·~ll 
~) e5l·<l.l·Ft:::·q·03~·er·url·~l·q~l 
L~) ~·<l.l~~·(l.J·q~·a;~·url·Ol·~ll 
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"Where did you go ?" 

•Word order and postpositions. 

• The past tense auxiliaries:I:.J'~~: pare', 
q·~~· payin, ~z:::::· song. 

· • The essential and existential verbs "to be" 

"to have" in the past. 

· · • The cardinal and ordinal numbers. 

Dialogue ~·r:::r~~·~~1 

~z:::::\ "z:::::·ra_·~· (F·~z:::::·),.i:.J'\' 21t:~~·q1 

Fa_·~· cr·~z:::::')~z:::::·,"·~~·q·U)~1 

~'Ol'?Ol'c:J·21t:~~'I:.J1 

~nr r£· c~r~r r£')01'?01·c:J·~~·q·U)~1 
~ ~·li!]'\'~,~·21q~·~z:::::·z:::::~1 

rz:::::·~z:::::·~·q~,~·~z:::::·1 

t1-l'Ol'~,~·~z:::::·~·q~,~·q·~l·q~1 

Ol'~l1 ~Z:::::'~'\·~· 21q~·q·~l1 

~z:::::·,·~a_·~z:::::·~·,·~·~~, 

CD I • Tr. 23-24 

~z:::::·,a_·~z:::::·~·3J·ry,·lz:::::·~·~~Z:::::'OlZ:::::'q'~~, ~a_·~z:::::·~''?'OlZ:::::'q'~~, 
~·q·~·:s,~·~~, 
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Pronunciation 

- khyerang khasa kh9;par phep-pa 

- khasa ~ngkar chTn-payin 

- su nyampo phep-pa 
# 

- puku-tso nyampo chTn-payin 

- trg:kar-la' phep-song-nga' 

- khong n§:ng-la sh!:,!'-song 

- amala' n9;ng-la sh!:,!'-p~re'-pa' 

- m9;re', ITngkor-la phep-pare' 

- ITngka th~: n§:ng-la kh9;re tg ' 

- ITngka: n§:ng-la m~to'-tang chutsing m§:ngpo t!:,!', chu: n9;ng-la ny§: m§:ngpo t\;:!'· ny§: th~tso nyTng c~po 
sh~tra' t!:!'· 

Translation 
Where did you go yesterday? 
Yesterday, I went to the park. 
Who did you go with? 
I went with the children. 
Has Drolkar come? 
She stayed at home. 

Dawa 
Nyima 
Dawa 
Nyima 
Dawa 
Nyima 
Dawa 
Nyima 
Dawa 
Nyima 

Did [your] mother stay at home? 
No, she went on a circumambulation of the Lingkor. 
What was in the park? 
In the park there were flowers and many ponds. In the water, there were 

lots offish. Those fish were very lovely. 

Ill il]·r·~·~· Ill 
7.2 Vocabulary ffi~·~~-"'1 

~· chu a;z::r chap (H) 

'?' ny§: 

~~· P!:! 

~~·~· ITngka t::l~~~·~~· sh!:,!kling (H) 

~~·~'\' ITngkor 

3.l·ry~· m~to' 

~·~~~· chutsin 

~·~~~· chilo' 

(n.) water 

(n.) fish 

(n.) insect 

(n.) park 

(n.) circular pilgrimage route 

(n.) flower 

(n.) pond, reservoir 

(n.) outside 



F'~r:::· khasang (L) 

nyampo ~Oj·~~· lhankya.' (H) 

: ~~O.l' slm (H) 

~r:::~· thrOng' (H) 

7.3. 1 Word order and postpositions 

(n.) inside 

(n.) at horne 

(post.) in 

(post.) under 

(post.) on 

(post.) left 

(post) right 

(post.) in front of 

(post.) behind 

(post.) near, beside 

(post.) concerning, about 

(adj.) green 

(adj.) blue, green (grass, crops) 

(adj.) red 

(adj.) yellow 

(adv.) yesterday 

(adv.) with 

(adv.) very 

(v.) [vol., A] to sleep, lie down 

(v.) [inv., A] to be born 

(aux.) testimonial past 

(aux.) volitional egophoric past 

(aux.) assertive past 

As we have seen above, basic word order in Tibetan is Subject-Object-Verb. As is often the 

in languages with this SOV word order, there are no prepositions but postpositions. The head 

of relative clauses are usually placed after the relative clause. Moreover, the main clause, 

goes at the end of the statement, is always placed after the subordinate clause (object, 

etc.). The main information is therefore almost always deferred to the end of the sentence. 

Word order within a noun phrase is as follows: the substantive head comes first, followed 

the qualifying adjective, the article (or demonstrative adjective), the plural marker and the 
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case. The case particle takes last place in the the noun phrase {although it may happen that the 

case marker is followed by the topicaliser ni). 

E ~·3l· x.: "-> I 

ph!:Jmo 

girl 

~~·~·q· 

nyTngcepo 

pretty 

I Noun+ [Adj.+ Det.+ Pl.]+ Case 

~~;:;;· 

thetso+r 

those+ Dative 

"to those pretty girls" 

In Tibetan, then, there are no prepositions but only postpositions: the equivalents of "in", 

"on", "with", and so on all follow the noun to which they relate. We don't say "in the water" but 

"water in"; not "on the table" but "table on". 

Postpositions are always followed by a case particle, usually the locative case (but also 

sometimes other cases such as the genitive or the ablative). They also command the genitive, 

which is inserted between the noun group and the postposition. The structure of the prepositional 

phrase is therefore: 

I Noun90 +[Gen.:,.]+ Postposition+ Loc. ill' 
E.g., "water of inside-in", which would correspond to the English word order "in [the 

inside of] the water". 

Note: The postpositions are all clearly derived from substantives. They generally require 

that the preceding noun (or noun group) be followed by a genitive particle. While the genitive is 

always used when the preceding word ends in a vowel, its use is optional with certain post

positions when the preceding word ends in a consonant. This is particularly the case with: <>i~· 

ni!ng "in", ~~· ki!ng "on", ~c:r kYi!P "behind", o.!~<>i' tQn "in front of'. 

Ex.: ~~·,~· <>i~'ill 

ITngka: ni!ng-la "in the park" 

park+Gen. in+Loc. 

~~·(~') <>i~'ill' 

th~p-(ki) ni!ng-la "in the book" 

book+Gen. in+Loc. 

Ex.: ~,·~·CS.:,'ill' coktse: g'-la "under the table", 1':\~o.!·~~·<>i~'ill' tsi!mling n!!ng-la "in the 

world", ~~·c$<>i'<>i~'ill' loptsan ni!ng-la "in the lesson", ~~·~~·~~'ill' laptra: thrT'-Ia "next to 

the school" 

90. Or noun phrase. 



7. 3. 2. The past tense 

The past tense91 is formed by placing after the verb the expressions t:l' ~c;: pare' (assertive), 

t'.l'Ul~· payin (intentional egophoric) or ~Z::::'song (testimonial). 

In English these forms can be translated by the past or sometimes by the present perfect. 

The forms ~~~· payin/ t:l'~t:;; pare' are composed of the suffix t:l' pa followed by the essen

tial copula ~l· re' or ~~·yin. The intentional form payin may only be used with volitional92 verbs in 

In interrogative sentences which contain no interrogative pronoun (where, who, why, what, 

etc.), the egophoric form t:l'~~· payin is replaced by t:l~' pa'; in sentences where there is an interro

gative pronoun, t:l'~~· payin is replaced by t:l' pa . 

The auxiliary t:l'~l'pare' is used in narratives and stories, which is why it is sometimes 

described as the "narrative past". The various forms are presented in the following table. 

c::::· ~C::::'i'l.l' q~l't:J'~~· 

ng~ n~ng-la t~'-payin "I stayed at home" 

I in+Loc. stay-Past+ egophoric 

~'31' ~C::::'i'l.l' q~l·q~l· 

nylma n~ng-la t~'-pare' "Nyima stayed at home" 

Nyima home+Loc. stay-Past+ assertive 

~'31' ~C::::'i'l.l' q~l·~c::::· 

nylma n~ng-la t~'-song "Nyima stayed at home" 

Nyima home+Loc. stay-Past+ testimonial 
~ S'C'-\,·t,"-. . .( 

Table: the past tense 

affirmative interrogative interrogative negative 
negative 

(without pronouns) (with pronouns) interrogative 

q~~· t:J'~~·t:J~'/payin-pa q 31'+V 31' + v + t:J~' 

payin t:J~· pa' pa 6ma+V ma + V+pa' 

~z::::· ~z::::·z::::~· ~c::::· 31'~c::::· 31'~c::::·c::::~· 

song song-nga' song masong masong-nga' 

t:J'~l t:J'~lt:J~' q~l 31' + v t:J' ~l 31' v t:J'~l't:J~' 
pare' pare'-pa' para' 11 ma + V pare' ma + V pare'-pa' 

91. As we shall see in Lesson 10.4, this is the perfective past. 

92. I.e., verbs in which it is implied that the subject has control over the action. This class of verbs is described in 
Lesson 8. 
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N.B.: The negative forms that are marked in the table with a ~: or rna+ V or or rna + V +z:r ~l 
pare', as well as the corresponding negative interrogative forms, are rarely used, and other forms 

are usually preferred (see the perfect tense-aspect in Lesson 10). The simple past forms may be 

used to emphasize the subject's refusal to perform the action: "I I he didn't go (even though Ilhe 

was suptx?sed to)". 

St·or Ex.: I 

nylma 

ng9; 

0-l'~~·q·~t:\i 

m9; chTn-pa-re' 

0-1'~~· 

ma chTn 

"Nyima did not go" 

"I did not go" 

7.3.3 The essential and existential verbs "to be" and "to have" in the past 

The forms of the imperfective are equivalent to those of the present (see 6.3). For the per

fective93 past however, there are special forms. The following full verbs are used in the construc

tion of the (perfective) past: a:itlj~' cha' "to become", s~: ch~' "to do", z::::l~l· t~' "to stay", ~r:::::·chldng 
"to happen, to obtain". All these verbs correspond to the (perfective) past tense of the verbs Bl~· 
"to be" and (fj'l· "to have". For the sake of convenience, we may distinguish between essential and 

existential statements. 

A) Essential statements 

• When the complement of the subject is a substantive ( equative meaning), Tibetan uses the 

verb: Sl'ch~' "to do" (in the past stem94: s.~· ch~') or the verb a:itlj~'cha' followed by past auxilia

ries (in association with the various evidential moods: assertive, testimonial, egophoric ). 

Ex.: f'r:::::·g~·q·a:;tlj~·q·~l1 
rr:::::·g~·q·a:;,~·~r:::::·1 

rr:::::·~O-J·ffi·s~·qo~l1 
r:::::·~O-J·ffi·s.~·q·Ul~1 

khong nyonpa cha'-pare' "He became crazy." (assertive) 

khong nyonpa cha'-song "He became crazy." (testimonial) 

khong amci ch~'-pare' "He became a doctor." 

ng9: amci ch~'-payin "I became a doctor." 

Note: In the case of the imperfective past, the same form as the present is used: 

th~tu' khong amci re' 

B) Existential statements 

"He was a doctor" (lit. "at that time he 

is a doctor"). 

• Possession and existence are constructed with the use of the verb ~r:::::· chldng in the (per

fective) past tense (in association with the various evidential moods: assertive, testimonial, ego

phone). 

93. The notions of perfective and imperfective aspects are explained in 10.4. Here we need only bear in mind that the 
imperfective past forms are equivalent to the present. 

94. About the verb stems, see Lesson 10. 



~·'\~'a.1'3l~'3l'~~·q·~ll 

r~·a.1·l~a.1· ~~·q· ~ll 
~,·rs·~~·q~ll 
~,·rs·~~·~~·l 

mgrang-la tshema ch~ng-pare' 

khong-la ngu: ch~ng-pare' 

nyoktra ch~ng-pare' 

nyoktra ch~ng-song 

ng!:!: nyoktra ch~ng 
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"She had twins." 

"He got some money." 

"There were some problems." 

"He had (or, there were) 

problems." (testimonial) 

"I had problems." (egophoric) 

• When the complement of the subject is an adjective, the verb~~· chung in the (perfective) 

past is also used\in association with the various evidential moods: assertive, testimonial, ego-

a.l~'£fq·~~·q~ll 
~l·q·~~·~~·l 

~l·q·~~·l 

I~' lapo ch~ng-pare' 

kyTppo ch~ng-song 

kyTppo ch~ng 

"It was easy." 

"It was pleasant." (testimonial) 

"It was pleasant (for me)." (egophoric) 

• To convey a locative meaning, the verb t::l~l· t~' "to stay", or its honorific t::l~,~· sh~' is 

used in the (perfective) past (in association with the various evidential moods: assertive, testimo
":} 
t:J.ial, egophoric ). 
;\].L ,· 

in~·<;~·~:r·~·z:n~3l't::l~l:ll~'t:.!'~~l I. '? . ' 1"" \! 1 '"\ \ khong lhasar IQ sum sh!:(-pare' 

"He has been in Lhasa for three years." (lit. stayed) 
~·<;~·~:r·~·z:n~3l't::l~~·q·U)o-1 '? ' 1 "" , , , ng!:! lhasar lg sum t~'-payin 

"I have been in Lhasa for three years." (lit. stayed) 

Note: In the case of the imperfective past, the same form as the present is used: 

th~tu' khong lhasar yg:re' 

"At that time he was in Lhasa." (lit. is in Lhasa) 

7.3.4 The cardinal and ordinal numbers 

Numbers come after the noun. Unlike Burmese, Chinese and several other Asian lan

guages, Tibetan has no classifiers. 

0 ? ~ ~ ~ 

;;l]l'1f1''\' ,~,. ,~~· ,~31' z::]~ 
lakor "zero" cT' "one" nyT' "two" sum "three" shi "four" 

11 ~ g) 1--.. (? 

~· ~, thr~· z::]~~· z::]~l l\l 
nga "five" "six" tOn "seven" ky~' "eight" k~ "nine" 
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/---·-··-~ 

70 z:::J~· ciJ "ten" 7'-\ ;e~:)~· conga "fifteen" 

77 z:::J~'Zl']~Zl']· ciJci' "eleven" 7(s- z:::J~'~Zl']· ciJtru' "sixteen" 

77 z:::J~'Zl']~~· ciJnyi' "twelve" 71]) z:::J~'z:::IG,Oi;':"~Ciptu~"seventeen" 
1'-

@~~l· (.~~~;;~. "eighteen" 7q 7i z:::J~'Zl'j~0-1\ciJksurd "thirteen" 71__. 

z:::J~'z:::J~/c~~~hf\ "fourteen" 
/~- ....... 

7~ 7(? z:::J~.l~l' ~"nineteen" 
- -~--"·•·',-// 

Between 20 and 90, each set often makes use of a special particle: 

;g· ~· ~· ~:::· ~· ~Oi;' ~· 
,. 

tsa (20) so (30) sh~ (40) ng9; (50) r~ (60) thgn (70) khy9; (80) khg (90) 

Remembering these particles is made easier by the fact that, with the exception of tsa, they 

are all derived from the term for the set of ten in question. For example, so, the particle for the 

thirties, is derived from siJm "three". The same is true of the forties, where sh~ is a modification 

of shl "four", and so on. 

qo ~· Zl,' nylshu "20". 

q7 ~· Zl,' ;g·Zl']~Zl']· nylshu tsaci' "21" > qp ~·Zl,·;g·l~· nylshu tsaku "29" 

io ~0-1·~· siJmcu "30" 

i7 ~3.1·~·~.,~,. siJmcu soci' "31" > if? ~3-l·~·~·l~ siJmcu soku "39" 

~0 z:::J~'z:::J~'shlPcu "40" 

~7 z:::J~'z:::J~·~·Zl']~Zl']· shlPcu sh~ci' "41" > ~(? z:::J~'z:::J~·~·l~· shlPcu sh~ku "49" 

'-\0 ~·z:::J~· ngapcu "50" 

'-\7 ~·z:::J~'t:::'Zl'j~Zl']· ngapcu ng9;ci' "51" > '-\(? ~·z:::J~·~:::·l~· ngapcu ng9;ku "59" 

(s-0 ~Zl']·~·thr~kcu "60" 

(s-7 ~Zl']·~·~·Zl']~Zl']· thr~kcu r~ci' "61" > (s-f? ~Zl']·~·~·~r~kcu r~ku "69" 

l])o z:::IG,Oi;' ~·tQncu "70" 

1])7 z:::IG,Oi;·~·~Oi;'Zl']~Zl']·tQncu thgnci' "71" > l])p z:::IG,Oi;·~·~Oi;·l~·tQncu thgnku "79" 

1_,_0 z:::J~l·~· ky~cu "80" 

1__.7 z:::J~l· ~·~·Zl']~Zl']· ky~cu khy9;ci' "81" > )___(? z:::J~l·~·~·l~· ky~cu khy9;ku "89" 

(?0 l~.z:::J~·k~pcu "90" 

(?7 l~.z:::J~.,.,~,. k~pcu khgci' "91" > (?(? l~.z:::J~·~·l~· k~pcu khgku "99" 



t::l@' ky9; "hundred": ffi,'t::l@' chTkkya "one hundred", ~~'t::l@' nylkya "two hundred", 

sumkya "three hundred". 

Between 100 and 199, the number "hundred" is followed by the connective lr::::·th9;ng (-tang) 

t::l@'lr::::·~·t::l~' ky9;-tang ngapcu "150" 

~C::::'tong "thousand": ffi,·~r::::·chTktong "one thousand", ~~·~r::::· nyltong "two thousand", ~i>l' 
~r;· sOmtong "three thousand". 

p· thrT "ten thousand": ffi,·p· chTktri "one myriad",~~·~· nyltri "twenty thousand (two 

' ~Ol·~· sumtri "thirty thousand". 

t:\~i>l' p~m "a hundred thousand'~ffi,·t:\~i>l chTkpum "one (unit of a) hundred thousand",~~· 
nyjpum "two hundred thousand", ~i>l't:\~i>l' sumpum "three hundred thousand". 

After "million", the numbers are treated as substantives and must be followed (not pre

by the number of units. 

~·UJ' saya "million": ~·UJ·,~,. saya d' "one million", ~·UJ·,~~·saya nyT' "two million", etc. 

~'t::l' ch~wa "ten million": ~·t::l·,~,. ch~wa cT' "(one unit of) ten million", ~·t::l·,~~· ch~wa 

~r::::·~~· th~ngcur "hundred million": ~r::::·~~.,~,. th~ngcur d' "one (unit of a) hundred ", ~r::::·~~·,~~· th~ngcur nyi' "two hundred million", ~r::::·~~·t::l~' th~ngcur cO' "one billion". 

From a hundred up to a hundred thousand, units may be placed afterwards, and the number 

therefore treated syntactically as a substantive. In the case of "thousand", the suffix~,. thra' is 

added. 

: ~r::::·~!:1~'tongtra' nyT' "two thousand", ~·,~i>l'thrT sum "thirty thousand" 

. (.l.,~Ol ,~~~~m sum "three hundred thousand" 

From one hundred up, when there is a zero in the tens, hundreds or ~higher column, as 

108 or 1015, the column name (10, 100, etc.) is followed by 3ll· me' "without". This expres-

~,·~r::::·t::l~'t::l@'t::l~'3ll·t::l~~· chTktong sh.iPkya (cOme') tQn "1407" 

~,·~r::::'t::l@'3ll·t::l~·~, chTktong (ky9;me') cutru' "1016" 

Note: The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 10 are spelled differently according to the other numbers 

with which they are combined, as. in the case of 15 (10+5), 18 (10+8), 20 (2x10), 30 (3x10), etc. 

95. Between 200 and 999 dang is optional and usually dropped. 
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The written variants represent a formalization, from the classical period, of different pronuncia

tions of the numbers in question. 

t::l~' bculcO/ 

t::l~' bcu /cO/ 

> t:J~'/co/ in t:J~·~· /conga/ "15" and leo/ in t:J~'t:J~l' /copkya'/ "18" 

> ~· /shu/ in ~· ~· /nylshu/ "20" 

t::l~' bcu /cO/ 

,~,. gcig lei'/ 

> ~· /cO/ in ~33·~· /sOmcu/ "30" and in~,·~· /thq:!kcu/ "60", etc. 

> iii,· /chi'/ in fii,·~r:::·/chTktong/ "1000" 

,~~· gnyis /nyT'/ 

,~~· gnyis /nyT'/ 

> ~· /nyjj in~·~· /nylshu/ "20" 

> ~~· /nyl'/ in ~~·~r::: /nyltong/ "2000" 

,~33· gsum /sum/ > ~33· /sum/ in ~33· ~· /sOmcu/ "30" 

Note that.round tens and hundreds may be followed by ~33·q· thampa. 

Ex.: t:J~'Sl!33'q' ky!:! thampa "a hundred", ~33'~'Sl!33'q' sOmcu thampa "thirty". 

Ordinal numbers present no difficulties. With the exception of "first", which has a special 

radical, they are formed simply by adding the suffix pa. 

Ex.: r:f·CS· th!:!ngpo "first", 9~~·q· nyTpa "second", 9~33·q· sOmpa "third", t::l~·q· cOpa "tenth", 

t::l~.,~,·q· cOcikpa "eleventh", etc. 

The percentages and fractions are formed by using the word a:;· cha "part". Thus 

Ex.: One hundred percent 

Fifty percent 

One third 

Three quarters 

111-·-·n-·'1· Ill 
7.4 Exercises ~r:::·~1 

t::l$'a3't::l~' 

t::l$'a3'~'t::l~' 

,~33·a:;·,~,. 

t::l~'a3'9~33' 

kY1:!ca ky!:! "100%" 

ky!:!ca ngapcu "50%" 

sOmca d' "113" 

shica sum "3/4" 

7.4. 1 Rewrite the dialogue at the beginning 

of this lesson in the non-honorific register. 

7.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. The field is behind the house. 8. The teacher is fifty-nine years old. 

2. The key is on the table. 9. The school is beside the road. 

3. The camera is on the chair. 10. Bhutan is next to Tibet. 

4. They are at school. 11. Lobsang has six horses. 

5. There are two schools. 12. Nyima has twenty dzo. 



6. They have thirty yaks. 13. There are insects on the flower. 

7. Dawa is twenty-two years old. 

7.4.3 Complete the sentences using the appropriate form: ~r:::::·, ~·,~~·or ~r:::::·r:::::~·. 

?) f!i~·~,~·~r:::::·,;z:;·Zlq~· ( )? 
~) rr:::::·~·,;z:;·~·~~· c )! 
~) ~l·;z:;r:::::·r·~·,·~;z:;·Zlq~· c )? 
~) ~'Ol'~z::l':;j;z:;'Zlz::J~' ( )? 

~) r·~t,·~;z:;·~~· c )? 
(,-) ~l·;z:;r:::::·~r:::::·,;z:;·~·Ol'?Ol'~'Zlz::J~' ( )? 
q)) ~l·;z:;r:::::·r·~·,·~;z:;·q~,~· c )? 
"') r·~·~l';z:;r:::::·~r:::::·,;z:;·Zlq~· c )? 

7.4.4. Rewrite the following sentences in the assertive mode 

(using the auxiliaries yo:re' and pare' as appropriate). 

?J rr:::::·~,.~r:::::·~·~·~·Olr:::::·~·~~, 
~) ~·q·~,~·~q·:;j;z:;·?4q~·~r:::::·1 

v Cj'l·~·,tl.l,'Olr:::::'~'~~, l_ 

~ C1l·~·vrtl.lr:::::·Olr:::::·~·~~,.,~1 

~ rr:::::·~r~;z:;·~·~~,.,~1 
<.-) 4,·~a:~·ry,·~·~·~r:::::·~·~·~~, 

7.4.5 Write out these numbers in full in Tibetan: 

7.4.6 Translate into English: 

135 

r:::::·C1l·~·~~·~·~l1 ~l·;z:;r:::::·,·~;z:;·~r:::::~·~·~l1 ~~'fr:::::· ~· ~;z:;· as~· ~l1 §3· z::J::Jr:::::' t1.1' ~· 
~·,;z:;·~~·~·~l1 ~~·l,;z:;·~,~·~·~,·~·~r:::::~·~·~l1 ~l·;z:;r:::::·~·,;z:;·~·~~·~·~l·~~1 ~·~,. 
~·~·~r:::::·~;z:;·q~·,~~·url·~l1 ~·~;z:;·~·~~Ol·,~~·url·~l1 



"Invitation to a meal" 

• Classes of verbs. 

• The agentive case ,~. -ki '. 

• The future auxiliaries: ,~z:;,:-kire', 
,.~~· -kiyin. 

• The future forms of the verbs "to be" and 

"to have". 

• The past tense receptive egophoric 

auxiliary: ~c.::·-cung. 

• The interrogative pronoun ,.,. kh~ki. 

J'~ 
8. 1 Dialogue ~·z::r~~·~~1 

~~·~,·~~~·~·,~c.::·, 
&9~·~·a31 ~·'""-sl\·§'·~::ra3·z::r~·~1 ~~:~c.::·,~·q~~·,~c.::·~~1 
c.::~·~·F·9~9·q~~·q~~1 
,.,.q~~·,~c.::·~1 

'""~·c.::~·q~~·~·~~1 '""~·a5·~·~~·q~~·~·~l1 
l~~·,~~·~·~·~·s,~·'""-~9 

CD I • Tr. 25-26 

~~·~9'tl.19'~·~c.::·~·~c.::·1 l,c.::~·~·~·a5~~1 ~l·~c.::·,·~~·~~~·~·m'l1 
4'c:l9'~c:l1 4'~,.~, 4'~~1 l·~c.::·~~·~·(~~·q·)~9'~9'tl.ll\'(tl.1C.::')l9'""-'~'m'l1 
CS::·~·~c.::·~~·~~·~·~,.~,·q~·,·<il~·l1 

~·~·~,~·~c.::·~~·~q~·~·~l·~~1 
Fl\·~· (F'~c.::·)~q~·~c.::·1 ~c.::·~~·~q~·~·~·~l1 
~·~·~,~·~e;:~· ~c.::·c.::~1 

~e;:~·~c.::·1 

c.::·l,c.::~·q~·,·~~1 &9~·~·a31 ~·~c.::·~l·~·~·s,~·~c.::·1 ~~,~·~·~e;:~·m'c.::·1 
(3~-) 
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Pronunciation 

- sh~:la' nyepo nangko 

- thOkce che th~ntra: thrgwa chewala a! khyerang-ki' sg' nang-pa' 

- ng~' neka d' sg'-payin 

- kh§.ki SQ' nang-pa 

-ltl ng~· sg'-payin, tj,ntso ph!:!mo' sg'-pare' 

- ngona', tropo sh~tra' t!:!' 

- sh~:la' y§.kpo ch!:!ng-masong, kgngpa ma tshom, khyerang kh§.rer nyepo yg' 

- sha ph§.klep sha mgmo' shamtra', th§.tung chOrra mgmo' y~: k§.po yg' 

- gna sangnyin chOrra mgmo' sg-kiyin-ta 

- somo-la' sangnyin phep-kire'-pa' 

- khasa phep-cung, sangnyin phep-kimare' 

- aku-la' c~:-cung-nga' 

- c~:-cung 

- ng§. kgngpa sh!:!-kiyin thOkce che, th~ring kyTpo sh~tra' ch!:!ng, kygkpo c~:-yong 

Translation 

Mother 
Lobzang 
Mother 
Lobzang 
Mother 
Lobzang 
Mother 
Lobzang 

Mother 
Daughter
Mother 
Daughter
Mother 
Lobzang 

I 

111,·r·~·~·111 

Bon appetit! 
Thanks, it's very good (lit. "such a great taste!"). Was it you who made it? 
I made one of the dishes. 
Which one did you make? 
I made this one, and my daughter made these. 
It's really excellent! ., 
The meal wasn't good- our apologies. What [kind of food] do you like? 
Bread with meat stuffing, meat momos, and meat stew with rice [and 
potatoes]; I also like cheese momos. 
Well then, tomorrow I shall make cheese momos. 
Will our aunt come tomorrow? 
She came yesterday. She won't come tomorrow. 
Did you see (lit. meet) our uncle? 
Yes, I saw him. 
I shall take my leave, thank you. I've had a very pleasant day (lit. today 
was very pleasant [for me]). See you soon! 

8.2 Vocabulary ffi~·~~~1 

~·~· kh§.ki (interr. pron.) which? 

ill'tl-1' la-a (part.) interjection after an adjective 



~c:::·q· trangpo (L) 

n~yo' 

phi:J:'Iep z::J~~rz::J,'sh~pa'(H) 

~.:;;·r::r churra ~z::J'~'\'shjpcur (H)L 

4' sha ,~~·~0-1· so:trum (H) 

3l,·a:i, mg'mo' z::J~~·~,. sh~mo' (H) 

tsampa ,~~·~q· so:ship (H) 

z::J~~·AE:J~' sh~ntra' (H) 

shapa'lep 

thukpa z::J~~·&,. sh~tu' (H) 

shamtra' 

neka 

't:'l' thrgwa ~,~·.§'· qktro (H) 

~·~t:'l' trltep 

·~~·man ,~~·~~· so:man (H) 

·~,. tshT' 

~,.0-1~1:\; tshTntso' 

~,·~q· tshTktrup 

~C::'t:'l' chungwa 

Ol~,~·t:i· kygkpo ~~·t:i· tso:po (H) 

,·ill·,·~· khi:J:Ie khi:J:Ie 

~lt:i· kyTpo · ~·q· tr6po (H) 

~·t:i· shlmpo ~·t:i· tr6po (H) 

~l<l'l<l,'o.J~~·q·,~c:::·~· sh~la' nyepo nangko 

li'c::~rl:.l'0-1'~5.1~' kgngpa mi:J: tsh6m 

(part.) expressive particle 

(n.) cook 

(n.) beggar 

(n.) doctor 

(n.) nurse 

(n.) bread 

(n.) cheese 

(n.) meat 

(n.) momo, meat ravioli or dumplings 

(n.) tsampa, roasted barley flour 

(n.) rice 

(n.) bread with meat stuffing 

(n.) noodles, noodle soup 

(n.) meat stew with rice [and potatoes] 

(n.) meal, food 

(n.) meal 

(n.) sort, kind 

(n.) taste 

(n.) exercise book 

(n.) medicine 

(n.) word 

(n.) dictionary 

(n.) sentence 

(adj.) very big, bigger96 

(adj.) very small, aller 

(adj., adv.) fast, quickly 

(adj., adv.) slow, slowly 

(adj.) pleasant, happy 

(adj.) delicious 

(idiom.) bon appetit 

(idiom.) excuse me 

139 

96. See Lesson 17. When followed by a suffix (comparative, superlative, etc.), the short form of the adjective must be 
used. 
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~c:::·~~· sangnyin 

~·~c:::· th~ring 

~'1':\S' th~ntra 
~~~·~~· ngona' 

~t!jl.\'q' k~po 0-l~~·q· nyepo (H) 

~t!jl.\' k~ 0-1~~· nye' (H) 

q~ sg (1) I q~~· sg' (2,3) 

&t!j' thO' O-l~!l.1' c~: (H) 

Sl~· tra' t!j~t:::'nang (H) 

~~· ter 

t!j~!l.1·~~·+ t!j~t:::· so:ra' nang (H) 

F'!l.1t!j'+ q~ khala' sg 

_§t:::'ch!:Jng 

a5t!j~'cha' 

~sh!:J(1) ~~~ shQ' (2-3) (h) 

~!l,l' phiJ: (h) 

~· trl' (1) I E:j~· thrl'(2,3) 

mtlj'io' ~t!j~·mt!j't!j~t:::· c~lo' nang (H) 

s~· ch~' (1,3) Is~ ch~' (2) 

t!j~t:::· nang (H) 

( adv.) tomorrow 

(adv.) today 

(adv.) so, such, thus 

(adv.) really 

(adj.) happy 

(v.) [inv., AD] to like 

(v.) [vol., EA] to make, to do 

(v.) [inv., EA] to meet 

(v.) [vol., EA] to give, pass 

(v.) [vol. EA] to make a gift of 

(v.) [vol., EA] to make a gift of 

(v.) [vol., E] to prepare a meal 

(v.) [inv., A] to occur, happen 

-(aux.) receptive 

(v.) [inv., A] to become 

(v.) [vol., EA] to take 

(v.)- [vol., EDA] to say, ask, 

- verbalizer 

(v.)- [vol., EDA] to offer, give, 

- verbalizel
7 

(v.) [vol., EA] to write 

(v.) [vol., EA] to read 

(v.)- [vol., EA] to do, act, 

- verbalizer 

(v.)- [vol., EDA] to give, do, 

- verbalizer 

(v.)- [vol., EDA] to send, 

- [vol., EA] to let by, 

- verbalizer 

(v.)- [vol., E] to take leave 

97. In Literary Tibetan, certain verbs such as phul, klog, btang, etc. have several variants according to tense, but these 
have become invariable in the spoken language. See Appendix 1, section 10. 
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J 

8.3. 1 Classes of verbs 

Tibetan verbs fall into two main classes: volitional verbs and non-volitional verbs. The 

group are concerned with controllable actions, and are compatible with intentional auxiliaries 

as -payin (see 10.4) and "jussive" suffixes that convey an order or a suggestion (such as -ta or 

Moreover, these verbs sometimes have a special inflected form for the imperative. 

The verbs in the second class imply non-controllable processes which do not depend on the 

ect's volition, and are compatible with neither intentional auxiliaries nor imperative markers. 

non-volitional verbs, non-intentional auxiliaries such as -cung or -song must be used. In this 

.u ... '""'"'"• volitional verbs are marked as "[vol.]", while non-volitional verbs are identified as 

ofvolitional verbs: 

z::J~~·q·Ul~Jta'-payin "I looked." 

'?~·qUl~J ny~:-payin "I went to bed." 

of non-volitional verbs: 

Ol~r:::~r:::·1 thong-cung "I saw." 

~~·4, to'-sh "Look!" 

~~·4, nyg:-sh "Go to bed! Lie down!" 

5,·~r:::·1 thra'-cung "I recovered." 

Thus the following forms are incorrect because they combine a non-volitional verb with an 

.............. .., ........ auxiliary: * Ol~r:::·q·Ul~J thong-payin, * 5, ·q·Ul~· thra'-payin; so, too, are the following 

* Ol~r:::·4, thong-sh, * 5,.4, thra'-sh. 

The grammar of European languages does not make the opposition volitional/ non-volitio

pal. However in their vocabulary, they do differentiate between hear, see (non-volitional) and 

listen, look (volitional). 

As in other languages, a distinction is made between transitive verbs (or polyvalent 

verbs)99 and intransitive verbs (or monovalent verbs). Transitive verbs require an object, where-

~· ta "to look" and Ol~r:::· thong "to see" are transitive whereas '?~· ny~: "to go to bed, to lie 

down" and 5,. /thra'/"to recover (from an illness)" are intransitive. 

In this Manual, whether a verb is transitive or intransitive will be indicated indirectly: for 

each verb, the case required for the subject and, where relevant, for the direct or indirect object 

98. With some. non-volitional verbs which imply a certain degree of control, such as "lose" or "fall asleep", the 
imperative forms are also possible . 

. 99. In order to avoid the linguistically problematic notion of "subject" in Tibetan, verbs may be defined according to 
their valency, e.g., the number of participants they require. See the Glossary of linguistic terms. 
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will be specified. Thus if an object is required, the verb must be a transitive one (see 8.3.2 below, 

"The ergative construction", as well as section 9.3). 

There are, then,3ltogether four basic classes of verbs: non-volitional intransitive, volitional 

intransitive, non-volitional transitive and volitional transitive. 

In the case of transitive verbs, a distinction may be made between those which require two 

participants (bivalent verbs) and those which require three (trivalent verbs). 

Summary of the four categories 

Volitional Non-volitional 
5'~'~t:::'~z::Jt:::'~' 5'~','i~'~z::Jt:::'~' 

Transitive '?f' /ta/ "look" Ol~c:::· /thong/ "see" 

5'ffi,'E:~'~lz:J' t?;~' /ny~n/ "listen" 9' /khg/ "hear" 

z::J~'/sg/ "make" ~·9· /ha khg/ "understand" 

Intransitive 
t?;"-1' /ny~:/ "lie down" ~· /n9:/ "be sick" 

5'ffi,·E:~·~·~~'z:J' "'lt:::' /l9:ng/ "get up" 4' /shT/ "die" 

r.l.,~' /trg/ "go" 5,. /thr9:'/ "recover" 

8.3.2 The agentive ,~. /-ki'/ 
Traditional grammars refer to this mark as byed-sgra (lit. agent-sound). The agentive is 

formed by adding an 's' to the genitive. The variants follow the same pattern as in the case of the 
genitive: ,~. gis, ~~· gyis, ~~· kyis, ~· s. 

• after vowels and r.l., 'a 

• after , g, t::: ng 

• after ~ d, z::J b, ~ s and the da-drag 

•after 0 n3lm ~r "'11 -, ' ' 

> ~· s 

> ,~. gis 

> ~~· kyis 

> ~~· gyis 

/-'/ 

/khl'/ll 

/kyT'/ll 

In Classical Tibetan, vowels may also be followed by the variant 8l~· yis /yi '/, or even by 

the more archaic form ~~ 'is /- '/. I . 

In conversation, the three particles ,~ /khl'/, ~~/kyT'/, ~~·/khyl'/ are pronounced in exactly 

the same way, as an unstressed syllable: /-ki'/. Remember that adding the variant 's' produces a 

glottal stop (or a modulated tone) in the pronunciation, and that in the case of /a, u, o/, an umlaut 

100. Pronunciations followed by the symbol!:!. correspond to a literary register or an accentuated reading of the particle. 
Because case particles are unstressed when read under normal conditions, their tone and aspiration are irrelevant. 
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1'effectively added: a+s >/a'/, u+s > /0'/, o+s > /6'/. The vowels /e,i/ do not change: e+ s > /e'/, 

> /i'/. 

~·01· /nylma/ "sun" > ~·03~· /nylma'/ 

~·3:1· frlmo/ "drawing" > ~·3:1 ~· I . .. 'I nmo 

~· /chO/ "water" > ~~· /chu'/ 

3)· /mjj "man, person" > 3)~· lml'l 
~· /m~/ "fire" J > ~~·;m~'/. 
03'la._'/t'9;/ "arrow" > 03l~· It~'/. 

l~.ili~' /k~kan/ "teacher" > l~.ili~·~~· /k~kan-ki'/ 
ili~'ill~~· /k~nla'/ "teacher (H)" > ili~'ill~~·~~·;k~nla'-ki'/ 
~r:::·~~· /thr~ngyi '/"secretary" > ~r:::·~~·,~·/thr~ngyi '-ki '/ 

• The agentive particle has two case-related functions: the ergative and the instrumental: 101 

ergative function is used to mark the grammatical role of agent. In transitive clauses, this 

role typically matches the semantic agent or causer who performs an action on a patient, but also 

includes the agent of "mental" and "verbal" actions and the perceiver of a sensation. However, it 

does not refer to the experiencer of an emotion, which is marked as the patient (the absolutive or 

zero case). In syntactic or relational terms, the agentive particle generally marks the subject of 

transitive verbs governing an ergative construction. Most transitive verbs require an ergative 

construction but some non-volitional transitive verbs require other constructions (affective or pos

sessive, see Lesson 9.3). 

Ergative constructions may seem strange at first, to the extent that they work in the oppo

site way to accusative constructions in European languages (except Basque). However, even 

though ergative constructions are not familiar to speakers of European languages, they are as logi

cal as accusative constructions. As discussed in Chapter 4, the main point is that all languages 

need a mechanism or device to distinguish "who does what to whom", or, in other words, to dis

tinguish between the subject and the object of a transitive verb. In accusative European lan

guages, as well as in Chinese, it is not the subject that is marked, but the object, either by using a 

distinct accusative case marker (as in Latin and Russian), or by opposition in the sentence, i.e., 

being placed after the verb (as in French, English and Chinese)102
• In English, for example, word 

101. In traditional grammars, the first is referred to as the particle of "the main agent" (byed-pa-po gtso-bo), while the 
second is ref~rred to as the particle of"the secondary agent" (byed-pa-po phal-ba). 

102. We may compare the same transitive statement in five different languages, which all operate according to an 
accusative model. 

Latin: ego 

Russian: ja 

I+Nomin. 

Chinese: wo 

French: j'ai 

English: I 

et+u 

this + Accus. 

kan-guo 

lu 

read 

libr+um 

knig+u 

book+ Accus. 

legi 

prodll 

read (past) 

zhe+ben shu 

ce livre 

this book 
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order is used to distinguish between 'the policeman killed the fugitive' and 'the fugitive killed the 

policeman'. 

Tibetan chooses to mark not the object, but subject of the transitive verb, by using a distinct 

case marker - the ergative. It is called sc;;~·~~·t:J· byed sgra gtso bo "main ergative" in the 

traditional grammars. 

A subject that is marked by the ergative is almost always a human or other animate. The 

object lacks an overt formal marker (0); in linguistic terminology this is known as the "abso

lutive", and in traditional Tibetan grammars as ~:t:l·~CN· ngo-bo-tsam, "just (the word) in the ab

solute". 

Here are some examples: 

S (erg.) 0 (abs.) V (ergative construction) 
t::::~· ~z::r t::l<f1~·z:.rfil~1 

nga-s deb+ 0 bltas-payin "I read the book." 
ng~' th~p ta'-payin 

I+ Erg. book+ Abs. read-past 

In Basque, the only ergative language of Europe, the structure is similar: 

S (erg.) 0 (abs.) v 
ni-k liburu-a-0 irakurri d-u-t 

I+ Erg. Book-def + Abs. Read Abs-Aux-Erg 

§l'CN~· ~~!'l.l·~· CN~~~t::::'1 
lama.' so:ca cho'-song "The lama drank the tea." 

lama-i-Erg. tea (H) + Abs. drink (H)-past 

ffi·~t::::·,~· ij' ~~·q·~l1 
tshering-ki' ta nyg'-par~' "Tshering bought the horse." 
Tshering+ Erg. horse+ Abs. buy -past 

Verbs that take the ergative construction will be identified as: E(rgative) A(bsolutive ). 

Ex.: ~ "to buy" [ vol., EA] 

It should be noted that there is also an indirect ergative in which the subject is in the erga

tive and the object in the dative (indirect object). 

S (erg.) 
ffi·~t::::·,~· 

tshering-ki' 
Tshering + Erg. 

0 (dat.) 
i!)'!'l.l' 

ta-la 
horse+Dat. 

V (mixed construction) 
t::l<f1~·z:.r~l1 
ta'-pare' 
look-past 

"Tshering looked at the horse." 

Verbs governing this type of construction will be identified as: E(rgative) D( ative ). 

Ex.: '?f "to look (at)" [vol., ED] 
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This construction appears mainly with compound verbs (which usually have three syl

such as ~·~c:::· 5l' thgnang ch~' "to be interested (in)", t!j:St:l't!j:St:l' 5l· s9,psap ch~' "to be 

(of)", f'l:.l:l\'t:l?C:::'khapar tang "to make a phone call (to)", 6ll·ffi~·5l' ylce' ch~' "to have 

(in)". 

The ergative also appears with verbs involving three participants ( ditransitive ): 
v 

S (erg.) 
c:::·~~· 

ng9;tso' 
we+Erg. 

0 indirect ( dat.) 
f!Jc:::·~· 

khong~la 

he+ Dat. 

0 (abs.) 
~,·~q·~,. 

chatep cT' 
book a+ Abs. 

"We gave him a book." 

v 
!:1~·q·B:l~1 

phu:-payin 
give (h)-past 

Verbs that take this type of construction will be noted as: E(rgative) D( ative) A(bsolutive ). 

!:1~' "to offer" [vol., EDA] 

In exceptional cases, the ergative may also be used to mark the agent of volitional intran

verbs, especially verbs of movement (see Lesson 27). The effect of the ergative in this case 

to emphasize the agent or his/her volition. 

• The instrumental is used to convey three main meanings: the instrument or implement; 

manner; the cause. It may be used either with an agent (explicit or implicit) or without one. 

~~· ~~·~· ~·~~·~~· t:l~~·q·~l1 

man titso tsaman-ki' sg'-pare' 

"These medicines are made with medicinal herbs." 

r~· ~·~· ~~· ~·~,.,~. s~·~c:::·1 

kho' rlmo ti sanyu'-ki' thrl'-song 

"He drew this picture with chalk." 

e:l,·~· ~· ~,·q~· t:l~C:::~"~C:::'] 

luktsi' khyT yOkpa' t~ng-song 

"The shepherd hit the dog with a stick." 

kh6 man-ki' thr9,'-song 

"He got better thanks to the medicine." 

8. 3. 3 Future auxiliaries 

The future is formed by placing after the verb the particles: ,.~l· kire' (assertive) or ,.B:l~· 
kiyin (intentional egophoric). These are composed by adding the essential copula re' or yin to the 

suffix ,. ki. In written Tibetan, ,.ki has several possible variants according to the final consonant 

of the preceding syllable. The pattern of these variants is the same as in the case of the genitive 

(see 4.3.2) except for vowels and the letter 'a: 
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• after vowels and a._ 'a, , g, r:::::.ng > ~· gi /khjf 

• after l d, z:::J b, ~ s and the second crypted suffix l d > ~· kyi /kyT/ 

• after 0\;' n, 01' m, ::::.,· r, ~· l > ~· gyi /kyjf 

In Spoken Tibetan, the suffix is pronounced ki in all cases. 

The intentional form kiyin may be used only with volitional verbs in the first person. In 

interrogative sentences, the egophoric form ~·5:lo;:· kiyin is replaced by ,~. kii' if the statement con

tains no interrogative pronoun, and by , ka otherwise. 

The different forms are given in the following table: 

The future auxiliaries 

affirmative 
interrogative interrogative 

negative 
negative 

(without pronoun) (with pronoun) interrogative 

~·5:lo;:· ~·5:lo;:·z:.1~· kiyin-pa' ,. ~·~o;:· ~·~o;:·z:_J~' 

kiyin ,~. ka' ka kiman kiman-pa' 

~·~l· ~·~l·z:_J~' ~·~l· ~'Ol'~l· ~'Ol'~l·z:_J~' 

kire' kire'-pa' kire' kimare' kimare'-pa' 

~r:::::.·ao-·~z:n·~z:n·q:.;·tn·U)o-1 Ex.: 1 , 1 1 =:l ·1 -1 sangnyin mgmo' sg-kiyin 
~r::::.·ao-·~z:n·~z:n·q~·tn·::;.c:::.l 1 , 1 1 ·1" , sangnyin mgmo' sg-kire' 

"Tomorrow I shall make momos." 

"Tomorrow he/she will make momos." 

8.3.4 The future forms of the verbs "to be" and "to have" 

The copulas yg', t~', yg:re', etc. are not used in future constructions. Instead, the future 

forms of the full verbs a;,~. cha' "to become", ~l· ch~' "to do", Ufr::::.·ygng "to come"103 and z:::J~l· t~' 
"to stay" are used. A distinction may be made between essential and existential statements. 

A) Essential statements 

• When the complement of the subject is a substantive ( equative sense), Tibetan uses the 

following verbs: a;,~·~·~l'cha'-kire' or ~l·~·~l· ch~'-kire'. 

Ex... ific::;·~Ol'~'?lc::;·~·::;.c::;l 1 · ~ \0 '"\ , khong amci ch~'-kire' "He/she will be a doctor." 

~·::::.,r::::.·o;:l·,ur,·a;,~·~·~l1 mgrang n~yo' cha'-kire' "She will be a nurse." 

• When the complement of the subject is an adjective, the following verbs are used: a;,~·~· 
~l'cha'-kire' or Ufr::::.·~·~l'ygng-kire'. 

103. Note thatyong may also mean "to be appropriate". 
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~l·q·a;,~·~·~l1 
I~' lapo ygng-kire' 

kyTppo cha'-kire' 

"It will be easy." 

"It will be pleasant." 

) 
• If the gradual process of the future is to be stressed, the form a5tlj~·i:G'c::::·~·~l· is also used: 

ngonpo cha' ygng-kire' "It will turn blue." 

B) Existential statements 
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A distinction may be made between expressions of situation, of existence and of pos-

• The verb "to be" in the sense of "to be located at" (situational sense) is translated by the 

of the verb "to stay" z::J~l· t~', or its honorific form z::!~tlj~'sh!:!': 

c::::·~c::::·"'l'z::J~l·~·fil~] 
fC::::'~"'l·~~·z::J~tlj~'~'~l1 

ng!:! n!:!ng-la t~'-kiyin "I shall be (or stay) at home." 

khong ky~:sar sh!:,!'-kire' "He will be (or stay) in the capital." 

• Possession and existence are expressed by using the future form of the verb illc::::· ygng. 

31· "'1'0-lffi' 0-1' i:G'c::::· ~· ~l1 

fC::::'"-1'~"-l'illc::::·~·~ll 
~,·~·i:G'c::::·~·O-l·~l1 

mgla tshema ygng-kire' "She will have twins." 

khong-la ngu: ygng-kire' "He will have money." 

nyoktra ygng-kimare' "He won't have any problems." 

8.3.5 The receptive egophoric past tense auxiliary §C::::' ch!:,!ng/-cung 

The "receptive" auxiliary -cung is used only in the past tense. This auxiliary is associated 

with the first-person pronoun, whether this be the subject ("I"), the object ("me"), the indirect ("to 

or an adverbial ("at my place", etc.). 

C::::'~'§C::::'] 

r~·c::::·"'l·F·q~·z::J rye:::· §C::::'1 

Ul1'f5'"'1t!j~'O-l~"-1' §C::::'] 

rc::::·c::::~· ~·"-1·?4z::J~· §C::::'] 

ng!:! n!:!-cung "I fell ill." 

kho' ng!:!-la khapar tang-cung "He phoned me." 

aku-la' c~: -cung "I met our uncle." 

khong ng~:tsa-la phep-cung "He came to my place." 
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Ill .,.,..,. Ill 
8.4 Exercises gr:::·a\~1 

8.4. 1 Fill in the brackets using the appropriate future form fi1·~~.J fi1·~~iz::J~1 fi1·6l~1 
or ,~1 (remember to use the proper form of the suffix fi1'J: 

'J) ~r:::·~~·r:::·~:h:j''"'l:l\'a.,~· ( )! 
~) rr:::·~r:::·~~·~z::r~:l\·?4q~· ( )? 
i) ~~·:l\r:::·~r:::·~~·;mr:::·,:l\·?4q~· ( )? 
~) ~·q::~r:::'tf1'~'~''1:l\'1::1~,~· ( )? 
~) ~r:::·~~·a:l·:l\c:·a:r,·a:r,·q~· ( )! 
(!) r:::~·Bl·,·o_sr c )! 

w) ~~·:l\r:::·,~~·fj,''"'l't:1~,~· ( )? 
Z) f1r:::·fi1~·~,·§~·,~r:::· ( ) ? 

r>) r:::·'~f~:l\'1::1~~· ( )! 
'JO) ~~·:l\r:;:·~r:;:·~~·~·q:\'?41::1~' ( )? 
'J'J) ~q·a.,~·~·'"'l·~~· ( )? 

8.4.2 Rewrite sentences 1-9 from Exercise 8.4.1 in the negative. 

B. 4. 3 Complete the sentences using the appropriate 

form of the genitive or the agentive. 

'J) a.,~·~· ( ) 1::1~~·1:.1·~~1 
~) a.,~·~·~·'"'l~~· ( ) q~~·~~r:::·z::J·~~1 
i) a.,~·~~·:l\r:::' ( ) q~~·~~r:::·z::J~1 
~) a.,~·~~·:l\r:::' ( ) ~q·~~·l:.l~1 

8.4.4 Translate into English: 

'J) i!'\l'~r:::·~~·c$·~~·~r:::·1 
~J r:::~·rr:::·'"'l·~~·z::J·til~1 
iJ §]'1::1''"'l~~·~~·r:::·'"'l·~~·s~·~~·~~r:::· ~r:::·1 

8.4.5 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. The C()Ok made bread with meat stuffing. 

2. I met your mother. 

3. The doctor gave me some medicine. 

4. His older brother loves chang. 

5. My younger sister gave me a pen. 

6. He wrote three words. 

~) r:::· ( ) f'r:::''"'l'~~·~q-~~·~'"'l'z::J'Ul~1 
(!) rr:::· c ) r:::·'"'l·~·ry~·~~r:::·~r:::·1 
w) ~'1:l\'Ul'"'l'a.,~~· ( ) ~~1 
Z) '"'l~'F,·~r:::~· ( ) a.,~~·q~~1 

~ r:::·l~a.,·c:J·~·:s~~·~r:::·1 
L\) ~l·c:J·~r:::·~r:::·r:::~1 
(!) rr:::·~·~:l\·?4q~·~·~l·1:.1~1 



"What's your name?" 

Grammar aims qe;·~ ~~~~·q~·l~~~· ctil] 

• Verb constructfons: ergative, affective 

and possessive. 

• The ablative case ~~· -na'. 

• The associative case lr:::::· -tang. 

• The present auxiliaries: ~·(fj'l·~l· 
-kiyo:re', ~·~~~· -kitu', ~·(fj'l· -kiyo'. 

• The interrogative pronouns ~·~~·khi!;na' and 

~· as~i khi!;tso ·. 

~- 1 Dialogue ~·q·~~·a.J~] 

~·~·g 

~'z::J::Jr:::::' g 

~·~· g 

~·~·a.J~~1 ~~·?4q~·~~r:::::·~r:::::·1 
a.J~~·url1 7il'~a.J·~~a.J·1r:::::~1 
f1r:::::·as·~·~~·?4q~·q·~l1 
f1r:::::·as·~a.J'Fz:::]'~5·~·~:s·~~·?4q~·q~l1 

~l' ~z:::· ~· o-JcEa;· ~· 

~·~·~·~·ffll1 

CD I • Tr. 27-28 

~'z::]::JZ:::' g ~·~·a.J~~1 f1r:::::·~·~~·~l1 l~~·~·~~·~l·q~1 
~·~· g 

~'z::]::JZ:::' g 

(.\~~~· g 

~'z::J::Jr:::::' g 

~·~· g 
fi,1, 

~·~l1 f1r:::::'CJ1'3l·~·,·~~·~l1 
~l·;z;;r:::::·~·31cfi~·a.J·~·~·~·~·url1 
r:::::~·~r:::::·a.J·~~r.r:~·~;z;;·~·(fj'll 
q~·fi~·q~·~~~J r:::::~·~r:::::·a.J·§j·q;::F~;z;;·~·(fj'l] f'r:::::·as·~·~~·Ul~·~] 

rr:::::· as·~· ;z;;~· ~·~~· ~ll \ 31cti~· a.)' ~·~·lr:::::· ,. ~· ~~· ~· ~·(fj'l· ~ll fC:::' ~~~· ~· ryr:::::· ~~· 
~l1 31ct)~· a.)'~· 7ff·lr:::::· 31' ,. ry· ~· ~· Ull' ~ll f1r:::::· ~=;: ;z;;· 31~· ~~· ~l1 31cfi~· a.)'~· 
~1 rr:::::· ~· ~· ~l· ryr:::::· 7ffr:::::· ~~·~l· 31cfi~· a.)' '1:]r:::::· ~· ~· url· ~l1 rr:::::· ~~~· ~· ~· ~· ~~· 
~l1 31' 4'lr:::::· ry· '?' ~· ~·(fj'l· ~l1 rr:::::· as· z:::]a.)'~a.J'lr:::::· ~· ~;z;;·~~· ~l1 31cti~· a.)' ;z;;· 31<9· 
lr:::::· ~· ~· ry· ~· ~· Ull' ~ll f1r:::::· as·~~· ~a.J'lr:::::· ~~·~a.)'~~· ~l1 . rr:::::· as;z;;· ~l· q~· 
~r:::::·url·~ll 31cr;~·a.J·~~·q~q~·lr:::::·r:::::~·lqr:::::·~·~·~·~·url·~l1 
~l'a.J'~'31'~'cEl'(~'asl')z:::J~~~·~·~l1 
z:::]~~·~~·~~~·;5·(;531') z:::]~~~·~·~ll 
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Pronunciation 

- tgrce-la', cha'pe' nang-cung, 

- li!' yg'' kukyi: sa:tang 

- khongtso khi!na' phep-para' 

- khongtso ky~:kap tri!mintra-na' phep-pare' 

- tgrce'-la', khong khi!na' r~·, yTnci-na' r~'-pa' 

- mi!re', khong amerika-na' r~' 

- khyerang-ki tshan-la khi!re sh~-kiy6' 

- ng~: mlng-la cg:n s~r-kiyo' 

- trashi t~le', ng~: mlng-la losang s~r-kiyo' 

- khongtso khi!na' yj_n-na 

- khongtso pharansi-na' r~·. tshan-la mari-tang karolin sh~-kiyo:re'. khunyi' nylhong-na' r~· tshan-la 

y~ko-tang mi!koto sh~-kiyo:re', khong qrman-na' r~·. tshan-la hansi, khong kyi!mi r~' hongkong-na' 

re', tshan-la Wi!ng sh~-kiyo:re', khunyi' urusu-na' r~·. mi!sha-tang tanya sh~-kiyo:re'. khongtso 

ph~:yu:-tang kyi!kar-na' r~· tshan-la ri!mesh-tang sunita sh~-kiyo:re'. khongtso tr~'yu:- tang so'yu:- na.' 

r~· khongtso-r phgpa: mlng yg:re' lhakpakyap-tang ngi!wang tgrce sh~-kiyo:re' 

- phg'-la nylma khi!tso' sh~'-kira' 

- tQntra' cT'-ts sh~'-kire' 

Translation 

Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
John 
Lobzang 
Dorje 

Lobzang 
Dorje 

Dorje, welcome. 
Thanks, how are you? (Is the mandala of your body clear?) 
Where are they from? 
They are (have come) from various countries. 
Tell me Dorje, where's he from? Is he from England? 
No, he's from America. 
What's your name? 
My name's John. 
How do you do, my name's Lobzang. And where are they from? 
They're French, and they're called Marie and Caroline. They're Japanese and 
they're called Yuko and Makoto. He's German, and he's called Hans. He's 
Chinese; he comes from Hong Kong and he's called Wang. They come from 
Russia and they're called Masha and Tania. Those come from India and Nepal. 
They're called Ramesh and Sunita. They come from Bhutan and Mongolia, and 
they have Tibetan names: Lhakpa Gyap and Ngawang Dorje. 
How long (how many days) are they going to stay in Tibet? 
About a week. 



khana' 

kh~tsa' Z<]'~l· kh~tso' (L) 

1~~· kukyi: s~l:tang 

s~r~! sh!:! (h) 

of countries: 

China 

PRC 

India 

Mongolia 

Nepal 

Bhutan 

Persia, Iran 

, Russia 

Burma, Myanmar 

Pakistan 

Japan 

Italy 

Switzerland 

Germany 

France 

(n.) name 

(n.) state, country 

(n.) week 

(pron.) from where? 

(pron.) how much, how many? 

(part.) about 

(post.) up to 

(adj.) various 

(idiom.) how are you? 

(v.) [inv., DA] to call, to be called, named 

(v.) [inv., AD] to be afraid 

Inhabitants 
~·~·ky~mi Chinese 

~~·i!]IJ..:~· trungko: ml member of the PRC 

~'Z<].:t:;'q ky~karra Indian 

~,·c:r· sokpo Mongol 

t::J(.lrc:i· phg:po Nepalese 

~Z<]'t.l' tr!:Jkpa Bhutanese 

ry·~,.,.~. tasi 'ki mj_ Iranian 

!(:!'~·~a,·~· urusu: ml Russia 

t:\t::J.:t:;·~a,·~· p~rma: ml Burmese 

q·~·~·ryOi·~·~· pakisitanki ml Pakistani 

~·~~·,·~· nylhongki ml Japanese 

tl.l·ry·~a,·~·Ttali: ml Italian 

~1:\i~a,·~· susi: ml Swiss 

t:\~.:t:;·~Oi·~·~· c~rmanki ml German 

!:4'.:t:;Oi'~a,·~· pharansi: ml French 

151 
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ls~·~· yTnci 

t§.l'~'~'ilj' amerika 

England 

America 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

lS~·~a..·3l· yTnci: ml 

t§.l'~·~·ilj·z::r amerikawa 

English 

American
104 

The spelling of country names that have no standard written form reproduces the English or 

Chinese pronunciation. 

Some languages: 
~r'1~·~l· ky9:kar ka' Hindi 

~::J~rc:ra..·~l· ph~:po: ka' Nepali 

~,·1:..1a..·~l· trl,:!kpa: ka' Bhutanese 

ry·~,'Q1'~l· tasi'-ki ka' Persian 

1!i·~·~a..·~l· urusu: ka' Russian 

ls~·~a..·~l·Tnci: ka' English 

r74'~~·R~a..·~l· pharansi: ka' French 

~·ry·llla..·~l'Ttali: ka' Italian 

111~111 
9. 3 Remarks ~~~'1::!4l1 

9.3. 1 Verb constructions 

~·~l· ky9:ka' 

~,·c:ra..·~l· s6kp6: ka' 

~~::J~· 31a..·~l· p9:rma: ka' 

~·~r::::·~l· nylhong ka' 

t§.l'~q'~l· arap ka' 

~·1:..1~·~l· sepan ka' 

~~~·31~·~l· c9:rman ka' 

Chinese 

Mongol 

Burmese 

Japanese 

Arabic 

Spanish 

German 

The ergative construction (see 8.4) is used by the following class of verbs: 

A) All volitional transitive verbs: 

• Verbs of action (e.g., 1::!~\g "to make"), verbs of speech (e.g., ~1::!' l9:p "to speak"), etc. 

• Several verbs that are formed with the use of the transitive verbalizers105 l::li)C:::' tang "to 

. send" (e.g., 1::!~3l'~'l::li)C:::' samlo tang "to think, reflect"),~l'ch~' "to do" (e.g., ~31~·~~·~l· 
1semtra: ch~' "to worry", ,::ll::l',::ll::l'~l· s9:psap ch~' "to be careful"), etc. 

B) Non-volitional transitive verbs: 

• Certain verbs of perception (e.g., 3l~r::::· thong "to see", ,.khg "to hear"). 

• Certain psychological verbs (e.g., 1::!~31'sam "to think", l::l~l·c~· "to forget"). 

Verbs that require the particle ki' will be referred to as "ergative verbs". 

104. The abbreviated form~·~· ari is often used. 

105. Verbalizers are "meaning-free" verbs such as "to do" which are combined with nouns to create a wide range 
verbs. See Lesson 14. 

star 
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Unlike volitional transitive verbs, which only govern ergative constructions, non-volitional 

transitive verbs may take several different kinds of constructions. Depending on the circum

stances, non-volitional transitive verbs may require: the ergative construction, the affective con

CTri,"T"""' and the possessive construction. 

With non-volitional verbs, ergative constructions are identical to what we have already 

for volitional verbs: the subject is in the ergative case, while the object is in the absolutive. 

S (Erg.) 

ffi·~r:::·,~· 

tshering-ki' 

0 (Abs.) 

~)' 

ta 

"Tshering saw the horse." 

V( ergative construction) 

Ol~r:::·q·~l1 

thong-pare' 

Verbs that govern this type of construction will be identified as: inv(oluntary), E(rgative) 

"ve). 

In affective constructions, the subject is in the absolutive and the object in the dative. The 

is governed mainly by verbs of feeling such as l~~· k~ "to like", ~l· sh~' "to be 

, ~~·q·=:~· tshTkpa s~ "to get angry", l<j'Cl.l~'ha I~' "to be amazed", etc. 

· S (Abs.) 

ffi·~r:::· 

tshering 

0 (Dat.) 

f?'€2.1' 

ta-la 

V (affective construction) 

~l·q·~l1 
sh~'-pare' 

"Tshering was afraid of the horse." 

Verbs that govern this sort of construction will be identified as: inv(oluntary), A(bsolutive) 

~l· "to be afraid" [inv., AD] 

· In possessive constructions, the subject is in the dative and the object in the absolutive. 

are 'governed mainly by verbs relating to belonging or acquisition, such as ~q· thop "to 

, ~,·r~· "to find, acquire", ~·kye' "to be hom", ~'Cl.lOl'z:::Jryr:::·mTiam tang "to dream", etc. 

S (Dat.) 

ffi·~t:::'€2.1' 

tshering-la 

0 (Abs.) 

i?' 
ta 

"Tshering found the horse." 

V (possessive construction) 

z:::J~l·q·~l1 
nye'-pare' 

Verbs governing this kind of construction will be identified as: inv(oluntary), D(ative) 

q~l "to find" [inv., DA] 
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9.3.2 The ablative~~· -na' 

• This invariable case-particle indicates spatial or temporal provenance. 

Ex.: ~·~·~~·aoz::rCI.l~'z:::J;:r;;'~1 lhasa-na' chamto ph~rtu "from Lhasa to Chamdo" 
~·1%~:~~0-l't:.l'~~·~·q·z:::J;:r;;'~1 chutso' sumpa-na' ngapa ph~rtu "from three to five o'clock" 

N.B.: The ablative is often associated with verbs indicating acquisition, such as t::l~l nye' 

"to find", i§ nyg "to buy", ~ !::1' thop "to obtain", ~~;:r;;· yar "to borrow", ;:r;;~· r~· "to get, find", and 

verbs of movement such as '""-~· trg "to go". 

Ex.: ~CI.l·~~·i§~·q·~l1 
~CI.l·F~·~~·z:::J~l·~t:::·1 

'"'~·~ ~· '"'~1 

throm-na' nyg'-pare' 

l~mka'-na' nye'-cung 

t.J:-na' trg 

"bought from the market" 

"I found it on [lit. from] the road" 

"go through [lit. from] here" 

• When it follows an animate being, the ablative may also assume the role of the ergative, 

and thus becomes a marker for the agent of the action. Used in this way, it is the same as 

the agentive case. While this usage is common in Literary Tibetan, it is rare in the spoken 

language. 

Ex.: ~~·t:l·ffi·~~'z:::Ji1jl-\'~z:::J'~~t:::·~t:::·1 rlnpoche-na' kalop nang song 

"Rinpoche106 gave a teaching." 

~~t:::·~~·rt:::·~·?;1~~·~·1%l·~~·fi1·'""-~~ shung-na' khong-la pho' kh~tso' ky~'-kitu' 
"What (lit. how much) salary does the government give him?" 

• The particle -na' may be used in the composition ofpostpositions and adverbs. 

Ex.: ~~·~~·th6'-na' adverbalizer, "in an X way", ~·~~· kg-na' adverbalizer "in an X way", 

~·~~· khyon-na' "absolutely (not)", ;g·q~~· tsawa-na' "absolutely (not)", etc. 

,As in the other cases, the particle -na' may function as a subordinating conjunction. When 
in this way it means "after", "then", "because", or it may be used to form gerundives (see 14.4). 

9.3.3 The associative case lt:::' th~ng/ -tang. 

• This particle, which we have met earlier, is used mainly as a coordinating conjunction 

connective) meaning "and"; however, it also corresponds to a case, the .. .,.,,.,.., ...... 

which is generally translated as "with" or "against", or else is not translated at all. In 

spoken language, this case-related function is little used (for the literary language, 

section 3.3 in Appendix 1). 

106. A title, accorded to certain lamas, meaning "precious". 
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• The particle -tang is usually unstressed, and attached to the preceding word. However, on 

· certain occasions it is stressed, in which case it is pronounced: th~ng. 

Contrary to normal practice in the European languages and in Chinese, Tibetan inserts a 

(when one is required) after, not before, the conjunction. In fact, the particle -tang is often 

by a punctuation mark, the kyang-shad, which indicates a pause . 

. . ~·lll,~'l£::.:'1 bl!'fS'l£::.:'1 U\1'~1 pala'-tang aku-tang ani "the father, the uncle and the aunt" 

To reproduce the Tibetan rhythm, we would have to say: "the father and ... the uncle and ... 

• The conjunction -tang is distributive with respect to case and number. This means that the 

noun group which precedes it has no number or case marker: these markers appear only 

once, at the end of the whole group. Thus in the following examples, the plural marker 

appears only once. 

ll1'5l'l£::.:'~'\['a!1 ama-tang pukutso "the mother and the children" 

(Tibetan would not say: U~~'o.ra!·l~::.:·~·\l·a!· amatso-tang pukutso.) 

In the following examples, the case marker appears only once: 

El'l£::.:'!::ra:J·a!::t;;·lll,.i),~·~l·CJ·~l1 ph\:!-tang ph\:!motso-r l~kta' tra'-pare' 

"(They) gave presents to the boys and (to the) girls." 

~·~~::.:·l~::.:·~'t::l::J£::.:'9~·U~~·::t;;,.t::l-9E::.:~'~£::.:'1 tshering-tang losang-ki' ara' tung'-song 

"Tshering and Lobzang drank some alcohol." 

• In the spoken language, the associative case applies to a very limited number of verbs. 

it may sometimes be replaced by other cases such as the absolutive or the oblique. 

are some verbs that still take this case in oral usage: 

Ol&~'q\hunpo "to get on with", !:\,Ill. k~: "to break (a law)", t::l~' c~· "to exchange (for)" 

ngr "to mistake (for)", F,.F,.~l· kha'ka' ch~' "to separate (from)", and certain adverbial 
:onstructlorts:· a.l'?a.J'q'· nyampo "with", etc. 

tsampa-tang c~'-kiyo' 

"I exchange it for tsampa." 

tshering losang-tang thunpo t\:!' 

"Tshering gets on well with Lobzang." 

ng~' mg-tang kha'ka' ch~'-kiyin 

"I'm going to separate from her." 
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9.3.4 Present tense auxiliaries 

The present tense is formed by placing after the verb the particles: fi1·iXl~,:~t:;,: kiyo:re' (assert

ive), fi1·~~, kitu' (testimonial) and fi1·iXll· kiyb' (egophoric). These are formed by adding an existen

tial copula to the suffix fi1·. The resulting auxiliaries have the same evidential value as the existen

tial copulas. In modem conversational usage, the form fi1·~,. kitu' is often abbreviated to fi1~· ki'. 

In English, these forms may be translated either by the progressive or the simple present 

depending on the context. 

The various forms are presented in the following table: 

The present tense auxiliaries 

affirmative 
interrogative interrogative 

(with pronouns) 
negative 

(without pronouns) 

fi1·iXll· fi1·tJ:l~q~· fi1•3ll· 

kiyb' kiyo'-pa' kiyo' kime' 

fi1·~~,·f1~ ,.~~,.,~. ,.~.~,. 

kitu'/ki' kitu'-ka' kito' kimintu' 

fi1·iXl~~l· fi1·iXl~~~q~· fi1•iXll'Ol'~l· 

kiyo:re' kiyo:re '-pa' kiyo:ra: kiyo:mare' 

Ex.: Z:::'f'll1,'z::J§§'·fi1·iXll1 ng9: khala' sg-kiyo' 

"I am preparing the meal." or "I prepare the meal." (egophoric) 

z:::·~·tij·~·fi1·iXll1 ng9; ylke trl-kiyb' 

"I am writing a letter." or "I write letters." (egophoric) 

~'z::J=:JZ:::'f'll1,.z::J§§'·fi1·iXl~~l11osang- khala' sg kiyo:re' 

"Lobzang prepares food." or "Lobzang is preparing food." (assertive) 

~'z::J=:JZ:::'f'll1,.z::J§§''fi1 ( ~~,) losang- kha:la' sg-kitu' 

"Lobzang is preparing food." or "Lobzang prepares food." (testimonial) 

~·~·~·tij·~·fi1·iXll·~l1 tgrce ylJ<e trl-kiyo:re' 

"Dorje writes letters." or "Dorje is writing a letter." (assertive) 

~·~·~·tij·~·fi1 ( ~,) tgrce ylJ<e trl-kitu' 

"Dorje is writing a letter." or "Dorje writes letters." (testimonial) 

negative 

fi1·3ll·q~· 

kime'-pa' 

,.~.~,.,~. 

kimintu'-ka' 

fi1·iXll'Ol'~l·z:J~' 

kiyo:mare'-pif 
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9.4. 1 Complete the following sentences with the use of present auxiliaries. 

7) ~l·~z::::·Zlr~·,Oiz::::· c )? ~) ~·~·8l·~·~· ( )? 
q) z::::·8l·~·~· ( )! C!) ~l·~z::::·,·t:.l~'t:l~,~· ( )? 
q) ~·~·,·~·sl· c )? w) z::::·~·&:)z::::·"'l't:l~l· ( )! 
~) rz::::·8l·~·~· c )! Z) ~l·~z::::·,~~·7!j·~~·t:l~,~· ( )? 

9.4.2 Rewrite the following sentences in the testimonial mood (using the auxiliaries 
song, kitu' ortu' as appropriate). 

7) rz::::·,~·8l·~·s~·z:.]·~ll 

q) ~·OJ~·aY,·aY,·t:J~~·z:.]·~l't:.l~J 

n ~"'l·l,~·,·~·sl·~·~l.~ll 

~) §:l'OJ~·~·t:.l~','z:.]~·~l.~ll 

Ll) ~·~·§jz::::·,~·~Oi'z:.]'~ll 

9.4.3 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Tomorrow my son will not go to school. 

2. She gave the teacher flowers. 

3. The teacher gave me a book. 

(!) ~'OJ'"'l,~','z:.]~'t:l~,~·~·~l·~ll 

W) ql'"'~'S'ijfl·~l'OJ'~l·t:.l~J 

Z) r~·,·~·s~·z:J·~l) 

r:>) ~·01·"'~,~·~z::::·F~·Zlt:J~·z:.]·~ll 

4. I love momos. 

5. Nyima prepared the meal. 

6. It's really delicious. 

9.4.4 Rewrite the sentences following the example given: 

rz::::·,·Oi~·Zlt:J~·z:.]·~lK21 ·%z::::') > rz::::·2:l·%z::::·Oi~·Zlt:J~·z:.]·~ll 

7) ~ "'l'l7!J~'Z<l',~'~'OJ',. ~l·t:l~l'z:.]' ~ll(t:l~Oi·~,·%,) 

q) ~·OJ·,·z:.]~·~Oi·~z::::·Kmz::::·,') 

n §j·t:J=:JZ::::',·Oi~·~z::::·q~lKt:l"'l'~"'l·) 

~) ~·OJ~'F'"'~,.,.~.t:l~~·~z::::·l( 4·~~') 

~) gy,.gy,.~~·~·~~·t:l~~·z:.]·~ll(Z::::') 
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9.4.5 Translate into English: 

~l· ~z:::· ,. CJ~' C4qz~r , z:::· ~~· '""~· ~· tl\~1 ~l· ~z:::· ,. ~~· tll~· CJ1 z:::· ,~~· '1' ~· ~~· tl\~1 
~· ,~,~· q~· r:J. (lj~· CJ~1 q~· r:J. tl\~1 &,~. ~· a31 ~l· ~z:::· ,. ~~· C4q~· CJ1 Z:::' ~· ,~. ~~· U'Yz:::· CJ' tl\~1 

~t:\i~z:::·~·t_J~·,·~l·U'Yl1 z:::~·CJ~',~0-1'01l1 

9.4.6 Complete the following sentences by inserting 

the appropriate case particles in the brackets. 

? ) z:::~·~,~·r:J· ( ) 4'~~· ( ) l,'""·r:J·U'Yl~l1 
q) ~·q:;:Jz:::' ( ) CJ~·oo~·~,. ( ) '""~, 
i) ~l·~z:::·~·5lz:::· ( ) ,.~. ( ) ~~·~·01l1 

<t) ~~·l'1~' ( ) ,~,. ( ) ~l·~z:::·1 
~) &q·q~~· c ) <ll·~· c ) s~·~z:::· 1 

. l 
' 



"What are you doing these days?" 

• The notion of verb aspect. 

• Verb inflection. 

• Auxiliary verbs and the system of tenses. 

• The past (perfect) tense auxiliaries: lfj'~: -yg'; z:::l~tlT-sha' 
(or ~~tlj'-t~'), (fj'l·~~i -yg:re'. 

• The interrogative pronoun tlj'~~· kh9;t0'. 

• Alternative interrogative forms. 

10.1 Dialogue ~·q~~·"-1~1 

~'z:::l;::JZ:::'"'lt!j~'z:::l~t!j~'~~t!j't!j~1 

CD I • Tr. 29-30 

~·~· g 

~~·l,~· g 

~'z::J;::JE:::' g 

"'lt!j~·z:::~~t!j~·z:::~~t!j (JJ~·~z:::~~·~~·tlj~Z:::·~ ~·z:::l::JZ:::'"'lt!]~1 ~l~· c~~~')~t!j·?4z:::~~·~z:::·1 
if.i'1 ~·~·~l'q1 z:::~~·~·~~·q~1 

~·~· g 

~'z::]=:JE:::' g 

~·~· g 

~'z::J;::JE:::' g 

~·~· g 

~~·l,~· &, 

~·~· g 

~'z::];::JE:::' g 

z:::~~·~·~~1 ~l·~z:::·1 
z:::l~'!::lt!j'~l1 ~z:::·~z:::·t!j·~·sl·~·(fj'l1 
gjz:::l'~~· (gjz:::~·~~')~~·fij·(lJ'l1 
~z:::·~z:::·t!j·~~·~l1 
~·z:::~·~~·ar~l1 

t!j~ "'l·~·z:::~~t!j·,1 r·f4·z:::~~t!j·,1 
t!j~ "'l'~'t!]Z:::'~·fij·~~1 
a;z:::·~&z:::·fij·0-1~· (3l~')q~1 

"'lt!j~'0-1~1 a;z:::· ~&Z:::' ,. O,J~' (3l~') 1 

(1-1' 0-1' "'lt!j~'O-l~l· a;z:::·0-1~l· ~· ~l· q~1 

M·~~·O,J~l·~·0-1·~l1 
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Pronunciation 

-losang-la sh!::!'-tu'-ka' 

- Ia' sh!::!'-sha' y~r chTpkyur nangko, losang-la' t~: cT' phep-song 

- 6 tgrce r~'-wa, t~po ylnpa 

- t~po yi_n, khyerang? 

- t~ thakco' th~ngsang kh~re ch~ '-kiyo' 

- laptrar trg-kiyo' 

- kh!::!ngsang kh~tu' r~' 

- tawa cemar re' - - -
- so:ca kya'-ka khopi kya'-ka 

- SO:Ca kh~ng Sh!::!-kiyin 

- chang thung-kim~n-pa 

- I~' m~n, chang thung-kiman 

- amala' chocang cho'-kire'-pa' 

- khyona' cho'-kimare' 

Translation 

Is Lobzang there (lit.: has he stayed)? Dorje 
Drolkar 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Drolkar 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 

Yes, he's here. Please come in. Lobzang, someone's come! 
Oh, it's Dorje, isn't it? How are you? 
Fine, and you? 
Very well indeed. What are you doing these days? 
I'm going to school. 

Ill nrr·,·~· Ill 

When are the holidays? 
Next month. 
Shall I bring some tea or coffee? 
I'll have a cup of tea. 
Won't you have some chang? 
No thanks, I won't have any chang. 
Will your mother have some chang? 
No, she never drinks 

10.2 Vocabulary ffi,·,~~1 

~~·~~· kh!::!ngsang ~~·~~· kh!::!ngseng (L) 

r:::J~El,'ffil' t~ thakco' 

~~·~~· th~nsang 

r·f4· khopi 

(n.) holidays, vacation 

( n.) very well indeed 

(n.) these days 

(n.) coffee 

1 

' 



~9·~~· cha'la' (H) 

!:\~'\' tJ.r (L) 

'\'9~~·,· y~r chTpkyur nang-ko (HH) 

(1) I z::J::J~· s~' (2) I~· sg (3) 

) thOng I ~~~·tong'(2) I r.l.,&~~·th0ng'(3) 

cho' (H) 

z::J~~· sh~' (H) 

kya' 

+ ~~~ lopcong ch~' 
+ ~~; l~ka ch~' 

10.3.1 The notion of verb aspect 

(n.) work 

(class.) one, a unit 

(pron.) someone 

(pron. interr.) when? 

(part.) "alternative" particle 

(adv.) here 

(adv.) not at all, never. (+neg.) 

(suff.) very, really
107 

(idiom.) come in! 

(aux.) isn't it, isn't that so? 

(v.) [val., EA] to eat 

(v.) [val., EA] to drink 

(v.) [val., EA] to eat, drink 

(v.) [val., EA] to take 

(v.) [val., EA] to bring 

(v.) [val., EA] to study 

(v.) [val., E] to work 

(v.) [val., EA] to learn 

(v.) [val., EA] to teach 
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The notion of aspect is essential for learning the system of verb "tenses" in most of the 

s languages. In view of the importance of aspect in Tibetan, it may be good to have a work

definition of the term, following a reminder of what we mean by "tense". 

Tense is defined most immediately with respect to the moment of speech utterance. 

"h"·~"'"''" precedes this moment is the past; everything that coincides with it is the present; and 

follows it is the future. 

Aspect is concerned primarily with whether the action has or has not been completed with 

to a given point of reference (past, present or future). According to the chosen pers

the process is regarded as perfective, that is completed, or else as imperfective, meaning 

it is still going on or is a habitual event. (In either case the point of reference need not be the 

. This is an adjectival suffix. The category is dealt with in Lesson 17. 

::r 
'il 

' :li 
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present.) This explains why, in many languages, the imperfective bears a strong resemblance to 

the present: both the present and the imperfective past are non-completed.
108 

The action is regard

ed as still going on, and is seen as being incomplete from a given point of reference (respectively, 

the present and the future). In Tibetan, the present and the imperfective past are identical, whereas 

the perfective past is entirely different (see Lesson 6.4). 

Only context makes it possible to distinguish between the present and the past imper

fective. For example, the sentences below convey a present meaning. 

ky~ntsan-la' emci r~· 

"Gyantshiin is a doctor." 

khong ny9;mlen m9;ngpo ch~'-kiyo:re' 

"He practices a lot. "
109 

khong lhasar yg:re' 

"He is in Lhasa." 

tshering pentsokang n9;ng-la l~ka ch~'-ki yo:re' 

"Tshering works in the library." 

However, if each of these sentences were preceded by ~·~~·th~tu' ("at that time") or ~~'OJ' 
ngama, they would correspond to the past imperfective (without any transformation of the verb). 

Ex.: ~·~~·~~·Olei)~·~,~·i!.lOJ·a5·~l1 

th~tU' ky~ntsan emci r~' 

"At that time, Gyiintshiin was a doctor." (same as: Gyiintshiin is a doctor) 

~·~~·rt:.:·~·~~·url~l1 
th~tu' khong lhasar yg:re' 

"At that time he was in Lhasa." (same as: is in Lhasa) 

~~~·f't:.:''?Ol~·il)~·Olt:.:·aJ·sl·~·trrl·~l1 
th~tU' khong ny~mlen m~ngpo ch~'-kiyore' 

"At that time, he used to practice a lot." (same as: He practices a lot) 

~~·Ol· ffi·~t:.:·l2l·Ol~lT~t:.:·~t:.:· ~· ~~·'1·sl·~·trrl· ~l1 

ngama tshering pentsokang n9:ng-la l~ka ch~'-ki yg:re' 

"Before, Tshering worked I used to work in the library." 

"Perfective" means that an action is regarded as being finished (from a present, past or even 

future point of reference ).no 

108. In English for example, the progressive formed with the present participle "ing" and the auxiliary "be" corres
ponds to an imperfective aspect. The progressive past, present and future are all formed with the same present parti
ciple. I.e.: was practic-ing, is practic-ing and will be practic-ing. 

109. In the present and the future, the mark for the agent is often left out. See the "remarks" section in Lesson 12. 

110. More precisely, with the imperfective aspect, no limit of the process is overstepped or reached, while with the 



The last two examples become in the perfective past: 

khong-ki' ny9,mlen m9,ngpo ch~'-pare' 

"He practiced a lot." 
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tshering-ki' pentsokang n9,ng-la l~ka ch~'-pare' 

"Tshering worked in the library." 

• The perfective aspect may be subdivided into perfect and aorist (or non-perfect). The 

signifies that the effects of an action performed in the past are still relevant at the moment 

statement is made, while in the case of the aorist, the past action being referred to bears no 
. h 111 

''"~"•vu'"·uv to t e present moment. 

In Tibetan, as in English, there is a grammatical opposition between aorist and perfect. 

In English, the aorist is marked by the preterite while the perfect is marked by the "present 

F'~9·q~~ru:f~J khala' sg'-yo' 

"I've prepared the meal." (it's ready, we can eat) 

F·~rn·q::.::~·z: . .rB.lo-1 1 ::::! - 1 khala' sg'-payin 

"I prepared the meal." (last time, some time ago, etc.) 

The perfect aspect will be described in detail below in 10.3.3. 

10.3.2 Verb inflection 

In Classical Tibetan many verbs have up to four different root forms (see Appendix 1). 

Spoken Tibetan makes indiscriminate use of verb stem forms that correspond to the "future" and 

the "present" in Literary Tibetan, and at the most only distinguishes between two tenses: the past 

and the present-future. While some verbs also have a distinctive imperative stem, in most cases 

this stem resembles either the present-future or the past. Very often, the verb is quite simply inva

riable (see Appendix 1, section 3.6). 

perfective the final limit (or sometimes the initial limit) has been reached. The above definition is based on D. Cohen's 
theory in !'Aspect verbal (1989). Let us quote here also Comrie's definition of these aspects: "The imperfective pays 
essential attention to the internal structure of the situation". "Perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single 
whole: Comrie (1987: 16). 

The French imparfait, Spanish imperfecto, Russian imperfective (ne s overS enny j vi d), the English progressive all 
bear the basic features of the imperfective, while the French passe compose, the Russian perfective (s ove denny j 
vi d), the Spanish preterito all bear the basic features of the perfective. The English preterite however is neutral and 
may be translated depending on the context either by perfective or imperfective forms in other languages. 

111. The opposition between the perfect and the aorist in Tibetan corresponds to the oppostion we find in literary 
French between the passe compose and the passe simple; in English between the present perfect and the preterite, and 
in Spanish between the preterite and the passado compuesto "composed past". 

112. In Tibetan, however, this opposition is not as pervasive as in English. The simple past perfective may convey both 
perfect and aorist meanings in the absence of specific perfect form. 
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The large number of invariable verbs means that inflection is practically obsolete in the 

spoken language. Tenses are formed by using a system of auxiliaries. In this Manual, the present

future stem form will be marked by the number (1), the past by (2) and the imperative by (3). 

10.3.3 The perfect auxiliaries 

or~:~~: yg:re', q"'\~ sh~' (or t":\~~·t\;!') and or~: yg' are directly connected to the past tense 

form of the main verb. These auxiliaries respectively represent the three evidential moods: asser

tive, inferential and egophoric. 

khangpa sarpa m~ngpo ky~p yg:re' 

"Many new houses have been built." 

khangpa sarpa m~ngpo ky~p-sha' 

"Look! Many new houses have been built." 

ng~' ch~ sg'-yg' 

"I've made the tea." 

The range of the perfect forms is presented in the following table: 

The perfect tense auxiliaries 

affirmative 
interrogative interrogative 

negative 
negative 

(without pronouns) (with pronouns) interrogative 

01l 01~·q~· 01~· ~~· ~~·q~· 

yg' yg'-pa' yg' me' m~'-pa' 

q"'\~' jt:\~~· t":\~~·~~· t":\~~· &l·~~· &l·~~·~~· 

sh~'/t\;!' tu'-ka' to' mintu' mintu'-ka' 

01~·~~· or~·~~·q~· 01l~~· 01lOJ'~l 01~'0J' ~lq~· 

yg:re' yg:re'-pa' yg:ra' yg:mare' yg:mare'-pa' 

• The inferential perfect. 

The auxiliary q"'\~ bzhag /sh~'/ is sometimes spelled shag 4~· /sha'/, but here we shall use 

the former spelling for etymological reasons: the word is derived from the verb bzhag, which 

means "to put, leave". 

As a general rule, the use of the form -sha' (or its variant t\;! ') implies that the speaker is 

making an "inference" or a deduction in discovering the result or the enduring traces of a past 

action. Most of the time, the inferential mode may be translated into English by adding "Look!", 

"My!" or "Why!" to the beginning of a statement in the past tense. In the example given above, 

it's upon discovering a construction site in a sector of Lhasa that the speaker says "Why, they've 
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built a lot of new houses!" In certain contexts, the form -sha' may have another, purely resultative 

connotation: the speaker may use it to emphasize the enduring presence of a past action, even if 

he or she has been able to see not just these traces but the entirety of the action that is being 

described. 

"Lobzang is here (lit. has stayed here)." 

In this statement, the speaker has just discovered Lobzang's presence either by seeing him 

directly or from various clues (his hat, for example). Alternatively, he might have been aware of 

his presence for some time but is emphasizing the fact that he is still around. 

• The assertive perfect 

The assertive perfect refers to a past action or event with current relevance. Its evidential function 
is to convey certainty though the speaker does not claim to have personally witnessed the event. 

rz:IC::'I:.l' l:!l~:r''I:.J' 0-lC:::'t:i'' t::lffit::l' tl:lc::· ~E:;'l 
1 1 . ' ~ \ "'\ \ khangpa sarpa m9:ngpo ky9:p yg:re' 
"Many new houses have been built." 

• The egophoric perfect 

Unlike the inferential perfect (and to a certain extent the assertive perfect), the egophoric 

perfect auxiliary is not widely used. The use of this auxiliary is a complex matter, and it is res

tricted to a small class of volitional verbs. For example, with the non-volitional verbs ~· na "to be 

sick" or 0-l~c:::· thong "to see", the egophoric perfect aspect may not be used. Even some volitional 

verbs such as =:!' "eat", 'fi'"look" are not compatible with the egophoric perfect. In this case, one 

must instead use the perfective forms. 

c::·~·~c::·1 ng9: n9:-cung "I fell ill, I have fallen ill." 

and not* c::·~·tl:ll1 

c::~·Ol~c::·~c::·1 ng~' thong-cung "I saw, I have seen." 

and not * c::~·Ol~c::·tl:ll1 

c::~·r·~,·t::~=:J~'I:.l'Ul~1 ng~' khala' s~'-payin "I ate, I have eaten the food." 

and not* c::~·r·~,'t::l=:J~'u:rl1 

c::·S~'I:.l'Ul~1ng9: chTn-payin "I have gone (there)." 

and not* c::·s~·u:rl1 
However with some volitional verbs113 such as t::l~'"prepare", ~· "write", ~l'"stay", etc. 

the egophoric aspect frequently occurs. 

\\Ex.: c::~·r·~,·t::~gg ~·u:rl1 
c::~·U)·,·s~·u:rl1 

ng~' khala' sg' yo' "I have prepared the food." (the food is here, ready) 

ng~' ylke thrl'-yo' "I have written the letter." (the letter is here) 

113. In most cases, the compatibility of the perfect depends on whether the object of the transitive verb (or the subject 
of an intransitive verb) exists objectively after the completion of the action and is still present. 
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ng9; n9;ng-la t~'-yo' "I have stayed at home." (I am still there) 

Note: The negative forms of the egophoric and assertive perfect auxiliaries are more widely 

used than the affirmative forms. They are often even preferred to the simple perfective, and may 

occur with non-volitional verbs. Thus, negation in the past tense blurs the distinction between the 

perfect and perfective aspects. 

For example, r::::·~~·~~1 "I haven't gone" is more commonly heard than r::::·ar~~1, and simi

larly, f'r:::::·~z::~~·~~·0-1·~~1 "He hasn't gone" rather than f'r::::'a.l'~z::J~'z:.J'~~1-

Nevertheless, perfective forms may be used to emphasize the subject's refusal to perform 

the action: r:::::·cr:::::~')0-1'~~1 "I didn't go (even though I was supposed to)."114.[deontic modality] 

10.3.4 Auxiliary verbs and the system of tenses 

Tense-aspects are formed by combining two kinds of marker: verb inflection, as described 

above, and the use of a system of final auxiliaries. In view of the large number of invariable 

verbs, oral Tibetan makes extensive use of these auxiliaries. The latter indicate both the tense

aspect and the evidential nature of a given statement, which thereby reveals the source of infor

mation from which its authority is derived. 

As far as tense-aspect is concerned, Tibetan distinguishes: future, present (similar to the 

imperfective past), perfective past and perfect. 

Reminder: auxiliaries usually go after the main verb, i.e., at the end of the sentence and 

only rarely within subordinate clauses. 

The system of auxiliary verbs is summarized in Table 3 of Appendix 6. 

10.3.5 Auxiliary verbs and evidential modalities 

Auxiliaries have the same evidential categories as copulas (see 5.3 and 6.3): testimonial, 

assertive, egophoric and inferential. 

A) The assertive 

The assertive corresponds to a definite item of information, or else a historical or general 

truth (see Lesson 5.3). This mood may be used in all the tenses: future~·~~·, present ~·~~·~l· 
and past z:.J'~l·· Note that the present includes forms similar to the future that denote a habitual 

state of affairs or a general truth (see Lesson 24.3). 

kh9;ng' tang-kire' "It's going to snow." 

114. The ergative case is sometimes used with intransitive volitional verbs in order to put an emphasis on the subject. 
(see Lesson 12). 



z:m::::~rz:::JI:;c:::·q· -.:..z:;l 
1 1 "'\ , kh9;ng' tang-pare' "It's snowed." or "it snowed." (a definite fact) 

~·~~·~c:::~·O,Jc;::'q't:JI)t::::'~'Ull'O,J'~l1 lhasar kh9;ng' m§;ngpo tang-kiyo:mare' 

"In Lhasa, it doesn't snow much." (general fact) 

ffi,..,.c;;..::r:.RI,.....;;;;,.::r:.~z:n·~"'''t.J'-.:..z:;·j - . - -,.,, '"\"' "f' ~ '"'l 
1 
~,, '"\ 1 kh6' r.!_mo nying c~po ci' thrl'-pare' 

"He drew a pretty picture." (definite fact). 
')(-'~(-> ar ~· 3l~· §'!' t:la,· ~c:::· '"'1'~3.1· t.J' t:l~t:l· t.J' ~l1 

chTktong k~pkya thr~kcu r~ku lgr ml' t§;wa: k9;ng-la kgmpa ky§;p-pare' 

"In 1969, man walked on the moon." (historical fact) 

B) The testimonial 
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The testimonial specifies that the speaker is personally a witness to what he or she is stating 

be the case. The authority is usually visual, but may also be aural or derived from any of the 

senses (touch, smell or taste). This mood appears only in the present with~·~.~...~,. and in the 

with ~c:::·. It does not appear in future constructions because of the impossibility of witnessing 

hasn't already happened! 

kh9;ng' tang-song 

kh9;ng' tang-kitu' 

"It snowed." (I saw it snowing) 

"It's snowing." (I can see it snowing) 

~t::::~'t:li)C:::'~t::::'1 

~z:;~·t:Jryc:::·~·~.~...~, 
~·a:r·~c:::·~·r:r·~,·s~·~c:::·1 rlmo nyTng c~po cT' thrl'-song 

"He drew a pretty picture." (I saw him drawing it) 

With volitional verbs and most non-volitional verbs, the testimonial mood is used essen

for the second and third persons (singular and plural), except in special instances of self

(looking in the mirror, dreaming, watching a video recording of oneself, etc.) or per-

z:;·* .:r''S)''hlt::::•z:n.:r·"' ~.f:n.,., z:;z:n -'1 ' ~ aJ 1 '.,~ 'I '''-..1 1 ng9: ngrpu lingkar trg-kitu' 

"I'm going to the Norbu lingka." (I see myself going there in a dream, in a film, etc.) 

z:;~'4't:J=:J~·~c:::·1 ng~' sha s~'-song "(Dammit) I've eaten meat." 
z:;~'"'8't:J~z:;·~c:::·1 -''~ 1 ng~' p~ sa'-song "I've killed an insect." (accidentally) 

These sentences are usually constructed with intentional auxiliaries. 

On the other hand, when the testimonial mood is associated with certain non-volitional 

verb forms, particularly of perception (such as ~· khg to hear, 0-l~t::::· thong to see, o;· n§; to be ill, 

etc.) and affect (such as l,l.l...k§; love, ~l'sh~' fear), it appears naturally with the first person, and 

more rarely with the second and third (in which case reported or inferential speech is preferred). 

The perception of certain feelings or sensations is accessible only to the speaker. We refer to this 

··.the endopathic function of the testimonial mood. 

z:;·o;·~·~.~...~, 
c:::~·~o;·~·~.~...~, 

ng9: n9;-kitu' 

ng~' thr~n-kitu' 

"I'm ill, I'm in pain." (I feel it) 

"I remember!" (I can testify to it) 
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~·~t:;;r~·~~~·~·t:\~~ 
*F·~·,·t:\~~ 
*F.~l·r~·~~~·~·t:\~~ 
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ng~ thrgko' to'-kitu' "I'm hungry." (I feel hunger) 

kho na-kitu' 

kho throko' to'-kitu' 

The last two sentences are normally not acceptable because the speaker cannot have direct 

access to this sort of information - that is, he cannot perceive the state of pain or hunger expe

rienced by the sufferer. 115 The two sentences would be correctly expressed, using the inferential 

mood (explained immediately below), as: 

kho na-sha' 

kho throko' to'-sha' 

"He's ill, he's in pain." 

"He's hungry." 

The statement in each case corresponds to an inference based on an observation of the 

sufferer's symptoms. 

C) The inferential 

The inferential mood z:::l~~· implies that the authority for what is said is derived from the 

enduring traces or results of a past action. Even if the speaker has not taken part in the event 

being described, he or she considers it to be definitely factual. 

kh~ng' tang-sha' 

"Look, it's snowed!" (I can see the traces) 

rlmo nyTng c~po cT' thrl'-sha' 

"He's drawn a pretty picture." (I've just come across it) 

th~rco' sarpa m~ngpo tsu'-sha' 

"They've put up a lot of prayer-flags." 

po' m~ngpo par-sha' "(Look!) they've burned a lot of 

incense." (we can smell it, and see the ash) 

The inferential is rarely used with the first person. However, it may be used when the sub

ject has not been aware of performing the action and only later has discovered he actually did it. 

ng~' P!:! sa'-sha' "Why, I've killed an insect." 

D) The egophoric 

Remember that the term "egophoric" refers to auxiliaries that are used only with the first· 

person, whatever the role of the latter may be in a given sentence (subject, object, indirect object, 

115. The Japanese language has similar restrictions regarding the endopathic function. 
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complement). The final auxiliaries include several kinds of egophorics: intentional, receptive, 

habitual, experiential (see Lesson 15) and allocentric (see Lesson 23). 

o Intentional egophoric 

These imply that the subject-speaker is performing an action deliberately and may be used 

only with volitional (or controllable) verbs. The intentional auxiliaries are: ~·b:l~· -kiyin(future ), ~· 
tG'~; -kiyo' (present), c_rb:l~· -payin (perfective), ur~:-yo' (perfect). 

t::::~· l:lrc:>l'c.J'<::i'·E'l·b:jo-1 "I'll buy some tsampa." "' 1 ·1 1 ng~· tsampa nyg-kiyin 
t::::~· l:lr"•·q·a'~·urt::::l h -o~ 1 1 ng~· tsampa nyg'-yo' "I've boug t some tsampa." (perfect) 
t::::~· l:lrc:>l'CJ'c::i'~·qob:jo-1 b -o 1 1 ng~· tsampa nyg'-payin "I ought some tsampa." (perfective) 
t::::·~ :r''8_''frtt::::•rz:J:r'f'l ;;:;'·E'l·i:fl~::;] -~, \ ~ ii.1 1 · \ '"""~ ·1 1 ng9: ngrpu lingkar trg-kiyo' "I go (or I am going) to the Norbu 

t::::~· fj'r::l::J~·q·b:j~1 

t::::~'f.\E:r'r::J~l·q·b:j~·1 

o The receptive egophoric 

ng~· sha s~'-payin 

ng~· P\d sa'- payin 

lingkha palace." (now or habitually) 

"I ate some meat." 

"I've killed an insect." (intentionally) 

The "receptive" (non-intentional) auxiliary ~t::::· ch\:jng, which is used only in the perfective 

past, implies that the subject-speaker has undergone the action, perceived it (involuntarily) or has 

been the recipient of it. This auxiliary is associated with the first person pronoun, whether as a 

subject ("I"), direct object ("me"), indirect object ("to me") or adverbial ("at my place", etc.). It 

may also signify that the action is directed (actually or metaphorically) towards the speaker. Thus 

we can't say: * t::::~·q~,~·~t::::'1 "I've lost (it)" but rather t::::~·q~,~·~t::::'1 since the verb "to lose" im

plies a "distancing" from the speaker. 

t::::·~·~t::::'1 

r~·t::::·~·r·q:t:;'r::J ryt::::· ~t::::'1 

t::::~'f.\~f.\',~C>l'o.J~t::::·~t::::'1 

rt::::·~~·t::::·~~·rt::::·~·~l·~t::::'1 

ng9: n9:-cung "I fell ill." 

kho' ng9:-la khapar tang-cung "He phoned me." 

ng~· c9: sum thong-cung "I saw three rainbows." 

khong-ki' ng9: mankang-la thrT'-cung 

"He took me to the hospital." 

It is sometimes possible to replace the receptive egophoric auxiliary by the testimonial as 

shown below, with a subtle distinction in their meaning. 

ng~ ha khg-cung 

ng~ ha khg-song 

"I understood." or "I have understood." 

"I have understood." Gust right now) 

The use of cung indicates that the verbal action (or process) may have happened some time 

before the moment of speech, while the use of the testimonial song suggests that it has just hap

pened just now. 
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• The habitual egophoric 

The auxiliary ,.U!l kiyo' is used with reference to habitual facts that involve the "IJ"'""';a 

ng~ n~-kime' "I'm never ill." 

ngama ng~ y~kpo thong-kiyo' 

"Previously, I used to see well." 

ng~: ph~mo laptrar trg-kiyo' 

"My daughter goes to school." 

khong ng~: n~ng-la y~ngse phe '-kiyo' 

"He often comes to my place." 

10.3.6 Questions with alternative interrogative 

Questions involving alternatives, such as "Would you like this or that?", are formed by 

cing the final interrogative particle~ -ka (for the future) and 1:.1 -pa (for the past) after each of 

alternative sentences. 

so:ca kya'-ka khopi kya'-ka 

"Shall I bring you tea or coffee?" 

chamcam-la phep-ka n~ng-la sh~'-ka 

"Will you go for a stroll or will you stay in?" 

This formulation is sometimes referred to as a consultative construction. 

Ill ·,.-·;r·111· Ill 
10.4 Exercises ~c::·~~1 

1 0.4. 1 Rewrite the following sentences in the inferential perfect. 

?) (§-l'O,J~·a!~·a;]~·q~~·q·~l1 

q) ~·~~TQ·~~·0-1c::·t:r 't::l::J~·q·~l1 

i) rs~·asc::·q~c;:~·q·~l1 

~) rsc::·,~·B:l·,·~~·q·~l·q~1 

~) ~·~·~c::·r~·~~·q·~l1 

10.4.2 Rewrite the above sentences in the negative. 

10.4.3 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. How are you? Please sit down, have some tea. 

2. I won't have any tea. I'll drink some chang. 

3. Are you working a lot these days?- No, I'm not working much. 

4. Have you eaten?- Yes, I've eaten, thank you. 
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1 0.4.4 Answer the following questions in the negative, as follows: 

?) rr::::·~~·oor::::·~r::::~·~r::::·r::::~1 

q) ~·~·~q·~~·~~·~·Uil·~l·q~1 

~) r·~·~l·~r::::·oor::::·~r::::~·q~1 

~) §3·q=:~r::::'lllll]~',~lll'~'O-lffil·~·~l·q~1 

~) ~~·~r::::'lll''?'~~,.,~1 

~) ~ lll'O-l'lllll]~·~~·~lll'lllll]'q~~·,~r::::·~~,.,~1 

w) ~l·~r::::·~r::::·~r::::·~r::::·Zlj~·?4q~·~·tfil·q~1 

> ································· 

> ································· 

> ································· 

> ································· 

> ································· 

> ································· 

> ································· 



"Pilgrimage" 

• The auxiliaries of probability 

- url'I:J'i.\5' ygpatra, url·~·~l· ygkire', url·~·~l· ygsare'. 
- Ul~'I:J'i.\5'yj_npatra, b:l~·~·~l· yj_nkire', b:l~·~·~~~ yj_nsare'. 

• Nominalizing suffixes 

• The nominalizers Cll,. -ya' and~· -kyu. 
• The connective:V+ ~r:::· -tsang "because". 

• Presentations of secondary verbs. 

• The modal verbs ~l:l'thup, ~l· sT' "to be able" 

~n ~r:::·z:J·~·~~·)jj~\~,~· ~·~1 ~·<>l·~·~~· ~~·~,~·~·~n 

"Each valley has its dialect, each lama has his religion." (proverb) 

. ~·~·"'l,~'§l'q'~~·<>l· (~'<>1') ~~~~r:::·,·I:J~'?4q~·I:J1 
r:::· ,~~· <>lS:: "'1' "'1' ~o;·q b:lo;1 
,~r:::·,~~·17.1·?4q~·z:J1 ~·,~~·~r?4q~'z:J1 

~~·~l'<>Jt:::•r:l·~~;~r:::·,~r:::·,~~·lr:::·~·,~~·"'l·i.\~'~I:J'<>l'~t:::·1 
~·~·,·I:J~'?4r::J~'I:J1 

~·~·lt:::'%f~a_·~·~ ~·"'l·~~·qb:j~1 
l~~·~"'l'"'l'<>le::"-1· ~·<>lr:::·r:J ·url·I:J''"'51 

CD I • Tr. 31-32 

<>Jr.:::· r:J· ~· 5,~. '"'~, ,~. q'· ~·~a_· i!{· rr:::·lr:::· ~· ~1 ~~· E:ir:::~1 l,'"'. ~o;·lr:::· ~· ar· 
sr:::·1 ~ ~· ~· ~r:::· F'1 l. ,. ~r:::· r::J~~· ~·~a_·~· '"'lq~· "'l'l~~· I:J' ~r:::· ~r:::· <>Jr.:::· r:J· <>Je::"-1· 
Cll,. (~) '"'~, 
l,'"'·~~'"'l','i.\5~·~·?4q~·I:J1 
~,~·q'a_·a:r· ~a_·~t:::'"'l'~~·z:J·b:l~1 
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Pronunciation 

- tgrce-la' t§.wa ngama khyerang kh§.par phep-pa 

- ng§. nandi:-la chTn-payin 

- tsangna'-la phep-pa, lhona' Ia phep-pa 

- thQtso' m§.ngpo m~'-tsang, tsangna'-tang lhona' trg thup-macung 

- gna kh§.par phep-pa 

- lhasa-tang lhasa: nys;kor-la chTn-payin 

- u khu:-la c~:-kyu m§.ngpo ygpatra 

- m§.ngpo shs;tra' t\:!', tsowo lhasa: chg:kang, sera, tr~pung, k§.ntan-tang tse photrang ngrpu ITngka th§.ka 

n§.ngshing, lhasa: nys;ntap-la kgmpa chungcung m§.ngpo c~:-y§.' (ky\:!) t\:!' 

- k§.ntan-la kh§.ntras phep-pa 

- thrgkpo: mgtra: n§.ng-la chTn-payin 

Translation 

Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 

Lobzang 
Dorje 

Ill nrF·,·~· Ill 

Dorje, where did you go last month? 
I went on pilgrimage. 
The Tsang pilgrimage or the Lhokha pilgrimage? 
Because I didn't have much time, I couldn't go to either Tsang or Lhokha. 
So where did you go? 
I went to Lhasa and the area around Lhasa. 
There must be a lot of places to visit in Central Tibet. 
Very many indeed! Mainly, the Jhokhang116 of Lhasa, the monasteries of Sera, 
Ganda.n and Ddipung, the Potala Palace and the gardens of the Norbu lingkha. 
There are also many small monasteries to visit in the Lhasa surroundings. 
How did you go to Gandiin? 
I went in [my] friend's car. 

11.2 Vocabulary $,·,~~1 

,~·Ci'· tsowo 

l.,.~~·z::J~~· th§.ka n§.ngshin 

,~~·Ole;,~· nanca: 

(adj.) main 

(adv.) in the same way 

(n.) pilgrimage 

116. The main temple of Lhasa is generally written as "Jokhang". This corresponds to the Tibetan spelling of the word 
rather than to its pronunciation. The spelling used here is intended to represent the pronunciation. 

As a general rule, the spelling of Tibetan words in European writing varies not only from one language to another, but 
also from one writer to another within the same language. Moreover, the conventions themselves are often not based on 
a consistent logic. Thus the conventional spelling "Jokhang" is based on Tibetan orthography, while renderings such as 
"losar", "yak", "Bharkor" are derived from the pronunciation (the orthography is respectively lo-gsar, g.yag, bar-skor). 
In this Manual, the spelling of Tibetan names follows their pronunciation, according to the rules set out in Appendix 7. 
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kgnpa, kgmpa 

·photrang 

mgtra t:lc:J~' ~· pheptro (H) 

langkor (L) 

11.3.1 Auxiliaries of probability 

( n.) sacred mountain 

(n.) time 

(n.) surroundings 

(n.) vicinity, environs 

(n.) monastery 

(n.) palace 

(n.) car 

(n.) car 

(part.) nominalizer 

(part.) nominalizer 

(pron.) how? 

(co.) because 

(aux.) there probably is/are 

(v. mod.) to be able 

Lhokha pilgrimage 

Tsang pilgrimage 

"Summit Palace", another name of the Potala, 

residence of the Dalai Lamas 

Norbu lingkha, summer palace of the Dalai Lamas 

Jhokhang (main temple ofLhasa) 

Region of Central Tibet 

Sera, a major monastery north of Lhasa 

Ddipung, major monastery west of Lhasa 

Gandan, major monastery 30 km east of Lhasa 

175 

In addition to final auxiliary verbs that convey various tenses and evidential moods, there is 

a set of "epistemic" final copulas and auxiliaries that express different degrees of certainty 

probability. These correspond to the epistemic adverbs of European languages, such as "per

, "probably", "apparently" and to modal verbs such as "must", "may", "can", etc. A distinc-

may be drawn between, on the one hand, stative verbs or copulas that figure as independent 

and, on the other hand, auxiliary verbs that (like evidential auxiliaries) go at the end of the 

after the main verb. These auxiliaries are also associated with different tense-aspects, 

for the most part involve the same verbs as the evidential auxiliaries, but combined in a 
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different way (see Table 6 of Appendix 6, which summarizes the use of these auxiliaries in 

relation to tense-aspect). 

A) Epistemic copulas 

Tibetan contains an important set of epistemic stative verbs (or copulas). These do not vary 

according to tense-aspect. As in the case of declarative stative verbs, a distinction is drawn be

tween existential and essential epistemic copulas. The former are derived from the verb yg' and 

the latter from the verb yJ.n. 

• The existential copulas: 

ffi~il:.l'l.l...S: ygpatra 

and the negatives: ~l'l:.l'I.J...5' m~patra 

• The essential copulas: 

~~'l:.l'l.l...5'yjppatra 

and the negatives: ~~'l:.l'I.J...5'm~npatra 

These copulas express a high degree of probability and according to the context may be 

translated by the use of adverbs such as "surely", "probably" or the modal verb "must". 

ml m9,ngpo ygpatra "There must be a lot of people." 

trgkpa ygkire' "There must be some nomads." 

khong ky9:mi ylnkire' "He must be Chinese." 

There is a slight difference between the auxiliaries formed with "'5' tr9: and those formed 

with ~l· r~·. The former suggests that the speaker's inference is based on his direct observation of 

the evidence, while the latter indicates that the speaker's inference is based on logic or on factual 

information not borne out by observation. 

Other auxiliaries such as ffil·l.l...~' · ygtro, z:rtril· payo', c.wtril· ayo' are presented in Lessons 

18, 28 and 29. 

B) The epistemic auxiliaries 

These auxiliaries are effectively similar to copulas and may also be translated by the same 

devices. How they are used depends on the tense of the verb. 

See the tables in Appendix 6. 

Ex.: "'~Zlr9·tril·q"'51 
fic::·~~~·~·tril·~·~l1 

~~·~·~4l·~·tri~~·~l· 

trl' -kiyopatra 

khong phep-kiyosare' 

kyaktsun sha'-kiyokire' 

"It must be all right." 

"He will probably come." 

"[he/she] probably lies." 
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.. 11.3.2 Nominalizers 
In Tibetan, any verb may be followed by a nominalizing suffix or "nominalizer". Nominal

converts a verb or even an entire clause into a noun (or rather a noun phrase). It is an im

and complex feature of Tibetan grammar. 

The commonest suffixes are: z::r pa; ~· ky!:!;, 0-lf~· khan, ~· sa, ~z:::::~· tang, ~"-1' tshu:, ~ "-1' so:, 

'(*L) and~,. nkyg' (*L)117
• 

"·''···'nv,,.ofthese suffixes are used for three main purposes: 

• They form nominal clauses118 
functioning like any noun phrase as subject, object, 

complement, etc. The nominalized verb (or the proposition) becomes the head of the noun 

phrase: i.e., it operates as a noun and may be followed by a demonstrative and a case 

marker (see 11.3.3 below and Lessons 18, 20, 25, 40). 

· • They form relative clauses119 functioning as modifiers of noun phrases like an adjective 

(see Lesson 26). 

• Finally, it may be noted that most of these nominalizers may combine with final auxiliary 

verbs to form inflectional endings: z:.r8l~ pa+yln (see Lesson 7.3.2), 1!-lf~·U)~· khan+yln 

(see Lesson 20.3.1), ~·U)~ ky!:! +yin and Ul,·U)~ y~'+yln (see Lesson 28.3.1), etc. 

11.3.3 The nominalizers Ul,. ya' and~· kyu 

The suffixes ya' and kyu are associated only with the present-future form of the verb. 

~·Ul,. sh!:!-ya' but not* ~~·Ul,'sh!:!'-ya' 

El'Ul,'s~-ya' but not* z:::J::J~'Ul,. s~'-ya' 

z:::J~'Ul,. ta-ya' but not* z:::J~~·Ul,. ta'ya' 

The suffix Ul,. -ya', which is sometimes spelled Ul~' -ya', does not occur in Literary Tibetan, 

instead uses the nominalizer z:.r pa. The form~· -kyu, on the other hand, is used both in 

Tibetan and in the literary language. 

•The functions ofUl,. ya' 

Verbs followed by the nominalizer ya' indicate the present, future or imperfective past 

epetl<1Irtg on the context. Furthermore, they often convey a sense of obligation ( deontic sense). 

The nominalizer ya' is used to form nominal and relative clauses. A distinction needs to be 

between two functions: 

All these nominalizers are used in Literary Tibetan with the exception of ya' and nkyo'. The latter is used 
· in a familiar register, and despite the frequency of its occurrence doesn't figure in grammars. The spelling 
here is purely phonetic. All the other suffixes are clearly derived from nouns and have kept a grammatical role 
with their original meaning. 

In English, nominal clauses correspond to that-clauses, ing-clauses and infinitive clauses. See 11.3.3. 

In English, relative clauses are introduced by wh-pronouns or that (including zero-that). See 26. 3.1. 
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The nominalizer indicates the grammatical patient of the verbal action (the object of a 

transitive verb or the subject of an intransitive verb) in the present and future.
120 

~·tl.l~' "that (which) needs to be written, that (which) one writes", 1':\~ll.l'tl.l~' (L.: 1':\~ll.l'tl.l~') 
"that (which) is to be offered, that (which) one offers", OlE~P-l'tl.l~' "that (which) is to be visited, that 

one visits", q~·tl.l~' "that (which) is to be built, that (which) one builds". 

Ex.: l'TJ~'tflll.l'l::l~'tl.l~'~'eg.~·q~·tfi'c:;;~ll 
;o·ll.l~·~~·tl.l~·~· eg.£<1.,~.1':\~~ 

~~·~q·~ll.l'tl.l~'( 1':\~ll.l'tl.l~')t":\~'~~·tfj'l·q~l 

"Where are the cups to be washed?" 

"The things (that have) to be taken are over there." 

"Have you brought the book that we're going to 

present?" 

The suffix also operates as a neutral nominalizer: it nominalizes the entire clause. 

In this case, the suffix is not oriented towards any grammatical role and nominalizes the 

entire clause. From a syntactic point of view, the nominalized verb functions as a head noun and 

may be translated in English by a verb in the infinitive, by an ing- clause, a that- clause or even 

by a noun: ~·tl.l~· "(the fact of) writing", ~ll.l'tl.l~(L.: 1':\~ll.l'tl.l~) "(the fact of) offering", Olr=;:ll.l'tl.l,. 

"(the fact of) visiting", q~·tl.l~' "(the fact of) constructing, construction". 

?q·iiJ :r· tl.lzn' 1::1~~· q~zn Ex.: \ !""' 1 =;: 1 1 1 "I've forgotten to bring the book." 
1G'q·~c;::·?!~·tl.lzn·?·znll.l·~o;·q·-:..~.] ~ ~ ~ 1 1 · \ 1 · 1 " 1 "Studying is very important." 
~ffi'o;· q· ;;;c;::· ;;;c;::'Olt::::' q' 'Ol='ll.l'tl.lZll'"' ~zn 

1 ·1 1 '<:5 '<:5 "" 1 '"'\1 1 "There are many small monasteries to visit." 

Only the syntactic context allows one to distinguish between the neutral nominalizer and 

the patient-centered nominalizer. 

• The functions of~· kyu 

Verbs followed by the nominalizer -kyu correspond to the future or the imperfective, often 

with a sense of obligation. The functions of the nominalizer -kyu are analogous to those of -ya', 

though it has more formal, and rather literary, overtones. 

Ex.: ~q·~~·~·q~l·q~~ "I've forgotten to bring the book." 
l~~·q~c;::·~t::::·Olt::::'q'Olr=;:ll.l'~'t":\~~ "There are many small monasteries to visit." 

11.3.4 The conjunction ~~:::· -tsang "because", "since", "for" 

This very common conjunction is suffixed directly to the verb or to certain auxiliaries. It 

appears in the following combinations: b:l~·~c:::· yln-tsang, tfi'l·~c:::· yg'-tsang. However, the following 

combinations are incorrect: *~l·~c:::· r~'-tsang, *tfj'l·~l·~c:::· yg:re'-tsang, *~':\~~·~~:::· 1!:!'-tsang. 

Ex.: ~~·egl'Olt::::'q·3)l·~c:::·c:::·t":\~'&l::l'~'Ol'~l1 

"Since I haven't got much time I won't be able to go there." 

120. From a syntactic point of view, the nominalized verb functions here as a head noun or as a modifier of the head 
noun and may often be translated in English by using a relative clause (see also Lesson 26) as the examples show. 
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~~r~r~~·~l·Ul~·CJ·O-J·4~·-s~·l7!]"''"'-l~·F~·CJ·sl·~·~l1 

"That may be difficult because I don't speak Hindi well." 
l~~·~·~·~r:r"'l·"'~·Ul~·~~~·l~·q·[il~·-s~·~~·~·s~~·~l1 

"I'm not very sure, as this is the first time I've been to Europe." 

11.3.5 Secondary verbs 

179 

There are about twenty or so "secondary" verbs that go between the principal and auxiliary 

principal V + secondary V + AUX. 

Most of these verbs are modal verbs 

l9~· kg' "to need, want, have to", &t:.l' thup "to be able", ~l sT' "to be possible", ffi~·cho' "to 

, 4~· she' "to know",~~· nQ' "to dare", "'~l' tg' "to want, wish", ~~·"'~l' nyTngto' "to 

, t:.l~01· sam "to think",~~· tsT' "to intend, plan". 

There are also a number of "tense-aspect" verbs: 

a:l~'tshar "to finish", t:.l~l· t~' "to stay",~~ r~n "to be time to", 1.\~(!(·(:!JI:::.l~') trg: "to be about 

~~·~~· cho'co' "to be ready to", ~~· lgng "to have the time to", as well as the directional 

00'~· ygng "to come"( action towards) and!.\~' trg "to go" (action away from). 

As in English, the modal verbs are defective
121 

insofar as they are not compatible with 

auxiliary verbs. Their compatibility will be examined as they are introduced in the course 

11.3.6 The modal verbs &t:.l' thup "to be able", "can", ~l sT' "to be possible", "may". 

When combined with modal verbs, the main verb must be in the present-future. The past 

~z:n·~. 00'~· ~!:\''"' ::;,.!:\] "i 1 ....J ;::,:j 10' 1 "There may be problems (later)." 
¥-·"'lz:n~·"'-1~' Ell:::l''"'3.l'"' 1:\ z:n el-l 1 "b 0 .,\.1 1 "This grandmother can't get up." 

~·~"'l·~~·l.\~'&t:.l'O-J'~t:::'1 "I couldn't go to that area." 

(In this case it would be incorrect to say * ~·~"'l·~~·~~'&t:.l'Ol'~C::'1) 

&t:.l' thup is compatible with most non-intentional auxiliaries: &t:.l·~·~l· thup-kire', &t:.l'~·Uj'l· 
thup-kiyo:re', &t:.l'~·Ul'l·thup-kiyo', &z:::r~r:::·thup-cung, &t:.l'~t:::'thup-song, &t:.l'l:::.l'~l'thup-pare', &t:.l' 

thOp-sha', &t:.l'Ul'l·~l· thOp-yo:re'. It is usually incompatible with the f~llowing egophoric 

*&t:.l'Ul'l thup-yo, *&z:::rl:::.l'Ul~·thup-payin *&t:.l'~·[il~·thOp-kiyin. The compatibility of~l sT' 

auxiliary verbs is relatively restricted. As a rule, only the forms ~l·~·~l· sT'-kire' and ~l'l:::.l' 
sT'-pare' are encountered. 

For example, the modal verbs have no infinitives (*to can, *to may, *to must), and they cannot be conjugated (*he 
*he mays, *he musts). 
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Ill ·;-·n-·~· Ill 
11.4 Exercises ~c:::·a5~1 

11.4. 1 Translate into English: 

7) ~c:::i':zc:::·F·~·q(~·,~c:::·q1 

q) ~l''\C:::'~Z::]'~':z'?4t::J~·q~1 

~) rc:::·~·,~~·~~ill·ll1·?4t::J~·q·~l1 

~) r·~·,'\·lll·,·i.\:s~·~·s~·q·~l1 

~) a:J't::l·~·~,.lll.~t::l·~c:::·~l·~·url·~l1 

~) rc:::·~c:::·lll·t::l~,~·3l·i.~.,~, ,.q'\·~,·q·~l1 

'2l) ~·~'lll'lll~·~·~c:::·C!·tlll·~·~l1 

Z) F'll1,'=3't!l,'i.\~,.,~1 

r:>) ~t::l''ft't!l,'tfll·q~1 

70) lll~'f,.t!l,·C!·~l·;5c:::·i.\~'&t::l'~·~·~l1 

77) ~'t::l=3C:::','~C:::'lll'lq·a:;·~c:::·C!·tfll·~·~l1 

11.4.2 Reply to these questions as follows: 

Q: ~l''\C:::'l,~'q'\'?4t::J~'q~1 

7) rc:::·,~·~lll·lll,.t::l~~·,~c:::·~c:::·c:::~1 
q) rc:::·~·a'j·~~·c:rl·ll1·?4t::J~·~c:::·c:::~1 

~) ~·t::1=3c:::·,~·ll1~·~·5~·url·~l·q~1 

~) ~l''\C:::'~lll'lll,.~~l·q~1 

11.4.3 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. The lama has a nice car. 

2. When will you leave for India? 

3. There are many monasteries to visit over there. 

4. Have you got some time? 

5. In Tibet there are sacred mountains. 

6. How will you travel to Peking? 

7. How many months will you stay there? 

8. Did the teacher have a camera? 



11.5 Civilization ~~·~~c:::·1 
main mountains of Tibet 

,z:::~·~J·~· kh9,ng' tTse 

~·~\~c:::·~· chgmo langma 

,'?Oj'~Oj'l<lt:::''~f nyancen thangla 

Ul:l\'~'4~·r::J· y9,rla shampo 

;a.j'~Oj·ij~''\' macen pomra 

·• tf.l'~~·~· ~~· amnye' macen 

~·a:f·~·~· chgmo lhari 

4~·4·~c:::·~· shTsha pangma 

,lc:::·~· t9,ngla 

,z:::~·~Oj·~~l·~· kh9,ngcen tsgnga 

,z:::~·l~"-·~·c:i· kh9,ngkar rlwo 

Lesson II- ~z:::rcl§~· ?? 

Kailash 

Jhomo langma (Everest) 

Nyanchen thangla 

Y arla shampo 

Machen pomra 

Amnye machen 

Jhomo lhari 

Shisha pangma 

Dangla 

Ghangchen dzonga (Kanchenjunga) 

Ghongkar riwo 

Pilgrimage 

I8I 
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The main Jakes of Tibet 

UJ;:z::::~9'9~'3.1~' y§.:mtro yOmtso 

3.1~·~~·c:l· tsho ngonpo 

3.1~'3.1'1:'43.1' tsho m§.pam 

9~3.1'3.1~'~9·a:J· namtso chOkmo 

~·a:Ja,·aJ·3.1~' lhamo: latso 

The main rivers of Tibet 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

Yamdro yumtsho 

The Blue Lake, Qinghai (Chin.), Kokonor (Mong.) 

Manasarowar 

Namtsho, Heaven Lake 

Lhamo latsho 

Some of the greatest rivers of Asia rise in Tibet and cross much of the high plateau ( 

example the Mekong, of which more than a thousand kilometers are in Tibet). 

UJ;:z::::~r:::::~·,~r:::::·c:l· y§.rlung tsangpo 

i)'3.ll€9·F·~~~· taco' khapap 

~r:::::·~·F·~~~· senge khapap 

3Jr:::::·a3~·F·~~~· langcen khapap 

31·~· macu 

Et~' tS§.CU I ~·~·t§.CU 
~·~· trlcu 

~·a:J·~IJ.1·~· ky§.mo ngucu 

~t:;;~· kyTcu 

Brahmaputra 

alternative name of the Brahmaputra 

Indus (Chin. Shiquanhe) 

Sutlej (Chin. Xiangquanhe) 

Yell ow River (Chin. Huanghe) 

Mekong (Chin. Lancangjiang) 

Blue River (Chin. Changjiang) 

Salween (Chin. Niijiang) 

Kyichu ("River of Happiness") 
or ~·~a,·,~r:::::·c:l· Lhasa River 



"The football match" 

unumng the ergative case. 

Omitt1ing the subject. 

various meanings of~~~· cT'. 

~·q~·r.l.,~'~ 
ij·a1·z::J~·~~·r.l.,~'~j'~Oj] 

~·q~·Uil·~ll 
ij·~z:::·r~l 

r·~ryl·~·lz:::·~·~ll 
z:::· ~· ~q·~l c£Iz::l·~·)lz:::·~z:::·~~·~~r~a_·~·r~·~l1 
~1 s~·Oj·~l·a:J·ffiOj·r:f·Uil·~ll ~·~l·~·~l·~·t:\,.~~~·~·~ll 
~·~l·~~~·q~·~~~·~·~ll 
s~·Oj·~~·q·8)·r.l.,~~ 

~·~Z:::'t:\&Z:::'~~·r.l.,~ 
~z:::·~ll 
~l·~z:::·~·~z:::·~·~~·c ~z:::·~~') ~·q~·z::J~~·urll 
~Oj·~~·rz:::·~·Ol~Oj·~·q~~·urll 
~·Ol~·~·~·~Oj] ~~·~~~·~~~'Z:::i(lZ:::')l 
~Oj'l'~Oj] r.l.,la_'(t:\~~) Ull] 
r:;;~·~l·~~~·q·~Oj·q~·S'Tj~'Ol"z::J~'~ll z:::·~~~·Ol~~~·r:f·r.l._~ 

CD I • Tr. 33-34 
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Pronunciation 

- kh~par trg-ka? 

- polo ta-kar trg-kiyin 

- kh~par yg:ra' ? 

- polingkar 

- khapta' sO-tang sO r~' 

- ng~tso: laptra-tang thrgngkyer lhasa: r!,!ka' r~· 

- g ch~'-na tamo chenpo yg:re' chOtso' kh~tso'-la kg tshO'-kira' 

- chOtso' nyTpar tshO'-kire' 

- ch~'-na thr~lla mlntu' 

- ch~ kh~ng tOng-kar trg 

- gng r~· 

- khyerang-ki tangkari: kh~par sh~'-yo' 

- mantsikang-ki tQn-la sh~'-yo' 

- thama' nyg-kiyin ngu: cT' yar-ta 

- yln-ta yj_n, t~:-yo' 

- th~ chOtso' nyTpa slmpar karma cOr~· n@nyi' kygkpo trg 

Translation 

Thubtan 
SamHin 
Thubtiin 
Sam tan 
Thubtiin 
Sam tan 
Thubtiin 
Sam tan 
Thubtan 
Sam tan 
Thubtan 
Sam tan 
Thubtiin 
Sam tan 
Thubtiin 
Sam tan 

Where are you going? 
I'm going to watch a football match. 
Where? 
At the Polingkha Stadium. 
Who's playing who? (The opponents are who and who?) 
Our school and the Lhasa city team. 
Ah, that's going to be a big show! What time does it start? 
It starts at two o'clock. 
So we have time (there's no hurry). 
Let's go and have some tea. 
Sure. 
Where have you left your bike? 
I've left it in front of the traditional medicine hospital. 
I'll go and buy some cigarettes. Lend me a bit of money. 
Yes, of course. 
It's ten to two -let's go quickly! 
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CD I • Tr. 35-36 

c::a_·~,~·~·~·~1 

~n ~·~·~·~·q~~·~~1 rr:::·,·~r:::·~r:::·Zlj~q·~·ur~·~~1 ~·~·rr:::·~·~~·rr:::·,·~·rs·~,~·~·rr:::· 
z::J~t:;~Ul~' ~~1 rr:::· ~· ~~· ~q~·~~· ~· llj%t!]' ~~·~· ~~1 rr:::· ~q· ~~·t:\~·,·t!l~· ~~1 ~~~·r·~r:::·~~~·r· ~r:::· 
§i'z::J.,%,·;5·ur~·~~1 ~r:::·~r:::·~·rr:::·~r:::·Zlj~q·~·ll·~Zlj~·~r:::·~·3l·~Zlj~·3lr:;::~·Zlj~·t:\~·,·ur~·~~n 

"My friend Dorje" 

The boy Dorje is eight years old. His home is in the countryside. Now he stays at his 

s home in Lhasa. It's been one year since he came to Lhasa. He goes to school. In summer 

winter there is a holiday of about one month. During the holiday he goes to meet his father 

sh!;!ngtsapkang 

mankang 
!:um:r·•m,..• 

trgnkang 

parkang 

trakang 

lhakang 

~~·,~·rr:::· tgkarkang 

~3.l~'FC::' thrTmkang 

~9'z::J~~·Fr:::· lo'nyankang 

(n.) embassy 

(n.) bank 

(n.) bar 

(n.) library 

(n.) post office 

(n.) assembly hall of a monastery 

(n.) hospital 

(n.) hotel 

(n.) printers 

(n.) shop, store 

(n.) teashop 

(n.) museum 

(n.) hairdresser 

(n.) shrine, chapel 

( n.) theatre 

(n.) courthouse 

(n.) cinema 

(n.) restaurant. 

(n.) hydroelectric plant 
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~z:::l·~·~r:::::·z:::l' loptra trlngnga 

~z:::l·~·ffi~·a1· loptra chenmo 

~z:::l·~·~r:::::·~r:::::· loptra chungcung 

iiir:::::·,·~ll.l· kangkari:, tangkari iiir:::::·~.:z:;,· kangkor (L) 

'i:l,.'i:l,. p9;kpa' 

E;J'3l,. thama' z:::l~~·E;J,. sh~ta' (H) 

iiir:::::·~t:;i~·~· kangtse polo 

~·~·polo 
l~ll.l· ngu: ~,·l~ll.l· cha'ngu: (H) 

)lj.:l\.'31' karma 

)1j .:z::.· 00 • karca 

~l'"T cheka 
~·~l chutso' 

'ffl·a1· tamo 

~·F,'r!,!ka' 

'?f't::l' tawa 

F',1l khapta' 
~~·q.:z:;, slnpar 

~,·~l cha'tso'(H) 

,~,~·a1· slkmo (H) 

Sll.l'z:::l' thr~lla &,~'Sil.l' thuktre: (H) 

~r:::::·~.:z::.· thrgngkyer 

'?f' ta (1) /t::l'?f~'ta' (2) ~~~·to' (3) 

~· nyg (1) I ~~· nyg' (2,3) 

,~,~· sl' (H) 

r.J,~r:::::· tshong (1) I z:::l~r:::::· tsong(2,3) 

z:::l<;,. sh~' 

,til'"\' yar 

,Ul.:z:;,·,~r:::::· yar nang (H) 

r.J,~·~,~· kg tshu' 

r.J,~'z:::l~,~· kg tsu' l~.z:::l~,~· u tsu' (H) 

ffi.:z:;,· tshar 

~~·~· ch~'-na 

Proper nouns 

~·~r:::::·F· polingka 

~~·~~·Fr:::::· mantsikang 

(n.) secondary school 

(n.) university 

(n.) primary school 

(n.) bicycle 

(n.) motor cycle 

(n.) cigarette, tobacco 

(n.) football 

(n.) ball 

(n.) money, silver 

(n.) star, minute 

(n.) second 

(n.) half 

(n.) hour, watch 

(n.) show, performance 

(n.) team, brigade 

(n.) doctrine, vision 

(n.) opponent, adversary 

(n.) to (telling time) 

( n.) urgent business 

(n.) town, city 

(v.) - [ vol., ED] to look at 

- [ vol., EA] to read 

~~ [vol., EA] to buy 

(v.) - [ vol., EA] to buy 

- [vol., ED] to look at 

- [inv., EA] to see 

(v.) [vol., EA] to sell 

(v.) [vol., EA] to put, place 

(v.) [vol., EDA] to lend, borrow 

(v.) [vol. EDA] to lend, borrow 

(v.) [inv., A] to begin 

(v.) [vol., EA] to begin 

(v.) [vol., EA] to end 

(idiom.) and so 

"Polingkha" Stadium 

Mantsikhang, hospital of """""v.uu 

medicine in Lhasa 
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12.3.1 The suffix tlj'\' -kar 

This verb suffix, which may be spelled either tljtlj' -ka' or tlj~' -kar, occurs only in Spoken 

It is used to introduce the complement of a verb of motion. The verb to which this suffix 

attac:nea must be in the present-future stem. It is translated by the English infinitive. We must 

say '?ftlj~' ta-kar, "to watch", and not *l::l'ft~'tlj~' ta'-kar. In Literary Tibetan, this suffix is 
by the forms ~~· par and q~· w9:. 

polo ta-kar trg ki-kiyin 

"I'm going to watch the soccer match." 

f3c::·~OJ'!2.1'1::l~~·ao!2.1·t!]~t!]~·,~·?<!q~·~c::·1 

· khong throm-la sh~tsa: sl' -kar phep-song 

"He has gone to buy vegetables in the market (H)." 

iij'l::l'~z:;;~c::·OJe:;!2.1'tlj~'z:::];o~·~·~l1 

t~wa khyerang c~:-kar car-kire' 

"Dawa will come to see you (H)." 

12.3.2 Time 

When telling time, complete hours are expressed by means of ordinal numbers. "It's one 

in Tibetan literally means "It's the first hour", and "It's two o'clock" means "It's the 

hour", and so on. However, when minutes are involved, cardinal numbers are used, except 
the case of one o'clock. 

~·asl't!j'a5l·~l1 chOtso' kh9;ts6' r~· 

~·asl·lc::·?J·~l1 chOtso' th9;ngpo r~· 

~·asl·lr::::·~·lr::::·~l·ll]·~l1 

~·asl·,~~·~·~~·~~·)jj~'OJ'z:::]~·~·~l1 

~·asl·,~~·~·ryti]'IJtl]'~l1 

~·asl·,~~·lc::·)jj~·OJ·q~·~·~l1 

~·asl·,~~·lr::::·~l·ll]·~l1 

~,·asl·,·asl·!2.1·?4q~·~·~l1 

~·asr::;;~·~·~,·~·!2.1·?41::J~·~·~l1 

"What's the time?'' 

"It's one o'clock." 

"It's half past one." 

"It's a quarter to two." 

"It's exactly two o'clock." 

"It's a quarter past two." 

"It's half past two." 

"At what time will he come?'' 

"He'll come at five or six o'clock." 
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12.3.3 Omitting the ergative 

The particle ki' must be used with "ergative" verbs
122 

in the perfective past. However, 

particle is often omitted in the present (or past imperfective) and future. 

r~ng kh~re ch~'-kiyo' 

"What are you doing?" 
U\l'Ol'~zn~·Olffi'r:;· ooZ:::::'Olffi'r:;·~·-:;,r:;·q~1 - -

1 1 1 ~"" 1 ama-la' chocang cho'-kire'-pa' 

"Will your mother have some beer?" 

However, it reappears if the speaker is either stressing the agent or if the latter is 

contrastively emphasized. 

khong so:ca sg-kiyo:re' 

"He's making tea." 

khong-ki' so:ca sg-kiyo:re' 

"He's making the tea." (I'm making momos) 

In cases where the ergative marker is omitted, the agentive function is simply indicated 

word order: the grammatical agent123 comes first, while the patient figures just before the verb. 

Ex.: z:::::·~l·~c::::·s~·~~1 ng~ khyerang thr~n-ki' "I remember you."
124 

~l·~c::::·c::::·s~·~·~~~·~~1 khyerang ng~ thr~n-kitu'-kii' "Do you remember me?" 

In both these examples the agentive particle could of course be inserted; this would 

the effect of emphasizing the agent. 

z:::::~·~l·~c::::·s~·~~1 ng~' khyerang thr~n-ki' "I remember you." 

When the agent is shifted to occupy the position just before the verb, it usually carries 

case marker. 

~l·~z:::::·z:::::~·s~·~~1 khyerang ng~' thr~n-ki "You, I remember." 

The ergative marker is not usually used with volitional intransitive verbs (notably verbs 

motion), but it may appear with verbs in this category if the subject is being empha 

contrasted with another. 

122. See Lesson 8. 

n~ nanca:-la chTn-payin 

"I went on a pilgrimage." 

ng~' nandi:-la chTn-payin 

"I went on a pilgrimage." (They went trading) 

123. I.e., the subject of a transitive ergative verb. 

124. This is also the usual way of saying "I miss you!" 
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By contrast, it should be remembered that the ergative never occurs with non-volitional 

• The functions of agent and possessor 

When the agent (marked with the ergative) and the possessor of an object (marked with the 

· · ) refer to the same person in a single sentence (in which case they are coreferential), in 

cases only the possessor is mentioned. For example, in the following sentence, the owner of 

.. bicycle and the agent of the verb "to put" are the same person, and therefore only the genitive 

appears, without the agentive. 

~l."l\C::'~'n'jC::'z:t]'~~· z:tj'q."l\'r.::!';z:tj'Ull] "Where did (you) put your bicycle?" 

The use of the ergative instead of the genitive is possible, but this would place the stress on 

action and not on ownership. 

~l'."l\C::'~~'n'jC::'z:t)'~~· z:t)'q."l\'r.::!';z:t]'Ull] "Where did you put (the/ your) bicycle?" 

The use of both agent and possessor would be very odd: 

~l'."l\C::'~~·~l'."l\C::'~'n'jC::'z:t)'~~·,·q."l\'r.::J';z:tj'Ulll 

12.3.4 Omitting the subject 

In both Spoken and Literary Tibetan, the subject is often omitted. In the preceding lessons 

have encountered numerous sentences without any subject being specified. 

~·~~·0-lffil·~·o.l·~ll 
ls~·~·~~·~l·q~~ 

"(She) never drinks." 

"Is (he) from England?" 

It is often the case that the auxiliary or the interrogative particle indicates whether the 

ect is the first, second or third person, but in many instances context is our only clue. Thus in 

context the last sentence might mean "Am I from England?" 

12.3.5 The pronoun z:tj~z:tj· cT' "someone, something" 

The number cT' "one" has several meanings. We have already come across (in Lesson 10) 

pronominal use of cT'. It means both "someone" and "something". On the other hand, in cer

contexts, cT' means "once" or "a tittle". 

r.l._~."l\'z:tj~z:tj'?4r.::J~·~r:::·1 

l~~·,~z:tj'z:tj<lJ."l\'lC::'] 
C::'."l\C::'f'lC::'z:t)~z:tj'r.l._~r:::·~·~~~ 

"Someone came here." 

"Lend me a little money." 

"I'm going to have a bit of a quarrel with him." 
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lll-·,-·;r·'1· Ill 
12.4 Exercises gz:::·ct~l 

12.4. 1 Translate into English: 

~n ~·~·~·~l·,·~l.~l1 ~·~l·~·lz:::·~l·'1·~l1 ~·~l·,·~l·~·~q~·, 
~~·1:.1~·~~·3l·q~·~·i!lz:::·,·~~1 ~l·~z:::·m,·q~~.,~,~·Ul,·~·3l~~·q·iril·l:.l~1 
~~'l:.l'~ll ~t::J'r.J._~·z:::~·'?~'l:.l'~~l q~·4~·~,~·~,·~~·,~z:::·,~·~q~·~z:::·z:::~1 
,~·~q~'Ol'~Z:::'J ,~,~·a:r·,~,~·,~·~q~·~z:::·1 z:::·t:J·!l:J·q~·Ul,.~.l,r.J._'CJ'irll1 

~,~.,~~·~0-l·,~,~·,~·~q~·~z:::·z:::~l ~l·~z:::·~·l~~·,·~l·irill 

12.4. 2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. They are in the restaurant. 

2. Dorje has gone to the ban1c 

3. I went to have (lit. drink) some tea. 

4. Nyima stayed in hospital. 

5. Behind the hospital there is a library. 

6. They bought some tsampa (ground roasted barley). 

7. Now it's half past four; we have to get up! 

8. Will you come to the show? What time is the show? At a quarter to nine. 

9. There are many hotels in Lhasa. 

10. Where is the post office? 

12.4.3 Read and translate Text 12.1.b of this lesson. 

12.4.4 Insert the appropriate verb suffix Ul,. ( ~·) or,~ .. 

?) rz:::·m,·~~·~· ( ) ~~·1:.1·~l1 
~) ~·~·t:l·~·~· ~ ) l,r.J._·q·i!ll·~ll 
i) [Qz:::·,~·~~·,~~· ( ) l,r.J._'CJ'iril·~ll 
~) ,~0-l·~~·'t:l·~·~· ( ) ~~·~·t:J·~·r.J._~, 

1\) ~·~~·~·~·~·~·~·r.J._~,~· ( 
g)) q~·4~'3l~·~· ( ) ~~·~:::·1 
(;-) fZ:::'~'aJ'0-1'0-1~~· ( ) ~q~·~z:::·1 

1__) ~·~·~·,~·~·y~·~·&,. ( ) ~~'l:.l'~ll 

12.4.5 Write a phonological transcription of Text 12.1b. 



"Arriving at the Airport" 
~~03· ~· ~ r:Jz::r ~z:::· "'l' ~r:J~· ql 

conditional. 

The imperative suffix ~,~.,~z:::· ro'nang. 

The construction V+ ~~?.(·+Aux. "about to", "have just". 

,~,~·l'(lZ:::')1 ~·~:sl\·o-JE(~·r:J1 
l't!]'"\Z:::'1 ~-<3-l·~·C.l.ll\'~'~l·U)~·q~51 
~,~. ~l1 ~Tql\·t!J~o-l·~z:::·~· ~q~·~~r.(· (:nt:~~·)arl· ~l1 
~1 ~q~·~z:::·1 

,·~·?4q~·~ 

&t!]~·~·~1 ,·~·~,~1 

CD I • Tr. 37-38 

~·~,·c~·~q~') ~,·?4q~·,~z:::·,§z:::·1 ,.~~·?4q~·q1 ~l·;;:;z:::-,.~,·~"'·,· 
q"\'tl:ll1 

§' 
~· "\~·~·~~·tl:lz::::·q-[1)~1 ~,·~"\'~l(\· ( ~~"\')tl:ll1 
&t!]~·~·~1 ,·~·?4q~1 

~,~·~1 ,·~·~,~1 
~·~,.~,·?4q~·,~z:::·1 ~t!]'~"\'Z:::"\'t:l'i]'~'~t!]~·,~z:::·1 ~·a;~·~'1f:o5' (:o5<3-1') 
~~·~·~~,.,.~l·q~1 

U)~·l·U)~1 z:::(\·;o·~,. ~z:::·o-J·~l(\· c~~"'·)arl1 ,~,~·~,~·,~z:::·1 
&t!]~'~1 lf't:l~~·~,~·,~z:::·1 
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Pronunciation 

- sl'-ta t_Lntra' ts~po ! 

- th§.ka r§.ng himalaya: rlkyu' ylnpatra 

-I§.' r~· lhoka: namtang-la lep trg:-yo:re' 

- olep-song 

- kh§.le phep-ko 

- thukce che kh§.le sh!:!' 

- kusho', cha'pe' nang-cung 

- kh§.na' phep-pa. khyerang-ki chakkyer kh§.par yg' 

- pharansi-na' ygng-payin l§.'kyer t-§.: yg' 

- thukce che kh§.le phep 

- 1§.'-so kh§.le sh!:!' 

- kusho' chape' nang chakkyer ng§.rtan-ro'nang kuca'-la ta-ts ch~'-na trl'-kire'-pa' 

- yln-ta yln ng~: cala' tshangma t~: yg'. sl'-ro'nang 

- thukce che. th§., kha kyon-ro'nang. 

Translation 

Lobzang 
Michel 
Lobzang 
Michel 
Pilot 
Michel and Lobzang -
Frontier policeman 

? 
Michel 
Frontier policeman ' -
Michel 
Customs official 

Michel 
Customs official 

Ill ,·r·~r~· Ill 

Look, It's so beautiful! 
Isn't it just! That's probably the Himalayan Range. 
Yes, we're about to arrive at Lhokha Airport. 
Oh! We've arrived. 
Goodbye. 
Thank you, goodbye (lit. stay slowly). ,-¢ 
Welcome. Where have you come from? (Where's) your passport, 
please? 
I've come from France. Here's my passport. 
Thank you, goodbye. 
Lovely, thank you. 
Welcome, gentlemen. Show me your passports, please. May I take 
look at your luggage please? (If I take a brief look at your luggage 
that be all right?) 
Certainly, all my things are in here! Please take a look. 
Thank you. Now close them please. 

13.2 Vocabulary ~9·9~::1\1 

'Sj'~9· kusho' 'S]'<it:.1~· kushap (L) 

'Sj·~· kungo 

(n.) sir 

(n.) Your Excellency 
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~~1'~'\ cha:kkyer (H) 

!;lC:::' namtru p~ptang 

kyQ' 

cala' ~·a;~· kuca' (H) 

~· namtru 

~·~.-:;· m~kor (L) 

dco' langkor 

tshangma 

tan 

:!1~~· thr~p (L) 

ro'nang (H) 

(1) ky~'/ ~~z::l' (2) ky~p/ ~~'kygp(3) 

kha che ~~·~·sh~: che (H) 

kha ky~· F·~~~· kha kyon (H) 

·~· kg che ,~3.1·~·~· sl.mko che (H) 

~·~,. kg ky~· ,~3.l·~·~~~· sl.mko kyon (H) 
~·~·?41::1~· kh~le phep 

khale shu' 

(n.) official, civil servant 

(n.) driver, pilot 

(n.) soldier 

(n.) permit, passport 

(n.) mountain range 

( n.) airport 

(n.) airport 

(n.) station 

(n.) door 

(n.) chain, range, tantra 

(n.) things, belongings 

(n.) aeroplane 

(n.) train 

(n.) boat 

(n.) helicopter 

(n.) bus 

(adj.) beautiful 

(adj.) ugly 

(adv.) really, absolutely 

(adv.) of course, certainly 

(co.) if 

( quant.) all 

(aux.) to be about to 

(aux.) imperative 

(v.) [inv., A] to arrive 

(v.) [inv., A] to be all right 

(v.) [vol., EA] to show 

(v.) [vol., EA]- to make, do 

- verbalizer 

(v.) [vol., EA]- to make; do 

- verbalizer 

(v.) [vol., EA] to open (objects) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to close (objects) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to open (a door) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to close (a door) 

(idiom.) goodbye (to someone leaving) 

(idiom.) goodbye (to someone staying) 

Himalaya 
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Ill~ Ill 
13.3 Remarks ~~~lrz::J4ll 

13.3.1 The conditional 

Tibetan has no specific verb mood to express the conditional. The conditional is formed by 

adding the particle ~· -na "if' to the verb in the subordinate clause or to its auxiliary. The particle 

-na is combined with auxiliaries in the following cases: url·~'yg'-na, ~~,·~· t!,!'-na, ~~·~·yln-na, 
but the following combinations are incorrect: *~l·~·r~'-na and *tfj'l·~l·~· yg:re'-na. 

The protasis (the "if' clause) may be preceded by the expression ,(.I,J.~l· kh~:si'. There are 

basically three types of constructions, corresponding respectively to the present, past and "future" 

conditional. 

• The present conditional expresses a situation that has not occurred, but that remains a 

possibility at the time the statement is made; or else a pure hypothesis, about the likelihood of 

which the statement has nothing to say. In this case the verb in the subordinate clause appears in 

the past tense optionally followed by the past auxiliary z:.r~~· 125 and the main clause verb is in th~ 
future tense. The structure may be represented as follows: 

,(.I,J.~l· [ ... ] V (past)+ ~· [ ... ], V + AUX (future) 

tn(.I,J'~z:;· z::r~o·o· 
1 1 [ ... ] V (past)+ \ \ [ ... ], V + AUX (future) 

These constructions, which translate both the conditional and indicative moods of English, 

!re by far the most commonly used in Tibetan to formulate conditionals. They are also sometimes 

used to express past and future conditionals. 

Ex.: s·~(.I,J·a:)r:.::·orCl::J~'~·~l·F,.~.,.~ll chJ.ri: tshangma s~'-na thrgko' n~-kire' 
"If he ate all the sweets, he would have a stomach ache." 

s·~(.I,J·a:)r:.::·OJ·Cl::J~·I:.l·~~·~·~l·F,.~.,.~ll chJ.ri: tshangma s~·-payin-na thrgko' n~-kire· 
"If he ate all the sweets, he would have a stomach ache." 

~OJ'(.I,J'~'~,~·Cl~Cl'~''5'(.1,1,'Clal,.,.OJ'~ll k~m-la kgca' ky~p-na cala' la'-kimare' 

"If you close the box with a padlock, the things won't be lost." 

~l~r:.::·,~·~·~·Cl~r:.::·~·r:.::~·~·,·~~~ "If you were to sell your car, I'd buy it." 

125. The auxiliary pa-yin may be used with any verb class (volitional or non-volitional), although sometimes 
auxiliaries such as byung-na or song-na may also be used. There is a slight difference between the two 
when the verb is followed by the auxiliary pa-yin, it can indicate a mere hypothesis, a general statement which is 
linked to the ongoing situation. 

Vi 

E 
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On the other hand, the present conditional is often used to translate polite requests with the 

"can" or "may" (lit. would it be all right if. .. ). 

!':\~'r.<.,S~·s~·~·r.<.,§J,·fi1·~~.:q~1 "May I do that?" 

~~=;;~c::·~·~~c::~·r.<.,~~.,~OJ'~'r.<.,§J,·fi1·~~1 "You can sleep here tonight." 

Finally, there is another construction involving the present conditional: The subordinated 

con(iltlcmal clause is followed by the perfect auxiliary. The meaning differs from the above con

;:mu.., .. ~,u only in terms of verb aspect. 

\ ,~·§:ll [ ... ] V (past)+ all~· [ ... ], V + AUX (future) 

~·~~·al"c::'OJ'z::J=:l~·Ul~·~·~~·F,.~·fi1·~~1 chj_ri: tshangma s~'-yo'-na thrgko' n9;-ki:re' 

"If he has eaten all the sweets, he will have a stomach ache." 

• The past conditional expresses a possibility that could have been envisaged in the past, 

that did not actually occur. The verb in the subordinate clause is usually in the past tense

(perfect or perfective); the main verb is usually in the past and is followed by the perfect 

·-···---· J or auxiliaries of probability. 
126 

,~·§:l~· [ ... ] V (past)+ q·U)~·~· [ ... ] V + Ul~·~~· I q·Ul~i 

~·~~·al"c::'OJ'z::J=:l~·Ul~·~·~~·f',·~·Ul~·~~1 chj_ri: tshangma s~'-yo'-na thrgko' n9;-yo:re' 

"If (he) had eaten all the sweets, he would have had a stomach ache." 

perfective is also sometimes used: 

~·~~·a)c::'OJ'z::J=:l~·qo(i)~·~·~l'F,.~·Ull~~1 chlri: tshangma s~'-payin-na thrgko' n~-yo:re' 
idem. 

~o-l'"-r~·~,~·z::J~z::J'Ul~·~·;o·~,·z::J~,·Ul~·Ol·~~1 k9;m-la kgca' ky~p-na cala' la'-yo:mare' 

"If the box had been padlocked, the things wouldn't have been lost." 

~Ol·~·~·~,~·z::J~z:::ral~·~·;o·~,·z::J~,·q·~~1 k9;m-la kgca' ky9;p-na cala' la'-pame' idem. 

~l~c::·fi1~·3:j'·~·z::J~c::·Ul~·~·c::~·~~·Ull~~1 "If you'd sold your car, I'd have bought it." 

~~i~c::·fi1~·3:l·~·z::J~c::·Ull~·c::~·~~·q·Ul~1 idem. 

• The future conditional expresses a future possibility. In this case, the verbs of the sub

and main clauses are both in the future. This construction is not very commonly used, 

it is usually replaced by the present conditional. 

The auxiliaries -payo' I patu' are discussed in Lesson 28. 
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Zlj~·~~~ [ ... ] V (present-future)+ AUX (future)+~·[ ... ] V + AUX (future) 

Ex.: ~~;::l\r::::·9~'ra:i·~·~r::::·9·5:l~·~·r::::~·~·9·5:l~1 "Ifyou sell (lit. will sell) your car, I'll buy it." 

13.3.2 The imperative suffix ~Zlj~'Zlj~r::::· ro'nang 
This suffix may be attached to any volitional verb, preferably an honorific one, to formulate 

a request or a polite command. 

Ex.: Zl]~Zlj~'~Zlj~'Zlj~r::::·1 
r·q~~·~Zlj~·Zlj~r::::·1 
~q~·~Zlj~'Zlj~r::::·1 

sl'-ro'nang 
kha kyon-ro'nang 
phep-ro'nang 

"Look." or "Buy." 

"Close it." 

"Come." 

13.3.3 The constructions "to be about to" and "to have just". 

These two constructions are expressed by placing ~~~'trg:, which is derived from the 

literary form ~q~·thr9;p, after the main verb. 

To say "to be about to", Tibetan uses the existential auxiliaries ygre', t\,!', yg': ~~~·till trg:
yo' (ego), ~~~·~~Zlj' trg:-tu', ~~~·t!ll~l trg:-yo:re'. 

"To have just" is expressed by using the essential auxiliaries r~' or yln: ~~~·(.!j~· trg:-yin 
(ego),~~~·~~: trg:-re'. 

And finally, the verb ~~~·trg: (or its literary form ~q~·thr9;p) may be followed by the 

"to do" St:;; ch~' to mean "all but" or "almost". 

Ex.: ~~· ::l\r::::'';~'~llj'3l~t:;;~~~·t!ll·q~1 
rr::::·~·~~a;~r::::·~·4·~~~·~~·q·~l1 
llj~3l'£;Jr::::'~' ~q~·~~~·t!ll· ~l1 
r::::·~Zlj'f8~·~~·t!lr::::·~~~·(.!j~1 

Ill ·r·;r·,·JII 
13.4 Exercises ~r::::·ffi~1 

13. 4. 1 Translate into English: 

"Are you about to eat?" 

"He almost died in this river." 

"We're about to arrive at the airport." 

"I've just come from Bhutan." 

.?) Z'.:l'9'~'q:::lr::::'~Zlj~'Ul~·q·~:s1 3l'~l1 Z'.:l'9·~·~·~l1 

q) ~~·~·~a_·(.!j·,·(.!j~·q·~:s1 ~Zlj~·~l1 ~~·rr::::·9~·s~·q·~l1 

i) fli~'~Zlj~''~f~::l\' ~q~·~~~·t!ll·~lq~1 ~Zlj~' ~l· ~q~·~~~·t!ll·~l1 

~) ~l'::l\r::::'9'~Zlj'~q·~·r::::::I\'~Zlj'q~~·~Zlj~'Zlj~r::::·1 

L\) Zlj~~·lr::::·q~~·q~ 3l~·q~·l~·~l1 
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v) ~~·~~·~·~·lr::::·~~·~~Ol~·q~·r::::·~~·r::::·~·~l1 

w) ~~·O\;~.,~,.l.\~O\;·q~·l~·~l1 

z) ~,·~·~·~~·OI:~·~Ol·~·~·~·"'~OI:·q~·~·zr~·l~·~l1 

P) ~~O\;·~·~O\;·~~l'O\;~·~~·~·l.\~O\;·q~·~,·~·~·,~Ol'~l1 

:JO) ,~Ol'lr::::·~·~~Ol~'q~·~~l,~l1 

13.4.2 Rewrite the sentences according to the example given. 

7) ~·r~·Ol·<>lffil·~,~·,OI:r::::·1 

1) ~l.~l·~~·gr::::·,Oi;r::::·~,~·,Oi;r::::'1 

i) 4r::::·7,'0lC:::'r:f·<>lffil·~,~·,Oi;r::::'1 

> ................................ . 

> ............................... .. 

> ................................ . 

13.4.3 Complete the following sentences using the appropriate auxiliaries. 

7) l·~·~,.~,.Ol.~=:!~·OI:·~l·F,.~,~·( )1 
1) ~l·~r::::·~·rr::::·q·a5r::::·~·ti)OI:·OI:·r::::~·~·( )1 
i) ~l·~r::::·~,·~~·~·<>l·r<l~~·Oi;·r::::·qr::::·l.\~'( )1 

~) ~·r:f·~Oi;'Ull'OI:'~~~·( )1 
~) ~~·gr::::·Ol·~~'Oi;'Ul0\;'701:'4~'( )1 
v) r::::·~~~·~~·gr::::·q,·rJ·~~·url·OI:·l·~·Olr~·qoa;,~·( )1 

13.4.4 Complete the following sentences using the appropriate auxiliaries. 

:.>) Ffr::::·l·~·~r::::·~t:'\OI:~·r<l~~·"'~r.(·( )1 
1) Ffr::::·,~~·~~0\;·~,·~0\;'<>l' a;r::::·~·~~~·"'~r.(· ( ) 1 
i) ~~·Ol·~·~,~·~,~·,Oi;r::::'1901:'~,~·r<l~~·"'~r.(·( )1 
~) r::::·~l·~r::::·Oi;r::::·~·Ufr::::·l.\~r.(· ( )1 

13.4.5 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. The pilot of the aeroplane is Tibetan. 

2. They've just arrived at the station. 

3. There are some helicopters at the airport. 
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4. There are a lot of soldiers on the train. 

5. If you haven't got a permit, you won't be able to go there. 

6.Ifyou go to Gandan monastery, you'll meet his brother . 

• 13. 5 Civilization '!:\~·~~r:::·1 

Administrative Tibet 

Situated in the southwest of the People's Republic of China, the Tibet Autonomous 

Region, the Tibetan Autonomous Prefectures and the Tibetan Autonomous Counties comprise 

vast territory of over 2 200 000 km2
• The Tibetan Autonomous Prefectures are located within the 

Chinese provinces of Qinghai, Sichuan, Gansu and Yunnan. 

The Tibet Autonomous Region 

• ~~.:1\C::'~r:::·~r:::~· phg' r§;ngkyong cgng (Chin. xizang zizhiqu) 

1 13 8 400 km2 (excluding NEF A or Arunachal Pradesh, a border region under Indian 

control but claimed by the PRC). Apart from Standard Tibetan, the dialects spoken in the 

T.A.R. include those ofU, Tsang, To Ngari and Kham. (l~~·~l1 uka', ~<5r:::'';Tjl1 tsangka', 

~~~~taka', F31~'';Tjl1 khamka'). 

The T.A.R. is subdivided into six prefectures and one municipality: Lhasa Municipality 

·~r~·~r:::·~.:l\'(lhasa thrgngkyer), Zhikatse Prefecture ~~~·'lj·~·~·fS"'l'(shlkatse saku:), Lhokha 

Prefecture ~'F'~'p:l"-1' (lhoka saku:), Chamdo Prefecture ffil:::ro.l~'~'p:l"-1' (chamto saku:), 

Nagchu Prefecture ~~·~·~·p:l"'l'(n§:kcu saku:), Ngari Prefecture 3.1C::t:l,.''!:\~·~·f5!7.1' (ngari' saku:), 

and Nyingthri Prefecture ~r:::·~·~·fS"-1'(nyj_ntri saku:) 

The Chinese province of Qinghai (31~·~~1 tsh6 ngon) 

The Tibetan areas of Qinghai cover a total of 723 600 km2
• 

• Golok Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 

319'·~~·~l·'!:\~~·.:l\r:::'~r:::·rs"-1· kglo' phgri' r§;ngkyong khu: (Chin. guoluo zangzu zizhizhou). 

Various Amdo dialects (t§.l'Ol~'';Tjl' amto ka') are spoken in this area. 

• Kyegundo Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 

iM·c:;Zl1'3.1ie'·c~~·~·) ~c:;·~Zl'l~·::rr:::·~r:::·r:z:~"-11 kye-kunto ( ) -@ N -, ~ 'J \ '"\ 1 ' @ 1~ or yQshu phgri' r§;ngkyong khu: (Chin. 

yushu zangzu zijizhou). Various Kham dialects (f31~'';Tj~ khamka') are spoken. 

• Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of the South of the Yellow River 

3.\'~·~l·'!:\~~·.:1\r:::'~r:::·rs"-1· ma lh6 phgri' r9:ngkyong khu: (Chin. huangnan zangzu zizhizhou). 

Various Amdo dialects ( t§.l'Ol~';fj~ amto ka') are spoken in this area. 
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Autonomous Prefecture ofNorth of the Lake (Kokonor) 

·~c:::·~l·~,~·~c:::·~t:::'[Sil.l tsho ch~ng phgri' r~ngkyong khu:. (Chin. haibei zangzu 

iZI2:hizlnou). Various Amdo dialects ( ~·~~·';fjl' amto kii') are spoken in this area. 

Mongol and Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of the West of the Lake (Kokonor) 

31~'~c:J·ql·~,~·lc:::·~,.~,~·~c:::·~c:::·rsll.11 tsho n!:!P phgri'-tang so'ri' r~ngkyong khu:. (Chin. 

mengguzu zangzu zizhizhou). Various Amdo dialects ( ~·~~·';fjl' amto ki:i') are 

~liiSDIOk~m in this area. 

Mongol and Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of the South of the Lake (Kokonor) 

31~·~·q'l·~,~·~c:::·~c:::·f512.11 tsho lho phgri' r~ngkyong khu:. (Chin. hainan zangzu zizhizhou). 

· Various Amdo dialects ( ~·~~·';fjl' amto ka') are spoken in this area. 

This province also contains a number of Tibetan townships (q'l·~,~·~c:::·~· phori' 

thrgngtso, Chin. zangzu xiang) attached to Chinese counties or autonomous counties of 

other nationalities (Hui, Salar, Tu). 

• Region East of the Lake (Kokonor) 

~~· 4~'f512.11 tsho shar khu :. (Chin. Haidong). Although this area, around the city of Xining, 

has a population of some 200,000 Tibetans as well as a number of other ethnic groups, it 

has no autonomous status. Various Amdo dialects ( ~·~~·';fjl' amto kii') are spoken in this 

area. 

The Chinese Province of Gansu (ilj~·~~· kansu) 

The Tibetan areas of Gansu cover a total of 45 625 km2
• 

• The Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of the South of Gansu. 

ilj~·~·q'l~,~·~c:::·~~·f512.11 kan lh6 phgri' r~ngkyong khu: (Chin. gannan zangzu zizhizhou). 

(39 825 km2
). Various Amdo dialects ( ~·~~';fjl' amto ka') are spoken in this area. 

• The Tibet Autonomous County of Pari 

lz:Jil.l'~~·q'l~,~·~c:::·~c:::·~·1 pa:ri' phgri' r~ngkyong tsgng: (Chin. tianzhu zangzu zizhixian) 

(5 800 km2
). Amdo dialect ( ~·~~·';fjl' amto ka') is spoken in this area. 

Th. · 1 · b f T"b h" (q'z:;·c:.;:.l:!l~'~t:::·~· pho"' r'1' IS provmce a so contams a num er o 1 etan towns Ips 1 '"'\ 1 ~ 

thrgngtso, Chin. zangzu xiang) attached to Chinese counties. 

The Chinese Province of Sichuan (~·~~·sTtron) 

The Tibetan areas of Sichuan cover a total of247 530 km2
• 
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• Ngapa Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture. 

f:.:'l:.l'(E.:'z::::J)t:lr:::(~~~·:t:;r:::·~r:::·fSlll] ngapa phgri' r§:ngkyong khu: (Chin. aba zangzu zizhizhou) 

(83 201 km2
). Dialects of Amdo (li-l'o.J~·~l· amto ka') and Kham (fo.l~·~l· khamka') as well 

as Gyalrong language (~lll·~r:::·~l· ky~:rong ka') are spoken in this area. 

• Kanze Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 

l'1:1\'3.l~~·c:Jl·~~~·:t:;r:::·~r:::·r-slll kantse phgri' r§:ngkyong khu: (Chin. ganzi zangzu zizhizhou) 

(151 082 km2
). Dialects ofKham (fo.l~·~l· khamka') as well as Gyalrong language (~ill' 

~r:::·~l· ky~:rong ka') are spoken in this area. 

• Mili Tibetan Autonomous County 

§l·~·c:Jl·~~~·:t:;r:::·~r:::·~r:::·1 mTii phgri' r§:ngkyong tsgng (Chin. muli zangzu zizhixian). 

(13 246km2
). Various Kham dialects (fo.l~·~l· khamka') are spoken in this area. 

This province also contains Tibetan townships attached to Chinese counties, and an auto

nomous county of the Yi nationality. 

The Chinese province of Yunnan (~Oi;'Oi;Oi;'y~nnan) 

• Dechen Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture 

z::::J~'ffiOi;·c:Jl·~~~·:t:;r:::·~r:::·r-slllJ t~cen phgri' r§:ngkyong khu: (Chin. diqing zangzu zizhizhou) 

(23 870 km2
). Various Kham dialects (fo.l~·~l· khamka') are spoken in this area. 

(See map Tibetan administrative areas) 



"The Banagzhol Area" 

aims t::lf!\'~l·~,·q~·l~,~·a>l1 

verbalizers 5l'che' ~,. ky§.' t::l'J''tang. 
connective ~~· -na'. 

The construction V+ q·l·, -pataka. 

~,.4, 'l2l'~,·~a)'z::)~'~·,·~'l'5l·, 
~~·3r·z::J~~1 
(.(·tl:fr::::·r::::·1 
ijz::J~'c':\~a::· (:!Jt::l~')tl:fl·~l·q~1 
ijz::J~'c':\~(.(·""~, ~,·~·q·~l1 
l·,·q~·~l1 
""l~· (""~~·)~l1 r::::~·u,r~~·Fr::::·q·c':\~·~l1 
a),~·~1 ""la_·~~·3r·z::J~~·tl:fl1 
&,~·$·,~r::::·1 z::)~,~·,l~'c':\~,~·, 
~,·?4z::J~·,~r::::· ~r::::·1 
a),~·tl:fl1 ~·~·a),~·~·,~,~·z::j~·q·U)~·q~1 
z::j~·q·U)~1 

CD I • Tr. 39-40 

r::::~·~,~·q·~·4a)'~l1 fC:::'Z<l'~~·~·~~·~l1 ql·~l·lr::::·i:ll·~·f~~·~,·~z::j·gr::::· 
,~r::::·~·tl:fl·~l1 r::::·,~~·~·01·F· 4~·z::j~l·~·tl:fl·q~1 
z::)~,~·~·tl:fl1 ~·IA1~1 ~~·?4z::J~1 rr::::··~r~~·?4z::J~·~~·,·~l·~l·c~~·)~C:::'1 
ijz::J~'ql·,·~l1 r::::·,~~',::3c':\'~'Ol'z::J~'~'z::)~l·~·c':\§],·~·~l·q~1 

""§1,·~·~lr 
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Pronunciation 

- rlksho, p9;naksh6: ph9;rtu kh9;tso' ch~'-ka 

- kormo tun - -
- Q ygng-nga 

- lep trg: yg:re'-pa' 

- lep trg t~' thi:i' ny~po r~' 

- th9: kh9;par r~' 

- t~: r~· ng~: ani: khangpa ti. r~· 
- l9:'-so t~: kgrmo tQn yg' 

- thukce nang sh~tanca-ko 

- chape' nang-cung 

- 19;' yg' ani-la' kusu' t~po yln-pa' 

- t~po yln 

- ng~: trgkpo mlshe: khong pharansi-na' r~· phgka'-tang phg'-ki sh~ri' lopcong nang-kiyo:re'. ng9;nyi' 

nylma khasha' t~'-sa yg'-pa' 

- sh~'-sa yg' ala Y9:r phep. khong lhasar phep-na' kh9;tS6' tha'-song 

- lep-pataka r~· ng9;nyi' s9: nylma ph9;rtu t~'-na trl'-kire'-pa' 

- tri '-kire' 

Translation 

Lobzang 
The rickshaw 
Lobzang 
Michel 
Lobzang 
Michel 
Lobzang 
Michel 
The rickshaw 
Aunt 
Lobzang 
Aunt 
Lobzang 

Aunt 

Lobzang 

Aunt 

Rickshaw! How much is it (lit. will you make it) up to BanagzhOl? 
Seven gormo. 
That's fine. 
Are we about to arrive? 
Yes, we're nearly there, it's very close. 
Where is it? 
It's here. Here's my aunt's house. 
Well then, here's seven gormo. 
Thanks, goodbye! 
Welcome! 
Thank you. How are you, Auntie? 
I'm fine. 
This is my friend Michel. He's French. He's studying Tibetan language and 
culture. Have you got a room where we can stay for a few days? 
Yes, I have a room. But come in! How long has he been in Lhasa? (lit. since 
he arrived how much [time] has passed) 
He's just arrived. Can we stay until Sunday (lit. if we stay will that be all 
right)? 
Yes, that will be fine. 



~~~·~~· sanlun (ch.) 

sa mTkmar 

~· t§.wa sOmpa 

t§.wa shjpa 

t§.wa tQnpa 
&l'z::rq~l·q t§.wa ky~pa 

,&j't:l'l\l'q t§.wa k\Jpa 

&j't:l't:l:§'q t§.wa cOpa 

&j't:l't:l:§'~~~·q t§.wa cOkcikpa 

&j't:l't:l:§'~~~·~· t§.wa cOnyipa 

~C\i~' phgnta 

~'&j' cTnta 

~·ar· cTio 
ffi~·~· tshepa 

~r::::·~· thrOngsa(H) 
q~o.r~· samlo l,r::::~·~· kgngpa (H) 

~<~~·~·c:J· tha' ny~po 
~<~~·~r::::·c:J· tha' rJ.ngpo 

F'4~· khasha' 
z::J~0-1~' sam' 

z::J~0-1·~· + z:::Jryr::::· samlo tang 

Lesson 14 - gj z::r a)~· 7~ 

(n.) gormo, currency unit 

(n.) rickshaw 

(aux.) just 

(n.) earth, place 

(n.) room, place 

(n.) planet 

(n.) Sunday 

(n.) Monday 

(n.) Tuesday 

(n.) Wednesday 

(n.) Thursday 

(n.) Friday 

(n.) Saturday 

(n.) January 

(n.) February 

(n.) March 

(n.) April 

(n.) May 

(n.) June 

(n.) July 

(n.) August 

(n.) September 

(n.) October 

(n.) November 

(n.) December 

(n.) month (lunar calendar) 

(n.) month (international calendar) 

(n.) year (international calendar) 

(n.) date 

( n.) marriage 

(n.)thought, idea 

(adj.) close, near 

(adj.) far, distant 

(adj.) some, several 

(v.) [inv., EA] to think 

(v.) [vol., E] to think, ponder 

203 
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l~r::::~·q· + l:l~~· kgngpa sh~' (H) 

a:.r::::·~· + ~,. changsa ky§.' 

q~· + ~,. par ky§.' 

z::J~,~·,l~·t:\~,~·~· sh~ktanca' -ko 

U!r::::·r::::· ygngnga 

&,~·~·,~r::::· thukce nang 

Proper nouns 

3l·4!ll' mlshe: 

3l,·lOJ~' mTkmar 

~,~·q· lhakpa 

~~·~· phurpu 

q·~r::::~· pasang 

~~·q· penpa 

111~111 
14.3 Remarks t:\§jlll'z::J4l1 

14.3.1 Compound verbs and verbalizers 

(v.) [vol., E] to think, ponder 

(v.) [vol., E] to marry 

(v.) [vol., ED] to photograph 

(idiom.) goodbye! 

(idiom.) all right, fine 

(idiom.) thank you 

Michel 

Mars 

Mercury 

Jupiter 

Venus 

Saturn 

In Spoken Tibetan, compound verbs are more common than simple verbs (verbs compris

ing only one syllable). For the most part, these consist of a noun and a "verbalizer": Verbalizers 

(Tibetan: bya-tshig stong-pa) are verbs that do not convey a specific meaning or else mean "to 

do" in a general sense. Compound verbs of this sort generally comprise two or three syllables, but 

s~ome contain up to five. 

The three basic verbalizers are: ~l'ch~' I ,~r::::·nang (H) "to do, act", ~,. ky~· I l:l~~· kyon 

(H) "to make" and z::Jryr::::·tang I z::Jryr::::·,~r::::·tang-nang (H) "to send, do". 127 

Other verbalizers- some of them used only rarely- include: l:l~\g "to make", ~· sh~ (h) 

"to say, to take",l:l~~· sh~' "to take", l:l~r::::~· lang' "to lift", !llC:: l§.ng "to get up",/:\~' trg "to go", fj~· 
shor "to let go",~l:l~' thep "to be caught or hit", r.f'~· khor "to circulate", etc. 

• The choice of verbalizer is determined partly by whether the verb is volitional or non

volitional. The verbalizers shor, trg, l§.ng and thep are used in the formation of non-volitional 

verbs. 

"to deceive" 

"to make angry" 

"to be deceived" 

"to get angry" 

127. Losang Thonden, Modern Tibetan Language (1986), volume 2, provides a substantial list of compound verbs 
involving these three verbalizers. 
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~:1\·~~'z::::li]Z::::' "to improve" ~:~\·~~·~~· "to be improved" 
3l·~l~·~,. "to shoot" 3l·~l~'~z::::l~' "to be hit (by a bullet)" 
3l9'~'z::::l1]Z:::' "to shed tears" 3l9'~'4:!:i' "to burst into tears" 

-fi9'~'z::::l1]Z:::' "to fart (intentionally)" ,fj 9'~' 4:1\' "to fart (accidentally)" 
9~s;;'t:.l'z::::li]Z:::' "to urinate (intentionally)" 9~s;;·q4:!:i' "to wet oneself" 
z:::J~~·~'z::::li]Z:::' "to ponder" z::::l~~·~·~:l\' "to have an idea" 

~,'t:J'~,. "to (make oneself) vomit" ~,'t:J'4:1\' "to vomit" 

• The honorifics of compound verbs are formed by putting both the verbalizer and the 

rece:am,g noun in the honorific. 

a;z:::·~·~9' 

1'-l~'ilj'~l· 
"to marry" 

"to work" 

f§Z:::'~'z::::l~s;;· 

~,·l'-1~'9~z:::· 

"to marry" (H) 

"to work" (H) 

• Compound verbs retain a certain syntactic flexibility: the noun can be separated from the 

..,.v.~ .. ~--· by an adverb or a negation, and may also be marked by a complement: 

z::::l~~·~'OlZ:::'~'z::::l1]Z:::'l,~·~l1 
~·3j'~·9'1~·~~·~·~,·z::::lryz:::·~z:::·1 

9:::~z::::1·9:::~z::::l·Ol· 3~·~· ~s;;·F· ~~ 9 

"(We) have to give it a lot of thought." 

"The girl sang a lovely song." 

"If you're not careful, it's risky." 

• The semantics of a verb offer no clue as to the verbalizer that should be used. As a 

rule, compound verbs take only one verbalizer. 

1'-l~'ilj'~l· "to work" 

a;z:::·~·~9· "to marry" 
but not 

but not 

*1'-l~'ilj'z::::li]Z::::' or *1'-l~'ilj'~,. 

*ooz:::·~·~~: or *ooz:::·~·z::::Jryz:::· 

In certain cases, however, there is a choice of which verbalizer may be used: 

In some exceptional instances, different verbalizers may be used, yielding a different mean-

Sill'z::::li]Z:::' "to call" 

3)·~,. "to set fire" 

1'-1~'~9' "to reply" 

but 

but 

but 

Sill'~,. "to shout" 

3l·z::::1ryz:::· "to light, make a fire" 

1'-ls;;'z::::li]Z::::' "to send a message" 

• Like all verbs, verbalizers must be followed by auxiliaries. Here is a list of the "conju

gations" (in all the tense-aspects and moods) with the auxiliaries we have encountered so far. 

Knowing all these forms will enable you to conjugate most verbs in Standard Tibetan. 
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Verbalizer qryr:::: Verbalizer ~~r verbalizer s~: 
qryr::::·c~f7r::::·)~·~~1 ~~·~·~~1 s~;~·~~1 

qryr::::·c~f7r::::·)~·~l1 ~~·~·~ll sl·~·~ll 
qryr::::· (~ryr::::')~·u:ll1 ~~·~·u:ll1 sl·~·u:ll1 
qryr::::· (~ryr::::·)~'r.l._~, ~,·~·~~ sl·~·~~ 

qryr::::· (~ryr::::·)~·wl·~l1 ~~·~·wl·~ll sl·~·wl~ll 
qryr::::·c,r~~J q~q·z:.r~~l s~·c.r~~~ 

qryr::::'.§C:::'J t::l~t::l'.§C:::'J s~·.§r::::'1 

qryr::::·~r::::·l q~q·~r::::·1 s~·~r::::·1 

qryr::::·q·~l1 q~q·q·~l1 s~·q·~l1 

qryr::::·u:ll1 q~q·u:Jll s~·wl1 

qryr::::·q'i~ q~q·q'i~ s~·q'i~ 

qryr::::·wl·~l1 q~qu:Jl·~l1 s~·wl·~l1 

Note: The egophoric auxiliaries and the perfect auxiliaries are not compatible with all 

verbs. For example, for a verb such as ~l·qryr::::· "to call", depending on context it is possible to 

use either the intentional auxiliary or the receptive auxiliary: )l'jl·qryr::::·q~~~ "I called", S'ill't::lryt::::' 
.§C:::'j"I was called, (someone) called me". On the other hand, for a non-volitional verb such as~· 
lll3l'z:::J?r::::'1 "to dream", the intentional auxiliary is incorrect * ~'tllOl'z:::J?r::::'t.l'tll~J and instead the 

receptive auxiliary must be used ~'tll3l't::lryr::::·.§r::::'1. 

• Some verbs can take a complement in the form of a direct or an indirect object, whereas 

others cannot. The verbalizer gives no indication as to whether a verb is "transitive" or "intran

sitive". The following verbs all take an object: 

Ex.: f~'(~'S'ill')!Jt::l'~r::::·s~·q·~l1 
r~· (3J~·tll~'~tll'~:l\')2ll·y l·s~·q ~l1 
l~·~~·~~· (!Jt::l'Ol')S'illq?r::::·~r::::·l 
C:::'tll' (~l· :1\C:::')~'tllOl't::l ryr::::·.§r::::'1 
l~·~~·~~·c~~~·~lll·)~·~l·~~·~r::::·1 
rr::::·~~·cffi~')'?Ol~·ill~·~·c:J·~~·sl·~·r.l._~,., 

"He studied (Chinese)." 

"He used (the computer)." 

"The teacher called (the student)." 

"I dreamed (about you)." 

"The teacher presented (the situation)." 

"He practices (the Dharma) a lot!" 

Unlike the verb "to study", the verb "to work" is not transitive, and one can not say: 

*F~'(9r::::') lll~'1Tj'S~'t.l'~l1 "He worked the wood." 

Note: Several "intransitive" compound verbs take an ergative construction, whereas in the 

case of "simple" verbs this construction occurs only with transitive verbs. This may be explained 
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fact that the noun that precedes the verbalizer can be analyzed as an "internal" object. In 

words, the verbalizer acts as if it were an autonomous transitive verb. 

14.3.2 The connective~~· n~· I-na' 
This particle, which is the same as that used to form the ablative case, is placed after the 

in a temporal or causal subordinate clause to link it with a following clause. It is always 

directly after the verb, and may not be preceded by an auxiliary. The marker -na' is 

·'"'"1"""'' .... , according to the context, by the conjunctions "and" or "then", or else by "after" or 
' 

"I'll come after I've eaten." 

<al'~:r·~q~·o:~·z:n·~~·fAo:·~r:::::·1 h b '1 ' 1 1 1 ~~ 1 "How long as he een in Lhasa?" 

(lit. since he came to Lhasa how much [time] has passed) 

"I get up early and go to school." 

14.3.3 The construction V (past)+ q·l·,· -pataka 
The expression -pataka is derived from the form q~·,· -pateka, which consists of the nomi

z::r and the demonstrative~.,. "just that" or "just there". This expression, which is always 

to a verb in the past tense, means "to have just" or "as soon as". In Literary Tibetan, it is 

by 3.1'~,. -matha' or q·lr:::::·-patang. 
F'~,'z::J=:I~·q·l·,·arr:::::·q·~~~ "I came as soon as I'd eaten." 

~·~r:::::·~q~·q·l·,·~l1 "Tshering has just arrived." 

r:::::·~··~r~"·~r:::::·~·~q~·q·l·,·e;:·ffi·C'! .. t::~~r:::::~ .. l:.]·~~~ 
"As soon as we got into the tent, we drank some hot tea." 

"The Jhokhang has just been opened." 

14.4. 1 Translate into English: 

"·~·~~·~~a:· ~l·q~1 ~,~. ~l1 f1r:::::·~~·~~·~·3.!·3.lr:::::·C! ·~~·ar~r:::::·1 flr:::::·,·Fr:::::·q·~r:::::·q· ~l· 
rr:::::· Fr:::::·q· q~q· ~~a:· ~l1 ~l· "r:::::· ~~"· ~q~· ~~a:·~~· 1:.]~1 ~,~. ~~~ r:::::· ~q~· 

~·q·,~,·~~·~r:::::·1 li!f~·q·~~·~,·,~·s~·~~a:·~l·q~1 ~,~·~l1 ~,·,~·s~·~~·~·5,~· 
~r:::::·1 ~l· "r:::::·~~"·~q~·~~·~'\·3.1·,· ~l·~~·~r:::::·1 r:::::·l·'fr ~t::~~·q·l·,·~~~ r:::::· ~·F·~,·t::~=:I~· 

w••m•il'i::t•·~·~~·,·~~~ 
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14.4. 2 Learn the "conjugations" of the three basic verbalizers qryz::::·tang, ~l· ch~' and~,. 
ky9,' (see section 14.3.1). Conjugate the verbs BJq·gz::::·~l· "to study", ~·~,'"to 
close", a:;z::::·~·~Z4]' "to marry" and z:::J~Ol·§1·qryz::::· "to ponder" in all the tense-aspects 

and moods that have been covered so far. 

14.4.3 Rewrite the following sentences in the honorific: 

?) §1'z:::J;::JZ::::'z:::]~'3J~·~z::::·~·~~·~·~l·~·U5l·~l1 

q) ~·~·a:)· ~·qryz::::·~·U5l·~l1 

i) r·a:;z::::·~·q~qq·~l1 

~) r~·rz::::·qZ1'j~~·q·q~q·q·~l1 

L\) r·BJq3J·ffi~·a:r~·~c:::·~·BJq·gc:::·~l·~·05l~l 

l<) r~·z:::]~Ol·§1·qryz::::·~z::::·1 

I])) ~·~~·q~·q~q·~z::::·1 

14.4.4 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. She is going to study Tibetan at the university from May to September. 

2. Drolkar got married in February. 

3. Lobzang photographed the monastery. 

4. Trashi came on the 11th of June. 

5. Do you work on Sundays? 

6. He will be in Peking from April to October. 

7. They went to China to take photos. 

8. He met DOJ:je in Delhi in November. 

9. She'll come back to Lhasa in July. 

* 14.5 Civilization ~Z4]~'Z4]~z::::·1 

Tibetan astrology and the lunar calendar. 

In Tibet, astrology and divination are still an important part of everyday life. Tibetans often 

prefer to mention their natal sign rather than their year of birth according to the international 

calendar, and traditional festivals are situated in terms of the lunar calendar. Astrologers are still 

frequently consulted for weddings and for the appropriate form of funerals (see Lesson 35.5). 

Almanacs, or lata (lo-tho ), containing correspondences between the international and native 

calendars, are regularly used. 
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Tibetan astrology128 involves five elements and twelve animals: 

~z:::::· shTng "wood" 3J· me "fire" ~·sa "earth" ~z:n~· ca' "iron" ~· chu "water" 'I ' - ' ' I ' • 

209 

Each of these elements may be associated with a masculine ~ · pho or feminine a:i' · mg gen

. The twelve animals are: 

ur~· yg' "hare",""'§,. tr!:,!' "dragon",~~· trQ: "snake", ry'ta "horse",~,. 1!:,!' "sheep",~~· tre: 

, ~: ch~ "bird", ~· khyT "dog", C::J,. phW "pig", 5· chl "rat", §JZ:::::' lang "ox", ~,. ta' "tiger". 

For the calendar, Tibetans use a cycle of twelve years corresponding to the list of twelve 

. In association with each of the five elements they constitute a major cycle of sixty years. 

For example: 3J·(G'~·~· m~ yg' lg "fire hare year",~·""'§,·~· sa tr!::!' lg "earth dragon year", ~· 
·sa trQ: lg "earth snake year", ~,~·ry·~·ca' ta lg "iron horse year", etc. 

Year I animal I element 
2000 Dragon Iron 
2001 Snake Iron 
2002 Horse Water 
2003 Sheep Water 
2004 Monkey Wood 
2005 Bird Wood 
2006 Dog Fire 
2007 Pig Fire 
2008 Rat Earth 
2009 Ox Earth 
2010 Tiger Iron 
2011 Hare Iron 
2012 Dragon Water 

A Tibetan month usually contains thirty lunar days. The first day of the month corresponds 

new moon, and the fifteenth day to the full moon. The Tibetan New Year (see Lesson 36) 

between the beginning of February and the beginning ofMarch depending on the year. 

~~~~z:::::·~l~·ry,~·,·~·~ll khyerang-ki lgpta' kh~re r~· "What is your (animal) birth sign?" 

Tibet has two astrological systems: naktsi (nag-rtsis), also called jungtsi ('byung-rtsis), which is of Chinese origin 
used mainly for divination, and kartsi (dkar-rtsis), also spelled skar-rtsis, which comes from India and is used for 

computation. The influence of divination and rituals in the Bon religion has also undoubtedly played an 
part in the development of Tibetan astrology. 



"Lobzang's house" 

speech. 

experiential auxiliary ~z::::· nygng. 

§J·q:::~z::::·,·rz::::·q·,·q~·Uj'~:~l1 

~·~~·~l·~·Z<l~·~,~·~·~z::::·,~q·~·Uj'l·~l1 
~q·~·Uj'l·~l·q~1 

~,~·~l1 
~q·~·3l·c6z::::·,·~l·Uj'l·~l1 

3l•c6t:::'~o.]'t.:_J'~'~'~,.:3·(~,·:3o.J')UJl'~l·:::~ (~~·~·~~,) 
Z<l·,~· ~c:::·rz::::·tfj'l·~l·q~1 

~z::::· ~z::::·,~,·Uj'l·~l1 
~q·~· (~q·~·)Uj'l·~l·q~1 

~,~·Uj'l·~l1 lo.Jz::::~·q~,~· ~q·~· (~q·~·),~,·Uj'l·~l1 
l~~·q·Uj'l·~l·q~1 
Uj'l· ~l1 ~·o.Jffi,·~z::::·l~~·q·~~·~·~l1 
~l·~z::::·?:lq~·~ z::::·z::::~·1 

~~·~t:::'1 

CD I • Tr. 41-42 
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Pronunciation 

- lopsang-ki khangpa khi:!,par yg:ra' 

- lhasa: kyTcu phaco'-ki thrgngsep-la yg:re' 

- thrjp-la yg:re'-pa' 

-Ia' re' 

- thrjp-la mltsang khi:!,ts6' yg:ra' 

- mltsang thempa nylshu lhakts yg:re'-sa 

- phaka: tshongkang yg:re'-pa' 

- chungcung cT' yg:re' 

- laptra yg:re'-pa' 

- li:!,' yg:re' mangtsu' laptra d' yg:re' 

- kgmpa yg:re'-pa' 

- yg:re' tseco'ling kompa s~r-kire' 

- khyerang phep-nyong-nga' 

- trg-nyong 

Home of a well-to-do Tibetan family 
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Where's Lobzang's house? 
It's in a village on the other side of the Lhasa River. 
Is it in Dhrip? 
Yes. 
How many families are there in Dhrip? 
There are said to be more than twenty households. 
Is there a shop over there? 
There's a small one. 
Is there a school? 
Yes, there's a community school. 
Is there a monastery? 
Yes, there's Tshechogling Monastery. 
Have you ever been (lit. gone) there? 
Yes, I've been there. 

~,'x53.1' lhaktsam (L) 

khy1mtsang 

thrgngsep 

t:l~,~·~z::r~· mangtsu' laptra 

(adv.) a little more 

(n.) family 

(n.) household 

(n.) family 

(n.) shopkeeper, businessman 

(n.) towards oneself, this way, hither 

(n.) away, thither 

(n.) neighbour 

( n.) direction, side 

(n.) village 

t:l· tsangpo 

(n.) community school 

(n.) river, stream 

(n.) river 
~'\' s~r (L) 

nygng ~c::::~· nyi!ng' 

(aux.) it is said, hearsay, end of quotation 

(part.) end of quotation 

(v.) [vol. EA] to taste, try 

(aux.) experiential 

(idiom.) it seems that X has said, hearsay 

Dhrip (name of a village) 

Kyichu, "Happy River" 

Tshechogling (name of a monastery) 

213 
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Ill~ Ill 

15.3 Remarks ~~"-1'1::14~1 

15. 3. 1 Reported speech. 

Reported speech is indicated by the marker ~· /s/ which corresponds to closing quotation 

marks. This marker /s/, derived from the verb ~:~\,' /s~r/ "to say", is used for both direct and in

direct speech.
129 

There is a special form :::!'/sa/ to convey hearsay. The distinguishing feature of 

reported speech in Tibetan is that it is inserted between the author of the quotation and the verb of 

speech. When Tibetans read or quote a text, they often conclude the citation with an /s/ to make it 

clear that these were not their own words. 

• Direct speech 

Reported speech begins by first mentioning the source (the speaker) and then, where 

applicable, the intended recipient (the addressee), respectively in the ergative and dative cases. 

The quotation is concluded by the sound /-s/, which corresponds to closing quotation marks, 

followed immediately by a verb of speech. Direct speech reproduces a statement in the original 

words. Note that quotation marks are actually used in certain modem writings, whereas traditional 

Tibetan literature uses no punctuation at all. 

source+,~. [+goal+ "-1']: "citation"+ ~·+verb of speech 

Ex.: tii~'"-l~~·~~·~z::J'~'z::J'e€:1\,'t:::'"-10l'~t:::·~:l\,'t.G't:::·,·5:)~·~·~~t:::~·~t:::·1 

k~nla'-ki' laptrawa-tsor ng§; l§;msang tshur ygng-kiyin-s sung-song 

The teacher said to the students, "I'll come back immediately." 

f1t:::·,~· t:::·~a.r~·b:l~·~·"-lz::J'~t:::'1 

khong-ki' ng§; amci yln-s l§;p-song 

He said, "I'm a doctor." 

f1t:::·,~· ~l:.l"-l'~~·~Ol'~'~~·~·"-lz::J'~t:::'1 

khong-ki' pantan amci r~ '-s l9:p-song 

He said, "Pandan is a doctor." or He said that Pandan was a doctor. 130 

f1t:::·,~·t:::·"-1· ~~·:l\,t:::'~Ol·~·Ol·~~·~·~~t:::·~t:::·1 

khong-ki' ng9:la khyerang amci m9:re'-s sung-cung 

He said to me, "You're not a doctor!" 

129. These categories are not always relevant. For certain statements there is only one type of discourse, and they 
therefore be translated into European languages by either direct or reported speech. However, as we shall see below; 
is sometimes possible to distinguish between direct and "hybrid" indirect speech. 

130. In this case only one form of reported speech is possible. 

ti 

di 
"] 

"] 
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~aii·~~·~~·r:::·~·~·,·~=.;·ar~r:::·E!·~~·r-r~l·1 

thgntrup-ki' ng!!-la ylke cgr macung-s l!!p-pare' 

Dhondrup said, "I didn't receive the letter." 

ffi·~r:::·;~·r:::~·~·,·~ryr:::·z:.]'~~·Ej·~~·~~~·~r:::·1 

tshering-ki' ng~' ylke tang-payin-s l~n ky!!p-song. 

Tshering replied, "I sent the letter." 

• "Hybrid" reported speech. 

215 

If it happens that the source of a quotation is the same person as someone who is men

in it, or else is the actual speaker, Tibetans prefer to substitute "hybrid" reported speech for 

speech. For example, in the statement "He said 'I'm a doctor"', the two pronouns "he" and 

refer to the same person (and are therefore "coreferential"). The same is true of the statement 

said to me, 'You're not a doctor!"' in which the pronouns "me" and "you" are coreferential. 

such cases, Tibetan generally uses a particular form of reported speech that has the following 

A. The pronouns 
131 

of the original quotation and the register (honorific, humilific or 

ordinary) are reformulated to suit the speaker's current situation. This is similar to the 

reported speech of European languages. 

B. By contrast, when the first person pronoun "I", "me", etc. appears in the original 

citation, the egophoric auxiliary (yin, byung, etc.) that is associated with it is preserved 

in the "hybrid" reported speech. 

C. Once a sentence has been transformed into reported speech, if it contains coreferen

tial nouns or pronouns one of the two forms is dropped. 

"quotation + AUX (ego)" + E!· + verb of speech 

For example, the sentence "He said, 'I'm a doctor"' is transformed into the hypothetical 

stage A): * rr:::·;~·rr:::·~arffi·~~·Ej·~~·~r:::·1 khong-ki' khong amci yln-s l!!p-song. Following the rule 

out in B), the sentence preserves the egophoric auxiliary yln; and as a result of eliminating the 

first pronoun, we end up with: fC::'~arffi·~~·Ej·~~·~r:::·1 khong amci yln-s l!!p-song "He said he was a 

Here are some other examples of indirect reported speech: 

rr:::·;~·r:::·~~·ffi·~·~l·Ej·,~r:::·~r:::·1 khong-ki' ng!! amci mi!re'-s sOng-cung 

"He told me I wasn't a doctor." 

131. The pronouns "I" and "you" and, more generally, the "deictics", that is, words connected to the statement like the 
adverbs "here" and "now", as well as demonstratives such as "that" which can only be interpreted in relation to the 
context of the dialogue. 
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~~·~z::r~~r~·,·~;z:;·~·~z:::·~·~t::~·q·~l1 thgntrup-ki' ng£1:-la yike CQr-macung-s I£J:p-pare' 

"Dhondrup said he hadn't received a letter." 

Note: In this case, the subject could also be in the dative. 

Ex.: iii~·~,~·~~·~z:::· i&'\'~t::~~·~·~~·~·,~z:::~·~z:::·1k~nla' -ki' l£!msang tshur phe '-kiyin-s sung-song 

"The teacher said he would come back immediately." 

~·~z:::·~~·~·,·t::~ryz:::·q·~~·~·~~·t::~~t::~·~z:::·1 tshering ylke tang-payin-s l~n ky£l;p-song 

"Tshering replied that he'd sent the letter." 

• "Hearsay" is formulated directly without introducing a speaker, citing and closing the 

assertion with the marker=:!' -sa "it is said that", or ~;z:;·~'=:!'_serkisa. "X is said to have said that. .. ", 

"X allegedly said that.. . " 

Ex.: f'c::·if.l~·ffi·~l=:!] khong amci r~'-sa 
"They say he's a doctor." 

E:i'c:;:~·,~;z:;·~z:::·2:l·tG\~l'=:!] phg'-la ser m£!ngpo yQ:re'-sa 

"There's said to be a lot of gold in Tibet." 

t::l::!J'4~·~,~·~·,;z:;·~·~t::~~·q~l·~;z:;·~·=:!] trashi'-la' ky£!kar-la phe'-pare s~rkisa 

"Apparently he said that Trashi had gone to India." 

15.3.2 The experiential auxiliary ~z:::· nyQng 
This signifies that the subject has already, at least once, experienced the action to which 

nyQng refers. The verb preceding the auxiliary nyQng must be in the present tense. When nyQng 

isn't followed by anything, the implication is egophoric. In this case, it is used with the first per

son, which may be either the subject or the direct or indirect object. In other cases, nyQng again 

becomes a full verb and must be followed by an assertive past auxiliary: Ui'l·~l1 yo:re', q·~l1 
pare'. In English it may be translated by "has/have ever ... " 

ng£! tr!:!'yO:-Ia trQ-nyong 

"I've been (lit. gone) to Bhutan." 

kho' ng£! t\:!ng-nyong 

"He has (previously) hit me." 

khong ng~: tsa-la phe '-nyong 

"He's been (lit. come) to my place." 

khong tr!:!'yu:-la phep-nyong-yo:re' 

"He has been (lit. gone) to Bhutan." 



Lesson 15 - £f1::r ffi~· 7~ 

15.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. He's never eaten momos. 

2. She has drunk Tibetan tea. 

3. I have been (lit. gone) to India. 

4. I've never done anything like that. 

5. This nomad has never been in (lit. got into) a car. 

6. He has travelled by aeroplane. 

7. Dorje said there was no problem. 

8. They say the road isn't good. 

15.4.2 Change the following sentences into indirect speech. 

7) rc::·,~·c::·a~·z::r,~~·~~·~c::·~·ql·~·~~·,·~~·~·,~c::·~c::·1 

1) rc::·,~·c::~·~·,· 4~·~·~l·~·,~c::·~·~~, 

~) ~·~·c::~·z<r,~·~~·~·~~·~~·~z:::r~c::·1 

~) q~·4~·~~·c::~·r·~,·q~~·~·~~·~·~q·~c::·1 

15.4.3 Translate into English: 

7) ~l·~c::·ql·~·~&C::'~c::·c::~1 

1) rc::·,~·,UJ,.3l~t:::·3l·~c::·~·,~c::~·~c::·1 

~) c::·~c::·~·,c::~·~~·~·ffi·~·~~·~c::·1 

~) §3·q~c::·~~·,·s~·~~·~31·~·~~·q~l1 

~) r·~,·q~~·~~·~~·,·sl·,~·~~·~c::·1 

(;-) fC::'3l~l· a;r;:::·q~~·~~.,~3l·,~·~q~·~c::·1 

tz.l) 'ffl·~·q'ff~·~~·~·rc::·~·~~·~·~l1 

Z) rc::·q~·~~·~·~q~·&q·~·3l·~l·~·,~c::·,~1 
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"Lobzang's house" 
(continued) 

~·q::3~·~·r~·z:_J1 
~·~~·~~l 

aims t:Jc~:~l'~t!]'t:JI\'l~t!]~'a5l1 

modal verb l~~· kg "to have to". 

interrogative pronoun "why". 

~n ~~·~·q~~·q~~~ ~~·~·q~~·q~~n 

"It's not the fortune that makes the man, but the man that makes the fortune." (proverb) 

q~·4~·~,~~ ,~,~'l'(l~')1 
~·~1\1 

q~·4~·q~·~,~~ 
~,·?4q~·,~~·~~·1 

~,~~ 4~·c4~·)9·u:rl1 

r-~·~l\·~,~·q·~·4~·~l1 
Cll')ijl·~~·~·u:;'l·t:J~1 

CD I • Tr. 43-44 

~l\·~~·~·q~·4~·~;t;;·~·u:;'l1 ~~:~l\·~·q·&'j~1 ~~·~·~~·l'1'\'E:l'(~'\')'"'~·~I\·El· 
~~·q·&'j~1 ~l·;t;;~·,·~~·&'l~·q1 
lq~·~·~·~~·&'l~1 
lq~·~·~·~~·~·~lq1 

~,~·~l·~·;t;;~·~(\·~~·~·~l1 ~~~~·~·~·~,·~~·q·~l·q~1 

~·~l1 51i~·~~·~·~·~l·~,·<>·c<>~)~l1 ~·~1 ~·~·~~·lt:J~·~·~·q"·~·,~~·~l\· 
~~·~·~·~l't!]'~l'~~·l~~·~l1 
~·~l·q~·,~~·~~·l~~·~l1 
~·~1 ~,·~~·c:J·~·c:J·~,·~l1 ~~·~·~·F~·q·~l1 ~·;t;;~·~"·F~·t:J·~~·~s~· 

u:;'l·~·~·~l1 
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Pronunciation 

- trashi'-la' sl'-ta ph~-tang chTkya: d' ygng-ki' 

-ala' 

- trashi t~le' pala' khong ng~: thrgkpo mlshe: r~· 

- chape' nang-cung sh~'-ta phgka' khyen-kiyo'-pa' 

- I~' shen-kiyo' 

- ng~: mlng-la trashi' s~r-kiy6'. tj_ ng~: t~wo yin. mlng-la trg:kar s~. tj_ ng~: ph~ chungwa yjJl khyerang 

kh~na' yln-pa 

- paris-na' yln 

-paris ky~:sa r~'-wa 

- 1~· r~' pharansi: ky~:sa r~· 

- tJ.ra' lhasa tha' rJ.rgpo r~· -pa' 

- m~-re' kangtang-la chutso' d'-ts re' ani lhasa-na' paris ph~rtu kh~tso' trg kgra' 

- chuts6' cunyi' trg kgre' 

- atsi tha' rlngpo sh~poci' r~·. tj_ng~ts6: khangpa r~·. pharansir khangpa tj_ntra' yg'-kimare' 

Translation 

DrOlkar 
Trashi 
Lobzang 
Trashi 
Michel 
Trashi 

Michel 
Trashi 
Michel 
Trashi 

Michel 
Trashi 

Ill ,·r·~·z::· Ill 

Look Trashi, our son and a foreigner are coming! 
Aha. 
Hello Dad. This is my :friend Michel. 
Welcome. Have a seat. Do you speak Tibetan? 
Yes, I do. 
My name's Trashi. This is my wife. She's called Drolkar. He's my youngest 

son. Where are you from? 
I come from Paris. 
It's a capital city, isn't it? 
Yes, it's the capital ofFrance. Is Lhasa far from here? 
No, ten minutes on foot. How long does it take (lit. does one have to go) by 
plane from Lhasa to Paris? 
It takes (lit. one has to go) twelve hours . . 
Wow! That's really far! Here's our house. There can't be any houses like this 

in France! 

16.2 Vocabulary ffi~·~~.:t\1 

~·~Cl.l' chTkya: 

liit::'EF kangtang 

~Cl.l·~· ky~:sa 

(n.) foreigner 

(n.) on foot 

(n.) capital 



!.f1·~· atsi 

l.f1'a5' atsa 

l.fj'~' acu 

l.f1'~' aro 

l.fj'o.J'o.J' amama 

l.f1'~' ani ~·~~· th~na' (L) 
t/,f· ~· ots ~~· ~o.J' autsam (L) 

~·t:l·~,. sh~poci' 
4~· shen, she' (L) OJf5oi' khyen (H) 

Lesson 16- .ijz::ra5~· ?(;-

~·4~· ngg shen ~·OJf5oi' ngg khyen (H) ~"'l'A,~'\' sh~: tshor (h) 

l,~. kg', kg' (L) 

. Proper nouns 

The human body 

~~,~·t:r· s!:!kpo ~·,~,~· kusu' (H) 

o.J,. kg l~· u (H) 

~ tra l~·~· utra (H) 

lt.J"'l'~' pa:ko' ~"'1·~· tra:ko' (L) 

~,. mT' ~~· can (H) 

~·\\,. naku' ~· na (L) 4r::::~· shang' (H) 

0-ll:§'ry· chuto 

l.f1'o.Jffi,· amco' ~·1:1· nawa (L) ~~·OJffi,· nyanco' (H) 

F' kha ~"'1· sh~: (H) 

~· ce ~,~. c9:'(H) 

~~r::::'tgng ~"'1''\~' sh~:ra' (H) 

~· so ffi'OJ~' tsem' (H) 

~l·c.r m.ikpa 

~'o.J' n!:,!ma 

. qr:::·r,· ph9;ngko' sr::::·r,· thr9:ngko'(L) 

1'-l,'z::J' l9;kpa ~,. cha' (H) 

0-1~,.\l. ts!:!ku ~,·OJ~,. chaktsu'(H) 

~r:::· nyTng OJ\l"'l'~r::::·1 kQ:nying(H) 

~'t:l'Jowa 
0-1/E~·z::J· chTnpa 

(part.) wow, fancy that! 

(part.) ouch (that's hot)! 

(part.) ouch (that's cold)! 

(part.) oh! ow! 

(part.) good heavens! 

(co.) so, and then ... 

(part.) quite 

(adv.) very, extremely 

(v.) [inv., EA] to know 

(v.) [inv., EA] to know 

(someone) 

(v.) [inv., DA] to need 

(aux.) to have to 

(idiom.) please 

Paris 

body 

head 

hair 

forehead 

eye 

nose 

lip 

ear 

mouth 

tongue 

face 

tooth 

throat 

breast 

chest 

hand 

finger 

heart 

lung 

liver 

221 
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?.:i'·z:::1· phowa 

~~\Ftl]' thrgko' tl]~~·~c;i s8:tr6' (H) 

~~·~· k~:pa '~f~l kuto' (H) 

~~·q kepa ~·~~· kuke' (H) 

~· tu ~·0-1ct~· mgtsan (L) 

~tl]·~· ITkpa ?.:l·O-JffiOi,' photsan (L) 

~~·~· kangpa <;z::J~'sh~p (H) 

ffitl]~' tshT' 

~~·~· pumo 

Ill~ Ill 

16.3 Remarks G\~~·z:::14~1 

16.3. 1 The modal verb ~,-~· kg 

belly 

stomach 

back 

waist 

female sex 

male sex 

leg, foot 

joint 

knee 

The verb ~,-~· kg "to need, to have to" is used both as either the main verb of a sentence or 

as modal verb. Finally, it is also used as an auxiliary in future tense constructions (see Lesson 

23.3.2). 

Like many other languages, Tibetan has certain defective (or irregular) modal verbs. This is 

the case with verb~,-~· kg', insofar as there are certain restrictions about how it can be combined 

with auxiliaries. As a main verb it means "to need" or "to want", and occurs only with the follow

ing auxiliaries.132 

Egophoric 

Testimonial 

Assertive 

~,-~·a:l~·kg'-y6' "I need" 

~,-~·kg' "I want" 

~,-~.G\~tl] kg'-tu' "you, he need(s)" 

~,-~·~~·kg'-re' "you, he need(s)" 

neg.: ~,-~·~l kg'-me' 

neg.: ~·~,-~· mu-kg' 

neg.: ~,-~·~·G\~tl]. kg'-mintu' 

neg.: ~,-~·0-l·~~·kg'-mare' 

The suffix ki may be inserted between the modal and the auxiliary: ~,-~·c~·)a:l~1 ~,-~.(~;j 
G\~ tl] ~,-~· (~')~~1 , but it is usually dropped in conversation. As shown above, the verb may occur 

alone without auxiliary ~,-~·kg' ~·~,-~·mu-kg' 133 and may then be best translated as "I (do not) 

want", while with the auxiliary it may be translated as "need". 

The subject of~,-~· kg' used as a main verb must be in the dative and the object in 

absolutive. 134 

132. The various tenses (future, present, past) have to be deduced from the context. 

133. The negation is not pronounced mi as expected but mu. 

134. In terms of grammatical roles, the beneficiary comes first and the patient second. 
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r::::~·r·r:::~ry~~·l9~·arll "I need offering-scarves." 

r::::~·~·&l·l9~J "I don't want any tea." 

f'r::::·~·asr:::~"l9~·~~r::::·;·~1~ "He needs/ wants water (H)." 

See also the modal verb ~~l· "to want, desire" in 26.3.2. 

223 

As a modal verb it means "to have to, need" or even "must", 135 and goes with the following 

Assertive l9~·~·~l' kg'-kire' 
Egophoric l9~· (~')all· kg '-(ki)yo' 
Testimonial l9~·(~')~1~ kg'-{ki)tu' 
Assertive l9~·c~·)~l· kg'-{ki)re' 
Egophoric l9~· ~r::::· kg' -cung 
Testimonial l9~· ~r::::·~ t:::'kg '-cungsong 
Assertive l9~·~r::::'CJ'~l'kg'-cungpare' 

It is conjugated in the same way as predicative adjectives such as l~~·t:J· "like, be fond of'. 

forms *l9~·~r::::·, *l9'~·r:::~c;~ and *l9~'CJ'~l· are usually not acceptable. 

The subject's case depends on the main verb. 

,~r::::·4~·r:::~~a.l~'l9~·~ll "(We) have to take binoculars." 

r::::·r·r:::~ry~~·<?·l9~·arll "I have to buy offering-scarves." 

r::::~·l1S~'Sll'l9~·~r::::·l "I had to pay (for it)." 

f'r::::·~·~~.:~r::::·~·~r:::~~·l9~·~r::::·~r::::·J "He had to take the train." (H) 

16.3.2 The interrogative pronoun "why". 

Tibetan has several expressions that mean "why": ~·~·til~·~· kh~re ylnna, ~·~·5~·~~· khgre 

f'r::::·~l·~·~~· ~·~·til~·~~ "He's afraid; why?" 

r::::·~r::::·CJ·~·;~· ~·~·til~·~! "My leg's hurting; (I wonder) why?" 

~·~·5~·~~·~·;·arll "Why are you crying?" 

~·~·5~·~~·~·~~~'CJJ "Why did you throw stones?" 

In Tibetan, unlike European languages, modal verbs such as thub "can", dgos "need, must", chog "may" do not 
an epistemic function and may not indicate probability or certainty ( as in "he may be there, he must be there, 
There is a special set of auxiliaries devoted to this function (see 11.3.1) as well as the modal epistemic verb srid 
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There is also the formulation: V+ ~~·Zlj·~·Sl'Zlj' -na kh9;re ch~'-ka or V+ ~~'Zlj'~'Sl'Zlj' -di 

kh9;re ch~'-ka. It may be translated as "What do you mean by +gerundive". It often figures in 

reproaches: 

Ex.: l,'\·il!~·q~Zlj·~~·Zlj·~·sl·Zlj "Why did you break the cup?" 

~·Zlj~~·~~·Zlj·~·sl·Zlj "Why did you throw stones?" 

~~·,·0-l·~~·t:.l·~~·Zlj·~·Sltl] "Why didn't you do any work?" 

Ill ·r·n-·,· Ill 
16.4 Exercises ~r::::·a5~1 

16.4.1 Translate into English: 

?) ~O-l'ftlj'Zlj'~~·<=\~'l9~·~l1 

~) ~·O-l~·c:i·~Zlj'~Zl]'l9~·~l1 

~) Zlj'~~·~~'Zlj'\'il!r::::·l9~·~l1 

~) ~~·~ll9~'0-l'~l1 

'"\) rr::::· ~0-1· ~r::::· ?4q~·l9~· ~r::::· t.1' ~l1 

16.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

({) 1::.1'\'Zlj' ffil• ~Zl]'l9~· ~l1 
w) ~Zlj~'<=\~'\·r::::·~·ffir::::·0-1·<=\~'l9~·~l·t.1~1 

Z) ~0-1·~·?4q~·~~·Zlj·~·Zlj~r::::·Zlj 

P) r::::·~~·rr::::·~·<=\~·l9~·u:rl1 

?O) 'tj'~'~'l9~'3,1'~l't.1~1 

1. "Why do you have to go the bank?" "Because I need a lot of money." 

2. Why did he go to India? 

3. They need horses. 

4. "Do you know Nyima?" "Yes, I know him well." 

5. There are a lot of foreigners in the capital. 



Lesson 17 '-'-lz:::rc£;:;,;· r;v 

"In the kitchen" 

• Adjectival suffixes. 
• The present continuous V+ qa_·~r::::·5:l0i,'or ~t:;.,' 

~11l,Oi.·qa_·~·~·z::J~~·Oi.·aJ·~a_·&,~·~·tEZ<rW'r::::·n 

"Ifyou strike a monastery dog, you'll hurt the lama's heart." (proverb)136 

17. 1 Dialogue ~·z::1·~~·~0i.1 

z::l~·~~· g 

8l'4Cll' g 

z::l~·~~· g 

8l'4Cll' g 

z::l~·~~· g 

~·~~· g 

8l'4Cll' g 

z::l~·~~· g 

8l·4Cll' g 

z::l~·~~· g 

8l·4Cll' g 

z::l~·~~· g 

8l'4Cll' g 

(l.l~' ffiz::J~'~ ~·,Oi,r::::', 
, ~,~:~1 ,~~·Fr::::·~·r:r·~·s,~·~~,., 

~·~·W'l1 

~~·,·~·~l1 
~~'ejz::J'ifSr::::·~l1 fir::::·r::::a_·~l·l~Oi.·~l1 
z::J~'4~'z::J~'~9~1 
z::J~'4~'z::J~~,~1 ejz::J'ifSr::::'tl.l9'q·~,·~~, 

fir=::·,~~·~·z::J~·~·W'l·~l1 

~~·,·~·~l1 
~~·3l,·~·~l1 
~·3l' (§r::::' (§r::::·~·~· ~l1 
~r::::·,~~·~·~·31·5:l0i.1 
~1 ejz::J'~''19~·~·~·(§r::::'(§r::::'~9'~~, 

136. The moral of the proverb is that we should look after our friends' friends. 

CD I • Tr. 45-46 
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Pronunciation 

- y~r chTpkyur nangko 

-~~~-so slmkang tropo sh~tral t~~-a 

- ots ygl 

- tl. kh~re r~~ 
- tl. thaptsang rei khong ng~: kyeman r~~ 

- trashi t~le I 

- trashi t~lel thaptsang y~kpo cl1 t~l khong kh~re nang-kiyo:ral 

- khong so:ca sg-kiyo:rel 

- tl. kh~re r~ I 
- tl. mgktru r~ I 

- ph~mo chungcung th~ su r~~ 

- th~ n@nyi~-ki ph~mo yln 

- o thap-ki thrT'-Ia khyT chungcung dl t~~. 

Traditional Tibetan kitchen 



Lesson 17- ~z::J·ffi~· 'Jf}) 

Please come in. 
Oh, this room is very nice! 
It's not bad. 
What is it? 
It's the kitchen. This is my wife. 
Hello. 
Hello. The kitchen is lovely. What is she making? 
She's making tea. 
What's this? 
This is a momo steamer. 
Who's that little girl? 
That's our daughter. 
Oh, there's a little dog next to the stove! 

111~·r·%1r~·111 

17.2 Vocabulary ~%1']'%1']~.:1:11 

~~il0-1~· kyeman 
~.,. khyoka 

Elz::rffi~· thaptsang %1']~~'£<lt:l' so:tap (H) 

~,·~· mgktru 

~·lil-1' ch~tam 

0-l~z::::·a:l· tgngmo %1']~~·0-1~~· so:tong (H) 

4"-l'lil-1' she:tam 

fZ::::'t.J' khangpa %1']~1!-l'F~· slmkang (H) 

Elt:l' thap 

Mf,'£<lz::J' loktap 

~·~l·~'£<lz::J' nylwo ki thap 

· ~·~~· hayang 

ffi"'l·~~· tsha:lang 

F,'il-1' khokma 

&.:1:\'1!-1' thurma 

~· thri 

~~·5· kantra 

~,.kyo' 
r·~· khotse 

F%1']'~.:1:1' khoktir 

~· khyT 

~·8.1· shlmi s·~· ch~a (L) 

F'~%1']' + t:l~' khala' SQ 

,~(.l.l·q· sa:po 

(n.) woman, wife 

(n.) husband 

(n.) kitchen 

( n.) steamer 

(n.) thermos 

( n.) tea churn 

(n.) bottle 

(n.) room 

(n.) stove, oven 

(n.) electric oven, heater 

(n.) solar heater 

( n.) aluminium pan 

(n.) frying pan 

(n.) pot 

(n.) spoon 

(n.) knife 

(n.) fork 

(n.) ladle 

(n.) chopsticks 

(n.) teapot, kettle 

(n.) dog 

(n.) cat 

(v.) [vol., E] to prepare food 

(adj.) bright, clear 

227 
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~~~'OJ' tsangma 

c:J~~·1:..1· tsokpa 

Tibetan wildlife 
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(adj.) clean 

(adj.) dirty 

~·,-~· rlkong ~·q~· rjpong (L.) rabbit U\1'!::1' apra 

Uj'~ yg' 

~·EJ· chTpi ~'c:J' chTwa (L.) 

~·~·9~r:i· tsTtsi k~ngpo 

~· ~t:;\ ch~k6' 
~·m~· ch~pla' 

~~· trgng 

~~l· tso' 

~'?~· nyan 

c:J'~~· phamen 

4'c:J' shawa 

~~·~· cangki 

~OJ' thgm 

~~pTu ~~treu (L.) 

i]l~· ta' 

~~·~~· p~ngna' 

~~·~ :t;·~· p~ngnorpu 
~~'OJ' thrgkma 

~~'l:..l':t;·~· tj_kparatsa 

~ill'l:..l' p~:pa 

111~111 
17.3 Remarks ~§}lll'c:J4l1 

17.3.1 Adjectival suffixes 

hare 

marmot 

bat 

vulture 

eagle 

wild yak 

antelope 

argali 

(wild sheep) 

takin 

deer 

wolf 

bear 

monkey 

tiger 

fly 

bee 

ant 

scorpion 

frog 

~OJ' sam 

~·~· tsTtsi 

~·~~·~~· ch~trungtrung 

q~·~:t;'OJ' pTngkyuma 

m~· kyang 

m·q lawa 

~~~·q nawa 

~'t:l' kgwa 

ll:l'~·w~mo 
~l·~~· thr~mong 
~'ill'~OJ' ch~atom 
~~' T Yl 

~~~·sf 

SJ~·~~· tr~ngna' (L) 

SJ~·~ :t;' ~· tr~ngnorpu(L) 
~OJ' tgm 

~ill' trQ: 

pica (tailless mouse

hare) 

otter 

mouse, rat 

crane 

kite 

wild ass 

musk deer 

blue sheep 

gazelle 

fox 

brown bear 

panda 

lynx 

leopard 

fly 

bee 

spider 

snake 

Generally speaking, Tibetan adjectives strongly resemble verbs and may even be "conju

gated" with certain auxiliary verbs. Adjectives usually consist of a radical and a suffix, or else a 

reduplicated radical. 

There are a number of suffixes that specify the degree of the adjective: r:i· -po positive, 1:..1' 
pa comparative, ff~· -sh6' superlative (see Lessons 21 and 22) and intensive, 1:..1'"-l' -pala admirative, 

5.~~· -tra' excessive, ~OJ' -tsam attenuative, !::!~' ffil· thakc6' or ~~· -sa: intensives, as well as inter

rogative suffixes: ~~·-16' and expressive suffixes (see Lesson 31). 
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• The long or "positive" form of adjectives 

The positive form of adjectives is formed by using c:l· po, q·pa, 3:1· mo, ar ma or by doubling 

up the radical, which represents a long form of the adjective. 

The short form is the monosyllabic root of the adjective. In the case of double forms, the 

short form is the first, unrepeated, syllable, while in the case of adjectives consisting of a radical 

and a suffix, the latter is simply dropped. An important exception to this rule is the adjective ffi~· 
r:J· chen+po "big", of which the short form is ffi· che and not chen. 

~c;.:c:l· kyTppo "pleasant", ~(11~·c:l· karpo "white", ~~arc:l· sa:po "clear", o.1z:::::·c:l· m9:ngpo 

"many", ~z:::::·q· tongpa "empty", q;g'~·q·tsokpa "dirty" ~;3Z:::::'o.1' tsangma "clean", ~~~·q· sarpa 

"new", ~z:::::·q·nyTngpa "old", o.1z:::::~·a:l· ngarmo "sweet", ~z:::::·a:l· thr§:ngmo "cold", ~z:::::·~z:::::· 
thOngtung "short", ~z:::::·~z:::::·chOngcung "small", ~q·~q· l~plep "flat", ~~·~~· kgrkor "round, 

circular", ~~·~~· rl:ri: "spherical, cylindrical", E:lZ:::::'s:JZ:::::' thangtang "healthy", ~z:::::·~z:::::· 
ny~ngnyung "few", ~q·~q· sopsop "soft",~~;~~; lholo' "relaxed", etc. 

Certain adjectives are formed by means of an expression comprising a substantive followed 

by an adjective such as a:J·c:l· tshapo "hot" (often pejorative), ffi~·c:l· chenpo "big", q~q'· t~po 
"well", ~~:q'· thgpo "shape, appearance", etc. 

~o.1~'t::li:lZ:::::'q' sem S§:ngpo "kind", ~~·q·lo.1•q• l§:kpa th§:mpo "greedy", ~~·~ry~~·a:)•q• chQto' 

tshapo "curious", ~tll·~~·a:J·c:l· yokyO' tshapo "hypocritical", Z<j61 'qoa:J·c:l· hampa tshapo "arro-

gant, brutal", ~l·~z:::::·a:J·c:l· sh~nang tshapo "scary, terrible", E:l~·~·c:]· tha' ny~po "close, near", 

61~~·~~~·~l·c:]· ngonsa: thgpo "manifest, obvious", ~·q~·~l·c:l· terso thgpo "superb", ~;3z:::::· 
~·~l·c:l· tsangtra thgpo "impeccable", §]·f~·ffi~·c:l· IiSko' chenpo "brave", ~q~·q~·c:l· tap t~po 
"convenient". 

• Short forms of adjectives 

All adjectival suffixes are attached to the short form of the adjective, which hardly ever 

appears alone. 

Ex.: ~z:::::·~z:::::·chOngcung "small"> ~z:::::·q· chOngnga "smaller", ~z:::::·s.~~· chOngtra' "too small", ~z:::::· 

~~· chOnglo' "how small?", ~z:::::·4~'ch0ngsho' "the smallest", ~z:::::·;361 ' chOngtsam "a bit 

small", ~z:::::·q·~· chOng-ngala "how small!", etc. 

• Excessive: 5,~~·-tra' "too" 

This suffix is placed directly after the short form of the adjective, and can be translated by 

"too". 

Ex.: ~·q'· qpo "heavy" 

~z:::::·~z:::::· ny~ngnyung "few" 

ffi~·c:l· chenpo "big" 

> 

> 

> 

~·5,~~· cltra' "too heavy" 

~z:::::·s.~~·nyungtra' "too few" 

ffi·s.~~· chetra' "too big" 
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• The interrogative: al~· -16' "how ... " 

This suffix is used to ask quantitative questions like "how big?", "how heavy?", etc.). 

Ex.: ~·~· cjpo "heavy" > ~·al~· c]o' "how heavy?" 

~aii·~· chenpo "grand" > ~·al~· chela' "how big?" 

E:!~·~c:::·~·tha' rlngpo "far" > E:!~·~c:::·ar~·tha' rlnglo' "how far?" 

17. 3. 2. The present continuous V+ q~<~c:::·U'laii· or~~: 
The continuous is more restricted than the English progressive, and signifies that the sub

ject is actually in the process of carrying out an activity. (In English, by contrast, we might say 

"I'm writing a letter" even when we have taken a break from doing so.) The present continuous is 

formed by taking the past tense form of the main verb and adding ~c:::· (lit. "on") followed by the 

appropriate auxiliary. 

Ex.: c:::·U'l·,·s~·ql~:~c:::·U'laii1 "I'm (in the process of) writing a letter." 

f'c:::·~~·~~·~aiic:::·qA,·~c:::·~l1 "He's (in the middle of) working." 

111-·r·7.r·,· Ill 
17.4 Exercises ~c:::·c£~1 

17.4. 1 Translate into English: 

') ~~·aii~·~·~·E:!~·~·ar~·~~~ 

~) ~·~c:::·~c:::·~~·(f.lc:r~·~l·q~1 

~) ~~·~~·l,~·~~·r~·5~~·~~~ c:::~·?r&~·~·~·~~~ 

(t) ~·~~·Ol~'5~~·q·~l1 c:::·.:t.;c:::·~·~~~~·&~'~'Ol'~l1 

"\) ~~~·ffi~~·~·~~~·ffi·~c:::·5~~·~·~~~·~~1 

v) r·q.:tz·~ryc:::·~~·~~·~·~·~~ 

~) lq·a;·~~~·5~~·~~~ 

9 A!1c:::·3l~c:::·~~·~~·~·~·~·~~ 

f?) sc:::·E:~c:::·~·~c:::·lc:::·~~l·Olc:::·~·~·5~~·url·~l1 

_?O) ~·~~·~~·~·ffi·~'UJl'~l1 
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17.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. The kitchen is very clean. 

2. The tea is too hot. 

3. The children are very dirty. 

4. The car is too small. 

5. That mountain over there is very high. 

6. This sentence is very clear. 

7. How far away is the monastery? You have to walk for four hours. 

8. This lesson is too easy. It isn't very difficult to learn Tibetan. 

9. The knife is too big. 

10. It's a very good school. 



"How many rooms are there?" 

• The nominalizer ~· sa. 
The auxiliaries of probability: 

- 3-l~·r.l._5} m~ntro <ll~·r.l._5] ylntro. 

• Adverbial constructions with 5~· ch~'. 

18. 1 Dialogue ~·q·~~·lll~1 

r.l._la,'(r.l._~:r.;·)t1(\·~l1 '?lll'F~·~~·r.l._5J (~~·r.l._5J) 

CD I • Tr. 47-48 

r.l._~· ~· Zl]~~· ~·'?Ill' F~· <ll~1 l. ~· ~~1 ~~· ~·~·~a,·(~·~· ~a,· )'?Ill'~· ~l1 r.l._~· f§~· F~· 
~l1 r.l._~· ~ffil· F~· ~l1 l. ~· ~~1 r.l._la,· F~· ~· f ~· ~· ~Zl]· url1 ~l· ::.;~· ~·l;-~~· r.l._la,· 
Zl]~~·~·r.l._~tl]·,·~l1 ~Cll·q·3:ll·~·~·~·F·4~·q~Zl]~1 
llltlj~' &Zl]~' ~· Zl]~~·1 ~ell' q· ~· 5Zl]~' 3:ll1 ~· ~· Zl]~~·Zl]~~· q~l· (~ l')~' 5)~1 r.l._~' 
~~·~~·~l·~~1 
llltlj~·~l1 
~~·~~·F~·~Zl]·Zl]·~l·url·~l1 
F~·~Zl].~Zl]·url1 l·z:<J::,;·~q~1 Zl]~lll·~·~ffil1 ~l·~l·5~·q~Zl]~·~1 
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Pronunciation 

- t~: kh~re r~', ny~:kang m~n-tro 

- tJ. ng~nyi'-ki ny~:kang yj_n tha th~na' tJ. pOkutso: ny~:-sa r~· tJ. thrukang r~·. tJ. chokang r~·. th~ th~na' t~: 

khangpa tongpa d' yg'. khyerangthgkongt~: slm-na trJ.'-kire'. thr~lla m~'-na nylma khasha' sh!::!' 

- Ia' thukce nang thr~lla sh~tra' me' ; nylma nyT' sum t~'-kiyin. tJ. tshomcen r~'-pa' 

-Ia' re' 

- tgmpa' khangmi' kh~tso' yg:ra' 

- khangmi' thr\:,!' yo', th~ phar phep so:ca cho'; lholo'-ch~' Sh\:,!'-to. 

Translation 

Michel 
Trashi 

What's this? Maybe it's a bedroom. 
It's our bedroom. That's the room where the children sleep. That's the bathroom. 
That's the shrine room. Then there's an empty room. You can sleep here tonight. 
If you're not in a hurry, stay a few days. 

Michel Yes, thank you. I'm not in a great hurry. I'll stay for two or three days. Is this 
the living room? 
Yes. Trashi 

Michel 
Trashi 

How many rooms are there altogether? 
There are six rooms. Come in. Have some tea. Let's sit here quietly. 

Ill ~·r·~r~· Ill 
18.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~~1 

'?~·r~· ny~:kang ~~~·r~· slmkang (H) 

'?~·~· ny~:sa ~~~·~· slmsa (H) 

'?~·~· ny~:tri ~~or~· slmtri (H) 

~· thrT z:::J~~~·~· sh\:,!ktri (H) 

'?~·oo~· ny~:ca' 

z:::J~~·~· tshOktru ~~~·~· slmtru (H) 

~~·~~· nga:ko 

~~·r~· thr\:!kang 

~~~·~r=;i sangco' ~~~·~l· slmco' (H) 

rc:::·3l~· khangmi' 

~~·a3~· tshomcen 

~~l·4~~· choshom 

~~l·rc:::· chokang 

~~~·~~· shgkka' ~~~·q· shgkpa (L) 

l,-~~·l~· kgngta' 

~·l~c:::~· thgkong 

~lc:::·l~c:::· t~ngkong 

(n.) bedroom 

(n.) sleeping place, bedroom 

(n.) bed 

(n.) throne 

(n.) sheet, bedclothes 

(n.) big woollen blanket 

(n.) pillow 

(n.) bathroom 

(n.) toilet 

(n.) room 

(n.) living room 

(n.) altar 

(n.) shrine room, chapel 

(n.) morning 

(n.) evening 

(n.) this evening 

(n.) last evening 



F'~z::::· khasang r·~z::::· khaseng (L) 

~z::::·l~z::::· sangkong 

~z::::·~,~· sangsho' 

r·~~·,· khenyinka 

~~z::::~·~~·,· nangnyinka 

9~~·~~· sh~nyin 
l~· th§:IO 

~~·~z::::· thQsang 

il'~~1 t§:nyin ~·~z::::· naning(L) 

~z::::·~· tongpa 

9z::::· kh§:ng 

1~·C3· th§:mpo 

~l'~1'1holo 
~~·~~· tgmpa' 

~· thrO (1)/ z::J~~· tru' (2,3) 

9~9~·C3· + z::J~~· s\:!kpo tru' 

~·9~9~· + t:l~~· kOsu' sT: (H) 

111~111 
18.3 Remarks t:l.,~~·z::J411 

18. 3. 1 The nominalizer ~· sa 

Lesson 18- ~z:::ras~· 'JZ. 

(n.) a few days ago 

(n.) tomorrow evening 

(n.) tomorrow morning 

(n.) the day before yesterday 

(n.) the day after tomorrow 

(n.) in three days 

(n.) this year 

(n.) next year 

'v (n.) last year 

(adj.) empty 

(adj.) full 

(adj.) tight 

(adj.) relaxed, calm 

(adv.) altogether, in total 

(v.) [vol., EA] wash 

(v.) [vol., E] to have a wash 

(v.) [vol., E] to have a wash 

235 

Lesson 11 introduced nominalizers that transform a verb (or an entire clause) into a noun 

phrase. Like other nominalizers, this one can form nominal clauses as well as relative clauses (see 

Lesson 26). 

The verb to which the suffix -sa is attached appears in the present-future stem form, but it 

may be used in the context of the past, present or future. 

Ex.: ~·~· sh\:!-sa but not* ~~·~·shQ'-sa 

::3·~· S§:-sa but not* t:l:3~·~· s~'-sa 

t:l<ff·~· ta-sa but not* t:l<ff~·~· ta'-sa 

The nominalizer -sa relates to the location or the goal of the verbal action.137 

Ex.: ~·~· "the place where one writes, or upon which one writes", ~~·~'(t:l.,~~·~') "the place 

where one makes an offering, the person to whom one makes an offering",~·~· "the person 

to whom one speaks, the place where one speaks", '?~·~· the place where one sleeps", t:l.,~' 
~· "the place towards which one goes, the trail". 

137. In other words, the suffix indicates locative adverbials and indirect objects. 
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Formulations with -sa are very common in Tibetan, and may sometimes be translated by 

nouns in European languages. 

Ex.: ~~~·q~l·~·(~l·~') ~~Z<j'Z<j~1 t~: t~'-sa t\,:!'-ka' "Is there a room here?" 

~o.:i'@_Z<j·~·,·q~·~~Z<j num luk-sa khi!par t\;:!' "Where's the gas station?" 

~·~·'§·~·l!::l·~~·~~Z<j pase nyg-sa phaka: t\;:!' "The ticket office is over there." 

~~·e;::~&r:::::·~·~l'q~1 ti chi! thung-sa r~'-pa' "Is that a teashop?" or "Is that a teacup?" 

In these examples, the four substantives "room", "gas station", "ticket office" and "teacup" 

would be translated literally as "sitting place", "gasoline pouring place", "ticket buying place" 

and "tea drinking place". 

The nominalizer -sa provides no clues about the tense-aspect of the event, which has to be 

deduced from the context. 

18.3.2 Auxiliaries of probability 

We have already met some epistemic auxiliaries in Lesson 11. They imply that the speaker 

regards his or her assertion as a probability, not a certainty. 

The auxiliaries tllo;,·~~ ylntro, <11t:;,·~~ ygtro, are based on the verbs tllo;,·yln and alt:;,'yg', which 

correspond respectively to essential and existential formulations. They are used either as copulas 

(linking verbs) or as auxiliaries and occur in the same position as tllo;,·yln and alt:;,'yg', (see Table 6 

~n Appendix 6). 

They may be translated in English by the adverb "probably". Their negative counterpart 

3)l·~~· m~tro, 3lo;,·~~ m~ntro13\ express a similar meaning with a slightly weaker probability139
, 

but they occur more frequently than the positive auxiliaries. 

138. With a rising intonation. 

ny~: kang m~ntro 

"That's maybe the bedroom." 

ny~:kang ylntro 

"That's probably the bedroom. It must be the bedroom." 

l\;:!ksha nyg-sa yg'-tro 

"There's probably a place to buy mutton." 

so:mar ny\;:!ng-tra'-pa m~tro 

"Maybe there isn't enough butter." 

khong chi!kang-la phep-pa m~ntro 

"He may have gone to the teashop." 

139. In English it corresponds rather to "maybe" than to "probably", but the meaning also depends on the intonation. 
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cha'pe tj_ k~nla'-la m~tro 

"The teacher may have this book (pecha)" 

Note: The negative forms 3.\l·r.t_~· m~tro and ~~·r.t_~· m~ntro are usually used in a positive 

sense, as the above examples indicate. However, exceptionally, with a falling intonation, they 

may also express a negative judgement corresponding to "probably not", in which case they are 

similar to 3.\l'l::J't:\S: me-patra and ~~'l::J't:\5,' m~npatra are (see Lesson 11). 

cha'pe tj_ k~nla' -Ia m~tro 

"The teacher probably doesn't have this book (pecha)." 

18.3.3 Adverbs with s~· ch~' 

Adjectives can be transformed into adverbs by the addition of the suffix ch~', which is 

derived from the verb "to do", as the following example shows: 

~l·r:l· kyTppo "pleasant" > ~l·r:J·s~· kyTppo-cha' "pleasantly". 

~l.~l·s~·z:::J~,~·~1 "Let's sit here quietly." 

111-·r·;r·,· Ill 
18.4 Exercises gr;:::·ffi~1 

18.4.1/nsert the appropriate nominalizer: ~·,~·or~,·: 

?) ~l·~t:::·l'-1~·,·sl·( ),·q~·r.t_~, 

q) f't:::'l'-1'~l·cx;·r.t_~·( )o.Jt:::·r:l·r.t_~,.,~1 

i) ~l·~,·~z:::J·gr;:::·sl·( ),1'.1·as~·r:r·~l1 

~) ry·~,.( )~·,·q~·r.t_~, 

~) t:\~~'t:\&t:::'( ),·~·U1l·~l1 

18. 4. 2 Insert the appropriate auxiliary ~~·r.t_~ or all·r.t_:! 

?) f't:::·~t:::·l'-1·z:::J~,~·~·r.t_~, 1'.1~·rsr;:::~·l'-1·~z:::J~·z::.r( )1 

q) ~l·~t:::'I'-1'~·~·U1l·~~1 t:::'1'.1'3.\l1 f't:::'~'-1'( )1 
i) z:::J~'4~'1'.1,~'~t:::·~·~~~o.1'( )1 
~) aJ'z:::J'oot:::'l'-1'l,r.t_·r:l·( )1 
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18.4.3 Translate into English: 

?) ~r:::·,~t::]·~~~·~r:::·(l.l· ~r:::·Fr:::.,%,·tfj't'\,:~~ 

q) rr:::·~~·~~·(l.l~·'lj~·~~·,·tfj't'\,~~ 

n rr:::·~r:::·(l.l·t::l~t'\i~~\q·3)~·~~ 
~) rr:::·fi1·~r:::·l'l.1·~·3)·tfj'~;~~ 

") ft'\'l'?f',~~· 4,'(l.l't::]~,~"tfj'l·~~ 

(,-) ~(l.l·~·(l.l,~'§]'t::l=:Jt:.::'(l.l,~'~'~,~·3l·~l·q~131~'~~·r:::~·,~(l.l'CJ'4~·~·~l1 

q)) ~·~·(l.l,~·~·~r:::·~,.(l.l~'(l.l'~t::]~'~'~~, 

~) rr:::·?1r:::·q·3)~·~~ 

f?) ,~(l.l·~·~~·UJ,'CJ'~r:::·3l·~~, 

• 18.5 Civilization ~,~.,~r:::·1 

Tibetan carpets 
In Tibetan cultural areas, as in most Central Asia, carpets are one of the first items of furni

ture a family would try to get after settling in. Bed carpets, called F',l~· khabdiin, cover the beds 

where Tibetans sleep or sit (often cross-legged) during the day .
140 

Usually there is also a carpet

covered cushion as a back-rest. 141 Floor rugs called ~· ,l~· sabdiin, though rarer, may still be 

found. Besides the ubiquitous bed-carpets, Tibetans traditionally weave specially shaped saddle

carpets; pillar carpets (very good examples in some palaces of the Norbulingkha, in Samding 

Monastery, Nagartse, Lhokha); monastery assembly-hall carpets called ~,~. ,l~· tshogdiin, long 

and narrow to accommodate a row of monks; and ~·,l~· thridiin, throne-fitting seat-and-back 

carpets for the highest lamas. 

The history of Tibetan rugs is very patchy, because very few antique items have made it to 

modem times. During the period of the Empire, between the eighth and ninth centuries, Tibetans 

controlled the Silk Road and were thus exposed to Turkish, Persian, and Chinese cultures. 

Despite these influences, Tibetan carpets have retained their distinctive features. First the 

Tibetan knot (referred to as the Senna loop), is different from the two most widely-used knots, the 

Turkish and Persian. Patterns and colours are also very different and have a characteristic and un

mistakable Tibetan personality. There is usually no border on Tibetan carpets, and the central 

design is simple compared to the complex motifs of Persian carpets. Patterns are much less 

140. The commonest size is 175 em x 85 em (approximately 6 x 3ft.). 

141. These measure approximately 67cm x 45 em, 2 x 1.5 ft. 
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stylized and include motifs that are indigenous (the eight auspicious signs, the dorje, snow lions, 

clouds, etc.), Chinese-inspired (dragons, phoenixes, bats, peonies) or Turkmeni-inspired ("gul" or 

stylized flower). "Tiger carpets" are very specific to Tibet; once probably power symbols, they 

imitate tiger skins, either displaying head and limbs or else merely reproducing the stripes. 

Tibetan carpet weaving has undergone several innovations since the 1960's, when it 

became one of the main occupations for Tibetan refugees in Nepal. Tibetans had never woven 

carpets for export markets, and they had now to adapt to Western tastes. In the mid-1980s, the 

authorities of the Tibet Autonomous Region and Prefectures started to promote carpet weaving as 

one of the rare industries that did not require energy or major investment, and for which raw 

material was locally available. The main production centers are in Lhasa, Gyantse, and Zhikatse. 

Tibetan wool is valued as one of the best in the world for its high lanoline content. Weaving was 

primarily an activity of women and a cottage industry, but large factories of more than twenty 

looms now occupy a major share of the market. 

Don't step on a carpet depicting a religious character, or even the Potala, a very common 

motif on tourist souvenirs - Tibetans would not appreciate it! Use it as a wall hanging or buy 

flowery carpets instead. 



"The post office" 

• Imperative markers. 

• The modal verb ffi~· cho' "to be allowed; may". 

.·· 4~· g 

·~·q:::~~· g 

4~· g 

~·q:::~~· g 

3l·4~· g 

~·q:::~~· g 

3l·4~· g 

~·q:::~~· g 

F'z:J?~~·~~~·O-lr~· g 
~·q:::~~· g 

F'z:J?~~·~~~·O-lr~· g 

CD I • Tr. 49-50 

§3 · q:::1~· C'.l~~~ ~la_· < ~~;z;;· )~~· r~· DJ'l· ~l· t:-1~1 ~·til· 9· r· 4~· q ry~· 
(~ry~·)l9~·DJ'll 
~la_. ~~· r~· DJ'l· ~ll ~· ~~~·l·17· %1~· ~~· 21q~· ~1 ~~· ~~~· ~;z;;· 
~~~·DJ'l·q~l 
~~·~~~·~;z;;·DJ'll til~·~~~·~~'C'.l't:.l;z;;'!§~·~·~§j~·~·~l·q~l 
~§j~·~·~ll 
~a_·~ ;z;;·C'.l·~·r~·l~·~O-l·C'.1·21q~·~1 
r.(·DJ'~·~·l 

~·r~·~·~l·(~~·)~·r·qry~~·l~·3,1,$l·31·q~3,1~·l9~·~ll 
r·q 7~~·~0-1·~~·'?~· ,$'~·~· ~ll 
r.(·~·21q~·~l 

r·qry~~·~·~;z;;·~·~l.~ll 
r·qry~~·~·~·~~~~·~ 
~· 4''?·~·til~j 
~·4·~·~;z;;·~ ;z;;·a:f·q~·~ll 
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Pronunciation 

- lopsang Ia' t~: tr!!kang yg:re'-pa' ng!! ylke khasha' tang kg-yo' 

- t~: tr!!kang yg:re' ng!!nyi' th!!nta lhankya' phep-to tr!!ntsin C!!r nang-yo'-pa' 

- tr!!ntsin c!!r-yo'. yl.ko' n!!ng-la par lu'-na trJ.'-kire'-pa'. 

- trJ.'-kire' 

- th~: shgr-la chg:kang-tang throm-la phep-na 

- o ygng-nga 

- chg:kang-la tha'-na khata'-tang chome' nam' kg-re' 

- khata' throm-na' nyg' cho'-kire' 

- gna phep-to 

- khata' r~rer kh!!tso' r~' 

- khata' khare si'-ka 

- ashi nyg-kiyin 

- ashi r~rer kgrmo shl r~· 

Translation 

Michel 
Lobzang 

Michel 
Lobzang 
Michel 

Lobzang 
Michel 

Lobzang 
Michel 
Lobzang 
The khatak vendor 
Lobzang 
The khatak vendor 

III111'F'~·~· Ill 

Lobzang, is there a post office here? I have to send some letters. 
Yes, there is a post office. Let's go together. Have you already stuck the 
stamps on? 
Yes, I've stuck the stamps on. Can we put photos in the envelope? 
Yes, it's possible. 
Yes, and what about making a round of the Jhokang and the market on 
the way? 
All right. 
If we go to the Jhokhang, we have to take offering scarves (khatak) and 
butter for the lamps. 
We can buy the khatak in the market. 
Fine, let's go. 
How much does each khatak cost? 
Which khatak do you want to buy? 
I'd like to buy a top-quality khatak (ashi). 

- As hi khatak cost four gormo each. 

19.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~.:1\1 

l~~·~~.:;;· kgnnyer 

~·~~· kgsung 

~~·a._~~· tr!!ngtsin 

~~·~~~· ylko' 

(n.) temple caretaker 

(n.) caretaker 

(n.) stamp 

(n.) envelope 



~~~·31~· so:mar (H) 
31~z:;;3l· chome 

~·the: shor-la 

+ CJ ryz::::· khapar tang 

l:l~' + ~~· sh~:par phu: (h) 

l:l~' + ~~z::::· sh~:par nang (H) 

~.:t;· cgr 

CJ~31~· nam' (H) 

~~·the' (L) 

19.3.1 Imperative markers 

Lesson 19- ~z:::rffi~· ?f? 

(n.) ticket 

(n.) khatak, silk scarf 

(n.) market 

(n.) superior quality khatak 

(adj.) each 

(n.) butter 

(n.) butter lamp 

(n.) by/on the way 

(v.) [vol., ED] to telephone 

(v.) [vol., ED] to telephone 

(v.) [vol., ED] to telephone 

(v.) [inv., DA] to receive 

(v.) [vol., EA] to take, take away 

(v.) [vol., EA] to stick 

(v.) [vol., A] to go 

(v.) [vol., EA] to pour, put. 

We have already seen (in Lesson 10) that some volitional verbs have an imperative form. 

'?~' ny~n > ~ ~· nygn "Listen" =:!' sa > ~· so "Eat" 

~z::::· l~ng > i!i'z::::~· lgng "Get up" tl:i'z::::· ygng > 4~· sh6' "Come" 
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These forms are not used for the negative imperative, which instead takes the present

form. 

31''?~1 m~ ny~n "Don't listen", 31'=:1) m~ s~ "Don't eat", a.rtl:lz::::·1 m~ ygng "Don't come". 

However, there are many verbs that have no special form to denote the imperative. In such 

cases, the verb may be used by itself. 

~~~·~·31~t:;,J so:ca cho' "Have some tea", Z<l~'~Cl~J phar phe' "Go over there". 

In most cases, the imperative (command) and optative (wish) moods are formed by using 

particles. 

The main particles are: ~· -to,lz::::· -ta, ~· -a, 4~· -shi, 4~· -sho' and the construction ~~~· 
,~z::::· ro'nang. 
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• The particle ~· -to 

This particle is used to form the first person plural imperative: the exhortative. 

Ex.: ?4z:::J~· ~1 phep-to "Let's go.", z::::1~9~·~1 sh~J'-to "Let's sit down." 

Apart from -to, which is used to form the first person imperative, the other markers all 

indicate the second person singular or plural imperative, and differ from one another only in 

terms of nuance or register. 

( 

• The expression ~,~.,~z:::· ro'nang 

This is the most polite form in which to phrase a command or a request. It is used only with 

honorifics, and takes the present-future (not the imperative) form of the verb. 

Ex.: ?4z:::J~·l¢z:n ~·z:no:t:::.'1 '\ 1 1-1 phep-ro'nang 
l:ll~t:::.~·l¢z:n~·z:no:t:::.'1 I~ '\ 1 1 \ sung-ro'nang 
z::::l(O.I:ll~·l¢z:n~·z:no:t:::.'1 

'-.! 1 " 1 1· 1 sh~J'-ro'nang 
,,=c~,l¢z:n~·z:no:z:::·1 -
""00 

1" 1 1 1 cho'-ro'nang 

"Please go" or "Please come" 

"Please say" 

"Please stay" 

"Please eat" 
z::::l'lll:ll'l¢z:n~·z:no:z:::·1 d 

1 1" 1 1 1 ka'-ro'nang "Please stop" (the car, the og, etc.) 

~·~9~·9~z:::·1 sh~J-ro'nang "Please ask." 

Note: There is also the non-honorific version ~,~·~l ro'ce'. 

• The particles ~t:::.· -tang and ~9· -shi' 

These very common particles have exactly the same meaning as the expressions described 

above, but are less formal. In conversation they are pronounced respectively -ta and -sh. They 

may be used with both honorific and non-honorific forms. 

Ex.: 9~z:::~·~z:::·1 sCing-ta "Say it", ?4z:::J~·~z:::·1 phe'-ta "Go", ?4z:::J~'~9 phe'-sh "Go", z::::1~9~·49 sh~J'-sh 
"Sit down", z::::1~9~·~z:::·1 sh~J'-ta "Sit down", ~·~z:::·1 sg-ta "Eat", ~~·~z:::·1 nygn-ta "Listen", il.1z::::l'lr::::·1 
l~p-ta "Speak", ~~·49 to'-sh "Look". 

• The particle ~· -a 

This particle, too, is very common, and may also be used with both honorific and ordinary 

forms. It conveys a sense of urgency or danger, or implies a greater degree of coercion. 

Ex.: ~~~·~il.1·~·~l·~1 semtra: m~ ch~'-a "Don't worry!" 

9Elz::::l'9Elz::::l'9~z:::·~1 sapsap nang-a "Be careful!" 

~'il.1z::::l'~1 m~ l~p-a "Just don't talk!" 
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• The particle 4~· - sho' 

This form, which is less common, is also used with both honorific and non-honorific for

uu.u.au~'u". It conveys immediacy, and implies that the person addressed is hesitant to do what he 

she is being told. It may be translated by "Go on!" 

~~c:::~·4~ 
?4z::~~·4~ 

~~·4~ 

sung'-sho' 

phe'-sho' 

nyg'-sho' 

"Go on, say it!" 

"Come here, will you!" 

"Go on, buy it!" 

• The expression 1!:.1'"\'Sl' -par ch~' 

We have seen above (8.3) that non-volitional verbs cannot take an imperative. However, 

verb may be followed by the expression -parch~' which means "to see to it that". 

~·q~l'l!:.l'"\'Sl'~1 m~ c~'-par ch~'-a "Don't forget!" (see to it that you don't forget) 

~f~).'~'4'"\'l!:.l'"\'Sl'l1 puku ma shor-pa ch~'-ta "Don't lose the child!" 

19.3.2 The modal verb ffi~· ch6' "to be allowed, may, can" 

Like other modal verbs, this one goes after the main verb and before the auxiliary. The 

of the main verb may be the present-future or the past- either will do. The verb ffi~· cho' is 

mainly in with the future auxiliaries: ffi~·,·~l cho'-kire' for future and present situations. 

"""''""'r, other auxiliaries are sometimes used: ffi~·,·r.<.,~~· cho'-kitu' (testimonial present), ffi~·,· 
cho'-kiyo:re' (assertive present). The combinations ffi~·q·~l· cho'-pare', ffi~·~c:::· cho'-song, 

ffi~·z::~«'\~' cho'-sha' are sometimes used in the past, but of course the modal verb ffi~· cho' never 

with intentional egophoric auxiliaries *ffi~·q·U)~· cho'-payin' or *ffi~·,·U)~· cho'-kiyin. 

The verb ffi~·cho' has two meanings: The first, and more usual meaning, is "to be allowed", 

, secondly, it can also have the meaning "to be able, can" in which case it can be replaced 

&t:l'thup. 

khata' throm-na' nyg' cho'-kire' 

"We can buy khatak in the market." 

lhakang n~ng-la par ky~p cho'-kire'-pa' 

"Are we allowed to take photos inside the temple?" 
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Ill ·;-·;r·~· Ill 
19.4 Exercises ~c:::·ffio;1 

19.4.1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Let's go and eat i~-a Tibetan restaurant! 

2. The post office is going to close soon. 

3. That's where we bought some thangka. 

4. Don't smoke in front of elderly people! 

5. Are we allowed to go to that area? 

6. Can I make a phone call? (lit. ifl telephone will that be all right?) 

7. It is not permitted to read this book. 

19.4.2 Complete the sentences with the appropriate modal verb:~,. or&c:r. 

') l2l·Cl.l~~irc:::·o;c:::·~·~·Cl.l,.t:\~o;·c )~·o.1·~l1 

q) t;·~,~·t:\~'t:\~'( )~·3l·t:\~, 

i) tl:l,·~,~·o;c:::·~·E:.l'\'&,'( )~'~l1 

~) ~','\'lC:::'E::l~·~~·~·.mc:::·4'E::l:El~'( )~'Cl.l'~l1 

~) r·~,·Cl.lc:::·:s,~·q~, c:::·:El·c )~·o.1·~l1 

19.4.3 Translate into English: 

') t:\~·o;~·r·q"·qryc:::·~,·~·~l1 

q) ~l·o;~·~·,'\·~·~o;·~,·~·~l£:.1~1 

i) ~c:::·q~l~,·~'Cl.l'~l1 

~) ~·t:\~'t:\l§!C:::'~,·~·Cl.l'~l1 

~) l,o;·q~·o;c:::·~·q~l· ~,·~·~l·q~1 

(1) ffi,·t:\~·~q· ~,·~'Cl.l'~l1 



Lesson 20 ~z:::ra)"\' qo 

"Asking the way" 

, • The nominalizer 31Fo;· khan. 

CDI•Tr.51 

\20. 1 Dialogue 5·z::r5~-r~o;1 

U-1'~~·~~~1 ~~~·~~·Fr:::·~·A.~·~·~·o;~·~l1 
A.~·o;~·3.l:l\'.4=i·~~·~~~1 31'~=i·~31·F~·~~·31~·F·~·~~~·~r:::·o;·sr:::·~~·~·~~~·l,-~· 
~l1 ~·o;~·3l·~·5~·~o;r:::·o;·3l~·~31·F~·~~o;·~·~l1 
~·~1 c~~~·~·) &~~·~·ffi1 

9o;·~~~1 ~~~·~~·Fr:::·~·A.~·~·A_~·o;~·~l·z:J~1 
~l· ~l1 A.~· a;~·~:~\' 4=i' ~~· ~~~·l1 ~:I\'~ :1\'o;r:::· ~· ~~~·~· ~l1 ~:~\·~ :1\'o;r:::· 
~·~~~~·o;·~~~·~~·Fr:::·~·z:J=i'~l·~·5~·~o;r:::·lr:::·1 3l~·~~o;·~·~l1 
&~~·~·ffi1 

!ii·~ ~· (!ii'<i~~')~~~·~~·Fr:::· ~·z:J=i' ~l1 
r<l=i';3Q.l'l'~=i·~l1 (r<I=i';3Q.l·~·~=i·~l') r:::·~~·A.~'31Fo;·b:lo;1 31'?31·c:r·~~~·~1 

Pronunciation 

- aca'-la' tsOklakang-la trg-sa kh9_.na' ra'? 

-ti-na' m9_.r sharkya phep. m9_.kir l§..mka shJ.mtoka-la lep-song-na ch9_.ngng6'-la phep kg-re' ths;na' m.l-la 

tr.i nang-na m.l' l§..mka tan-kire' 

-lase thOkce nang. k~nla' tsOklakang-la trg-sa "fi-na' rs;'-pa' ? 

- rs;' rs;' "fi-na' y9_.r sh9_.rkya phep-ta. ph9_.rkor n9_.ng-la lep-kire'. ph9_.rkor n9_.ng-la lep-na tsOklakang kh9_.par 

r~·-s tr.lnang-ta. m.l' tan-kire' 

- thukce che. 

- kusho'; tsOklakang kh9_.par r~· ? 

- phats th9_.kar rs;'. ng9_. ya: trg-ngan y.ln nyampo phep-to 
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Translation 

Tandzin 
A woman 

Excuse me Madam, which is the way to the Jhokhang? 
This way, straight! When you reach the crossroads, you have to go north. Then if 
you ask the way, people will show you. 
Fine, thank you. Tandzin 

Tandzin 
A man 

Sir, the Jhokhang Temple, is it this way? 
Yes, yes. Go straight along here. You'll get to the Bharkor (the circumambulation 
route around the great temple). When you get to the Bharkor, ask where the great 
temple is. People will show you. 
Thank you. Tandzin 

Tandzin 
A monk 

Your reverence, where is the great temple? 
It's just over there. I'm going there too. Let's go together. 

lllnrr·,·~· Ill 
20.2 Vocabulary ffi,·,~,;;1 

4,;;·~,. sharkya' 

Ul','\' y~ka:, yakir (L) 

51','\' m~ka, makir (L) 

t:::l~'C>l~'F' shlmtoka 

~q· n\:!P 

~·lho 
4'\' shar 

~~· ch~ng 

~c:r~,~· n\:!pco' 

~·~,~· lhoco' 

4'\'~ ,~. sharco' 

~~·~,~· ch~ngco' 
~~·~~· ch~ngnga' 
r<l'\'~51·~·,,;;· pha:ts th~kar 
51F~' khan, -ngan 

~~·a;· kaca t:::l71jt:l,'~"'l' kama: (H) 

t:l,S'z:::J' trlwa z:::I71jt:l,'t:l,S' kantri (H) 

~~·a;· + s~· kaca thrl' 

t:::l71jt:l,'t:l,S' + ,~~· kantri nang (H) 

t:::l71jt:l,'t:l,S' + ~· kantri sh\:! (h) 

~~a;· + t:::14~· kaca sha' 

t:::I71jt:l,'~"'l· + ~· kama: sh\:! (h) 

t::llljt:l,'~"-1· + ,~~·kama: nang (H) 

(adj., adv.) direct, straight 

(n.) up there 

(n.) down there 

(n.) crossroads 

(n.) west 

(n.) south 

(n.) east 

(n.) north 

(n.) western 

(n.) southern 

(n.) eastern 

(n.) northern 

(n.) northwards 

(n.) just there 

(n.) nominalizer 

(n.) speech 

(n.) question 

(v.) [vol., ED] to ask 

(v.) [vol., ED] to ask 

(v.) [vol., ED] to ask 

(v.) [vol., ED] to converse, discuss 

(v.) [vol., ED] to converse, discuss 

(v.) [vol., ED] to converse, discuss 



tsuklakang 

Lesson 20- ~z:::rffi~· qo 

(v.) [vol., EDA] to say 

(v.) [vol., EDA] to say 

Jhokhang (other name of the great temple of Lhasa) 

Bharkor (section of Lhasa around the Jhokhang) 

20.3.1 The nominalizer 0-lf~· khan I -ngan 
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In a more formal register, this nominalizer is pronounced -(n)khan,
142 

whereas in conversa

it is usually pronounced as Z::::~'-ngan, and even '?~'-nyan. The verb to which it is attached 

~'0-lf~' Sh!:,!-ngan, but not* ~~ro.Jr~· shQ'-ngan 

::ro.Jr~· Si:J:-ngan, but not *z:::l=:l~'o.JF~· s~'-ngan 

~·o.Jr~· ta-ngan, but not *1:::1~~·0-lr~· ta'-ngan 

Like other nominalizers, it can form nominal clauses as well as relative clauses (see 

26). This nominalizer prototypically indicates the agent of the verbal action, but also 

to the subject of transitive verbs and even (in most cases) to the subject of intransitive 

~'o.JF~· trl-ngan "the person who writes, the writer", ~'o.JF~'sh!:,!-ngan "the person who is 

speaking, the speaker", =:!'o.JF~' Si:J:-ngan "the person who is eating", ~Z::::'o.JF~· tshong-ngan 

"the person who is selling, the vendor", ~·~o.J'z:::li]Z::::'o.JF~' milam tang-ngan "the dreamer", '?~· 
0-lf~· ny~:-ngan "the person who is sleeping, the sleeper". 

Formulations with -ngan may sometimes be translated by terms for agents in European Ian

In English, the suffix -er or the name of a profession often best conveys the sense of this 

rz::::·z:::l~·{;;)z:::l·~~·o.Jr~·~l1 

khong phi:J:klep sg-ngan r~' 

"He's a baker." (lit. he's a bread-maker) 

The nasal that is noted here, "(n)" (see Appendix 1, section 1), is a velar nasal (a homorganic nasal of the follow
consonant). It is the one that appears most frequently, except when the verb ends in the consonant p. This nasal, 

is preserved in Tibetan spelling, is the source of two current pronunciations: ngan (a velar nasal) and nyiin (a 
nasal). As far as the written form is concerned, the traditional spelling mkhan will be retained, since nyan and 

never appear in writing. 
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Z:::';l;F~·~~~·~·~·~·~·Mj~·q~~·q~·OJF~·~l1 

ng9;rangts6: thrgkpo ky9;mi th~ 16knyan sg-ngan r~' 

"Our Chinese friend is a film-maker." 

~·Ol~·"'~~·OlF~·"'~~·~l1 
thama' then-ngan 1j_ sO r~· 

"Who's the person who's smoking?" or "Who's the smoker?" 

a:i·~·~~·~·url·OlF~·~·~·l~~·~~·~l1 
mgtra n9;kpo yg'-ngan th~ tsgngpon d' r~· 
"The person who has the black car is the mayor of a district", or "The owner of the black 

car is ... " 

In certain cases, verbs that are nominalized with -ngan are practically the same as conjuga

ted verbs. For example, the sentence: Z:::'UJ~'(UlZ:::')"'~'Olf~·~~1 ng9; ya: trg-ngan yin "I'm also going", 

which literally means: "I'm also a goer" is similar to: Z:::'Ul~'(UlZ:::')"'~·,·~~1 ng9; ya: trg-kiyin idem. 

• Remarks on the tense of nominalized verbs. 

The nominalizer -ngan, as we have seen, marks the subject of both transitive and intran

sitive verbs. In the former case, the tense-aspect of the verb is unspecified, and must be deduced 

from the context. Thus the sentence "Who is the person who is smoking (or who smokes)" could 

just as well be translated by the imperfective past as "Who is the person who was smoking? (or 

who used to smoke?)" or the past perfective, "Who is the person who (has) smoked." 

By contrast, when the nominalizer is used with an intransitive verb, it indicates the present 

or the future (or else the imperfective past). To indicate the past (perfective) corresponding to the 

English perfect or preterite, Tibetan uses another nominalizer: CJ' -pa. 

trg-ngan 

t~'-ngan 

chTn-pa 

t~'-pa 

"the person who is going, goes, will go, was going" 

"the person who is staying, who stays, will stay, was staying" 

"the person who went, has gone" 

"the person who stayed, has stayed" 
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111-·r·,p~· Ill 
20.4 Exercises gc:::·a5a;1 

20.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) i!ia;'~t!j~'Z:::P\'~ =z·a;c:::·~·~~·~·~~·a;~·~l·~~1 - ~c:::i~l1 ~~·a;~·l<l=:;'c:r~~·a;~· alt!j' 
~~a;·Fc:::·t!!l·~·~~·a;~·t!]tl!a;·~~·~·?4~~·a;·~~~·~·~l1 

q) ~. "% t!]. ~ t!] ~ 1 ~a;·~~·Fc:::·t!]·~=z·t!!l·~l1 t!]~t!]·~t!]·Fc:::·ff)·01~a;·a;~·01=z·~01·?4~~·a;·~· 
~·lft!]·~~a;·Fc:::·t!!l· ~l1 ~·~·lft!]·~~·Fc:::·~a;·~~·Fc:::·F·~ l·~·t!!l·~l1 

~) ~c:::·~c:::·Ulc:::·~·~s~·5l·01Fa;·tl!l·~l·~~1 

~) F·~=z·iila;·OlFa;·3l·~~t!] 

~) <;~~·s·~t!]·01Fa;·~~·~=z·~=z·5l·~·tl!l·~l1 

20.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Who is the person who's talking to Tshering? 

2. In Tibet, there are not many people who drive cars. 

3. I know the person who works in the library. 

4. Are there people whom we can ask? 

5. This is the place where books are kept. 

20.4.3 Complete the following sentences 

with the appropriate nominalizer: ~· Ult!j' Olfa;·. 

?) 3l·~·~ryc:::· ( 
q) ~~·gc:::·t!]a;c:::· ( 

~) F'~?t!]~·~c:::· ( 
~) ~t!j·~~·t!]a;c:::· ( 
~) ~·~c:::·F·~t!]·~~· ( 
(!) ~l'"c:::·~·¢·~t!j·~~c:::·c 

) ~·~l1 
) t!j'~=:;·~l1 

) ~·~·Siil'a5'5~'l1 
) t!j~·~·~·~l·~~1 

) ~·~l1 
) tl!l~~1 
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Translation 

Lobzang 

Michel 
Lobzang 

Michel 
Lobzang 

Michel 
Lobzang 
Michel 
Lobzang 

Michel 
Lobzang 

lll,·r·~·~· Ill 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

Michel, let's go to the Jhokhang first. After that would you like to go to 
the market? 
Would you like to have some tea first? 
Sure. There's a restaurant down there. They have both Tibetan tea and sweet tea 
there. 
The tea's delicious! 
Let's go! The temple doors have been opened. If we don't go there quickly 
there'll be a lot of people (lit. a lot of people will come). 
Fine. Which way is it? 
The shortest route is through here. Let's go that way. 
Oh! The Jhokhang really isn't as high as the Potala. 
The doors have just opened. Let's go first and pray in front of the Lord (lit. meet 
the Lord). After that, if we climb up onto the roof, we'll see a part of the area 
of Lhasa city. 
What should we offer inside the chapels? 
Butter for the lamps, and khatak. 

21.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~"1 

e;:OJ~=:.;·3i· ch~ ngarmo 

cs~iE;' phgca 

e;·~t::l'Ol' ch~ sOpma I sQma 

=;·~~· ch~tang 

?:(·=;· oca 

?:(·OJ· gma asr::J·~· chapsho (H) 

~· tsha ~~~· ~· c~ktsa 
0\1'=:.;~· ara' t::l~~·=:.;~(H) 
§1·=:.;~· pj_ra' 

~~~· cT' 
~~~·~· sh~/-la 
~~·~· ce'-la 
01'~ry'~~· m~to' 
~~~·,· nyTka ~~~·as· nyTca 

~~·r::J~~· n~ngshin 
=:.;~· r~ng 

F~· kha' 

~tl.l~·~tl3'~· y~'yon 
~~·,· thokka 
OJffit:;,'OJe;~·~·t4r::J~· chondi.:-la phe' 

tl.l~·~· y~ngna 1:\0l' am (L) 

(n.) sweet milk tea 

(n.) Tibetan tea 

(n.) Tibetan tea (lit. "churned tea") 

(n.) black tea 

(n.) salted milk tea 

(n.) milk 

(n.) salt 

(n.) alcohol 

(n.) beer 

(n.) a little, once 

(post., co.) after 

(post., co.) after 

(n.) except, unless 

(n.) both 

(n.) like 

(adv.) really 

(n.) sort, kind 

(n.) to left and right, around 

(n.) roof 

(idiom.) to go to the temple 

(co.) or 



0-lr::.:;r:::aJ· ngikmo 

~:1\'aJ' kyOrmo 

F'?,· khati • 

~·~~;~· tsha ygpa 

~·~· tshaku 

21.3 Remarks t:\§'li11't::J4ll 

Lesson 21- ~z:::ra)~· q7 

(adj.) sweet 

(adj.) sour 

(adj.) bitter 

(adj.) salty 

(adj.) (too) salty 

21.3.1 Superlative constructions 

255 

These are formed with the superlative form of the adjective. Remember that the latter con

sists of adding the suffix 4~· -sho' to the short form of the adjective. In the case of relative super

lative constructions, the comparison must be introduced by means of the adverb ~~::::::~~· n~ngna' 

"among, out of', preceded by the genitive. 

~·aJ. :J]C:.:'03'~'(.\e(03':¥Jr::.:·~,.,.~.03~' 4~· ~ll 

"Jhomolangma is the highest mountain in the world." 

l9~·q~·~r::.:·~~·~~·~r::.:~·~·4~·~ll 
"Ddipung is the biggest of the monasteries." 

~t::l·t:\~'Ult!r4~·~ll 
"This book is the best." 

ei~;~·~·~r::.:·4~'Ul"'~r::.:·,;3r::.:·CJ·~ll 

"The Brahmaputra is the longest river in Tibet." 

iS l·~·l9~·q·~r::.:· 4~'t::l~03'Ul~·~ll 
"Samya is the oldest monastery in Tibet." 

3l·ffi·,%,·,·~r::.:·~~·~·~r::.:·~l·4~·~ll 
"Today is the finest day of my life." 

3l·ry,·~· ~·~r::.:·~~·t:\~·~r::.:·~·4~·~ll 
"This is the most beautiful of these flowers." 

21.3.2 Comparative constructions of equality 

These constructions require the use of ~r::.:·t::J,~· n~ngshin "like", "as much as", "as", whiCh 
after the term being compared. 

~·rr::.:·~·a1·sr::.:·~r::.:·t::J,~'03~·CJ·3l·t:\1, "The Jhokhang isn't as high as the Potala." 

E:l·a:l·t:\~'U\I'OJ'~r:::.:·t::J,~'OJ~~·CJ·t:\1, "This girl is as beautiful as her mother." 
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21.3.3 Constructions with 01'Zl]i)Zl]~· m9;to' "except", "unless", "apart from", "only". 

The expression m9;to' may be used after a noun. In conversation, the expression 0-l'r:::J~~ 
m9:shin also occurs with a similar meaning. 

Ex.: ~o.l'l:.l'o.l'Zl]i)Zl]~'Zlj~~·ltlj'El'Ultlj'Ull'o.l'~l1 "There's nothing else to eat apart from tsampa." 

~'[5i'l.l'i-\~~·~tlj'l:.l'f'4~'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~·3l·~Zlj "There are only some nomads in this region." 

q~l·~·tlj~tlj'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~·3l·i-\~Zlj "There's only one place." 

r:::~·~o.J~·~r:::·i'l.l'~C:::'o.J'r:::J~~·5Jl1 "There's nobody but you in my heart." 

The expression m9:to' may also be used after a verb, to produce the following construction: 

I V(past) + ~'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~· na m9:to' 

Ex.: 01~Zl]~·q·E'll'~'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~'tlj~o.l·~·~~·~~·~·o.J·~l1 
"If you don't hurry, you won't catch the plane." 

~l·~r:::'Zl]Elr:::l'Zl]Elr:::l'5~'o;'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~';o'l'l.ltlj'r:::l~tlj~'i-\~'~,.~l1 

"Be careful or you'll lose your things." 

[Qr:::· ~~'i'l.ltlj'~~·Ui'l·~·o.l'tlj i)Zl]~·~q~· ffitlj','o.l' ~l1 

"They'll only be able to go if they have permits." 

Ill ···n-·,· Ill 
21.4 Exercises ~r:::·a5o;1 

21.4.1 Translate into English: 

7) c:ll·~·i-\(o.l·mr:::·~,.i'l.l.~·o.l~·4~·~l1 

~) ~l·~·i-\~o;·~~·o;r:::·l'l.l·~q·~·q·wtl]'4~·~·~l1 

i) ~q·~·;$o;·~~·i-\~'&r:::1'01Fo;·r·4~·01·Zl]i)9~·url·01·~l1 

~) r:::·~r:::· ~·i-\~o;·~~·o;r:::·i'l.l· ~q·~,·w,·4~·rr:::·~l1 

L\) ~·~·i-\~'C:::'I'l.l';$':)Zlj~'r:::l~Zlj 

(!) ~C:::'I:.l'i-\~'~l·4~·~l1 

Ill) ~'l:.l'o.JC:::'4~'""S~·~r:::~·l~~·l:.l·~l1 

Z) ~'i'l.l'~'~'o.JC:::':)Zlj~'r:::1'1tl] 

r->) ~l·~r:::·o.l~tlj~·q·~q~·~'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~'~'~'~~·~o;·~·o.l·~l1 

?O) F'~C:::'i'l.l'l~~'Ultlj'o.l'tl]i)Zl]~'?f,'o.l'~l1 



Lesson 21 - .ij z:::r ffi~· ~.? 

21.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Are there many people who offer butter and khatak? 

2. Which way does one go to get to Nepal? 

3. Tibetans are the greatest consumers of butter in the world! 

4. The horses ofKham are the finest. 

5. Lhasa is Tibet's biggest city. 

6. Where's the nearest hospital? 

7. In the countryside, they drink only Tibetan tea. 

8. We ought to hurry or it will be closed . 

• 21.5 Civilization ~,·,~r:::·1 

Tibetan tea 
The first step in making Tibetan tea (also called butter tea or churned tea) is 

to prepare plain green tea. There are two ways of doing this. In towns, people 

usually boil the tea-leaves three times. After each occasion the tea is strained 

and stored in a container. The concentrate may be kept for several days, and 

when required a ladleful of it is poured into boiling water. The other method, 

which is more typical of rural areas, consists of making a fresh brew on each 

occasion. In either case, the next step consists of pouring the tea into a chum, 

adding some salt, a large quantity of butter and perhaps some milk. The mix

ture is churned briskly and the final product served hot. Contrary to common 

supposition, Tibetans prefer not to use rancid butter to make the tea, and will 

only use it in the absence of fresh butter. 

For anyone who is unfamiliar with it, this beverage is more like soup 

than tea. The drink is ideal on the high Tibetan plateau and in the Himalaya, 

because it is both very warming and has a high nutritional content. 

Other kinds of tea are also to be found in Tibet: sweet milk tea, of 

Indian provenance, is drunk mainly in cities, while salted milk tea is drunk 

principally by herders in Amdo. Finally, it may be noted that Tibetans don't 

drink only tea! They also appreciate chang, a mildly (and sometimes very) 

alcoholic barley-based beer. The commonest variety is mild, whitish

coloured and quite thick, with a taste and alcohol content somewhat reminis

cent of cider. Fermented barley is also sometimes distilled to make the 

stronger arak. 

257 

Tibetan churn 
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Translation 

Michel 
Lobzang 

Michel 
Lobzang 
Michel 

Hat seller 
Michel 
Lobzang 
Waitress 

Lobzang 

Waitress 
Lobzang 
Michel 
Lobzang 
Waitress 
Michel 

~ 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

Are there this many worshippers every day? 
Certainly! On holy days there are even more than this! Among the worshippers 
there are many pilgrims from all over- Ngari, Tsang, Lhokha, the Mon region, 
Kongpo, Dhagpo, Kham, Amdo, Nagchu and so on. 
What if we make a circuit of the Bharkor? 
Good idea (quite so). It's after midday. Let's have lunch. 
The sun's very hot! I'm going to buy a hat. How much is this white hat? 
(lit. what is the price). 
Twenty gormo. 
Oh, thanks! 
Madam, we'll have something simple today. 
We've got momos, meat stew (with rice and potatoes), noodle soup, and I can 
make you whatever vegetables you'd like to order. 
Fine, so [we'd like] momos and sour pink radish; then please give us some 
sweet milk tea. 
Very good. 
This is just the right amount of food today. 
It's half past two. What about taking a walk along the River of Happiness? 
We ought to settle up (do the accounts). How much was the food? 
Thirty gormo. 
That's very cheap! 

CD I • Tr. 54 

22.1b Text ~arUI~ 

~·!::lr:::','lz:.Jt:\'~1 

~11 ~·!::lr:::·~r:::·tl.l·t:\~·&::l~·~·ql·,-~·~~·url·~l1 r~1 ~!::lr:::·t:\~~:~r:::·tl.l·r:::·tl.l~·~ 1::1~· ffi·1::1·~·url· 
~l·~·tl.lr:::'tl.lt:::'&::l4l'~'Ull'~l1 ~·31·~~·t:\~·~~·31·~~.,~1 ~ &::1~' ffi~·tl.1~~1 ~l·~r:::·tl.l~·~ &::1~' 
ffi·&::l·~31~·:o~·~tl.1~·~~· 31F~·~~·t:\~~·~·tl.l&::l'z:.J'~l1 &::l~·~·ql',-~.,~1 ~tl.1~·~~·31r~·t:\~·~·q~· 
t:\~ ~ r:::· ~r:::· r·lr:::· ~~~· t:\~r:::· ,. til~·~· 1::14l· q· ~l1 ~·~~· r~· ~~· 31·lr:::· 31'?31' ~· ~tl.l~· url' ~· ~~· 
~&::1~·~~·~~· 31·~~1 ~tl.l~'t<l',~'t:\~~ ~~· q· ffi~· q ·~· ~tl.l~' ~l' ~'12.1&::1' z:.J' ~l1 &::l~·~·ql·,-~· 
,~.31,-.tl.l~'&::l~~·~~·t'4·,~·~·31 • ~l'z:.J~'~'tl.l&::l'z:.J'~l1 ~·~~·~tl.l~·~· ~~·Ui'r:::·~~·&::l~·~·ql·,-~·~·~~·~· 
ry~· ~· (?~· ~31·)~&::l~·q·~l1 &::l~·~·ql·,-~·~l'!::l~· ffil'~~·r· ~r:::·,·&::l~l·~~·~~·~~·q·~l1 ~tl.l~· 
,~·1::1~· ~r:::·~~~~·t!~· ~·~~~· ry~· ~· (?~· ~31·)~12.1·Ui'l·~l1 5· 31·t1.1~· (tl.lr:::· )F' ,. url· ~l1 t:\~· 
~r:::·~r:::·~·~~1 !f.l·?4·~1::1~·ffi~·tl.l~~1 ~l·~r:::·~·~·~~r:::·~r:::·~·5~·q·~l1 r~·r:::·~·~r:::·~tl.l~· 
lr:::· t:\~r:::·~~· z:.J~~· ($~·~· tl.l~' ry~· ~· (?~· ~31·)~12.1' ~r:::·1 ~tl.1'~31~·~·5'31'tl.l~' ry~· ~· (?~· ~31') ~~· ~ r:::· ~· 
tl.l&::l'z:.J'~l11 
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Translation 

"The hero of the grassland" 

[Once upon a time] on the grasslands, there was a beetle. He would always ask, "On these 

grasslands, is there anybody stronger than me?''. One day, an ant told him, "Oh, big boy, there is 

an animal called the yak who is stronger than you." The beetle then asked, "Where is the one 

called the yak? I am going to fight a little with him!". So he went with the ant to the place where 

the yak was staying. The ant said, "The yak is over there. That big black thing is the yak." The 

beetle raised his head and asked, "isn't it a mountain?". A little while later, the yak came toward 

them and slightly crushed the beetle. He got extremely scared and came back home. Since the yak 

had stepped on him, the carapace on his body was a little tom, and he exuded a bad smell. The 

other bugs asked him "Hey, big boy, what happened to you?". He answered, "Today, I went to 

fight with the yak and my pagtsak (sheepskin coat) got a bit tom. And what's more, I'm emitting 

the odor of sanctity." 

111~·F·~·~·111 
22.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~:1\1 

l':\a53!'~a53!' chamcam 

~'\''\' k6rra ~:1\'l:l' k6rwa (L) 

90i,~'~:I\'Cl' nakorra (L) 

,~. khgng 

31~·~~· m9:ngnyung 

~Oi,''ff:l\' nylntar 

~Oi,''ff'\'~'Cl~~· nylntar r~shin 
~''ff'\'~'Cl~~· lgtar r~shin 
90i.31'~~~· namshi' 

~Cl~· top 

~31~''5~' semdi.n 

lq~·CS· pawo 

9~~·~~~· so:tsi' (H) 

1':\~3!' tram 

a:;~· tsha: Cl~~·ffi~· sh~tsa: (H) 

~Oi.·~·~~· sonlapu' 

z::J~·~·ql~~· selepako' 

~El~· tsatang 

~·~~~· chTpa' 

1:..1~~·1:..1· pakpa 

1:..19~·ffi~· paktsa' 

(n.) stroll 

(n.) tour, circuit 

(n.) pilgrim 

(n.) price 

(n.) quantity 

(n.) every day 

(n.) every day 

(n.) every year 

(n.) weather, climate 

(n.) strength 

(n.) "sentient beings", animals 

(n.) hero 

(n.) meal 

(n.) by, edge, bank 

(n.) vegetable 

(n.) sour pink radish 

(n.) beetle 

(n.) grassland 

(n.) shell 

(n.) skin 

(n.) sheepskin clothing 
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~·lt!]' eTta' 

7t!]·~· te(t)s l]t!j'~Ol' t6ktsam 

ryt!j'ryt!j· takta' 

~t::~~·t::~~·t:f· tap t~po 
~c:::·ffi~·t:f· khgng chenpo 

~c:::·fil·t:l· khgng khepo 

a5·t:f· tshapo 

:nc:::·a:J· thri!,ngmo 

~~r khya' ~·t::~~ill' ku sT: (H) 

t::l~~· ngo' 

Olt::::t!j~· nga' 

t::~,I.\'Olt::::t!j~· + t!j~c:::· kanga' nang (H) 

t::~~t!j~· tra' t::~~t!j~' se' (L) 

t::l~~·t ""' so 

~~· + ~t!j' tsT' kyi!,' 

~;:z;;;·;:z;;;· + ~t!j' k6rra kyi!,' 

r.l...~t::::· tslng 

~'tsi' 
;:z;;;ill' ra: 

~~· thgn 

~~· thon 

Proper nouns : Regions of Tibet 

fal~' kham' 

~·Ol~' amto 

Olt::::r.l...'~~· ngari 

t!]~c:::· tsang 

~·F·Ihoka 

111~111 

Kham 

Am do 

Ngari 

Tsang 

Lhokha 

22.3 Remarks r.l...~"'l't::~1l1 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

(part.) et cetera 

(adv.) a little 

(adj.) precisely 

(adj.) simple, convenient 

(adj.) expensive 

(adj.) cheap 

(adj.) hot 

(adj.) cold 

(v.) [inv. A] to feel cold 

(v.)[vol., EA] to fry 

(v.) [vol., EDA] to order 

(v.) [vol., EDA] order 

(v.) [vol., EA] to grill 

(v.) [vol., EA] to cook, boil 

(v.) [vol., EA] to count, calculate 

(v.) [vol., ED] to make a circuit 

(v.) [vol., EA] to fight 

(v.) [vol., ED] to crush 

(v.) [inv., A] to tear, be tom 

(v.) [vol., A] to go out 

(v.)- [inv., A] to go out 

- [vol., A] to depart, produce 

(idiom.) auspicious day 

a:l~·z::.r mgnpa 

1t!]~·t:f· thi!,kpo 

11lt::::·t:f· k6ngpo 

~t!j'i;§' ni!,kCU 

Mon 

Dhagpo 

Kongpo 

Nagchu 

22.3.1 Comparative constructions of superiority 

Comparative constructions are formed by taking the comparative (short) form of an adjec

tive and adding the suffix 1::.1' pa. The standard of comparison is followed by ill~' -Ia'. The markers

Ia' and -na' are the two forms of the ablative that are used in Literary Tibetan, but in the spoken 
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language it is only -na' that denotes the ablative, whereas -Ia' is reserved for comparative con

structions. 

Ex.: t:\~·~~·a.Jr:::·r:::· (a.Jr:::'q') t:\~tlj 
asr:::· ~· ~tlj· ~~·~a.J· 1:.11 
~q·~·t:\~·~~'Ultlj'tlj (Ultlj'1:.11) 
tljtlltlj' a.J~' ~~· ffi· q· t:\~ tlj'tl]~1 
tljtlltlj'a.l~'~~· ffi·q1 

"There is more than that." 

"Chang is better than beer." 

"That book is better than this one." 

"Are yaks bigger than dzo?" 

"Yaks are bigger than dzo!" 

The auxiliary t:\~tlj' is optional in declarative comparative sentences, whereas it is obliga

tory in negative and interrogative sentences. 

Note that the position of the item being compared is not fixed; it may also come first: ~·~tlj' 
ill~·asr:::·~a.J'CJ1 "Compared with beer, chang is better." 

When the adjective is an attribute of the subject, another construction is also commonly 

used: the short form of the adjective is followed by the auxiliary ,.~l1-kire'. 

' 

"There is more than this." 

"Chang is better than beer." 

"Yaks are bigger than dzo." 

"It's colder in Lhasa than in Peking." 

"It's better to ride a nalo (gentle, hornless yak)." 

"Won't it cost more to send it by air?" 

• Tibetan has no special constructions for marking comparatives of inferiority. "Less than" 

is expressed simply reversing the order of comparison or by using an opposite adjective. 

For example, to translate the expression "He is less poor than I am", Tibetan would say: 

r:::·f3r:::·~~·~·,·~l1 "I'm poorer than him." 

or 

or according to the context 

f'r:::·r:::·~~·~~q·tllla.J'~l· "He isn't poorer than me." 
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The comparative and superlative forms of adjectives 

Positive Comparative Superlative 
~~~·q· "new" ~~~·~· ~~~'t::l'(L)!43 ~~~·4~· 

~~·:o~· "bad" ~~·~· ~~·q· (L) ~~·4~· 
0-lr:::::·r:J· "many" 0-lt:::'t:::' 0-lt:::'l:::l' (L) O-lt:::'4~· 

'jt:::''jt:::' "few" 'jt:::'t:::' 'jt:::'t::l' (L) 'jt:::'4~· 

~r:::::·q· "long" ~r:::::·r:::::· ~r:::::·q (L) ~r:::::·4~· 

~r:::::·~r:::::· "small" ~r:::::·r:::::· ~t:::'t::l'(L) ~r:::::·4~· 

~~·q· "big" ~'z::)' ~·4~· 

~l·q· "pleasant" ~l·q· ~z::]'4~· ~l·4~'(L) 
~~~·q· "clear" ~~~·~· ~~~'t::l' (L) ~~~·4~· 

9~·of'~~· "elderly" 9~'1:.1' 9~'4~· 
0-lr:::::~·a:l· "sweet" 0-lr:::::~·~· 0-lt:::~'l:::l'(L) O-lt:::~·4~· 

z::]~~·r:r· "cool" z::]~~·~· t::l~~·t::l'(L) z::]~~·4~· 

• The .construction ~~·Ia' + V: "more than" 

The marker Ia' may also precede a verb, in which case it is translated as "more than". 

Ex. : ~~·0-1· ~· fl' ;30-]' ~~· t:\~ ~· ~·0-1· ~l1 

"That won't take more than twenty minutes." 

~·~~·rr:::::·l~r:::::·~·z::]~l·~~·?4t::l~·arl·O-l·~l1 

"At that time he wasn't more than eight years old." 

22.3.2 The enumerative connectives~· ch~' 

When objects are being enumerated, the connectives~· ch~', derived from the verb "to do", 

is commonly interposed between the items in the series. 

Ex.: ~~~·s~1 ~~·4·z::]~~·q·s~1 ~·~~·~·~r:::::·~·r.l._§J~·~·3l~·t:\~1 

"Kneaded tsampa, boiled mutton; then with some yogurt, that should be enough." 

"Please give us one stew, one soup, and some momo." 

143. The rule concerning changes in the pronunciation of the suffix in the spoken language is explained in section 1.1 
of Appendix l. 



Lesson 22- ~z::ra)~· qq 

Ill ·;-·;r·~· Ill 
22.4 Exercises gc::·a;-~1 

22.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) z::J~~·~~~·"'l~~-rc::·"'l~r~·~·~l1 

q) c::·~c::·~·~c::·~~·~·~·{f·~·~r~r4~·~l1 

i) ~·"'l~'a5C::'~~·~·~l1 

~) ~~·~·~·"'l~·~·~·~·~c::·~·~l1 

l\) fC::'C::'"'l~·~·~c::·~·~l1 

(1) ~l·&c::·~~·~l·~c::·"'l·~c::·s~~·~~~·~~1 ~c::·s~~·~·~~~· ry~·ry~·~~~ 

w) ~·s~·~~~~~·~c::·~~·fii~'t.l'UJ~'~'t!i'l1 

9 ~~·ffi·"'l~·~~·~c::·~~·UJ~'4~·~~·~l1 

22.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. He's made a trip around the world. 

2. Have you ever made the circumambulation ofKailash? 

3. We'd like some stew, some momo and one soup. 

4. The black hat is nicer than the green hat. 

5. This car is bigger than Lobzang's. 

6. Hindzin is stronger than Nyima. 

7. These pilgrims come from all over Tibet. 

8. Sheep are cheaper than yaks. 

9. Cars are very expensive in China. 

10. Butter isn't cheap in Tibet. 
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22.4. 3 Conjugate the verbs q~· ~~ "'1~' ~· ~l1 ~~· ~~ F·q~· 1::1 ryc::·1 in all the tense

aspects and moods that you know (same as Exercise 14.4.2, but adding the 
experiential auxiliary: 1::1ryc::· (~rye::·) ~c::·1 ~~·~c::·1 ~l·~c::·v. 



________________ ........... 
Lesson 23 z:::rc£o;· ri 

"Shopping" 

• The suffix ;:Sar -tsam. 

• The allocentric future with l~~· kg, ~Zlr ch6' 

or 0'1!::::· ygng. 

rr"" 

'w111':\5:~·1':\:\'~ ·~·~~·~3.l·~·url11 
"There are things like these in Lhasa market!" 

(proverb) 

23. 1 Dialogue ~·q·~~·~~1 

~·q;::Fg 

~!::::'0-lF~· g 
~'z:::J;::j!::::' g 

~!::::'0-lF~· g 

~'z:::J;::j!::::' g 

~!::::'0-lF~· g 

~'z:::J;::j!::::' g 

~!::::'0-lF~· g 

~'z:::J;::j!::::' g 

~!::::'0-lF~· g 

~'z:::J;::j!::::' g 

~!::::'0-JF~· g 
~'z:::J;::j!::::' g 
~!::::'0-lF~· g 

tf-l'~Zlj'~Zl]~1 ~·~~'Zlj'~l.~ll 
~·~·~·0-l~·~~·a:f·q,·~ll Zlj'~lZlj~,~·, 
~'0-l'Zlj!::::''?'~'Ul~J 
~·0-l·~·,~,~·~·~·o.J·~·~~·~~·a:f·,~o.J'Zlj~O-l'~'~~·~, 
CS::·m'!::::'E::::'J ~·o.J·~·'?·~·U)~1 
~,~·~1 ~·o.J·~.,~.,~.01l1 

1':\l~'(l':\~~·) ~~·a:I·~Zl]'7Zl]'7Zl]'m'll 
Zl]~~·l1'Zl]~1~·~·3:l~·q~1 q~~·FO-l'Zl]~Zl]~1 UlZl]'~·~·:\Zl]'01l1 
,.~l.~l1 
0-l!::::' ;:5• (0-l!::::' ;:5"0-J') ,~,~·~·~!::::'f' ;:5• ~·~~· ~, 

,.~ll 
~·O-J~·~ ~·a:f·q,.q,.,~E::::'J 

~· o.J~·~ ~·3:1 .,~0-l'Zlj~O-l·~·q~~·~· ~·o.J·~·'?·~·Ul~J 
~,~·~1 l·~~·ffi, 

CD I • Tr. 55 
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Translation 

Lobzang 
Vendor 
Lobzang 
Vendor 
Lobzang 
Vendor 
Lobzang 
Vendor 

Lobzang 
Vendor 
Lobzang 
Vendor 
Lobzang 
Vendor 

Ill 11]'F·,·c::· Ill 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

Madam, how much do apples cost? 
Four gormo a pound. How many will you buy? 
I'll buy a pound. 
If you buy two pounds, I'll give them to you for three gormo a pound. 
Fine, I'll take two pounds. 
Well then, here's exactly (lit. I have [the scale] upright on) two pounds. 
Here's six gormo precisely. 
Aren't you going to buy something else? Buy some peaches; I have some very 
nice ones. 
How much? 
If you buy quite a few I'll give you a better price. 
How much? 
Four gormo a pound. 
If you make it three gormo a pound I'll buy two pounds. 
All right, I'll give them to you [for that]. 

23.2 Vocabulary ~,.,~"1 

~· ~· kOshu t::l~~· ~· shs:shu (H) 

f~·~· khampu t::~~~·r~· shs:kam (H) 

~c::r.~ .. :~~·r~~·~· ngari khampu 

~~·~~· kQntrum 

~"'F' tarka 
1T)·;z;;· kera 

c£·~·~· tshaluma 

~·~ sentru 

~c::·ry,· shTngto' 

~·~·~· tromatro 

~·~· throma 

~,.F,. shgko' t::l~~·~,. shs:sho' (H) 

~·~·~~·r:i· solo ngonpo 

~·~,, l§:pU 1 

c6,'f1' tshaksha 

~,. ·~r l!::!ksha 

~c::· 4' langsha 

~· 4' ch§:sha 

Z<1,'4' phaksha 

'?'4' ny§:sha 

~,.~,. th!::!klo' ~~'t::l=:lt:\' n§:msa 

~~·&c::' khgtung 

~·1:,1· chOpa 

(n.) apple 

(n.) peach 

(n.) apricot 

(n.) grape 

(n.) nut 

(n.) banana 

(n.) orange 

(n.) rose-hips; pomegranate 

(n.) fruit 

(n.) tomato 

(n.) potentilla tubers 

(n.) potato 

(n.) capsicum, green pepper 

(n.) radish 

(n.) yak meat 

(n.) mutton 

(n.) beef 

(n.) chicken (meat) 

(n.) pork 

(n.) fish (to eat) 

(n.) cothing 

(n.) trousers, pants 

(n.) traditional robe 



~l'&t:::' t8tung 
a:,·~,. Q 'ncu' 

~o.1·9· (l)hamko 

"'&'\'i)' C\,!rta 

~f~t:\; kuto' (H) 
~~~,. kuncu' 

<;~~·~,~· sh§;pca' 

~·~c::·~~·r~~· tshering kTnkor/kTnkep 

11:1·~· W§:Sha 

~·;r:;,~· kera' 

~'OJ' ky9;ma 

~thQ 
~;r:;·~;r:;· kerker 

t:l~·~~· shl shl 
, ~,. cho' 

~'ii)' + ~,. nygpca ky9;' 

111~111 
23.3 Remarks ~~lll'~4l1 

23.3.1 The suffix <fo.T' -tsam 

Lesson 23- ~~·a)~· q~ 

(n.) shirt 

(n.) ladies' blouse 

(n.) boot 

(n.) shoe 

(n.) tall, fur-rimmed Tibetan hat 

(n.) foxfur hat 

(n.) belt 

(n.) pound, 500 g, hand-held scale 

(class.) two units 

(n.) upright 

(n.) four each 

(aux.) future 

(v.) [vol., E] to do the shopping 
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This suffix, which we have already encountered, may be used with adjectives (in their short 

form) as well as with substantives, numbers and verbs. In the conversational register, the suffix 

~OJ'-tsam is usually pronounced <f'-ts. Its meaning varies according to context: 

• After an adjective, it means "a little", or "a little more". 

'Ex.: o.Tt:::'<fo.T' "a little more", 9t:::'ft'<fo.T' "a little cheaper", o.T~,~·<fo.T' "a little faster", 

lo.T'\' <fo.T' "a little red", ~,. <fo.T' "a few more", ~· <fo.T' "a little earlier (or early)". 

• After a number, it means "about". 

Ex.: ~·~~·<far "about 100 people", ~ ;r:;·3l·~~OJ·,~~· <fo.T' "about two hundred thousand gormo 

(yuan)", S'ij'\'o.T'~~·~·<fo.T' "about a quarter of an hour". 

• After a noun, a verb or a nominalized verb, depending on context this suffix may mean 

"only", "simply", "mere", "just", "almost". 

Ex.: ~t:::'<fo.T1 "only the name, purely nominal" 

fir=::·?4~~·z:r<fo.T'~~·~,·f-l·~~~·~c::·1 "The mere fact that he came created problems." 

lll,'t.l'&,'t.l'<fo.T'~~·~·cl)·,ryc::·~~1 "Just touching it with my hand makes it hurt." 

f''\t:::'OJ'~'<fo.T'~~r=::~·t.l·~l1 "He was beaten almost to death." 

OJ9'~~·ryr=::·t.l'\'o.T'~~~·<fo.T'~'\'~1 "Almost from head to foot." 

• The suffix also appears in certain adverbial formulations such as: tf.lA:·<f· ots "quite, not 

bad", ~;r:;·<f·l','\' pha:ts th9;kar "just there". 
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23.3.2 The al/ocentric future: l~~· kg,~,. cho' orCll~: ygng 

The "allocentric" future implies that the speaker intends to perform the action on behalf of 

his interlocutor. It can be used only in the first person singular (and occasionally plural) with voli

tional verbs. In this context the verbs l~~· kg and~,. cho' have practically the same meaning. 

The form cho' is used in a rather more formal register. 

• With this type of future, the verb stem must be in the past tense. 

Ex.: c:::::z~r~~r~, "I'll tell him (for you)." but not* c:::::~·~·~, 
c:::::~·z:::J~~·l~~1 "I'll make it (for you)." but not* c:::::~·z:::J~'l~~1 
c:::::~·~o..rz::.r~~·l~~1 "I'll buy some tsampa (for you)." 

c:::::~·~·ii1·r.l...~·~~·~c:::::·~,·Fc:::::·~·&,.l~~1 "I'll post this letter (for you) straight away." 

c:::::~·~~·~, "I'll give it to you"= c:::::~· ~~·l~~f idem. 

• If the subject is stated, it must be in the ergative even if it is used with intransitive 

volitional verbs: 

Ex.: c:::::~·~~·l~~1 "I'll go there (for you)." 

c:::::~·CJ.lc:::::·l~~1 "I'll come (for you)." 

c:::::~·z:::J~l·l~~1 "I'll stay (for you)." 

but not * c:::::·~~·l~~1 
but not * c:::::·CJ.lc:::::·l~~1 
but not * t:::::'z:::J~l·l~~1 

• The auxiliary ygng is used when the action implies movement: c:::::~·~~·CJ.lc:::::·1 "I'll go and buy 

it" is therefore equivalent to c:::::~·~·,~·~~·l~~1. 

Ill .,.,..~. Ill 
23.4 Exercises ~c:::::·ct;~1 

23.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) a!·~·c:::::~·z:::Jryc:::::·l~~1 

~) ~'<"I:J'C:::::~'z:::J~~·l~~1 

~) ~·c:::::~·~~'(aJC:::::')l~~1 

~) ~l·~c:::::·~,·~~·r.l..,~,~c:::::·~·&q~·c:::::~·~,.~,~·~~·l~~1 

~) ~l·~c:::::·~·l,r.l.._'q'CJ.ll·~·c:::::~·,<"\~'z:::J7t:::::'l~~1 

v) c:::::~·~~·q·ry,·;3~·~~·~, ~~·a!·~·z:::J~·ry,·ry,·cs.rl1 
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23.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Sit down, I'll do it! 

2. How many pounds do you want? 

3. I'd like a pound of peaches. 

4. There are many kinds of apples in Tibet. 

5. The Tibetans number about six million. 

6. Can you drive a little faster? 

7. You have to walk about a quarter of an hour from here. 



"The picnic" 

• Temporal connectives of simultaneity: 

~~· -tQ' "when, at the time when", 

~z::J~'!l.l' kap-la "at the time when", 

~r:::::'!l.l' rj_ng-la "during, while", etc. 

The future as a habitual or generic. 

Z'4'~~·~·z::J·3lr:::::it.J1 ~~·~·~·C1·3ll't.11 

"On the other side of the hill there's no yak dung, on this side, there's no basket." 

(proverb) 

1a 

~arU1~ 

CD I • Tr. 56 

lsl·'1]· 4~· ~~· ~· ~· z::J' ~r:::::· c:l· ~l· ~~· ~~· !l.l' '""'~· ~· ~l1 F' 4~· ~~· sr:::::· ~· cs~r ~·) ~~·~· ~l1 
. 4~·~~·~r:::::·~·z::],r·~·~l1 t:Jl·q~·~~~·~!l.l·!l.l·~r:::::·~·z::Jryr:::::·c~-ryr:::::·) ~~·~l·~·~·~·~l1 ~~~·~~· 

~·~l1 4·~~·~·~l1 ~~~·lr:::::'4')jj~'q1 ~·~'4'z::J~'~z::J1 ~·~·~~·~~~·~·z::J~·~·~~· 
,, . ..,.,...,.,."".m·~l1 '""~i'""s~·5~·~l·c:l·~·s~~·z::Jryr:::::·~·~l11 

CD I • Tr. 57 

~'z::J;::Jr:::::'1 ~·F1 r:::::·~~~·~~·~r:::::·F·!l.l~·'""l~· ('""~~')z::J=l~·~~·'""§]~·~·U1lt.1''""51 
~r:::::·~~·~~~·~4~·~~·c:l·U1r:::::·~·~l1 F'!l.l~''""l~·:::l·~1 
r.;.:·~1 ~·~·~~l·~ 
~~~·lr:::::'1 ~~'4'z::J~~·q·5~1 ~·~~·~·~r:::::·~·'""§j~·~·~~·'""~1 
l·~·~r:::::·1 ~~'4'=l~·q~·~~'!l.l'~·~·U1l·'""~1 
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Translation 

When the spring comes, a lot of Lhasans go to the banks of the River of Happiness. Some wash 
clothes, other picnic. According to Tibetan custom, people play games, sing opera songs, play 
dice, eat tsampa dough and dried meat, bread with meat stuffing, momos or bhagtshamarkhu, and 
so on. This is how people spend their time pleasantly. 

Drolkar - Lobzang, what a pity, we could surely have had lunch here. 
Lobzang - Tomorrow the weather will be fine. Let's come and eat here! 
Drolkar - But what would you like to eat? 
Lobzang - Tsampa dough and boiled mutton. And with some yogurt, that should be enough. 
Drolkar - Absolutely. There must be a place where we can buy some mutton near the bridge. 

~ CD I • Tr. 58 
24. 1 b Text ~0-1·til~ 

~~·~c::·lc::·~·Cl~·~·~c::·1 

~11 ~~· 0-1· ~~· ~c::·%~·url· ~l1 ~·0-1·%~·rc::· ~·~~·~"·t:\~-G.~·~=:]Cl'~=:]Cl'0-1·~~· ~C::'"-113-l'F~·"-1· 
t:\5l'f!\"'4"·~~·~·Cl~·oo~·~r~l1 rc::·fi1·~0-1~·"'1·'9~·"'1·ar~·~~·~·til~·~·~·Cl~·~l·~c::·~~·"'l~~·~~·Cll1]~· 
Cl~~· ~~c::· fi1· ~l1 ~· ~· sl·l9~· til~·~· Cl~0-1~·~~· ~0-1~· ~"'1· ~~· ~ · ~c::· ~· ~l1 ~·~~· rc::· fi1~· !:'lCl~· 
4~·%~·5~·~~·4~·"-l·ar~·~~·~~·"-1~~·"'11 ~~·"'1~~1~0-1·~·l~~·~·~l1 i7~·~·~l·~·Cll1jt:\'t:\5·~~· 
~~·~~·"'1~~·~~·~0-l'~·l~~·~·~l·~·~~c::~·~·~l1 UJC::'~~·~c::·fi1~1 ~~·"'1~~·~13-1'~'1=\~~·~·iXj'c;i 
~l· ~~· ~· Cll1jt:\'t:\5· ~~· ~~1 ~~· "'1~~· ~~1 ~~~· ~· "c::· ~l1 ~0-1· ~·l~~· ~·til~·~~·(=\~~·~· 
ar ~· url· ~· ~~c::~· ~· ~l1 ~~· ~c::· fi1~1 ~~· "'l~~·l· "c::· c:: · "c:: ·~a.·~· Cl~· ~· 05~· ~ c::· ~· ~~· ~· ~l1 
~~·"'1~~·~~·"-l~·~·~a..· (~C::'UJC::')O-l'~~c::~·~· ~l11 

Translation 

"The story of the little monk and the water pot" 

Once, there was a little monk. One day, while he was fetching water, he was not careful 
and slipped on the road, breaking the water jug. He thought that if he were to return to his cell, 
since he had no more jug, the master would scold him. He was very worried and thought about 
what he should do. Then he remembered a way and returned to the cell. He asked the master: is a 
vase an object [an impermanent compound form] or is it permanent? The master answered: it is 
an object. Then the little monk asked if the vase could be destroyed. The master answered 
"Completely stupid! Since the vase is an object, it can certainly be destroyed. The little monk 
said, "Master, this morning I broke our water jug (lit.: our water jug was broken)." The master 
had no answer to that. 



III11J'F'9·~· Ill 
24.2 Vocabulary $9·9~-"'1 

~·~·1::1· lhasawa 

~9'!:..1' thri!kpa/ thr~kpa 
5r:::·~· thri!ngtru S9'~' thr~ktru (L) 

"1~1'11]' cTka 

"1~~·9· yarka 

"1~~·9· kQnka 

W~'11j' tonka 

~o.J'G, ~· ni!mtu' 

"''~r:::· thi!rang 

t19~· pa' 

~· shg 9~"-l·~· so:sho (H) 

~9~'~"-l' I\:Jks6: 

4·~o.~·CJ· sha kampo 

~9· ~·~~·15· phi!ktsamarku 

El~'!:.l' Si!mpa 

~~'t.l' ph\:Jmpa 

~·~~· chupan 

49' sha' 

as~·r..1· charpa 

9r:::~· khi!ng' 

~~·~r:::· Tncung 

~~· ch~' 

~~· thQ' 

~9~· so' (L) 

~9·~· + ~9· thri!ngtru ky£l' 

1':\9~~· k£lm 

9<;~· + 1::1ry~· sh~' tang 

~lt:l· + 1::1ry~· kyTppo tang 

4~· shar 

Lesson 24- !Jz:::rcs~· q~ 

(n.) Lhasan, inhabitant of Lhasa 

(n.) dirt 

(n.) washing (clothes) 

(n.) spring 

(n.) summer 

(n.) winter 

(n.) autumn 

(n.) season 

(n.) this morning 

(n.) tsampa dough 

(n.) yogurt 

(n.) tradition, custom 

(n.) dried meat 

(n.) bhaktsamarku, food made of flour, 

cheese, melted butter and molasses 

(n.) midday 

(n.) bridge 

(n.) vase 

(n.) pan, pot, water vessel 

(n.) cell (monk) 

(n.) biography, hagiography, operatic 

libretto 

( n.) et cetera 

(n.) hail 

(n.) rain 

(n.) snow 

(n.) young monk 

(co.) punctuates a series 

(co) when 

(v.) [vol., E] to wash clothes 

(v.) [vol., EA] to eat powdered food 

(tsampa, etc.) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to lick; to eat (yogurt) 

(v.) [vol., E] to sing 

(v.) [vol., E] to have a pleasant time 

(v.) [inv., A] to rise, to appear 

275 
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r.l..Sr:\'f\~' + 4~· tr~tar shor 

~3l~'f-llll' + s~: semtra: ch~' 
,::~~·,::~~· + Sz:;\ s~psap ch~' 
(fj',· lg' 

4' + ~,. sho kya' 
..... 3l '"' ~· · + ~ tsemo tse 

~·tse 
~·~· +~rye:::· sera tang 

a;~'z:.J' +~rye:::· charpa tang 

,c:::~· +~rye:::· kh~ng' tang 

,4.,f1' + ~rye:::· sheshe tang 

~lljr.l..' + ~~~· (H) ka kyon 

3Jc:::·,· +~rye:::· ITngka tang 

111~111 
24.3 Remarks r.l..~lll'~4l1 

24.3.1 Temporal connectives 

(v.) [inv., A] to slide, slip 

(v.) [vol., E] to be worried 

(v.) [vol., A] to be careful 

(v.) [vol., A] to turn back 

(v.) [vol., E] to play dice 

(v.) [vol., E] to have fun, joke 

(v.) [vol., EA] to play 

(v.) [inv., A] to hail 

(v.) [inv., A] to hail 

(v.) [inv., A] to snow 

(v.) [vol., EA] to tell off, reprimand 

(v.) [vol., EA] to reprimand 

(v.) [vol., E] to picnic 

"Subordinating conjunctions" or "temporal connectives" are usually attached directly to the 

verb or to its nominalized form. Each connective takes the present-future or past form of the verb. 

• The connectives~~· thQ'/-tu' "when, while", :e],lll'~C:::'Ilj~'- shu:ringka "during". 

These connectives go directly after the verb. They are always associated with the present

future form. 

Ex.: 3Jc:::·,·~ryc:::· (,ryc:::·)~~·~·3l·~·,·~l1 
"When they picnic, they have fun." 

r·~c:::·~·~,·lll·~~l·c~l')~~·~·4·~::~~·z:.]·~l1 
"While he was living in China, he ate dog-meat." 

&~·~~~·lll,~·2l·~c:::·lll·~~,~·~~·~·3l~·,~·~·~,.z:.J'Ill'~~·,~~·,~c:::·z:.J·~l1 

"While he was living in Peking, Thubtan studied Chinese medicine." 

3l,·3l,·~gg·:e],lll'~C:::'Ilj~'';fll'a;'3lC:::'q'~4l'~C:::'1 

"They talked a lot while they were making momos." 

4c:::·ry,·~':e],lll'~C:::'Ilj~'ryc:::·,·~lll'~'3l'lll'4~·~c:::·1 

"Our bicycle was stolen while we were buying fruit." 

• The connectives ~~~'Ill' kap-la "at the time when while" ~C:::'Ill' ring- Ia "while" ?a ~'!l.l' '11 ' ' ' - ' ~-\ 

shgr-la "on the occasion of, by/on the way". 
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These are always associated with the past form of the verb. The verb that precedes these 

connectives must be nominalized by the suffix -pa and followed by the genitive case. 

r:::·~·,:::;·~·u:r~ii:Ja_'~l::l~'~',~~·o.Jea:~·~·o.lt::'~·~~'I:J'tQ~l 

"While I was in India I went on a lot of pilgrimages." 

r:::~·q:::;· as~·~~·q~·~l::l~·~·~,·~~·~l· as·s~'I:J'tQ~l 

"When I bought the camera, I asked about its quality." 

fir:::·r:fl~·?41::l~'I:J~'~:::;·~·I::l~'~~·~·?41::l~'~C::'J 

"He passed through Nepal on his way to Tibet." 

fir:::·~,·~~·,~r:::·qa_·~r:::·~·~r:::·~~·~l·~~·~·l::lr;r:::·c,ryr:::')~·u:rl·o.l·~ll 

"We shouldn't have the radio on too loudly while he's working." 

24.3.2 The auxiliary of general or habitual truth: ,.~l· -kire' 

Tibetan very commonly uses the future to indicate a habitual action or process. It is only 

from the context that we can determine whether it signifies the future or the generic present (also 

called 'gnomic'). 

~·,:::;·lr:::·~·~,·~·~~'l::l'f;l::l'~'~ll 
"Rice is grown (lit. will be grown) in India and China." 

r:]l·~·o.lt::'~'l::l'~',ry:::;·~,.,.~ll 

"In Tibet, most people practise (lit. will practise) sky burial." 

F'4~·~~·mr:::·,·l::lr;r:::·,·~ll 
"Some people have (lit. will have) picnics." 

lsl·i!J·4:::;·~~·~·~·1::l·o.Jr:::·~·~l·~a_·"'~o.l·~·"'~·,·~ll 

"When the spring comes, a lot of people go (lit. will go) to the banks of the Kyichu River." 

111-.,.11".,. Ill 
24.4 Exercises ~r:::·as~l 

24.4. 1 Translate the following recipe for bhagtshamarkhu: 

~n l::l,·as·o.J:::;·rs·~·r:rl·~,~·~·F·~,·%,·~ll ~·~l::l·l::l~·~~·~,.~,·~r:::·~r:::·~~·0-1·~~·~·~0-1· 
Cl~~·~~·~·r~·~~·l::l~~·qa_·~~·~·~~·~r:::·~~·~:::;·l::lry~·~~·~a_·~r:::·~·o.J:::;·rs·lr:::·~ ~· :::;0-11 ~:::;·~l::l· 
Cl~l::l·~·l::l,. as· o.J:::;·rs· as,~·q· ~ll 
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24.4.2 Tell the story in 24.1 b in your own words 
and answer the following questions: 

?) ~~·~t:::·tlj·~·~ltlj~·~~·c.r~l1 

q) ~~·~t:::·tlj·~·~~,r~~,r~lz=.r~l1 

i) ~~·~t:::·~~'E:lz:J~·4~·,·~·s~·t:r~l1 

~) 31'f?tlj'z=.J'~~·~,·~·,·~·~l1 . 

~) iii~·~,~·~~'tl]4'tl]4"z:Jryt:::·,~t:::·~t:::·t:::~1 

24.4.3 Translate into English: 

?) C5'l·~·l,'t:\~~·~~·,~~·~~·~~l·~·~l·~~1 

q) l~~·F~·~t:::·,·qryt:::·~·~l~~1 

i) F'~tlj·~·~~·~l·cs·~t:::·c:J·q4l·~·~·~l1 

~) l·i'£l·cs~·~·~t:::·c:J·qryt:::·~t:::·1 

~) C5'l·~·~·~·~t:::·~·qryt:::·~·~l1 

24.4.4 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Tibetans like to picnic in spring and summer. 

2. The weather's very nice today; let's go to the river-bank. 

3. When they play, they drink a lot of chang. 

4. It's going to snow tomorrow. 

5. When it rains, the roads are not good. 

6. It isn't cold in Lhasa in autumn. 



"The picnic" 
(continued) 

o The nominalizer l:.l' -pa. m~·~·~ry~·q1 
o The topicalizer ~· -ni. ~·Q.J~·~~l 

·~ CDioTr.59 

25.1 Text ~OJ·B:l, 

~n ~~·~r:::·~a;·rr:::·a5~·4·lr:::·l ~·~~·q·~ll ~·a;~·E33J·q~·~r:::·a;~·l:4~·~l·~~·l:4~·~,~·~·sa;·q·~ll 

CD I o Tr. 60 

Dialogue ~·q·~~·~a;l 

m~·l~~· g 

~·qE3r:::' g 

m~·l~~· g 

~·qE3r:::' g 

~~·l~~· g 

~·qE3r:::' g 

F~· ~· (F' ~· )~~· ffia;· B:la;· ;3r:::·l~· ~,~. ,~~· q· ata;· 33~9· ~:s· 3J· ~:s· 3Jr:::· r:r· ~~a;·q~9 
~~·;3r:::·~~~· ~,. q· a;r:::· z:::~~a;· ~~9 z:::J~r:::· 3Jt::' q• z:::~ryr:::· z:::J~9 :!,1~'9' ~'9' ~· z:::J~l· 

z:::!~9 
~·~r:::·~l~·(~~~')Ult::'l:.l'Ul9'q'~r:::·q~9 
9la;·9~9·~l~· ~z:::J1 9la;·~9'!:4~·~ 9~·a;~·q~z:::~·a;·z:::~~l·~· (~ l·~·)~'Ulr:::~·q·<XJr:::·r:::·1 
~·Fl ~9·~·8J·~~9 
9~' (9t::'Ult::')~l·~'3J'~l1 !:4',~·~·~·q~'Ul9'q'9~9·~~, ~9·~·~~·a;l 
(!(· ry,· 19'~l1 r:::~·~a;· (alt::')l,~1 
~·~3J'Ull';3r:::·~·~·z:::~ryr:::·(9ryr:::·)l9~·~l1 l·~l.~l·~~·~,~·fi, 
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Translation 

The following day, they bought some meat and yogurt, and then crossed the bridge to the 
opposite bank of the River of Happiness. 

Lobzang - Because there was a festival yesterday, a lot of new prayer-flags of different 
colours have been hung up. That's why it's as if there were a rainbow. A lot of 
fumigation (with aromatic plants) has been performed- the leftovers are all over 
the place. 
It's good that we came here today. DrOlkar 

Lobzang Put one rug here, and if you put one on the other side, there'll be plenty of room 
to sit down. 
Oh, we haven't got a table! Drolkar 

Lobzang That doesn't matter. There's a nice square stone over there- what if we use that 
as a table? 
Good idea. Let me go and fetch it. Drolkar 

Lobzang Since we have a thermos, we don't need to light a fire. Now, let's relax. 

lllll]'F·~·~· Ill 
25.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~~1 

~·l~· eTta' 

~~·~~·~~· th~: sangnyin 

~~·ffi~· thQcen 

l~·~~~· th!!rco' 

i§~·~r lungta 

~~·OJ~~· tshonto' 
t:~.,e;:_t:~.,• C§.. 

~l~· t~n r.::l~~~·~l~· sh~ktan (H) 

~· m~ ~~~·~· sh~kme (H) 

~(J.l' shu: 

~'tg 
~·q~· thr~pshi 
~· nl 
~·Ul~~·c:i· kh~ y§..ngpo 

~~·c:i· thgkpo 

~·~·~'ll.l' kh§..sa kh§..la 

~~· kh~: ~~·Ul~' kh§..ngyang (L) 

r.::J~~· + r.::1 ry~· sang tang 

~· + r.::1ry~· m~ tang 

~~· s~· 

(n.) etcetera 

(n.) the following day 

(n.) festival 

(n.) prayer flag 

(n.) "wind horse" 

(n.) colour 

(n.) rainbow 

(n.) rug, carpet 

(n.) fire 

(n.) remains, leftovers, traces 

(n.) stone, rock 

(n.) square 

(part.) topicalizer 

(adj.) wide, spacious 

(adj.) narrow 

( adv.) everywhere 

( adv.) nothing 

(v.) [vol., E] to perform fumigations 

(v.) [vol., E] to light a fire 

(v.) [inv., A] to be attached, planted (Here 

used metaphorically about the rainbow) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to pull, draw, drag 



9a,·~z:;~~·ar~z:;; kh~: ch~'-kimare' 
9a_'~<=>ir:::'~1'~·~l· kh~: nang-kimare' (H) 

111~111 
25.3 Remarks (.l.._~~·q4l1 

25.3. 1 The nomina/izer z:.r -pa 

Lesson 25- ~qffi~· ~1.\ 

(idiom.) It doesn't matter, no problem 

(idiom.) It doesn't matter, no problem 

281 

Historically speaking, of the nominalizing suffixes (see 11.4, 18.4 and 20.4), the suffix -pa 

occupies an essential place to the extent that it is the basic marker of nominalization in Literary 

Tibetan. In Standard Spoken Tibetan, however, it has far fewer functions. 

In Literary Tibetan, the suffix z:r -pa sometime appears in the variant form: 144 q· -wa. 

• After the consonants ~·l· ~· q· ~· ~·l5~· z:.r > ~:r 

• After vowels and the consonants r:::· r.l..,' ~· ~· > q· 

In the spoken language, this rule is not followed, and the form -pa is used in all contexts. 
145 

In colloquial speech, the suffix *~9' -nkyo' sometimes replaces -pa, but this suffix is never 

written, and has no known spelling. 

The suffix -pa is associated only with the past tense form of the verb, and refers to a past 

~~·z:r but not * ~·~.r, q=:1~·~· but not * =:1·~·. 

A nominalized verb may be followed by a demonstrative, an indefinite article or other 

......... ", ...... ., such as any substantive. 

9~r:::~·z:r~·~1 "Those that [you] mentioned." 

The suffix -z:r pa has two essential functions 
146

: 

• It denotes prototypically the grammatical patient of the verbal action in the perfective 

past. That is, it refers to the direct object when it is used with a transitive verb or the subject when 

it is used with an intransitive verb. 
147 

It may be translated in English by using a relative clause or 

a past participle (for more details about the relative clause, see Lesson 26). 

144. But be careful! This modification applies only to verb suffixes, and not to suffixes with other functions such as 
or adjective suffixes. Thus Standard Tibetan says khang-pa "house" and stong-pa "empty", not khang-ba and 

stong-ba. 

145. Some speakers do, however, follow the rule. In this case, they apply the phonological rule of omitting the bilabial 
/w/ described in section 1.1 of Appendix 1: nang-wa > nang-nga, phul-wa > phul-la, tshar-wa > tshar-ra. 

146. In the same way as the nominalizer Ulll]'ya', see Lesson 11. 

147. From a syntactic point of view, the nomina1ized verb functions here as a head noun or as a modifier of the head 
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Ex.: t::l~~·z:r~· "that which has been built" 

~~~·z::r "that which has been washed" 

U!r::::·CJ· "[the person] who came" 

S~'CJ' "that which has been written" 

t::l~~'CJ' "[the person] who lived, sat" 

~~·CJ· "[the person] who cried" 

'?~'CJ' "[the person] who went to bed" 

However, it also extends to the subject of transitive benefactive verbs: UJ~'CJ' "[the person] 

who has", ~z:::rCJ' "[the person] who has obtained". 

• The suffix -pa may also be neutral and nominalize the entire clause. 

In this case, the suffix is not oriented towards any grammatical role and nominalizes the 

entire clause. From a syntactic point of view, the nominalized verb functions as a head noun and 

may be translated in English by a verb in the infinitive, an -ing clause, a that clause or even by a 

noun. 

Ex.: tJ-1Z::::'~r::::·c:l· ~t::l' CJ'~.:s;,·r::::·~Zl"]C":\'c:l· ~r::::· 

"The fact that she took first place made me happy." 

Z5'l~~·4~'C,]'~Zl"j~·ffi~·c:J·~l 

"It's very important to know Tibetan." or "Knowledge of Tibetan is very important." 

0-l~·~·~·C":\~Zl"j'&z:::rCJ'~q·:t:;r::::-~~1 

"To be able to plant hair on the head is incredible!" 

It is only from the context that we can distinguish between the two functions described 

above, as the following examples show: 

Ex.: ~·~~·U!r::::·CJ·~·~·~~1 "Who's the person who came a short while ago?" 

~·~r::::·C":\~.:s;,·U!r::::·CJ'(.I,JZl"j'c:l·~r::::·t::l<;Zl"] "It was a good thing/ idea [for us] to come here today!" 

What is being nominalized in the first case is the verb "to come" modifying the head noun 

"this one", and in the second the clause "we came here today". 

25.3.2 The topica/izer ~· -ni 

This particle is very common in Literary Tibetan, but less so in the spoken language. It is 

used to emphasize a group of words preceding it, or else it "thematizes" something - that is, it 

introduces the topic that is about to be developed. In English, when the thematization concerns 

the object, the marker ~· -ni may be rendered by moving the object to the beginning of the sen

tence and emphasizing it with some expression such as "as for" or "regarding". Sometimes it may 

even be left untranslated. 

Ex.: CJZ::::'Zl"j~~·~·~~·~O-l~'a5r::::·O-l~·~~·~·~~1 "As for aprons, all women wear them." 

~·~·t::lryZ::::'(Zl"jryr::::')~~~·~~1 "As for a fire, we don't need to light one." 

. 
<> . 
2t 

be 

ha 

0 
2 



Lesson 25- ~z:::ra:)~· q~ 

25.4. 1 Choose the appropriate nominalizer z:_r -pa or U!~· -ya': 

?) ~~·~t:::·~· ( 
q) r·~~·z::]~~· ( 

~) ~~·~~· ( 

~) r·~~·;::J· ( 
~) Fa_·~·~~· ( 

) ~~·~·r_J~·~~~ 
) ~·~OJ·q·~~~ 

) ~·~~·~ll 
) ~·~~·z::]~~·r_J·~ll 

) ~·(J.!~·q·~t:::'z::]~~ 

25.4.2 Translate into English: 

?) t:::·~·~·~~·~~·~·&l~] 

283 

q) ~~t:::·~·~~·~l·~·~~~ ~'}'rjz::J~·~·~~~ l~~·~·~~~ l·~l·~t:::·~·~~~·l~·~·~·l~~·~·~~~ 

~) t:::~·~·OJ·s~l f't:::·~~·~·s~·OJ·~t:::·l l·~~·s~·z:_r~ll 

~) ~~·r_J~·~~t:::'r_J'(J.!~'q'~·:s~~·~t:::·l 

25.4.3 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. The song he sang is very lovely. 

2. Did you read the letter that she wrote? 

3. It was a mistake to have spoken about it. 

4. There are prayer flags on the houses. 

5. Where are they going to picnic? 

6. Many fumigation rituals (lit. much fumigation) are performed during festivals. 

Civilization ~~·~~t:::'] 

• Picnics 

Picnics practically have the status of a national sport in Tibet. As soon as the weather 

to warm up in the first few days of spring, Tibetans like to go picnicking or camping - per

returning to the lifestyle of their nomadic ancestors. Picnics may last several days. For such 
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occasions people take food supplies and flasks of tea, rugs, a stove, a table and a tent - not forget

ting, of course, various games and musical instruments. Favorite picnic spots are grassy stream

banks under willow trees. In Lhasa, during the summer Zhoton festival, the offices are closed and 

many civil servants join the crowds to picnic in the gardens of the Norbu Lingkha, the summer 

residence of the Dalai Lamas. 

• Fumigation offerings 

Tibetans often perform fumigation rituals to divinities and to the Buddhas. This involves 

burning branches of juniper or other aromatic plants. Censers for this purpose are located on roof

tops, near monasteries and on mountain passes. 



Lesson 26 •z::ra)~·% 

"Pilgrimage in Lhoka" 

• Relative clauses. 

•. • The modal verb t:\~l "to want". 

~l·.:z:;r=::· ~·r:Jl·~·~I::J~'r.l.,~l·Ul'l·q~1 
r=::·r:Jl·~·r.l.,~'r.l.,~l·~~·q·Uj'l1 

CD I • Tr. 61 

r=::·~~· r.l.,~·~r=::·r.l.,~l ,~. (,.r.l.,~,) Bl~·~~· cBl~·~r.l.,r=::') c$,· 3loo~· .:z:;,.F,.q-· ~l1 
,~·~l·r:Jl·~·~r:::~·,~,·~I::J~·&I::l'~·~·F.:z:;·,~~·31~~·~·~1::J~·l~~·~l1 
~·r.:z:;·,~~·3l~~·~·3lr:::·q·url·~l·q~1 

3lr=::·q·~·s,~·url·~l1 r:Jl·~·3lr.:z:;·~·~,.31.~31·~·ar~r:::·url·~l1 r:Jl·~·l~~·q·~r:::· 
4~·1::J~3l·~~·~~· c~r:::·)~·r.:z:;·url·~l1 
~·~·I::J~I::J'~~·~·,·~l·~~·Ul'l·~l1 
1::1~31·~~·~· oo'I::J'i,.~·~· ffi,·~r=::·~~·I::J~·~,. -s· (~, . .S3l') ~~·q·lr=::·~31·~· ar~r:::·~· oo'I::J'i,.~. 
~·~~·~r=::·~,·.s·~~·q·~l1 
~·3:l~·q·Uj'l·~l·q~1 

l·~r:::·~r:::~· ~~·~·r:Jl·~· ~~·q~·t:Jr:::· ~·lr:::·~· i::J·t:J~· ~~·~.:z:;· 31F~· (~.=:;·1::1~') l~~· q· ~~· q-. 
~,·lr:::·1 :n·~·~·~~·~~·:mr:::·~.:z:;·3lr~·c~.:z:;·t:J~') l~~·q·~~·q·~,·url·~l1 ~·3:1~· 
,·~·,·~·l~~·q·3lr:::·q·~·s,·url~l1 Bl~·~~1 .$r=::·3l·r:::~·4~·~·~l11 
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Translation 

A Tibetan and two Americans are discussing pilgrimage in Tibet. 

Do you want to go to Tibet? Lobzang 
Jim Yes, I want very much to go to Tibet. 
Eric 
Lobzang 
Jim 
Lobzang 

Eric 
Lobzang 

Jim 
Lobzang 

I ~ 1l]'F'Zl]·~· Ill 

I also want to go, but it's difficult to get permission. 
If you are able to go to Tibet one day, you should do the Lhokha pilgrimages. 
Are there lots of pilgrimage places to visit in Lhokha? 
There are very many indeed. There's the first castle of Tibet, Yumbulagang. 
Tibet's oldest monastery, Samya, is also in Lhokha. 
How long is it since they were built? 
In the case ofSamya, for example, over 1,200 years. As forYumbulagang 
castle, more than two thousand years. 
What else is there? 
In addition to those, in Chonggya there are the tombs of the Tibetan kings, as 
well as the great monastery called "Riwodechen". In Dhrachi, there's also a 
big monastery called "Mindroling". Apart from that, there are plenty of mo
nasteries everywhere, but I don't know them all. 

26.2 Vocabulary ~Zlj'Zlj~'\1 

a._~l't.J' tgpa &Zlj~·a._~l· thO'nto' (H) 

ffi'Zlj'O-las~· chokcan 

~~~·0-1· thengma 

~Zlj'0-1' thokma 

c:~~·~· ph9,ngso 

0-lF'\' khik 

~~·c:l· ky~:po 
~·3l~·t.l· ths; mlnpa 

~~·a._~l· nyTngto' &Zlj~·a._~l' thD'nto' (H) 

a._~~: tg' 

'\Zlj' r9;' 
~·as·c:~~Zlj·~· Ia cha sh9,'-na 

Proper nouns 

~·~· thr9,ci 

~~·~ ~·~~· mlntroling 

~·~·c:~~·~~· rlwo ts;cen 

~~~·~~· chongkya' 

c:~~O-l'tll~' samya' 

~0-l'E:l'a!'~~· Y\:Jmpulakang 

(n.) desire, wish 

(n.) permit, permission 

(n.) time, occasion 

(n.) first 

(n.) tomb 

(n.) castle 

(n.) king 

( adv.) apart from that 

( v.) [mod] to wish, want 

(v.) [mod] to want 

(v.) [inv., DA] to get, obtain 

(idiom.) for example 

Dhrachi 

Mindroling 

Riwodechen 

Chonggya 

Samya 

Yumbulagang 
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Religions and ideologies 

~~·01,~· cholu' 

F' ffi· khace 

~':f1'y~shu 
~·~· hTntu 

~·~r chTpa 

o;,c::::· t.l' n9:ngpa 

~~· cho' 

o;,c::::·qa_·~~· n@:ngpa: cho' 

o;,c::::·q~c::::~·~~·qa_·~~· n9:ngpa sangkyapa: cho' 

E!~·q·ffi~·c:J· thekpa chenpo 

E!~·q~c::::·15· thekpa chiJnngu 

~·~·E!,·q· tgrce thekpa 

c:Jo;,· phgn 

t:lo;,·c:l· phgnpo 

a:,r:r~'l,' chapsi' 

~c::::·~o;,·~c::::·01,~· kh\;!ngtran rlnglu' 

~·~,~·~c::::·01,~· cTtso' rlnglu' 

~c::::·~o;,·ryc::::· kh\;!ngtrantang 

'~~·~o;,~·,~~·z::J~' rlkna' sarce 

:Ol·~a_·~c::::·01,~· m9:tsa: rj_nglu' 

26.3 Grammar remarks a.,~~·l::l4'l,1 

26.3. 1 Relative clauses 

religion 

Muslim 

Christian 

Hindu 

Hindu 

Buddhist 

Dharma 

Buddhism, Dharma 

Buddhism 

Mahayana Buddhism 

Hinayana Buddhism 

Vajrayana Buddhism 

Bon, one ofthe religions ofTibet148 

Bonpo, follower of Bon 

politics 

communism 

socialism 

communist party 

Cultural Revolution 

capitalism 
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As a general rule, we can agree with the observation by the linguist Emile Benveniste that 

"however [a relative clause] may be attached to its head noun [ ... ] it acts like a 'determinate syn

tactic adjective'". 

Tibetan forms relative clauses by nominalizing the verb. Thus, instead of relative pronouns 

such as we use in English, Tibetan uses nominalizers (see Lessons 11, 18, 20 and 25) that follow 

the verb of the relative clause. Relative clauses are formed by using the following nominalizers: 

t.l' pa; 149 Ul,. ya'; ~· kyu; 3.1f~' kan; ~·sa. 

148. According to Tibetan, Bon was the pre-Buddhist religion of the country. In Western writings it is still sometimes 
~uuu"'v'""iY identified with shamanism. 

Remember that the marker nkyo' is also used instead of pa in colloquial language. 
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The construction of relative clauses is a rather complicated matter in Standard Tibetan 

grammar, insofar as the nominalizer that is used depends not only on the function of the head 

noun with respect to the verb of the relative clause (subject, object, indirect object, instrument, 

etc.), but also on the tense150 and, in some cases, even the class of the verb. 

The following table offers a summary of the uses of nominalizers that operate as "relative 

pronouns." 

"Relative pronouns" 

Functions of the head noun Nominalizers ("relative pronouns") 

OJF~· -ngan (present, future) 

Subject of an intransitive verb: "who, which" q-pa (past) 

~· !::,. ( 151 -kyu future) 

OJF~' -ngan (all tenses) 
Subject of a transitive verb: "who, which" CJ' /:::,.152 -pa 

CJ..l~' -ya' (present, future) 
Direct object: "that, whom" q -pa (past) 
or adverbial complement of tense: "when" 

~· -kyu /:::,.(future) 

Indirect object: "to whom, to which" ~· -sa (all tenses) 

or place "where" CJ' -pa 6 153 (past) 

Adverbial: instrument, cause or manner: "with which, CJ..l~' -ya' (all tenses) 
whom" 
NB.: The triangle in this case denotes forms that occur only rarely. 

In Standard Tibetan, relative clauses usually go before the head noun. Thus the nominalizer 

is generally (though not always) followed by the genitive, which connects the relative clause to its 

head noun. This being said, it does sometimes happen that relative clauses go after the head noun, 

as in the case of European languages, and in such cases the genitive is not used. The demonstra

tive adjective~· th~ often follows the noun phrase, consisting of the head noun plus the relative. 

Structure of preceding relative clause: 

[ SN + SV + nominalizer + genitive] + "head noun" + dem. 

150. That is, both tense and aspect. Remember that the term "present" actually refers to the imperfective present and 
past, and that the term "past" denotes the perfective past (see Lesson 10). 

151. This nominalizer, which is used only in the future, is often also used to indicate a necessity or an obligation. 

152. For this function, the nominalizer is used only with benefactive verbs (see Lesson 10) in the past tense. 

153. This nominalizer is used only with the perfective past when it denotes an adverb of place. 
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Structure of following relative clause: 

[ SN] + "head noun" + [ SV + nominalizer] + dem. 

Examples of preceding relative clauses: 

~l;::;;t::::·fij~·~~·t:J~'~t:;;&t::::',~::t.;'t:J'~,·t:J::t.;'r.l..~, "Where's the new shirt that you bought?" 

~l·:!l,~·~l·t:J~·~·~·~·t:ll~·~l.~l1 "Those mountains that are famous are in Tibet." 

Examples of following relative clauses: 

~l·;::;;z:::·fij~·~l'&z:::·,~;::;;·t:J·~~·q~·,·t:J;::;;'r.l..~, "Where's the new shirt that you bought?" 

~·~l':!],~·~l·t:J·~·~·t:ll·~·~l·~l1 "Those mountains that are famous are in Tibet." 
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Following relative clauses are also referred to as "head-internal", because the head noun 

appears inside the clause. If the verb comes after the head noun (in the example cited above, ~~ 
nyg', "to buy", comes after the head noun ~l'&Z:::'totung "shirt"), the latter can precede the subject 

of the relative clause, and the head noun is embedded within the relative clause (as in the example 
~l·;::;;z:::·fij~·~l·&z:::·,~;::;;·t:J·~~·t:J·~·,·t:J;::;;'r.l..~, where ~l'&t::::' totung "shirt" is preceded by the subject 

~l·;::;;z:::·fij~· khyerang-ki' "you", which belongs to the relative, not the main, clause, "where is the 

new shirt?"). 

It should be noted that in most cases the verb in the relative clause stands by itself, without 

an auxiliary, followed by the nominalizer. In certain rare instances, however, auxiliaries may be 

used to indicate the tense-aspect of the relative clause, in which case they must be followed by the 

nominalizer pa. 

Ex.: V+t:J~~'t:J' shin-pa present progressive, 

V+ fij~·t:J~l't:J' kin t~'-pa present progressive, V+~l·q yg'-pa perfect. 

Below are some illustrations of the different functions of the head noun. The nominalizers 

have been selected in accordance with the rules laid out above in the table. 

• Subject (intransitive): "who, which" 

In this case the nominalizer depends on the tense-aspect. For the present, the future and the 

imperfective past, the nominalizer 0-lf~' -ngan is used, whereas for the perfective, it is the form t:J' 

-pa that is used. 

Ex.: ~·~~·~·r.l..~'o.lf~·~·l,.9~·~·~·~l1 
"Who is the teacher who is going abroad?" 

"Who is the teacher who went abroad?" 

~·~~·~·~~·~·(.l._~'o.lF~·~·l,.9~·~·~·~l1 
"Who is the teacher who went (or used to go) abroad at that time?'' 
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~·~·~t:;iOi~'~Oi·~a_·~·,lOi'~ll 

"Those are carpets that have been produced in [lit. have come out of] Tibet." 

~· ~l'.l'(l-1'~~· ~a_·ltiJ· ~Oi·~·~·~ll 

"Who is the teacher who will be going to Tibet?" 

• Subject (transitive): "who, which" 

The subject of a transitive verb can always be marked by the nominalizer -ngan irrespective 

of the tense-aspect. However, in the case of benefactive verbs in the past tense, the nominalizer 

-pa is usually used. 

"Nomads who are literate are few." 

r·~·'!r~Oi·qry~·33FOi·~·r3l~·~·~·~·4~·~·url·~~~ 

"Do you know the Khampa who played the lute yesterday?" 

~:!!Oi'~~·Oi~'"'l'~~·l~·~·~q·~a_·~q·~·q·~·~a_·'"l'~"'l',~,·~·~ll 

"The student who took first place in the competition is from the same village as I am." 

• Direct object: "whom, that, which" 

In this case the nominalizer depends on the tense-aspect. For the present, the future and the 

imperfective, the nominalizer ya' is used, whereas the perfective past uses the nominalizer pa. 

Ex.: ~l·~~·,~·qE3~·~~'f'"-1,'~3l·~·~·:s,·~~, 
"The food that you have made is very good." 

r-~·,~·~Oi·~,.,.i).~'Ol~,~·~·~·:s,~·~~,., 

"The horse that he is riding is very fast." 

~~·l·~·gj,·~,.,.~q·~·~Oi·~·~·~·~,·~~, 

"The book that I'm reading now is very interesting." 

• Adverbial complement of tense "when" 

Ex.: r~·~q~·~a_·~·33·(~0i·3l') ~·~~·:sOi·~~~ 

"I remember the day when he came." 

r-~·~q~·~,.,.~~·~l·,~·~"'l'Ol'~~·l 

"The time at which he is to come hasn't been confirmed." 

• Indirect object (in the dative) and adverbials of place: "to whom", "to which", "that", 

"where". 
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With adverbs of place, the tense-aspect of the relative clause may be specified. Sa is used to 

indicate the present, future and imperfective past (the "imperfect"), whereas pa is used for the 

perfective past. On the other hand, this distinction is not usually made with indirect objects or 

goals, and only the nominalizer sa is used, irrespective of the tense-aspect. 

Ex.: ~,.~,.~,·~a_·~Ol'r:l..~,.t::l'\'1":\~, 

"Where is the trunk where the clothes are kept?" 

~,.~,.~,·t::Ja_'~Ol·~~·,·t::J'\'1":\~, 

"Where is the trunk where the clothes were put?'' 

~r:::·~·c:J~·~a;·~,·~c;;t::Ja_.~,·~· ~'\'~'\'4,'l1 

"Bring the table on which the television was placed." 

~r:::·~·c:J~a;·~a;·c:J<;,.~a_·~,·~· ~'\'~'\' 4,'l1 
"Bring the table on which the television is kept." 

~a;·03·r:::·~·~,·t::J"'r.l..~·~a_·:::~·Fr:::·~·~r:::·~r:::·c:J~l·~·~, 

"The restaurant where we used to go before doesn't exist any more." 

r"·l,~· ~a_·~· a:i ·~· a:;r:::· ~· c:J~c:J· a§"· c:J<;, 
"The girl he loved is already married." 

• Instrument, cause and purpose: "with which", "for which". 

In order to situate a head noun in an instrumental, causal or purpose clause, the nominalizer 

ya' is used irrespective of the tense-aspect. It should be noted that the head noun is marked in the 

same way whether it is a direct object or an instrument (or cause, etc.). The head noun may be 

taken as an instrument only if the verb is preceded by the direct object. Compare the following: 

r:::~·c:J~c:J'OJ,.,.4.~·~~·~~·t::J·~l1 "Who bought the meat that I'm cutting?" 

4'~c:J'OJ,.,.~.r.l..~~·r:l·~·~~, "The knife for cutting meat isn't sharp." 

The following examples illustrate the instrumental and causal functions: 

a;,·t::Jr:::·~~·OJ,.,.'\~·~,.t::l'\'1":\~, "Where's the cloth for wiping the blackboard?" 

r:::·~·~,~·r.l..~·~~,~·OJ,.,.~.OlaS"a;·r.l..~~l1 "This is the reason why we're holding a meeting." 

When the head noun of the relative clause denotes the substance of which the object is 

made, ya' may be replaced by the nominalizer ky\d: "with, of which", "for." 

Ex.: ~r~a;·c:J~·~a_·4r:::·~·}jj03'r:l·~l1 
"The wood for making the lute [of which the lute is made] is dry." 

~'t::J'c:J~·~a_·~03·~·,·a;~·'\,.,.~l1 "Where can we get the cloth for making the chuba?" 

a:i,·a:i,·c:J~'OJ,.,.4.~~lC)·~03·r:l·~~, "This meat for making momos is excellent." 
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26.3.2 The modal verb '"'~~itg' 
This verb, which means "to want", requires the main verb to be in the present-future. 

It appears only as a modal verb (and not as a main verb), and may be combined with the 

following auxiliaries. It functions in a similar way to the verb l,-~· "need." 

• in the present: '"'~l· Ui'l· (ego.), '"'~l·'"'~,. or '"'~l·Ul'l·~l· 
• in the past: '"'~l·~r:::· (ego.), '"'~l·~r:::·~r:::· or 1.\~l·~r:::·z::r~l· 
• in the future: '"'~l·~· ~l· 
The perfective past auxiliaries ~r:::·, q·~l·, z::::l,,.may not directly follow the verb 1.\~l 

*'"'~l·~r:::· *'"'~l·q·~l· *'"'~l·q,,· 

Ex.: r:::·,r:::~·?·~~·l.\~'l.\~l·Ui'l1 "I want to go to Kailash." 

~l·~r:::·~·~l·~·Zlq~·'"'~l·Ul'l·q~1 "Would you like to go to Tibet?" 

However, the verb ~r:::·l.\~l· and its honorific form &,~.1.\~l· have a regular conjugation. 

Ill ·r·n-·,· Ill 
26.4 Exercises ~r:::·~~1 

26.4. 1 Translate into English: 

7) ~OJ·r,·qE§'·OJr~·~·qE§'·q·~r:::·OJ·q~·~·~l·q,, 

q) a:l·~·url·qa:5l·%,·,~·r:::·£<3~·~~·&q~·~l·q~1 

i) C::'~z::::J'OJ'~~·Ul,.~a_·~r:::·~· ~·lr:::'OJ~' ~,.,.Ull'~l1 

~) r:::~·l·~·gj,·q~~·qa_·~q·~·~~·~·~·~·%,·1.\~, 

11) fir:::·,~· ~,·q~~·qa_·rr:::·q·~·OJ~r:::· ~r:::·r:::~1 

(;-) ~·,·~·~a_·4,'\l'z::::J~r:::·Ul,'Ull't:J~1 

.v) ~·,·s~·qa_·4,·\l·~~·,UJ~·~,~·,~r:::·1 

z) fir:::·,~·r·q~·qryr:::·~a_·~l·le>J~·~·OJ~~·rr:::·,·ql,·~·~l1 

r>) ~r:::~·~~·~~·OJr~ .. ~r:::·q·'"'~·~l·~·~·~~·~r:::·~·,~·ffi~·~·~·s,~·~l1 
70) ~·~~·l.\~'UJ,.,.~~·~l·,·~~·UJ,.,.~l1 

7') ~·~r:::·lq~·~·~·~·~~·OJr~·~·q·~~·OJl'"'·q~q·s~· .mr:::·l~·OJ·q~l·q·~l1 

26.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. How many monasteries were destroyed? 

2. Where is the first fortress of Tibet? 
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3. Have you visited the tombs of the Tibetan kings? 

4. How long is it since Samya was built? 

5. Where are the books you bought? 

6. I know the Khampa to whom he sold his car. 

7. The momos you've made are excellent. 

6.4.3 Create relative clauses according to the following example: 

c:::~·~·~·~,·~~rz:.r5:l~1 ~·~·~~·U;)·~·QJ,'q·Ufc:::·~·~·(:\~, 

c:::~· ~~·C,J~·~· ~·~~· 5:)·~· OJ,' r:r ·Ufc:::·~·~· (:\~, 

.?) c:::·~r~·~,.&,·~c:::·1 

q) ffi·~c:::·~~·~l'&c:::·~,·~~·C,J·~l1 

i) rc:::·~~·,~~·z:Jryc:::·~c:::·1 

~) ~~'z:J=3C:::'~,~·~·,~OJ' 4,·~·~·0J~~·~,. 
?4z:J~'z:J~, 

'-') r·~·c::·lt~·=:rrc::·r·~,.z:J::J~·C,J·U;)~1 

C!) l·~·~l· ;t;F~·~,·lc::'}';jl'oo'z:J4l'~c::·1 

rc:::·,~,~·r:r·ffi~·r:r·~,·(:\~, 

~·ffi·s,~·z:J~, 

~·~~·r:r ·~·s,~·~, 

~·rc::·~·~·~~·~·OJffil·~l·~~·~~1 

~·~OJ'q'(:\~, 

~·~·~·~l1 
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"Visiting the temple" 

• The modal auxiliaries of past and present: 

past: ~·_§r::::'ky\:! ch\,!ng, ~·_§r::::·~r::::· ky\:! ch\:!ngsong, 

Ultl]'_§r::::' y~· ch\,!ng, Ul,'_§r::::·~r::::· y~· ch\:!ngsong. 

present: ~·Ell~'Ol'~l' ky\:! yg:mare', ~·a..'l·(.l.,~,. ky\:! mlntu'. 

Mantra of Avalokitesvara 

rl'~ 
27. 1 Dialogue 5·r:::r5~·1ll~1 

r::::·~,·Ul'r::::·~~·~~·::l\r::::'a..'l·~, ,.t:.l::l\'~9't:.l1 
r::::·~,~·,~·(~9~'t:.l') Olffi'~·Ol~Cll'Cll'~~·q~~1 
Olffi'~·~9'r::l~~·z:.]~1 

CD I • Tr. 62 

§:l''r::l=:Jr::::' g 

~Cll'Ol' g 

§:l''r::l=:Jr::::' g 

~Cll'Ol' g 

§:l''r::l=:Jr::::' g 

~Cll'Ol' g 

§:l''r::l=:Jr::::' g 

~Cll'Ol' g 

'f4'Fr::::·ffir::::·Ol~·~r::::·Cll·Olffi~·~9·r::l~r::l't:.l'~~1 i€_·t:!~·~·Ol~~·Cll·,~::l\·~r::::·,~9·r::l~~·z:.]·~~1 

,~::1\'~0l~'~Cll'( ~Ill') ~·_§r::::'3:ll'(.l.,~1 
lt:.lell' ~~· 'f4'35~· ~· Ol~~· ell' ~9~'~0l~' ~ell' t:.l' ~~1 
~~· "jell'r::l~Ol~'t:.l~1 

~~·"Jell'~::l\·~·r::l~l'r::l~9 ~~·~~·(~~·~(.l.,r::::·) ,~,.Cll9'Fr::::',.(.l.,:!JOl'~~·~~·s~1 · i€_·2S·Cll· 

~~'"jCll'~Cll·~~·~~'CllOl'Ul,.~.,~,·r::l~r::l't:.l'~~1 
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Translation 

Lobzang 
Drolma 
Lobzang 
Drolma 

Lobzang 
Drolma 
Lobzang 
Drolma 

Ill ,·r·~·c::· Ill 
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When I came back you weren't there. Where did you go? 
This morning I went to the temple. 
Did you make liquid butter offerings (in the butter lamps)? 
I made liquid butter offerings in the butter lamps of all the temples. In front of 
the Lord Jhowo I filled (lit. changed) a golden vessel. 
You must have had an opportunity to make a chang offering. 
In front of the image of Piindiin Lhamo, I made a chang offering. 
Did you take some khatak? 

I forgot to take khatak. But I bought some in front of the great temple, and 
after offering a silk scarf! did indeed pray in front of the Lord. 

The 'jive kinds of offerings" to the Triple Gem 

27.2 Vocabulary ffi~·~~~l 

~~· 4~· nyansha: (H) 

~~~·~0-1~· serkyem' ~~~·~0-1~· c~'kyem'(H) 
~~~·~z::::· serkung 

(n.) khatak (for statues) 

(n.) alcohol offering 

(n.) golden butter lamp 



~~~·~r ngakpa 

~·t:::~~·z::r lhapsowa 

~·s~·q· lhapripa 

~t:::~~·~~· tomtan 

§~·t:::~~~· clnta' 

!!j'0-1~~· kuntun (H) 

~·lha 

~·3:1· lhamo 

0-lfl-\'1-\~' khantro 

0-lfl-\'1-\~'0-l' khantroma 

z:::J~~· ce' 

~~'ill0-1' + ~~· monlam ky~· 
0-1~~~~~· + ~~· choti' ky~· 
~~1 c~' 

Proper nouns 

~·C'l· chowo 

~·rr=::::· chg:kang, chgkang (L) 
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(n.) tantric priest 

(n.) sculptor 

(n.) thangka painter 

(n.) corpse-cutter 

(n.) patron, benefactor 

(n.) presence, title of the Dalai Lama 

(n.) god, divinity 

(n.) goddess 

(n.) rjaka (male celestial being) 

(n.) ¢akinf(female celestial being) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to change 

(v.) [vol., E] to pray 
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(v.) [vol., E] to make liquid butter offerings 

(co.) connective similar to ~~1 See Lesson 34 

The Lord, Buddha image in the Jhokhang 

The Jhokhang, the main temple in Lhasa 

where the Lord Buddha's statue is found 

The goddess Pandan Lhamo 

Names of commonly represented budd has, bodhisattvas, gods and saints 

1~'&z:::J'q' shakya thuppa 

~·~·1-\a:.r=::::· tgrce chang 

~~·~·t:::~=:Jt::::'c:l· kuntu s~ngpo 
~r=::::~·~~·~~'a]' sangkya' mania 

?.(l·lq~·B:lr=::::i gpame' 

~0-1~·q ch~mpa 

~·~·~Ol~'ll:_ll-\' tgrce sempa 

~~·~·~·~· cha'na tgrce 

~e;:O-l·lqill·l~r=::::~· c~mpa: yang' 

tt~·;:z;;~·~~~~· canrasi' 

~ill'l,;:z;;· trg:kar 

~·~·~~·c:l·~· k\:jru rlnpoce 

~·ill·;:z;;~·q· mjjarapa 

~·q·~·f?·4· chgwo atisha 

~·~r=::::·r·q· c~ tsongkapa 

~~·c:l·~~·c:l· n~kpo chenpo 

The Buddha Sakyamuni 

Vajradhara 

Samantabhadra 

Bhai~ajyaguru (Medicine Buddha) 

Amitabha 

Maitreya 

V ajrasattva 

Vajrapa:p.i 

Mafijusrl 

A valokitesvara 

White Tara 

Padmasambhava 

Milarapa 

Atisa 

Tsongkhapa 

Mahakala 
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Names of Tibetan Buddhist sects 

~C:::'3.l't:.J' nYTngmapa 
t::l7lja._·q~l·q· kakyupa 

~·~·q· sakyapa 

ltiJ·~~~·q· k~lukpa 

111~111 
27.3 Remarks a._~~·q4l1 

Nyingmapa 

Kagyiipa 

Sakyapa 

Gelugpa 

The past and present modal auxiliaries. 

The suffixes ~·-kyu and Ul~'-ya' are combined with the auxiliaries _§C:::'and Ull'3.l'~l· to make 

the following auxiliaries: 

• Past: ~',§C:::' kyl,.! chl,.!ng, ~·,§c:::·~c:::· kyl,.! chl,.!ngsong, 

Ul~',§C:::' y9;' chl,.!ng, Ul~',§C:::'~c:::· y9;' chl,.!ngsong. 

• Present: ~·U!l·3.1·~l· kyl,.! yg:mare', ~·~·a._~~· kyl,.! mj_ntu'. 

As we shall see below (Lesson 28), they may also be combined with the copulas til~· and 

~l· to form future modal auxiliaries. 

All these auxiliaries have a modal sense, and may be translated in English by the modal 

verbs "to be able to", "to have to." 

27.3.1 The auxiliaries ~'_§C:::' kyl,.! chl,.!ng and Ul~',§C:::' y9;' chl,.!ng 

These mean, "to have had the opportunity to", and "to have been able to." The preceding 

verb must be in the present-future. 

Ex.: f't::lry~~·~~·~·(a._~~·~·) 3.l'_§C:::'1 
rc:::·~·l'1a._·a:r~·~·~·,§c:::·~c:::·c:::~1 

~·~'\'~l'Ul~',§C:::'1 
~~~·3.l~~·~·a._~· ~· ,§C:::'C:::~'1 

~~l·'?~' ~'3.1' _§C:::'1 

"I didn't get a chance to offer a khatak." 

"Was he able to talk to her?" 

"I was able to do some sightseeing." 

"Have you been able to make a pilgrimage?" 

"I was unable to go to sleep." 

27.3 The auxiliary ~·Ui'l'3.l'~l' -kyl,.! yg:mare', ~·~·a._~~· -kyl,.! mlntu'. 

This auxiliary, which is always in the negative, means "to ought not." The preceding verb 

goes in the present-future. 



Lesson 27- ~z:::J·a)~· q']) 

Ex.: ~·~~·Ol~·C1·::3·~·tfj'~i0l'~~1 
i.\~'i.\5~''"lz:::J'~'tfj'~·Ol·~~1 
~~·'\~·~Ol~·~'"l·i.\~·i.\:s~·s~·~·3l·i.\~~ 

111-.,.7i.,. Ill 
27.4 Exercises g~·c$~1 

27.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Have you had a chance to go to Bhutan? 

"You shouldn't eat a lot of chili!" 

"You ought not to speak in that way!" 

"You shouldn't worry so!" 

2. Because I went to Lhasa, I had an opportunity to see the Potala. 

3. He had the opportunity to go to the USA. 

4. One should not sit on a book. 

5. One should not kill insects. 

6. One should not drink a lot of tea. 

27.4.2 Translate into English 

7) ~~·~~·z:::]ry~·~~~·~~·F·4~·i.\~~ 

q) ~·~a_·~~·'"l·~~·~~·~·Cl.l~'Ol~·c:l·tfj'~·~~1 

i) ~· '\~'Cl.1'~~·~!5'"l'~~'\·~~~· ~·tfj'~·~~1 

~) r~·~'\·c:l~·~a_·~·~~~·i.\~~·~·tfj'~·~~·~~1 

'"') r~·'"l·Cl,i.\'~'"l·~~!~·-§~·1 

• 27.5 Civilization ~~·~~~·1 

The religions of Tibet 

({) z:::]~'4~''"l~~·'"l'<i'"l'~'\·~~~·~·.§~·~~1 

9)) r~·~~~·i.\~.i.\~·Cl.1·?4z:::J~·~·3l·i.\~~ 

Z) ~·~~·C6~'i.\&~·~·tfj'~·Ol·~~1 

~") ~·~~'\'Sl'~·tfj'~·Ol·~~1 

70) ~~'~'z:::]4~·~·tfj'~•Ol•~~1 
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Although religion occupies an important place in Tibetan life, it should not be thought that 

all Tibetans are religious. Some people, influenced by Western thought or Communism, are either 

agnostics or atheists. Nevertheless, to understand certain aspects of Tibetan culture and society 

some knowledge of Bon
154 

(bon) and Buddhism is essential. 

154. The term Bon is pronounced phQ.n. When the word occurs in an English text, according to our roman transcription, it 
should thus be rendered as BhOn, however, the traditional form Bon is retained here. see Appendix 7). 
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• The Bon religion. 

According to the Bon tradition, Mt. Tise (gangs-ti-se), called Kailash in the Hindu tradi

tion, is regarded as the center of the world or the "navel of the earth" (sa 'i lte-ba). This sacred 

mountain is situated in western Tibet, in the region of Ngari (mnga '-ris). The kingdom of Zhang

zhung (zhang-zhung), which was annexed at the beginning of the seventh century by the emperor 

Songtsan Gampo (srong-btsan sgam-po ), had its main center in the area of Tise, like the mythical 

land of Olmo Lungring ( 'ol-mo lung-ring). This was the birthplace of Tonpa Shenrap Miwo 

(ston-pa gshen-rab mi-bo), "the Excellent Shen, the Teacher, the Leader of Men", the founder of 

the Bon religion. It remains an open question whether this figure is historical or mythic, but in any 

event his name appears in numerous hagiographical texts and recitations, the oldest of which date 

back to the eleventh century. Bonpo teachings are concerned mainly with the origin of the world, 

as well as the appearance of living beings. They also deal with rituals of everyday life and the 

transition to the next life. The Bonpo teachings offer a vision of a purely Tibetan world and genui

nely indigenous concepts, and are in this respect distinct from Tibetan Buddhism, which is of 

Indian origin. In the course of its evolution, the Bon religion adopted the concepts of karma and 

rebirth, which it borrowed from Buddhism, and organized its teachings according to a model 

known as "the nine ways of Bon" (bon theg pa rim dgu). From the time of its introduction into 

Tibet in the middle of the eighth century, Buddhism took pains to suppress Bonpo beliefs. 

Gradually but inexorably, the Tibetan people were converted to Buddhism. However, the process 

of conversion was not complete. In many parts of the country, including Central Tibee55
, there are 

still Bonpo temples and monasteries. Most of these were destroyed before and during the Cultural 

Revolution, but some have been restored since 1980. 

In the Bonpo communities that are scattered throughout Tibet, particular importance is 

accorded to rituals for mountain gods, whose origins go back to the myth of the first king, the 

founder of the Tibetan nation. 

The Bon religion has undergone many influences, and has adopted numerous ideas from 

Tibetan Buddhism, to the extent that the great Gelugpa scholar Thuukan Chokyi Nyima (thu 'u 

bkwan chos-kyi nyi-ma, 1723-1802) declared that it was not possible to make a clear distinction 

between the two religions. By contrast, the eminent British scholar David Snellgrove maintains 

that the Bon religion is the true religion of Tibet, since it has rejected nothing but has enriched 

itself through the acquisition of new elements. 

•Buddhism 

In its tantric form ("Vajrayana"), Buddhism is a non-theistic religious philosophy (denying 

the existence of a creator God) that stresses the impermanence of the world and advocates belief 

in the law of cause and effect (karma) as well as reincarnation or rebirth. The purpose of the 

155. It is often claimed that Bonpo monasteries are to be found only in the border areas of Tibet. 
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Buddha's teaching, his "Dharma", is the recognition of the ultimate nature of the mind, and 

liberation from negative passions and emotions that constantly obscure our mental state. The 

methods used include reflection, introspection, meditation, prayer, the use of mantra (sacred for

mulae), ritual objects and mudra (symbolic gestures), as well as the practice of various yogas and 

psycho-physiological exercises. 

There are four main schools of Tibetan Buddhism: the Nyingmapa (rnying-ma-pa), the 

Kagyiipa (bka '-brgyud-pa), the Sakyapa (sa-skya-pa) and the Gelugpa (dge-lugs-pa). These four 

differ from one another largely with respect to the rituals they perform and the emphasis they 

place on certain practices, but they all subscribe to the same fundamental tenets. 

The Tibetan form of the Dharma has certainly been influenced by Bonpo thought and ritual, 

something that explains its originality and uniqueness. 

The monasteries of these different schools are populated by monks and nuns who have 

taken a range of vows, including those of chastity and abstinence from alcohol and other intoxi

cants. All the schools with the exception of the Gelugpa have a tradition of married priests. 

Revered teachers, whether married or celibate, who teach the Dharma are classified as lamas. 

The successive lives of a great master constitute a lineage of the transmission of teachings. 

All the sects of Tibetan Buddhism have such lineages. Traditionally, following the death of such a 

teacher, qualified lamas search for the reincarnation of the master in the form of a young child. 

These reincarnations are known as triilku (sprul-sku), "emanation body". Venerated high masters 

of a lineage are given the title of rinpoche, which literally means "precious". 

Daily religious practices, pilgrimages, circumambulation of sacred mountains and religious 

festivals constantly illustrate the remarkable religious conviction of ordinary Tibetans. Some 

practitioners even go so far as to prostrate themselves over the course of thousands of kilometers 

to visit the statue ofthe Buddha Sakyamuni located in the great temple of Lhasa. 

Most of the six thousand monasteries and temples that existed before 1959 were destroyed 

either before or during the Cultural Revolution. However, since the beginning of the 1980s, many 

of the ruined buildings have been restored. 

Apart from Buddhists and Bonpo, mention should be made of a small minority of Tibetan 

Muslims, comprising two quite distinct communities: the Khache (kha-che), originally from 

Kashmir, and the Horpaling (hor-pa-ling), who are of Chinese origin. The introduction of Islam 

dates to the eighteenth century, and there are two mosques in the old sector of Lhasa. 



"The car has broken down" 

• The future modal auxiliaries: 

~·~~· ky!,!yin, ~·~~i ky!,!re', 
"-ltl'j'~~· -y~yin, "-ltl'j'~~~ y~re'. 

• The auxiliaries of probability: l:.l'~tlj' patu', l:.l'tlll'payo'. 
• The factitive construction: V +(S' +t:l...~tlj'. 
• The construction: Adj (short form) +(S't:l...~' -ru trg I ~·qryr:::::· -ru tang 

\B.g11 rr:::::·~· ~· E:i~· ~tlj·l::l~lll·~l1 z::]~l·1:.1· ~· E:i~·q~ q· ~ln 
"There is no suffering like anger, no happiness like patience." (proverb) 

A'~ CD I • Tr. 63 

28. 1 a Dialogue s·q·s~·lll~1 

~·~· g 

~'l::lEJr:::::' g 

~·~· g 

~·q::~r:::::· g 

~·~· g 

~·q::~r:::::· g 

~·~· g 

~·q::~r:::::· g 

~·~·g 

~·q::~r:::::· g 

~·~· g 

~·q::~r:::::· g 

t!]·~·s~·~r:::::·1 

3!·~·~~·4~·~r:::::·1 
l't!]·~·~l·l,~·~l1 
~~'lll'tlj~tlj'~'~'~~1 
~~'tlj'l:.1~'4~'~tlj 
l<J',·~·~·t:l...~tlj 
~~·~~·l:.l·~~·t:l...~ (~~·t:l...~) 
~·~l1 ~~·(a\5t!]~'t:l...~tlj 
l'z::]~'&l::l'~'~l·l:.1~1 
~~·~·q~l'~'z::]~'&l::l'~·~·~l1 
l't!]r:::::':St!] 
tlj~' (t!jr:::::'U-lr:::::') ~l·~·~·~l1 q~·~·&q·~·~l,r:::::~·~ tlj'l:.l~·~~·lll'tlj~~· a5r:::::'t!]U-1~' ~· ~l1 
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Translation 

Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 

~ 
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What's happening? (What has happened?) 
The car has broken down. 
What should we do now? 
I'll take a look first. 
Where's the problem? 
I don't know. 
Perhaps we've run out of petrol. 
No, there's plenty of petrol. 
Are we going to be able to fix it? 
If we can't find the problem, we can't fix it. 
What a drag! 
It doesn't matter. If we can't fix it this evening, we can stay with the nomads. 

CD I • Tr. 64 

28.1 b Text ~Ol·til, 

~· ffi~'r::J;::Jt:::'c:i~·~t:::'1 

~11 ~· ,~t:::· ~~· q. ~:t;· Olf~' ~· (~:t;r::J~' )~~· q. t:::~· q·~,. al~i ~l1 ~· ~· ~· ffi~· r::J;::Jt:::' q. ~:t;· Olf~' ~· 
(~:t;· t::l~') ~~· q ·~,. C-1' <;~·~,.all· ~l1 ~. ,~:t;· :t;~· q~· Sjjt::l~' ~· ~· ffi~· r::J;::Jt:::' q ~· ~~· q. ,~~·l,. ~Ol~' ~· 
t:::~·~·,~:t;·~~.,~,.,.~'Ol'~~·q·~·}jjl'r::J~r::J'~'(~')~~,.,.til~·~·q4l'C-l'~l1 ~~·q·~·a!~1 ~~· 
c:J~·~~.,~,·~·~·}jjl·~,·~l·~·Ol·~l·~·~q·q·~l1 ~·,~:t;·~~.,~,.,.~,~.,~.(~,~·cr)~·ffi~·r::J=:Jt:::' 

c:J~·~~·c:J·~~·c:J·~1 t:::·as~·~·E]t:::·,·~·~:ne>l·~·~~,~·~·~~·c:J·~,·~asr:::·Olr~·~~, ~~·}jjl·~,.,.~1 
l21':t;t:::'~l1 ~, ~, ~, ~:t;·~·~~, ~·~~.,~,~·,~t:::·~~·~·E]t:::'~~·~~·~;n<>l·~·qry,~· 

q·til~·~·~Ol·~~·~~·c:J·a1t:::·q·~~,·~·~~·cr~l1 ~~·c:J~·~,~·cr:t;t:::·~l1 ~·}jjl·~·~s~·~·~·c:J·~:t;· 
~· Ol' ~l· ~:t;· ~q· q·lt:::·1 ~· ffi~· r::J;::Jt:::· q~· ~~· c:J· ~· }jjl. ~,. 4~· ,. ~s~· ~,.l,-~· ~l· ~· q4l· q· ~l1 
~·~~·~~·q·~~·~t:::·~·~~·a:J·q~,~·~,·q·,~~·~,·~·~t:::·~·q~,·~~1 ~~t:::·~~t:::·~~t:::·~·}jjl·~·q·~:t;· 

~·~~·~s~·~,.l,-~·~l·~·~q·z:.r~l11 

Translation 

"The story ofNyicho Zangpo" 

[Once upon a time] there was an evil king called the King ofNedong. He had a clever minister 
called Nyicho Zangpo. Once, when they were about to celebrate the new year, he told the other 
ministers that he would be able to make the king bark on New Year's Eve. The ministers 
answered that it was impossible that the King would bark. On the first day of the new year, in the 
morning, Nyicho Zangpo [went to the king] and said, "Your Majesty [Precious King], at the 
doors of the palace somebody is selling a watchdog. This dog has an extraordinary bark, tsik, tsik, 
tsik. If we purchased it and chained it to the doors of the palace, it would be most impressive." 
The king answered, "Stupid! Such a bark is not impressive!" Then kneeling on the throne and 
placing his hands on the table, the king said: "Boong, boong, boong- now that is what an impres
sive bark should be like." 



Ill ~·r·9·c::· Ill 
28.2 Vocabulary ~9·9~~1 

~or num 9~0-1'~0-l' sj_mnum (H) 

~·~0-1· tgnum 

,~~· ffic::· natsang 

~~·~·lonpo 
~· thrT 

~·,~~· lgsar 

c::~·c..r ng~npa 

~,~·~· kukpa 

~·~· tslkpo 

~c::·~· cangpo 

~,·~·;o~· rlkpadin 

~31·~~·ffi~·~· ngamsi: chenpo 

,C::'59' kh~ngtra' 
5l· ch~' (1) 5~· ch~' (2) 

'?31~·,~· + sc;; ny~mso ch~' 
,~~·ffic::· + t!]Cll~' natsang yar 

~l· + ~9· ka' ky~· 

~~·9~9~·9~c::· pusi • nang (H) 

q~l' nye' 

t:l~~· tsa: 

~~· tsg' 

~· + ,. ha khg 0-1~· khyen (H) 

4~· shor 

t:179~· ta' 

~~· r~n 

t:1~9· cu' 

Lesson 28- gj 1::::rffi~· qz 

(n.) breakdown, problem fault 

(n.) oil, petrol 

(n.) petrol, gasoline 

(n.) lodging, hospitality 

(n.) minister 

(n.) throne 

(n.) new year 

(adj.) wicked 

(adj.) dumb, stupid 

(adj.) rich, impressive 

(adj.) intelligent, clever 

(adj.) intelligent 

(adj.) splendid, magnificent 

(idiom.) what a shame! what a drag! 

(v.) [inv., A] to happen 

(v.) [vol., EA] to repair, restore 

(v.) [vol., E] to find lodging 

(v.) [vol., E] to shout 

(v.) [vol., E] to obtain, buy 

(v.) [inv., DA] to find 

(v.) [vol., EA] to look for 

(v.) [inv., A] to be finished, to run out 

(v.) [inv., EA] to understand 

(v.) [inv., (E)A]- to escape, let go 

- verbalizer 

(v.) [vol., EA] to tie, fix 

(v.) [inv., A] to be time 

(v.) [vol., EA] to have done, to put 

305 
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111~111 
28.3 Remarks ~~~·q4ll 

28.3. 1 The future modal auxiliaries: 

These indicate the future, and are practically the same as -kiyin, -kire', but with more of a 

sense of obligation. The forms -ky!,!yin and -y9;'yin are egophoric, whereas -ky!,!re' and -y9;'re' are 

neutral. The verb that precedes the auxiliary should be in the present-future. 

Ex.: ~~·~~·gjq·~·~~~·q·~~·~·~ll 
~~~·a:;~·~~~·~·~ll 
~~·~~·?4q~·~~·~~·q~l 

"Next year, we have to build a new school." 

"We have to find accommodation." 

"Do you have to leave immediately?" 

In certain contexts, the forms~·~~· ky!,!yin and ~·~l· ky!,!re' may also imply that something 

that ought to have been done already has yet to be accomplished. In this case, it may be translated 

by "hasn't yet done X" or "has still to do X." The verb preceding the auxiliary must be in the 

present-future. 

Ex.: ~·r·~~·=:~·~·~~l 
r~·ur~·~·a:l·?f·~·~ll 
~l·~~·~~·r~·~·?4q~·~·~ll 
~·~·~~·~·a:;~~·q~·?f·~·~~l 

"I haven't eaten yet." (I'm about to eat.) 

"He has yet to go to the opera." 

"You still have to go to the post office." 

"I haven't yet read today's newpaper." 

Note: The suffixes ~· ky~ and ~~· y~· are usually interchangeable, but not in all cases. The 

differences between them may be summarized here. A distinction must be made between their 

function as nominalizing suffixes and as auxiliaries. 

Nominalizing suffixes: 

• the patient:~· ky!,! (future) and~~· y9;' (present or future) 

• the instrument: ~~· y9;' but not * ~· ky!,! 

• the substance: ~· ky~ and ~~· y9;' 

The auxiliaries: 

• "one should not": ~·D:rl·~·~ll ky~yomare' but not *~~·D:rl·~·~ll y9;'yomare' 

• "not yet": ~·~ll ky!,!re' but not *~~·~ll y9;' re' 

• the imminent future: ~·~ll ky!,!re' and ~~·~l1 y9;' re' 

• "to have had the opportunity": ~·~~·~~·ky!,! ch!,!ngsong and~~·~~·~~· y9;' ch!,!ngsong156
• 

156. In all four cases, the corresponding egophoric forms may also be used. 
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28.3.2 The auxiliaries of probability l:.l'G\~~· patu', z:.J'Uj'C\\payo' 

These two auxiliaries express a high degree of certainty and relate to a future event. 

The speaker makes an inference from available evidence or from previous knowledge. 

These auxiliaries may be translated by "undoubtedly" or "surely", or by some such expres

sion as "I think that." The form l:..l'G\~~· patu' is neutral, whereas 1:..1·Uj'~,' payo' is egophoric, and 

implies an event about which the speaker is privy to certain information. The auxiliary may be 

translated in English by "from what I know", or "I know that in principle .... " 

Ex.: rr~·~~Ol·~·~~·~~'l:..l'G\~~ 
"He'll certainly arrive in time for his flight." 

~Ol·ffi·~~·q~~·l~~·~l'l:..l'G\~~ 

"It would surely be better to visit a doctor." 

~·l~r:::~'iE'\'I:..l'l:::lryr:::·l:..l'G\~~·~~1 

"Do you think it will rain this evening?" 

~·l~r:::~'iE'\'I:..l'Clryr:::·l:..l'G\~~ 

"It's probably going to rain this evening." 

rr:::·~r:::·~~·l€~~·G\~'\·~q~·z:.rurl1 

"I know he should be coming to the meeting tomorrow." 

28.3.3 The factitive construction 

A verb is said to be "factitive" when its agent causes an action to be performed by another 

agent, or has the subject perform the action. In English, the factitive is often expressed by the 

auxiliary "to have" or "to make" (someone do something). The Tibetan factitive construction may 

also be translated by "to let" (someone do something). 

The usual factitive construction is: V + (S' + ~~· r~ c~'. 

A factitive transformation is made by placing after the verb the suffix r~, which cor

responds to one of the (literary) forms of the oblique, followed by the verb G\~~· c~·. the past 

tense of which is q~~· cu '. In Literary Tibetan, the form of the oblique is modified according to 

the last letter of the preceding verb. In the spoken language, however, the particle may often be 

· omitted altogether in the construction. 

~l·q~q'[(S']~~· "to make shout", ~l·q~q·~·G\~~· "to make shout" (L) 

~·'\r:::·,~·r:::·ill~''lj'~l'[(S']~~·,·5l·G\~~ "She doesn't let me work." 

r:::~·rr:::·8l·,·~'[(S']I:::l~~·z:.J·8l~1 "I made him write a letter." 
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28.3.4 The construction: Adj (short form) + (S''"".~' -ru trg I (S'z:::Jryc:::· -ru tang 

This construction is used to form verbs from adjectives as follows: 

ffi~·a:i· ffi'(S''"".~' ffi· (S' z:::] rye:::· 

chenpo che-ru trg che-ru tang 
"big" "to grow, get bigger" "to make bigger" 

~,·a:r· ~,'(S''"".~' ~,'(S'z:::Jryc::::· 

y9:kpo y9:'-ru trg y9:' -ru tang 
"good" "to get better" "to improve, make better" 

The past form of (S''"".~' -ru trg is (S'~~·-ru chin. 

In Literary Tibetan, the form 'that the oblique follows the usual rules. 

Ex.: ~,·~·qryc:::· y9:k-tu tang (L) 

~c::::·a:i· rlngpo "long" > ~C::::'(S',ryc::::· rlngru tang "to lengthen" 

~c::::·~·qryc::::· rlng-tu tang (L) 

~c::::·~c::::·thOngtung "short" 

0-!~,~·a:]· kygkpo "fast" 

31~·a:i· thopo "high" 

Ill ·r'7r','lll 
28.4 Exercises ~c::::·as~1 

> ~C::::'(S'z:::Jryc::::· thOng-ru tang "to shorten" 

~c::::·~·qryc::::·thOng-tu tang (L) 

> 31~,~'(S'z:::Jryc::::· kyg'ru tang "to accelerate" 
31~,~·~·qryc::::· kygksu tang (L) 

> 0-!~'(S'z:::Jryc::::· thoru tang "to make higher" 

28.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. He made me work a lot. 

2. I have yet to send the letter. 

3. We're going to build a school. 

4. He hasn't yet repaired the car. 

5. We'll soon be crossing the pass. 

6. We shouldn't make them wait too long. 
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28.4.2 Tell the story in 28.1 b in your own words 

and answer the following questions: 

7) ~~·~·~~·,·~·z::l~Ol~'CJ'~l1 

q) ~~·~·~,·CJ·'!i~·~·Ola5~·~·,·~·~·,·url~l1 

~) ~·~~'z::l:EIC:::'~~·~~·~·~·,·~·,~c:::·~·q~,·CJ·~l1 

28.4.3 Translate into English: 

') c:::~·rc:::·(l.1~·'11·5l·~·q~,.CJ.~~1 

q) c:::~·fl'&C:::'A,~~·~Ol'~'~,·~·q~,·CJ·~~1 

~) rc:::·~~·c:::·asc:::·~·~,~·a.,&C:::'z::l~,·~c:::·1 

~) c:::·~~·rc:::·~,.~,.,.~~1 

L\) ~l'CJ'~'C:::rl.l',~·~,·~·~,·~·~,.l,~·~l1 

(!) rc:::·,~·c:::·~~·~l·as·q4l·~·Ol·z::l~,·CJ·~l1 

~) Fa_·~·,~51·4~·::Jc:::·~·~~·~c:::·1 

z.) ~·~~·a:,·a._CS~·~·~~·~·q~~·as·~·a._~·,·url·~l1 

t?) ~q·~~·a._~·51F~·~·'Er\l·51c:::·~·~~·CJ·~l1 

JO) ~C:::'~C:::'A_~OJ':mC:::'(l.l',~~·~('l.l'~,,~,~,.~,A_~','A_~,., 
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"The car has broken down" 
(continued) 

5l·~·~~·4~'~l 

o The present gerundive: 

- V(past) + ~~· na'. 

~·OJ~·~~l 

- V(pres.) +,~.kin + V(pres.) +,~.kin. 
o The auxiliaries of probability: U\l'ill'~,: a yg', U\l'Ul~· a yln, U\l'ill'r::::· a ygng. 

rl'~ 
29. 1 Dialogue ~·q·~~·~~1 

~·~· g E:lt!r~·~:l\·~Zlrt.rU\1· c~·)ill'l1 
~·q=:~r::::· g ill'l·l·ill'l1 Z<l',:l\'t::lZlj'~~Zlj·~~Zlj ~:l\·~l·oo·~~·lr::::'1 
~·~· g ~~1 U\1'~%1j'f0l~'z::J;::JZ::::'1 
G~·~. g ~~1 fl'i~'F01~·q=:~r::::·1 ~·~l·E:1~'1 (Z1]·~·5~·~r::::·1) 

CD I o Tr. 65 

~·~· g ~· ~·~~'4:l\'~Z::::'1 ~·l~r::::~'E:l%1j'~'~'Zlj~Zlj'~'Zlj~~· ffiZ::::'Zlj~:l\·~·ilj'l·~l·q~1 
G~·~· g ill'l·~l1 Z<l·,~·~·~~:l\· ~~·~q·~·~Zl]·q·~l·ffir::::·F·4~·ill'l·~l1 ~:l\·~~·~~·Zl]~~· 

ffiZ::::'Zlj~:l\'~Zlj~'~:l\'~'Zlj~:l\·~·~l1 
~·~· g ~OJ·q·q~q·~~·~~·~·Zlj·~l·~~:l\·~·~l1 
G~·~. g E:l%1j·~·c:J·~l1 01~Zl]~·c:J·~~·~·~:l\'Ol'~·~·~~·~~:l\·~·01·~l1 
~·q=:~r::::· g l·~·l~r::::~·~Zlj·q~·~·~·~~·~·~l1 

~·~· g ~·~·~·~Zlj·c:J·q~q·~·Ol'Zl]i)Z1]~1 
~·q=:~r::::· g Zlj~· (Zljr::::·~r::::·) ~l·~·Ol·~l1 ~~~·rs~·~·~Zl]'CJ'Ol'Zl]i)Zl]~·ilj'l·01·~l1 

~·~· g 5:l~·~~·c5:l~·~~r::::') ~·~·~~·01F~·ill'r::::·,·~l1 
~·q=:~r::::· g ~r::::·~l1 

~·~· g l·~~1 
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Translation 

Dmje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Shepherdess 
Dorje 

Shepherdess 

Dorje 
Shepherdess 

Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 
Dorje 

Ill '1T~·,·~· Ill 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

I doubt that there are any nomads near here. 
Yes there are. There's a shepherdess over there. Ask her. 
How do you do, Miss? 
Fine, thank you Sir. What's happened? [Nomad dialect] 
The car has broken down. Is there a place nearby where we can spend the 
night? 
Yes, behind this hill there are several nomad tents (lit. hearths). Ifyou go there 
and ask for lodging they'll put you up. 
How long will it take on foot? 
It's very close. If you walk quickly it won't take you more than twenty 
minutes. 
So, this evening we're going to have to stay with (lit. go to) the nomads. 
Lock the car door properly, otherwise ... ! 
It doesn't matter. There are only nomads in this area. 
But there are people who come through here in cars. 
Ah, right! 
Let's go! 

29.2 Vocabulary ~,.,~'\1 

~'ll.l' tsa-la 

~~· na' 

~·?4· apo 

~'1.\E:l'\' rlnpur 

~~·~· pangri 

s,·~· thr~kri 
,~~·~· kh~ngri 
if(~' tsari 

ll.l' Ia 

~l·ffi~· thQtsang 

~'Ol'~,. samatro' 

~,·~ l~ktsi 
~OJ't:r + ~,. khgmpa ky~· 

"\~'\' kgr 

ll.l' + ~,. I~ ky~· 
~·url· a: yg' 

~·~l'f::;lll.l' cT re'-te157 

rOl~'z:::!=l~' khamsang 

(post.) at (the house of), near 

(co.) gerundive 

(n.) nomad man 

(n.) hill 

(n.) alpine pasture 

(n.) rocky mountain 

(n.) snow mountain 

(n.) slate mountain 

(n.) pass 

(n.) household, family 

(n.) semi-cultivator, semi-pastoralist 

(n.) shepherd, shepherdess 

(v.) [vol., E] to walk 

(v.) [inv., A] to last, take (time) 

(v.) [vol., E] to cross a pass 

(aux.) dubitative 

(idiom., dial.) what's up?, what happened? 

(idiom.) [nomad greeting] (lit. is your health good?) 

157. In this Hor dialect as well as in most Kham dialects, the verb red !r~'/ has a lexical meaning: "to happen". It might 
be the origin of the auxiliary red used in Standard Tibetan. 
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111~111 
29.3 Remarks r.l..,~i2.1't:J4l1 

29.3.1 The present gerundive V+ ~~·-na' 

As we have already seen, the particle -na' has several functions with respect to case and 

conjunction. It is also used in forming the present gerundive of verbs (of whatever class), 

especially verbs of motion and stative verbs. 

Ex.: ~O-J·q·q~q·~~·ur~·cr8.l~1 "I carne on foot (carne walking)." 

vf~~·~~·~~·~~·1 
ry. ~,·~~·~·O-llr.l..,~t:J~t:J'l~~·~l1 

"He went by horse (went riding a horse)." 

"You have to shoot as you gallop." 

The construction of the present gerundive with ~~· -na' is ambiguous, insofar as it can also 

be understood as a past gerundive, implying that the two actions are consecutive. Thus the last 

example may also be translated as "You have to shoot after you've galloped." Only the context 

will reveal whether the tense is past or present. 

29.3.2 The construction V +~~·-kin+ V +~~·-kin 
The construction V +~~·-kin + V +~~·-kin conveys the sense of a present gerundive, that 

is, two actions that are taking place simultaneously. 

Ex.: ,~~·qry~·~~·,ry~·~~·(,ry~·~~·,ry~·~~')~·~~·~~·i2.l·~,·r.l..,~·~·~l1 
"They'll go back horne singing." 

12.10-1'f,.r.l.._~·~~·r.l..,~·~~·F·i2.l,.t:J=:~r.l..,·UJ,.~.UJ,.c:J·url·O-l·~l1 

"It isn't good to eat while you're walking." 

29.3.3 The auxiliaries of probability urUi'l·a yg', (f.l'Ul~·a yln, (f.l'Ui'~· a ygng 

These commonly-used auxiliaries (and copulas) indicate that the speaker has serious doubts 

about what he or she is asserting. These three auxiliaries consist of the interrogative particle (1.1 a 
(or~· e in Literary Tibetan) and the copulas yg', yln, or ygng (cf. the examples below). 

E:l,·~·~~·~,·q·(f.l'Ull1 
e;:·~ 12.l'~~'l'(f.l'Ul~'1 
~O-l·~·~,.~,.(f.l'Ul~'1 

"I doubt that there are nomads near here." 

"I doubt ifthere'll be time to make tea." 

"I doubt that we'll find a doctor." 
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111-·'·71·~· Ill 
29.4 Exercises gr::.::·a5~1 

29.4. 1 Translate into English: 

7) rr::.::·qz:;ir.r~·~~1 

~) rr::.::·~O-l·~·qr::.::,:llr?:lt::l~r~·~·U!~J 

i) r::.::·"'~·l,~·~·url1 

~) ~r::.::·~~·'?~·~~·'?~·~~.,~l'fS,'t::l~, 

~) ql·~·~r::.::·r.r~~·~r::.::·r~·~r::.::·~·~~·~·~l·~~·~l·~~·,~~·t::lr;r::.::·~·url·~l1 

29.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. A lot of people smoke while they eat. 

2. I doubt if there's a solution. 

3. They recite prayers as they go around the temple. 

4. Nyima falls asleep watching television. 

5. I doubt if he's at home. 

29.4.3 Modify the following sentences using the construction with ~~·~kin: 

7) rr::.::·t::l~~·~~·t::l~~·l:.l~·lJilt::l~·~·r·~,·=:~·~·"'~, 

~) t::l~·~l·~O-l·r,·~·~~·l:.l~·lJilt::l~·~·,~~·t::lryr::.::·~·"'~, 

i) rr::.::·~~·~~·~·~l·~~·r·"'~~·~ ~·~·"'~, 

~) ~·,~·t::l·~~·r·~,·=:~·~~·~·"'&r::.::·~·"'~, 

~) r.r:r::.::·~ ~·~·~·~,·~~'0-llC\'~,·~·"'~, 

(;-) t::l~~·"'~~·~·,·~·~~'El'O-l,'C\~~·~·"'~, 



"Approaching the tents" 

Grammar aims qz:~Jj'z:;,;~~·qa,·l~~~·a:ll1 

• The adverbializer ~·: 
- ~·a..:s~· kh~ntra' and ~·a..:s~·~· kh~ntras "how." 

- a..~·a..:s~· tJ.ntra' and a..~·a..:s~·~· tJ.ntras "thus." 

-l·~· th~ka "the very" and l·~·~· th~kas "just like that." 

• The modal expression: "to have no choice." 

- o.l'm~ + V + .:t;r:::::· r~ng+ V. 

- o.l'm~ + V + ,.3ll· kame'+ V. 

Song ~1 g ~r:::::~·ry·~1 "Mount Kailash" 

30. 1 Dialogue ~·q·~~·"-1~1 

CD I • Tr. 66 

CD I • Tr. 67 

~1 ~Ejq' ~E!q' ~~r:::::· ~1 ~~· "'1' a.,~·~~· ~l· q ryr:::::·~· Q.l' ~ ry~~· 4.:t;' ~~· ~~·~·~~· ~. 

~·qE!C::::' g 
a..§'~·a:r· g 

~·~· g 

a..§'~·a:r· g 

,~~·,· g 

a..§'~·a:r· g 

·~·~· g 

a..§'~·a:r· g 

~·~· g 

a..§'~·a:r· g 

~~·~·~l'l1 
~·~1 ~·q,~·~~~·~~r:::::·1 
fii~1 ~·q,~·?S:l1(all1) Ul.:t;'4~'l1 
<lla..· ~'Q.l'FQ.l~'qE!r:::::'1 ~·~·FQ.l~·qE!r:::::·1 

fii~."'l~~·~~~·FQ.l~·qE!r:::::·1 ~·~.:t;·c~·~.:t;')~r:::::·"'l·Ul.:t;·Zlq~1 
&~~·~·~1 
Ula.,' fii~' rs:· Q.l' q~~1 
&~~·~·~1 
~l·~~~·~·~~·Zlq~·q1 
r:::::·~~~·~·~·~~·atr:::::·q·~~1 
~·q.:t;·Zlq~·Q.lF~·~~1 
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~~·31· g 

~·~· g 

~~·31· g 

~'t::l::JZ:::' g 

~~·31· g 

~·~· g 

~~·31· g 

~·~·g 

~~·31· g 

~'t::l::JZ:::' g 

~~·31· g 

,..... 0 

"::!. 0 

,..... 0 

"::!. 0 

,..... 0 

"::!. 0 

Translation 

Dorje 

Lobzang 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

~~· {§' ~· ~~· ~F~· ~~1 31· ~·~~· 4~·~~· t::~~h~t::~· ~· ~z:::·1 ~·l9z:::~·~la,· c~~=q~~~· 
ffiZ:::'~Ul~'~~~·~~·~~·tl:fz:::•t.J'~~1 
~~·l·~~· (~~·lz:::·~~·)~§1~·~·~l1 
&~~·ffi·~~Z:::'1 ~~·liTj~'{§' ~·~:s~·~~~ 
Ul~'CJ ·~l~1( ~~yss 
"".9'~Ul~·~· ~~tl:fl1 
~Ul~'t::l~l't::l~'lZ:::'1 "".9·~·t::~~·rs::l1 
"".9· ffiz:::· ar t::l~. tll~' tl:fl· ~l· t.J~1 
~z:::·ffi·t::~·t::~~·Ul~·r.t:l·~·~l1(tl:fl·~lD 
~·~~·tl:fl·t.J~1 
~·l~Jt::l~'lz:::·~~·t::~~l't::l~'~·r.t:l1(tl:fl1) 
~~·§ll't.J'(~~t.J') ~~t.J~1 ~·~:s~·~·~~·l9~·~l1 
~·r·~t::~~·~z:::·1 ~~z:::a_·~·~l1 rz:::·~~·~·t::~::JZ:::'lZ:::·~~·~·~·~l1 ~·~·~~·rs::z:::· 
~·~l1 (tl:fz:::·q~lD 
F~~·t::~::Jt:::'1 

~~·F~~·t::~::Jz:::'1 

~· t.J~' ~~· t.J1 
~Z:::'t.Ja,·~·~·~~· 4'~~·~~·~~·t.J·~~1 
~~~·z:::~·~~·4·-ry~·~·cf?~·~~·)t::!~Z:::·~·~§]~·~·~l·t.J~1 
~~·l·~~1 

Be careful, if we go straight from here without calling out, the dogs will 
bite us! 
Hello, Shepherd! Tie up (lit. stop) your dogs, please! 

A nomad woman comes out of the tent ... 
The nomad I've tied up the dogs, sir. Come in! 
Dorje How do you do, ama and apo? 
The nomad How do you do, gentlemen? Come into the tent. 
Dorje and Lobzang - Thanks. 
The nomad Have some milk. 
Dorje Thanks. 
The nomad Where do you come from? (lit. where have you come from?) 
Dorje We've come from Lhasa. 
The nomad Where are you headed? 
Lobzang We're going to Nagchu, but the car broke down and we couldn't fix it. 

We came to ask if you could put us up for the night. 
The nomad Of course we can. That's fine. 

158. The auxiliaries gda' as well as le-red and 'od-Ie-red, which appear below, are used in the Nagchu area. These 
variants give some idea of the reality of communication in the Tibetan region, which comprises many dialects and 
varieties. However, these dialectal expressions don't hamper communication, because the nomad woman otherwise 
uses Standard Tibetan to express herself. In Tibetan, changes in verb auxiliaries are the most obvious indicator of 
dialectal differences (see Toumadre, 2001). 



Dorje 
The nomad 
Lobzang 
The nomad 
Dorje 
The nomad 
Dorje 
The nomad 
Lobzang 

Lesson 30- ijc:ra:)~· ~0 

Thank you. How is the dairy production this year? 
It's good. 
How many yaks and dri [yak-cows] have you got? 
Eighty yaks and fifty dri. 
Do all the dri give good milk? 
Yes, most of them give good milk. 
Have you got goats and sheep? 
I've got ninety goats and about eighty sheep. 
This is a bellows, isn't it? How do you use it? 

317 

The nomad's son suddenly appears ... 
The nomad Ah, he's arrived. This is my son. These are Mr. Lobzang and Mr. Dorje. 

Lobzang 
The son 

They've come from Lhasa. 
Hello. 
Hello gentlemen. 
Where did you go? Lobzang 

The son 
Lobzang 
The son 

I went to the top of the valley to collect mushrooms. 
Could you sell me a few mushrooms? 
Certainly! 

1111l]'f'Z1Tc::· Ill 
30.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~::1\1 

~~· 4' sersha 

4·a:i· shamo 

~l·r.r pjpa ~~c.r pQpa{L) 

~·~::~\' p§:kur Ef~::l\' tr9;kur (L) 

~· p§: sl' tr§: (L) 

~'tri 
l7lj~·~· karcu 

~c::·t.Ja_·~· l!,!ngpa: phD 

~c::·t.Ja_'33l~· l!,!ngpa: t§: 

!:1'ph0 

tf.l3l't'<:l~' ampa' Uol3l'!::J~' amtra' (L) 

~~·~· !,!rtO 
3l·(l:lc::· m~long· 

a3z::J'~~ chapke' 

~'€17:::' losung 

(n.) yellow mushroom 

(armillaria luteovirens) 

(n.) mushroom 

(n.) bellows 

(n.) nomad black tent 

(n.) nomad black tent 

(n.) female yak 

(n.) the three dairy products (milk, yogurt 

and butter) 

(n.) upper end of a valley 

(n.) lower end of a valley 

(n.) breath 

(n.) pocket of a chuba 

(n.) slingshot 

(n.) mirror. Also denotes a silver or bronze 

disk bearing astrological signs 

(n.) belt decorated with carved silver motifs 

(n.) metal ornament of double-diamond 

shape, hung from the belt 

(n.) ornament shaped like in inverted "Y" 

(used for hanging the milk pot) 
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ft::l' ~t::l' khapshup 

3)·~~~· m~ca' 
~·~~ -lere' (dial.)= Z:J'~C\; -pare' 

~~~':\'~(dial.)=~':\~~ t!,!' 

(!(~·~·~~· olere' (dial.) = tfj'~·~~ ygre' 

t::1,~. ka' 

lJSr:::.· + $~· tshong ky~· 
1:1' + $~· phu ky~· 

~E:lt::l'~E:lt::l' + ~~r:z· sapsap nang 

~· + $~' so ky~· 
~~· tr!:!' 
r.(r::.· gng (dial.) = ili'r::.· ygng 

~~ + t::lryrz· ka' tang ~~r::.· + ~~r:::.· sung nang (H) 

111~111 
30.3 Remarks t":\~"'l't::l4~1 

(n.) hussif (sheath containing needles and 

thread) 

(n.) flint and steel 

(aux.) assertive past 

(aux.) there is, to have (testimonial) 

(aux.) there is, to have (assertive) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to stop, block 

(v.) [vol., E] to do business 

(v.) [vol., ED] to blow 

(v.) [vol., ED] to be careful 

(v.) [vol., EA] to bite 

(v.) [vol., EA] to collect 

(v.) [vol., A] to come 

(v.) [vol., EA] to call 

30.3. 1 The adverbs ~·1':\s~·~· kh~ntras and ~·1':\s~· kh~ntra' "how." 

• The literary form of ~·1':\s~· kh~ntra' is ~'CZ't":\5'. 

The suffix ~· s of the words ~·1':\s~·~· kh~ntras, ~·~·~·th~kas, 1':\t;,'t":\S~·~· tJ.ntras is sometimes 

also spelled ~· 159 ~·1':\s~·~·, ~·~·~·, 1':\t;,'t":\S~·~·. 

• The form kh~ntra' is associated with nouns and adjectives. 

Ex... ~rz·~r::.·~~·:l\r::.·~~r~~~~·~·t":\s~·~~ 

~·~·~,:~\·~· ~·1':\s~·t":\~~ 

"How's your health these days?" 

"How's the dairy production this year?" 

"Look! How quickly he's walking!" ~~·~rz·1 F"''Ol~~~·~·~·t":\s~·t":\~·~·1':\~~ 

• The form kh~ntras is associated with verbs. This adverbial form makes it possible to ask 

about the way in which an action is performed. 

Ex.: ~·1':\s~·~·$~·~,~·~~1 
rr::.·c:l~~~·~·t":\s~·~·~t::l~'l:.l'~~1 

"How should it be done?" 

"How did he come from Tibet?" 

159. The first spelling is preferred for etymological reasons: the "s" is in fact derived from the verb zer, "to say". 
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30.3.2 1:\~'1:\5~· tJ.ntra and t:\~'t:\5~·~· tj_ntras 

The forms tj_ntra and tj_ntras may both be translated by "like this" or "thus." They differ in 

the same way as the pronouns kh~ntras and khi!ntra'. The form 1:\~t!j·~· t~s is sometimes used 

instead oftj_ntras. 

Ex.: !ir~·~·t:\~·1:\s~·~E:::·~·C!·~r::;;z::~J 
t:\~,·~·~,·l~~·~ll 
fE::::',~·Uj·~·t:\~'t:\5~·~·~·,.~, 

"Curly hair like that is nice, isn't it?" 

"It should be done like this." 

"He writes like this." 

30.3.3l't!J' thi!ka, l't!J';s;;E:::' thi!ka ri!ng, l·t!J·~· thi!kas 

The forms thi!ka "the very, just" and thi!ka ri!ng "the very same" are spelled respectively ~· 
,. th~ka, ~'tlj';s;;E:::' th~ka ri!ng in Literary Tibetan. The difference between these and thi!kas "just like 

that" is the same as that between the sets discussed above 

Ex.: E:::'~'tllt!J'l't!J';s;;E:::·~ll "That's just what I say." 

E:::'~l· ;s;;E:::' ~·~·l·,·~·~l· 05'z::J4l't!J;s;;·llj'E:::·,·8l~l "I'll drop by your place just to have a chat." 

30.3.4 The modal expression: "to have no choice" 

The constructions or mi! + V + ;s;;E:::' ri!ng + V and or mi! + V ,.3.\l· kame' mean that the 

subject has to perform an action and has no choice in the matter (deontic modality). They are 

commonly used in Spoken Tibetan. Both may be followed by the verb ~l·r~·. 

Ex.: E:::';s;;E:::'t!]~t!]~·C!·tllt!j'C!·3.ll·~E:::'l~E:::~'t:.!'Ol'~';s;;E:::'~'~ll 

"Since I'm not well, I have no option but to leave." 

31·~·~~·4;s;;'~E:::'~t!j'CJa_·~·~·Ol·~~·;s;;E:::·~~~ 

"Since the car broke down, we had no choice but to visit the nomads." 

111-.,.~.,. Ill 
30.4 Exercises gE:::·a5~] 

30.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) ~~·!':\~' a5't!j't:\5~'~':E!'l~~·~ll 

~) fE::::',~·~~·CJa_'~z::J'~'t!j't:\5~'1:\~tlj 

i) t:\~'t:\5~·~·~,·l~~·~ll 

~) <i'~t!J·t:l._~'t:\5~·~·,E:::·~·arl·03·~ll 

'{) ~~·~~·~t:l~'~'ffiE:::'OJE:::'C!'ol't:\&E:::';s;;t::·t:\&E:::'~ll 
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<.-) ,E3~·~~·q~·l~~·s:·as~·,·~·s,~·~~~~~·1 

121) t::lt::l~·~,.,~,·~O-l'z:.J't::l~t::l'~~·O-l·~~·=:;~·~~·~l1 

~) ~~·~,~·~·~lt::l~~·q=:;·~~,~·~~·~l~~·~·q·~~·O-l·~~~·=:;~·~~~·~l1 

r->) ~r~~·~F·'f?,·~·s,~·~~,~~·~~1 0-1'~&~·,·5ll·~l1 

30.4.2 Rewrite the sentences according to the example provided: 

e;:·5ll~~·~·~~~·q~~1 > ~'O-l't::l~~~·=:;~·t::l~~~·~l1 

7) t::l~~l·~·F~·q·5ll·~~·1 1A1'f5~·~·~·t::l~l'q·~l1 

q) ~·F·~9·r::1~·4~·~·5ll·~~·1 E3'F~·~·r::1=3~·q·~~1 

i) r~·,~·~~·,.UJ,·q·O-l·~~·~~·~~·"'fBl·~~·,4·,4·t::lry~·q·~l1 

~) c$~'0-l'!!J~,~·t::l~t::l'~~·1 ~~·,"\~'t::lry~·q·~~1 

30.4.3 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. We have to do this work. 

2. We have to go to this kind of meeting. 

3. I have to stay at home all day. 

4. Dorje couldn't fix the car, and they had to lodge with nomads. 

5. They produce diary items and hides. 

6. In your place, who takes care of milking the dri? 

7. Is this how you work the bellows? 
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"The Nomad Way of Life" 

Grammar aims z:::li:~;~c;;~~·~a.:l~~~·ffil1 

• The constructions V+ l~~·~r:::· kgcung and V+ lr:::'+V "of course". 

• The echo question: ~~· a'. 
• Expressive adjectives. 

rl'~ CD I • Tr. 68 

31. 1 Dialogue 5·c:r5~·~~1 

~~'3l' g 
~'z:::J=!C:::' g 

~~'3l' g 

~'z:::J=:JC:::' g 

~~'3l' g 

~'z:::J=:JC:::' g 

~~'3l' g 

~'z:::J=:JC:::' g 

~~'3l' g 
~'z:::J=:JC:::' g 
3l'?3l'~' g 

~~·~z:::J~·~~r:::·~r:::·1 ~·~~·F~·~r:::·r:::~1 
~a:·;5·~r:::·1 

l·~~·~·31•31r:::·c:J·~~~·~~r:::·U-l~·~·~·s~·~r:::·1 
a!·~·~~·4~·~r:::·1 ~3l~'f-l~·~r:::·r:::~1 
u:fr:::·l~~· ~r:::·1 ~·~1 
l~r:::·l~·~~~·~~·~~·~r:::·~·~~~· ffir:::·~U-l~·~~·z:::J~l·~·8l~1 
~·~~· (~r~~·)~r:::·~·~~1 

5l~·l~~·~r:::·1 ~·~~·ffi~·c:r·~·c:r·~~·(~~')~~~ ~·U-1~·~~~·~~·'1~·~~·err~~') ~~~·~· 
~~r:::· a!·~~· 4~' ~~~· z:::Jry~~· z:::J~~· z:::J~~ ~· ~~· ~· ~~· ~~· r:;Jz:::J' ffi~· c:J· ~~~· ~~~ ~~· 
~r:::·~·~·l3l~'~z:::J'~z:::J'~z:::J~'~~·(~z:::J~'~'~~~) r:::·~·~·~~·~r:::·~·~z:::J~·~·l·~ ffi'~z:::J' 

~z:::J·s~·~r:::·1 ~·~~·~·3lr:::1~·~~~·~31·lr:::·1 ~·~c:J·z:::J~~~·z:::J~~·z:::J~~ ~·~~·~· 
~~·~~·31~l.431·~~·~~~ ~~· ~431·~~·~t:J ~· ~l~· oo' ~~~· z:::J~z:::J' z:::J~~· z:::J~~ ~~· ~r:::· 
~·F·~l~·s·~~·oo·~~·(~~')z:::J~z:::J'z:::J~~ ~·~·r:::·~~~·~~·~r:::·~·z:::J~~·~r:::·1~~·a!·~~·z:::J~· 
~l·c:J·~~·~~~ 3l~·~~·ryr:::·~~'3l'~z:::J~';5'z::;J~'~'l~~·lr:::·~~1 ~·(S·~·l~'3lC:::'c:l'z:::J7~~· 
z:::J~~ ~31·~·~~·~~·4·~~·4·~~~~·~~·(~~·~·~~~) ~~~·ffi~~·~·~r:::·~431 'lr:::·~· 
~r:::·~·l~·~·~·~3l'l3l~·c:J·lr:::·'Eir:::'~~·3lr:::]~'~~·z:::Jryr:::·~~·l~~·~~·~e;:~·~~·~·~r:::·z:::J~~·~r:::·~· 

c:J·~~· (~~·)~~~ 
U-1r:::·~~·a!~·~3l~·q4~·q~s1 

U-lr:::·~~·~~·~r:::·~·~s1 

I<] 'I<] 'I<] 1 
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Translation 

DrOlma 
Lobzang
Drolma -
Lobzang
Drolma 
Lobzang 
Drolma 
Lobzang 

Drolma -
Lobzang
Drolma 

III'1'F'9·~· Ill 
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Welcome! Are you tired? 
Yes, fairly. 
This time it took you several days. What happened? 
The car broke down. Were you worried? 
Of course I was. And so? 
One night we had to stay with some nomads. 
In a tent? 
Of course! The tent was really big! As we went in there was a churn, with 
hoops of brass, tied to the tentpole. In the middle of the tent there was a big 
stove, with a nice fire blazing inside. As soon as we arrived inside the tent, 
there was a pleasant warmth. Inside the rim of the tent there were metal trunks 
and piled-up sacks of grain. At the far end of the tent there was an altar. At the 
foot of the altar were two pairs of mattresses, and on top they'd put a couple of 
rugs with designs of birds and dragons. That's where they put Dorje and me 
(for the night). The nomad woman looked really impressive. From head to 
foot she was covered in silver, turquoise, coral and that sort of thing. When 
she walked, she went jingle jingle. The hems of her sheepskin chuba and her 
sleeves were edged with green and red silk borders- as lovely as a rainbow. 
So, it looks as if you've fallen in love with a nomad! 
And it looks as if you're jealous! 
Ha, ha, ha! 

31.2 Vocabulary ffi9·9~'P'1 

~,. p~· 

l~~·~· kQnsa 

l~.:t;·~· yarsa 

t:\~'t::l' tshowa 

940l' sham 

~~a:· 

ry~'t.J' tTngpa 

,-~'940l' khgngsham 

U!~·l,-~·~~· ylnkocung 

oo' cha 

l'~~· thi=!re 

9~~·a:l·.:t;9'4~· tgngmo ri=!kshan 

OJ!::lt:\' tha 

~,~·~OJ' cakkam 

(n.) innermost part 

(n.) winter camp 

(n.) summer camp 

(n.) living 

(n.) below, further down 

(part.) questions that echo what'sjust 

been said 

(n.) heel 

(n.) garment edge, hem 

(n.) of course 

(n.) pair 

(n.) this time 

(n.) brass-hooped churn 

(n.) edge, rim 

(n.) metal trunk 
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~· tr!:J 

~e:i· thgpo 

~·~Zij' karkyu' 

F'ZI]la;· khaptan 

~·ZI]la;· saptan 

~t:l~·ZI]la;· pg:tan 

~·~Zij' ch~ntru' 

~'\·q~·~l·r:J· terse thgpo ~·q~·~l·r:J· taso thgpo (L.) 

~·~· chjru, ch!:Jru 

Zl]~'yo 

~~·4tl.l' poshe: 

(n.) grain 

(n.) sack 

(n.) post, pole 

(n.) rug for mattresses 

(n.) floor rug 

(n.) fiat square mattress 

(n.) pattern with birds and dragons 

(adj.) superb, magnificent 

(n.) coral 

(n.) turquoise 

(n.) amber 

323 

Zl]~' sl (n.) zi, onyx or agate ornament with spots 

~~·kT: 
~·~r:::::· phOtung 

~,·~03' kgnam 

l03'\'~q·~q· mar lhaplap 

~·~q·~q· tsha sopsop 

l~~·~tl.l' ngontre: 

5lt~j'~'\' + ~r:::· mlkser l~ng 
~~l'C6tlj~' + tl.!C:::' tgca' l~ng 
~03~·r:.r + 4'\' sempa shor 

l,t:\'tl.l~· + FZI]' kala' kha' ~·tl.l~· + FZI]' kOla' kha' (H) 

t:\q'\' p~r 

q~,~· tST' 

~tl.l'tsQ: 

~l· phT' ~l· phu' (L) 

4'~ZI]'4'~Zij' shTiik shTii' 
03,·a;~·ryr:::::'t.J'\' kgna' tTngpar 

111~111 
31.3 Remarks t:\~tl.l'q4l1 

or lines 

(n.) centre 

(n.) sleeve 

(n.) felt. 

(adj.) glowing, blazing 

(adj.) nice and warm 

(adv.) really, truly 

(v.) [inv., AD] to be jealous 

(v.) [inv., AD] to feel desire 

(v.) [inv., AD] to fall in love 

(v.) [inv., A] to be tired 

(v.) [inv., A] to catch fire, bum 

(v.) [vol., EA] to pile up 

(v.) [vol., A] to enter 

. (v.) [vol., EA] to take off 

(idiom.) onomatopoeia 

(idiom.) from head to foot 

31.3.1 The construction V+ ~,~·~r:::::· kgcung "of course" 

There are two main ways of conveying the idea of "of course". We've already seen the 

very common construction Bla;·~r:::::·Bla;· yln-ta yln. Sometimes a verb other than yln may be used in 

the same construction: V+ ta +V. The same idea may be conveyed by using kgcung in association 

with a verb in the present-future. 

Ex.: r:::::~·~,·~ZI]'t:\~~r:;;~r:;;s~·a;·t:\§ltlj·~·~l·t.J~1 
"May I use this pen?'' 
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"Studying is certainly very important." 

"Ifl make a mistake, please correct me." 

~,~·~·~·l~·~1 

"Certainly I will." 

"Don't you need 70 pounds oftsampa for that?" 

"Of course you do!" 

31.3.2 The echo question lf.l~ a' 
When someone hasn't heard what the speaker has said, or wishes to make him repeat it, he 

can use the particle a', which raises a question about the preceding word. In a similar situation 

English would use interrogative pronouns. 

"In the tent? 

-Sure!" 

~~·~:r· ~t::t~·~~·1 ?4t::t~· ~zn~·zno-~·1 1 'aj "' 1 1 1 "There's a phone call, come! 

~1 ~·lf.l~1 -Who? Me?'' 

31.3.3 Expressive adjectives and adverbs 
A) Trisyllabic expressions 

The short form of certain adjectives is associated with repeated syllables with an expressive 

meaning. This formulation is used especially with adjectives of colour.160 

c~m thTnting 

ngo thTngting 

mar thTngting 

"quite calm", 

"bright blue or green" (the grassland, the sky), 

"bright red" (blood), 

160. In Dzongkha, the national language of Bhutan, most adjectives are formed on this pattern. 



la.l~'~z::J'~z::J' 

~·~z::J'~z::J' 

:!JZ:::'~Ill'~lll' 

,~z:::·§lll'§lll' 

mar lhaplap 

tsha sopsop 

thr~ng sT:si: 

tsang rhT:ri: 

Lesson 31 - ~ t:l' ~~· ~? 

"blazing, burning red" (fire), 

"warm as toast" (pleasant heat), 

"biting cold" 

"clean as a whistle". 

There is another commonly-used adjectival construction: 
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Adj (long) + Adj (short) + ~z:::· kyang, which is used to form expressive constructions 

implying "completely" or "entirely". 

Ex.: ,~~·q·,~~·~z:::· 

~·c:J·~·~z:::· 

l'1~'CJ 'l'1~' ~z:::· 
~,~·q·~,~·~z:::· 

sarpa sarkyang 

tshapo tshakyang 

karpo karkyang 

kukpa kukkyang 

B) Quadrisyllabic expressions 

"completely new", 

"really hot", 

"pure white", 

"utterly stupid". 

Tibetan contains a number of adjectival and adverbial expressions consisting of four 

syllables. 161 The general pattern is that the first syllable is phonologically associated with the 

third, whereas the second is linked to the fourth, according to the pattern: XYX'Y. 

Here are a few very common expressions: 

9Z:::'~Z:::'0-1Z:::'~Z:::' kh~ngcung m~ngcung "anyhow" 

~·~·~·~· thare thore "scatty, piecemeal" 

~·9·ffi·9· tshake tshTke "nervous, shaky" 

~z::J·q·~z::J·q· tshappe tshuppe "hastily" 

~·~·~·~· tsh~re tshgre "messy" 

111-·'·tr·,· Ill 
31.4 Exercises ~z:::·~~1 

31.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) ~z:::·~z:::·~z:::·q·~z:::·~z:::·~l·q~1 

q) ~la5'~E;;~5~'1llt:l'~'~9~'1:.1'~9~'~Z:::'~l1 

~) ~z::J·~z:::·,~z:::·0-1'9~z:::·~z:::·~lt:l~9 

~) 3:1· ~z:::.,·,~z:::·q·la.l~'CJ 'l0-1~' ~z:::· a5,~.t:l~9 

161. As a general rule, idiomatic expressions of four syllables are very common (see Sangye T. Naga and Tsepak 
Rigzin, Tibetan Quadrisyllabics, Phrases and Idioms, New Delhi, L TWA, 1994). 
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!i) rc:::·~c:::·~c:::·Olc:::·~c:::·s!:i;~~1 

(,.) ~c:::·~~· ~~·t:fa,·~c:::·~·a:,·Olc:::·t:f· ct·~r ~·t~J·sc;i~·arc;i~l1 

'l1) ~·Ol·ct·~~·~l·~·~~·~·&c:::'~Ul~·~·~l·~·~l1 

31.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. Nyima must have fallen in love. 

2. Don't worry, I shan't come back too late. 

3. Perna always wears an old sheepskin coat. 

4. Tibetans often don't wear (take off) the right sleeve. 

5. Where's Trashi's tent?- Trashi's tent? It's over there. 

6. Do drogpa get up early? - They certainly do get up early! 

7. In cities, people wear Western clothing. 

31.4.3 Translate the expression "of course" in the mini-dialogues 

below according to the example given: 

rc:::·~·~~03·4~.Ul~·t:f·%~·~~~ carl·l~~·~c:::·)rc:::·~c:::·~·~~·t:f·%~·~l1 

.?) ~·~·4·~0l·t:i'·~·5~~·a:i~~·t:lc;~ c ) rc:::·~·~·~l1 
q) ~· ~c:::· ~l· ~c:::· ,~. c;~· ~~· 03£:::' t:;'· Olffil· ~ £:::'1 ( 

~~C:::'t:l<i~ 

n ~~·t:l~~·~~·a:,·Olc:::·t:;'~·l~~·t:f·sl·~·~~~·~ c 
~) ~l·~·l~~·F·a:,·03c:::·t:f·~~~·ct~~·~~·~·~~~ ( 

) ~~·t:l~·~·~l·:!l~~·~~·t:f·~l1 
) ~l·~·~~Ol'~4~':!JC:::'aJ'tlJl·~l1 

* 31.5 Civilization ~~·~~c:::·1 

The drogpa. 

Nomadic herders or drogpa traditionally live in big, black yak-hair tents called "ba". 

Although they are transhumant, they usually remain within a well-defined territory. Every drogpa 

family has a fixed abode, corresponding to a winter camp. This camp, usually situated at the 

lower end of a valley, is usually home to the older family members who no longer follow the 

young people on the annual circuit. In spring, the nomads move up to higher altitudes and set up 

summer camps. 

The main activity consists of rearing yaks, sheep and goats. Wealthier nomads may also 

have several horses. They produce butter, cream, cheese and yogurt, and sell hides and wool. 

Certain drogpa families, the tshapa, organize caravans to collect salt from the great salt lakes in 
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the north and west of the country. The salt is then carried on the backs of sheep or yaks to farming 

communities, where it is sold or bartered for tsampa or other commodities. Since the late 

1980s, the drogpa have become increasingly sedentarised, and are tending more to live in stone or 

mud-brick houses, which have the advantage of being relatively warmer, more weatherproof and 

less smoky. In many parts of Tibet, however, tents are still the year-round accommodation for 

nomads. 

A group of herders 



"City life" 

• The nominalizer~u:::::~· -tang': ''the way of doing X". 

• Indirect questions. 

• The secondary verb air:::· lgng "to have the time". 

~11 =r~r:::~·~~;~r:::z~r~~·~r:::~·,~~·~~·~·~·~~'-:t:J£jt:l'~·'ll~11 

"Our way of eating, sitting and behaving is the education we receive from our loving parents." 

(proverb) 

32. 1 Dialogue ~·t:J·~~·Cl.l~1 

,., .. 
::::i • u·r~'Cl.ltl]~1 

lf-l1 £!1::3'~' (~t:l'~')~Cl.l·~r:::·r:::~·1 
~Cl.l·~r:::·1 ~·~·~i;'f5't:3'~l't:.1~1 

~l.~l1 ~,·~~·~r:::·Cl.l·~~·lr:::'1 ~l·~r:::·t:l~tlj'l:.l'~'~:l\'~'t:l"'tlj f§~·~~·~r:::'Cl.l'~tl]'4tl] 
~1 ~'Cl.ltl]~1 ~·~l·~tlj'l:.l:l\'t:l¥i'~~·~r:::·Cl.l· ~~~·~r:::'5't:Ji;·~·aii;·~:n~·t:l~:l\'t:l~~·~·~l1 
Ell' 11]:1\' ~r:::·9· ~l'l:_l~1 

,., .. 
::::i • ~l1 ~r:::·~:I\·~~·~Cl.l'~~·E!l''lj:l\'t:l~~·~·~l1 
t.l'~' g ~E!~·~a_·~:n~·~:l\'~l'l:_l~1 
,.,. 0 

::::i 0 ~l1 lf-lC::'lr:::·c:i·~·'ll~·&l~· ~·~r:::''1'~'9'~l1 
t.l'r(J' g 'll~·~a_·('ll~·~~r:::·) ~·air:::·5:ll1 l~·~,~·~~:l\·~~·l~~·~l1 ~Cl.l'~'Cl.ltlj~·r:::a_·a:r·~a_· 

~·&lt~j'tlj~tlj~'~r:::·r:::~1 
~r~t:J·~:I\·aia.,·~r:::·Cl.l·~~, 
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Translation 

Mother. 
School's over? 
Yes. Is there some orange juice? 

Son 
Mother 
Son 
Mother Yes. Look in the fridge. Don't leave your dirty shirt here. Put it in the washing 

machine. 
Son 
Father 
Son 
Father 
Son 
Father 

Father, there's the tennis world cup on television at six o'clock. 
Is it live? 
Yes, it's being broadcast live by satellite. 
Is it the final? 
Yes. Today we're going to know who the champion is. 
But I haven't got time to watch. I have to go to a meeting. Drolma, have you got 
my car keys? 

Drolma They're on the tape recorder. 

Ill ~·r·~·t::· Ill 
32.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~·P\1 

"'as·z::::r~l7.l'~t::~· tshowa kye:-tang' 

~t::~· tang' 

~f1:4Z:::J'~'\·~· tr~pap khorlo 

as~~·(.l.,_~' tshontu 

as~~·q· tshokpa 

~¥i·~~· nyantrin 

~t::·~~· lungtrin 

rs·~· khuwa 

~~''t!j31' khyakkam 

"':!1~'~'\' tr~ntur 

0-lE:lr.l..,'O-la_'O-l:!J~'~'\' thama: tr~ntur 
~t::')';j'=i' sungkar 

f§~''t!j31 ' thrukam 

s·~a_·~·~· thr~wa: polo 

~t::'Z<lt::·~·~· phTngpang polo 

~~(l,J·sa_·~·~· sT:tra: polo 

s·~· thr~wa 

E:ll'~'\· thakar 

~t::'lt::·t:l· ang th~ngpo 
~(l.l'~'\' thru:nkor 

~~·ml·~(l,J'~'=i· lokla' thrunkor 

~~~'1:_1'\' cakpar 

)jjO-l'~~· kamlo' 

~t::'4(l.l' ky~ngshe: 

(n.) lifestyle 

(n.) way of, nominalizer 

(n.) tape recorder 

(n.) meeting 

(n.) group, party 

(n.) television 

(n.) radio 

(n.) juice, clear soup 

(n.) refrigerator 

(n.) competition 

(n.) final 

(n.) satellite 

(n.) washing machine 

(n.) tennis 

(n.) table tennis 

(n.) basketball 

(n.) net 

(n.) direct 

(n.) number one, champion 

(n.) machine 

(n.) computer 

(n.) typewriter 

(n.) generator 

(n.) binoculars 



~~·z:.r tsTpa 

as~·~~·z:.r tshanrikpa 
31,-·19~; kgtri l~·9El'Otri (H) 
z::JE3·z:.r sgpa 

31~::1\'z::::J' k~rra 

~·a:;'·q· chemowa 

~·qE3·q· tgpsowa 

~~=:;·~=:;·r.l..,-l' 31FOi' sa:ngkyur kgngkan 

~12.1· thro: 

~~·~12.1· thrTn kye: 

a:ir::::· lgng 

=:;~· r~n 

111~111 
32.3 Remarks r.l..§]ll.l'z:::J4l1 

Lesson 32- ~z:::ra50i' ~q 

(n.) accountant 

( n.) scientist 

(n.) manager, leader 

(n.) worker 

(n.) blacksmith 

(n.) headmaster 

(n.) mason 

(n.) journalist 

(v.) [inv., A] to finish 

(v.) [vol., E] to broadcast 

( v. mod.) to have time 

(v. mod.) to be time (to) 

32.3.1 The nominalizer 'ifr::::~· tang' I -tang 
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Like other nominalizers, this one is directly suffixed to the verb, which goes in the present

future. 

Ex.: ll.lz:::J'~c::::~· "way of speaking", ~·'ifr::::~· "way of writing", El'~r::::~· "way of eating", 

'ff''ifr::::~·"way oflooking, considering". 

The following forms, in which the verb is in the past, are incorrect: 
*s~·'ifc::::~· *z:::!El~''ifr::::~· *t::!<ff~·'ifr::::~· 

This nominalizer shows the way in which the action designated by the verb is performed. 

Ex.: ~r::::·~r::::·CS l·~·rr::::·q ~~·'ifr::::~·~Oi·31·lr::::·~~~·~·31·~l1 

"The way they build houses in Tibet today is not as it was in the past." 

~·lr::::·~·a:;'~·~·~·,-Oi''ifc::::~·~~~·~·~l1 

"The way men and women wear the chuba is different." 

The nominalizer may also be translated by a noun. 

Ex.: r.l..it'z:::J'~Il.l''ifr::::~· the lifestyle (lit.: the way ofleading one's life), 

~ry''\'3l'z:::JE3''ifr::::~· the production oftormas. 
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32.3.2/ndirect questions. 

In order to form nominal interrogative clauses, one uses alternative constructions made of 

positive and negative copulas: U)~·3l~·yin-man url·3:\t\i yo'-me' 

And after the main verb, the following auxiliaries: 

• Future: V+ 9' 8)~·31~· -kiylnmin, 

• Present: V+ 9·url·3:\l· ki-ygme' 

• Past: V+ url·3:\l· ygme'. 162 

These constructions are translated by clauses formed with "if' or "whether" or by interro

gative pronouns "what", "who", etc. 

Ex.: ~r:::·lr:::·~·~·U)~·3l~· ~·~r:::·1·~·9·~ll 
fir:::·~· ~r:::·~~·url·3:ll·r:::~· 4~·~·3:\ll 
fir:::· eg.?4t:J~·~·url·3:ll·31~· ~r:::·r:::~1 

~·t!J~·~·?4t:J~·url·3:\l·f1r:::·~·l'1~·~5·t!J~r:::·lr:::·1 
~31·~r:::·~·t!J·~·url·3:ll·r:::~·4~·~·3:\l1 
f1r:::·ql·r-rtll~·3l~·r:::~·1·~·9·3:ll1 

"Today we'll know who the champion is." 

"I don't know if he has a radio." 

"Do you know whether they're coming?" 

"Ask him if they've gone to India." 

"I don't know what's in the box." 

"I don't know if he is Tibetan." 

32.3.3 The secondary verbs ~r:::· lgng "to have time", and~~· r~n "to be time" 

The verbs lgng and r~n are "secondary verbs" (see Lesson 11) that take the same place as 

modal verbs. The main verb, which precedes them, should be in the present-future and not the 

past. In the present, the verb lgng is followed by the egophoric auxiliary url· or the constative 

auxiliary ~~t!]. In the past, the verb lgng is followed by the auxiliary ~r:::'(egophoric) or ~r:::·~c::· 
( constative ), in the future by the auxiliary orr:::·. 

The verb~~· r~n is generally used in the past with the following past auxiliaries: ~~·~r:::· or 

~~·t:l~t!] and ~~·~·~l1 and sometimes in the present: ~~·~·~~t!] 
r:::·~·=·~ !;!r:::·~r:::·3:\t\'l Ex.: '"'·""~ 1 "I haven't got time to drink tea." 
U)·m·~'t:·~z:rr~r:::·urt\·~~1 'I ·-.: \ f.i.!. 1 1 "Have you got time to read this letter?" 
=·;,:; ~· ~ C::'t\'~' UJC::'] '"' , 1 "You probably haven't got time to make tea." 
r:::·~~·15r:::~·~·~~·~~·~r:::·1 "It's time I went to the office." 

162. The perfective form V + pa-yin + min is not used. 
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111-·r·n-·,· Ill 
32.4 Exercises tit:::·a)~1 

32.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. I don't know if they have TV. 

2. Do you know if they've gone to Peking? 

3. They asked us if a lot of yaks had died. 

4. I asked him if he'd ever been on a pilgrimage. 

5. They don't like the way you talk. 

6. Generally, they haven't got the same way of working as we have. 

7. Could you look in the fridge to see ifthere' s any orange juice? 

32.4.2 Translate into English: 

?) %f~~·t:\~'o.JF~·~·a:i·~·Uf~;3l~;~~;as·~~rr:.r~~1 

q) f't:::'fiJ'~o.J~'~t:::·~·,· ~·~~o.J·~·Ufr:;;3lr:~,t:::~·,~~·r:r ~· 4~·~·3ll1 

~) t:::·~·~~·~~·t:\~·~~·~<;, 

~) l,-c::·s;~·,~~·ffi,~·o.J~l·~~·t:\~,.,~1 

~) f't:::•fiJ·~,t:\'33 ~·,~t:::·~t:::~'fSl'o.Ja)~·r:i ·~, 

v) f't:::·fiJ·a:l·~·~ryt:::·(,lJt:::')~t:::~·~~·r·~~·r:r·~, 

w) t:\~~·~·,·a)l· ~~~·Ufl3ll·t:::·~·,~t:::·~,~·,~t:::'1 

Z) ~·~l·~t:::·~·o.J·~,~·~l·~·Ufl·3ll·~,t:\'t:\~·~~·4, 

r:>) ~·o.J~·~l·as·~4l'~t:::~·~~·c::·~,~·c.r::rfi!·t:\~, 

?O) r·~,·~~·~t:::~·4~·~·3l·l:l._~, 

??) f't:::·~·~~o.J·~·~ryt:::·~t:::~'CJ.l,.r:i·3!·~,.,~1 

?q) f't:::·~c::·~·~~~·Ufl·3ll·'?·,-·o.J·~t:::'1 

?~) 3l·~·~·l:.l·~~·3!~·4~·~·3ll1 

,~) f't:::·fiJ·Tjr~·url·3ll·4~·o.J·~t:::·1 
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"The harvest festival" 

• Omitting the ve:(bal auxiliary. 

• Expressive particles. 

• Self-corrective and mnemic particles. 

~11 ry·?S·0-1·~,·4~iurl~·~~·El~·~~·~·~l11 
"If the stallion is strong, the whole Northern Plateau is empty." 

(proverb) 

33. 1 Dialogue ~·z::r~~·0-1~1 

l~~·"{J'\· g ~1 ~·~=3~·0-1,~1 r~·~·r~·~~·cr·~~·r·~~·) ~l·'\~·~~,~·~·~~, ,.~'\ · 

~'c:];::J~' g 

l~~·"{J'\' g 

~'c:];::J~' g 

l~~·"{J '\' g 

~·~=l~' g 

l~~·"{J'\' g 

~'c:];::J~' g 

l~~·"{J '\' g 

?4~~·~1 

~· ~'\·~~·~ '\'0-1'~~·~·~~1 
~·0-1~1 ~· ~'\·~~·~ '\.~,·a-s·~·s,~·url·~·~s1 
lq''\~·~l1 
ry·~,.,.~l·~~1 
ry·~,.,.~l1 l·~~·1 ~·~'\·~·,ur~·~,~·O-l·~~~.,~Ol·~q~·~~, c~~·~~,) ~~· 
q~,~·url·~l1 ry·~,·~~·~~~.,~,·0-1·,~~·~~,~.,~,.0-l.Oll~·~~~·,~,·O-l·~·Oll~· 

~~~·l~~·~l1 
,~Ol'il]'\'~l&~'Olf~·~~,.,~1 
Ol~·a-5·~~, 
~~·~'\·~· ffi~·a-J·I}~0-1'~'\'~'\·~~·~~.,'\.~'\· '\' (~'\· ~·) ~,.,. ~l·~'\·~~· (~'\·~· 

~~,) ~l·~~1 
~l1 ~·,~~·&,~·ry~·Ol~·a-s·,l~·~5~·~~·~~·~~','\'~'\''\'~,.,.~l1 
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Translation 

Panjor 
Lobzang 
Panjor 
Lobzang 
Panjor 
Lobzang 

Panjor 
Lobzang 
Panjor 

Lobzang 

Ill 111'F·~·c::· Ill 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

Threshing and winnowing 

Oh! Lobzang, you haven't been around recently. Where did you go? 
I went to the Chushur harvest festival. 
The Chushur harvest festival must be lively! 
It's amazing! 
Are there horse races? 
Yes, and what's more, to the left of the racecourse they'd set up three targets in a 
row. At a full gallop the riders have to stick a spear in the first, shoot an arrow 
into the second and fire at the third with a gun! 
Are there many people who manage all three? 
Yes, plenty! 
Apparently they walk around the fields carrying religious books on their backs. Is 
that true? 
Yes, they bring (lit. invite) a lot of supports of [the Buddha's] body, speech and 
mind and circumambulate the cultivated area. 

33.2 Vocabulary %~·~~-=\1 

CS::c::·~-=\· gngkor 

CS::c::·~· gngka 

~~·c:J· thrukpo 

~·~~· ta(p)kyu' 

(n.) ongkor. harvest festival 

(n.) village fields 

(n.) lively, animated 

(n.) horse race 
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t:\~Oi;' p~n 
a._qr::::·a._§1tlj' p~ngtri' ~r::::·t:\§1tlj' tr~ngtri'(L) 
~~r::::· t!:jng 

~·:ij:.:;' sashur 

~~31'1lj' sumka 
l~ill·~:.:;· pancor 

tH]· poti 

ry~· ten 

~·~~r::::'&tlj~· ku sung thu' 

~·ryOi;' kurten 

~~r::::·ryOi;' sungten 

&~~·ryOi;' thukten 

F'~'F'~Oi;· khasa khanyin 

~~· ky!:]' 

~l· + t:1 ryr::::· ka' tang 

~l~·a._5~· + ~· t~ntren sh!:J (h) 

z::J~~~· tsu' 

Ollt:\' + ~,. t~ ky~· 
3l·3llt:\'+ ~tlj' m~nta ky~· 
l~· :.:;r::::<~l· pe r~ng r~' 

Proper nouns 

~·:ij:.:;' chushur 

l~ill·~:.:;· pancor 

~t:::'E:lt:::' ch~ngtang 

33.3 Remarks t:\§}lll'z::J4l1 

33.3.1 Omitting the verbal auxiliary 

(n.) target 

(n.) line, row, queue 

(n.) spear 

(n.) course, pitch 

(n.) all three 

(n.) wealth, economy 

(n.) volume (book) 

(n.) support, base 

(n.) body, speech and mind 

(n.} "body support" (thangka, statue, etc.) 

(n.) "speech support" (scripture) 

(n.) "mind support" (stupa) 

(adv.) recently, in recent days 

(v.) [vol., E] to run 

(v.) [vol., EA] to invite 

(v.) [vol., EA] to invite 

(v.) [vol., EA] to plant, insert, begin 

(v.) [vol., ED] to shoot arrows 

(v.) [vol., ED] to fire a gun 

(idiom.) it's amazing! 

Chushur (village near Lhasa) 

Panjor 

Jhangthang (N orthem Plateau) 
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As a general rule, the verb in the main clause requires an auxiliary. However, as we have 

already seen, the verb in subordinate clauses is usually followed directly by the subordinator or 

connective. Moreover, auxiliaries are not used in cases where a series of actions is being 

enumerated. An example of this is given in the dialogue for this lesson. 

Ex.: t:\2l0i;'tlj~tlj'ill'tlj~r::::·q~tlj~1 t!]~t!j'ill'Ollt:\'t:l~t:l1 t!]~t!j'ill'3l'3llt:\'t:l~z:::rl~~·~l1 
"(The riders) have to stick a spear into the first target, shoot an arrow into the second, and 

fire a gun at the third!" 

In this example, the verbs Ollt:\'t:l~t:l t~ ky~p "to shoot an arrow" and tlj~r::::·t:l~tlj~ t!:]ng tsu' "to 

plant a spear" are not followed by auxiliaries. Only the last verb in the list has an auxiliary. 
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33.3.2 Expressive particles 

We have already encountered a number of expressive particles. These are common in both 

Standard and Literary Tibetan. Some go at the beginning of a sentence and some at the end, after 

the verb. 

Of those that go at the beginning, the commonest are: 111'· 6 "Oh!" ~·"'1(.1.: ala: "Well, well", 

~·~· atsi "Rats! Dam! Bugger!"~·~· aro "Ow!", ~·~· acu "Oo, that's cold!", ~·a:)· atsa "Ouch, that's 

hot!", ~·F· akha "What a shame!", ~'OJ' ama "Oh Lordy (lit. 0 mother)!" 

The particles that appear most frequently at the end of a sentence are: l'-ta and t:.l'pa (and 

their variants t~1'-ka, t:::'-nga). 

•l'-ta often implies that the speaker is not in agreement with the person to whom he's 

speaking, or is·emphasizing the surprising or threatening nature of the situation in question. 

"It's pretty amazing, huh?" 

"But you'll be robbed!" 

"But there is some danger!" 

"Watch out, the horse has escaped!" 

.z:.J'pa and its variants ~l'-ka, t:::'-nga are subject to the same modifications163 as the 

interrogative particles t:.1~-pa', ,~·-ka', r::::~· -nga' (see Lesson 2). Using these implies that the 

speaker is trying to elicit agreement with what he is saying, and they correspond to tag questions. The 

may therefore be translated in English by "isn't that so?" or "don't you think?" or conveyed by 

the intonation. 

Ex.: ~l· ~r::::·finr~I ;$~·a:f· as,~·~~,., 
l'?i'~·a:f·~l't:.l1 
~l·a:f·~r::::·~r::::·r::::·1 

r::::~·~l·~t:::'"'l\~~·~r::::·r::::·1 

~l·~r::::·~z::r~r::::·::i~·~~·~·s,~·5l·~·~~,., 

"My God, how your child has grown!" 

"It's late now, isn't it?'' 

"It was very pleasant! Eh?" 

"I told you, didn't I?" 

"You study really hard, don't you?" 

33.3.3 The "self-corrective" auxiliaries ~~·q·~l·, url·q·~l· and url·q·~~·q·~l· 
Lesson 6 introduced auxiliaries (or copulas) corresponding to the English verbs "to be" and 

"to have". Apart from these, there are so-called "self-corrective" auxiliaries (or copulas) that are 

used much more rarely. They imply that the speaker has just realized that he was mistaken or that 

he was hitherto unaware of what he is asserting. Statements using these auxiliaries often begin 

with ~·"'la: ala: "Well, well! Oh, I see!" 

As in the case of other mediatory auxiliaries and copulas, a distinction may be made be

tween "essential" and "existential". 

• The "self-corrective" essential verb ~~·q·~l· ylnpare'. 

163. However in the allegro speech, they are all pronounced /wa/. 
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This is used instead of the auxiliary (or copula) re'. 

Ex.: ~z::rt:l~~·tl:l~·z:.6~~] 
~~·c.rtl:l~·~·~~] 
~·~~·ti~·qtJ:l~·~·~~l 

thOptan yJ.npare' "Ah, it's ThubHin!" [I hadn't realized] 

trgkpa ylnpare' "Oh, it's a nomad." [I hadn't thought so] 

ala: nyonpa yJ.npare' "So, he's crazy!" [I didn't know that] 

• The "self-corrective" existential verbs: w~;~·~~· ygpare' 164
, DJ~·qtJ:l~·~·~~ ygpayinpare'. 
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These are used i11stead of the coplas t!:!' and yg:re'. There is a subtle difference between the 

two. The verb ygpayinpare' is generally used following a modification or rectification made by the 

speaker's interlocutor, whereas ygpare' is used after the speaker has just corrected himself or 

herself. 

Ex.: f'c=::·~·~~·~·i)Jz:;i~·tl:l~·~·~~1 
~~·~liJ:t;·~··~r~I~~~·DJ~·qtJ:l~·~·~~1 
~·~~1 ~·~:::·~·3:1· ~·DJ~·~·~~l 

"Ah, I didn't know he was in China!" 

"So, Drolkar has two children!" 

"Well well, so Tshering has a carl" 

33.3.4 The "mnemic" auxiliary w~·qi:JJ~· ylnpayo' 

Using this auxiliary implies that the speaker has only a vague recollection of what he is 

saying. It may be translated by "I seem to remember that ... " or "I vaguely remember that. .. ". 

Ex.: q'~·~·a::::·~ :1\'t::l ryc:::·tl.l~·~· §J't:l't:l~l~~·~c:::·~·w~·~·DJ~l 

"[I seem to remember that] the harvest festival takes place in August." 

~t:l·g.rffi~·a:r~·~:::·~·~~:t;·F~·~:::·~:::·~=~"'·~:t;·t:l~~·tl:l~·~·w~1 
"[I vaguely recall that] the university summer vacation lasts seven weeks." 

111-'"'T'Iij' Ill 

33.4 Exercises ~c:::·c£~1 

33.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) ~·~~1 ~·~~·~~:t;·F~·~~0-1·~4~·c£·9Jt:::'~0-1·t:l·wl~·~~1 

q) c:::·~·~.~...et~·~:t;'~t:l'~'t:l'~·~·~·~·DJ~·~·~~1 

i) t:l~~·~O-l~·~~~·~c:::·~c:::·O-l·~ry~~·z::]~~·~~·~~~~·A1c:::·wl0-1'~~1 

~) O-l~c:::·~,-c:::·c:::·~~·gf~·t:l~~·rrrA1c:::·0-1·~c:::·1 

'"') ~~· :t;t:::'~t:l~' :t;~·~ :::·~·:::· ~·~~:::~· ~~~·~~C:::'] C:::~'t<:l:t;'t:l~~·~,~1 

(!) ~~·~ :t;·e·~~~·t:l~~~·3l·~~ ~~~·~.~...~:t;·=~l~·w~·~·~~1 

164. This form should not be confused with its literary homonym, which has the same meaning as yg:re'. 
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33.4.2 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. I seem to remember that New Year is on February 20th this year. 

2. Ah, so there was a harvest festival at Chushur! 

3. Fancy that, he's a government official! 

4. When is the horse race? 

5. During the harvest festival, people have fun and drink chang. 

33.4.3 Answer the following questions: 

?) ~·9~r:::·&9~rry~·~~·tllt1]'~9·~·~l1 

~) ~~·z::Jryr:::·t:fl·~·~r:::·~ ~'9'G.~'z::Jryr:::·~·~l1 

~) ~ ,.c_,a_·~·~~·~·~r:::·~ ~·z::Jryr:::'Ultlj'~9~·~ ~·(fj\~l·c_,~1 

~) t:fl·~·G,~·ffi~·,~·c:]·,·~·,·~·({ll·~l1 

L\) t:fl·ar~rc_,a_·ffi~·z::J~·~a_·~~·9·G.~·ffi~·9·~·z::Jryr:::·~·~l1 

• 33.5 Civilization ~9·9~r:::·1 

Traditional festivals. 

Traditionally, there are a number of festivals in the course of the Tibetan year. Their dates 

are fixed according to the lunar calendar. Some of these occasions are purely local, and may be 

specific to a particular monastery, valley or region. 

Broadly speaking, there are two main types of celebration: folk-festivals, that follow the 

rhythm of the agricultural or nomadic cycle, and Buddhist or Bonpo religious ceremonies. In 

actual fact the distinction between the two is not always very clear, to the extent that popular 

celebrations often have a religious component. 

Folk festivals include the New Year ill'·9~~· lgsar. There are in fact different celebrations 

depending on the areas: 

"The Kongpo New Year" ~r:::· t:l ·ill'· 9~ ~· kongpo lgsar on the first day of the tenth month of 

the lunar calendar in the Kongpo area (usually in November). The Impatients' New Year" ~9~·~· 
ill'·tlj~~·to'la lgsar on the first day of the eleventh month (usually in December) is known to exist in 

Tsang. The "Agrarian New Year" ~·~arill'·9~~· sonam lgsar falls on the first day of the twelfth 

month (usually in January). 
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"The Royal New Year Festival" ~~·c:ra..·~·tl'j~=\.'ky~:po: lgsar falls on the first day of the first 

month, which usually takes place in February. The occasion is celebrated by nearly all Tibetans. 

The harvest festival, called ~r::::·~ =\.' gngkor, which is held around the end of August or the 

beginning of September, as well as the i)'~tl'j' takyu' "horse races" ofthe drogpa. 

These ongkor festivals provide an occasion for a range of activities: horse races, yak races, 

archery, target shooting, wrestling, singing, music, folk dancing as well as a variety of games. 

The national drink, chang, inevitably flows freely on these occasions. 

As for Lhasa, mention should be made of the "great ablution", )1j=\.'3.1'~ ~·cr karma tgpa 

(festival of the sdol-pa constellation) which takes place in September. 

- The following are the main Buddhist festivals and commemorations: 

• "The Great Prayer" or ~~·~3.1· ffi~·a:f· monlam chenmo, which is held on the fourth day of 

the .first month (usually in February). 

• "The Full Moon Offering" or t::l~·~·C>.lffi~il:.l' chonga chopa, which is held on the :fifteenth 

day (the full moon) of the .first month. Huge statues ofbuddhas, bodhisattvas and various 

effigies made of butter used to be presented on the Bharkor. 

• "The Great Offering" or ~tl'j~'C>.lffic~;ffi~·a:fr tsh6kc6' chenmo, which is held on the twenty

first day of the second month of the lunar calendar (usually in March). It commemorates 

the death of the Great Fifth Dalai Lama. Its founder was the regent Sanggya Gyatso. 

• "The Buddha's Parinirvana", corresponding to the ~'tl'j'§ft::l' saka t~wa festival, which falls 

on the full moon of the fourth month. 

• "The General Fumigation for the World" or 1:\E(C>.l'~r::::·~·t::l~r::::· ts~mling cTsang at the full 

moon of the .fifth month. 

• "The Fourth Day of the Sixth Month" or ~tlj'l:.l'~~·t::l~' thr\,!kpa tshe' sh.i, which comme

morates the day on which the Buddha :first taught the Four Noble Truths. 

• "The Yogurt Festival" or ~·f~· shgton, on the thirtieth day of the sixth month at 

Drapung, and then at the N orbu lingka on the :first day of the seventh month. 

• The commemoration of the "Descent from Paradise", or ~'t::lt::l~·~~·ffi~· lhapap thQcen, on 

the twenty-second day of the ninth month. 

• The festival of the goddess Pandan Lhamo l1:.1~· ~a._·~·~l1 pala: rltro ', on the full moon of 

the tenth month. 

• The festival of the Gandan NgamchO (commemoration of Lord Tsongkhapa's death) ltl'jt:\' 

~~·~·3.1ffil·( ~·~r::::'F'I:.la._'t1']4t1']~'3.1ffil') k~ntan ngamcho, on the twenty :fifth day of the tenth 

month. On this occasion butter lamps are place on the roofs and in the windows of houses 

and monasteries. In pastoralists' areas, people make a special soup called ~3.1'l§.tl'j' Ngam

thuk and offer butter lamps in memory of the cattle that have been slaughtered. 
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• In addition to the above, within the Tibetan lunar calendar the days of the new moon (the 

first day of each month), the first quarter (the eighth) and full moon (the fifteenth) are 

regarded as being particularly auspicious and are marked by special and more intensive 

religious performances. 

In Bhutan and Tibet, so-called ffi~·q~r tshe' cO ("Tenth Day") rituals are held in dzong and 

monasteries on different days. In Bhutan, the most important are those of Paro and Thimpu. 
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"A visit to the doctor" 

Grammar aims r::u~;~s;~Zl]'z:.J~·l31Zl]~'a5l1 

• The connective "before": o.r + V + ~I:::'Cl.l' I m~ + V(past) + khgng-la. 

• The connective "after": V + 1:.1~·~~·Cl.l· V(past) + pa: c~'-la. 
• The connective "after": V + !:.l~'Zlj~Zlj'Cl.l' V(past) + pa: sh1:;1'-la. 

• The connective ~~·ch~' "after". 

~n ~·~~·~~·;::J01'!:.l't::l~l1 ~~=,;sZl]·~~·if-lOl·ffi·q~l11 
"When you cross the river, you forget the bridge; and when you get better, you forget the doctor." 

(proverb) 

~-'· ' .r CD I • Tr. 71 

34. 1 Dialogue 5't::l'5~·Cl.l~1 

~~'1:.1' g ~l·~~:::·Zlj·~·~~:::·~·~~Zlj 
~l·q g ~:::·o.1~·l~:::· i1ii:::'Cl.1Zlj·~·~Zlj~·Zlj~·Zlj·~·Zlj·Cl.l·~·~~1 c~·~·~Zlj) 
~~·q g ~Cl.l'Cl.1Zl]'~·s·q·~~·~~·~~:::·q~~·~~Zl]·Zl]~1 
~l·1:.1· g 31·~~Zl] ~·as~·Cl.l·s·q·3Jl·ql~:::·1 ryZl]·~·cryZ1]·~01')t::l:::J~·ql·Zl]~·~Z1]·3'1~·Cl.l~:::·~~1 

~~'1:.1' g ~Cl.l'Zljli:::~'Zlj~l:::'l'(l1:::')1 ~Zlj~'Ol~·~~:::~·Zlj~l:::'l1 ~1 Ol~Cl.l·~~:::·~·3J·~~Zlj'Zl]~1 
~l·1:.1· g fas~·3:1Z1]·~~·c31l·~~') 31l·qryZ1]·~·~·~~1 
~~'1:.1' g ~Zlj' t::l~~· ~Zlj~' Zlj~l:::'l1 ~:::~· ~Zlj' ~· Zlj~Zlj' '?!' ~· 5:)~1 ~l· ~~:::· Ol~Cl.l' a50l' t::l~~· 1:.1' ~l1 

~'Ol'Zl]~01·~·Zlj~Cl.l'~~·Uil1 ~~·~·q~~·~·Zljry~·Zl]ry~·l~:::~·~·~l1 
~l·q g if.lOl·ffi·Cl.lZ1]~1 ~~·~~·~·Zlj·~s~·~·:::J·l~~·~l1 

~~·1:.1· g ~Cl.l·~·l01~·q·~~·~Zl]~·Zl]~·c~Zl]~·!:.l·)~Cl.l·Cl.lZl]'~~·Cl.l·~Cl.l·ErZ1]~01·~·rCl.l·5l·~~01·~~·q~~·~· 
l~:::·1 l~~:::~· 5· 01' Zlj~01· ~~:::· Cl.l' !::11:::' ~~· ~~· ~~· 01ffil· ~~· Zlj~Ol' as~· 5· q' · t::J~~· ~~· Zlj~Ol' ~~· 

5Cl.l'~Zlj·~~'!:.l'Zlj~l:::'l~~·~l1 
~l'!:.l' g &Zlj~·~·Zlj~l:::'1 t::l~Zlj~'Zljl~·~~Zlj~·~ 
~~·q g Zlj'~~·~q~1 
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Translation 

Doctor 
Patient 
Doctor 
Patient 
Doctor 
Patient 
Doctor 

What seems to be the problem? (lit. with what are you ill?) 
My head and the joints of all my limbs are hurting. 
Does your food taste as it usually does? 
No, food has no taste. Right after I eat, I feel sick. 
Open your mouth and put out your tongue. Is your throat sore? 
When I swallow anything, my throat hurts a little. 
Show me your arm. I'm just going to take your pulse. You've caught a cold. 
Here's some medicine for three days. If you take it, you'll certainly get better. 

Patient 
Doctor 

How should I take these medicines, doctor? 
You should take three of these red pills after breakfast in lukewarm boiled water. 
In the evening, before going to bed, you should make a decoction with this pill. 
Then after you've gone to bed, you should cover yourself with a warm blanket in 

Patient 
Doctor 

111 11rr·~·~· Ill 

order to sweat. 
Thank you, goodbye. 
Goodbye. 

34.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~.:1\1 

~ll:.l' n~pa 
~or~~ n9;mkyun ~.:~\·~~· ng9:rky~n 

~·as~· to(p)ca' 

~~·"'1~' kangla' 

~~~·~~· tshTkshi 

1::1~· thang 

~"'1·~~· ngu:na' 

~"'1·~· rl:pu 

~·~~· tsaman 
~~·q·~~·q sowa rj]<pa 

~· tsa ~~· ~· chaktsa (H) 

~~.:1\'Fz::J' serkap 
3l·z::J<fl.\' metsa 

~~·q· manpa 

~ry~·~ry~· tantan 

~~·~~· shlna' 
S,z:;,·l.\~3-1' thrgncam 

~· n9: ~~· nyung (H) 

~~·3l.:l\' + "'1~' kyukmer l§:ng 

~~·q + 4.:1\' kyukpa shor 

F' + ~z:;,~~· kha t§:ng 

~"'l'~l~~· + ~~~· sh~:tang nang (H) 

(n.) patient 

( n.) usual, customary 

(n.) food 

(n.) limb 

(n.) joint 

(n.) pill for decoctions 

(n.) sweat 

(n.) pill 

(n.) medicinal herb 

(n.) medicine 

(n.) pulse, vein, nerve 

(n.) "golden needle", a type of acupuncture 

(n.) moxibustion 

(n.) doctor, physician 

(adv.) certainly, surely 

(adv.) only now, from now on 

(adj.) warm 

(v.) [inv., A] ill (to be) 

(v.) [inv., A] to feel ill 

(v.) [inv., A] to vomit 

(v.) [vol., E] to open one's mouth 

(v.) [vol., E] to open one's mouth 



CEO-J'tr + ~~· champa ky9:' 

0-l~~·a;O-J' + t::l~~· kQ:cam sh~' (H) 

ry~·~~~· + ~~· takdi' ch~' 
~q·~~· + ~~· shlmcu' ch~' 
~'\' tj_r 

3:l~·mr 

5~ thr9:' lZ::::~"th§;ng' (H) 

111~111 
34.3 Remarks 1.\§l~·q-9~1 

Lesson 34- .ijz:::rffi~· i~ 

(v.) [inv., E] to catch cold 

(v.) [inv., E] to catch cold 

(v.) [vol., E] to examine 

(v.) [vol., E] to do research 

(v.) [vol., EA] to make a decoction 

(v.) [vol., EA] to swallow 

(v.) [inv., A] to get better, recover 

34.3.1 The connective ~z::::·~ khgng-la "before" 

345 

This connective is associated with the verb in the past tense form. The verb itself must be 

d db . 165 prece e y a negation. 

Ex.: Z::::'O-l'~~·~z::::·~·~~·ilj'l.\~·~~·~~~·3:l~·~~~·ffi'\·~~~·~~1 
"I really must finish this work before going." 

~~· '\Z::::'0-1'~~0-l"~Z::::'~'~~·~·~~0-1'0-lffi~·~~~· ~~1 
"You should take three pills before sleeping." 

34.3.2 The connectives~~·~· c~'-la "after" and ~~~·~·sh~'-la "after'' 

These connectives accompany the verb in the past tense. Moreover, the verb is nominalized 
with the suffix c_r -pa and takes the genitive case. 

Ex.: fZ::::' ~~·~iljl.\'3:1 ~·~~z::::·q~·~~·~· E:l~·~~~·~~z::::·q·~~1 

"After holding a discussion, they reached a decision." 

~t::l'l.\~'t::l~~·q~·~~~·~·~~~·~~·~~·~~·~·~·q·~~1 
"After reading this book, he understood the situation." 

34.3.3 The connective s~·ch~' 

This has the same meaning as the ablative~~ -na' in its connective function (that is, when

na' is used after a verb). This usage exists only in the spoken language. 

Ex.: ~~· '\z::::·~~O-J·s~·5~·~~·~~·qo~~z::::·~~~·~~1 
"After you go to bed, you have to sweat." 

r·~~·~~·CJ·~·s~~·q=:J~·s~·~c;~·~O-l·E:l'\'t::l?Z::::'S~·q~~·~·~~1 

"When they've eaten well, they sit and sing Tibetan operatic songs." 

165. The connective "before" is associated with the negation in various languages. This is the case for example in 
Literary French: "avant que+ negation". 
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Ill ·;-·;r·,· Ill 
34.4 Exercises ~z:;·a:;o.;1 

34.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. How long have you been ill? 

2. I often have headaches. 

3. After taking the medicine, he sweated heavily. 

4. May I take (lit. look at) your pulse? 

5. How should these pills be taken? 

6. When she sees raw meat, she feels ill. 

7. One should not drink tea before going to bed. 

34.4.2 Translate into English: 

7) f't::::'ooOl'r:.J't:J~z::r:5z:;·iJ.Jz:;·&z::r~·Ol·~z:;,J 

q) z:;~·l~"'l'~Ul~·o.;~·1:1~'1:j~'~~·qSJo.;1 

i) ~~"'l'~'Ol'Olffil',t::::'"'l'~'l01'l~~·l~~·qryz:;·~~~·~o.;t::::·1 

~) F"'' ~·~~~·,·~·0-l·Ol·?::Jq~·,z:;·O-l·t::::· ~~·l,~·a:J "'1' 1~Yl,~·ilj'l1 
1.\) gj t:l':;j't:l' ~~"~t::::·~~z:::rOl·~o.;·,t::::·"-1·~· oo'Olt::::'c:l · q~z::r~t::::'1 

v) UJ'~'Ol'§~·,t::::·"'l't:l~Ol'~'Ul~'q'q'?"''l,~·~l1 

.v) z:;·~·~·~a_·~t::::·"'l·~o.;·~z:;·c;"'l·"'l~·q~ 01~·s~·?::Jq~·~~1 

~) z:;· ooOl'r:.J't:l~t:l· :5t::::'S ·q· fj~·qc;~ 

34.4.3 Answer the following questions: 

7) ql·~o.;·~·~~·q~·~·~l1 

q) ql·~·~~·q·~~·r:_Ja_·o.;t::::·"'l·~o.;·r:_J~·o.;l·r:_J·O-l·~·~s~·~·q~~·l~l~l·~·~l1 

i) ql·~o.;·~~~·~·~·~·~·ilj'l·~l1 
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* 34.5 Civilization ~~·~~E:::'J 

Tibetan medicine. 

This is a traditional medical system based on plants, minerals and certain animal products. 

Diagnosis is performed by examining the patient's pulse and, less commonly, his or her urine. 

Before and during the examination the doctor asks the patient questions that reveal aspects of 

temperament, daily habits, and living conditions. Medicinal herbs (tsamiin ~p:!~') are gathered at 

specific times of year, and are subjected to meticulous processing. The compound treatments are 

in the form of pills, decoctions and powders. Tibetan doctors also practice moxibustion (metsa ~· 
t:::la'r.l._'), a form of acupuncture (serkhap ~~:1\'ft::l'), as well as massage. 

The essentials of Tibetan medicine are contained in a treatise entitled "Gyiizhi" (~~· t::l~') 
and its numerous commentaries. Tibetan medicine works slowly, but is reputed to be particularly 

effective in the treatment of certain conditions such as hepatitis, ulcers, chest complaints and 

cerebral congestion. 

Medical diagram for treating goiters 



Lesson 35 lz::ra)~· i~ 

"Illness" 

• Causative and resultative verb pairs. 

~-'· . of CD II • Tr. 1 

35. 1 a Dialogue ~·z:::r~~·12.1~1 

~·~· g ~·a)~·l2.1·~~·~~·z:::~·gJO-l'~~·~·a)·~·~~z:::·~z:::·~·~:~\stlr~·~~~·~~1 til~·~~1 ~0-1·~·~~· 
~~~·l,~·~lz:rc~~;z:r~~~) 1~~·c:r~·~@l·~~·q~·c~~·q~·)~0-1·~·~~~·~~·~·urz:::·1 
~~·q~·~~~~~·c~~t:::·) ~·~z:::·l2.1·~ry~·~ry~·urz:,,~·~l1 

~'t:l::Jt:::' g Ull'l' Uil1 ~~· ~·l&lt:::~· ~~· fZ:::'lt:::' ~~· ~· ~~· fZ:::' ~~~· ,. Ull' ~l1 z:::· ~~~· a:J· ~· 
~~~·~~·~·U1~·~·~·Uiz:::·z:::~1 

~·~· g l·~·~z:::·~l1 ::JO-J'z:_J'~'t:4~·~~1 fit:::'~t:::'t:4'~~·~~'12.1'~~~~·~1 a:J·~·~~·o,J·~~~· 
~~·~·~·~~~·~~12.1'~ 

~'t:l::Jt:::' g ~~1 ~·~12.1·~z:::·l·~·Uiz:::·1 

~·~· g ~~1 t:4·~~·~~·a:r·~·~~·urz:::·~~curz:::·~·~~~) 
~·~::Jt:::' g ~· ~~· 12.1~~1 t:::' ~~~· ~· ~z:::· ~~· ~· ~l· ~~z:::· ~~· q• ~~~· ~~1 z:::~· ~~~· q· ~~· 

f7~·;5·cf7~·;50-1·)~~·c:r·~z:::·~·~~~ 
r·~·z:r g ~z:::·~~~·~·~l1 ~~·c:r·~l·~·a:r·~~·~z:::·12.1·U1~·4~ ~.l,z:::·~·~z:::·12.1·~~·~·~l1 
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Translation 

Dorje 

Lobzang 

Lobzang 

Lobzang 
Dorje 
Lobzang 

The driver 

ttii:::B 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

I went to the hot springs, and that gave me another bout of rheumatism. It 
seems to be getting better now. Still, I'd better see a doctor, although there isn't 
likely to be one in this part of Dhagpo. Even if there isn't one here, there's 
bound to be one in Tsethang. 
Oh, for sure. Tsethang has both a public and a private hospital. Perhaps we 
should wait for a car. 
Good idea. Let's cross the bridge and sit under that tree. We can make some 
tea before a car comes. 
Oh, I doubt that there'll be time to make tea! 
Hey, there's a car coming this way. 
Excuse me Miss, could you give us a lift to Tsethang? My friend isn't very 
well. 
Sure. If you're not feeling well, come on into the car. We'll be in Tsethang this 
evening. 

CD II • Tr. 2 

35.1 b Text ~ar5:1~ 

ur~·~~·q~·~~·1 

~11 ~· ~· ~ ~· q~· ~~· q~· ~~· (l.l' 31' a)~·~~· q ·~~· Ull' q' l~'1 ~~· q· t4~' 0-1~' (l.l' ~· Ull' 0-1' ~l1 
~·~·~~·q~·r·!"l.l·O-l~·~::z:::·~~·q'7~·l~~·q~O-l·~~·~~·'ff::z:::· 31·ffi~·~~·~·"\~O-l·~~·~~·q~·O-ll"\.!"l.l'"\~·r~·sl·~· 

Ui'l·~l1 ~'O-l'~~·~~·q·~~·~·~::z:::·qj·i:i)·~·~1 ~l·::z:::~·~~''ff::l\'~'z::]~~·~~·q~·O-ll"\'!"l.l'~·~·~~~·,~· 
~q~·~·Ui'l·~·~~·c.r~l1 ~·~~·~~·q~·O-ll"\'!"l.l':JJl'lO-l::z:::·::z:::·c~:~::t::')O-l~·q·~~·~~ ~~·~·0-1·r·4~·~· 
!::1~~·~~1 l·~ ~· z::J~~~· ffi;:z:::· 0-1' ~~· ~· !"l.lz::J' c.r ~l1 31· ~~· ~0-1~· !"l.l' 0-1~' !"l.l' ~· ~~~· @' Ui'l· q·~·~~·ar 
~ry~~·~·0-1·~~·1 ~·~·~~·q·~~·qo;o~·::z:::~·~l1 O-l~'(l.l'~'"\~~·&qoq·l2l·;:z:::~·~l1 l·~~·q·~~· 
z::J~0-1·~~·~·~·~·0-l~'~'(l.l'~~·~·"\~~~·~~~·~~~·~·q4l'~~·~·~~·(l.l~~·~·~·l~·~1 ~~·~~~·~~·~~· 
~~~·~~·q;o::z:::·~~·~·(l.lq·qo~l1 ~·O-l·~~~·~~·(l.l·~·~~·rs~·~~·~~·(l.1·~~·~~· 31·a)~·~~·~·~::z:::·~~ll.l·~~· 

=:Jz::]·~~·~~1 ~·~~·r·(l.l~'z::]=:J~·ffi::z:::·q~·~~·!"l.l1 ~z::]'~~·l~·q~(l.1·~~~·~~~·~~~·1 ~·:a,ll.l·ll.l·~~· 

~~·~·"\~·~·q·~~·q~::z:::·~·5:l~·~·q4l'~~·~~·~·"\t:i'O-l'q·~~·q~·~~·q~::z:::·q·~l1 t"-l't4~·~·~1 ~~· 
~·q~::z:::·~~·~·~·~~~·~·~·~~·q·l~'1 ~·~~·~~·~·~·~·q~~·q~·:a,ll.l'!"l.l'~'~~·~·~·q~~·l~~·~l·~·q4l't:J' 
~l1 c.rt4·~·~l'E.l~·~l·~~·~·~·(l.1~~1 ~·"\s~·~·q~~~·~·31·4·~·0-l·~l·q~·~·(l.lz::]'q'~l1 ~·~~1 
F'4~·4·c.r~~·c~~)Ui'~·~~1(Ui'~·~·"\~~) F'4~·s~·q·~~·U1~·~~1 F'4~·~·"\~~~·31·l~~·c.r,~~· 
~~~·~~~·~·O-l::z:::·~~·~(l.l·~~·l~~~·q·~·O-lr~·~~·Ui'~·~~·~·q4l·q·~l1 31·a)~·~~·q·t4~1 l·~·(J.la_· 

O-l::l\'~~·~(l.l'~~·l~~~·qo~·@'::l\~'5:1~·~·q4l'~~·~·~·!"l.l'O-l::l\'~~·~~·~l·qol~·1 ~·~~·~·~::z:::·~~·~~'"'l' 
?!l~·~~·q·~l11 

\ 
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Translation 

"A story of Akhu Tonpa" 

In Akhu Tonpa's valley there was a rich family. The father of this family was bald. Akhu 
Tonpa thought of a way to fool him. Every day he would pass in front of this family's door on his 
way to the lower end of the valley. One day the rich man asked him, "Hey, Akhu, why do you go 
to the lower end of the valley every day?" Akhu anwered, "There are a lot of bald people in the 
lower end of the valley. I have been planting hair on their heads for a few days, but I haven't 
finished yet." The rich man thought, "Until today, I've never heard about planting hair on heads. 
Akhu Tonpa is really clever. It is extraordinary to be able to plant hair. Well that is great!" Then, 
he asked: "Akhu, please could you plant hair on my head too?'' Akhu answered, "Sure I will! I'll 
come the day after tomorow." Two days later, Akhu went to their house and the family served 
him an excellent meal. After he had eaten, Akhu told the father, "Father, please wash your head 
while I sharpen the awl." Then he pulled out a big awl and began to grind it. The father asked 
Akhu, "Why are you sharpening the awl?" "I plant one hair in each of the spots where I stick the 
awl in," he replied. The father got terribly frightened and asked, "If you stick the awl in like that, 
don't people die?'' "Well some die, some recover and some abandon the idea and offer me (as 
compensation) a pat of butter." The father of this family said, "I am also going to offer you a pat 
of butter." He gave a pat of butter to Akhu, who took it back home with him. 

Ill ,.F·9·c::· Ill 

35.2 Vocabulary ~9·9~;z:;1 

F·~·q· khalopa 

a.J·l33c::~· mj_mang 

~;z:;· k~r 
9~c::· sh!:!ng 

~1·9~c::· sTshung 

"\~·q;z:;· tgpar 1:\~·q;z:;· tjpar (L) 

~·i£~· chutsan 

r9'41' thrakshe' 

~·a)· ni:!tsa ~c::·9~· nyungshi (H) 

4c::·~c::· shTngtong 

~z::::·~r nyungku ~c::·~· nyungpu (L) 

211133;z:;·;z:;· lamarra ~·~;z:;· cTter (L) 

3.1;z:;·~9· mi:!r tr6' 

~a..J·~a..·~·c£· thr!:!mpu: ni:!tsa 

~z::::·~·~·c£· nyTng-ki ni:!tsa 

~·~1'1ona' 
a..J$~·qa.,·~·c£· chTnpa: ni:!tsa 

3.1~~·~1· ts~na' 
~z::r thrj_p 

(n.) driver 

(n., adj.) people, public 

(n.) private 

(n.) government 

(n.) government 

( n.) over there 

( n.) hot spring 

(n.) blood pressure 

(n.) illness 

(n.) tree 

(n.) awl 

(n.) bald 

(n.) pat ofbutter 

(n.) rheumatism, arthritis 

( n.) heart disease 

(n.) lung disease, pneumonia 

(n.) liver disease, hepatitis 

(n.) leprosy 

(n.) cerebral stroke 
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!'l.l'~~· l~tu' 

~~~·r_r rgkpa 

o;;·a5·t::Jryz::::· n~tsa tang 

?1z::::·~~·t::Jryz::::·~o;;z::::· nyungshi tangnang 

~~· k~/ ~t::J~·~~·~o;;z::::· phe'ku' nang (H) 

~l thrT' ~~:~o;;z::::· thrT'-nang (H) 

t::ls:JZ::::' lang 

t::J~o;;· ten 

t::l~!'l.l· ko: 

~!'l.11kho: 
~l'thro' 
s~·~'t::'l'lfo;;· thr~'ngo tan 

Proper nouns 

~·~z::::· tsetang 

u·q:r~o;;·z:.r aku tonpa 

111~111 
35.3 Remarks l-\§j!'l.1't::J4l1 

35.3.1 Causative and resultative verbs 

(n.) mountain sickness 

(n.) friend, companion 

(v.) [inv., AD] to hurt 

(v.) [inv., AD] to hurt 

(v.) [vol., EA] to wait 

(v.) [vol., EA] to drive, lead 

(v.) [vol., EA] to raise, cause (caus.) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to consult, visit 

(v.) [vol., EA] to boil (caus.) 

(v.) [inv., A] to boil (res.) 

(v.) [inv., A] to get used to, to endure 

(idiom.) to show signs of getting better 

Tsethang (town) 

Akhu Tonpa (folktale character) 

There is an ancient morphogical verb opposition in Tibetan which corresponds to a cau

sative derivation. This morphological opposition has generated verb pairs: a causative verb, both 

transitive and volitional, is derived
166 

from a basic verb which is usually both intransitive and non

volitional. This basic verb stem is referred to here as the resultative form. 

The two verbs that comprise each pair are phonetically very close, and in most cases their 

pronunciation differs only in terms of tone or aspiration. 

The causative derivation is essential in many Tibet-Burman languages as well as in Clas

sical Tibetan (with over 200 verb pairs) and in some archaic dialects of Amdo, but in Central 

Tibetan and in the Standard Spoken language, it applies only to a few dozen verbs. 

Ex.: t::l<i~' ca' "to break" (caus.), cx;~· cha' "to break" (res.); ~!'l.l' nya' "to lay" (caus.), 

'?!'l.l'ny~: "to lie" (res.); t::l'1~' ka' "to stop" (caus.), !.\~~· k~' "to stop" (res.); t::ls:JZ::::~· lang' "to 

raise" (caus.), !'l.lZ::::' l~ng "to rise" (res.); ~ry'~'tor "to scatter" (caus.), !.\~~·thor, "to scatter, 

be scattered" (res.); ~!'l.l' ko: "to boil" (caus.), ~!'l.l'kho: "to boil" (res.);~~· kor "to stir, 

166. Many of the causative verbs were formed by a morpheme "s" attached to the verb. This is still visible in the 
Tibetan orthography: 'khol (resultative) > skol (causative), nyal (res.) > snyal (caus.), lang (res.)> slang (caus.), 'khor 
(res.)> skor (caus.), etc. 
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tum" (caus.), 12..f~' khor "to stir, tum" (res.); z::Jry~· ton "to take out" (caus.), ~~· thgn 

"to go out" (res.); Z'.:lz::J' phap "to bring down, take down" (caus.), 12..z::Jz::J' Pi!P "to descend, 

get down" (res.); 'ffi ~· trg: "to free" (caus.), §f ~· thrg: "to be freed" (res.); 

lS~'d3:: "to tear" (caus.), ~~· r~: "to tear" (res.); z::J'3l' di' "to cut" (caus.), 05l'cha' "to be 

cut" (res.), etc. 

Compared to the basic resultative stem, the causative always has an additional argument 

corresponding to an intentional agent performing the action. 

If the resultative is intransitive, the causative is transitive. 

If the resultative is transitive, the causative is ditransitive (see the examples below) 

It emerges from the above that all the causative verbs are transitive and volitional since 

they imply an agent is intentionally performing an action on an object or a patient. Resultative 

verbs are usually intransitive and non-volitional. 

Ex.: E:l'"1'1:.l'a5l'~Z:::::'1 resultative: "The rope broke." 

[the rope got cut by itself, without any intentional cause] 

fZ:::::',~'E:!'"1'1:.l'z::J'3l'~Z:::::'1causative: "He cut the rope." 

[an agent cut the rope intentionally] 

f1~·~·as'"1'z::J~'"1 resultative: "The pane broke." 

[ the pane broke by itself, without any intentional cause] 

~·~·€€~·f1~·~'z::J'3'"1'~Z:::::'1causative: "The children broke the pane." 

[ the children intentionally broke the pane] 

3.1'~·a.f~·z::J~l'z::J~'"1 resultative: "The prayer wheel is still spinning." 

[Nobody is now making it spin, it spins by itself] 

~·a:~'"1~·~~·3.1·~·z::J~~·~z:::::· resultative: "The old lady has turned the prayer wheel." 

[ An agent has intentionally turned the wheel] 

8l·~·~~·z::J~'"1 resultative: "The letter is tom." 

rc::::·,~·8l·~·~~·l:.l·~l1 causative: "He tore the letter (intentionally)." 

Certain resultative intransitive verbs may, in some cases, allow the use of an unintentional agent. 

Ex.: [flz:::::·,~·8l·~·~a:t·z::J~'"1 "He tore [res.] the letter (unintentionally)." 

~·~·€€~·fia:~·~·a;'"1'z::J~'"1 "The children broke [res.] the pane (unintentionally)." 

However, this construction is rather rare in Standard Spoken Tibetan. Some speakers prefer 

to use other constructions such as the sentence below which has a similar meaning: 
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"Because the children were not careful, the pane broke." 

The resultative verbs include a few intransitive volitional and transitive volitional forms. In 

such cases, the corresponding causative verbs have a supplementary actant that itself acts on 

another agent. 

Ex.: ~p~:rr·~~·,~·~·z~rirf~·~·~l1 
"The child herself put on [res.] her chuba." 

""l'OJ~··~r~·~· ~·~·~~·~·~l1 
"The mother put the chuba on [caus.] the child."

167 
(ditransitive) 

~·~,~·~~·&z::r~·~·"'~, 

"The old lady can't get up [res.]." 

~~·~·~,~·l::l~~~·~·t!l~1 

"I helped the old lady to get up [caus.]." 

Causative and resultative verbs can appear in the same sentence. The causative puts empha

sis on the cause of the process and the effort of the agent in performing the action, while the 

resultative verb is concerned only with the result or the consequence of that action. Such con

structions may therefore be translated by using the verbs "to succeed", "to manage", "can" or 

other modal expressions. 

These constructions which frequently occur in the literary language also appear in the 

spoken language. 

Ex.: 1::1~,~·~~· a;~·~'r<JI::l'~~·liE~·~~·I::ll::l~·~ ~·~·1 

"After the ngagpa had (performed a ritual to) make rain fall, rain did indeed fall!" 

"This cloth is very strong, I can't tear it!" (lit. however much I [try to] tear it it won't tear) 

The following examples are taken from literary texts: 

OJ'9~·~0J~~·~·a1·~1::l·~~·~q~·~·"'~, 

"Even if one rubs, one cannot rub out the undrawn lines on the heart." [caus.: ~1::1· res.: 

~1::1'] 

~~·~~·~OJ~'I::l~~·l::l~'OJ'~~·~·~·,~~·~~·I::l~~·l::l~~·~·?4~ 

"If you try to control your own mind inside and you don't succeed, then what's the use of 

catching somebody else's body outside." [caus.: t::'l~~·res.: ~~·] 

167. The verb skon belongs to the literary or formal register. In the conversational language, the verb g.yogs is used 
instead. 
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r~·,·Ol~'r~·~·~~·~·,~·~, ur~;CJ·s·q·~,·,~·qry,·CJ~'3l'~,.CJ'~1 

"[Once], he [saw] a mouse trying to move a turquoise that was on his mandala. But the 
mouse could not lift the jewel on its own, so ... " [caus.: qry,·res.: ~,.] 

Ill ·r·n-·'1· Ill 
35.4 Exercises ~ ~· ffi~1 

35.4.1 Tell the story of Akhu Tonpa in your own words. 

35.4.2 Translate into English. 

:.>) ~~;~·3l·ffi~·3l~·s·,ry~·sl·~·~~iCJ~1 

q) fB,'4l'31~·~31·~~, ~·~·31~·r:r·~q~·~~·~·~·31·~c~:~~·s~·CJ·~l1 

~) ~~·~·q~~·~a,·l·~~·~~·3l·~~·1 

~) l,-~·l,.,~l·rs,·,·3)·~~, F·~,·Ula,·~·5,~·~·~q·~·3)·~, 

") ~·~~·~f~'z:]'5l·~a,· ffil·31·~~·1 

35.4. 3 Choose the causative or resultative verb according to the context. 

z:l'5,. a;,· z:]'1,. ~,,. ~~· ~~· ,ry~· ~~~· ~~· ~~· z:l'5l' a5l' q~· ~~· 

:.>) ~,~'CJ'z:]~z:]·~~·4~·~· ( ) ~~·1 

q) 3ll'CJ' ( ) ~~·~l'a5'z:l4l·~q·~·3l·~~, 
~) rr:::·,~·~· ( ) ~~·~·q~~·~~·1 
~) r~·,~·~·~·~~·q~,·~~ .. ~· ( ) ~~·1 

") ~·~,~·~~· Ol'f' ( ) ~·~~, 
(!) r~·,~·~·q~~·~~·~,.CJ. ( ) ~~·1 

<V) 't!j3l'~·~~·~~·'5·~,. ( ) CJ'Ul~1 
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+ 35.5 Civilization ~t!j't!j~c::·1 

Sky burials 
Several types of funeral are practiced in the Land of Snows. The preservation of remains 

(mardung lo.:~;:z;;· tlj~C::') was traditionally practiced in the case of kings and high lamas. A thousand 

years ago interment seems to have been quite widespread, and archaeological research in various 

parts of Tibet has indeed revealed many burial sites and stone tombs. 

In modem times, burial is still performed in certain rare cases, especially if the cause of 

death is a contagious disease, or in the case of possession by "demonic powers" before death, or 

in the case of infants. Dead bodies may even sometimes be cast into rivers (chusham ~'t!]4o.:l~') 

and "offered" to the fish. Cremation (jinsek ~Oi;· ~,~·) is practiced in areas where wood is 

abundant. When it is not the case, cremation is practiced only for high lamas and officials. The 

type of funeral that is selected frequently depends on astrological calculations. 

The commonest form of funeral throughout Central Tibet, however, is sky burial or jhator 

(~'ttj"i]::Z::.'), literally "scattering to the birds". The dead body is hacked up by a corpse-cutter or 

tomdiin (~z:::l~'~Oi;') who summons the vultures to feast on the remains when he has done his work. 

The dismemberment is usually attended by a lama or monk, who recites prayers for the deceased. 

Close relatives generally do not attend the occasion, since the process can obviously be quite an 

ordeal to watch. Sky burial is well adapted to both the environment and culture of Tibet. The 

dearth of wood and the fact that the ground is frozen hard for much of the year present difficulties 

for cremation and interment. Another advantage of dismemberment is that the body disappears 

quickly- in about half an hour- into the Tibetan sky, whereas burial involves slow decompo

sition and being eaten by worms and insects. Traditionally, bodies should be disposed of as soon 

as possible after death to prevent the namshe (~o.:~·~~'), the consciousness, of the deceased from 

returning and trying to reinvest its mortal remains. 

I 



"The Tibetan New Year" 

Grammar aims z::Jc;·~~i~,·qf\·l5l,~·ffi~J 

• The norninalizer ~Cll' so:. 

• The aspectual auxiliary ffi~ tshar "to finish". 

• The purposive connective ffil·~· chetu "in order to". 

~1 !::l::!J'4~·z::J~·~,~·E"1'Y~OJ·~,~1 ~·OJ·z::J,·~·~·FOJ~·z::J=ac:::·1 ,ry~·~·z::J~'z::J'~z::J·q~·4, 

"Best wishes for good fortune, may Mother have good health and happiness." 
(New Year's greeting) 

tlii::S CD II • Tr. 3 

36.1a Text ~OJ·ti:l, 

~11 ~~·OJ'~ l. Cll' ill·,~~·,. ,-c:::· Cll' ~ ~· ffi~· ~,. url· ~l1 ~~; 5lc:::· Cll'l~· ,ry~· ~~· ~· 05l ~l1 
~~·ffi~·~·~l·~·z::J~.,~~·qf\·ffi~·~·~Il~·Cll·of!Cll·~·trrl·~l1 ~a.,·~·OJ·~~·,c:::·~~OJ·lc:::·,ry~·$,.$,. 
,. 05l' ~l1 ,ry~· $,·~·ill·~c:;:·qf\·,,~.lz::JC:::'z::J~' ~l·~Cll·~,.,. (~Cll'z::Jf\')ffil·~· ~l1 l·,·~c:::·z::J~~· 
~a-r c£c:::·~c:::·Cll·~f\· c~c:::·)l~· &,. ~&c:::· ,. ~l1 l~· &,·~c:::·Cll·~~·OJ·lc:::·~·lc:::·FOJ' ~·lc:::·~·q~·lc:::'z::JCll'Cll' 
~,~·q·~,.,.~l1 ,Cll.~l·5l·~,.,.&,·qf\·~c:::·Cll·~·q~·~~·qti:l~·~·~·F·c£·r:r·trrl·qf\·ry,~·~l·~~·~,. 

l~'1 ,(.!.1. ~l· FOJ' ~· ~~·q· til~·~· 5l· ~·ill· ,~~·q{\·~c:;:· Cll'FOJ~' z::J;;:JC:::' r:r. trrc:::· ~,.,.cure:::· z::Jf\')ry ,~. ~l· ~~· ~ Cll' 
url~l1 

~~'OJ' ill·,~~·~·~· OJ'lC:::' r:r· ~~·~,~· ,~. (~,~'1::3). ~· r:r ·~~· 5l· a)c:;:• ~.~A,·~· ~:!]OJ' Cll' ~~·l'l]~' ~~· 
(.\z::J,·lc:::·~~·~,·~·l,.Cll.z::J4l·q·$,.,.~l1 ~·Cll·ry~·~Cll·z::J;;ac:::·r:r·~·,·~l ~~·l'l]~·~~·~,·c~~·z::J·) 

~·~·~l·~·~·~Cll'~z::J·~~·~·~OJ':!]C:::~·,~,·~l1 ~,~.,~·~·r:r·~~·~c:::·z::J~Cll'!::l3C:::~1 ~·~~·~·OJ~' 
lc:::· F' =a~· !::1~,. ,. ~l1 ill·,~~·~· OJ' ,~~·1::31 ~c:::· ~·~·OJ' ,~OJ·q· Cll' ~,. 'l]~·l~· ~,. !::1~,. ,. ~l1 
~·~~·z::J~C:::'z::J rye:::· (',VJC:::'),'~l1 
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CD II • Tr. 4 

36. 1 b Dialogue ~·t::r~~r"'l~l 

~·ar· g 1::]~·4~·t.:]~·iil,~·~·F33~·t.:l="~·1 
Z'4'1:.1' g (l.l'Ol~·~l·~~·"'l''?"'l'~~·~~·l',rt.:]~(l.l'~~·t.:]~,~·~~·~~l 

~·ar· g t.:l,-17-l·~~·~OJ·q·l~·a)·q·~,·,~~·~~·l l·~~·l·~·t.:l,-17-l'~~·~~·"-l .. ~·~Ol·l~·~~·~·~·s,~· 
t.:]!~'t.:]<i, 

Z'4'1:.1' g ,='!t.:l'~~·Ol't.:lry~·,-~·"'l·~~·t.:l~t.:l'l:.l~J 

~·ar· g ~~·t.:]~t.:]·ffi~J 

Z'4'1:.1' g l·~l·~~·~~·ffi,·ffi,·5:)~·1:.1~J 
~·ar· g 1'.1,~·5:l~l 
Z'4'1:.1' g l's~·~·~Ol~·ffi~·"'l·t.:l~,~·:!J"'l't.:lry~· (,ry~·),~·~~l 

Auspicious Offering 
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Translation 

In the past, in Tibet, there used to be a festival, [just] before the New Year. It was called 
Gutor. This festival was celebrated on the twenty-ninth day of the twelfth month. Throughout the 
day cham [monastic dance] was performed and torma were burned. The destruction of the torma 
was aimed at neutralizing the negative karma and the obstacles of the old year. Within families 
[on the occasion of the Gutor], people always drink "soup of nine ingredients". In the soup, they 
put [inside the dumplings] peas, pebbles, wool, peaches and chili, among other things. It is tradi
tionally said that if you find a chili in the soup, it's a sign that you have a sharp tongue. If you find 
a peach, it shows that you will enjoy good health in the coming year. 

In the past, early in the morning on the first day of the year, the character called driikar would 
come to the doors of houses and say things about his mask and staff. This was considered to be 
auspicious. Driikar is a feature of Tibetan dramatic art. 

Early on [New Year's] morning, people drink hot chang, then make offerings of tsampa-and
butter dough and fried pastry. On the second or third day of the New Year they raise prayer flags 
on the roof and make fumigation offerings [by burning juniper]. 

Daughter 
Father 
Daughter 

Father 
Daughter 
Father 
Daughter 
Father 

111~·F·~·~·111 

Best wishes for the New Year and good health! 
Did your mother bring you hot kondiin in bed? 
She brought me a nice hot kondiin. What's more, this year she put plenty of 
cheese and molasses in the kondiin. 
Did you wash before putting on your nice clothes? 
Yes, I had a wash! 
So are you ready to go? 
Yes. 
Well then, let's go and sit in the living room [for the ceremony]. 

36.2 Vocabulary %~·~~:::.;1 

l~·~ry:::z· kb:!tor 

~·~Ill' kyQtsa: 

~·~·~·01:::.;· thrgso chemar 

kh~'wang 

(n.) ceremony of the last day of the year 

(n.) art 

(n.) arrangement of :flour and butter for the New 

Year 

(n.) model, of varying size and complexity, 

usually made of dough decorated with co

loured butter, used in several propitiatory or 

exorcistic rituals 

(n.) dish of sweetened rice with potentilla tubers 

(n.) karmic interdependence; propitious conca-

tenation of events; ceremony related to this 

(n.) sign, mark, symbol 

(n.) sheep head, New Year's dish 

(n.) monastic ritual dance 

(n.) calamity, obstacle 
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q~·a:>r:;; ph§.rca' 

l~'&,. k!,:!tU' 

CJ~~·~~· kontan 

~~·01· tranma 

~·q~· sTpan ~,~·fi'l'(H) c9:kp6' 
q~· ph~: 

El'~o:r ph!:,!ram 

f'c£·C5· kha tsha:po c;~·c£·C5· sh~: tshapo (H) 

~q,· p§.' c;~·~q,· sh~pa' (H) 

~~·~,. ph~rkyu' 
~·31~· chemar 

f'=:!~' khapsa' ';~·:::~~· sh~psa' (H) 

~·31·~~·,~· nylma nyJ.nkang 

""E:l~'lilJ~' tr~:kar 

ffi,·ffi,· + ~l· chaco' r~· 
~~· khe: 

,::~CJ·~~· + ~~· s§.ptro' pa' + ~~· tra' (L) 

,=:!CJ'~ ~· + CJ ry~· saptr6': tang 

~~· se: 

f§~· + ~,. thru' ky§.' 

c;~·~~· + ,~~· sh~tru' nang (H) 

CJ~,~·:::J~· + CJry~· sh!:!ktra: tang 

,ry-~·~,. + ~,. torkya' ky§.' 

CJ4l't:.J' + ~,shapa ky9:' (H) 

Ill~ Ill 
36.3 Remarks ~§j~·q4l1 

36. 3. 1 The nominalizer ~ ~· SN: 

(n.) obstacle, obstruction 

(n.) soup of nine ingredients 

(n.) kondiin, soup based on chang 

(n.) peas and other pulses 

(n.) chili 

(n.) wool 

(n.) molasses 

(n.) spicy; fig. sharp-tongued 

(n.) mask 

(n.) staff, stick 

(n.) flour and butter dough 

(n.) fried pastry 

(n.) the whole day 

(n.) driikar, masked character, symbol of good 

fortune 

(v.) to be ready 

(v.) [inv., A] to coincide, happen 

(v.) [vol., E] to put on festive clothes 

(v.) [vol., E] to put on festive clothes 

(v.) [vol., EA] to clear, eliminate 

(v.) [vol., E] to wash 

(v.) [vol., E] to wash 

(v.) [vol., E] to be seated 

(v.) [vol., E] to destroy forma 

(v.) [vol., ED] to make a speech (about) 

Like other nominalizers, this one is attached directly to the verb, which takes the present
future form. 

Ex.: ~~·~s~·~~·~ ~·ili'l·~l1 
"This is what we usually say." 

oo~·~El~·~~·,c;~·~~·~s~·,ry-~·~~·ili'l·~l1 

"When we make a chang offering, this is how we usually sing." 
i7'l~·r:s~·El·~~·~,·q·~~·~~·ilj'l·~l1 

"As they say, 'to exchange a horse for a donkey'." (i.e., to make a bad deal) 
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36.3.2 The secondary verb ffi;z;; tshar "to finish" 

The verb ai'::t; tshar belongs to the category of secondary verbs, which occupy the same syn

tactic position as the modal verbs (after the main verb and before the auxiliary). Apart from its 

usual meaning of "to finish", it may also have the adverbial meaning of "already" or "comple

tely", according to context. When it is used in the first person, the verb may be used without an 

auxiliary. 

Ex.: f§~·q~q·ffi::z:;J 

f§~·q~q·ffi::z:;·~r::::·1 

~·o;;~·o;;·a)·5~'ai'::t;'z::l~~ 
~r::::i::z:;r::::·l~~·o;;~·ti•ffi::t;'r.l.,~~·~~1 

"(I've) already washed." 

"(He's) already washed." 

"Then (he) was completely cured." 

"Have you really gone completely crazy?" 

Note: Depending on the context, the adverb "already" may be translated by the auxiliary 

nygng168 ("to have experienced") or by the auxiliary tshar ("to finish"): 

Ex.: ~o;;· ai'::t;] 
r.l.,~·~r::::·1 

"I've already been there" (just a while ago, so I don't need to go again). 

"I've already been there" (to India- it's something I've experienced). 

36.3.3 The connective ffil·~· chetu "in order to" 

This connective is used after nominalized verbs to form purpose clauses. It is an elegant 

construction that also occurs in Literary Tibetan. 

Ex.: ~l·arr.l.,~'&z::l'UJ~·,·ffil·~·~l.~lUJ~·c:f·~r::::·l,-~·~ll 
"In order to go to Tibet, you should learn Tibetan properly." 

~~~~·t:f·ejr::::·t:f·arr::::·UJ~·,·ffil·~·o;;ar~o;;·0l~·~~·lr::::·~:;5r::::·sr(JJ~·t:f·sll,-~·~l1 

"In order to be in good health, you should do take regular exercise and keep clean." 

II ·;-·;r·~· Ill 
36.4 Exercises ~r::::·ffio;;J 

36.4. 1 Translate into Tibetan: 

1. He's already gone to the office. 

2. The rains have already come this year. 

3. Lobzang has already gone to America. 

4. Thubtan has finished writing his book. 

5. Have you ever drunk kondiin? 

6. We're about to finish working. 

168. See 15.3.2. 
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Lesson 37 ~z:::ra:Jo;· ~v 

"The Great Prayer and the 
Full Moon Offering" 

• The construction V+ l:.l' 31':Ell' "not only", "but" 
......... 

~ 
37.1 Text ~31·5:l~ 

CD II • Tr. 5 

~11 ~·~a_·~~·~31·~~·~~·~·4~·~r::::·r·z::r~·q:Elr::::·~~~·~~·~·~·~~·~r::::·q~·q~·q~·5ll·l~a_·~· 
~·~~~·~~~·~~r::::·q~l1 ~·~a_·q'l·~·lr::::·r:ra_·;$~·q~·~~·;$~·q~·q~l·q~·~·t":\~~·,·tfj'l·~l1 ~~· 

~ r::::·l~· q~· ~· q~· ~·l~· q~· ~.l,. !':\~~· ~· ~~·~· ~~· ~31• 1':\~31~· ~· url· ~l1 ~a_·~r::::· ~· ql· ~~r::::·~~·l,. 
~~~· ~· ~~· t:l~~· &~·lr::::·1 ~~ ~· =;:·~~· ~ryr::::· ~~· ( !':\~~· )~· url· ~· 31• :Ell1 ~ ~· ~~·ll. '3~· F~·~~· 
~a_· (~r::::·)~~ ~·e;:·lr::::·1 t:l~~·&~·~·~l·~·l~·~~· ( t":\~~·)31F~·31r::::· r:r. url·~l1 ~ ~·~31 • ~~~· ~~·~r::::· 
~~· (~~·~r::::) ~· ~a_·~31~· !':\~~· ~·lqr::::· a5' a5'ctr::::· ~~· ~r::::~· ~~~· ~~· ~~·~· ~· tfj'l· ~l1 ~ ~· ~31• ~q~· ~· 
~~·l~~· ~~31 • ~.l,. !':\~~· ~~r::::· t:l,t":\. r:rl· ~· ~· ~q· ~~~· ~~r::::· 31F~' ~~· ~· ~31~· ~· ~~· ~~· (~~· qa_')l,. 
t:l4~·~·l31't:l'31':\'t:l~~·,·~l1 ~·~·l~·a5·t:l~~·~a_·~~·~l·sl·~r::::~·~~·~l1 l31't:l'3~·q~~·~a_·~~· 
"'rrr::::· ~~·l,·q4~·~· ~31~·~a_·31ct~·~q·~·~l1 ~·~· ~~·lqr::::·~·~r::::·~·~~·~ ry~·t":\t:lt:l~·~~r::::·~·~~~· ~l1 

~~· 31• q l. ~·lr::::· r:ra_· ffi~· q~· ~a_·l~r::::~· ~·~·~a_· q~· ~ ~· ~r::::· ~· q~· ~· 31ffil· ~· ~~· ~431• sl· ~· ~l1 
31ffil· ~· ~· ~·~· ~~· rs· url· ~a_· 31~· ~~· q~r::::~· (t:l~r::::~· )~· 4· ~~· ~l1 l. ~r::::· ~r::::~· ~~·lr::::· sr::::· ~q· ~31~· 
l~a_ ~· 1':\5' ~· 3l~· ~· ~~~·lr::::'1 q~· ~~· ry ~~· t:l~l1 ~~· ~l· ~· t:l~~1 31&~' ~· ~~· q~· ~·l~· 
'?31~·~~·~·~~~·url·~a_·~~~~·q~~·t":\s·3l~·t":\s·url·~l1 r·4~ .. ~~r::::·El~·qryr::::·~~·t":\~~·~l·sl·&q· 
~· ~l1 s~· ~r::::·l~~·~~·3l·ctr::::· 31''7' ~~·~~·lr::::·~· 31ct~·~·~~·,· c~·qa_·) ~· ~~·rsl·~~·~·~~~~·~·url· 

~l11 
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Translation 

The Great Prayer Festival of Lhasa was established in 1409 by Tsongkhapa Lobzang 
Dhragpa. It is celebrated each year from the fourth to the eighteenth of the first month. Until 
1959, more than twenty thousand monks used to assemble. During this period, not only did the 
government offer soup and tea, but many well-to-do devotees also offered the monks soup, tea or 
money. In the course of the Great Prayer Festival, all the judicial powers of the City of Lhasa 
were handed over to the proctor who presided over the general assembly of Ddipung monastery. 
It was during the Great Prayer Festival that the monks who had studied the five basic subjects [in 
Lhasa] at [one of the] three monastic seats, Drapung, Sera or Gandan, would take their doctorates 
in Buddhist sciences. This was an exam that assessed the study of texts. After their defence, they 
would obtain the title of geshe lharampa. This was instituted by the Fifth Dalai Lama. 

In the past, at the full moon of the first Tibetan month, "offerings of the fifteenth" day were 
presented on the Bharkor. These offerings were made entirely of colored butter. They represented 
the buddhas, bodhisattvas, the eight auspicious signs, the "four harmonious siblings" [the bird, the 
hare, the monkey and the elephant], the seven emblems of royalty, etc. These various effigies all 
had different expressions. Some could be controlled by means of hidden threads, and thus made to 
move. So it was really a particularly refined art that caused general surprise and amazement. 

Philosophical debate 
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111~·F·~·~·111 
37.2 Vocabulary ~~·~~;z:;1 

~~·~a.rffi~·a.l· monlam chenmo 

qa·~·o:Jffil·q· conga chopa 

~~~~·q~· S\Jknyan 

4''if~· shata' 

lt!J·~~~· k~ntCtn 
~·~s· kuntra 

~&~'l:.l'E1~·q~· thunpa punshi 

~~·~c;~~·E::l~~· ky~:si' natCtn 

E:1~·4~·ry~~·E::l~l· trashi' ta' ky~· 
~·Ell' mi!sa' 

~l· ky~· ~·~l· kunkye' (H) 

f5l'l:.l;z:;·~· khyepartu 

~~<:~~~·q· phakpa 

~l·q· kupa 

'?~~·~;z:;· nyi!mkyur 

~·3:)~·~·~~~· namin natso' 

q'l~~r::::· phgshung 

~;z:;·~~· cgrtan 

ll·;o~· t~can 

as~·~· tshontra 

~·;z:;~~·q· lharampa 

ltiJ'£::!4~· k~she' 
lqr::::·a;· wangca 

~·~r::::· kutreng 

~·~r::::·~·q kutreng ngapa 

~~~·~~~· thrTmtsin 

as~~·ffi~· tshokcen 

<;~·~· sh~:ngo 

~~·lE::lr::::' ky~:wang 

~~r::::·E::l~~·q'l·~· sh\;]ng kapo' nga 

a;·~r::::· chatsang 

~~r::::'E::l' sangwa 

~~·~r::::·~;z:;· shQ:ringkar ~~·~r::::· yQnring (L) 

~~·~l.Sl' ky\;jktro' ch~' 

(n.) the Great Prayer [Festival] 

(n.) fifteenth-day offering 

(n.) image, reflection, effigy 

(adv.) only, solely 

(n.) sangha 

(n.) statue 

(n.) the four harmonious siblings 

(n.) the seven royal emblems 

(n.) the eight auspicious signs 

(co.) furthermore, not only 

(n.) food or money offered to monks 

(n.) especially 

(n.) noble 

(n.) thread 

(n.) expression, appearance 

(n.) varied, of different kinds 

(n.) Tibetan government 

(n.) well-off 

(n.) faithful 

(n.) multicolored 

(n.) doctoral title, the most prestigious obtained 

during the Monlam 

(n.) doctor of Buddhist science 

(n.) power 

(n.) lineage of incarnations 

(n.) the fifth member of an incarnation lineage 

(n.) legislative, judiciary 

(n.) general assembly 

(n.) proctor, disciplinarian; also, lay title in the 

pre-1959 administration 

(n.) title of the Fifth Dalai Lama and certain 

high lamas 

(n.) five basic studies 

(adj.) whole 

(adj.) secret, hidden 

(adv.) during 

(v.) [vol., E] to take an exam (oral) 
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Ulz:rt'ffil:\'t:Jnr:::;:· .kts .. • -
1 1 1 Yl a tang 

~q·,~::l\' + ,~r:::;:· lopnyer nang (H) 

,~::l\·~,~ + ,~r:::;:· sa:ntsu' nang (H) 

!:\~3l~' tsgm 

~,.,43l' + S"; trlkshom ch~' 
Ul'3lffi~· + ~· y~mtsan kye 

'?'"'~~· ha ~~· 

l3l't:l~!:\' + t:J<;,. t~mca sh~' 

1:\~"'~·~l· + Sl' kQ:kyo' ch~' 
,~r:::;:·~l· + qryr:::;:· sangkQ' tang 

,~r:::;:·£:l,. + qryr:::;:· sangta' tang 

q<;r:::;:~· shang' q~r:::;:~· sheng'(L) 

~::l\·,ryr:::;:· + E:1"'~1 n~rtong phu: 

,~·1:\i::lt:l~' + ,~r:::;:· tanpep nang 

Proper nouns 

111~111 
37.3 Remarks !:\~"'''t:l4l1 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

(v.) [vol., E] to take an exam (written) 

(v.) [vol., EA] to undertake (religious) studies 

(v.) [vol., EA] to establish, found 

(v.) [vol., A] to gather, convene 

(v.) [vol., EA] to present, exhibit 

(v.) [inv., AD] to be amazed 

(v.) [inv., AD] to be amazed 

(v.) [vol., EA] to promise, take vows, defend 

one's thesis 

(v.) [inv./vol., A] to move, stir 

(v.) [vol., E] to pull invisible threads 

(v.) [vol., E] to pull invisible threads 

(v.) [vol., EA] to build, raise 

(v.) [vol., EA] to fulfill a need 

(v.) [vol., EA] to fix, settle 

name of Tsongkhapa, founder of the Gelugpa 

sect 

37.3. 1 The construction V+ l:.l'3l'=!l pamasa' "not only", "but" 

The formulation pamasa' is connected directly to the verb. It consists of the nominalizer pa 

and the expression masi:i'. 

"He knows not only (written) Tibetan and Chinese, but also English." 

ll:.l"'~'~ ::l\' ::l\r:::;:·~·~q·~r:::;:·"'~·q~·~~·5~·l:.l·3l·=~l·3l·,<i~·l,."'~.Ula_.~,~·::l\3l'Sl·~·url·~l1 
"Not only is Piinjor diligent in his own studies, but he also helps others." 
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111-·'·n-·~· Ill 
37.4 Exercises ~c::::·~1 

37.4. 1 Answer the following questions: 

7) ~·~~-rm~·~~·~~·ai·,~~·~,~·,~c::::·~F~·~·~l1 

q) l,'CJ4~·~·~~·z:J·?a~·~,.~,·~·~l1 

i) CJ~·~·~~l·z:J~:~~·~~·~CJ~·~·~~·~~·CJc;c::::~·cCJ~C::::~·)z:Ja_·~~l·z:J·,·~·,·~·Uil·~l1 

~) ~~l'z:J'l'~'~'Cl'ft'~~·~·a)'c::::·~·'<j~~·~,·lc::::·~·~a)'~·~·~,.,.~.~a)'~·,·~·~l1 

~) CJ~·~·~~l·z:J·~·~~·~,~·~·~~·~~·~l·z:J~1 

37.4.2 Translate into English: 
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~11 ~ ~· ~~·lA,· ~CJ~' ~· CJ~' ~ ~· ~c::::· ~· ~~· ~~· CJ~~· z:JA,· 3l· ry,·lc::::· ~1 ~ ,. 00,~. ~· ~· 
~·~,~·~c::::·~·q·l·~s~·~c::::·q·CJ~~·c~~·)~·~l1 ql·§]·,~~·z:JA,·~c::::·~·~~·~~·Uil·~·~l1 ql· 
§]'Cl~'z:JA,·~c::::·~·~·,·§]'CJ'CJryc::::·,·~l1 ~~'z:J'CJ~·~·~~·z:.]·~c::::~·~~·CJ~~·~~·~l~·~·~c::::~·z:J'lC::::'1 
~c::::~·~~'z:J1 ~·~·c::::~·~~·~l~·z:JA,·~~·~l·~·~·,~,·~·~'?~·~·~~·~·Uil·~l1 ~·,~~·a)'~·~~· 
§]'CJ'lc::::·qa_·~~·z:J·CJ~·~~·m~·~~·~~·31·~~·~,~·~·~l1 

37.4.3 Rewrite the sentences according to the example given: 

7) ~C::::'z:J'l~·l,.~~~·~~·,~~·~·~~·z:J·lc::::·l·~c::::·CJ~~·€j,.CJryc::::·z:J'~l1 

q) c::::~·,c;~·CJryc::::·z:J·lc::::·c;CJ~·s ·~c::::·CJ~CJ·z:J·ti:l~1 

i) c::::·l·~c::::·~~·~·qlc::::·l·~c::::· ~C::::'z:J'~c::::·~·,·~~, 

~) CJ~·~~·~·~,·~~~·z:J·lc::::·l·~c::::· ooC::::'~€jC::::',.~~, 



"The Great Offering" 

• The connective ~-te "but". 

• Rhetorical questions. 

~ CD II • Tr. 

38.1a Text ~artil, 

~11 ?~~\~ z::p\·~·~·~"·q~ia!',~~·q~·~~·~·~,~·31~~i~~·a:l·~~,·~·~l1 ~~·l~,~·~~·,· 

~·~~i~"·~1 (,~·~,~·~"·~1) ~~·~·~·q·~~·c:r~·l~~~·~~·~·~~i~·~l1 ~·~,~·31F~·~·~· 
~~i~~·~~·~· 31~·~l1 r.(·~·,·~~·q~,~·q·~l·~"·~·~·~l·~~~·~~·~·31~~·%·a1·::F~"·q~~~·,~~· 
~q·q~·~~·~·q~,~·q·~l1 ~~·31e(l·~·~·§"·qry~·~~·~31·~~·a:l·~s·c:r·~l·~1 l~,~·q~~·,~·~;-

4~· ~"· Z<l~·c~"· ~~·)ffi~· a:l· ~l1 ~"·Z<l~·~·~~·ffi~· ~~· a;·~~· 31F~·l~· ~~·~l·~·q~~·qm·4~·~,~· 
r.:J~l·%·l,. 31~l·~·~·~~·~· ~,~.l~·~~~·q·31~· c:r ~·q~31~·~~·~q~·~,. c~~·~,·)~· ~l1 ~· ~~· 
"'~l·"'~~·q·a:l·l~·l~·~~·~·31·~~·c:J·%·l,·~q~·~·~l1 

CD II• Tr. 7 

38.1 b Dialogue ~·q·~~·~~1 

~~·~~~· g 

q~·~~g 
~~·~~~· g 

q~·~l·g 
~~·~~~· g 

r.:J~~~g 

~"~·~~·~·~~· ~,~.31~~,~,~·~~·~~1 
~·~~·31~~·31·~~·1 ~"'Z<l~' (~"·~~')31'Ul~·q·,·~·,·~·31~~·~,·Uj'~~l1 
,-ry"·~,·Uj'~~l1 ~·~·l~,~·q~~·~~~~~·~~·c:r·~~·~·~l1 
~·,·~s·~·Uj'l·~l1 
~l·31a:;"·c:r·%,·Ui'~;~l1 rs~·~~31·q·,~~·q·~·l,"·c:r·l~·,Uj'~·31·~·~,·c:r·qil3'~·Uj'l·~l1 
~·~·~~·~~·l,.,.~·ti)~·q·~1 
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Translation 

Until 1959, during the second Tibetan month the Great Offering was held in Lhasa. The 
purpose was to commemorate the death of the (Great) Fifth Dalai Lama. Its founder was the 
regent Sanggya Gyatsho. When was the Great Offering created? It was instituted after the regent 
Sanggya Gyatsho had rebuilt the Potala Palace. This ceremony was broadly similar to that of the 
Great Prayer Festival, but the most important thing was the great procession. 

During the latter, [one could see] people lining up, dressed in precious robes as well as many 
monks carrying a variety of offerings, the eight auspicious signs, the royal emblems and so forth. 
Then came the wish-fulfilling cow and the character of the monk Nyima Ringpo [who moves 
extremely slowly]. 

ChOmphel 
Dekyi 
Chomphel 
Dekyi 
Chomphel 
Dekyi 

Have you ever taken part in the Great Offering? 
I've never taken part. What is there to see apart from the procession? 
The immolation of torma, for which the scapegoat (lugong) appears. 
Oh yes, what's he like? 
Very strange. His right cheek is painted white and his left cheek black. 
Well, well! I wonder what that means? 

Ill ,·r·Zlr~· Ill 
38.2 Vocabulary ~,.,~"1 

~,~·0-lffit:\iffi~·a:l· tshokco' chenmo 

~l'r.l._,~'~Cl.l·~· lukong ky~:po 

~l·lu' 
l,~~·~~· kgngtso' 
t:;~z:n~·~Cl.l' .,., .. 

1 1 ~ m1yu: 

~~·l,. thgnta' 

,~·~· khgngsa 

,~·0-1· khgngma 

~·~l· t~si' 
0-l~l·~· ts~ko 
~'\'t'<l~' serpang ~'\·~~· sertreng (L) 

r.l._~O,J·qo tr9_.mpa 

0-lffi'l·~· chotsa' 

~'\·~· serkya 

,·~·,·~· kh9_.re kh9_.re 

~~·a;· ky~nca 

,Cl.l·ffi~·~· kh~: chenpo 

~l· 0-lcE'\' ~ · khyantsarpo 

(n.) Great Offering 

(n.) King !Ugong, a character who acts as the 

scapegoat during the ceremony 

(n.) ransom 

(n.) death, death anniversary 

(n.) goal, aim 

(n.) meaning, significance 

(n.) superior position, sovereign 

(n.) emperor; title of certain hierarchs in traditional 

Tibet 

(adj.) superior, preceding 

(n.) regent 

(n.) ceremony 

(n.) procession 

(n.) cheek 

(n.) items of offering 

(n.) clergy and laity (lit. yellow and grey) 

(n.) what sort (of) 

(n.) ornaments 

(adj.) important 

(adj.) strange 



l3:l,~·t:l~C7.l' mTksa: 

~aii' ffiaii' rlncen 
~'\'t:lryr:::· drtang 

l,r:::~'CJ' + ~~· kgngpa tsg' 

m'\'t:l~r:::~· + ,aiir:::' kyarsheng nang 

Ulaii'CJ'~' yj_npano (H.) 

,·~·~l·~'\'aii' kh§:re r~· s~r-na 
,r:::'Ulaii'~'\'aii' kh§:ng yln s~r-na (L) 

Proper nouns 

l,·~r:::·~·ar~r:::·c:i· k~long nylma rlngpo 

~r:::~·~~·~·~~· sangkya' ky§:(m)tso 

r.l.,~l·r.~._~a_·t:l·~· tgco: ph§:mo 

111~111 
38.3 Remarks I':\~C7.l't:l4l1 

Lesson 38- ~r::ra)aii' iZ. 

(adj.) special 

(adj.) precious 

( adv.) in general 

(v.) [inv., A] to be extinguished, to die, 

completely to fulfill one's wishes 

(v.) [vol., EA] to reconstruct, renovate 

(aux.) see ~l· red 

(idiom.) if you ask why, because, since, for 

(idiom.) if you ask why, because, since, for 

Gelong Nyima Ringpo 

Sanggya Gyatsho 

"Wish-fulfilling cow" 

38.3.1 The connective~· fe/ -te. 
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In Literary Tibetan, the adversative connective ~· -te "but" has several variants according 

to the last letter of the preceding syllable. 

• after ,. r:::· t:l' ~· !':\' and vowels 

• after l' 
• after aii' '\' C7.l' ~·l·5,. 

> ~·te 

> ~· th~ 

> ry· te 

In speech, the three are all pronounced -te. This particle has a range of functions in Literary 

Tibetan. In the spoken language, by contrast, it is used only to introduce an opposition between 

two clauses or a concession, and may be translated by "but" or "although". 

The particle -te is used after only certain auxiliaries. It usually appears in the following 

combinations: url'~' yg'-te, url·~l·~ yg:re'-te, ~,·~· t\:j'-te, U)aii·ry· yln-te, ~l·~· r~'-te. 

Ex.: l':\5'c:i·~l·~·,~,.CJ''\r:::·~·~l1 "Even though they're similar, they're not quite identical." 

fC::'C7.l'~C7.l'illl·~l·~1 ql·~l't:l?C::'9'illl'~·~l1 "He has money but he doesn't use it." 

~l'"'l,·c:i·r.~._~,·~·,~~·t:lryr:::·9·3:l·r.~._~, "Although she has a nice voice, she doesn't sing." 
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38.3.2 Rhetorical questions 

Rhetorical questions are very commonly used in both Spoken and Literary Tibetan. They 

entail the speaker asking a question and immediately replying to it himself. 

,·~·~l~.:t:;·~· kh~re r~' s~r-na "If you ask why"= because. 

,.~~·~l·~.:t:;·~· kh~tu' r~· s~r-na "If you ask when"= when. 

Ex.: ,.~~·t:J~,~·t:.~·~l·~.:t:;·~·~·~l·~r::::~·~~·~·O-l~~·~·?.:l·sr::::·~.:t:;·t:J~r::::~·,~r::::·~t:J·t:.~a_·~~·lll·t:J~,~·t:.~·~l1 

"When was it instituted? It was after the regent had renovated the Potala Palace" 

[i.e., it was instituted when the regent had rebuilt the palace] 

~a_·l3l,~·~lll·,·~·~l·~.:t:;'~1 ,r::::·~·~·t:.~·~~·c:ra_·l,r::::~·t:.~·~~·~·~l·~·~l1 

"What was its aim? It was to commemorate the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama" 

[i.e., its aim was to commemorate the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama] 

Ill .,.ii.ilj' Ill 
38.4 Exercises ~r::::·as~1 

38.4. 1 Translate into English: 

7) r::::~·~·0-1·F· 4~·~~·t:l=:J~·t:.~·~~ .. ry·5,.0-l.~r::::·1 
q) r::::~·(J,la_'El'O-l,.t:l~,.(J,l,.Elt:l~·4~·,r::::·5,.S~·t:.~·~~·ry·l·'?fry,·:t0-l·F,.c:r·~~, 

~) El' 0-1,·~~~· s~·lQ.Ill'O-lr::::· c:r ·~ · ai,.t:l ryr::::·t:.~·~· .:tzr::::·rti· :t· ~l·~1 ,~,~·c:r 'lll'lq·3l·~l·t:.~a_·,~ l·t:.~· 
~~·c:J·~~, 

~) r::::·~·~.:t:;'O-l'~~·ry·~·~a_·~.:t:;'lll'~'5,~·,·~r::::·1 

38.4.2 Answer the following questions: 

7) ~,~.0-1~\ ~~·a-r ·~,~·3.1F~·~·~l1 

q) (!il',C:::'~!ll·c:l·!ll·l3l,~·,~lll','~'ffil·~l1 

~) ,ry.:tz·~,·~.:t;,'(J,l,.~·,·~·~l1 

~) ~·3-1. ~,~·0-lffil· ~~·3-1 .,.~ ~·~~,·~· ~l1 

'-') ~r::::·~r::::·~~·~~·~·t:Jryr::::·~·ff{l·~l·t:.~~1 

38.4.3 Choose the appropriate form of the connective ~· ste, ?.;,de, or ry·te: 

7) C:::'lQ.Ill'O-lt:::'c:1'3:ll' ( )~l'.:tzt:::'lll'ry,·:tO-l'~lll'ffi, 

q) fC:::'!ll'~'I!:J',~0-1'~~,( )~C:::'!ll',~,·~r::::·t:J~,~·~·3l·~~, 

~) r::::~·F·Ill,.t:l=:J~·t:.~·~~· ( )l·~r::::·;::J·~~l·~1, 

~) f1r::::·~.:tz·Fr::::·t:.~·~·~~·c:J·ffil'~l' ( )l·~r::::·~·~·~~·~.:tz·~·~~, 



"The three monastic seats" 

• The nominalizer ~(.l.l'tshu: 

• Modal constructions ofthe type F~1'5l· khif+ch~'. 

CD II • Tr. 8 

39.1 Text ~arU!~ 

~11 ~l~·~·~~·q·~~31·~·~~·~~·~%~·,·&1~·(.1.1·~·~·~~·~·~l1 ~·~·~·~~·~~·~~·~·~~· 
,4Q,l'(.l.l'UJ\L:J'l~·~~r~~·t:]~·~~·~~·~·~·l~~·q·t:]~·~· 33·7~·~~·(.1.1·s~·~·~~· 31·t:]~·~·~·(.l.l·c~31·(.1.1·) ~t:]~·~· 

~l1 l~~·q·~·t:]~~~·ct:]~~~·)31F~·~·31cE~·(.I.l·s31~·~~·ffi~·~·~~·Ul·4~·~·,·~l1 ~·~·l~~·q-(.1.1' 
l~· t:\~~· ~(.1.1· :11~~· ~· ~ ~· ~· t:]~· a:rl· ~l· ~· ~~· ~· a:rl· ~l· ~1 ffi~· ~ ~·l~I t:]~· ~· t:]~~· ~~· (.1.1' t:]~~· ~~· ~· 
url· ~l1 l~t:\' ~~·l~~· q·~· ~· ~~· 4~' ~~~·'It~'~·~· ,.r~~· ~ry~~· (.l.l'lt:]~' q• ~· ~~· 31F~' (~~· t:]~ 
~a,·~t:]~· (.l.l'a:rl· ~l1 l~~· q· ~·~·l9· ~~~· q~·l~~· q· ~· 4~· ~· :11~· ~%~· ~l1 ~·~· ~· ~~·F· q· §1· 
z::J=l~'::J~~·q~·~·ill·ffi~·~~·t:]~·t:]~·t:]~·3ll·l~I(.I.l'~~·t:]ryt:]·~~~·q·~l1 

~·~·~~·~·~·~~31·t:]~·~31·(.1.1~·3ll·~~·c3ll'~~·)(.I.131·F~·UJ~·q·~~·3ll·~~·3f·7~·~~·(.1.1·~·~l·~%~·l~· 

~l· ~· ~· t:\~~· ~· ~l1 ~~· 31~· t:lfll. ~ (.1.1' C4l' ~ (.1.1' )(.l.l'l~t:\· ~~· (.l.l'l9· t:\~~· ~(.1.1· ::J~~· ~31• ~ ~· ~31• t:]~· a:rl· 
~l· ~· t:lfll' ( 4\ ) ~· a:rl· ~l· ~1 ffi~· ~ ~·l~I t:]~· ~· t:]~~· ~~· (.l.l'l9· t:\~~· ~(.1.1· :11~~· ~· ~ ~· ~~· ~· ( ~~· 
;53.1)Ul'l·~l1 

~~· E1~~·l~~· L:J'UJ~' (UJ~')l9' ~~~· q~·l~~· q• ~~· q· ~~· ~~· ::]~' ~%~· U)~· q~· 31' cEl1 ~l· ~· 
li'~·q·~·4~·UJ~·c~~·)~l1 ~·~·t:\e::31·l~~~·ffi~·~·t:l::!J'4~·lq(.I.1·~~·~·31F~·~%~·,~·ffi~·~~·t:]~·t:]~· 
q~·~~·ill ~·t:]~~~· (t:l~~~·)qo l~·1 ~·~~·~t:]·~ ~~·(.l.l·l9·t:\?4(.1.1·l~I~~~·31F~·~· (~~·t:]~')~~· ~t:]~· (.1.1' 
01l.~l1 ~·~~·t:]~·~~·~~·~~·E1~~·t:]~·~):33·7~·~~·(.1.1·~~· 31·~·~·~·(.1.1~·t:\~~·~· 31·~l1 l~~·q· 

~~·l9' t:\~~· ~(.1.1' ::]~~· t:]~~· ~ ~· t:]~~· t:]~' a:rl· ~(.1.1' t:lfll' ~· a:rl· ~l· ~1 ffi~· ~ ~·l~J t:l~' ~· t:]~~· ~~· (.l.l'l9' 
C\~~·~·~%~·~·a:rl·~l11 
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Translation 

Of the three monastic seats, one is named Sera. It is located at the foot of a hill to the north of 
Lhasa. If you travel by car from the Bharkor to Sera, it will take you about fifteen minutes. The 
founder of this monastery was called Jamchen Choje Shakya Yeshe. It's generally said that the 
number of monks was five thousand five hundred, but in the 1950s there were up to seven 
thousand. 

The monastery of Gandan, to the east of Lhasa, stands on the side of a hill called Wangpori, 
which belongs to Tagtse. It is one of the largest Gelugpa monasteries. It was founded in 1409 by 
Tsongkhapa Lobzang Dhragpa. Although it is only thirty-odd kilometers from Lhasa, since the 
road is in poor condition it takes about an hour and a half. According to oral tradition, there used 
to be three thousand three hundred monks at Gandan, but in the 1950s there were more than five 
thousand. 

Drapung Monastery is also one of the principal Gelugpa monasteries, and it is moreover the 
largest monastery in Tibet. It was founded in 1416 by Jamyang Choje Trashi Pandan. It is located 
on the slopes of Gemphel Utse hill to the west of Lhasa. From the Bharkor to Drapung takes no 
more than twenty minutes by car. It is said that this monastery had seven thousand seven hundred 
monks, but in the 1950s it actually had around ten thousand. 

111~·r·,·~·111 

39.2 Vocabulary ~,.,~"1 

'l]l~·~· t~nsa 

~· tsgng 

~q~· t~p 
F':!l~~· khatrang ~~·:!]~~· sh~:trang (H) 

:!]~~·~· thr9;ngka 

&· '\1::1~' mJ.rap 

~~·--;q~· thQrap 

§·il.l· die 

~~· tshu: 

~~·so: 

:!1~' thr~' 

~~·~~· n9;ngna' 

~'lj·qryq· + 'lj~~· chaktap nang (H) 

rs~~·,ry-,~· khongto' 

:!]~~·~· + ~'lj' thr9;ngka ky9;' 

Proper nouns 

'o/'l]'~' taktse 

l,.~~~·l~·~· k~pe: utse 

So..J~·~~·ffi~·~·4,~·ill·4~· ch9:mcen chace shakya y~she' 

(n.) monastic seat 

( n.) fortress, district 

(n.) side, flank 

(n.) number (of people) 

(n.) number 

(n.) generation 

( n.) century 

(n.) kilometer 

(n.) way, manner 

(n.) tradition, custom 

(n.) kind, sort, class 

(n.) among 

(v.) [vol., EA] to found (a monastery 

or institution) 

(v.) [inv., AD] to belong 

(v.) [vol., EA] to count 

Tagtse village 

Gemphel Utse hill 

Jhamchen Choje Shakya Yeshe 
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lqr:::·CJ·~· wangpo rl Wangpori 
l':lc0,rr::;z:::Jr:::"'"''~~.;;;,;.qrn·~~·r::;q~·'?lo:' - -
'"''"' ,~ "'' 0) =:. ...:.~, 1 1 1 1 c9:myang choce trashi' pantan Jamyang ChOje Trashi Pandan 

111~111 
39.3 Remarks a..~~·q4l1 

39.3.1 The nominalizer ~~·tshu: 

The nominalizer ~~·tshu:, derived from a noun "method, way", has a first meaning similar 

to ~r:::~· tang (see Lesson 32), but occurs mainly in Literary Tibetan or in a formal spoken lan

guage. It expresses the way or the manner the verbal action is performed. 

Ex.: f'r:::·,~·r:ll4~·q~·~~·a..~~·q4l't::1$t::l't..l'~l1 

"He explained how Tibetan paper is made". 

The nominalizer ~~·tshu:, and its literary homologue ~~~·I!:J' "manner", has a second 

meaning when used with reported speech. It indicates that the speaker is not necessarily sub

scribing to what he or she is reporting. It may be translated by "they say that" or "apparently". 

Ex.: l,aii't..l'~'\'l,.r.l...~aii·~~·:!Jr:::~·q~aii·~ r:::·q~aii't::l$'Ull' ~~·q4l·~·Uj'l·~l1 
"They say that there used to be seven thousand seven hundred monks in this monastery." 

aJ'0-1'8laii·~~·s~·q·~l1 

"He claimed to be a lama." 

39.3.2 Modal constructions of the type F~·5l· kha'+ch~' 
There are three constructions: F~'5l'kha'+ch~', [B.~'Sl khu:+ch~', 0-1~~'(0-1~~') 5l1 

ntg'(nto')+ch~' that have much the same meaning as the particle tshu: that we've just met. They 

may be translated by "seem" or "claim". In certain contexts, kha'+ch~' also means "to do some

thing beyond one's capability". The constructions kha'+ch~' and ntg'(nto')+ch~' go directly after 

the verb, whereas khu: +ch~' requires a nominalized verb (V+ pa) followed by the genitive. 

Ex... ifi'r:::·EI~·r:::·0-1·0-1;.:;-r:::.Fl11';::,r:::·~·l':l r:::Z11 ,. ·1 "' 1 ~ 1 ~ '"'\.1 1 "He's pretending he hasn't seen me". 
t:::'Ul%''~0:'t..ls::. 'r:z:J~·;::,r::;·~·8lo:1 · '~ 1 '"' 1~ ~ 1 ~ 1 "I'll make out that I've gone up there." 

F'aii'F~'5l·~·Ui'l·~l1 "He's claiming to be ill." 
zo. 0-1· m· o:· zo· m· 0-1C: Z11' 0-1c:Z11· 0-1· ;::,r:::l 1 ·1 1 1 ·1 \ 1 \ 1 ~ 1 "If you haven't understood, don't pretend you have." 

8l·,·0-1~~~·CJ ·~·F~·s~·0-1r:::·CJ ·~ "·q~~ 

"He wanted to write fast, but he made a lot of mistakes." 

~·qaii'=l'F~·s~·?;l·q~·aii·a:)·~~·~·~aii·~r:::·1 

"He wanted to eat some chili and his stomach ache got worse." 
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Ill 'T'lr'~'lll 
39.4 Exercises ~z:::·o5aii1 

39.4.1 Translate into English: 

.?) qz;;,~·~·~·~·~·aii~·~"·~~·urz:::·aii~·l5aii·~l\·~l·4~·q{\·rslll·sl·~·~~~·~ 

q) r~·~~~·~·b:laii·~~~·~~~·s~·aii~·~il1'~'\'t:lryz:::·q·~l1 

~) !::1~~· U1~·l9aii' q·~· ~·r·~·rslll·~·aiic::· ~c::· Ul'\' ~c::· ~;5c::· ~1\·sc::·~~·lll·~aii~·url· ~l1 ~~~· 
Ill~' fZ:::' ~· §• ~(\·~~· '\!::1~' t:l~l· q(\'aiiZ:::'Ill'~l· ~·~Ill'~·~· ~z:::· ~· q;5aii' ~· ~t:l~'lll't:J<iz:::~· q·~l1 
~~· ~aii~' ~~'\' !::1~1\·~. t:J~I\·aiic::'!ll'~ aii' a;· ffiaii' ~. ~z:::· q· ~l1 Ulaii'aiil\·~z:::·~z:::· ~Ill' ft:l'aii~' '?~~· 
~~·~aiic::·aii~·U1~·~·a;~~·url~l1 

39.4.2 Answer the following questions: 

.?) ~laii·~·~~~·~·3lc::·!ll·~·~·~'\·~·(!Jl·~l1 

q) lqz:::·~·~·lz:::·l~·~t41ll'lE:r%·~·q'\·ffll·~l1 

~) ~· '\'lili'aii'q'\·~~·Ul~'(ll' ~· ~l·~~~·~,-'\·~· ~l·q~1 

~) ~c::·~c::·l~~·~aii'lili'aii'q·(ll·~~·~l\·!ll~·r~·U1~·~·q~~·~~~·~~1 

'-') r.lf:l~·~z:::~·l9aii'q'~'~'~~·q<;z:::~·q·~l1 

v) ~aii·~l\·q4l·~ lll'lll' C4l·~ lll'lll')~~·~c::~·lll·l,.~~aii·<illl'~c::~·~c::·~ ~·url·~l1 
,?P'-\P !::1'\'~·~· ~l·(!Jl·~l1 

+ 39.5 Civilization ~~·~~z:::·1 
CD II • Tr. 9-11 

~l·~·l~z:::~·~l·~·~ry~·l2l·r~·~~ Proverbs 

In Tibet, as in many traditional societies, proverbs play an important part in communica

tion, and people cite them whenever the situation is appropriate. Nomads and farmers are espe

cially inclined to use them. In all languages, proverbs generally correspond to an ancient, and 

even archaic, phase of linguistic usage. In Tibet, proverbs are usually phrased in a register close 

to that of the literary language. Several collections of proverbs have been published both in Tibet 

and in the diaspora. Here are some well-known proverbs. 
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5j'"'l'Z"4~'~'~a.,·~"'l'Ul~'(S~'l 
"To treat a wound, even dog-fat will do." 

~·~ ~· 00,~·t:J·~·5~J 
00,~·~~·~·t:J·~·5~J 

"When you're giving birth, you don't think about sex; 
when you're having sex, you don't think about giving birth." 

~~.,·,~~·t;J~·~~·~,.t:J'3.1'3.1~~·1 

~·t!l·,~~·t:J~'4,.~,·t:J·3.l~~·t:Jl 
"You don't see the wild yak moving across your own face, 

but you see the louse crawling on someone else's." 

~~~q·~~·,~·3.l·s~·~·~,·q·~·t!l~·,ry~·,·~ll 
"If you don't take care of your own happiness, others will ensure your misery." 

~·Ul,.l~~·~·~· a)'·~ 3.1] 
"To acquire beauty, you have to suffer." 

t:l~~·~· ill,. t:J' i.\~,.t:l ry~·~· ~3.1' 00, 

"Hold on and your hand will bum, let go and the pot will break." 

F't:l-f1l' ~·t!l·~·t:ll 
"'l,·~~·,~~·~·~,.t:Jl 

"Words from the mouth are bubbles, 
deeds of the hand are drops of gold." 

F't:]~·q·~·t!l·lq~·q'·t!lOil 

"'l,'t:l~'q'~·t!l·,u:r,·q'·t!l~l 
"The man with the clever words is the leader, 

the man with clever hands is a slave." 

~a.,·~·ar ·~~·ar ,~.l~·l 

~,.,.~·ar·s·ar,~l 

"The tiger's stripes are outside, 
but a man's stripes are inside." 

377 
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~,.~.,Ul,'~'El1~,.~,·q~·~·,~1 
"You get angry with the yak, but it's the calf you kick." 

~·~<5.1·~·~<5.1~'~<5.1'~1 
<5.1~·~<5.1·~·~·;:r~,·~1 

"Thirty people makes thirty minds, 
thirty dzo makes sixty horns." 

4,·~·q~q·~c::·~c::·c::a:~·~,~·~i5.11 

"When a louse crosses the pass, it's only gone to the other side ofthe lapel." 

~·<5.1~ ·s:~<5.1~· ~l~,·cf·~,·rs,·s:~<5.1~· ~l·~i5.1·<5.1ffi,·~l1 
"All peaks are eyes, and all recesses are ears." 

~·~·3:ll·~·~·~·~·,~'\·~l1 
"When the eat's away, it is New Year for the mice." 



Lesson 40 z::r <£~· ~ o 

"Some summer festivals" 

• The aspectual auxiliary z:::J~1· ta' "to stay". 

ttfiiLliil CD II • Tr. 12-14 

40.1 Text~~·~, 

~n ~·,·~·q1 

qt:;,:~·q~·q~·ffi~·q~·~~·~·~·~1 (~~·a:r·~·) ~~·q·~~~·~~·q~~·'f\~'t:\1~·~~~·q~·~~·q~· 

~~~· ~~·q~·~~· ~~· ~11 ~· ~·~~·~· (~~·~~·a:r ·~·) q1·1:..1· ~~· ;z;;~· ~~· 9· ~~·q~·~~· ~· ur1·1:..1~·1~~·q· 
F,·~·~ffi1·~e;:~·~·t:\~·9·ur1·~11 ,~,.~,·F~·1~·1 ~ffi1·ry~·~·1,·~·~~·~·q~q·,~·t:\~·9·~11 

q1·3l·~~·c:r~·~·,·~·q~·ffi~·q~·~·q~·~·1'1~·~~·51'~'~11 ffi~·qq~·~·~·~·~·q·~~·~,~· 

,~.(~Z1']~'1:..1')Z1']~,.~,·F~·~·~ffi1·~e;:~·~·~~1 ~·~~·~~·~~·~·~~1 ~·~~·1~~·s·~·~qig· 
F~·~~·~·~·~~·1~·q·tt:J~·~·~,~·q·qry~·~~·,<;~·<;q~·~·q~q1 1.,.~~·q~~·ig·F~·9·~~·~~·~·1fj· 

z:rqry~·~~·~l'q'5~·q~1'(~1') ~·~11 

t:\~~·~~·~·q~~·1 

q1· ~· ~·1:..1~· ffi~· q~· ~~· ~~· ,~. ~· ~· q· ~~· t:\~~· ~~·~· t::~~~· ~~· ~F~· (~~· t::~~')~· ,~ ~· ~,· 9· ~~· 
ffi~·qry~· (Z1']\l~')9' ~11 ~· ~·~~· ,~q·~ ~· t::~ry~·~~· q~~· t::~ry~·q·1~'1 ~~· ,~. ~~· ~· \1~' q~q1 
oo~·q~~~1 F'~,·~~·c:J·~·s.,~·q~~·5~· ,<;~·~~·!::1~·qry~·5~·q~l'~'~11 

~,·q· ffi~·q~1 

q1·~·~,·q~·ffi~·q~·~·~~·q·~~~·~~·q~~·'f\~'t:\1~·~~·q~~·q·q~~·ffi~·~·~~·~·q~~·q~·~·~· 

c~~·a:r·) ~·~~·;3"~·1 q1·~·~~·q·,·~·,·~·3l·CJ5~·~~·,~q·~~·~~·~~·c~~·~~')1~~·q·1~·1 ~· 
F~'1 ,~~· ~1 ~·1,. ~· ~ffi1't:\~~·1~' q~ ~· ~(z:::J~ ~· z:::J')~Z1']' ,~.t:\~' ,. ~l1 ~· ~· z:::J' ~~· CB' z:::J<"\l1']' ~1 
~·~~.,~,·~l1']·F~·l~·~·~~·l,t:\·,~~·~·l,·~·~ffil·~e;:~·l~·q~~·~·~,.,~.t:\~·9·~l11 
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Translation 

The month of Saka 

The full moon (the fifteenth day of the month) of the fourth month is the festival of the 
illumination of the (teacher) Buddha (the bhagavan). On that day, Tibetans go to the monasteries 
of their respective regions to pray. They perform circumambulations around temples and stupas. 
Many Tibetans abstain from eating meat until the fifteenth day of the month. On the morning of 
the fifteenth, the inhabitants of Lhasa go to the great temple of the Jhokang and then set off on the 
Lingkor (the circumambulatory route around Lhasa). Eventually, in the evening, in the Lukhang 
park, behind the Potala, they spend a nice time playing the piwang (the two-stringed Tibetan 
viola) and the drapnyan (Tibetan lute), as well as dancing and singing, and taking coracle trips on 
the Lukhang lake. 

The world fumigation 

On the fifteenth day of the fifth month, the inhabitants of Lhasa perform the ceremony for the 
propitiation of the gods known as the "general world fumigation". On that day, people dress in 
their finest clothing and perform fumigations (by burning juniper). After pitching their tents in the 
parks, they drink chang, eat heartily and sing operatic songs. 

The fourth day of the sixth month 

Because the fourth day of the sixth month is the day on which the Buddha turned the wheel of 
the Dharma ofthe Four [Noble] Truths, in all parts of Tibet people put on their finest clothing and 
go to monasteries, sanctuaries, holy mountains and so forth to make offerings and perform 
circumambulations. For example, the people of Lhasa go to the Great Temple as well as to the 
monasteries of Sera, Gandan and Drapung to make offerings and perform circumambulations. 

Ill 1'F·,·c::· Ill 
40.2 Vocabulary ffitlj'Zlj~'\1 

f~·c.r tonpa 

~·~~· tr9;pnyan 

El·II::Jt::' pTwang 

,.t:l. kowa 

~asl·~~· chorten 

~'Zlj'§rt:J· saka t9;wa 

t:l~~·c.r t~npa 
t:l~~'z:.J't:l~' t~npa shl 

~asl·~E:l,il.l' chomp!:J: 

~~'Zlj' nylnka ~~·a:f· nylnmo (L) 

~~·t:l· ky~po 
~asl'z:.]' + ~il.l1 chopa phu: 

(n.) teacher, guide 

(n.) Tibetan lute 

(n.) Tibetan viola 

(n.) yak-hide, yak-hide boat, coracle 

(n.) stupa 

(n.) fourth Tibetan month; name of the ceremony held on 

the fifteenth day of this month 

(n.) truth 

(n.) The Four [Noble] Truths 

(n.) offering 

(n.) day 

(adj.) abundant, plentiful 

(v.) [vol., EA] to make offerings 



~::1\' + ~,. kh~r kyi;!' 

l~l'\1::1\' + ~~· Okurtrgn (H) 

~t:l~·~· + ~,. shi;!ptro kyi;!' 

nJ't:l' + t:Jryc::.:· kowa tang 

"f::l\'al· + t:l~::l\' khorlo kor 

0-l~~'t:.l::l\'~~· ngonpar tsg' 

l11]::1\'~t::.:· + 5l· karkyong ch~' 
~· + ,~~· lha so: 

Proper nouns 

~rrc::.:· lukang 

t:l~a.l·~~·~l~· comtanta' 

t:\~0-1'3lt::.:·~·~c::.:~· tsi;!mling cTsang 

~,:q·~~·t:l~' thr~kpa tsheshi 

Lesson 40- ~z:::rcE"~· ~0 

(v.) [vol., E] to pitch a tent 

(v.) [vol., E] to pitch a tent 

(v.) [vol., E] to dance 

(v.) [vol., E] to paddle a coracle 

(v.) [vol., E] to turn the wheel (of the Dharma), 

fig.: to give teachings 

(v.) [inv., A] to achieve, attain to 

(v.) [vol., E] to abstain from meat 

381 

(v.) [vol., E] offering-ritual for local gods (of mountains, 

lakes, etc.) 

Temple for serpent spirits; by extension, name of the lake 

and park around the Lukhang Temple behind the Potala 

Bhagavan, epithet (in Sanskrit) of the Buddha 

name of a ceremony 

name of a ceremony 

40.3.1 The aspectua/ function oft:l~l· t~' "to stay" 

The secondary verb t:l~l· t~' "to stay" has an aspectual sense. The main verb, which is 

followed by t:l~l· t~', must take the past tense. The connective~~· n~' may optionally be placed 

between the main verb and the secondary verb: V + ( ~~) t:l~l· +AUX. 

The secondary verb t:l~l· t~' indicates that an action that was begun in the past is in the 

process of happening either in the present or from a past point of reference, or that the state of 

affairs resulting from this action is still present. The secondary verb may be followed by: 

a) perfective auxiliaries t:l~l·q·fil~· t~'-payin (egophoric), t:l~l·q·~l· t~'-pare' (assertive), 

t:l~l·~c::.:· t~'-song (testimonial). 

b) perfect auxiliaries: t:l~l·Ui\ t~'-yo' (egophoric), t:l~l·Ui'l·~l· t~'-yo:re' (assertive), t:l~l· 
z:::!~, t~'-sha' (inferential). 

The former constructions (a) may be translated by the perfective, and the latter (b) by the 

imperfective or the present perfect continuous according to the context. The use of adverbs such 

as "still" may help to convey the meaning of these constructions. 

Ex.: ~· ~·~c::.:· ~·a!,. Ui'c::.:·~ ~· ~· 0-l~'~t:l' t:l<ff~· (~~) · t:l~l· t:l~, 
"When Dorje got back home, Nyima was still reading a book." 
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F·~·~O-l·~·&~·~~·a:r·:l\c:::·,~·0-1:1\'~~·(~~)·z::,~l·z::,~~ 

"Yesterday, when I met her in the market, she was buying butter." 

a:f. :1\C:::'~~·~~· t:l~l'CJ' ~l1 
"She's been crying constantly." 

t:\~~·~~·~c:::·~·~l' oo't:l4l·~~·z::,~l'CJ'~l1 
"He's been talking all the time in class." 

The construction may also indicate a resulting state. 

f':I\C:::'~·z::,~l·z::,~~ "He's still unwell." 

a:f·:l\c:::·~c:::·z::,~l·z::,~~ "She's up." (lit. she got up and she's stayed up) 

(Compare this with the sentence: a:i'':I\C:::'Ul:l\'~c:::~·~c:::·1 "she got up") 

Ill ·r·n-·111·111 
40.4 Exercises ~c:::·as~1 

40.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) 0-llc:::·l~c:::~·c:::· '?~· z::,~l·~ ~· oo:l\' CJ' ffi~· c:l · z::,z::,~· ~ c:::·1 

~) fC:::'l'~'t:l:l\'~·~~·z::,~l·z::,~~ 

~) ~·~l·z::,~·CJ·~~·CJ·o:rl·~c:::·rc:::·~·~z::,~·z::,~l·o:rl·~l1 

~) t:\~0-l·;mc:::·~·z::,~c:::~·~·~~·O-l·~~·~~·~·~c:::·~·z::,.s~·~·~z::,~·~·z::,~O-l·Ul~·~~~·~~·Fc:::·z::,~c:::~·~~·z::,:l\· 

ool'O-lc:::·c:l·~c:::·.sc:::·~z::,·lc:l~·CJ~'~c:::·~~~·~~·z::,~c:::~·z::,ryc:::·Ul~'lc:::·O-l~l·CJ·~~·Ul~·~·ffi~·c:i·~~c:::· 

.sc:::·m~·c:::~'t:l:l\'ool'asc:::·0-1·3ll·CJ·oo~~·q~l1 t:\~·s~·~~·~·Ul~·,·~~·ffi~·~~·~l1 

40.4.2 Answer the following questions: 

?) ~c:::~·~~·z::,~or~~·t:\l~·OJ~~·CJ:I\'~~·CJ:I\'~c:::~·~~·CJ~·~~·ffi~·~·&lc:::·~·~·~·~:l\'~·o:]l·~l1 

~) i:!l·~·~~·CJ~·~~·z::,~·~·~~·ffi~·~·~·o:]l·~l1 

~) ~~·~·~:l\·~·~:l\'t:l'~:I\'Ul~'~'~~·l~·~·~·~l1 

~) t:l~~: CJ't:l~' ~:I\' Ul~·~·~1 ~~· t:l~~· ~·z::,~~· CJ1 ~~· ~c:::· ~· t:l~~· CJ1 t:\~~· CJ~' t:l~~· CJ1 

t:l~~'CJ't:l~'CJ'~·~·~·~:I\·~·o:]l·~l1 
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+ 
40.5 Civilization ~,·,~r:::·1 

~~·8)·~·~12.3'] The art of the riddle: an educational game of the Tibetans. 

The art of the riddle (deu, also called khet in Amdo) is an important social and cultural 

phenomenon in Tibetan society, particularly among the drogpa. The Tibetans like to practice 

riddles, especially in the evening before sleeping or early in the morning. In one traditional ver

sion of the game, the participants first perform a divination (mo) or choose the smallest straw or 

play "rock-paper-scissors". The winner symbolically becomes the lord of the earth and all that is 

in it, while the loser becomes the owner of the sky and all it contains. Then the players ask each 

other riddles, and the loser in each round has to give the winner an object or an animal from his 

domain. 

Usually the riddles are composed in verse and sound like oral poetry. A lot of them concern 

parts of the body, animals or objects from everyday life in Tibet. 

Here are some examples of deu: 

~r:::·3l·~l2.31 ~·~·~12.31 

;l)Oi.1 ~ro;., 

"What is an immobile wild yak with moving innards?" 

~o;.·~~r:::~rA:,·9·~·~12.l'z:::]1 

;l)Oi.1 ml q1 
"What is yogurt fermenting under a bush ofpenpa grass?" 

l,-o;.·q·~·~q·~q·o;.r:::·9·~o;.·~r:::·l~:l\'~12.3'~12.31 

;l)Oi.1 F1 
"What is a glittering monastery with a small red monk in it?" 

Answer: a nomad tent 

Answer: the brain 

Answer: the mouth (the teeth and the tongue) 
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• 40. 5 Civilization ~,·,~c::·1 

~~·8l·~·~~·1 The art of the riddle: an educational game of the Tibetans. 

The art of the riddle (deu, also called khet in Amdo) is an important social and cultural 

phenomenon in Tibetan society, particularly among the drogpa. The Tibetans like to practice 

riddles, especially in the evening before sleeping or early in the morning. In one traditional ver

sion of the game, the participants first perform a divination (mo) or choose the smallest straw or 

play "rock-paper-scissors". The winner symbolically becomes the lord of the earth and all that is 

in it, while the loser becomes the owner of the sky and all it contains. Then the players ask each 

other riddles, and the loser in each round has to give the winner an object or an animal from his 

domain. 

Usually the riddles are composed in verse and sound like oral poetry. A lot of them concern 

parts of the body, animals or objects from everyday life in Tibet. 

Here are some examples of deu: 

~c::·3l·~~1 ~·OJ·~~1 

~~1 ~r~, 
"What is an immobile wild yak with moving innards?" 

ti~·~c::~·r.x,·f!J·~·~~·~1 

~~1 ::tl~\z:J1 

"What is yogurt fermenting under a bush of penpa grass?" 

l,-~·q·~· ~~·~~·~c::·f!J·~~· ~t::'lOJ~·~~·~~1 

~~1 F1 
"What is a glittering monastery with a small red monk in it?" 

Answer: a nomad tent 

Answer: the brain 

Answer: the mouth (the teeth and the tongue) 
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"The Yogurt Festival and the 
Ceremony of Pandan Lhamo" 

Grammar aims z::Jt;'~ l~~·q~·l~~l:\1· a)l1 

• The directional auxiliaries t11r:::· ygng and!':\~ trg. 
• Nominal clauses. 
• The construction ~r:::·khang + Adj IV I doubled Adv. 

Traditional music in the Norbu lingkha gardens 
(recorded during the Yogurt Festival in 1996) 

~ 
41.1 Text ~ar~~ 

~n ~·~~1 

CD II • Tr. 15 

CDII•Tr.16-17 

~. ~ ~· ~~· ~~· ~· ~· (~~· q· ~· ~·) ~· q• ~~· q~· as~· 1:.1' i 0 
• ~~· ~~· ~~· E:ir:::~· ~·~~·a!. ~r:::· q' lr:::'1 

~r:::·q·q1 ~r:::·l'l]~·q·~·l~·~·%raf·qoasl:'l·~·ai·~~~~·i:\~~·~·~·tl1l·~l1 c:il·~·q~~·q~·asl:\1·~~~· 
~·~~·~~·asl:\l'z::.J'z::J~·q~·~·~~·~·;mr::::·r~·~·ai·as~l:\1·1:.1·~·~·~1:\l·~·Ol·~·~·~·ai~·~l:\l·~~·~~·~r::::~·~·ai~·~qo 

~~r:::·~·~·~q·~·~l1 
~~· Ol'l,r:::~· 5· ~·a!. ~q· a)~· 1:.1~· ~q~· ~·lal~· 'il1~· F~· ~·lal~· ~~· ~· ~~~· ~1:\1.~1:\1· z::J~I:\1· ~· ~· ~l1 

~·ai·as~l:'l·z::.J·~·asl:'l·as~·~·~~·q~r:::l:\l·~·Ol·r·41:\l'~·~~·~rs~·ffi·r~·~·~~Ol·4~·~·~·ai·~z::J·~·~l1 ~·~~· 
~~·~~· (~~· z::J')~'lr:::· t:J· ~1:\1' E:ir:::~· ~· ~~·~~·a!· qryr:::· §]~· (~ryr:::·§J~) §C:::' q• ~~· !':\,. q~~l:\1' 1:.1' ~l1 
~· ~ ~·~r:::· ~ ~· ~·1:\1· z::J'Olr:::· ffi·q·~~q· i:\~~·~r:::·~~·U,J~·,~1 r· ~~·lr:::·~· a;r::::·~~·~l:\1·~ ~·~·;mr:::·~~·~· a!·~· 
~~·i:\~·~·~l1 l,C:::I:\l'l~·~·Ol'z::J~l·~l:\l'~~~·~Ol'~~·qryr:::·~~·qryr:::·~~·~·~~·~r:::·~·~~·r.l._~'~'~l1 

lq~·~~·~·~l1 
lq~·~~·~·~l~~·U,J~·~· (~~·q·~')~~·Ol·~·l:\l~·c:il ~·q~·q~· as~·q~·~~·~~·~~·lq~·~~·~·ai· q~· 

~~·~r:::·~·~l~'i:\5~'~1:\l'~~·q~·~~·~·~~l:\l'~Z:::r~l:\l~'~Jr::::'~Ol'~~·~~·~~·~~~~·~~·~qo~·q~~·lr:::·~~· 
i:\~Oll:\l'~~r:::·~·~l1 ~·Ol·~·c~~·~~·af·) ~·1:\l·q·as~·~~~·%~1:'1·~1:\l·r:r·q€§'1:'1·~1:\1·~·~·~~·1:\l·rs~·~l:\l·lq~· 
~~·~·af·Ol~~·~~·cal~~·q~·) 2jq~·Olr~·as~·~·~~·~·~·~l1 U,J~·l~i:\·~~·~·Ol~l·~·l,r:::~·5·~~·q· 
asl:'l·~·l:\l~·~~·~·q~~l:\l·Olr~·as~·~·~~·~l:\l·r:r·~·~·~l1 ~·i:\s~·~~·~·1 ~·1:\l·q·lq~·~~·~·~l· 
lr:::·~~·q·l~i:\·~~·~·Ol~l·~~·U,J~·~·q4l·§J~·c4\§J~·)tl1l·~l1 ~·q·q~·q~·asl:\1·4~·~1:\l·asl:\l·q~·~· 

q~·~·E:i·~·as~·l~~·t:r·~·r:r·lr:::·~~·~~·asl:'l·~~·q·~·U,J~·c~·sz:v·l1S~·~~·U,J~·~·c~~·q~) ~~~·§J~·tl1l·~l1 
~l:\l·~r:::·~·~·asl:'l·~l:\l;asl·~·~·~·c~·~Ol)4~·~·ql:\10l'~l:\l·~·q·~l:\l·~~·~~·q~l·~·tfj'l·~l1 
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Translation 

The Yogurt Festival 

The Yogurt Festival begins on the thirtieth day of the sixth month in Drapung Monastery, 
where the opera troupes of Kyormolungwa, Chungbawa and Gyangkara hold performances 
throughout the day. This goes on from the first to the fourth of the seventh month in the Norbu 
lingkha gardens, where opera troupes every day take turns to present an item from the Tibetan 
opera for a full day. In the past, in the evening when the operatic excerpt was over, the battalions 
of certain army regiments would hold a parade, and for several days beginning on the fifth, the 
opera troupes would perform in the houses of certain high noble families. The Zhoton Festival 
was first cerebrated at Drapung, where there used to be a yogurt banquet. During the festival, the 
majority of Lhasa's inhabitants would dress in their finest and go to watch the operatic per
formances, taking with them food, tea and chang. At sunset, they would return home singing 
operatic songs. 

The Ceremony ofPandan Lhamo 

In the past, at the time of the full moon (the fifteenth) of the tenth Tibetan month, there was the 
ceremony of the goddess Pandan Lhamo. On that day in Lhasa, the goddess was brought (lit. 
invited) to the passage of Rabsal, south of the Bharkor, and from there, facing south, she went to 
meet the tsiin (a local divinity) of Dhribdzong. On that day, the inhabitants of the center of Lhasa 
would prepare an elaborate meal and host the inhabitants of the ZhOl area [at the foot of the 
Potala] who came to see Pandan Lhamo. 

Similarly, on the evening of the [ceremony of] Gandan N gamcho, the inhabitants of the ZhOl 
sector would hold a lavish reception for the inhabitants of the central quarter. It is because of this 
[association between an area and a ceremony] that there are the customary sayings, "Lhasa and 
Palharitro (name of the ceremony of Pandan Lhamo )" and "Zhol inhabitants and Gandan 
Ngamcho". From the beginning of the tenth month up to the fifteenth day, children are tradition
ally given money for buying sweets by their relatives and others close to them. This is why chil
dren eagerly look forward to this day. 

Ill '1'F'Z1T~· Ill 
41.2 Vocabulary ffit1']'Z1']~=:;1 

~·a::l·z:::J· lhamowa 

~a;·~~~· nyTnkyong' 

~r::l'Z1']~~· thrapshung 

l~Z1']· ma' 

l~,·~=:;· makkar 

~·~,~· r~tri' 
~a;·r:.r nganpa 

~f5Z1']' kutra' 

~~·Ill~' tranglam, sanglam (L) 

z:::J;3a;· tsan 

(n.) operatic performer 

(n.) all day 

(n.) classical operatic piece 

(n.) war 

(n.) army camp 

(n.) military parade 

(n.) gift 

(n.) aristocrat, noble 

(n.) street, alley 

(n.) tsiin (local warrior-god) 



~~·CJ~r:::~· n~sung' 

9~· kin 

~·a!~· +5l' r~mo' ch~' 
~CJ· thrap 

~·~~· +~· nelen sh~ 
~~·~~·+~· kh~tO' sh~ 

~~~~·~1:9.Cl-1' +~'slkpu: sh~ (H) 

Proper nouns 

~~·a!·Gt:::'CJ' kyormolungwa 

~t:::'z:.l'CJ' cOngpawa 

~t:::'Olf~'CJ' ky~ngkarwa 

~Cl-1' shg: 

~Cl'~~Cl-1· r~psa: 

~z:.l(l.l'~~·~·rr:::; paJa: rJ.tro J 

~z:.JCl.l'~~·~·~CJ· pala: rJ.rap 

~~~·~~·~·Ol.$~· k~ntan ngamco' 

Ill~ Ill 
41.3Remarks ~~Cl.l'CJ4~1 

Lesson 41 - gjz::rffi~· ~? 

( adv.) since 

(part.) gerundive 

(v.) [vol., E] to take turns 

(v.) [vol., EA] to act, perform 

(v.) [vol., EA] to receive, host 

(v.) [vol., ED] to present one's respects 

(v.) [vol., EA] to stage a performance 

Kyormolungwa (opera troupe) 

Chungbawa (opera troupe) 

Gyangkharwa (opera troupe) 

area of Lhasa, at the foot of the Potala 

Balcony in front of a window, name of a Lhasa 

street: Rabsal Street 

Ceremony of Pandan Lhamo 
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Ceremony of Pandan Lhamo (alternative name) 

Ceremony of Gandan Ngamcho, commemoration 

ofLord Tsongkhapa's death, on the 251
h of the 

tenth month 

Zhoton, Yogurt Festival 

41.3.1 The directional and aspectual auxiliaries illr:::· ygng and~~ trg 

Verbs of movement are often formed by using directional auxiliaries that specify whether 

an action is coming towards or going away from the speaker (or the point of reference). 

"He's coming jumping." (he's jumping this way) 

"He's going jumping." (he's jumping away) 

"I'm going back home (away from the interlocutor)." 

"I'm coming back home (towards the interlocutor)." 

The two auxiliaries may also be used with non-volitional verbs to indicate the beginning of 

a process (inchoative sense). The auxiliary ygng is used with the :first person (singular or plural), 

whereas trg is used with the second and third persons (singular or plural). 

Ex.: r:::·~~l~~·illr-:::·~~1 
rr:::·~~~·~~·~~·~~1 

"I'm starting to fall asleep." 

"He's starting to fall asleep." 
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~·~,·ilj'~·,~l 

r~·~,·'""~.,~~ 

41.3.2 Nominal clauses 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

"I'm starting to feel cold." 

"He's starting to feel cold." 

Like relative clauses, nominal clauses (whether as subject, object or complement) are form

ed with the use of a nominalizer, but it is important to distinguish between the two types. For this 

purpose the nominalizers l:.l'-pa, u.ltfj'-ya' and ~·-kyu are used (see Lessons 11, 25) . They may be 

followed by the genitive or oblique case (when the function of the clause requires it). The syn

tactic position of the nominal clause in the sentence depends on its function as subject, object or 

complement. 

Ex.: ~l· ~~·?;Jq~·~q·z::J~·~·z:::rilJl) 

"I hope you'll be able to come." (nominal clause= complement of the noun ~·q') 

~~·gjq·g~'u.ltfj'q·l~·tfj~tfj~·c:j'·q~·s::FilJ~·u.ltfj'~o;;·C\~o;;·~·~·fiJo;;· 

"I pray that you should be in good health and that you study well." (nominal clause 

=object of the verb ~o;;·C\~o;;·~') 

~·a:f·~·a:f·~~·~~·,·~·~,·fiJo;;·CJ·4~'CJ'~ll 

"She realized that the girl was her own sister." (nominal clause =object of the verb 4~') 

fC::' ,~. q l' CJ' ct~· OJ"~. c:r. fiJo;;· CJ' c:J~OJ' CJ' ~l· l:.l~J 

"Did he think all Tibetans were poor?" (nominal clause =object of the verb c:J~OJ') 

r~·,~·q l'CJ' etC::' OJ"~ ·c:j'. ~l·q~OJ'CJ'~l'l:.l~J idem. 

41.3.3 The construction tfj~'kh~ng + Adj IV I doubled Adv 

This construction appears in several expressions consisting of the pronoun kh~ng "what", 

"as much" followed by an adjective or, sometimes, a verb or an adverb, usually doubled. 

Ex.: tfjC::'3.1~tfj~'03~tfj~· "as quickly as possible", tfj~'u.ltfj'u.ltfj "as well as possible", tfj~'OJ~'OJ~' 
"as many as possible", tfj~'tfj=:lc:!'tfj=:lc:!' "as carefully as possible", tfj~·ilj'l·ilj'l· "as much as 

possible". 

We also find kh~ng in several constructions such as: tfj~·~q·~·~q "as much as possible", 

tfj~·~~·OJ~·~~·"anyhow, indiscriminately", tfj~'Cl:t'tfj~'C\cEOJ~'"as appropriate, as convenient,", etc. 



Lesson 41 - ~ z::::r c6a;· ~? 

Ill .,.,..~. Ill 
41.4 Exercises ~~·c6a;1 

41.4. 1 Translate into English: 

?) r~·q~a;·a:J·~~·q·~·~~·~~~·~·E!"·~Fa;·~~t)T~a;·~·~r:;,.1 

q) r~·,~·&q·q~a;·~a;·F~·~·~l~a;·~·~r:;,.1 

~) ~~·~a;·~· ~'\·til'~·~~·~~:r tlia;·~·99r:;,.·til'~·,·~a;1 

~) ~l"~.,~.~~·~·q~~~·?4q~·~~1 

~) ~·l'ff·~r:;,_·til'~·,~1 

(,-) ~·a:l·~~·~~·~~·~·~lr.l._~·,·~~·~ 

121) r:;,.~a;·F·~q·~~·5~·~·~·r:;,.5"'F"'r:]~lr.l._~·,·~r:;,.1 

)__) )jjla5't.:l4la;·r~·~~·~~·r.l._~·,·~r:;,.1 
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P) q'r:;,_·§l·~~·~~·;$~·q~o·~·~~~·~~·~·c:l·a;~·t:l..!SJ~'E:i~~·~·~a;·~·~~·&q'~~·~·eF~a;·c:l·tJ3'l~·~· 
q~~·~·~r:;,.1 

?O) r:;,_~~·~~·~·~r:;,_·E!"·~~·,·~~·~a;·~·~~·~·F·~a;·~·oo~~·~·~r:;,_·~·~ry~~·r:;,_~~·a;~·5~·a;·r:;,_~~·~~·~· 
'\t.:l'El'\·~·~r:;,.1 

41.4.2 Answer the following questions: 

?) ~·~a;·E!'\·~~·~·~·~~·r.l._,.~~~·~·~r:;,.1 

q) ~·~a;·~·~·~·~lqry~·,·~r:;,.1 

~) r:;,.~~·~~·~·~r:;,_·}jjq~·~·~·~·z::::r~~·~·~·~l~·~r:;,.1 

~) §l't.:l't.:l~' ~~· ;$~· 4"·a;~· ;$~·q~·~'t.:l'\'~'El'~' ~~·~· ~·~~·q~r:;,_·~· ~r:;,.1 
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* 41.5 Civilization ~,·,~c:::·1 

From Classical to Modem Tibetan literature: a long living tradition. 

Literary Tibetan has been around for over a thousand years. The earliest texts go back to 

the seventh century. In terms of its quality, originality, diversity and sheer volume, the classical 

literature of the Land of Snows ranks among the great literary traditions of Asia. The Sayings of 

Sakya Pandita (thirteenth century), the songs of Milariipa (twelfth century) the poems of the Sixth 

Dalai Lama and the Epic of Gesar of Ling are already a part of the world's literary heritage. 

Whether written in prose or verse, traditional Tibetan literature covers a wide range of domains, 

including Buddhism, history, medicine, astrology, grammar and poetry. 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, Tibet has seen the gradual development of a 

modem literature that follows on directly from this tradition. The landmark figure of Gendiin 

Chompel, who died in 1950, provides the link between the classical style and the emergence of 

modem genres. However, it was only at the beginning of the 1980s that Tibet witnessed a real 

explosion of this new literature. Innovative genres, such as the short story, free verse and even the 

novel began to appear, while some thirty new literary magazines made a significant contribution 

to the development of the field. 

Contemporary Tibetan writing has been influenced by several currents: classics in Chinese 

and in European languages, as well as canonical and Classical Tibetan literature, not to mention 

the oral traditions of the nomads. 

Tibetan authors write in Modem Literary Tibetan, a superb language that has remained 

very close to the classical style, even though it has evolved gradually and been enriched by the 

adoption of many neologisms. 

The last thirty years have seen the publication, in this modem style, of numerous works 

covering an extraordinary diversity of subjects such as science, politics, economics, astrology, 

history, Buddhism, medicine, education and literary criticism. 

The preferred literary genres are, understandably enough, poetry and short stories, which 

give the authors an opportunity to deal with Tibetan thought and culture. Fiction is the ideal 

medium through which to describe the people and the landscape of the high plateau, and to evoke 

both ancient traditions as well as the upheavals that the society has experienced. The perspectives 

of these writers on the Tibetan world are entirely new and original. 

It will be evident, from a comparison of the following four poems, that Modem Literary 

Tibetan doesn't represent a break from the classical language. The first poem was written by 

Sakya Pandita in the thirteenth century; the second and third are attributed to the Sixth Dalai 

Lama (early seventeenth century), while the last was written in the late twentieth century by 

Sangda Dorje, one of the authors of this Manual. 



~·l~lq·~~·~~·~t:l'z:.l1 

~r:::·tl.lr:::·~~r:::~·q'\·~·~,.t:l~1 

~~·~~·l,.,~.~~·q~·~~1 

~· ,". ~r:::· tl.lr:::· fil,·~F~· &~~11 

~·~f§C:::f§C:::'l~::l\' 351 

r:::·~·,4,·~~·,tl.l~'lt:::'1 

E:l,·~r:::·~r:::·~·&l·~~ 

a,•E:lt:::'t:l~ '\'~~· ~t:l~'Ult:::'11 

s~·q~·~·,.~,·~r:::·1 

~·lr:::·~,·q~'t:l4,~·~r:::·1 

~·s~·~~~·~·~·as1 

t:l~t:l~·~r:::·~t:l'~'3:1'~~,1 

Lesson 41 - ~ z:::r ffi~· <t? 

"Those who achieve something 

Without reflecting on it cannot be deemed wise; 

Though woodworms may leave traces like letters, 

They aren't scribes. " 

"0 white crane, 

Lend me your wings! 

I shan't go far, 
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I shall visit Lithang and come back. " 

"Little black letters set down in writing 

Are washed away by raindrops; 

Unwritten lines on the heart 

Can never be erased." 
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~~·~1 

019~ ~ 1:::1~~ 1:::1~ ~~ 1:::1~ 

Olffi~ Ol~~ ~~ ~~ 1:::1~~ 

~~ 1~~ ~~ ~ 

~Ol ~Ol Ol~~ 1:::1~~ 

z:::17lil ffi z:::1l~ 1':\oo~ 

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 

1:::1~~ ~~ 

~~ ~l ~~ l~~ 

1:::1~ Ul~ ~~~ ~~ lo.l~ ~~ 



"Song of Separation" 
Kiinkor169 by Sangda Dorje (1992) 

In the vastness of the night sky, the full moon rises, 

White and beautiful, a splendid jewel in cloudless space, 

A hundred pale cool beams in the sheltering night. 

Seeing this nocturnal companion, as beautiful as my beloved, 

Brings her to my mind. 

When the white clouds are set like jewels in the brightness of the day's sky, 

As beautiful as the unrivalled ornaments of heaven, 

Your form arises in the vault of my mind. 

The enduring memory of your wide eyes, beloved, saddens me. 

Ah, beautiful face like the full moon, 

Ornament of the eyes, in the splendour of your youth, 

Though your dear face shines with love, 

I am your wretched companion. 
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169. Kiinkor, or "magic squares", originally devised by the Fifth Dalai Lama, may be read in any direction. This poem, 
for example, has to be read along both diagonals and then across, as one would normally read. 





Appendix 1 

Outlines of the Differences 
between 

Literary and Spoken Tibetan 

The differences between Literary (Modem and Classical) and Spoken Tibetan lie in the 

lexicon (vocabulary), grammatical words and, to a lesser extent, syntax and pronunciation. 

The classical language is characterized by its conciseness and by the corresponding impor

tance of context and cultural background. 

A text in the classical style would be shorter than a Standard Tibetan rendering of the same 

material. The classical, literary language owes its concentrated, terse character to a number of 

factors: 

- Nouns, adjectives and verbs tend to be monosyllabic, whereas the oral language tends to 

use polysyllabic forms. 

- Verbs can function autonomously, whereas oral Tibetan requires the systematic use of 

auxiliaries. 

- Case markers, nominalizers and conjunctions may be left out when the semantic context 

is clear enough for them to be redundant. Ellipses of this sort are especially common in poetry, to 

satisfy the demands of the metre. 

-Literary Tibetan often foreshortens compound words by omitting syllables. 

- Coreferential pronouns and nouns are generally avoided. When there is no ambiguity, 

the "subject" is introduced only once, and may not reappear in a given passage. 

And finally, from a syntactic point of view, the written language is often more flexible than 

the oral. For example, adjectives and relative constructions may be placed either before or after 

the noun, whereas in oral Tibetan they almost always follow and precede them respectively. 
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Anyone who knows colloquial Tibetan can quite easily learn the literary language, and vice 

versa. The following pages, containing a systematic survey of the main points of difference, are 

intended to serve as a bridge between the two registers. The lists presented here are by no means 

exhaustive, but at least they illustrate some of the fundamental differences. For further details 

about the literary language we would highly recommend The Classical Tibetan Language (Beyer, 

1992) and, in French, le Clair Miroir (Kesang Gyurme, 1994). 

1. Current and literary pronunciation 

Literary Tibetan is used by Tibetans of all regions, however different their spoken dialects 

may be, as well as in Bhutan, Ladakh and the dozen or so ethnically Tibetan enclaves of Nepal 

such as Khumbu (the Sherpas), Mustang and Dolpo, as well as by speakers of languages other 

than Tibetan such as the Mongols, Kalmyks, Buryats and, more recently, Western practitioners of 

V ajrayana Buddhism. Obviously, the pronunciation of Literary Tibetan will vary according to the 

reader's regional provenance, so that a native of Kham or Amdo, for example, will read a text in 

very different accent from a Central Tibetan. 

In the following pages, examples of Literary Tibetan will be presented in a transcription 

that corresponds to the reading pronunciation by a speaker of Standard (or Central) Tibetan. 

As a general rule, conversational pronunciation of Standard Tibetan is identical with that of 

Literary Tibetan
170

, and follows the conventions for spelling and pronunciation (see Table 10 in 

Appendix 6). Certain words, however, are pronounced differently in colloquial usage (this pro

nunciation will be unmarked) and according to literary convention (marked with an L below), as 

when someone is reading aloud or quoting. 

For example, ctQ 'bri, "the yak cow", is pronounced /trjj in literary language and /pjj in 

colloquial usage. Similarly, in the case of the following words: ~·~~·sbra-nag "nomad tent" 

· /tr~na'/(L), /p~na'/; 'CJ.~"'~'bZhengs "to get up" (H), "to construct" /sh~ng'/(L), /sh~ng'/; t:\E{~~· 
'dzegs "to climb" /ts~'/(L), Its~'/; ry~·~3.1 tog-tsam "a little" /toktsam/ (L), /te(t)s/; §~· brin "to be 

sellable, to be sold" /thrln/ (L), /phlm/; 4~·~·c.l!~\ shes+ kyi-yod "I know" /she'+kiyo'/ (L), 

/shen+kiyo'/; ~·ar"'· rnga-mong "camel" /ngamong/ (L), /among/; ~"'·z:r· sprang-po "beggar" 

/trangpo/(L), /pangko/; 3:l·l,-~· mi dgos "I don't need" /mj_kg'/ (L), 1m!:! kg'/. 

These differences may be explained in terms of the simple rules that will be set out below. 

The rules will make it possible to account for the majority of cases in which colloquial pronun

ciation differs markedly from the literary form. Colloquial pronunciation is not accommodated by 

special spelling, except in the case of certain modem writings that try to reproduce vernacular 

speech. 

170. There are some minor discrepancies that occur in a very careful literary or reading pronunciation (and in some 
cases of hypercorrection): The final suffixed letters g, l, r are then respectively pronounced as /k, I, r/ (while in normal 
reading k yields a glottal stop; I and r a lengthening of the preceding vowel.). Initial aspirate consonants in second 
syllables usually keep their aspiration in careful reading while the aspiration is lost otherwise. 
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Features of colloquial pronunciation 

• "Floating nasals". 

• The disappearance of the subscript r of a labial. Thus a labial /p/ is pronounced instead of 

the usual retroflex affricate /tr/. 

• The disappearance of the semi-vowel /w/ in the nominal suffixes /wa/ and /wo/. 

• The transformation of the labial /p/ into a /k/ when it is preceded by a velar in the nominal 

and adjectival suffixes /po/, /pa/, /pu/. 

The following unusual phenomena may be added to these basic rules: 

• The transformation of vowels within certain words. 

• The pronunciation of certain consonants that are usually silent. 

1. 1 The appearance of "floating nasals" within a word 

"Floating nasals" do exist in the literary register, but are more characteristic of the spoken 

language. They are produced when the following letters (and groups of letters) appear at the 

beginning of the second syllable: 

The prefixes 'a r.l.... (a chung) and mOl and the majority of combinations involving an l: zl ~·, 

ld ~·, lt lft', lj ~·. 

Furthermore, when the letter l ~· appears at the end of the first syllable it may also produce 

a nasal. 

The prefixes 'a and m, as well as the combinations that can produce a nasal, are called 

"nasalizers" (marked as N in the transcription). The resulting nasal is the dental n, the labial m or 

the velar ng, depending on the case. It is generally articulated in the same place (homorganic arti

culation) as the final consonant of the first syllable (S 1) or the first consonant of the second (S2). 

The following configurations may be encountered: 

• /p/ before the nasalizer is pronounced as /m/. 

Ex.: ~q~·r.l....~,~'zhabs 'degs > sh~p+Nt~' > sh~mte' "service" 

~r:::l'r.l....~,. zhib 'jug> shTp+Nc~· > shJ.mcu' "research" 

• /k/ before the nasalizer is pronounced as /ng/. 

Ex.: 3:1,·~~· mig-'khrul > mTk+Ntru: > mTngtru: "illusion" 

• a nasal consonant before the nasalizer remains unchanged. 

Ex.: ~~·r.l....~'sngon 'gro > ngontro, ~~·r.l....~~· smon 'dun> montun 
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• If the nasalizer is preceded by a vowel or a lengthening (due to an r or an l), a nasal 

consonant is produced in the place of articulation of the following consonant, that is, the 

first consonant of the second syllable (S2). The following configurations may be 

encountered: 

- Before /p/, the nasalizer is pronounced /m/. 

Ex.: lq~·~q::;;· dpal- 'bar> pa: + Npar > pam par (personal name) 

la.1~·~2lq~· dma'-'bebs > mampep "contempt" 

Sometimes, the labial is present in the spelling only in the form of a b: 

Ex.: 4·~~· sha-'bras >shamtra' "meat stew (with rice and potatoes)" 

-Before It/, Its! or /c/, the nasalizer is pronounced /n/: 

Ex.: l9·~~21-i' dge-'dun > k~ntun 
~·~~~· mi-'dug > mlntu' 

CS'l·~z::::~· bod-ljongs phgncong "Land of Tibet" (i.e., Tibet) 

-Before /k/ or /ky/, the nasalizer is pronounced /ng/: 

Ex.: ~~·~.:r;;·dus- 'khor > thQngkor "wheel of time" 

~~::;;·~::;;· gsar-'gyur > sangkyur "news" 

However, in cases where the nasal is due to the prefix m, it is this sound that is often heard, 

whatever the following consonant might be: ~·a.lffi21-i' rgyu-mtshan "reason" /ky'=!mtsan/. 

These nasals are described as "floating" inasmuch as they are not entirely obligatory, espe

cially during "precise" reading. By contrast, they are almost always used in the spoken language. 

Thus ~·0-1~ rgya-mtsho "ocean" is pronounced /ky9:_mtso/ as well as /ky9:_tso/, ~·a.lffi21-i' rgyu

mtshan "reason" as either /ky'=!mtsan/ or /ky'=!tsan/. But !!j'.¥!' sku-zla "spouse" (H) is always pro-
"' nounced /kunta/ and not */kuta/. Similarly, ~~·~ rgyal-rtse "Gyantse town" is pronounced 

/ky§:ntse/ but never * /ky§:tse/; l9·~~21-i' dge- 'dun "sangha" as /k~ntun/ but not * /k~tOn/. It may be 

mentioned in passing that literate Tibetans are not usually aware of the fact that they are pro

nouncing floating nasals, which are described neither in traditional grammars nor in more recent 

works. 

Ex. with zl, ld, It lj or/: CS'l'.¥!' bod-zla /phgnta/ "Tibetan month", l'1f' da-lta /th§:.nta/ "now", lq~· 
~21-i dpal-ldan /pantan/ "Pandan (personal name)" fq~·~21-i stabs-/dan /tomtan/ "dismemberer" (of 

corpses), ~~·~z:::~·yul-ljongs /yQncong/ "landscape", ~~·~z::::~· 'bras-ljongs /tr~ncong/ "Sikkim", 

Ul~·~·yal-ga /y~:ka/ or /y~nka/"branch", l~~·~21-i' dga '-/dan /k§:.ntan/ "Gandan (name of a major 

monastery near Lhasa)". 
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Ex. with the prefix 'a:~~ a.l't:\~c::J~' gsol- 'debs /sontep/ "prayer", ~l·t:\~' dud- 'gro /thQntro/ 

"animal", ~c::J't:\~~ zhib- 'jug /shlmcu'/ "research", 1:\Si!c::J't:\~C:::' 'thap- 'dzing /thamtsing/ "struggle",~· 
1:\~0-l sku- 'bum /kOmpum/ "Kumbum (major monastery in Amdo, Chin.: "Daer si"), ~'"\·~~·~~· 
0-lffi' yar- 'brog g.yu-mtsho /ye::mtro' yumtso/ "Lake Yamdroyumtsho", c::Jl~'t:\~aii bdag- 'dzin 

/te:ngtsin/ "selfishness" (lit.: "self-grasping"), ~c::J~'t:\~ skyab- 'gro /kyamtro/ "refuge", f't:\~aii kha

'don /khanton/ "to recite prayers", ~a.l't:\~c::J~' zhal- 'debs /sh~ntep/ "offering, contribution", ~c::J~· 
!:\~~~· zhabs- 'degs /she:mte'/ "service"; ryaii'~a.l' rten- 'brei /temtre:/ "auspicious combination of 

events, ceremony". 

Ex. with the prefix m: ~a.1'3la5aii' rgyal-mtshan /ky~ntsan/ "banner", ~·0-l~aii' sku-mdun /kOntCm/ "the 

presence, (title of the DalaY Lama); ~~·0-l~l· phyag-mdzod /changtso'/ "treasurer", "Sj'a.l~~· lha

mdzes /lhantse'/ "beautiful goddess (personal name)", ~·0-lffi\ lo-mchod /lgmco'/ "first year 

commemoration of the death of a person". 

1.2 Disappearance of the subscript 'r' of the labial 'p' or 'b'. 

Fortunately, the number of words that have this double pronunciation is rather limited. 

The colloquial pronunciation can be deduced by dropping the subscript r of the labial. 

There is no systematic rule for dropping the subscript r, and the optional pronunciation will there

fore be flagged on each occasion. 

Other examples: 

S~'"Sj·~·~~· brag-lha lu-phug thre:lalupu' (L), phe:lalupu' Bhalaluphuk (name of a temple in 

Lhasa) 

.§aii'brin thrln (L), phlm "to be sellable" 

~c:::·~~· 'brang-sgrig tre:ngtri '(L ), pe:ngtri' "to form a queue" 

~faii~' sbra-nag tre:na' (L ), pe:na' "nomad tent" 

~faii~'~a.l' sbra-nag-zhol tre:naksho:(L), pe:naksho The Banagzhol section of Lhasa. 

~c:::·~· sbrang-bu tre:ngpu (L), pe:ngku "bee" 

~~·~c:::· dug-sbrang th!,jktrang (L), th!,jkpang "mosquito" 

~c:::·aii~' sbrang-nag tre:ngna' (L), pe:ngna' "fly"(But note that ~c:::·~· sbrang-rtsi "honey" 

tre:ngtsi is not pronounced * pe:ngtsi.) 

~~· spri'u trTu (L), pTu "monkey" 

~a.l'a.ll'c::J4l' sprel-lad bshad trela' sha'(L), pe:la' sha' "to lick someone's boots" 

(lit. to imitate a monkey) 

.9~~· bregs thr~'(L) phe:', "to cut with scissors." 

1.3 The modification of the suffixes /wa, wo, pa, po, pu/ 

The phonetic rules and transformations that will be described here concern only words that 

have the nominal or adjectival suffixes /wa, wo, pa, po, pu/. The modifications occur only in a 
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conversational or familiar register. They are determined by the last phoneme of the preceding 

syllable. 

-The /w/ of the suffix /wa/ disappears after the consonants /r/, /1/ and /ng/ which are then 

doubled:
171 

Ex.: 0-l,~'z::J' mgar-ba "blacksmith" k9,rwa (L), k9,rra 

~.:r:;·r:1· skor-ba "circuit", "to go around" korwa (L), korra 

£:lil,l'r:J' thal-ba "dust" thiiwa (L), thalia 

~il,l'r:J' brel-ba "to be busy" thr~:wa (L), thr~lla 
,~il,l'z:;J' gsal-ba "clearer" sa:wa (L), Sarra 

';ljil,l'r:J' skal-ba "fortune, lot" ka:wa (L), kalla 

l~il,l'r:J' dmyal-ba "hell" nya:wa (L), nyalla 

0-lt:::'z::J' mang-ba "majority" m9,ngwa (L), m9,ngnga 

~r::::·q· yong-ba "all right" ygngwa (L), ygngnga 

~ll,l·q· sol-ba "charcoal" so:wa (L), solla 

Colloquial pronunciation is sometimes reproduced by the spellings used in letter-writing 

(though never in literary texts): ~.:r:;·q·, 0-lt:::'z::J' and ~r::::·q· are accordingly written: ~.:r:;·.:r:;· skor-ra, 

0-lt:::'t:::' mang-nga and ~r::::·r:::: yong-nga. 

-The suffixes /wa/ and /wo/ take the form of a lengthening after /a/ and /o/: 

Ex.: %f~·q lha-sa-ba "inhabitant of Lhasa" lhasawa (L), lhasa: 

~q·~·q· slob-grwa-ba "student" loptrawa (L), laptra: 

~·q· lta-ba "vision, theory" tawa (L), ta: 

~·i:j'· ngo-bo "essence" nggwo (L), ngg: 

,~·t:l· gtso-bo "principal, main" tsowo (L), tso: 

-The suffixes /pal, /po/, /pu/ are pronounced respectively
172 

/ka/, /ko/, ku/: 

Ex.: 4,'E:l' shog-bu "paper" shokpu (L), shukku
173 

i:i'r::::·E:l· bong-bu "donkey" phgngpu (L), ph\:jngku 

st:::'E:l' sbrang-bu "bee" tr9,ngpu (L), p9,ngku 

tll,.q-. yag-po "good" y9,kpo (L), y9,kko 

tll,'CJ' yag-pa "better" y9,kpa (L), y9,kka 

~r::::·q'· kong-po "Kongpo" (a region in Tibet) kongpo (L), kongko 

~r::::·q'· sprang-po "beggar" trangpo (L), pangko 
31~,~·q· mgyogs-po "rapid" kygkpo (L), kygkko 

171. From a strictly phonetic point of view, these doubled consonants are pronounced like simple consonants (like the 
ll in "wallow"). 

172. This may be seen as a case of assimilation: when the labial is preceded by a velar (plosive k or nasal ng), the locus 
of its articulation changes and it becomes a velar. 

173. Remember that geminate consonants (kk, pp, etc.) are pronounced as if there were only one consonant. Only the 
tone is affected. 
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Colloquial pronunciation may be reflected in informal spelling: thus 4~·~· and ~~·q· are 

sometimes written as 4~·~· shog-gu and ~~·~ yag-ga. 
....,_ 

Note: This pronunciation is not systematic: thus ~Sl~·r:::r 'brei ba "relationship" is pro-

nounced /tr~:wa/ and never *tr~lla. Furthermore, it applies only in the case of the suffixes pa, po, 

pu and not the combinations of /k+p/ in general. For example, l3l~''Elr::::~· /makpung/ "army" never 

becomes *makkung, and likewise l3l~·lq' ~'/makpon/ "general" is never pronounced *makon. 

Similarly, El~'J:.J' /thakpa/ "rope" never becomes *thakka. 

1.4 Modification of the pronunciation of vowels in certain words 

In most cases, vowel changes occur in polysyllabic words, and are caused by the influence 

of other vowels in the same word. There is a sort of vowel harmony at work.
174 

The variations are 

generally restricted to closely-related vowels: e I i, o I u, Ci I i. 

Changes may also occur within monosyllabic words, in which case it is no longer a 

question of vowel harmony. There is no way of predicting this sort of pronunciation, but fortu

nately there are very few examples. Remember that the examples given here do not apply to lite

rary pronunciation. 

-The vowel e is sometimes pronounced /a/. 

Ex.: ~~~~· 'dzegs "to climb" ts~· (L), tsi!', ffi~· tsheg "intersyllabic mark" tshe' (L), tsha', l::l~r::::· 
bzheng "to build" (H), sh~ng (L), shi!ng, l::l4~~· bshegs "to die" (H) she' (L), sha' 

-The vowel u (normally pronounced /u/ in the combinations ud, un, us) becomes /i/ in 

certain words. 

Ex.: ~~·~· skyag-rdzun "lie" kyaktsun (L), kyaktsin, ~l· phud "to take off' phu' (L), phT', 

~~·~~· sdug-rus "resistance" t~kru' (L), t~kri'. 

-The vowel o is sometimes pronounced /u/ in certain words: 

Ex.: 4t::::'l::l~' shing-bzo "carpentry" shTngsu, 4~·~· shog-gu "paper" shOkku,qr::::·~· bong-bu 

"donkey" ph~ngku 

On the other hand, it sometimes happens that the vowel u is pronounced /o/. Very excep

tionally, the variations that are caused by vowel harmony are formalized in the spelling. Thus l::l~' 

bcu "ten" is usually pronounced /cO/ both when it stands alone as well as in the compounds l::l~' 

~~· bcu-gcig "eleven" /cOci'/, l::l~·~~~· bcu-gnyis "twelve" /cunyi'/, l::l~·~~3l' bcu-gsum "thirteen" 

/cOksum/, but is pronounced /co/ or /co/ and is actually written with an o in the compounds l::l~·~· 
bco-lnga "fifteen" /conga/ and l::l~'z:::!~l· bco-brgyad "eighteen" /copkya'/, since the vowel of the 

second syllable is more open (a, a). 

174. This phenomenon can also be described as an assimilation ofthe vowel aperture. 
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-the vowel e is pronounced as /i/ in certain words: 

Ex.: 4~·~~1' shes-rig "culture" shTri' 

And finally, there are occasional exceptions such as: ~·q· Iei-ba "dung" dwa (L), cowa. 

1.5 Special pronunciation of the rhyme 'ab(s)' 

In certain colloquial words, the suffixes ab and abs are pronounced /o/ (sometimes follow

ed by a lengthening). Here are some examples: 

lt!]~'.::t:;t:l' dga '-rab k9;rap (L), k9;ro "quite a few", ~f<iq~· sku-zhabs kushap (L), kusho "sir", 

~q~· grabs thr§;p (L), trg: "to be about to" 

1. 6 Special pronunciation of certain consonants 

In certain rare cases, the consonant /p/ figures in a word even when its presence isn't justi

fied by the spelling. 

Ex.: c:J§§'''ft' bzo-lta sgpta: "shape", F':::J~' kha-zas /khapsa'/ "fried pastry", ~·~· rma-bya /mapca/ 

"peacock",~·~~· sgra-snyan /tr§;pnyan/ "Tibetan lute", etc. 

On the other hand, the consonants /ng/ and /n/ are sometimes pronounced /m/ at the end of 

certain words: ~t:::'sgrung tr!:!ng (L), tr!:!m "story, tale", ~~'zin sJ.n (L), slm "to seize, grasp", .9~· 
brin trln (L), phlm "to be sold", ~~t::::· mchong chong (L), cham "to jump", 4t::::shong shong (L), 

shum "to fit", ~~~·mnan nan (L), nam (or even lam) "to press down". 

2. The lexicon 

2. 1 Differences in the vocabulary 

The lexicon is one of the fields in which there are major discernable differences between 

Literary and Spoken Tibetan, even if the basic vocabulary is the same in both registers. 

It should not be supposed, however, that there is a clear distinction between the two: some 

literate Tibetans may use in their daily language words that are more characteristic of the literary 

register, while certain journals and texts may use colloquial terminology. 

In the lists of examples, the words marked with an (L) appear only in literary language. In 

the subsequent examples, words to the left of the "equals" sign (=) correspond to Literary 

Tibetan, while those to the right belong to the colloquial register. The few words that are not used 

in the literary language are marked with the sign (*L). 

-Verbs: 

Ex.: ~~· = ?4q~· "to arrive" (H), ~t!]'= ~~t::::· "to see", ~~l'/ t:l~l· = t!j~t::::· "to do" (H), 

~~·; t:l~l· = ~q· "to speak", ~q·= ~~t::::~· "to jump"/ .::t:;t::::'4't:l$t:l' "to commit suicide", 
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~z:;il ~~·= ~:\~' "to go", ~~·= Z<j~z::::· "to give" (H), ~~·= z::J~~· "to think", ~Z::::t:\'1 ~~~· = 

arl· "to be, to exist", z::]~~·= ~l'fZ<j'~,~· "to be hungry", ~~:= 1:\~l·~·rz::::~· "to be 

satis:fied"flZ<jt:\ "to be happy, to rejoice", 1:\~Z<j'l ~Z<j'= ~l· "to be afraid", z::J~~·= 1:\~l· "to 

desire", f!i' = f!i~'t:\fZ<j'a:iZ<j~'"to age, grow old", z::117~~·= ~z::::~· "to be born" (H), Z<j~ ~·z::1· 
z::1ryz::J' =~~·~~·~,."to pray", etc. 

-Nouns: 

z::J~~·~~·= ~~·~~· "face" (H) I Z<j~z::::·~·; s~·~· Iff~' = ~·~· (*L) "child", ~·z::1· = ~~· 
~ffiZ<j'(*L) "ear", z::14~·Z<j~~· = l,.f!i~· "teacher" or~,~·~· "friend", ~·1 ~l· = ~~~· 
"mind", ~·~·= ~· "age", m·q·= ~· "human being", ~~·~· = ~,~·~· "idiot", '?~·= ~·~· 
"day", ~Z<j~·ffi~· = 4t:::'~Z<j~' "forest", ~~· = Z<j~Z<j~·r:J· "body", a:.t·~z::::·= 4~·~· "mirror", 

:::!~'= F'~Z<j' "food",~~·= ~Z<j'~Z<j'(*L) "clothing", ~l'= ~·c£· "illness", etc. 

-Adjectives: 

~,~. = UJZ<j'~· "good", ~~·= ~~,~·r:J· "quick", ~l·~·~t:::'z::J' = ~~~· ~· t:\~·r:J·1 ~~~·r:J· 
"beautiful", 3ll·~·~t:::'z::J'I ~ffiZ<j' =~':!]'"excellent, extraordinary" 

-Adverbs: 

4~·~· = ~'5Z<j~' "very", ~'E],' = ~t:::'z::J~~· "like, as", ~~·1 ~~~·~l'l ~·~~·1 ~·~l· = ffiz::::·~·l 
Z<jZ::::'Z<j' "all", ~·~· = ~z::::·~· "many", ~·~·1 1:\Z<jt:\'~Z<j'l F'~Z<j' = F'4~' "some", 1:\z::lt:\'~Z<j'l f' 

~· = ~z::::·~z::::·1 ,~,·~· "only, solely", ~·~·~Z<j·= ~~·~z::::· "immediately", ~~'E:l.'l ~t:::'E3l' = 

ryZ<j·;3~· "a little", ~z::::~·~~· = ~z::::·~~· "tomorrow" 

2.2 Verbalizers 

In the spoken language, many verbs consist of a noun followed by a verbalizer (see Les

son 14.). The most frequently encountered verbalizers are ~Z<j' rgyag "to make", 5l· byed "to do", 

z::1ryz::::· btang "to send". The noun that precedes the verbalizer is often disyllabic, and is sometimes 

made up of verb roots that function as autonomous verbs in the written language. In the spoken 

language, verbs can be monosyllabic, disyllabic or trisyllabic. 

In Literary Tibetan, verbalizers are not used and verbs are usually monosyllabic or some

times disyllabic: 

Ex.: ~z::J' "to learn" (L), ~z::::· "to study" (L) = ~z::1·~z::::·5l· "to study" 

t:lf)Z<j' "to examine" (L), l~l· "to research" (L) = t:lf)Z<j'l~l·5l· "to examine" 

z::::~·,~~· "to rest" (L) = z::::~·,~·~Z<j' "to rest" 

~~·~~·"to trick" (L) = ~~·~~·z::1ryz::::· "to trick" 

~~·~~·"to be tricked" (L) = ~~·~~·~z::J~' "to be tricked" 

~·"to get angry" (L) = fi'z::::·~·~z::::· "to get angry" 
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2.3 Nominal and adjectival suffixes 

In Literary Tibetan, substantives and adjectives are usually made up of a monosyllabic root 

without a suffix, whereas the spoken language uses suffixes such as pa, po, ma, etc. But the 

reverse is also true: in a few cases literary words have a suffix that is absent in the spoken lan

guage. 

-Nouns: 

Ex.: ~· = ~·~tlj' (*L) "nose", ~0-1·= ~0-l'ftl]'(*L) "road, way", ~~· = ~~·r.r "cloud", ~,. = ~,·r.r 
"hand",~·= ~·0-1· "smell", l,-~·= l,-~·r.r "monastery", ~·CS·= ~· "mountain", ~·CS·=o= ~· (~~· 
c:l') "river". 

-Adjectives: 

Ex.: ~tlj' = ~t~j·c:l· "black", l'1~· = l'1~·c:l· "white", 0-1~~· = 0-l~~·q· "beautiful", ~0-1· = ~0-1·c:l· 
"delicious", ffi·= ~~·c:l·"big", ~~· = ~~·r.r I~~·~,. "old",~·= ~~·~·c:l· "easy". 

2.4 Semantic evolution 

There are some words that have the same form in Literary and Spoken Tibetan, but have 

acquired a different meaning. Many of the words listed below are derived from the vocabulary of 

the Dharma, but have lost their meaning in the spoken language. 

-Verbs: 

Ex.: l::l~z:::J~' tr\dp "to realize, achieve (L), to sell", for example ~·q~q~·lha tr!::!p: "to realize or 

invoke a god" (L), ~·~tlj'l::l~l::l~' cala' tr\dp "to sell things". 

-Adjectives: 

Ex.: ~}:::::·~q· ch9,ngcup "bodhi= enlightenment (L)", ~r:::::·~q'I::.J' changcuppa "expert". 

-Nouns: 

Ex.: lo.l'~tlj' th§:mtsi' "samaya, initiatic bond" (L), "happy coincidence". 

z::J~l·q~· sota "merit and happiness derived from virtue" (L), "luck". 

~0-1~·~~· semdi.n "sentient being (human or animal)" (L), "animal". In Labrang, in 

Amdo, this word has come to mean "all". 

r:::::·$~'ng§:rkya: "pride" (L), "agressivity, pride". 

2.5 Abbreviations 

Abbreviations are very common in Literary Tibetan. They are of two kinds: phonic and 

graphic. The former usually occur only in the case of quadrisyllabic expressions, and consist of 

omitting the second and fourth syllables. 

Ex.: ~r:::::·~0-1~' Ch§:ngsem = ~r:::::·~q·~Cl.l~'ll::..ll-\' Ch§:ngcup sempa "bodhisattva", ~·,4,~· th~she' 
= ~·q~~'tl]4tl]~'l::..l'th~shin shekpa "Tathagata", ~,·~~· thekcen= ~tlj'l::..l'~~·c:l· thekpa 

chenpo "Mahayana", ~tlj·~~· chaktor Chakdor= ~tlj·~·~·~· chakna tgrce "the bodhisattva 

Vajrapani (or Chaknadorje)", l,·~q· k~lop = l,.~~·lr:::::'~l::l'0-1' k~kan-tang lopma "master 
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and disciple(s)", ~::::·~~· shlngtrok = ~::::·q·l::::·~§'~·z::r shlngpa-tang trgkpa "farmers and 

nomads". 

The same principle applies in the spoken language for abridging personal names of four 

syllables: 

Ex.: ~·~~· tshetor Tshedor = ~·~::::·~·~· tshering tgrce Tshering Dorje, z::::J~'lt:.l'"'l' trapa: Trapal = 
q~·4~'lt:.J'"'l'~~· trashi' pantan Trashi Pandan, ffi~·~0-1· • chokyam Chogyam = ffi~· ~· ~· 
0-1~· cho-kyi kya(m)tsho Chokyi Gyatsho (or Gyamtsho), z::::J~l·~~· sotron Sodron = z::::J~l· 
~0-1~'~'"'1'0-l' sonam tro:ma Sonam Drolma. 

Note: In some cases, a resyllabification occurs whereby the prefixed or the superscribed 

letter of the following syllable is interpreted as the final of the preceding syllable. The written 

orthography records this phenomenon. For example, the last letter in Chogyam, or Tshedor be

longs in fact to the fourth syllable (that has been omitted), respectively mtsho and rje. 

Graphic abbreviations consist of using special signs to replace a group of letters. The fol

lowing are the commonest: 

Ex.: 

-The circle 0
, written above a letter, replaces the suffix m. 

tl.1 = '"'10-l' 

-The~· Ta (reversed t) substitutes for the suffix~~· gs. 

Ex.: '"'l~ = '"'1~~·; ~~· = ~~~· 

-There are also abbreviations in which two syllables are graphically compacted into a 

single syllable, 

Ex.: El = ~·a:f· "girl"; ~l· = ~·~l "hour"; z::::J~~·q~·~~· = q~·4~·q~·~~~· "best wishes". 

2. 6 Punctuation 
Literary Tibetan has no punctuation in the European sense of the term: there are no syn

tactic signs to mark off groups of words, clauses, enumerations, etc. However, there are a number 

of signs to indicate breathers and pauses in the text, although their use is neither systematic or 

obligatory. 

Of all the symbols used in Tibetan, the closest to the European notion of punctuation is the 

simple bar 1 called ~::::· 4l' rkyang-shad or ~~·~::::· tsheg-ring. It goes directly after the last letter 

of a word, in the place of the intersyllabic dot. There are two exceptions to this rule: the simple 

bar is not used after the letter ~· g, when the latter carries no subscript or superscript: ~; and after 
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the letter r::;'nga, an intersyllabic dot is placed before the rkyang-shad to avoid confusion with the 

letter t:l1: r:;·rs 

This punctuation bar may be used to mark the end of a clause, to make it easier to break up 

a sentence and to emphasize the rhythm of the statements by marking pauses. It may also occur 

after individual words, especially in the case of lists. It may also go after case markers (0, gis, 

nas, Ia, du, las, etc.), conjunctions (zhing, dang, nas, ste, Ia, etc.) and verbs, as well as after the 

final particle(.(· ('o). The rkyang-shad may be represented in European languages by a comma, a 

semicolon, a colon, a question mark or a period. Note that the simple bar is used at the end of 

each line in poetic verse. 

In Literary Tibetan, many of the tasks that European languages assign to punctuation are 

fulfilled by grammatical particles. Thus (.(· 'o (and its variants) signify a period or the end of 

reported speech, t:l~~· bcas concludes a list and ~~· ces closes reported speech. One meaning of 

the particle ~· ste is comparable to the function of the semicolon. And finally, depending on the 

context, the particle t:\o-1' 'am may correspond to a question mark, a colon or a comma. 

Apart from the single bar 1 (rkyang-shad), Tibetan literature also uses the following 

symbols: 

The sign~ called ~tl]'Ol~' yig-mgo or l~·~l· dbu-'khyud, which marks the beginning of 

a text or of a page. However, other indicators of new chapters may appear on the top left-hand 

corner of a page. The swasti precedes texts concerned with ethics, the stem and the lotus denote 

official correspondence, while the jewel introduces chapters that deal with religion. 

-The double bar 11 called ~~· 4l' nyis-shad usually marks the end of a section, and may 

be rendered by a full stop. In verse texts, the double bar is always written at the end of each verse. 

-Two double bars 1111 calledt:l~'4l' bzhi-shad mark the end of a chapter or an entire work. 

-The "serpentine" i called ~~·4l' sbrul-shad marks a separation between two chapters. 

-The barf called ~~·~~·E:ir:;' 4l' rin-chen spungs-shad which is surmounted by one, two 

or three small dots, appears on the left of a folio when the line begins with a single syllable, to 

signify the end of the preceding sentence. 

-The sign ~ called Zl]i]~· 4l' gter-shad takes the form of two circles placed one on top of 

the other, and separated by a horizontal line. This sign is used instead of the simple bar in terma 

or "treasure-texts" which are traditionally held to have been concealed by Padmasambhava (gu

ru rin-po-che) and subsequently brought to light by "treasure-revealers" Zl]i]~·~~· gter-ston. 

-A sequence ofintersyllabic dots, signifying that the scribe has made a mistake (the dots 

fill the space occupied by the erased letters) or that there was no room to write the syllables 

before the end of a line. 

175. For examples, see the poems quoted in Lesson 41, section 5). 
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A few other punctuation marks may be added to this list: 

-The ~·~·r· ku-ru-kha or X (cross), which stands for omitted material that is frequently 

repeated within the text (in the case of prayers, for example). 

-A little circle written beneath a syllable, which is intended to attract the reader's 

attention to the word in question. It corresponds to underlining in European languages. 

- Sentences written in letters smaller than those of the main text, corresponding to notes 

on the original work that have been added by the author or a later commentator. 

Inverted commas and, more rarely, question marks, which are sometimes used in mod

em writings. 

3. Grammatical words and syntax 

Certain grammatical words have a completely different form in oral and written Tibetan, 

although they perform identical functions. In certain cases, however, there are significant syntac

tic differences. The main differences are summarized below, in relation to the following: nouns, 

particles, cases, syntax of adjectives, the noun clause, verbal inflection, auxiliaries, reported 

speech markers and nominalizers. 

3. 1 Pronouns 

Classical Tibetan contains numerous pronominal forms that are not used in the spoken 

language. In the following lists, the forms that are followed by "L" are literary, whereas the un

marked forms are used in both the spoken and literary registers. 

• Personal pronouns 

The plural of these pronouns is formed by adding one of the following markers: l€· -tso, 

~Ol~' nam, <>~· -ca', <>~'~Ol~' -ca'nam. In some cases, the reflexive ~z::::· r~ng, "same", may be added 

to the pronoun without changing its meaning. 

-First person singular (I): 

z::::· ng~, r:::Jl~· t~' (L), ~l· ng~· (L, el.), a:~·ngg' (L, el.), :g~· thran (L, h), \l~'t.l khQpa (L, h, 

masc.), \1~·3l· khQmo (L, h, fern.), f·~· khowo (L, masc.), f1·3l· khomo (L, fern.), ~z::::·~l· r~ngnyi', 
8,'z:rl ""\J ~ku. (L, arch.). 

-First person plural (we): 

z::::·l€· ng~tso, r:::ll~·<;~· t~'ca' (L), r:::ll~'<i~'~Ol~' t~'ca'nam (L), ~l'~Ol~' ng~nam, ~l'<i~'~Ol~' 
ng~ca'nam (L), a:~·<>~· nggca' (L), ;g~·l€· thrantso (L),~z::::·<>~· r~ngca' (L, incl.), f'~'<>~· khowoca' 

(L, excl.), ~z::::·~· r~ngre (L), ~·<;~· ~ca' (L, arch.). 
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-Second person singular (you): 

~z::::\ khyo', ~~;.:l\z::::' khyorang, ~l· khye' (H), ~l'.:l\Z::::' khyerang (H), ~l· nyl' (L, el.), ~l'.:l\Z::::' 
nyJ.rang (L, el.), ~·~l· kunyi' (L, H). 

-Second person plural (you): 

~l· ~· khyotso, ~l'.:l\Z::::' ~· khyorangtso, ~l·~~·~· khyenamtso (H), ~l·~· nyltso (L, el.). 

-Third person singular (he, she): 

fZ::::' khong (H), F' kho (masc.), f'.:l\Z::::' khorang (masc.), r·z::r khopa (L, masc.), a:f· mg (fern.), 
ffi''.:l\Z::::' morang (fern.). 

-Third person plural (they): 

fiz::::·~· khongtso (H), fi·~· khotso, fiz::::·~~·~· khongnamtso (HH), f'.:l\Z::::'~· khorangtso. 

• Interrogative pronouns 

The main difference between the two registers lies in the modification, in Spoken Tibetan, 

of ~z::::· kh9;ng to ~ kh9;. Moreover, the morpheme ~ has replaced other classical pronouns such as as 
~·cT, ~·chi,~· th!:J and~~· n9;m. 

Literary Standard Spoken 
~· su ~· su "who" 
~z::::· kh9;ng ~·~· kh9;re "what" 
~·.,. 

Cl ~·~· kh9;re "what" 
~z::::·, kh9;ngki ~., kh9;ki "which" 
~Z::::'i.\5' kh9;ngtra ~·i.\5~·(~') kh9;ntra(s) "how" 

~Z::::'i.\5'~~· kh9;ngtra shlk ~·i.\5~·~~ kh9;ntraci' "what sort" 
~'i.\5' chlntra ~·i.\5~·(~') kh9;ntra(s) "how" 

~·~.:l\' chltar ~·i.\5~·(~') kh9;ntra(s) "how" 
~~~~· chlshi' ~·i.\5~·(~') kh9;ntra(s) "how" 
~·~~· chitsam ~·~l· kh9;tso'/ kh9;tsa' "how many" 

~· th!:j ~·~l· kh9;ts6' "how many" 
~~· n9;m ~·~~· kh9;tll' "when" 
~z::::·~· kh9;ngtu ~'l:.l.:l\' kh9;par "where" 
~z::::·~· kh9;ngna ~'l:.l.:l\' kh9;par "where" 

~·~· k9;ru ~'l:.l.:l\' kh9;par "where" 
~z::::·~~· kh9;ngna' ~·~~· kh9;na' "from where" 
~·~.:l\' cTcir ~·~·5~·~~· kh9;re ch~na' "why" 

~z::::·,·~~·~· kh9;ng-ki thgn-tu ~·~·~~·l~'"'l' kh9;re thgnta'-la "why" 
~z::::·~~·~~· kh9;ng yln nam ~·~·~~·~· kh9;re ylnna "why" 
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• Indefinite pronouns 

~~+~""· [~~c:::] su' + V + na: "whoever" 

~·UJt:::' suyang +NEG ~·~c:::· su kh9;ng+ NEG "nobody" 

~·~~· sushi' ~·5:1~·~""· su ylnna: "someone, anyone" 

~o.l'UJt:::' m\myang ~·~ ~· +~""' kh9;tU '+ v + na: "at any time, always" 

~o.l'UJt:::' n9;myang+ NEG ~·~~· +~""· kh9;tu' + V + na: +NEG "never" 

~·;:50-l'UJt:::' chltsam yang ~·~t:::i+~""· kh9;tso'+V+na: "however many" 

,r:::'UJt:::' kh9;ngyang ~·~·+~""· khare+V+na: "whatever" 

,r:::'UJt:::' kh9;ngyang ~""· khre: (*L) "something" 

,r:::·~~· kh9;ngshi' ~~· d' "something (in particular)" 

,r:::'UJt:::' kh9;ngyang+ NEG ~·~""· kh9; kh~: +NEG (*L) "nothing" 

~·UJt:::' dyang ~·~·+~""· kh9;re+ V +na: "anything" 

~·UJt:::' dyang +NEG ~'Ul""' dya: +NEG "nothing" 

,r:::·~·Ult:::' kh9;ngtuyang ~·q=:;·+~""· kh9;par+ V +na: "anywhere, everywhere" 

,r:::·~=:;· kh9;ng ~·~·~'ll.l' kh9;sa kh9;la "everywhere" 

,r:::·~·Ult:::' kh9;ngtuyang ~·~·~·ll.l· kh9;sa kh9;la "everywhere" 

• Remember that Ult:::' y9;ng is pronounced Ul""' y~: in speech. The same rule applies in com

pounds containing this adverb: ~~c:::· -naang = ~""· na: (*L), ll.l'Ult:::' -layang = ll.l""' -Ia: (*L), ~'Ult:::' 
cTyang = ~'Ul""' dya: (*L), etc. 

3. 2 Particles, connectives and postpositions 

• Interrogative particles 

The interrogative particles~~· -ka', q~· -pa', t:::~· -nga' are not used in Literary Tibetan. 

Instead, we find the morpheme ~Ol'-am and its variants (see Table 9, in Appendix 6), or the mor

pheme ~· -e. Note that the interrogative particle (l;j· is placed before the verb, unlike the other 

interrogative particles, which go afterwards. In the spoken language, 111' a which is related to U;j· e 

has a distinct meaning indicating doubt (not a question). 

• Articles and number markers 

The marker of the definite plural ~· tsho is used in both Spoken and Literary Tibetan. There 

are, however, two other markers, l~· th9;' and ~0-1~· nam', that occur in the Literary language (and 

in some dialects) are hardly ever used in Standard Spoken Tibetan. The indefinite singular marker 

~~'d', is used in both registers, but is spelled in three ways in the literary language:~~· shl', 4~· 
shT', ~~· d', depending on the last letter of the preceding word (see Lesson 6). 
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• The postpositions 

While some postpositions are specific to the literary language, most occur in both registers. 

~c::·; ~~'(L) = ~c::· "on, on top of', OJ~~· (L) = ~~· "after", ~~·I ~~t::l'(L) = ~~ll,l'j ~El~' 
"among, in the middle", Ol~il,l' (L) = ~El~' "in the centre", etc. 

Postpositions are used in the same way in both registers: 

I Noun+ (gen.)+ Post+ (obl./abl.) I 

The syntax ofpostpositions is more varied in literary than in Spoken Tibetan. For example, 

the use of the genitive before the proposition and the case marker after it are both optional in Lite

rary Tibetan. Thus there are four possible structures, as the following examples illustrate. 

cs ~·~·~c::·~·8l·,·~·'ttc::~·q~·05~·CJ· ~~1 
cs ~·~c::·~·8l·,·~·'ttc::~·q~·05~·CJ· ~~1 
CS~·~·~c::·8l·,·~·'ttc::~·q~·05~·CJ·~~1 

CS~·~c::·8l·,·~·'ttc::~·q~·05~·CJ·~~1 

s~·~r~~·~'Ol'f'~1 
s~·~~·~·Ol·f·~1 
s~·~,.~~'o.J'f'~1 
s~·~~·o.J'f'~1 

• Connectives 

"There are four styles of writing in Tibet." 

idem 

idem 

idem 

"to carve a mani on a rock" 

idem 

idem 

idem 

Connectives (coordinating and subordinating conjunctions) constitute a category in which 

there are major divergences from the spoken language. In the following table, the left-hand 

column corresponds to the literary language. 

V+ ~c::'N+ ~·; V+ (l,l' 

V+ CJ~' 

V+ CJ.:t;'t::Jry~'/V+ 'ttq~· /V+ ~~~· 

V+ ~.-:;·~·; V+ ~~·~· 
V+ CJ~' 

V+ CJ'~c::· 

v+CJI:l.: ffi·;v+ CJa_·~ 

= V+ CJ'~c::· "and" 

= V + ;:5c::· "because, as, since" 

= V + ;:5c::· "because, as, since" 

= V+ (.JJ~'il,l' (*L) "to, in order to" 

= V+ ~~· "then, and, after" 

= V+ CJ'~·~ (*L) "as soon as" 

= V+CJ(.l._'Si;t::l~'il,lN+~~ "when" 

3.3 Forms and functions of case markers in Literary Tibetan 

The case system in Literary Tibetan is more complex than that of the spoken language. All 

the cases used in Spoken Tibetan also occur in the literary register, but their forms and functions 
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are more numerous in the latter. The aim here is not to provide a detailed description of cases in 

Literary Tibetan, only to set out the main differences from the case system of the spoken lan

guage. Apart from their case functions when they are associated with nouns, all case markers
176 

have a connective function when they are linked to verbs. Literary Tibetan has the following six 

cases (see Lesson 4): 

,~ khl' 
177

: agentive I ._l ___ ,_._k_h __ i: _g_en_i_tiv_e __ ___.ll '"'!' 19, I~· th!:J, I~· n9,: oblique 

~~·n~· 1'"-1~'1~': ablative II lc:::· th9,ng: associative II 0: absolutive 

•Agentive: 

The form that this case takes depends on the last letter of the preceding syllable: ~ ~ (gis) 

khl', ~~ (gyis) khyl', ~~ (kyis) kyT', ~ (s) -', tij~ (yis) yl' and the archaic form a,~ ('i) -' (see Les

son 8.4). The case functions of this marker are practically identical in the two registers. The agen

tive indicates the agent, the instrument, the cause and the manner, and forms adverbs. 

The applications listed below are limited to the literary language. 

The marker khl' is sometimes used as a connective by being directly appended to a verb. 

The translation will vary according to context: "and", "after", "because" ... 

Ex.: [Zfc:::·,~~·~~·af,·~~·~·~l·,%,·~c:::·~~·u.Jc:::'c:J~~·tlj'c:;:·1 

khong nyT' chTr lg'-ki' chutso' cT' song c~· y9,ngkyar ygng 

"The two of them went back and returned an hour later." 

In Literary Tibetan, the agentive marker is often associated with the nominalizer q· pa (or 

its variant -w9,): q~·-pa'. This marker also operates as a connective, and depending on the context 

may be translated as "and", "after", "because, since". It generally introduces comparative clauses 

(rather like the ablative las). 

Ex.: ~,·fi)·lqc:::·c:J ''?OJ~' r.J~'Eiltl]'~c:::·lc:::· ~c:::·qa.,·tl]~tl]~·~·OJ~c:::·1 

mT'-ki wangpo ny9,m'-pa' tha' ring-tang chungwa: S!:J' mJ. thong 

"Because the sense of sight has been impaired, far -off and small shapes are not seen." 

c:J~OJ·~~'c":\l~·~·~c:::·~·~~·q~·~l·~~·~·~'"-J'OJ~C:::'C:::Ol'tl]~C:::~1 

176. Most case markers have the same spelling and pronunciation as certain nouns and verbs, a fact that beginners 
especially may find confusing. Here is a list of homonyms that that the reader would do well to be aware of: 

gyis: ergative-instrumental case or imperative of the classical verb "to do", Ia: oblique case and also "mountain pass", 
su: oblique case (L) and "who?", ru: oblique case (L) and "brigade, section", du: oblique case (L) and contracted form 
of du-ma "many" (L), las: ablative case and "karma, action", nas: ablative case (variant) and "barley", na: locative case 
(L) and conjunction "if' and "to be ill". 

177. When they are unstressed, these case markers are pronounced respectively: ki ', -ki, -Ia, -tu, -na, -nii', -Iii', -tang. 
Remember that when the case markers are unstressed, they carry no tone and are unaspirated. 

!'I 
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"He went before the Bhagavana and (the latter) said (to him), 'Have you seen the divine 

realm?"' 

Ol~~~.rz::Ja_' -fl'Cll' a;~~·crtll~''?'~Ol~~·r~Ol'!i<l~·~·~~ l1 
"Because of their desire for bait, fish are immediately killed." 

~c::·~·~~·~~·~~·~~·~·~~·~·~Cll'CJ'tll~'CJ~·~~~·CJ~'Ol'~~~1 

"Because your body is a bag of pus, blood and lymph, don't become attached to it." 

~t:l'Ol~ ~· ~c::·~~· t:l~~· ~c::· ~~· t:l~' Ol~~1 

"Whether you see her from behind or from in front, she is lovelier than anyone." 

m~· CJ't:l~· ~c::·-ryc::·~· ~~~· t:l~ Ol' CJ1 
"Rather than reading, (it would be better to) practice samadhi meditation." 

• The genitive 

The form of this case, too, varies according to the last letter of the preceding syllable: ~ (gi) 

khl., ~ (gyi) khyl., ~ (kyi) kyT, til (yi) yl., ~'i) (see Lesson 5.4). The case functions of this marker are 

the same in both registers. The genitive marks the complement of the noun, and forms relative 

and nominal clauses. In Literary Tibetan, however, the marker gi may also serve as a connective 

meaning "but", "while" or "whereas" when it comes directly after a verb. 

Ex.: Olf~'CJ' ~c::·~~·l~l· 4~·~1 l§~·q ':!]~~·t:Ja_·~~·~·AE]t:::'1 

khapa ri!;ng-ki' ca' she'-ki lunpo thri!;kpa: c~'-su tri!;ng 

"The wise know (the truth) by examining themselves, while fools follow rumour." 

~~~·Cll·~~·t:J~·~~'t:J'tll1 ~·t:l·~~~'Cll'~~l'CJ'~l1 
~·t:l· 4~·~·~·~· 7'1 F'~l·~~·~·t:Jl'Ol'~Ol1 
"An action that is beneficial for one person may be harmful for another; when the moon 

rises the water lily opens, whereas the lotus closes." 

• The oblique 

Of the various cases, it is the oblique that exhibits the greatest differences across the two 

registers. It has more forms in Literary Tibetan, and the way in which it functions is more com

plex than in the spoken language. Traditionally referred to as fa-don "meaning of la"178
, the 

178. There are three major problems with the way in which the !a-don is traditionally presented in the Tibetan 
grammars: the three particles la, du and na are equivalent in the case of only one function (the locative without 
movement), but they differ in all other respects. Secondly, the grammatical analysis is based on the Sanskrit case 
models: accusative (las-su bya ba), dative (dgos ched) and locative (gnas gzhi). The gnas gzhi is subdivided into dngos 
po 'i bdag po stan pa, the possessive case, dngos po 'i gnas gzhi stan pa, the case of object location (the locative proper), 
tshe skabs la 'jug pa, the case of temporal location, and de nyid la 'jug pa, the case of object incorporation. 

And finally, of the seven forms, some are actually variants of the same particle (for example su, ru, du, tu), whereas 
others correspond to quite different particles (for example na and la). This Manual will not adopt the traditional pre
sentation, since it is too complex and is based on Sanskrit syntax, which is quite unrelated to that of Tibetan. 

Mention may be made of one highly unusual feature of the oblique case in Literary Tibetan: it may follow other cases, 
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oblique actually subsumes three distinct markers: the markers 1'.1' 19, (and its variant ~· -r), ~· th~ 

(and its variants~· r~, .2'tu, ~·sO) and finally ~·n9,; a total of seven forms that are used as follows: 

• after any ending (vowel or consonant): > l'.l'fa Ia 

• after any ending (vowel or consonant): > ~·na ne, 

> ~· r 179 r • after vowels and 1.\ 'a: 

> ~·ru ru 

• after r:::: nga, l da, ~ na, 01 ma, ~ ra, 1'.1 Ia: > ~· du thu 

• after~ sa: > ~· su su 

• after~ sa t::l ba (and after the second suffix da): > .2'tu tO 

All these particles may function as the locative (without movement). 

Thus any word that ends in a consonant may be followed by one of three possible particles 

signifying the locative. 

Ex.: ~l·~· phg'-tu = ~l'l'.l' phg'-la = ~l·~· phg'-na = "in Tibet", ~13.1~·~· sem'-su = ~13.1~·~· sem'

na = ~01~'1'.1' sem'-la "in the mind", 4~'.2' = 4~·~· = 4~'1'.1' "in the (monastic) cell". 

When a word ends in a vowel, there is the additional possibility of using the marker r 

instead of Ia. 

Ex.: %5'~·~· = %5·~·~· = %5'~~·= %5'~'1'.1' "in Lhasa" 

~Ol'Olfl.\'~· = ~Ol'Olfl.\'~·= ~Ol'OlF~= ~Ol'Olfl.\'1'.1' "in the sky" 

However, each of the three markers has other specific functions that may be summarized 

briefly: 

The marker 19, (and its variant -r) take on the case functions of the locative (with or without 

movement) and dative. It also functions as adverbial suffix and marker of object incorporation. 

The latter serves to express the outcome or the effect of a transformation produced by the verbal 

action180
• All these different meanings may be translated into English by "to", "in" or "at", or may 

remain untranslated as the examples below illustrate. 

Ex. of locative: 

~·~~'1'.1'1.\~' ky9,kar-la trg "to go to India" 

~·~·~r::::'l'.l'~l' "to live in Darjeeling" 

notably the agentive and the ablative, in formulations such as: de-ba+s+na and nas+su. 

179. In the case of a final 'a, the latter is replaced by the case marker r. 

180. From a syntactic point of view, the case marker usually integrates or incorporates the object into the verb and thus 
creates a compound verb. This function of object incorporation is called de-nyid in traditional grammars. 
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Ex. of dative: 

s~·q·lt!]'ll.l'~r::::::·q4~\: chjpa-ta'-la tr~ng sha' "to tell a story to the children" 

s~·q·~l·a:l·ll.l'ltl](:\1 "The children like the game" (lit. they have pleasure in the game) 

Ex. of object incorporation: 

~ll.l't:::l.:l\'t!]ryr::::::· solwartong "to turn into charcoal, to carbonize" 

Ex. of adverb: 

3l~t!]~·c:l.:l\· kygkpor "quickly, at speed" 

The marker I~ also has connective functions, and may serve as a connective. It can therefore 

be translated by "and" or "at the time". It may also be used to form purpose clauses. 

In the latter case, the marker I~ is often associated with the nominalizer !:.1' -pa (or its 

variant -w~): !:.1.:1\' -par, in which case it it attached directly to the verb. 

Ex.: 4t!]'ll.l'~~·4t!] sh6'-la to' shT' "Come and look", t!]~il.l'll.l'~3l'!:.la.:~·q· "the bright [and] round 

moon", i!:l\~~·~t:::~'!:.l.:l\'t!]ryr::::::· "to send [someone] to study Tibetan medicine", a;r::::::·~.:l\'(~' 
t:::l.:l\') ~~· ''to go to buy chang". 

And finally, the marker I~ serves as an expressive particle when it is placed after an adjec

tive at the end of a phrase. 

Ex.: ~l'!:.l'll.l' kyTpa-la "How pleasant!", ~r::::::·~·t:::~·ll.l· "How pretty!" 

-The marker th~ (and its variants sO, r~, tO) has locative (with or without movement) case 

functions. It also functions as adverbial suffix and marker of object incorporation. 

Ex. of locative: 

t!]t!S~·~· yon-tu "on/ to the left" 

t!]Ul~·~· ya' -su "on/ to the right" 

~'t!].:l\'~'(:\~' ky~kar-tu trg "to go to India" 

~·~·3lr::::::·~·~l· "to live in Datjeeling" 

~~·~·"at the time" 

lllt!]'~·~r::::::·q· "a rosary in the hand" 

t'4'~1l.l·~q·~·q~.:l\' "to leave one's native land behind" 

Ex. of object incorporation: 

l!:.lll.l'~'(:\t:::l.:l\' ''to be resplendent" (lit. to blaze in glory) 

&r::::::·~·t!]ryr::::::· "to shorten" (lit. "to send to short") 

Ex. of adverb: 

~t!]'!:.l.:l\'~' "particularly" 

~~'!:.1.:1\'~' "absolutely" 
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Note that the marker th~ (and its variants), as well as the marker -Ia are associated with the 

adverb ~· "even more" which is used only in the literary language. In the spoken language, the 

oblique case~· (or rather its variant fS', see Lesson 28.3.4) alone conveys this meaning. 

Ex.: ~·Olr::::·~·'"'~~· "to increase even more" 

t::ll,.'"'~~·~~·~r::::z~r~Ol·ry,.~,~·~·~r::::·~·~r::::·~·~r::::· 

"Selfishness, negative emotions, discursive thought and so on decrease even further." 

The marker th~ has connective functions when it is followed by a verb. It is also used to 

form purpose clauses. 

Ex.: r:ll·~~·~q·~·,ryr::::· phg' man 16p-tu tong "to send [someone] to learn Tibetan medicine" 

-The marker n~ has locative (without movement) case functions. 

Ex.: ~,·~· 1~'-na "in the hand", ~·OlffiOl~·~· santsam'-na "at the border" 

And finally, apart from its meaning of "if'181 (as in Spoken Tibetan), it may also mean 

"when". 

Ex.: ~·Ui'l·~·~·q·~r::::·1 m~ yg'-na th~wa c~ng "If there's fire, there's smoke." 

~·r:l~·qryq·~·r.tEJ~·~·~1 "If you plant a seed, a fruit will grow." 

~l.~l·~·~~·z:.r~P.i.:~~·q~~1 "If there's no illness, why consult a doctor?" 

~·0-1~'0-l~Z::::'z::J'~'~~·t:_J~'~~·qoq~~·~~·0-1,-',~·ry·4·~l1 
ky~tso th6ngwa-nathr8npa: p~:pa ky~:-na' kg kh~'-te shT ka' 

"It is said that, when it saw the ocean, the frog in the well fainted, its head burst 

and it died." 

• The ablative 

Apart from the particle ~~·-na.', Literary Tibetan also uses the marker ~~·-Ia' to express 

spatial provenance. The difference between the two is so subtle as to be nonexistent in certain 

cases. At an abstract level, -Ia' may be said to signify a consubstantial origin whereas na' implies 

that an object and its source are ontologically different. Another way of expressing the difference 

would be to say that for -na' the original space is closed or delimited, whereas for -Ia' the space is 

conceived as open and unbounded.
182 

Concretely, -Ia' is used in principle to denote the material that something is made of, or 

consubstantial provenance, or the source of a quotation, whereas -na' refers to spatial or temporal 

origin. 

181. The marker na is almost always associated with the past form of the verb (when there is such a form) or the 
auxiliary. There are, however, some exceptions to this rule, especially in the case of negation. 

182. As suggested by Beyer (1992). 
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Ex.: tlj~.:l\,'ill~·~~·z:r~~r ser-la' ph\:Jmpa ch~' "to make a vase out of gold", 4t::::'ill~'Fr::::·z: . .r~z::::r "to 

build a house out of wood", l~ill'ill~·~·~·~z:::1· "to make a vajra out of silver", CS::·~·ill~·~.:z;,· 
i§:lt::::~· "to make butter from milk", ~·~·ill~·CS::l·r.~...§'~· "light emitted by the sun", ql·~· 
z:::111jr.I...'EFill~' "according to the Padma bka '-thang", ~· ~·~~'z:::lz:::l~' r.l tse-na' ph~p "to 

come down from the mountain-top", 4.:1\,'~t!]~·~~·CS::r::::::· "come from the east", ~'z:::l'z:::l~·q· 
~~·r.~...~·~t!]~· "beginning in the tenth month", l~·c:l{~,'illt!]'~~·4.:z;,· "escaped from enemy 

hands". 

• The associative 

Whereas this case183 is not used much in Spoken Tibetan, it is very common in the literary 

language. The associative lr::::· -tang goes with a small class of verbs and adjectives, some of which 

occur quite frequently: 

Ex.: ~~· _t~n "to possess", z:::1;o~· ca' "to possess", r.l...tljill' k~l "to infringe, to go against", ~~r::::~· 

thsung' "comparable with", ~E:;ill' c~: "to meet"(H), &t!]' thu' "to meet",~&~· thun "to be in 
...... 

agreement (with)'',~~· tun "to agree, harmonize", r.I...Elz:::l' thap "to fight with", Elt!]''?' tha' 
1 ny~ "to be close (to)", r.l...~tlj~' trg' "to be associated with, accompanied by", ~t!]~' tr~· "to 

tie", ~5 qr "to stick", ~~· lhan "to be together", ~'?~·t.l nyampo "to be (with)'', r.~...S.· tr~ 
"to mingle (with)'', ~ill' tr~: "to connect, attach", ~z:::l' t~p "to join", l~ti]'z:::l~z:::l' ma' ky~p 
"to make war (on/against)", Sill' thr~: "to be separated (from), deprived (of)" 

Ex.: ~r::::·q·lr::::·~·q&j·~&~·qa.,·G,~'4t!]'tG'r::::·1 n~ngpa-tang tawa mi thun-pa: thQ' shT' ygng 

"A time will come when there will be a philosophical position hostile to Buddhism." 

&l'z:::J=:Jt::::'al'lr::::·&t!] "to meet an excellent person" 

~~~·lr::::'r::t..tljill'z:::l1 "to break the law" 

r::::·~·~·lr::::'\:S,l·~~·~t!]'~l1 "I shall meet my mother (if only) for an instant." 

~·&l~··~r~~~·lr::::·r:~...Elz:::J'~'r.l...~1 "The titans are going to make war on the gods." 

As in Spoken Tibetan, the marker may also function as a coordinating conjunction, "and" 

(see 9.3). It also acts as an imperative marker (see 19.3). In Literary Tibetan, it is also used to 

introduce temporal clauses: "as soon as, when". 

Ex.: ~·~'4.:1\,'z:::l'lr::::·~~·q1 "They set off as soon as the sun rose." 

183. S. Beyer (1992) has proposed that dang be treated as a case, but he provides no arguments for his analysis, which 
is not supported by Tibetan grammars. However, the suggestion is a good one, and a number of arguments may be cited 
in support. Dang cannot be preceded or followed by any other case markers. In other dialects, such as Ladakhi, dang 
marks the instrumental and the associative. In Central Tibetan, dang may be replaced by other cases such as the oblique 
or the absolutive. Like all the other case markers, the absolutive, the genitive, the agentive, the ablative and the oblique, 
the associative marker has two kinds of functions: case-related and connective. It should also be noted that in Amdo, 
the usual marker that corresponds to the Central Tibetan dang is Ia, which is also a case marker. 

This being said, there are two features that give the associative a special character: first, contrary to other case markers, 
dang usually goes before the main verb, with which it has a close relation; and secondly, there are relatively few verbs 
that can take this marker, so that the case function of dang is rather rare. 
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3.4 The predicative function of adjectives 

In Spoken Tibetan, when adjectives take on a "verbal" (or predicative) function and appear 

at the end of the sentence, they must be followed by a copula or an auxiliary (except in certain 

comparative constructions, see Lesson 17.3). In Literary Tibetan, however, adjectives that func

tion as predicates are often treated autonomously, with neither copula nor auxiliary. 

Ex.: J.\~'4~'.5j'Ol~~1"fishTntu ts~· "This is really lovely!" 

l~·~~·~~·ffi~·r.:t._~·~z:::rl'1'"'1 th~ncor rlncen 1i thop ka 

"This precious human body is hard to get." 

tfi'~· ry~· ~r:::·~Ol~·r:::· ~~· ffi1 "Those with few qualities are full of pride." 

,~l·~~·~~·~~·~q·l:_l~'gj1 "Anyone can easily take revenge." 

3.5 Nominal sentences and the concluding particle. 

In Literary Tibetan we sometimes find nominal sentences, that is, sentences with no verb 

(and no adjective with a verb function). These sentences usually end in a noun, but they may also 

end in some formulation other than a verb (such as a pronoun or an adverb). In most cases, these 

nominal sentences end in the concluding particle 'o or one of its variants (see Table 9 in Ap

pendix 6). 

Ex.: aJ'Ol'~Ol~·~~·~11ama-nam-kyi'-so "(It was) by the lamas." 

~·~·~Ol~·q~r.(1 kyo kyo sempa kyo: "Sad, sad, my heart (is so) sad." 

r.:t._~·~·~,·q~~·~1"fi-ni t!:J'nga:-lo "This (is) suffering." 

3. 6 Verb inflection 

In Literary Tibetan, verb stems are often inflected according to the three tenses and the 

imperative mood: a maximum offour forms. These are traditionally referred to as ~~·l·~·q· dus 

da-lta-ba "present", ~~·Ol·r.(r:::~·l:_l'dus rna- 'ongs-pa "future", ~~·r:t._l~·qdus 'das-pa "past" and~~· 
,$,· skul-tshig "imperative". In Literary Tibetan, not all verbs have four forms; some are either 

invariable or have only two or three forms. 

This Manual has retained the traditional terminology for the three tenses: past, present and 

future. However it is more accurate to speak of aspects (or tense-aspect). The present "tense" is 

an imperfective aspect, since it may in fact be used not only in the present but also in the im

perfective past. For example, in the following sentence: 

,~r:::·l,r.:t._·~·~q·~r:::·~r:::·qgjq~·l:_l·~·~·~q1"Though Nanda became a monk, he wouldn't learn 

the precepts." [literally: he does not learn the precepts] 

Although the verb stem ~q is in the "present" (and not the past l::lgjl::l~'), it conveys the 

meaning of the imperfective past. Note also the use of the imperfective negation~· (and not the 

"past" Ol'). 
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The traditional designation "past" is technically speaking as inappropriate as "present". 

What we are actually dealing with is the perfective aspect: this "past" tense is in fact also used for 

the perfective future. For example in the sentence: 

t!]~r:::·lti]i.\' ~ ·~·~~·~·~~·~~·r::J~·c:r~ r:::~·IJ1l,·~~·=ll'I:.J'lr:::·i.\~'"\·~·r::J·Ul~1 "N anda will be born 

in paradise and will enjoy happiness, [then] when his merit runs out, he will be reborn here." 

[literally: once he has been born in the divine realms and has enjoyed happiness] 

In the first clause, the verb ~~ is in the "past" (and not the future ~· ) but it denotes a per

fective foture. 

It should be remembered that the number of distinct verb sterns has been considerably re

duced in the spoken language, and the role of inflection has been largely supplanted by auxiliary 

verbs. Furthermore, the majority of verbs in the spoken language consist of an invariable noun 

and a verbalizer. 

There are two main reasons for the reduction in the number of inflections in Spoken 

Tibetan: 

a) Certain forms have either become outmoded or completely obsolete. 

b) There is a high degree of homophony. In the course of the phonological evolution of 

Central Tibetan, many verbs with different prefixes (or suffixes, etc.) have come to be pronounced 

identically. The distinctions that have been retained in writing have disappeared in the spoken 

language. 

The table below provides several examples of comparisons between written and colloquial 

forms. The first line (in italics) below the Tibetan presents the spelling (and therefore the archaic 

pronunciation), while the second shows the Standard Tibetan pronunciation. There are also some 

examples (in brackets) of the literary pronunciation, but these have generally lost their currency in 

the spoken language. 

present-future past imperative 

~'"\'/r::l~'"\ r::J~.-:;· ~.-:;· 
skor I bskor bskor skor "to turn" 
kor kor kor 

tljryr:::·; tljryr:::· r::Jryr:::· ~r:::~· 

gtong /gtang btang thongs "to send" 
(tong)/ tang tang (thong) tang 

i.\~t!j'/ ltljtlj' r::liljtlj' ftlj' 
'gog/dgag bkag khog "to stop" 
(kg'/k~') ka' ka' (kho') ka' 

i.\~.-:;· 4-"'' 
'char shor 0 "to escape" 
(chor)shor shor 
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~·jq~· q~~· q~~· 

zo I bzo bzos bzos "to make" 
so so' so' 

~~:;~· ~~ ~~ 
byedlbya by as byos "to do" 
ch~ 'I ( ch9:) cha' (chg') ch~' 

~~·jq~~· q~q· ~q· 

rgyag I brgyag brgyab rgyob "to construct" 
ky9;' ky9;p kyop/ ky9;p 

~·jq~· q~~· ~~· 
lta I blta bltas ltos "to look" 
ta ta' to' 

s:j r:::J=:JI.\' r:::J;::J~' ~· 

za I bza' bzas zo "to eat" 
sa sa' so 

~~·; lE3~' [j~' [j~' 

'bul I dbul phul phul "to offer" (h) 
(pQ:/ u:)phu: phu: phu: 

The disappearance of certain verb forms in the oral register and the fact that there are so 

many homophones present certain problems when writing in a converstional or vernacular -

rather than a literary - style. The tense of a given form may be radically different in oral and 

Literary Tibetan. Verb stems corresponding to the literary past tense are used for the present

future in the oral register (since this is the only form that is used in speech, e.g., bkag "to stop"). 

Correspondence between literary and oral forms is a complex matter. In the case of modem texts 

of this kind, readers should take care to identify the tense of the verb from the auxiliaries and not 

from the inflection of the main verb. 

On the other hand, Literary Tibetan contains a large number of "causative/resultative" verb 

pairs. Compared to the basic resultative stem, the causative has always an additional argument 

corresponding to an intentional agent performing the action. All the causative verbs are transitive 

and volitional, while resultative verbs are usually intransitive and non-volitional. When occuring 

in the same sentence, the causative form points to the effort of the agent, whereas the resultative 

form essentially shows the result ofthe action (see Lesson 35.3). In written Tibetan, the causative 

verb often carries a superscript s. In the spoken language, causatives are often distinguishable 

from their resultative form by tone and aspiration, but in many cases this opposition, too, has dis

appeared. 
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Ex.: causative 

~'\' bskor 

/kor/ 

t::l<itlj' beag 

/ca'/ 

t::l~tlj~' bsgrigs 

/trl'/ 

z::::]~(l.l' ~ bsgul 

/kQ:/ 
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"to turn" 

"to break" 

"to arrange" 

resultative 

~'\' 'khor 

/khor/ 

ffitlj' chag 

/cha'/ 

~§Jtlj' 'grig 

/trl'/ 

"to cause to move" ~~!l.l' 'gul 

/kQ:/ 

3. 7 Forms and functions of copulas and auxiliaries 

"to circulate" 

"to be broken" 

"to be arranged, be enough" 

"to move, be moved" 

In the literary register, copulas are not indispensable (as they are in Spoken Tibetan), but 

they do occur quite frequently. For the verb "to be" we find the forms: til~· yln, !l.ltlj~'l9;', and ~l r~' 
(especially in Modem Literary Tibetan), and for the verbs "to have" or "to exist" we find ~~tlj' t~', 

U1~; yg', tljl~'t9;, ~t::::· nang, 3.1~~· chT', and U1l·q·~l· ygpare' (especially in Modem Literary Tibetan). 

The copulas til~· yln and U1l· yg', which are also used in Spoken Tibetan, are not restricted to the 

first person (they are not egophoric). 

Ex.: tlj~3.l·~·~q·tlj~~·~·~tlj·til~1 sum-kyi t9;p nyT' thr~· yln "Two threes are six." 

~3.1'3.1f'\'~·~r~'\'tlj~3.l·U1l1 n9;mkar nyl t9; kar sum yg' 

"In the sky there are three [celestial bodies], the sun, the moon and the stars." 

Final auxiliary verbs184 represent another area in which there are major differences between 

the two registers. It should be noted that final auxiliaries are not essential in Literary Tibetan, 

whereas they are in the spoken language. In the latter (as we have seen above), the auxiliaries pro

vide supplementary information about tense, aspect and mood, but in Literary Tibetan they are 

also combined with inflection of the main verb. 

While verbs may figure as autonomous entities in Classical Tibetan, auxiliaries are some

times used - even in the most ancient texts, such as the Dunhuang manuscripts. Some auxiliaries 

are in fact composed of a suffix followed by the auxiliary verb proper, whereas others are directly 

attached to the verb. Suffixes include mainly the following particles and nominalizers: q· pa, t.l'\,' 

par, ,. khl, ,~. khln, t::l~~· shln, ~t::::· shJ.ng (and its two variants ~t::::· dng, 4t::::' shTng), ~· ky~, 3.lf~· 
khan. All auxiliary verbs may also operate autonomously. Here is a list of the main auxiliaries, 

with the meanings they have as autonomous verbs: Sl' ch~' "to do", 3.1E(l' ts~' "to do"(H), t::l~l 
kyl' "to do"(H), ~~'\' ky~r "to change",~t::::· song "to go", ~t::::· ch~ng "to happen", t::l~l· t~' "to stay", 

U1l· yg' "to exist, to have", ~~tlj' t~' "to be [seated], to have", tljl~'t9; "to exist", ~t::::· nang "to 

appear", til~· yln "to be", !l.ltlj~' l9;' "to be", ~~· sln "to finish". 

184. These auxiliaries appear only at the end of main clauses, and never after the verbs of subsidiary clauses. 
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The choice of auxiliary depends on the historical period of the literature in question, and 

varies also from one region and author to another, but they are of basically two kinds: those that 

are used in classical literature, and appear frequently in canonical texts translated from Sanskrit, 

and those that appear particularly in certain namthar (hagiographies). However, the two styles 

often occur together within a text. 

• Classical style: 

tense causative auxiliaries resultative auxiliaries 

past V (past)+ c_,;z;;·s~· -parch~' V (past)+ c_,;z;;·~;x;;·-par ky!:,!r 

present 
v (pres.)+ c_,;z;;·s~: -parch~' V (pres.)+ c_,;z;;·~;x;;· -par ky!:,!r 

(imperfective) 

future V (pres./ fut.) + c_,;z;;·s· -parch~ V (pres./ fut.) + c_,;z;;·~;x;;· -par ky!:,!r 

These auxiliaries, which occur frequently in Classical Tibetan, mark the tense and aspect of 

the verb; this feature is particularly useful in cases where the verb is invariable. They also specify 

whether we are dealing with a causative or resultative act (or process). 

The causative auxiliaries generally emphasize the agent's effort to perform an action (with

out anticipating the result). They may be used either with volitional (or "controllable") or non

volitional ("non-controllable") verbs. 

• When they are associated with volitional verbs, causative auxiliaries indicate that the 

action is intentionally performed by the agent, and emphasize the process or, when they are com

bined with the future tense, the volition or obligation of the agent. 

Ex.: ~~·q~·~~·~~·~~·q;z;;'Sl1 "The king rules with compassion." 

~,·c_,·~~·q;z;;'S1 "One should make an effort to desist from sinful acts." 

'?·q~·=:~~·~~·r·sl·~~·'?·~3.l~.,~l·c_,;z;;·sl1 

"The fisherman kills fish by attracting them with bait." 

• In association with non-volitional verbs, auxiliaries acquire a factitive or causative mean

ing. The agent is then the cause of, or the party responsible for, the transformation that something 

or someone undergoes. It may accordingly be translated by "to see to it that" or "to make sure 

that". 

Ex.: s~·q·~·ijq·,~·E)q~·c_,;z;;'Sl'l,-~1 

"One ought to see to it that children receive an education." 

;x;;~·~·~~·s~·~·~~·~~·§i~·q-4~·c_,;z;;·s~·~~·q~l·q~~·q~t:~il,-~1 

"We should make sure that we are aware of the negative karma of past deeds and endure 

(their consequences)." 
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Resultative auxiliaries generally emphasize the result of the action. They are usually used 

in connection with non-volitional verbs, but may also figure with volitional verbs. 

• In association with non-volitional verbs, the resultative auxiliary confirms that the action 

or process is unintentional. Resultative auxiliaries are also useful to indicate the tense of the verb 

when it is invariable. 

Ex.: ~·~~·~ll.l·t:ra_·?4·sc:::·o.J~c:::·c:J~·~~1 

Ooll::!~·~as·c:J~·~~·~1 
~·t:la_·~·ll.l·~l·q~·GJ Ool·~·~~{·t:l·~·t:l~·~~1 

"I saw the king's palace from there." 

"[We ]'ll die in the end." 

"A mother is especially saddened for a sick son." 

• When they are associated with volitional verbs, they specify that only the object or the 

result of the action, independent of the agent's volition, are to be taken into account (the agent 

may be absent). In European languages, these formulations are often translated by the passive.
185 

Ex.: o.Jffilq~·~~·t:la_·~~·q·3:Jl1 "It's not certain that offerings will be made." 

t:l~~~·qa_·~ ~·~·~c:::·~·'ff~'~Ool·~~·~~~·~~·~ l·q~·~~1 

"The wealth we have accumulated will one day be enjoyed by others, like honey." 

• The namthar style and Modem Literary Tibetan both use auxiliaries that are formally 

identical to those of the spoken language, but they function differently from their oral homo

logues. 

Namthar style 

tense auxiliaries 

past V (past)+ ~c:::·song (distancing), V (past)+ ~c:::·ch!:,!ng (nearing) 

V (past)+ 1:.1'~~· -pa yln, V (past)+ all· yg', V (past)+ ~~~·t!:!' 

V (pres.)+,.~~~· -kit!:,!', V (pres.)+ ,.all· -ki yg', 

V (pres.)+ ,.all·q~l· -ki ygpar~·, V (pres.)+ t:l~~·~~~· -shln t!:,!', 

present V (pres.)+ t:l~~·all· -shln yg', V (pres.)+ ~c:::·~~~· -cTngt!:,!', 

V (pres.)+ ~c:::·all· -cTng yg', V (pres.)+,~.~~~· -kin t!:,!', 

V (pres.)+ ,~·all· -kin yg'. 

future V (pres. I fut.)+ ~·~~· -ky!:,! yln, V (pres. I fut.)+ q·~~· -pa yln 

The verbal system used in namthar will not be described in detail here (see le Clair Miroir, 

Kesang Gyurme, 1994). It should, however, be pointed out that, unlike their homologues in the 

185. In canonical literature, these auxiliaries translate the Sanskrit passive voice. 
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spoken language, these auxiliaries do not convey evidential moods186 (or "mediatory" moods): 

they provide only information relating to tense and aspect. Even in Modem Literary Tibetan, with 

the exception of writings that reproduce the spoken language, the distinction between the first per

son ( egophoric) and the others is generally not relevant, nor is that between intentional and unin

tentional, as the following sentence shows: 

Ex.: lc:::~·,~~·~a.J~·~·3l·~c:::·,<ic:::·a.J·~1 ~~·ql,·~~·c:ra._·r·~c:::~·?4,·z:.r~~1 

th§;ngsa: sem'-kyi m~long tsangma-la chTta' ky~:po khalang pho'-pa yin 

"The pure mirror of the clear mind is touched by the breath of the Lord of the Dead." 

In this example, the auxiliary payin is used with a non-volitional verb phok "to be touched" 

in the third person. In Spoken Tibetan, this auxiliary is always used in association with the first 

person of a volitional verb. 

Finally, it should be noted that there is a difference with regard to negation. In Literary 

Tibetan, the use of the particles of negation m9, and ml depends on tense-aspect and mood: ml is 

used with the present (or the imperfective past, which is similar to the present), whereas m9, is 

used with the past (perfective) and the imperative (the negative form of the imperative is similar 

to the present). The rule may be summarized as follows: 

> present or future 

a.l'ma > past or imperative 

trg m9: thup "(He) could not go." 

trg ml thup "(He) can not go." 

~~'t:.l'lc:::·a:l'·a.l'~a.l~'~~·~~f'3:l'~~·q~·~c:::·q~~·~c:::·z:l~1 

manpa-tang mgma-nam '-kyi' kyang ml tsho-war l!:Jng tan-shing phgr 

"The physicians and the diviners prophesied that he would not survive, and abandoned 

him." 

Here the use of the negation ml reveals that we are dealing with the future (from the point 

of view of the past). 

This rule doesn't apply in the spoken language, since a.l' m9: and 3:1· ml don't depend on tense 

but on the type of auxiliary that is used (cf. ~~, t!:J' > 3:1·~~, mlntu' and D:ll'~l· yg:re' > D:i'l'a.l'~l· 
yg:mare'). 

186. It should be remembered that the originality of the system of final auxiliary verbs in Spoken Tibetan lies not only 
in the indications of tense and aspect that they provide, but also in various "mediatory" moods (see Lesson 5.4) that 
specify the source of information used by the speaker to characterize a statement: egophoric, assertive, testimonial and 
inferential. 
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3. 8 Reported speech 
In the classical language and in modem literary texts, reported speech is usually marked by 

the syllable~~· sh~' at the end of a quotation, or by its variant form ~~·ce' (the variant 4~'she' is 
archaic ). 187 

It functions like its oral homologue ~· -s and comes immediately before the verb of 

speech. Although this marker is usually used for direct speech, it may also be used to introduce 

reported speech. There is no structural (or syntactic) difference between the two types of speech. 

The ways in which reported speech is introduced vary in Classical Tibetan and, apart from sh~', 

there are several other ways of ending a quotation, although these are used less frequently. The 

commonest are as follows: 

Opening , 
• speaker + ,~. -ki' 

• speaker + a;·~· n~re 

• title (ofthe cited text)+~~· -Ia' 

• (speaker+) ~~'Sjjt:\i~' tj_ ka'-to, or ~~·Sjjl·~~·~· tj_ ka'ce'-so, speaker+ ,.<;~·a;~· -ki sh~:-na' 
(lit. from the mouth of) 

The explicative conjunction ~'te and the conclusive particle ~· -o and their variants (see 

Table 9 in Appendix 6) are often used to indicate the closing of a citation. 

Closing 
~..... Zl1"'',.... - 188 • ·-\'' + 1~"" sh~' + sung 

• (t:l)~'+~~r:.:· (wa)r + sung 

• ~~~·+ ~~r:.:·l~' +sung 

• ~~·~~r:.:· tshu: + sung 

Sometimes the end of a reported statement is marked by the verb of speech alone. 

There are also a number of forms signifying hearsay, such as: Sjjl' ka', ::1~~· thr~·, etc. 

Ex.: r:.:·4·~ ~·rsr:.:~·a;~·t:l'ft~·~~·~~r:.:~1 
ng~ shT th~rkung-na' tao sh~' sung' 

"'I shall watch [you] from the hole in my tomb,' he said." 

~l·a3·~l·~·~~~·~O-J·ffil·tJrr:.:·~~·t:l~l1 

khyotso phg'-tu rgkram che' ygng tshu: cg' 

"You say that you've come to Tibet to help [us]." 

187. Concerning the use of variants, see Table 9 in Appendix 6. 

188. The verb gsung, "to say, speak, teach", is used here as an example, and may be replaced by any verb signifying 
speech or thought. 
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~,~. 4~·~~·~~·~,·~0-1·~·~ ;:;;·Ui'C\iG,~· ~~·1 

k9;sha'-na' tongtra' sumcu kor yg' 1!::!' leng 

"Some said there were around thirty thousand of them." 

~~t:\iCJ'!:1~'ffil'l.l·~~·~·~·z::J·~~1 ~(l.l'z::Ja_'~z::J~·c:]~·,O-l'CJa_'~~·~:s;:;;·,~~·1 

tgpa phungtro: kun-ki tsawa sh~' ky~:wa: wangpo' kTmpa: tr~' tr9;+r sung 
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"Desire is the source of all ills. The Victorious One taught that it is like the fruit of the 

kimpa tree [beautiful in appearance, but terribly bitter]." 

~~·~,·~ 0-1'~' ;r;~·CJ;:;;·,~~~1 
sh~nlo' kgm-ki kangpa+r sung' 

"It is taught that detachment constitutes the legs of meditation." 

~·1::1·~· ~1 ~~·~·~~~·3l~iry~·~~~·z::J~ 0-lj"""~:l\·~~·&1,·~0-l'~0-1'5~·~~1 

chTwa n9;re ng~'-ni y~ng m~' tTngtsin kgm ... s~r-na' mT' slmsim ch~' ka' 

"The marmot said, 'I practice samadhi meditation without distraction,' and then, it is said, 

he winked his eyes." 

§]'0-la_'<i(l.l'~~·~·'Tj':l\~'~:1\1 

lama: sh~:-na' th~ka r9;ng s~r 

"The lama said, 'That is exactly it.'" 

3. 9 Relative clauses and nominalization 

There are major divergences between the literary and spoken registers in this domain. In 

either case, relative clauses are formed with the use of nominalizers, but the markers for nominal

izing verbs have different forms and functions (for oral Tibetan, see Lesson 26). 

The universal marker of nominalization in Tibetan is z:r pa I 1::1 W§;. However, the following 

markers are also found: 5~· ch~', ~: ch9;, ~· ky!:!, ~Ill' yQI, ~·sa, 0-!f~' khan, &l·ml. Apart from these 

common nominalizers, there are also markers that convey a complete meaning: ~Ill' so: "custom, 

usage",~~~· tang' "way, manner",~~· thr6 "sequel, continuation" and?.(·~,. gcok, ~~1' k!:!, ffi\ 
tsha' which mean "all, altogether".

189 
The markers '5~' can and 'e\~' t~n are also used to form 

relative clauses, but they differ from the others insofar as they function, by themselves, as nomi

nalized possessive verbs. 

As in the case of their oral homologues, all the nominalizers with the exception of -pa 

depend on the function of the head noun (antecedent) and, in certain cases, on the tense of the 

relative clause. Relative clauses usually go before the head noun, but occasionally appear after. In 

the former case, they are usually (though not always) linked to the noun that they modify by 

means of a genitive. Finally, in Classical Tibetan, we sometimes find (associated with the nomi-

189. These three nomina1izers have been described by Stephan Beyer (1992). 
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nalizer) a true relative pronoun: t!]Z::::' kh9:ng (see the example with pa). The following table sum

marizes the uses of the commonest forms. 

N ominalizing 
Suffix function of 

Verb form 
the head noun 

subject, object, etc. compatible with z:.r palz::! wa 
(by default) all tenses 

I 

s~: ch~' instrument, cause or 
present 

manner 

~· ky!,! 
object 

future 
subject (intransitive) 

~· ch9: 
object 

future 
subject (intransitive) 

~~· yQ: I~· sa indirect object or place 
future or present 

adverbial 

0-lfl~· khan I 3:1· m l subject present 

The nominalizers may be briefly described and illustrated: 

.t:.J· palz::J wa 

Possible 
translations 

"who", "what", "to 
whom", "where", 

"whose", etc. 

"with which", "which" 

"that" 

"that" 

"where", "to whom", 
"to which", etc. 

"who" 

The marker -pa or its variant -wa190 
is by far the commonest. It is much more widely used in 

Literary than in Spoken Tibetan. The function of the head noun must be determined by default. 

From the syntactic functions that feature in the relative clause, we can use a process of elimina

tion to identify the head noun's function, which may be: subject, object, adverbials indicating 

time, place, instrument or manner, or noun complement, etc. 

Ex.: ~t!j'~o.J~·~·~t!j',~·~;:::;·z::~~·~CS11!::!'-nam chulo'-ki' khyer-wa: tslwo 

"The shepherd whose sheep were carried away by the current. .. " 

~·t!j~t!j'EJ'4'z::J~'O-l'z::J~~·~1 ph!:J cTkpu shT-wa: m9: shlntu 

"Like a mother whose only son has died ... " 

~~·~z::~·t:.J~·3:\·~~·4t!] cho' thop-pa: mllQ'-shi' 

"A human body that has received Dharma instruction ... " 

~·~·t:.l~'~'0-1'~1 ph!:J kye-pa: nylma th~ 
"The day when the boy was born ... " 

~l·,~·z::~;:::;·sz:;;t:.J~'t!j~~·q'1 n~· so-war ch~'-pa: nyenpo 

"The antidote that cures illnesses ... " 

fo.l~·~·,~l't:.l~'::l~1 kham'-la no'-pa: s~· 
"Food that injures the health ... " 

190. See Table 9 in Appendix 6. 
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~r:::::·ll1·~r:::::·~ qz::rO-Jffi~·O-Jr:::::c:~.:qa..:~ll1·~ ~·q·~1 kh9_.ng-la nyTngtop cho' ngawa: nancorpa th~ 

"That yogin who possesses remarkable courage ... " 
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This marker, which is derived from the present of the verb "to do", is used with a head 

noun that takes the function of an instrument of cause or manner. 

Ex.: l~~·sr:::::,:~·~~·q1 tru' ch~'-kyi yukpa "the stick that's used for stirring" 

~l~~·sl·~·~~~·t:11 n~· so che'-kyi nyenpo "the antidote that cures illnesses" 

-~· ky~ 

This particle, which is essentially a part of speech derived from the noun meaning "cause", 

is used with a head noun that operates as an object or else as the subject of an intransitive verb. It 

often carries the modal meaning "to have to". 

Ex.: ~·~~·~~·~ ~· ~~· §:l'O-J'~O-J~·~~·~r:::::~·ll1·q~~~·~·~l1 
"The lamas who are to come from India will reside at Drapung." 

~r:::::·q~q~·q~·~·~~·~0-1~''5~'1l1~'r:::::~·~·ll1'~r:::::·~·(q~l·l,-~)1 

"(One should generate) compassion for living beings with bad karma that are to be 

protected." 

• ~· Ch§.. 

This marker, which corresponds to the future of the verb "to do", functions in a similar way 

to ky~ but is used only in Literary Tibetan. 

Ex.: ~r:::::'ll1'!::1~~·~~· §:l'0-1'~·~~· ry~·~~·l~· a3r:::::·q·~~·q~·l,-~1 

"The lama whom we follow must certainly have all these qualities." 

~~ll1·~~·~1l11 tQ: ch~: yQ: 

"The land or beings that must be subdued ... " 

• ~ll1' yQI, ~· sa 

Both these markers, which mean "place", are used when the head noun assumes the func

tion of an indirect object or a place adverbial. In the spoken language, only sa is used to form rela

tive clauses. 

Ex.: ~r:::::·q~O-J~·~~·ll·~~·~·~ll1·~~·~r:::::·~~1 tshongpa-nam'-kyi' th~ku' ch9_. yQ: shl' kyang yl.n 

"He was also a man who was greatly revered by the merchants." 

~·~r:::::·~·~ll1·3ll·~·q~l·q·~·ll1'!::1~0-11 

"If there is no one against whom one feels anger, . .with whom should one practice 

patience!" 
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~o;·~·z:nnt:::::'z::::l~ ·~m·r:;t:j~?.:~'q1 -!§, 1 11 '<:!!'"' ~·--. 1 ~ clnpa tang ch~' yQ: u:po 

"Beggars to whom one should give alms ... " 

~O-l'r.l._~t:::::·z~r~tlj'~'~<=>i1 num tshong sa shj_'-tu chin 

"He went to a place that sold oil." 

~q~·~I?.:!'~O-l~'l?.:!~'~<=>i'ait::l~'t::l~l·~a_·~<=>i'lilj~'tlj~l?.:!'r.i:,l·~~·~O-l'~~·l~t!j'3:ll·~t:::::·1 

kyap yQ:-nam'-la' chlnlap tQtsi: kyQn kar sa: gser nampar pakme' ch~ng 

"From [the Buddhas] in whom we have taken refuge there came forth an immeasurable 

white stream of nectar in the form of rays of clear light." 

The use of khan is much more limited than in the spoken language. It can only modify head 

nouns that correspond semantically to "agents". The marker ml has a function similar to that of 

khan, but it is used only in Literary Tibetan. 

,., ... ,.~·mo;·rir:;·c;;:.,::r..,,rz:lo'r::t:::::·"' r:;1 - -Ex.: . .., .... , 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 "'\ c:>J ""I -1 1 '""-.1 1~'-ni kun ch~' nmo khan-tang tr~ 

"Karma is like a draughtsman who can design anything." 

~·~t:::::'tljryt:::::·O-lF<=>i'~·~·~1 ky~ling tong khan-kyi thr~pa 
"The monk who's playing the shawm." 

ur~tlj·~~·3l·~·~tlj·~<=>i1 aro' s~r-mlphoro' yln 

"The one who calls me an old friend is the crow." 

• ~<=>i' can, ~<=>i' t~n 

The markers can and t~n usually function like nominalized possessive verbs similar to yg '

pa "who has, endowed with". Their meaning is very similar and they are often interchangeable. 

Ex.: U!<=>i'?<=>i'~<=>i· ygntan can = U!<=>i'?<=>i'~<=>i' ygntan t~n "one endowed with qualities" 

0-l~·~·~<=>i' tsg r~ can "a dzo with horns" 

tlj~~'4tl]'4tl]'~'t::l~'tlj~~·~<=>i' sarsho' shongo cunyi' can "a newspaper with twelve pages" 

tlj~~·~·~l'O-l'~<=>i' ser-kyi pama can "the one with the golden lotus" 
z:n~:r'<FJOi'f:n·<;;:.·q· . h h b ld' 

1 · ' 1 1 0 "'\ ser t~n-kyi rlwo "a mountam t at ar ours go ' 

Conclusion 

A brief examination of any Tibetan text is enough to reveal whether the work in question 

belongs to the classical or modem genre, or if it is intended to represent the standard, Central 

Tibetan spoken language. There are three main criteria that make it possible to make an imme

diate identification of the style or register: 

• case markers, 

• auxiliaries, 

• the type of connectives. 
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Any sentence must necessarily contain at least one of these categories. A sound knowledge 

of the essential differences between the spoken and the literary languages will make it possible to 

shift from one to the other without any difficulty. 
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The Elements of Phonology 

There are 28 consonantal phonemes (including the glottals, which tend sometimes to disap

pear and to be pronounced instead as a tone). 

Table 1.1 
The consonants 

Labials Dentals Retroflexes Palatals Velars Glottals 
Plosives p t tr ky k ' 
aspirates ph th thr khy kh 
Affricates ts c 
aspirates tsh ch 
Fricatives s r sh 
aspirates rh h 
Lateral 1 
aspirates lh 
Nasals m n ny ng 
Glides w y 

The standard syllable has the form Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC), but it is also 

possible to find CV and, more rarely, VC and even V. 

• As initial consonants in a syllable, any of the consonantal phonemes may appear: the 

plosives /p, t, tr, ky, k/ and their corresponding aspirates /ph, th, thr, khy, kh/; the affricates: /ts, c/ 
and their corresponding aspirates /tsh, ch/; the fricatives /s, sh, h/ and the retroflex or vibrant 

fricative /r/ and its aspirate homologue /rh/; the nasals /n, m, ny, ng/; the lateral /1/ and the 

corresponding aspirate /lh/, and the glides /y, w/. 

• As final consonants, we find only the plosives /p, kr
1 I and /'/ (the glottal stop), the 

nasals /n, m, ng/, the liquid /1/ (exclusively in elegant speech) and /r/. 

191. At the end of a word, k almost always takes the form of a glottal stop. 
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The relatively small number of final consonants relative to initial consonants is a common 

feature of the languages of this region. 

We may also note that, in Standard Spoken Tibetan, consonant clusters such as spr, skr, sk, 

It, bsk, etc. do not occur, contrary to the case of Old Tibetan. However, these clusters are pre

served in modem spelling. 

The description of sounds in polysyllabic words needs to be further refined by taking into 

consideration not only the initial consonants (Ci) and final consonants (Cf) of the word, but also 

the final consonant of the first syllable and the first consonant of the second syllable. 

Table 1.2 
Consonant distribution within a word 

Initial consonant Final consonant Initial consonant Final consonant 
of word of interior sy Hable of interior syllable of word 

k, kh, c, ch, k, p, m, n, ng,(r), (1) k, ky, c, t, tr, ts, p, m, k, ', p, m, n, ng, 
ky, khy, t, th n, ng, ny, r, 1, sh, s, y, (r), ( 1) 
tr, thr, p, ph w 
m, n, ng, ny, r, 1, 
s, sh, y, w 

It will be seen from this table that the distribution of consonants isn't the same in the four 

positions. The main difference is that whereas there are no aspirated consonants at the beginning 

ofthe internal syllable(s) of a word, they do occur at the beginning ofthe word itself. However, in 

order to explain the significant phonetic variations that are found in Tibetan, we also need to exa

mine the intrasyllabic positions, i.e., the beginning and end of the internal syllable (see below for 

the various pronunciations of the phoneme k). 

Table 1.3 
The vowels 

Front 
Central Back 

unrounded rounded 
Close (or high) i u [y] u 

Half-close e 0 [0] 0 

Half-open a[£] 

Open (or low) a 

There are eight vowel phonemes: /a, a, e, o, 6, u, u, i/. 
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In addition to the five alphabetical vowels, there are three others /a, 6, 0/ (umlaut) that are 

produced by the addition, in the written language, of the consonants l, s, d and n 192 which are 

themselves no longer pronounced. The three new vowels are a result of the evolution of the 
193 system. 

One of the problems with Tibetan phonology is the number of variants for each sound 

according to the context. To produce the right sound it is therefore important to know if it occurs 

at the beginning, the interior or the end of a word. In addition to the transcription used in this 

book, presented between oblique strokes, the pronunciation will also be given, in square brackets, 

in International Phonetic Alphabet (IP A). 

One of the phonological features of Standard Tibetan is the absence of a clear opposition 

between voiced and voiceless consonants. In a high tone, all consonants are voiceless, whereas in 

a low tone we find slightly aspirated voiced consonants as well as partial or complete voicing. 

Sounds that are midway between being voiced and voiceless are rare in European languages, and 

therefore require special attention. 

'~''h . . .r 194 
.1., e pronunc~atwn oJ consonants 

Certain phonemes are pronounced differently according to context. Phonetic variations 

depend not only on preceding and following consonants, but also on vowels. The variants and the 

different contexts in which they occur need not be memorized, since the differences in pronun

ciation are minimal, and not distinctive. Moreover, they are most easily learned by progressive 

usage. 195 We do, however, recommend that you make use of the CD, where all the following 
196 examples are recorded. 

192. That is, the coronals. Then and the l are still partially pronounced. 

193. Phonetically, there are actually twelve oral (i.e., non-nasal) vowels with their respective nasal forms, but only the 
phonemes of the eight vowels listed above play a distinctive role. The vowels are dependent on the context in which 
they appear, and may not be used in creating oppositions. 

194. The order in which these will be presented is as follows: 

- Plosives (unaspirated and aspirated): velars, palatals, retroflexes, dentals and labials. 

-Affricates (unaspirated and aspirated): palatals, dentals. 

-Palatal fricatives, retroflexes and dentals. 

-Laterals (unaspirated and aspirated). 

-Glides y and w. 

195. Ignoring the variants may result in a slight accent, but doesn't impair communication. For example, the phoneme 
k (see below) may be pronounced (k] wherever it may appear within a word as long as tonal differences are observed. 

196. In the recording, the examples often reflect a reading pronunciation. As a consequence, initial aspirate consonants 
in second syllables often keep their aspiration. 
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CDII•Tr.18 

• /k/may be pronounced in different ways according to the context: [k], [g], [?]or [y] or 

-The voiceless velar plosive [k] appears at the beginning of high-tone words: 

Ex.: 'f!i'/ku/ "body" (H), ~r::::· t:.J' /kangpa/ "leg, foot", ~ ::1\'t::l' /korra/ "circuit", 'l'ij::l\'o.l'fkarma/ "star", 

,·q·/kawa/ "pillar", ~c:y~r::::'/kunlong/ "motivation", ~'1>1'/kuma/ "thief', ,-·q·/kowa/ 

"leather", ~~'t::l:::Jr::::'/kunsang/ personal name, l~~·t:J·/konpo/ "rare" 

similarly at the beginning of an internal syllable, notably after /p/: 

Ex.: gjqFr::::'/lopkang/ "classroom", t:lq~·~::l\'/phepkor/ "car" 

[k] appears at the end of internal syllables before the consonants /p, t, tr, ts, c, s/ and before 

the consonants /l,sh/, especially if, in the last two cases, it is preceded by a vowel (i, e ).
198 

Ex.: ~~~'t:.l'/kukpa/ "idiot", &~'t:.l'fthukpa/ "noodles" or "noodle soup", ,m~'t:.l::l\'/lokpar/ "X-ray", 

ffi~~'t:.l::l\'/tshakpar/ "newspaper"' 5 ~. er. /thriJ:kpo/ "violent, fierce"' ~~~'t:.l'/tshokpa/ 
"group", ,~~· t:.l::l\'/cakpar/ "typewriter", ~~~'t:.l'frgkpa/ "companion", 0-1~·C1 · /yiJ:kpo/ 

"good", ~~~·qE\.'/kukta/ "sign language", ~~'S'/nyoktra/ "problems, complications", &~~· 
~~'/thuktra:/ "anxiety" (H), ~~~· ~~· /tsgkcen/ "Great Perfection", ~~~·~~·/l~kso:/ 
"custom, habit", t:.l~~· ffi~· /paktsa'/ "sheepskin clothing", q~·~~o.l'/cuksum/ "thirteen", 

3l~·:;:;~·/mTkshe:/ "spectacles" 

-The partially voiced velar plosive [f]] appears at the beginning of low-tone words (in this 

case, it is often pronounced as a clearly-voiced [g]): 

Ex.: l~r.l..·t:i'·/kiJ:po/ "to like", l~l'/k~/ "nine",~ ::1\'~'/kgrmo/ "coin, money", l~r.l..·~~~·/kiJ:ro'/ 
"sweetheart", l~~'t:.l'/kgmpa/ "monastery", ~1>1'/kiJ:m/ "box", l9·~~~'/k~le'/ Gelek 

(personal name),1>l~~·t:l·;kgnpo/ "protector", l~r.l..·~~'/kiJ:ntan/ "Gandan" or "Tushita" 

(Skt.), name of a major monastery, l9'r.l..~~'/k~ntun/ "sangha", l~r::::·~·/k~nglo/ "age", 

1>1~' /kg/ "head", 1>1~::1\,' /k~,d "religious song" 

It also appears at the beginning of an interior syllable after /k, ng, n, m, (r), (1)/ and vowels, 

as well as at the end of interior syllables, especially before /r, 1/: 

197. That is, the series of velars: voiceless velar plosive, voiced velar plosive, velar nasal and velar fricative, and the 
glottal. 
198. In a more relaxed register, the sound k almost disappears. Thus one hears the pronunciations: /ya'po/ "good"; 
/thO 'tra:/ "worry". 
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Ex.: B:l·,·;yj_ke/ "letter", E:l~\il];z;;'/thakar/ "direct", ~~'F'/thokka/ "on top, roof", l~~·~;z;;·;makkar/ 
"military camp", Ul~'~'/y~kka/ "better", E:!C:::'~~'/thangku'/ "pouch for kneading tsampa 

dough", ~Tes~·/t!:Jkru'/ "resistance", ~~z:-r;z;;'/tj_kra/ "menace", S!~·~· /thr~kri/ "craggy 

mountain", ~~~·;z;;~'/rgkram/ "help",~~·;z;;·;mTkra/ "eyebrow", ~l~''l]'/t~mka/ "choice", 

~~·~·/thTkle/ "sperm", "essence" 

- The velar spirant [ y] (similarly pronounced to the French r) appears at the end of 

interior syllables before the consonants /1, m, ny, n, ng, sh/, especially if preceded by a posterior 

vowel /o, u, a/: 

Ex.: q~·~z:::r/ph~klep/ "bread", !l.l~·~~· /l~klen/ "practice", gj~·q~~'/loknyan/ "cinema", 

r.(~·~·/wgkma/ "younger sibling", z:::Jt:;,~·3:ll·/t~kme '/ "anatma, selflessness", !l.l~' fl q~· 
/lakshup/ "glove", ~~~·~~'/tgknye'/ "ugly", ~~~·~~'/yOk-sho'/ "forget it, leave it", l~· 
~C:::'/th~knang/ "pure perception", ~~·~'/sokle/ "saw", ~~'!l.lC:::'/kyaklang/ "bad habit" 

-The glottal stop [?] appears at the end of a word: 

In this book, the /kl is marked by an apostrophe 1'/199 when it is pronounced as a glottal stop 

or a tone to remind beginners that it shouldn't be pronounced as a true k: 

Ex.: t::lil]~'/ka'/ "to stop", ~~'/mT'/ "eye", ~~~'/t!:J'/ "to be", ~~'/so'/ "life-force", z:::J~~~·/sa'/ "to 

collect", ~~'/16'/ "electricity", l~~·/ma'/ "war", ~~'/ta'/ "tiger", 4~'/sha'/ "monastic cell", 

~·;z;;~'(ara'/ "alcohol", ~~/th!:J'/ "poison", (!j'~/lg'/ "to tum back", ~~~·lea'/ "iron" 

When the glottal stop appears at the end of a syllable before /k, ky, w, y/, it is barely 

audible. 

Ex.: !l.l~·~;z;;·;l~kkyer/ "permit", ~~·lqc:::'/cha'wang/ "benediction with the hand", c:::~·lqc:::· 
/ng~'wang/ Ngawang (personal name), ~l::l~~·~!l.l'/pha'yu:/ "India, the exalted land" 

(compare with l::l'~!l.l'/phayu:/ "native land"), ~~·~!l.l'/so'yu:/ "Mongolia", l~~~·~!l.l' 
/mT'yu:/ "sight" (compare with ~·@l'/mj_kyu '/"lineage") 

-/kl is also pronounced as a velar nasal [IJ] corresponding to the sound ng of the word 

king. 

It appears at the end of internal syllables before the consonants /m, ny, n, ng/, especially 

after a preceding vowel /i, e/. 

Ex.: ~~·~~~·/rj_kna'/ "culture", ~~·l~;z;;·;mTkmar/ Mars, Mikmar (personal name), ~~·~~· 
/mTkman/ "eye-medicine", ~~~~·3:ll'/cj_kme'/ Jigme (personal name) 

199. Except when it precedes the consonant k, as in /li:!kkyer/ "permit". 
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• /kh/ is an aspirated k [kh]. 

- The aspirated velar [kh] appears only at the beginning of a word. 

The pronunciation of the k is accompanied by a marked exhalation in high-tone words. In 

the case of low tones, the exhalation is weaker: 

Ex.: F'/kha/ "mouth", r·z:.:~;:;,:·/khapar/ "telephone", fS'!::l'/khuwa/ "juice", F'/kho/ "he", f'r::::'/khong/ 

"he, she" (H), ~'/khg/ "to hear", Zl]'~:s~·~·/kh§.ntras/ "how", Zlj't:.:~;:;;·;kh§.par/ "where", 

~r::::·/khgng/ "price", ~;:;,:·/kh!:!r/ "canvas tent", Zl]~'/kh§.u/ "reliquary" 

• The apostrophe ' is pronounced as a glottal stop [?] or sometimes as a falling tone. 

Historically, this sound corresponds to the disappearance of the final s and d, which are still 

written but no longer pronounced. It appears only at the end of the word: 

Ex.: ~~·ffir::::,:/thQtsb'/ "time", rr::::·~~'/khong-ki'/ "by him/ her", ~l'/kyQ'/ "lineage", "'l~'M'/ 
"karma", ;:;,:~·;r~'/ "cotton", E:l.~'/IQ'/ "body", q~·~l'/t~kyi'/ Dekyi (personal name), 

q~l· /t~'/ "to stay, sit", !:1=1~'/s~'/ "to eat", ~~·/shQ'/ "to say", ?S;l'/g'/ "light", ~l~l· 
/lholb'/ "relaxed", i'£1·~~·/lgkyu'/ "history" 

• /ky/ is pronounced differently according to context: [ c] or [{] 

-The voiceless palatal plosive [ c] appears in writing in the form of a subscript yod (y) 

to kor to g. 

It appears at the beginning of high-toned words: 

Ex.: ~·~·/kyopo/ "poor", ~~·/kye'/ "to be born", ~r::::·;kyang/ "wild ass", ~;:;;·ar·;kyurmo/ "sour", 

~~'/kyon/ "fault, mistake" 

It appears at the beginning of the interior syllable after p: 

Ex.: ~q~·~·/sh§.pkyu/ (name ofthe vowel U), ~q~·~;:;,:'/kyapkyor/"support" 

-The corresponding voiced palatal plosive [I] is often pronounced between the voiceless 

[ c] and the voiced [J]. 

This sound appears at the beginning of low-toned words (in this case, it is often clearly 

voiced). 

Ex.: ~·Zl];:;,:'/ky§.kar/ "India", ~·~Zl]'/ky§.na'/ "China", q~l'/ky~'/ "eight", ~qo/ky§.p/ "back, rear", 

~~Zl]~·~·/kygkpo/ "quickly", ~!7-l'Fq-/ky~:kap/ "state, nation", ~"'1·~·/ky~:po/ "king" 

It appears at the beginning of the interior syllable after vowels and the consonants /m, n, ng, 

k, r 1/: 

Ex.: ~r::::~·~~'/sangkya'/ "Buddha", ~)'~Zl]'/takyu'/ "horse race", ~Zl]'~Zl]'Zl]~~·/tgngkya shQ'/ "to 

kick", ~Zl]~' ~l· /rj_kkyu '/ "lineage", 3:lZ1]·~·/mTkkyu/ "mirage", i'£1· ~~'/lgkyu/ "history". 
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• /khy/ is pronounced like the palatal plosive, but aspirated [ ch]. 

The pronunciation is accompanied by a marked aspiration in the case of high tones, but the 

aspiration is less marked with low tones. 

-This sound appears only at the beginning of words: 

Ex.: ~l''\C:::'/khyerang/ "you" (H), '"'[5~'/khya'/ "to be cold", ~'/khyT/ "dog", ~~~·/khyen/ "to 

know" (H), ~C:::'/khygng/ "loss", ~~·/khy~n/ "uphill". 

• /tr/ is pronounced differently according to the context: [ t] or [ <t]: 

- [ t] is a retroflex plosive (slightly affricate), that is, a sound produced by the tip of the 

tongue being turned back and touching the upper gums. The voiceless retroflex plosive [ t] 

appears at the beginning of high-tone words. 

Ex.: ~f/tra/ "hair", ~~'1:.1'/trTnpa/ "cloud", ~·q·/tropo/, "pleasant, fun", ~~'/trun/ "to construct", 

~~·~f/tru:ku/, "reincarnate lama" 

It also appears at the beginning of internal syllables after /p, k/: 

Ex.: ~q·~·/laptra/ "school", &~~·~~·/thOktra:/ "anxiety" (H), ~'r::J::!J'/saptra/ "map" 

-The partially voiced retroflex plosive [ q.J appears at the beginning of low-toned words 

(in which case it may be a clearly-voiced [ <t]): 

Ex.: 1.\~'/trg/ "to go", 1.\S,' q'/tr§:po/ "similar", ~~·/tr~'/ "rice", ~~· ~::l'/tr~pu/ "result·, l~:rCS· 
/tr§;wo/ "enemy", ~~'/trQ:/ "snake", ~C:::'/tr!:,!m/ "story", 1.\~~'/trl'/ "to be appropriate" 

It also appears at the beginning of an internal syllable after vowels or the consonants /m, n, 

ng, r, 1/: 

Ex.: ~·1.\s~·~·/kh§:ntras/ "how", 4'~~·/shamtra'/ "rice and meat stew", ~~·1.\~'/l§.mtro/ "luck", 

~fl.\' I.\~'~· /khantroma/ "dakini, goddess", ~'1.\5,' /kO ntra/ "statue", ~·5, ~· /kOtra 'I "aristocrat" 

• /thr/ is pronounced as a retroflex /tr/ but aspirated [ t h]. The pronunciation of the retroflex 

is accompanied by a marked exhalation in the case of high tones. With low tones the exhalation is 

light or altogether absent. 

The aspirated retroflex plosive appears only at the beginning of words: 

Ex.: ~T/thra'/ "blood", ~~'1:.1'/thrOkpa/ "dispute", ;1r:::·q·/threngnga/ "rosary", ~~~~·q· 
/thrakpo/ "hard, stubborn", 1.\~C:::~'\!:l.,~'/thrungyu:/ "birthplace", ~~'/throm/ "market", 

:!JC:::~''lj'/thr§;ngka/ "number"' sc:::· q. /thr§.ngpo/ "honest"' 5 ~· q. /thr§;kpo/ "violent"' :!JC:::'~. 
/thr§.ngmo/ "cold", ~~'1:.1'/thr!:,!kpa/ "sixth", ~~·~'\'/thrunkor/ "machine" 

• It/ is pronounced differently according to the context: [ t] or [ ~]. 
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-The voiceless dental plosive [ t] appears at the beginning of high-toned words: 

Ex.: ~'/tal "horse", Zl]ry;z;;·o.l'/torma/ "torma", l:JI)C:::'ftang/ "to send", ~q~·~Zl]~'/topshu'/ 
"strength", ~Zl]'z:J;z;;'/takpar/ "always", ~r:::'z:J'/tongpa/ "empty" 

At the beginning of an internal syllable after /k, p/: 

Ex.: ~z::J'EFfthoptang/ "right, share", ~·~· /sgpta/ "shape", ~Zl]'~Zl]'z::JI)r:::'/sokto tang/ "to 

execute", ~q~·lZ!]'/sh~pta'/ "cheers! (down in one)" 

- The partially-voiced dental plosive [ ~] appears at the beginning of low-toned words (in 

which case it is often pronounced as a clearly-voiced [ d]): 

Ex.: ~·~r:::'/tgring/ "stele, stone pillar", "\~Zl]'/t~'/ "there is", l:J~~· /tQn/ "seven", 0-llr:::~·/t~ng'/ 
"tune", 0-ll"\'/t~/ "arrow", ~'/tg/ "stone", ~·~/tgrce/ "dorje, diamond", ~0-l'/tgm/ "spider" 

- It appears at the beginning of internal syllables after /m, n, ng, r, 1/: 

Ex.: ~·0-ll"\'/m~nta/ "gun", Zl]~ ~·"\~z::J~'/sontep/ "prayer", ~r:::·~~'/n~ngton/ "meaning, 

content", '7~''7~'/tantan/ "certain, sure", ~·~l'/kunta/ "spouse", 4r:::·~r:::'/shTngtong/ "tree" 

• /th/ is pronounced like t but aspirated [ t h]. The pronunciation of the t is accompanied by 

marked exhalation in the case of high tones. With low tones the exhalation is light. 

- [ t h] appears only at the beginning of a word: 

Ex.: 0-l~·CJ·/thopo/ "high", o.l£::1"\'o.l'/thama/, "last", ~S/thur/ "downward slope", E:l'o.lZI]' /thama'/ 

"tobacco, cigarette", ~0-l~'/thom/ "to be confused", &Zl]~'/thu'/ "mind, heart" (H), lr:::·CJ· 

/th~ngpo/ "first", ~0-l'/thgm/ "bear", ~~·lZ!]'/thgnta'/ "meaning" 

•/p/ is also pronounced differently according to context: [p] or[~]. 

- The voiceless bilabial plosive [p] appears at the beginning of high-toned words: 

Ex.: z:J;z;;'/par/ "photo", fl;z;;·;pTr/ "paintbrush", z:J~'/pama/ "lotus", ~'/pu/ "fur", ij·~Zl]~'/pola'/ 
"grandfather", ~r:::·~·/pangri/ "alpine pasture", ij·~·/polo/ "ball" 

- [p] also appears at the beginning of internal syllables after /kl: 

Ex.: ~Zl]·CJ·;y~kpo/ "good", &Zl]'z:J'/thukpa/ "noodles, noodle soup", l:J~Zl]'z:J'/tsokpa/ "dirty", 

~Zl]~·q;z;;·/cakpar/ "typewriter", ~Zl]~'z:J'/rgkpa/ "companion" 

It appears at the end of an internal syllable before the consonants /p, t, tr, ts, c, s, sh/: 

Ex.: ~·Zl]l~'/saptan/ "rug", E:ll:J'ffir:::·;thaptsang/ "kitchen", f'z::J;;:Jr:::'/khepsang/ "profit", z::J£jz::J'S' 

/lapca/ "advice", §f'z::J;;:Jr:::'/losang/ Lobzang (personal name), ~q·~Zl]'/apso/ "Lhasa 

apso"( dog), E:ll:J~·4~·/thapshe'/ "means" 
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-The semi-voiced bilabial plosive [?] appears at the beginning of words (in which case it 

may be fully voiced as [b ]): 

Ex.: r.l.._~'/p~/ "insect, bug", r.l.._r:Jr.l.._'oo'fp9:_ca/ "musical instrument", r.l.._~Ol'jp~m/ "hundred thousand", 

E:i'5ir:J~'/p9;lap/ "wave", 'i:!'~,./p9_-na'/ "nomad tent" 

It appears at the beginning of internal syllables after the consonants /p, m, ng, n, r, 1/ and 

vowels: 

Ex.: ~·~·/ngapa/ "fifth", ffi~·~·/tshepa/ "date", ~~·q'·/ky~:po/ "king", i)'~'/tapa/ "rider", q~q·cr 
/lappa/ "teaching", ,~;:;;·~·/sarpa/ "new" 

-Note that when people are speaking quickly, a b between two vowels may be pro

nounced as a labiodental spirant [.13] similar to a Spanish v as in voz: [ IJa .13 a], [ s a r .13 a]. 

- And finally, the phoneme /p/ may also be pronounced as a glottal [?] at the end of a 

word (see above). This is characteristic of rapid speech, but the [p] may reappear when people are 

speaking more carefully. 

Ex.: ?;Jq~· phe' = phep "come, go" (H), ~q~· le' = lep "to arrive" 

• /ph/ is pronounced p but aspirated [ph]. The pronunciation of the pis accompanied by a 

marked exhalation. In the case of high tones the aspiration is strong, but is weak with low tones. 

- [ph] appears only at the beginning of a word: 

Ex.: Z<l;:;;'/phar/ "over there", "thither", Z<l'Ol'jphama/ "parents", ~'/phu/ "upper part of a valley", 

~'/ph~/ "son", CJ~'/ph~:/ "wool", q·~,~'/ph9:_cu'/ "cow" 

• lei is pronounced differently according to context: [ t c;;.] or [ d '¥]. 

-The voiceless affricate palatal [ t <f] appears at the beginning of high-toned words: 

Ex.: ~·q·/cowa/ "dung", ,~,'leT'/ "one", ;o·~,·/cala'/ "thing, item", CJ~'fcu/ "ten" 

It also appears at the beginning of an internal syllable after /p, k/: 

Ex.: q~q~· ~; /lapca/ "advice", §f,·oo,~'/sokca'/ "creature, sentient being", r:Jry,·l~l'/takca'/ 
"analysis", .ijq·gr:::·/lopcong/ "study", ~q·~,~·/n~pco'/ "west", ~CJ'SZ:::'fn~pcang/ "north 

west" 

-The partially voiced affricate palatal [? '¥] appears at the beginning of low-toned words 

(in which case it may be clearly voiced as [ d '¥ ]): 

Ex.: r.l.._fi:...r.l.._'fq/ "rainbow", r.l.._~,·~~'/clkten/ "world", r.l.._fi:...Ol'q'/qmpo/ "gentle", 0-lfi:...~'/c~:/ "to 

meet" (H), CJ~l·/c~'/ "to forget" 
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It also appears at the beginning of internal syllables after the consonants /m, n, ng, r, 1/ and 

vowels: 

Ex.: U\1'~Zll'/aca/ "elder sister", ~~~·~·/so:ca/ "tea", ~~'\'t::l~'/sarce/ "revolution", U\1'~'\'(acor/ 
"towel" 

• /ch/ is pronounced [ t ¥h]. 

-This is an voiceless affricate palatal pronounced like a /c/ but aspirated. In the case of 

high-toned words the aspiration is strong, but is weaker or may even be absent altogether with 

low tones. 

-This sound appears only at the beginning of words: 

Ex.: ~i/chu/ "water", ~·/ch?:/ "tea", ffi '/cha/ "pair", ror::::· /chang/ "chang, Tibetan beer", $o;,·r:J· 

/chenpo/ "big", ~r::::·~r::::·;chuncung/ "small", ffi~·/cho'/ "dharma", 3r::::'/ch9:ng/ "north", 

30-l~·r:J·/ch9:mpo/ "affection, love", 3C:::'~t::l'~O-l~·r:;{-li.\'fch9:ngcup sempa/ "bodhisattva" 

• /ts/ is pronounced differently according to the context: [ t s] or [ d ~]. 

-The voiceless affricate dental [ t s] appears at the beginning of high-toned words: 

Ex.: ~'/tse/ "peak", ~'/tsa/ "vein", ~~·z::f·/tsowo/ "principal", ~0-l't:l'ftsampa/ "ground roasted 

barley", t::l~o;,·q/tsonpa/ "prisoner", ~·31·/tsemo/ "game" 

It also appears at the beginning of internal syllables after the consonants [p] and [k]: 

Ex.: ~~·a:)r::::·;taktsang/ "tiger's lair" (place name), ~~·~·/taktse/ place name, E:\t::l'cSC:::'fthaptsang/ 

"kitchen", ~~·a:)·/naktsa/ "ink", £Jq·a:)o;,·;loptsan/ "lesson" 

-The partially-voiced affricate dental [ d ~] appears at the beginning of low-toned words 

(in which case it may be pronounced as a clearly voiced [ d z ]): 

Ex.: ~~~'/tsg'/ "to be finished, to run out", i.\~0-1·,mr::::·;ts9:mling/ "world, earth", 0-l~~·r:l·/ts~po/ 
"beautiful", 1.\~o;,·~·/tslntra/"class" (place name), 0-1~· /tsg/"dzo, yak-cow crossbreed" 

It also appears at the beginning of internal syllables after the /m, n, ng, r, 1/ and vowels: 

Ex.: '\C:::'t::l~o;,· /r9:ngtsan/ "independence", ~'0-lcS0-1~'/santsam/ "border", ~r::::·~·/tr9:ngtsi/ "honey", 

t::l~o;,·i.\~o;,'/tantsin/ "one who possesses teachings" (personal name) 

• /tsh/ is pronounced [ t s h]: 

- This is an voiceless affricate palatal pronounced like /ts/ but aspirated. The aspiration is 

marked in the case of high-toned words, but light with low-toned words. 

-This sound appears only at the beginning of words. 
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Ex.: ~·/tshi3/ "salt", 01ffi· /tsho/ "lake", ~~·/tshur/ "this way, hither", ~~·~r:.::'/tshornang/ 
"reaction", ~'/tshe/ "life", ffir:.::·q·/tshongpa/ "merchant, businessman", e('S,'/tsh9,tra/ 

"urgent", ~~·q'·/tshgrpo/ "dirty". 

• /sh/ is pronounced [ <f] • 

- The voiceless palatal fricative [ <f] appears at the beginning of words (before both high 

and low tones) as well as at the beginning of internal syllables: 

Ex.: 4'/sha/ "meat", 4~'/shor/ "to lose, let go", ~~·/shgr/ "moment, occasion", 4r:.::·ry,·/shTngto'/ 

"fruit", 4'3.1'/shamo/ "mushroom", ~·a:J'/sh9,mo/ "hat", ~r:.::'F'/shlngka/ "field", 4,'/sha'/ 

"monk's cell" 

• /r/ is pronounced differently according to context: [r ], [I] or a lengthening of the 

vowel[:]. 

-/r/has two free variants: [r] and [I]. These two free variants appear at the beginning of 

words and of internal syllables: 

Ex.: ~·lr9:! "goat", 'i\'frjj "mountain", ~'/rg/ "corpse", ~r:.::· /r9,ng/ "self', ,r:.::~r'i\'/kh9,ngri/ "snow

mountain", r·~r:.::·/khorang/ "he", 'i\·3.1·; rlmo/ "drawing" 

-The lengthening of the preceding vowel [:] occurs only when the r is at the end of the 

word or syllable, rather as in the case of English (as opposed to American) pronunciation, in 

which the final r disappears. 

Ex.: 01 ~'/m9,r/ "butter", ~·a.,q ~·; mlmbor/ "population", a{ ~'/mgr/ "to her", ,~~·q·/sarpa/ 
"new", l2l~·~·/perna/ "for example" 

Note that in fastidious pronunciation the final r may reappear- as indeed it sometimes does 

in English. 

• /rh/ is pronounced [ ~ ] : 

-The sibilant retroflex fricative [ ~] represents the voiceless and slightly aspirated equi

valent of the /r/. This sound appears only at the beginning of high-toned words, and appears only 

in a few rare words and expressions. 

Ex.: ~r:.::·~r:.::·/rhangrang/ "solitary", ~~·q'·/rhT:po/ "complete",~,.~,. /rha'ra'/ "the best quality", 

3:1,·~,.~,·/mT' rhT'rhi '/"squinting", ~r::r~r::r/rhoprop/ "rough, boorish" 

• /s/ is pronounced as a dental fricative [ s]: 

It is pronounced similarly to the English sin "sit" or "summer". 

It appears at the beginning of words and of internal syllables: 
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Ex.: ~·/sa/ "earth, ground", ~·/so/ "tooth", ~·/s9:/ "to eat", r:::J~'/sg/ "to make", ~·~·/lhasa/ 
"Lhasa", Zlj~r:::~·/sung'/ "to say", r.l...~·~r:::·;trgsong/ "expenditure", ~r:::·~r:::·;th~nsang/ "these 

days", F'~'/khasa/ "yesterday" 

• /1/ is pronounced in two different ways depending on the context: [ I ] or a lengthening of 

the vowel. 

-The dental lateral [I] appears at the beginning of a word or of an internal syllable: 

Ex.: (lJ.'/1'9:./ "mountain pass", ~'(lJ.Zlj~'/pala'/ "father" (H), (lJ.r::;:'/l~ng/ "to arise", '?4·/lg/ "year", 3l'(lJ.' 

::r:.:~·z::r;m]arapa/ "Milarapa", t.w?!Sr:::·;a.Jong/ "earring" 

- [:] corresponds to a lengthening of the preceding vowel when l figures at the end of a 

word or syllable. In a case of a more literary pronunciation, the l reappears. In this book the posi

tion is marked with a lengthening [:] rather than an /1/ to remind beginners not to pronounce a 

true l. 

Ex.: r:::J(lJ.'/ph~:/ "wool", Zlj(lJ.'ffic:yt:1·;kh~: chenpo/ "important", r:::J(lJ.'~(lJ.'/ph~:yu:/ "Nepal" (lit. "Wool 

country"). These same words may also be pronounced respectively: ph~l "wool", kh~l 

chenpo "important", ph~lyul "Nepal" 

• /lh/ is pronounced as an aspirated voiceless lateral [! h]. 

-[!h] appears only at the beginning ofwords. The normal lis pronounced with a strong 

aspiration: 

Ex.: ~·/lha/ "divinity", ~'/Jho/ "south", ~l·~z:;,;/lholo'/ "relaxed", ~r:::·~r:::·;lhanglang/ "clear 

(sound, etc.)", ~r:::'/lhung/ "to fall" 

• /h/ is pronounced as an voiceless glottal fricative [h] which usually appears only at the 

beginning of a high-tone word: 

Ex.: Z<j3·l'l=r;hampa/ "brutal, insolent, barbarous", Z<j'(lJ.~'/ha 1~'/ "to be amazed", Z<j','/ha khg/ "to 

understand", ~·~::t.:.'/hon thor/ "to be astonished", Z<j';or:::·;hacang/ "excessively". 

• /m/ is pronounced as a nasal bilabial [ m]. 

-It occurs at the beginning and end of words and of internal syllable/00 

200. In certain rare cases the aspirated voiceless form [hill] also occurs, but this is very uncommon, and insofar as it is 
not opposed to the voiced form (except perhaps for three or four words in the dialects of some speakers), it is 
phonologically negligible. Examples are [l!lha] "negation" (when it precedes a high-tone aspirated consonant) and 
[IJh02] "to be well fried". By contrast, aspirated nasals are both common and relevant in other Tibetan dialects and in 
Burmese. 
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Ex.: ~·17.1~~·/mola'/ "old lady, grandmother", ~~·/man/ "medicine", !::lo-rz:.r/thampa/ "multiple of 

ten", "'lo.J'F~'/IiJ:mka'/ "road", t:l'"'lo.J'jpha:lam/ "diamond", o.J:f:...'/miJ:r/ "butter", 'aJ·;mjj "man", 

~~~· :f\.o.J' /rgkram/ "help" 

• /n/ is pronounced: [ n]. 

-The dental nasal [n] appears at the beginning of words, at the beginning of syllables and 

also at the end of syllables before the dentals /t/ and /tr/: 

Ex.: ~c:::·z:.r;niJ:ngpa/ "Buddhist", ~~'!:.l'fnQpa/ "courage, strength", ~·"'s.~·~·/khi];ntras/ "how", 

~~·l~'/thgnta'/ "meaning", ~·~c:::'/thgnang/ "interest", ~ o.J' /nOm/ "oil", ~o.J'o.lfl.\'fnamka/ 
"sky", ~l'!:.l'fn~pa/ "ill" 

-But /n/ is also pronounced [m], [fi] and [IJ] within words, depending on the following 

consonant. The labial consonant [m] appears before the labial consonant [p ], the velar nasal ng [IJ] 

appears before the velar consonant /k/, and the nasal palatal ny [fi] appears before the palatal 

consonant /ky/. These fluctuations between nasals are similar to the negative prefix which is pro

nounced in before t and im before p (as in "interminable", "impossible", etc.). Contrary to the 

case of Tibetan, however, this difference is now represented in spelling. 

Ex.: f~'!:.l'jtonpa/ "teacher, guide" is often pronounced: tampa, ~~·r:l·~·/rlnpo che/: rlmpo che 

"precious one, term of address for high-ranking incarnate lamas", ~~·z:.r~l'/chTn-pare'/: 
chTm-pare'

201 
"(he) went" ~~·~· /pTnkya'/: pTnkya' "sibling, relative", l~~'F'/kQnka/: kQngka 

"winter" 

- [-] corresponds to a nasalization of the preceding vowel, and appears only with an n at 

the end of a word, although this often remains barely audible. 

Ex.: 17.1~'/l~n/ "reply", ~l~'/t~n/ "cushion", ry~'/ten/ "support", Cl~'/phgn/ "the Bon religion", 

t:l~~'/tQn/ "seven", ~~·/yln/ "I am" 

• /ny/ is pronounced as a palatal nasal [fi]. It appears at the beginning of a word or a 

syllable. 

Ex.: '~//nyi];/ "fish", ~c:::·~c:::·;ny!,!ngnyung/ "few", '?o.l~·~c:::·;nyiJ:mnyong/ "experience", ~c:::·;nyTng/ 
"heart", ~~·3l'c:::~·/nygnmong/ "negative emotions", '?o.l~·~~'/nyi];mlen/ "practice" 

•/ng/ is pronounced as [ IJ] or as a nasalization according to context: 

201. The pronunciation of the phoneme n as [m] before a labial is very common, and may be illustrated by the following 

anecdote: /k6npa/ is almost always pronounced [gompa], to the extent that certain Tibetans who are not particularly 

adept at spelling tend to write it as sgompa (sgom means "meditation"). The popular variant [gompa] is now so widely 
used that the word has come to acquire two pronunciations, a more "correct" /kgnpa/ and a vernacular /kgmpa/ (with a 
loss of the umlaut on the 6 ). This phenomenon also applies to nasals in the case of conjugated verbs. For example, 
/chin-pare'/ is often pronounced chimpare' . In this case, too, the dental nasal reappears in more "refined" speech. 
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-The velar nasal [ IJ] corresponding to the sound ng in "king", appears at the beginning of 

a word or of an internal syllable, or at the end of a word or syllable /ng/. It nasalizes the preced

ing syllable: V nasal + /ng/: 

Ex.: ~·q'/ngapo/ "soon", "''/ng9,/ "I", l~rlJ.'/ngu:/ "silver, money", qryr:::_·/tang/ "to send", (lJ.r:::_' 

/l9:_ng/ "to arise", ~·F~o;:;sangnyin/ "tomorrow", g,·q~rlJ.'jt~ 'nga:/ "suffering, misery" 

• /w/ is prononounced as a bilabial glide [w]. It appears at the beginning of words and at the 

beginning of internal syllables. 

Ex.: lz::J"''/wang/ "power", r:::_,·lqr:::_·;ng9:_'wang/ "power of speech" (personal name), 'ifJ't:l'ft9:_wa/ 
"moon", ~'t:l'fthrlwa/ "question", 'cl.'ai'lw9:_mo/ "fox", W.''cl.'(awa/ "child" (H) 

• /y/ is pronounced as a palatal glide [j] or yod. It appears at the beginning of words and at 

the beginning of internal syllables: 

Ex.: ~,·q·/y9,kpo/ "good", iJ!~·ry~·/ygntan/ "quality", ~·~·/saya/ "million", lS~'F'/y9,rka/ 
"summer", ~01'/y~m/ "mother", ~·~rlJ.'/phayu:/ "native land", !<j'~r:::_·;hayang/ "aluminum". 

The pronunciation of vowels 

The 8 Tibetan vowels /a, e, a, o, 6, u, u, i/ do not pose any special problems for speakers of 

French or German. For English speakers, however, the oppositions /e, a/, /o, 6/, /u, u/ require 

careful attention . The only rather surprising feature is the variability of certain vowels depending 

on the context in which they appear. The nasal consonants /n, ng/ produce nasal vowels, but these 

are not distinctive. Thus Tibetan is ill-equipped to distinguish between pairs such as the French 

"main" and "mime". 

• /a/ is pronounced as an open central vowel [a] and sometimes as a schwa [ ;;1]. 

- [a] usually appears in all positions except atonal suffixes: 

Ex.: F'/kha/ "mouth", aJ'Ol'flama/ "lama, guru", W.'Ol'fama/ "mother", ~Ol't:.l'ftsampa/ "milled 

roasted barley" 

In an atonal position or as a closed syllable (before p ), /a/ is pronounced [A) or [ ;;1). 

Ex.: ft:l'/khap/ "needle", t::lt:l'fthap/ "stove" 

/J3'r:::_•t:.]'~l·/yong-pare'/ is pronounced [j 5 IJ b;;1 r e ?]. 

• Ia/ is pronounced as a half-open front vowel [ £] (corresponding to the ai of English pair) 

Ex.: ~~·/r~'/ "cotton cloth", rlJ.~'M'/ "karma", ~~'/tr~'/ "rice", «)rlJ.'/ny~:/ "to sleep", ,~rlJ.·q· 
/sa:po/ "clear" 
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• /e/ is pronounced as a half-close front vowel [ e] (corresponding to e of French ete or the 

ee of German See): 

Ex.: 'it..,r:::;.,lrfj}_'/"to be", ~·t:l·;nyfj}_po/"near", 3l·;mfj}_/"fire", ~il.l'fse:/"to clear, remove" 

It is also pronounced [ £ ], or ay as a closed syllable: 

Ex.: ~q~ /lep/ "to arrive", ?41::1~'/phep/ "to go, to come" (H), ~z:::~c:::·/thfj}_ngsang/ "these days" 

• /6/ is pronounced as a half-open front vowel [ 0]: 

Ex.: q'~/phg'/ "Tibet", l~~·~~·/ngona'/ "really", tlj~il.l'i.\~1::1~· /sontep/ "prayer" 

Finally, it should be noted that at the beginning of low-tone words, round vowels are often 

"labialized" and preceded by the sound [w]. Thus '6....l'/g'/ "light" is pronounced wg'. 

• /of is pronounced as a half-closed back vowel [ o] corresponding to the o of English "go": 

Ex.: ~'/lg/ "year", ~'/tg/ "stone", ~'Ol'jlgma/ "leaf', 1::1'~'/ph~:so/ "ivory" 

When the syllable is closed, the sound is generally a more open [ :l] as in the case of the 

English "got": 

Ex.: r.f''\'l:l'fkhorwa/ "samsara, cyclic existence", ~q·~q'/sopsop/ "soft" 

Finally, note that at the beginning of low-tone words, the vowel is often preceded by the 

sound [w]. Thus '6....'0-l'/gma/ "milk" is pronounced wgma. In the same way, '6....t~j'Ol'jg'ma/ "younger 

sibling" is pronounced wg'ma. 

• /u/ is pronounced as a closed back vowel [ u]: 

Ex.: ~,'/lu/ "naga (serpent-spirit)", ~f/ku/ "body", ~·/su/ "who", ~'Ol'fn~ma/ "breast" 

At the beginning of low-toned words, the vowel is often preceded by the sound [w]. 

Ex.: ~Zlj't..l'f~kpa/: w~kpa "owl" 

• /0/ is pronounced as a rounded close front vowel [y ]: 

Ex.: ~il.l'/phu:/ "to give" (h), ~~·asl'/thQtso'/ "time", ~·~il.l'fsaku:/ "region" 

• /if is pronounced as a closed front vowel [ i]: 

Ex.: a:J·;mjj "man", '!:\t~j~'/rl'/ "sort, kind", '!:\'frjj "mountain", ~·q~'/shlte/ "peace", ~Ol·t:l·;sh 
"delicious" 
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Conclusions on pronunciation and phonological oppositions 

As we have seen, some phonemes vary considerably according to their context. As a gene

ral rule, consonants are very clearly pronounced at the beginning of a word, but less so in other 

positions, especially at the end. 

Thus /k/ is pronounced [k] at the beginning of a syllable, but in a final internal position 

within a word it is often weakened to [ y ], similar to the French pronunciation of r, and at the very 

end of a word it may even disappear altogether or be transformed into a simple glottal stop [?]. 

The same observations apply to /p/, which is pronounced [p] at the beginning of a word but 

often as [_13] between vowels, and sometimes may become a glottal stop[?] at the end of a word. 

Finally, the phonemes /1/ are /r/ pronounced respectively [I] and [r] at the beginning of a 

syllable, whereas at the end they are transformed into a lengthening[:] of the vowel. 

Remarks on stress 

Stress is not particularly marked in Tibetan (see Introduction). It should be noted, however, 

that in the case of a certain number of words comprising suffixes, nouns and verbs may be distin

guished by stress (and tone). Thus in the following examples, each of the two syllables carries 

equal stress, whereas in the case of the verb - whether in the infinitive or the past participle - the 

accent falls on the first syllable while the second syllable pa is an unstressed suffix. This feature is 

analogous to the distinction between nominal and verbal forms of homonyms that is made in 

English: contract (verb), contract (noun); record (verb), record (noun); conflict (verb), conflict 

(noun). 

~~·z:.r/tsTpa/ "astrologer, accountant" 

t::l~O-J·z:.r: /sampa/ "thought" 

~~·z:.r lrlkpa/ "knowledge" 

£Jt::l'z:.:I' /lappa/ "teaching" 

l~l·z:.r /kopa/ "arrangement, disposition" 

a;l·q· /chapa/ "punishment" 

~~·z:.r /tokpa/ "awareness, realization" 

~~·z:.r /clnpa/ "offering" 

~~·q· /kyukpa/ "vomit" 

CD II • Tr. 19 

~~·z:.r /tsT' -pa/ "to count" 

z:::J~O-J~'z:.:I' /sam' -pa/ "to think" 

~~·z:.r lrl'-pa/ "to see, know" 

£Jt::l'z:.r /lap-pa/ "to teach, learn" 

l~l·z:.r /ko'-pa/ "to arrange, dispose" 

a;l·q· /cha'-pa/ "to punish" 

~~·z:.r /t6'-pa/ "to understand, realize" 

~~·z:.r /cln-pa/ "to offer" 

~~·q· /kyu'-pa/ "to vomit" 
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The Honorific Register 

As in other Asian languages such as Japanese and Korean, Tibetan has developed an ho

norific register that make it possible to express social relations through linguistic usage. The 

honorific should be understood as a sophisticated form of politeness expressed through personal 

pronouns, names, verbs, auxiliaries and even adjectives and adverbs. The honorific register, called 

~·~·sh~sa:, is used for people of superior and equal social standing, and even between friends and 

married couples. The ordinary register, ';;j~:l~~·0-1· ka kyuma, is used for all others, that is, those 

younger than oneself (although the honorific is sometimes used with certain juniors) and social 

inferiors. 

Students of Tibetan should certainly learn both registers, but if you were to learn only one, 

the ordinary register would be better for two reasons: some people without much education hardly 

use the honorific register; and secondly, even if you use honorifics to another person you should 

always use ordinary terms (in the absence ofhumilifics) for yourself. And finally the good news: 

quite a number of words have only one form. 

Most nouns, adjectives and adverbs have only one type of honorific. 

noun ordinary honorific 

tea ~· cha ~~"'l·~·so:ca 

water ~· chu a;z:::r chap 

book ~z:::r thep ~Z1r~z:::r cha'tep 

For verbs, however, as well as for pronouns, there are several types of honorific. 

- ~::1\.'z::::Jryc:::·~·~·drtang sh~sa the "general honorific" (H), 

-~·~·0-l~·r:l·sh~sa thopo the "high honorific" (HH), 

-lo.l~'~'z:::J€§,t::::z:::J~.'~'~' masa S!:,!ngwa: sh~sa the "humilific" (h), 

-~~~·~~~·~·~·~· cho' nyT'-ki sh~sa the "double honorific" (hH). 
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The general and high honorifics correspond to forms of politeness that indicate a respectful 

attitude towards the subject of an action. The high honorific conveys an even more polite and 

reverential attitude than the general honorific, and is used especially in the case of high lamas and 

State dignitaries. The humilific
202 

is systematically used for the first person as the subject, but 

more generally to indicate a respectful attitude on the part of the speaker towards the person to 

whom that action is directed (which, from a syntactic perspective, may comprise various comple

ments: object, indirect object, etc.). It should be emphasized that the honorific is never used with 

reference to oneself, and for the first person the humilific is consequently needed. 

Finally, the double honorific denotes that both the subject of the action and the person to 

whom it is directed are considered by the speaker to merit equal respect. Note that there are only a 

few high and double honorifics, and they are not often used. 

Here is an illustration of the different levels: 

verb humilific (h) ordinary honorific (H) 

to drink ~~· shQ' ~~r:::::· thung Olffir:::::; cho' 

to give Et,"'l' phu: ~l· tdi' Zlj~r:::::· nang 

to stay, sit - r::)~l·t~' t::l~tlj~· sh~' 

to go t::l'O~' car ~~· tro ~r::1~· phep 

to speak r::J,~·ffi'"-1·~~· kamo: shQ' ~l'iXi'r::J4l' kika sha' r::J,~·ffi'"'l'Zlj~r:::::· kamo: nang 

Special cases of high and double honorifics: 

verb high honorific (HH) double honorific (hH) 

to give - Et,"'l'Zlj~r:::::· phu: nang 

to stay, sit t::l~Zlj~'Zljl~·~~Zlj~' sh~ 'tanca' -

to go ffir::J~·~~·Zlj~r:::::· chTpkyur nang -

to speak - r::J,~·ffi'"'l·~~·Zlj~r:::::· kamo: shQ' nang 

Perfect mastery of honorifics is not easy,203 but you need not worry too much about this 

because Tibetans themselves often make mistakes! There is a common expression, "lame honor-

202. This term was coined by S.Beyer (1992). 

203. The use of honorific registers may entail true linguistic virtuosity, to the extent that not only pronouns, but also 
adjectives, adverbs, verbs and auxiliaries should be in honorific form, while the speaker should also diminish himself or 
herself by using the appropriate humilifics. 
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ifics" (zhe-sa rkang-chag), to signify the fact that some terms in a sentence are honorific whereas 

others belong to the ordinary level. The misuse of honorifics is a common source of amusement 

for Tibetans. 

The basis for a mastery of the honorific language is a sound knowledge of the pronouns and 

a few of the main nouns, verbs (especially the main verbs of movement, speech and action) and 

auxiliaries. The sh~sa vocabulary will gradually increase with usage. 

The honorific language is especially used in Standard Tibetan and the dialects of Central 

Tibet and Tsang, as well as certain outlying regions such as Mustang, in Nepal. It is also very 

important in Tibetan literature, where it may even play a grammatical role since it can substitute 

for the subject and other markers of person by establishing the relationship between characters, 

and hence identify them. Contrary to a widespread belief, the honorific is not altogether absent in 

the dialects of Kham and Amdo, even though it is much less frequently used than in Central 

Tibet. 

Most honorifics are derivatives of ordinary terms, and relatively few are original. For the 

most part, nouns are formed by the use of honorific prefixes. There are perhaps just a dozen or so 

such prefixes, corresponding to honorific terms for body parts: ~· ku "body", ~,. cha' "hand",~~· 

iJ "head", ~o;· can "eyes", ~~· sh~: "mouth", ~q~· sh~p "leg", ~,~. c~· "tongue", &,~. thu' 

"mind", r::::l~!:\' ka "speech", as well as a few prefixes derived from verbs: ,~~·so: "to pray", r::::l~~· 
sh~' "to take", ,~0-1' slm "to sleep", etc. 

Each prefix is associated with a very wide semantic field related to its original meaning. 

Thus the prefix ku often appears in words denoting not only body parts but also physical acti

vities, bodily representations, kinship ties, clothing, belongings, social ranks, certain illnesses and 

so on. For example: ~·f-l,. kutra' "blood",~·~~· kut6' "shirt", ~·a;~·kudi' "possessions", ~·q~o;· 
kunyan "statue", ~·0-1~o;· kuntron "guest", etc. 

Verbs fall into two categories: 

-a) verbs consisting of a noun and a verbalizer (these constitute the majority). 

-b) simple verbs. 

In the first case, the honorific is obtained by putting the noun that precedes the verb in the 

honorific (according to the principle outlined above) and then replacing the verbalizer by its ho

norific (or humilific) homologue. Here are some verbs with common honorific verbalizers: 

,o;t::::· nang honorific for s~· ch~' "to do" (verbalizer) and ~~'tra' "to give" 

r::::l~o;·kyon honorific for r::::l~r::::l'ky~p "to do, to make" (verbalizer) 

z::::Jryt::::·,o;t::::·tang nang honorific for qryc;:·tang "to send" (verbalizer) 

r::::l~~·sh~' honorific for ~o;·1~n to take, =:l's~ "to eat", 1:\&t::::'thung "to drink" 

~~·shQ' humilific for =:l's~ "to eat", 1:\&t::::'thung "to drink",~o;·1~n "to take", r::::l4~'sha' "to say" 
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E1~· phu: humilific for ~l'td3:' "to give" 

t:l,C:::~'sh§:ng' honorific for ~c:::~·l9;ng' "to rise" (verbalizer) 

Ex.: ~~·,·~l·l~ka ch~' "to work" > ~ZlT~~·~~c:::·cha'la' nang(H) 

e;:·a._&C:::'ch§: thiJng "to drink tea" > ~~~·e;:·0-1~~so:ca cho' (H) or ~~~·e;:·~~·so:ca shQ' (h) 

3l·t:Jryc:::· m~ tang "to set fire" > ~~~·3l·t:Jryc:::·~~c:::· sh~kme tang nang (H) 

lz:..J~'t:l$t:l' par ky9;p "to photograph"> ~fll:..l~'t:l~~· kiJpar kyon 

In the case of certain simple verbs, the honorific entails a different lexical root. 

Ex.: a._~J'trg "to go" > ?4t:J~' phep (H), 0-l~C:::'thong "to see" > ~~~~· sl' (H) 

Note that there are only a few adjectives and adverbs that have a true honorific form. In 

such cases, the honorific has a different root from the ordinary term. 

Ex.: ~l·c:l·kyTppo "happy, pleasant", ~0-l·c:l·shlmpo "delicious"> ~·c:l·tropo (H) 

0-1'?0-l'~'nyamtu "together"> ~~·$~'1hankya' (H) 

0-l~~~·c:l·kygkpo"fast, quickly"> ~~·c:l·tso:po (H, rare) 

In a few rare cases, the honorific form of the adjective is formed by using a suffix ~~c:::·c:l· 
pronounced ~~c:::·~· n§:ngko. 

Ex.: a._t:l~·c:l· "soft". a._t:l~·~~c:::·~· 

0-l~·~l·c:l· "capable" l~·~l·~~c:::·~· 
lt:l~·c:l· "quiet, calm" lt:l~·~~c:::·~· 

Finally, it should be emphasized that respect is shown not only by using terminology but 

through a wide repertoire of appropriate gestures. Even nowadays, in many rural areas, people 

greet visitors by protruding their tongues, joining their hands and bowing slightly. The guest of 

honor always goes first and takes the highest seat, usually located in the innermost part of the 

room. He always receives the choicest food, served with deferential gestures in a quiet voice, and 

so on. 
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Loans from Other Languages 

For a long period of their history (from the 8th to the 13th centuries) the Tibetans were assi

duously engaged in translation, mainly from Sanskrit, with the primary aim of acquiring and 

spreading Buddhist teachings. 

The skill and precision of the Tibetan translators, or lotsawa, were such that Tibetan texts 

may reliably be used to retranslate into Sanskrit works that were lost at the time of the Muslim 

invasions of India. For several years now, a team of translators in Varanasi (Benares) has been 

working on the reproduction of Sanskrit works from Tibetan versions. 

Over the course of time, Tibetan, like any other language, has enriched its vocabulary 

through lexical borrowings. The main sources have been Sanskrit, Mongolian, Uighur and An

cient Chinese, with more recent recourse to English, Hindi and Modem Chinese (putonghua). 204 
It 

is likely that other languages such as Zhangzhung (part of which later became the kingdom of 

Guge), Tangut (mi-nyag) and other Himalayan languages such as Kinnauri also contributed to 

Tibetan vocabulary. 

Whatever the case, it is a striking fact that Tibetan actually contains very few pure loans 

(also called "transfers"),205 and has tended to prefer calques (loan translations). This process con

sists of coining neologisms using Tibetan roots conveying the semantic content of compound 

204. For further details see Beyer (1992:138 -145) 

205. Here is Beyer's definition of "transfer" (1992: 139): "One type of borrowing is the process we will call transfer, 
whereby a foreign word or phrase is simply incorporated wholesale into the lexicon, with more or less adaptation to 
native phonology and orthography." Transfers are rare in Tibetan, except in technical domains such as medicine, which 
contain a relatively larger proportion of Sanskrit and Chinese words. 
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words from other languages, such as Sanskrit, Chinese and so on. The vocabulary that has been 

borrowed extends almost exclusively to nouns, and includes almost no verbs or adjectives. 

Unlike the majority of other literary Asian languages (Chinese, Japanese, Thai, Burmese, 

etc.), Tibetan has calqued or translated, rather than borrowed, the essential vocabulary of Bud

dhism. 

Ex.: Buddha = ~c::::~·~~· sangkya'; bodhisattva= ~c::::·~z::r~OJ~'C\,z:.Ja.,· ch~ngcup sempa; karma = 

~~· Ia', etc. 

Even the names of Hindu divinities have been "translated": 

Ex.: "Indra" = q~·~~·ky~cin; "Brahma" = ai'c::::~·q· tshangpa; "Siva"= lqc::::·~~· wangcu', etc. 

The Tibetan lotsawa sometimes preferred to calque glosses or definitions of certain words, 

rather than the words themselves (see below). We refer to this type of loan as indirect calques. 

Here are some examples of transfers, calques, and mixed forms. 

Transfers 
• From Sanskrit 

z:.J~'pama ~ad-ma) "lotus" < padma; ~~·sengke "lion" < simha; ~·~·chTia (byi-la) 

"cat"< hila (prakrit) < biDala; OJ'f'm~ni "jewel"< maNi; .;5~·C\,~'tsantan "sandalwood"< 

candana206
; ~(ry~·mh!ti' < muktika; ~'(S'kh!ru "master", <guru; ~Vry·poti "volume, book"< 

pustika; t:i'·ry·~· potala "Potala Palace"< pota "boat", etc. 

• From Ancient or Old Chinese 

~·ch~ "tea" < j h a207
; ~c::::·~·thgngtse "money" (archaic)< *dh ung- t s i; i~·~·coktse 

"table"< c ok s i "table" (Mod. Ch. zhuozi) 

• From Mongolian 

q·~~·ph~tur ba-dur "warrior"< bay at u r; El'OJ~'thama' "tobacco"< t ham a, etc. 

• From Uighur 

EJOJ'~'thamka "seal" < thamya "mark, label"; C\,~'th~r "silk" < toryu; q~·~· 
pakshi208 "master"< bak s hi; ~OJ·~· emci "doctor"< smc i, etc. 

206. One of the rare loan words borrowed by both European languages and Tibetan is the word sandal in sandalwood 
and the Tibetan word tsan-dan which have the same Sanskrit origin. See Beyer (1992:142). 

207. Which is "also the origin of the Arabic faj ("shay"), Turkish 9aj ("chay"), Russian caj ("chay"), Portuguese cha, 
English tea, and French the. 

208. As seen, for example, in the name Kar-ma pag-shi, which was the title of a master of the Karmapa school. 
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• From Persian 

~::1\.'~0l' kh\:jrkum "saffron" < kurkum; ~z::r~::l\,' th~pter "annals, document" < d s b t s r; ,. 

~;~· khota "God", "Allah" for Tibetan Muslims< xoda. 

• From Latin (via Persian) 

til~::l\.'kh~sar (hero ofthe Tibetan epic)209 <Caesar, ka i sar, tzar; 

• From Arabic 

!1-1'::1\,,. ara' "alcohol" < Jarak "toddy, palm sap"; ~·~· chupa "gown" < juba 

(Turkish)< jabba.
210 

• From Modem Chinese (putonghua) 

ry~§· tanshi "television" < dianshi; ~r::::·~·kungle "kilometer" < gongli; ~·l~'tsetan "audio 

cassette"< caidan; ~r::::·~l'trungko "China" < zhongguo; ~r::::·~r::::·ffi~·~· kungkung chT:tre 

"bus"< gonggong qiche; Ui'?.i::f.:l~·yg:pio: "postage stamp"< you piao, etc. 

• From English 

'k:l'~' pas "ticket" <pass; 'ry''lj'~'tTkasi "postage stamp" < ticket; 21·~·1\'fz:::J' pesekop "cinema" 

(obsolete) < bioscope; ~·~·r~i "train" < rail; a:l·~·mgtra "car" < motor; ~z:::J~·~·p~ 
"bus"< bus, etc. 

•From Hindi 

~'::~\,' pura "all" < pura; dni "sugar" < cini; ,.~. ki;!ri "car" < ghari; 111r::::·,·~~· kangkari: 

"bicycle" < ghari "car, vehicle" and rkang (Tib. = foot, leg) 

Calques (direct and indirect) 

• From Sanskrit 

~r::::~·~~·sangkya' "Buddha" ~ buddha "the awakened one" (< sangs "awakened" and 

rgyas "expanded". Beyer (1992:143-144) gives the following commentary: "Tibetan 

sangs-rgyas [has been coined] on the basis of two different Sanskrit etymological 

glosses:[ ... ] He is like a man who has awakened (prabuddha) because his sleep of delu

sion has vanished and [ ... ] He is Buddha because his mind (buddhi) has opened up like a 

lotus that has expanded (vibuddha)." 

209. The epic of Gesar is the great epic of Central Asia, considerably exceeding in length others such as Gilgamesh. 

210. According toM. Fasmer's etymological dictionary (fitimologiceskij slovar'russkogojazyka, Moskva 1986) the 
French wordjupe "skirt" is also derived from the Arabicjabba. Thus the French wordjupe and the Tibetan chuba share 
a common origin. 
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~c:::·~r:::l'~o:l~'ll:.ll.\' ch9:ngcup sempa "bodhisattva" (< byang "has purified faults", chub "has 

assimilated [all] knowledge", sems "mind" and dpa' "hero"= hero of the mind who has 

purified his faults and has assimilated all knowledge). 

~~· Ia' "karma action" ~ karma - ' 
~t:::'l:.l'~l· tongpanyi' "the void"~ shunyata 

"-ltlj~·~~· l~kcar "Sanskrit" ~ sam-skrit "well-composed (language)" (<legs = "excellent" 

and sbyar ="put together, composed") 

'"'f~'r:::l' khorwa "transmigration, samsara" ( < 'khor = "to circle", 'khor-ba = "the round, 

the cycle [of existence]") 

~·c:::~·~~·'"'l~·1:.1· ny§;nganla' t~pa "nirvana" (lit. "passed beyond suffering") ~ nir-vana 

"blown out, extinguished" 

~~·a:ic:::~· nygnmong "negative emotions" ~ klesa "torment" 

~r:::l'~r:::J·$~·~· thq,!ptop chenpo "Mahasiddha" ~ maha-siddha "masters with great accom

plishments" (<grub "accomplishment", thob "to obtain", chen-po "big") 

• From Classical Chinese 

~·r.(tlj'nylo' "the world" (lit. that which is beneath the sun)~ tian xia (nyi = tian "day" and 

'og = xi a "under") 

tlj~~·Ult!]'seryi' "golden letter, letter from a high dignitary" <jin-zi (gser = jin "gold" and 

yig = zi "character") 

• From Modem Chinese 

3:l·'"'f~· m~kor "train"~ huo che (me= huo "fire" and 'khor = che "car") 

~t!j'r:::1¥i' lo'nyan "cinema"~ dianyin (glog =dian "electric", brnyan =yin "image") 

~tlj·ml·~~·'"'f~·lo'la' thrungkor "computer" ~ dian nao (glog = dian "electric" and klad 

= nao "brain" + 'phrul 'khor "machine") 

~·~o:l'tQnum "petrol, gasoline" < shi you (rdo= shi "stone" and snum =you "oil", 

cf. Latin petra+oleum >petrol) 

Mixed forms 
In the same way as certain English words are composed of a Greek root combined with a 

Latin root (e.g., "television") Tibetan sometimes unites two different origins within a single word. 

Here are two examples: 

1.\e(o:l'~;grc:::· ts§:mpuling "the world" < jambu-dvipa (Skt.) "name of one of the seven 

continents around Mt Meru" and gling (Tib.) "island" (dvipa in Sanskrit). 
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q;c·ffi~· pancen "title of the lama of Trashi Lhi.inpo", abbreviation of pan-Di-ta chen-po < 

pandita (Skt.) and chen-po (Tib.) "great" 

Neologisms 
Modem Tibetan has produced a large number of neologisms to translate scientific or 

technical terms. Dictionaries of university-level mathematics, physics and chemistry, as well as a 

large number of popular works have also been published. Unfortunately, since these books are not 

very widely distributed, the majority of Tibetans use loanwords (from Chinese or English) ac

cording to where they live. 

In the case of certain neologisms, it may happen that there are three different terms for the 

same object: one Literary Tibetan term and two in the spoken language. Of the latter, one is likely 

to be a Chinese loanword used in the T .A.R. or the Tibetan-speaking Chinese provinces, and the 

other an English loan used in the diaspora. 

We see this in the case of Sl,.~,~·tr9;kta' "stamp" (literary), which is also denoted by the 
words ~''1j'~'tTkasi (< English) and $~·f4~· yg:pio: (< Chinese). Similarly, ~·~c;;aic:::~·~~·cTco' 
langkor "bus" (literary) is also called ~c:::~c:::·~~·~·kungkung chTtre (<Chinese) and C\t:::l~.:~· p9;s (< 

English). 

Native neologisms 

Some old or new neologisms are purely Tibetan scientific or vernacular inventions. Here 

are a few examples: 

~,~·~· cakta "bicycle" < "iron horse"; ~,~·s· cakca "airplane" < "iron bird"; 

i§C:::'~~·Iungtrin "radio"< "air message"; ,~,~·OJ~t:::'i§t:::'~~·s\;!ktong lungtrin "television" < 

"form-seeing radio"; etc. 

Code switching 
Some Tibetans, particularly among the urban young people, tend to make massive borrow

ing from the dominant surrounding languages (mainly Chinese or English, depending on where 

they live). This phenomenon has increased in the past two decades. There is also a tendency to 

switch from Tibetan to Chinese, back and forth within the same conversation. Both the massive 

borrowings and code switching are often referred to as ~'OJ'~,. 'i\il' "half-goat-half-sheep lan

guage". 
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Compound Words 

This appendix will take a brief look at the rich field of lexical compounds, but will not 

tackle the matter of inflectional morphology or lexical derivations.211 A great many Tibetan words 

are in fact compounds which for the most part have a clear enough etymology. The following 

pages will set out the main rules for the construction of words that are valuable for both the 

spoken and the written languages. 

1. Nominal compounds 

There are a number of processes relating to the formation of compound nouns, and these 

apply also to adjectives and verbs. There are basically four types of formation: synonym com

pounds, polar compounds, compounds with a determinant, and cumulative or sequential com-
212 pounds. 

1. 1 Synonym compounds 

• Compounds made up of two synonymous nouns: 

~~·z;,;qz:;r dus-skabs "period" (time-moment), ~,~·~il.l' lugs-srol "tradition" (tradition

custom),~·~~~ re- 'dun "hope" (hope-wish), ~·,~~· glu-gzhas "song" (song-song). 

• Compounds consisting of two synonymous verbs: 

~~~·q~r::::· 'dzin-bzung "capture" (seize - hold), 0-l~il.l';::).l' mjal-phrad "encounter" 

(meet (H) - meet), ,~r::::·q4l' gsung-bshad "speech, discourse" (say (H) - say), ~~il.l' 
~~· 'phel-rgyas "development" (increase - spread), Clllj,.~~,. bkag- 'gog "obstruction" 

(stop [past] -stop [present]), ~~,·~~· 'dzug-skrun "construction" (establish- construct). 

1. 2 Polar compounds 
A common principle is to combine polar opposites, especially of adjectives. 

• Polar compounds comprising adjectives: 

Structure: adj. (positive)- adj. (negative) 

ffi':!lC:::' tsha-grang "temperature" (hot-cold), 0-l~'lo.l~' mtho-dman "height" (high-low), ~· 
~r::::· che-chung "size" (big-small), 0-lr::::·~r:::::· mang-nyung "quantity (much-little), <.l.l,. '?~· 

211. These two domains are actually more relevant to a diachronic perspective or a study of Tibetan etymology, and are 
not directly useful for learning Modem Spoken Tibetan. For further information, see le Clair Miroir by Kesang 
Gyunne (1992) or, in English, Stephan Beyer (1992). 

212. The terminology concerning compound nouns used in this Manual is based on Goldstein (1983). 
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yag nyes "quality" (good-bad), q=:~r:::::·r:::::~· bzang-ngan "quality" (excellent-bad), ~r:::::· ~ r:::::· 
ring-thung "length" (long-short), ~·~r:::::· nye-ring "distance" (near-far), l'l"\'~,. dkar-nag 

"opposites" (white-black), ,~::l\·~r:::::· gsar-rnying "age" (new-old), ~l·f5,. skyid-sdug 

"living conditions" (happy-wretched), S:Jq<O.l~,·srab-mthug "density" (thin-thick), ~3.1·~~· 
skam-rlon "humidity" (dry-wet), 5,'4~'drag-shan "power" (strong-weak) 

• Polar compounds comprising nouns: 

~'O.l'pha-ma "parents" (mother-father), ~~'O.laJ~'nyin-mtshan "day and night" (day-night), 

,~r:::::·~::l\'gzhung-sger "everyone" (government-private), ~'1-\5' lha- 'dre "gods and de

mons" (gods-demons), ~·r.I..S]~'rgyu- 'bras "causality" (cause-result) 

• Polar compounds comprising verbs: 

~·~r:::::· nyo-tshong "commerce" (buy-sell), ~q·'4_::l\'thob-shor "gain and loss" (win-lose), 

1-\~·~l· 'gro-sdod "movement" (go-stay), ~~·3:l~ yin-min "truth and falsehood" (be-not be) 

1.3 Premodifying compounds 

• Structure: noun (modifier)- noun (modified) 

,~3.1·~· gnam-gru "airplane" (sky-vessel), ~·Fr:::::' lha-khang "temple" (god-house), ~~·~q· 
dus-deb "journal" (time-book), Fr:::::·ql, khang-bdag "owner" (house-owner), ~r:::::·~~· 

snying-rus "endurance" (heart-bone), 8:1,·~,~· mig-lpags "eyelid" (eye-skin), ~· O.lll-\' me

mda' "gun" (fire-arrow), ~·~· me-ro "embers" (fire-corpse), ~·3:l,· chu-mig "spring" 

(water-eye), 8:1,·~· mig-chu "tear" (eye-water) 

Note: The spelling of a lexical morpheme remains the same whatever its position may be 

within a word, whether as the first or as the second syllable. There are, however, some rare excep

tions to this rule. Thus the word for "skin, bark" is spelled t:.l,~.z::J'pags-(]Ja) /pakpa/, when it fea

tures as the first syllable, as in t:.l,~·~· /paksha/ "fur hat", whereas it is written as ~,~·lpags when 

it occurs as the second syllable, as in ~,.~,~·lug-lpags /l~kpa'/ "sheepskin" or ~,.~,~·stag-lpags 
/takpa'/ "tiger-skin". 

• Structure: adjective (modifier)- noun (modified) 

l0.1·ffi,· dam-tshig "samaya, vow" (sacred-word), ~·~0.1· nye-lam "shortcut" (near-road), 

lE::!~·,~~· dben-gnas "hermitage" (lonely-place) 

• Structure: adjective (modifier)- verb (modified) 

,~::l\·q~· gsar-brje "revolution" (new-change), ,~::l\'1-\~,~· gsar- 'dzugs "construction" 

(new-establish), ,-r:::::·l-\?4~· gong- 'phel "development" (high-increase), ~::l\·~~· yar-rgyas 

"progress, improvement" (upward-spread) 
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• Structure: verb (modifier)- noun (modified) 

r.l..~'i'l.lo-1' 'gro-lam "path" (go-way), ~z:::r~z:::r slob-deb "manual" (learn-book), ~z:::·lq'~· 
tshong-dpon "merchant" (sell-lord), ~l'fZ:::'sdod-khang "dwelling" (live-house), ~z:::·~'\' 
srung-skar "satellite" (protect-star) 

• Structure: noun (modifier) -verb (modified) 

z:::::JlZ<j'r.l..~~· bdag- 'dzin "selfishness" (self-hold), ~~·q~l' skyon-brjod "criticism" (fault

say), Z<jl~'r.l..~~· gdan- 'dren "invitation" (carpet-draw), ~51~·,~· sems-gso "consolation" 

(mind-repair), !'!iz:::::J'z:::::J~Z<j' rkub-bkyag "chair" (backside-lift), <:§'fi'l.l' chu-khol "boiled water" 

(water-boil), ~·r.l..~'\' rdzas- 'gyur "chemistry" (object-transform), ~l'z:::::J~'\' skad-bsgyur 

"interpreter" (language-transform) 

1.4 Postmodifying compounds 

• Structure: noun (modified)- adjective (modifier) 

fi1Z::::'55~·glang-chen "elephant" (bull-big), ~·~z:::· rdo-ring "stone pillar, standing stone, 

daring" (stone-long), i;:c£· ngo-tsha "shame" (face-hot), ~,~·5$~· tshogs-chen "great 

assembly" (gathering-big), ~,~·5$~· rdzogs-chen "path of the great perfection" (per

fection-great), ~: ~l' bya-rgod "vulture" (bird-wild), l'l.151'~ 51 ' lam-rim "graduated path" 

(path-progressive), ~'z:::JSFblo-bzang Lobsang (personal name: mind-excellent), ffi·~z:::· 
tshe-ring Tshering (personal name: life-long) 

1.5 Conjunctive compounds 

• Structure: noun - noun 

This juxtaposed or paratactic structure involves the coordination of nouns without the use 

of connectives. ~z:::·~Z<j' zhing- 'brog "nomads and farmers", l,'~z:::J'dge-slob "teachers 

and students", ~·q'l· rgya-bod "Chinese and Tibetans" or "China and Tibet" (but in a 

more ancient context, Indians and Tibetans or India and Tibet 

• Sequential verb structure: verb 1- verb 2 

'?51~.,~. nyams-gso "restoration" (ruin-repair), z:::J~z:::~·r.l..~l'l.l'bcings 'grolliberation (bind

free) 

2. Verb composition 

Compound verbs are essentially of three types: compounds that are difficult to analyse in 

synchrony; verbs with internal objects, and verbs involving the use of a verbalizer. 
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2. 1 Compounds that are difficult to analyse without a historical perspective 

The construction of these verbs is difficult to understand at the present time. The meaning 

of one of the components taken by itself is no longer comprehensible, or has been partially lost. 

tij~~ffi~· yid ches "to have faith", r<i~~·ha las "to be surprised", ,~l·~,. gnyid khug "to 

fall asleep",~·~'\' hon thor "to be astonished", etc. 

2.2 Verbs with an internal object 

These are made up of a verb and an "internal" object formed from the same root as the 

verb. They are similar to certain English expressions such as "to live life", "to dream a dream", 

etc. These verbs, which are mainly trisyllabic, are relatively uncommon. 

~t:;,·3i·~· rtsed-mo rtse "to play", ,t:;,·3i·t:;,,t:;,' gad mo dgad "to laugh", ~~·3j'·~· ltas mo tla 

"to watch a show", ~·31·~· rku-ma rku "to steal", ~'\'z:::l'~'\' skor ba skor "to circle, circumam

bulate", ~'z:::l'l.\~' dri ba 'dri "to ask questions", ~·~31·~· rmi-lam rmi "to dream" (dial. or 
L), :::J'31':::J' za rna za "to eat" (dial. or L) 

2.3 Compounds using verbalizers 

These verbs, consisting of a "verbalizer" and a noun constitute the majority of verbs in 

Standard Spoken Tibetan. The noun may be replaced by an adjective, an adverb or an onoma

topoeia. Remember that the three main verbalizers are: St:;,'byed "to do, to act", ~,. rgyag "to 

make, to do" and z:::ll]r::::' btang "to send, to do" (and their honorific equivalents, see Lesson 11). 

The verbalizer may be preceded by: 

• a simple noun 

3i·~·qryr::::· mo-tra btang "to drive a car", ,~~·qryr::::· gzhas btang "to sing", )jjt:;,'z:::JI]r::::'skad 
btang "to call", 3:)·qryr::::·me btang "to set fire", )jjt:;,'~,. skad rgyag "to shout" 

• an adjective 

~l·r:]·qryr::::· skyid-po btang "to have fun", g,·r:]·qryr::::· sdug-po btang "to abuse", l,'"'. r:l· 
St:;,' dga '-po byed "to like", ~r::::·~·qryr::::· chung ru btang "to reduce", ffi·~·qryr::::· che-ru 

btang "to enlarge" 

• a noun compound (see section 1 above in this appendix) 

~q·~r::::'St:;,'slob sbyong byed "to study", ~'\'z:::l~~·qryr::::· sgyur-bcos btang "to reform", CJJ~' 
~~·qryr::::· yar rgyas btang "to improve", ~31~.,~'St:;,'sems gso byed "to console", 

,l"i''"'~"i·~· gdan 'dren zhu "to invite" 
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• a doubled form (with a verb, an adverb, an adjective or an onomatopeia) 

~0-1'~0-1'~~.; kyom-kyom byed "to stir a liquid", l~~·l~~·z:::Jryr::::· dkrug dkrug btang "to stir, 

shake", ~=:Jz:::J'~=:Jz:::J'Sl'gzab gzab byed "to be careful", ~~·~~·~l rug-rug byed "to 

gather", '2l:"\,''2j:t\.,'z:::J?r::::'phur-phur btang "to massage, stroke", ~l.~l~l· !hod !hod byed "to 

relax" 
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Review Tables 

This appendix contains review tables of verb "conjugations", "declensions" and the variant 

forms of grammatical morphemes. 

Table 1: The copulas and their meanings 

Copulas Mediatory moods Meaning Translation 

url· 
existential, "to have" ("I have") 

egophoric expresses possession "to be (somewhere)" 
yg' situative ("I am at. .. ") 

attributive (evaluative) "to be" 
existential "there is, are" 

1':\~tfj' 
testimonial 

situative "to be (somewhere)" 

t~' expresses possession "to have, possess" 
attributive (evaluative) "to be" 

url·~l· 
existential "there is, are" 

assertive 
expresses possession "to have, possess" "to be 

yg:re' situative (somewhere)" 
attributive (evaluative) "to be" 

5l~· essential 
"to be" ("I am") 

egophoric attributive 
"to be" ("I am") 

yln "to be" ("it's according 
modal 

to me") 

~l· existential "to be" 
assertive attributive "to be" 

r~· inalienable _Qossession "to have, to own" 

~l't:l<itfJ' 
revelatory essential "to be" ("Why, it's ... !) 

re'-sha' 
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Table 2: Forms of copulas 

interrogative 
interrogative negative 

affirmative (without negative 
pronoun) 

(with pronoun) interrogative 

~~· ~~·z;_J~· ~~·1~~'z:J' 3)~· 3l~·z;_J~· 

yln yln-pa' yln/yin-pa m~n m~n-pa' 

~l ~lz;_J~· ~l· 31'~l· 31'~l·z;_J~' 

re' r~'-pa' ra' m9;re' m9:re'-pa' 

Ull' Ullz:J~' till ~l· ~l·z;_J~' 

yg' yg'-pa' yg' me' m~'-pa' 

C\~t!j' C\~t!j't!j~' C\~t!j' 3l·C\~t!j' 3l·C\~t!j't!j~' 
' 

tu' tu'-ka' to' mlntu' mintu'-ka' 

t!ll·~l· url~l·z:.1~· t!ll·~l· Ull'31'~l· Ull'31' ~l·q~· 

yg:re' yg:re'-pa' yg:re' yg:mare' yg:mare'-pa' 
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Table 3: The main auxiliaries 

FUTURE 

assertive V(pres.) + fi1'~l' -kire' 

intentional egophoric V(pres.) + fi1·~~· -kiyin 

allocentric intentional egophoric V(past) + l~~· -ko' 

allocentric intentional egophoric or imminent danger v (past) + arc::::· -yang 

PRESENT (and imperfective past) 

assertive V(pres.) + fi1·£Jrl~l· -kiyo:re' 

testimonial V(pres.) + fi1·~~~· -kitu' 

intentional or habitual egophoric V(pres.) + fi1·£Jrl· -kiyo' 

habitual/ generic assertive V(pres.) + fi1·~l -kire' 
., 

PAST (perfective) 

simple perfective 

assertive V(past) + r._r~l· -pare' 

testimonial V(past) + ~z::::· -song 

receptive egophoric V (past) + ~z::::· -cung 

intentional egophoric V(past) + c.r~~· -payin 

experiential egophoric V(pres.) + ~z::::· -nyong 

perfect 

assertive V(past) + £Jrl·~l· -yo:re' 

inferential V(past) +t::l~~· -sha' 

intentional egophoric v (past) + url· -yo' 
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Table 4: The different mediatory moods according to tense-aspect 

tense-aspect egophoric testimonial inferential assertive 

fi1·5:l~· kiyin fi1·~c;i kire' 
future 

l~~· ko 

present 
fi1·U1l·~l· (or fi1·U1l· kiyo' fi1'~Z!]' kitu' 

imperfective kiyo:re' 

past) 

past 
c.rb:l~· payin 

~z:::· song t:l'~l· pare' 
simple ~z:::· cung 

perfective ~z:::· nyong 

past url· yo' 1':\~Zlj' tu' url~l yo:re' 

perfect t::l~Zl]' sha' 
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Table 5: Auxiliaries according to tense-aspect 
future 

interrogative interrogative affirmative (without (with pronouns) pronouns) 

~·~~· ~·~~·t.J~· I~~ ~· 

kiyin kiyin-pa' I ka' ka 

~·~l· ~·~l·t_J~' ~·~l· 
kire' kire'-pa' kira' 

negative 

~·3)~· 

kim an 

~·~·~l· 

kimare' 

present (and imperfective past) 

interrogative interrogative 
affirmative negative (without 

(with pronouns) 
pronouns) 

~·iXll· ~·iXll·t_J~' ~·iXll· ~·3ll· 

kiyo' kiyo'-pa' kiyo' kime' > 

~·~~~·r~~· ~·~~~·~~· ~·~~~· ~·3)·~~~· 

kitu'lki' kitu'-ka' kito' kimintu' 

~·iXll·~l· ~·iXll·~l·t_J~' ~·iXll·~l· ~·u:rl~·~l· 

kiyo:re' kiyo:re'-pa' kiyo:ra' kiyo:mare' 

past (perfective) 

interrogative interrogative 
affirmative negative (without 

(with pronouns) 
pronouns) 

t.l'~~· t.l~' t.l' ~·+ v 
payin pa' pa ma+V 

~r::· ~r::·r::~· ~r::· ~·~r::· 

cung cung-nga' cung macung 
~r::· ~r::·r::~· ~r::· ~·~r::· 

song song-nga' song masong 

t.l'~l· t.J'~l·t_J~' t.l'~l· ~·+ V+t.l'~l· 

pare' pare'-pa' para' ma+V+pare' 

iXll· iXll·t_J~· iXll· 3ll· 

yo' yo'-pa' yo' me' 

~;~· ~~~~· ~~~·~~· ~~· 3l·~~~· 

sha'ltu' tu'-ka' to' mintu' 

iXll·~l· iXll· ~l· t.l~' iXll·~l· iXll·~·~l· 

yo:re' yo:re'-pa' yo:ra' yo:mare' 

negative 
interrogative 

~·3l~·t_J~· 

kiman-pa' 
~·~·~l·t_J~· 

kimare'-pa' 

negative 
interrogative 

~·3ll·t_J~· 

kime' 

~·3l·~~~·~~· 

kimintu'-ka' 

~·u:rl~·~lt.J~' 

kiyo:mare'-pa' 

negative 
interrogative 

~·+ V+t.J~· 

ma+V+pa' 
~·~r::·r::~· 

macung-nga' 
~·~r::·r::~· 

masong-nga' 

~· + v +q'~l·t_J~ 
ma+V+pare'-pa' 
3llt.J~' 

me'-pa' 

3)·~~~·~~· 

mintu'-ka' 
iXll·~·~l·t_J~· 

yo:mare'-pa' 
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Table 6: Copulas and auxiliaries of probability 

Copulas (positive doubt) 

essential copulas existential copulas 

5:lo;·l:.l·~s· ylnpatra ~~·l:.l·~s· ygpatra 

5:lo;·~·~~· ylnkire' ~~·~·~~· ygkire' 

~o;·~~· mantro ~~·~~· metro 

5:lo;·~·~~· ylnsare' ~~·~·~~· ygsare' 

31~~·F·a1·~~· ntgkkapo re' 3l~~·F·a-r·~~~· ntgkkapo t\;:!' 

Copulas (negative doubt) 

essential copulas existential copulas 

5:lo;·~~· ylntro ~~·~~· ygtro 

ur5:lo;· ayin U\1'~~ ayo' 

The main auxiliaries of probability 

Present-future 

V(pres.) + ,. 5:lo;·z:,J· ~s· -kiyinpatra 

V(pres.) + 9·5:lo;·~·~~· -kiyinkire' 

V(pres.) + ,.~~·~~· -kiyotro 

V(pres.) + ,.~~·~~· -kimetro 

V(past) + 1:.1'~~ -payo' 

V(past) + ~:,]'~~~· -patu' 

V(pres.) + ,.~~·z:,J·~s· -kiyopatra 

V(pres.) + ,.~~·~·~~· -kiyokire' 

Past (perfective) 

V(past) + z:,J·~s· -patra 

V(past) + ~~·~·~~· -yokire' 

V(past) + ~~·l:.l·~s· -yopatra 

V(past) + l:.l'Ulo;·~·~~· -payinkire' 

V(past) + ~~·~·~~· -yosare' 
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Table 7: Case markers 

• absolutive ~~t:;:· sh!:,!ng "the government" 

• agentive ~~t:;:·~~· sh!:,!ng-ki' "(by) the government" 

• ablative ~~t:;:·"i~' sh!:,!ng-na' "from the government" 

• oblique ~~t:;:·~· sh!:,!ng-la "to/ in the government" 

• genitive ~~t:;:·~· sh!:,!ng-ki "of the government" 

• associative ~~t:;:·lt:;:' sh!:,!ng-tang "with the government" 

• absolutive l~'ili"i kekan "the teacher" 

• agentive l~'ili"i'~~· kekan-ki' "(by) the teacher" 

• ablative l~· ili"i'"i~' kekan-na' "from the teacher" 

• oblique l~'ili"i'~' kekan-la "to the teacher" 

• genitive l~'ili"i'~' kekan-ki "of the teacher" 

• associative l~'ili"i'lt:;:' k~kan-tang "with the teacher" 

• absolutive ~~·rt:l· ky~:kap "the State" 

• agentive ~~·rt:l·~~ ky~:kap-ki' "(by) the State" 

• ablative ~~·Ft:l'"i~· ky~:kap-na' "from the State" 

• oblique ~~·rt:l·~· ky~:kap-la "to/ in the State" 

• genitive ~~·rq~· ky~:kap-ki "ofthe State" 

• associative ~~·Fqlt:::· ky~:kap-tang "with the State" 

• absolutive ~·~· nylma "the sun" 

• agentive ~·~~ nylma' "(by) the sun" 

• ablative ~·~·"i~' nylma-na' "from the sun" 

• oblique ~·~~· nylmar "to/ in the sun" 

• genitive ~·~a,· nylma: "of the sun" 

• associative ~·~·lt:;:' nylma-tang "with the sun" 
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Table 8: The cases 

Agentive Ablative Absolutive Oblique Genitive Associative 
,~. o;;.~·ill~' ill'::l\'0\.'~' 

,. r:;,r:::· 

gis nas/las 0 la/r/na/du gi dang 

Case functions 

agent s12atial or tem12oral single 12articij2ant destination, 
noun com12lement 

prepositional 
origin beneficiary, complement sensorial (subject of an 

experiencer 
213 

intransitive verb) owner lair 
"of' 

"against, with" nasi* las 

instrument! 
com12arison 12atient w.! 

cause/manner 
"more than" (object of a finality 

las /*pa-s transitive verb) la/*r l*du 

com12arison selection affective 
ex12eriencer localization 

"more than" ''among'' 
(subject of an la/ r l*du/ *na 

*pa-s *las lnas affective verb) 

adverbial 
adverbial *transformation of 

suffix 
suffix duration the object ("into") 

nas la/r/du 
gis 

emphasis/ 
*categorisation of an 

instrument! manner entity 
focus on the (as, inasmuch as) nas 

agent 
lair/ du 

agent Adverbial suffix 

nas rldu 

emphasis/ 

focus on the patient 

la 

connective functions 

*causal 
causal subordinate *coordination 

conditional relative "who, coordinating 
subordinate subordinate which" conjunction 

(pa)-s 
nas (parataxis) 

(pa)- 'i I gi Hand" na 

*subordinate of subordinate of 
J2urposive subordinate nominal clause temporal subordinate 

anteriori!Y anteriori!Y 

* (pa)-s 
(yag)-la/ *du/ *pa-r "that-clause" "as soon as" 

nas 

*coordination 
subordinate of * subordinate of connects the verb 

imperative or simultaneity simultaneity and the auxiliary (to 
(pa)-s 

*las/ nas la/ pa-r/ (pa)na the imperfective) 
injunctive marker 

coordination *coordination 
*adversative 
conjunction exclamation 

nas la "but" 

"rather than" 
*connects the verb 

las 
and the auxiliary 

V+(pa)-r +aux. 

exclamation 

la 

213. The asterisk indicates forms that occur only in literature. Underlining denotes the commonest functions in 
Standard Spoken Tibetan. Some cases are preceded by a particle such as pa or yag. 
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Table 9: Variant written forms of grammatical cases and morphemes 

cases/ ~· C::::' ~· ~· z::::r a.r (.l,: ~· ~· ~· da 
0 

suffixes -g -ng -d -n -b -m -'a -r -! -s drag 

Oblique case ]' ~· ~· ~· ]' ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· "'.; ~· ]' 
!a-don tu du du du tu du r du du su r tu 

Genitive case ,. ,. ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· ~· 'brel-sgra 
gi gi kyi gyi kyi gyi 'i gyi gyi kyi 'i kyi 

Agentive case ,~. ,~. ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~· ~~· 
byed-sgra 

gis gis kyis gyis kyis gyis s gyis gyis kyis s kyis 
Adjunctive-

~c::::· (.l,'ft::::' ~c::::· (.l,'ft::::' ~c::::· (.l,'ft::::' (.l,'ft::::' (.l,'ft::::' (.l,'ft::::' ~c::::· (.l,'ft::::' ~c::::· adversative 
conjunction kyang yang kyang yang kyang yang yang yang yang kyang yang kyang 
rgyan-sdud 
Adjunctive-
explicative ~· ~· ~· ry· ~· ~· ~· ry· ry· ry· ~· ry· 
conjunction 
lhag-bcas ste ste de te ste ste ste te te te ste te 

Imperfective ,~. ,~. ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· 
suffix 

gin gin kyin gyin kyin gyin yin gyin gyin kyin yin kyin 

Adjunctive 
~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· ~c::::· 4t::::' ~c::::· ~c::::· conjunction 

cing cing zhing cing zhing cing zhing zhing zhing zhing shing zhing cing 

End of quotation 

ces 
~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· 

ces zhes ces zhes ces zhes zhes zhes zhes zhes zhes ces 

Indefinite article 
~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· ~~· 4~' ~~· ~~· 
cig zhig cig zhig cig zhig zhig zhig zhig zhig zhig cig 

Disjunctive and ~01' C::::01' ~01' ~· z::J01' 0101' 1.\01' ~01' ~01' ~01' 1.\01' 701' 
interrogative 
conjunction gam ngam dam nam bam mam 'am ram lam sam 'am tam 

Final particle 
,. ~· ~· ~· q· 3:1· r.t: ~· ~· ~· rr_ ry 

rdzogs-tshig go ngo do no bo mo 'o ro lo so 'o to 

N ominalizer l:.l' z::J' l:.l' l:.l' l:.l' l:.l' z::J' z::J' z::J' l:.l' z::J' l:.l' 

pa/ba pa ba pa pa pa pa ba ba ba pa ba pa 
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Table 10: Correspondences between spelling and pronunciation 

Using the table 

The table of correspondences between spelling and pronunciation presented below is orga

nized according to a dual alphabetical and phonological principle: on the one hand, the root 

letters are listed in Tibetan alphabetical order, while on the other the combinations of letters that 

produce the same sound are presented together. Thus the organization of the table makes it 

possible to be read in two ways. It will tell you the pronunciation of a syllable from its spelling, 

and also provides the range of possible spellings for an identical pronunciation. The latter feature 

is particularly useful in view of the large number of homophonic syllables, which are spelled dif

ferently but pronounced the same. 

On the basis of this list, it will be possible to know the pronunciation of a syllable in both 

Standard Spoken as well as Literary Tibetan in nearly all cases. However, as in the case of Euro

pean languages, it is not always possible to predict the pronunciation of certain words. With these 

exceptions there is no exact correspondence between the written and phonetic forms. Remember 

also that ~ertain words exist only in the spoken language and have no corresponding written form. 

Phonological transcription is therefore indispensable in these cases. 

The following table presents first the Tibetan, then the transliteration in italics, and finally 

the pronunciation in roman font. 

The first part of the table presents the initial consonants of syllables and the second part the 

codas, that is, the vowels and final consonants of syllables. The initials of syllables often have two 

pronunciations. The first, which carries a tone, corresponds to the first syllable of a word. The 

second denotes the pronunciation of syllables within or at the end of a word, and is preceded by a 

dash. Certain other combinations involve an N, which corresponds to a nasal: m, ng or n. This 

nasal does not always manifest in speech, although it may do so commonly (see Appendix 1, 

section 1.1 ). The particular nasal involved, m, ng or n, is not always predictable, and depends on 

the words. 

Ex.: a-mdo > amto "Amdo province", rgya-mtsho > ky9,tso I ky~mtso "ocean", 

sku-mdun > kuntun "(in) the presence, the Dalai Lama" 

The table does not include certain regular variations in pronunciation that occur in the 

spoken language with respect to the literary pronunciation (see Appendix 1, section 1 ). 

The "sharp" symbol denotes combinations used in words borrowed from foreign languages. 

For certain combinations in syllabic rhyme, a second pronunciation, corresponding to a 

phoneme variant, is presented in parentheses. This variant may be used to reproduce actual pro

nunciation more closely and to make it easier to learn the proper sound. 
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Ex.: dmag-mi > ma'mi "soldier" (instead of makmi), gsar-'gyur > sa:ngkyur "news" (instead of 

sarngkyur), stag> ta' "tiger" (instead oftak) 

The dash after certain combinations means that this pronunciation is used only after an

other syllable. 

Ex.: khams-pa > khampa "inhabitant of.Kham·, khrims-dpon > thnmpon "judge" 

Finally, remember that the apostrophe after a nasal represents a modulation as opposed to a 

flat tone, which carries no apostrophe. The historical explanation of this modulation is the pre

sence of the suffix s after the nasal. It disappears with polysyllabic words. 

Table of correspondences between spelling and pronunciation ,. 
The onset of the syllable 

spelling 

• ,. ka ilJ' kwa l,. dka z:::J,. bka 1\i' rka 

~· lka Sii' ska z:::J7\i' brka z:::JSi-1' bska 

~· kya ~· dkya z:::~~· bkya ~· rkya 

~· skya z:::~~· bskya z:::J~' brkya 

~· kra l~· dkra z:::~~· bkra z:::l~f bskra ~· Ta 

-~l' pra ;j' spra ~· dpra 

~:r kla ~ !l.l' la 

• F' kha ~· khwa 

~F' mkha r.lf' 'kha 

f5' khya 

~f5' mkhya ~· 'khya 

f-l' khra ~· phra 

~f-l' mkhra ~· 'khra ~· 'phra 

• ~· ga 

~· rga l~r.l..' dga z:::J~r.l..' bga' ~· sga z:::J~' brga z:::~~· bsga 

r.l..~r.l..' 'ga' ~~r.l..' mga' 9' lga 

~· gya 

~· rgya ~· dgya z:::~~· bgya z:::J~' brgya z:::~~· bsgya 

~· 'gya ~~· mgya 

:!1' gra ~· grwa 5' dra S' bra 

~· sgra l:!]' dgra z:::J:!j' bgra z:::~~· bsgra ~· sbra f' Da 

r.l..:!]' 'gra ~:!]' mgra r.l..S' 'bra r.l..5' 'dra 

§J' gla ~ !l.l' la 

pronunciation 

ka, -ka. 

ka, -ka 

kya, -kya 

kya, -kya 

tra, -tra 

tra, -tra 

kha, -ka 

kha, -Nka 

khya, -kya 

khya,-Nkya 

thra, -tra 

thra, -Ntra 

kh9,, -ka 

k9,, -ka 

k9,, -Nka 

khy9,, -kya 

ky9,, -Nkya 

ky9,, -Nkya 

thr9,, -tra 

tr9,, -tra 

tr9,, -Ntra 
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• z::::· nga 

lz::::~· dnga'~z::::~· mnga' 

~· rnga !::1~' brnga !::1~' bsnga, ~· lnga ~· snga 

• ~· ca ,~~· gca' !::1~~· bca' ~· lea l~· dpya ~· spya 

• co' cha ~: phya 

~co~· mcha' ~co~· 'cha' ~~· 'phya' 

• e;,· }a ~: bya 

~· rja !::1~' brja ~· sbya 

~e;,~· '}a' ~e;,~· mja' ~· lja ~· 'bya 

• '?' nya '2' nywa, ~; mya 

~· rnya ~· snya !::1~' brnya !::1~' bsnya 

l~· dmya ~· rmya ~· smya ~'?· mnya ,'?~· gnya' 

• ry· ta ,ry~· gta' t::lry~· bta' vf rta ~· sta t::lry' brta !::1~' bsta 

~· ita, !::1~' blta 

• E:l' tha 

~E:I' mtha ~E:I' 'tha 

• l. da1' dwa 

f\' rda ,l~· gda' t::ll~· bda' ~· sda t::lf\' brda !::1~' bsda 

~l~· mda' ~· ida ~l~· 'da' !::1~' blda ~· zla !::1~' bzla 

s· dra ~ :!]' gra 

• ~· na 

~· rna ,~~· gna' !::1~~· bna' ~· sna !::1~' brna 

!::1~' bsna ~· snra ~~~· mna' 

• z:.r pa ~· spa 'i:J' lpa ll:.1' dpa 

~· pya ~ ~· ca, ~· pra ~ ~· kra 

• Z<l' pha 

~Z<l' 'pha 

~· phya ~ co' cha, ~· phra ~ ~· khra 

ng9;, -nga 

nga,-nga 

nga,-nga 

ca, -ca 

cha, -ca 
cha, -Nca 

ch9:, -ca 
q, -ca 

CSJ:, -Nca 

ny9;,-nya 
nya, -nya 

nya, -nya 

ta, -ta 

ta, -Nta 

tha, -ta 

tha, -Nta 

the, -ta 

t9:, -ta 

t9:, -Nta 

ne, -na 
na, -na 

na,-na 

pa,-pa 

pha,-pa 

pha, -Npa 
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• z::r ba 

E:i' rba i:!' sba 

r.l.._t::lr.l.._' 'ba ' ~· lba 
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~; bya ~ ~· ja, S' bra ~ ~· gra, §l' bla ~~· Ia 

1:\flt":\.. dbra '~ :l\.' ra, lt::lr.l.._' dba '~1:1' wa, lSr.l.._' dbya' ~Ul' ya 

• ol' ma 

~· rma ~l' sma' l~r.l.._'· dma' ~ smra 

~; mya ~ '?' nya ~ 

• ~· tsa ~~· gtsa q~· btsa ~· rtsa ~· stsa q~· brtsa q~· bstsa ~· rtswa 

• 55' tsha ~· tshwa 

~55· mtsha r.l.._55' 'tsha 

• ~· dza 

~ rdza q~ brdza 

r.l.._~r.l.._' 'dza' ~~r.l.._' mdza' 

• <i' zha ~<;· gzha t::l<i' bzha ~· zhwa 

• EEl' za ~=:!' gza t::l:El' bza 

~· zla ~ l' da 

~·' • ., a 

• Ul' ya 

~Ul' g.ya lSr.l.._' dbya' 

• :l\.' ra 

1:\flr.l.._' dbra' 

~· hra 

$i' ria ~ ~· Ia 

• ~· Ia ";;' lwa 

$i' ria a:r kla t::la]' bkla ~· gla ar bla ~· sla q~· bsla 

~· lha 

ph~, -wa 

p~,-pa 

p~, -Npa 

ma 

ma 

tsa, -tsa 

tsha, -tsa 

tsha, -Ntsa 

tsh~, -tsa 

ts~, -tsa 

ts~, -Ntsa 

w~, -wa 

wa, -wa 

sh~, -sha 

s~, -sa 

a -a _, 

y~, -ya 

ya, -ya 

r~,-ra 

ra, -ra 

rha, -ra 

~~~ -Ia 
Ia, -Ia 

lha, -Ia 



• 4' sha ~· shwa ~4~· gsha' z::14~· bsha' 

• ~· sa ~~~· gsa ' t:l~~· bsa ' 

~· sra t:l~' bsra 

gj' sla ~ ~· Ia 

• "'<j ha "'<;,' hwa 

~· lha ~ ~· Ia, ~· hra ~ ~· ra 

~· hya# 

~· hpha# 

• tAl' a 

Syllable rhyme 

tAl' a a 

tAl~' ag ak (a') 

tAlt:l' ab ap 

tAlr::::' ang ang 

tAlo:J' am am 

tAle!i' an an 

tAl~' as a', a-
tAl~' ar ar (a:) 

tAle(· a 'o # ao 

l!;i,' a:# a: 

fi:l· . 
l i 

fi:l~· ig ik (i') 

fi:lz::J' ib ip 

fi:lr::::· ing ing 

fi:lo:~· im im 

fi:le!i' in in 

fi:l~· il i: 

fi:l~· is i', i-
fi:la_· ... 

l l i: 
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tAl~~· ags 

tAlt:l~' abs 

tAlr::::~· angs 

tAla:!~ ams 

tAl~' ad 

tAla_' a 'e # 

tAl~' al 

tAl~' ' 
"" a u 

tAla_' a 'i 

fi:l~~· igs 

fi:lz::J~' .b l s 

fi:lr::::~· ings 

fi:lo:~~· ims 

fi:l~· ir 

fi:lr:;,: id 

fi:l~· i'u 

sha, -sha 

sa, -sa 

sa, -sa 

ha, -ha 

hya 

Ta 

ak (a') 

ap 

ang', ang

am', am

a', a-
ae 

a: 
au 

a: 

ik (i') 

ip 

ing', ing-

im',im-

ir (i:) 

i'; i-

iu 

473 
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~· u u 

~tlj' ug uk (u') ~tlj~' ugs uk (u') 

~1:1· ub up ~1:1~· ubs up 

~z::::· ung ung ~z::::~· ungs ung', ung-

~arum um ~OJ~· ums um', um-

~~· un un ~ill' ul u: 

~'\' ur ur (u:) ~~i ud u', u-

~~·us u', u- ~l5'.,.· u'o# uo 

~a_· u 'i u: 

~· e e 
~,. eg ek (e') ~,~. egs ek (e') 

~1:1· eb ep ~1:1~· ebs ep 

~z::::· eng eng ~z::::~· engs eng', eng-

~OJ' em em ~OJ~' ems em', em-

~~·en en ~'\' er er (e:) 

~ill' el e: ~~· e'u eu 

~l5'...e'o# eo ~a_· ,. e l e: 

~~; ed e', e- ~~· es e', e-

tJ,f· 
0 0 

ti.ftlj· og ok (o') ti.ftlj~· ogs ok (o') 

ti.11:1· ob op ti.11:1~· obs op 

ti.fz::::· ong ong ti.lz::::~· ongs ong' 

ti.lOJ' om om ti.lOJ~' oms om', om-

ti.lill' ol 6: ti.l~· on on 

ti.l'\,· or or (o:) ti.lt:;; od 6', 6-

tJ,f~· OS 6', 6- ti.l~· o'u ou 
tJ,fa_· ,. 

0 l 6: ti.ll5'.,.· o'o# o: 
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A Simplified System for Transcribing 
Tibetan Words 

The international Wylie system for the romanized transliteration is widely used by spe

cialists for reproducing the spelling of Tibetan words, but it offers no direct clues about pronun

ciation. (Remember that pronunciation is very different from spelling.) This Manual has been 

using a system of phonological transcription that was devised for teaching Tibetan and for use in 

scholarly works on the language and culture of the country. Its technical character makes it less 

than ideal for a wider readership, for example in magazine articles, popular books and maps. 

There is still no standard system of transcription for publications of this sort. In collected 

volumes of articles authors often use different ways of transcribing even the same word. Authors 

often come up with their own conventions without following any explicit principles. For example, 

the personal name that is spelled don-grub is rendered variously as Dondup, Dondrup, Dhondup, 

Dhundup, Tondup, Tondub, Thondup, etc. The same is true of the name of Tibet's second city, 

gzhis-ka-rtse, for which the following renderings are in current use: Shigatse, Shikatse, Rigaze, 

Xigaze, Zhigatse, etc. What is urgently needed is a system for standardising the transcription of 

Tibetan pronunciation, and this appendix suggests a simplified convention that would enable 

Tibetan names and most terms to be spelled consistently. 

The simplified notation presented here differs from the phonological transcription of the 

Manual in two main respects: 

The absence of special signs for marking tones; 

It can be easily and directly deduced from Wylie transliteration. 

The convention has been used in this work for presenting Tibetan names in English pas-

sages. 

Although the simplified transcription doesn't use any diacritics, it gives a fairly clear indi

cation of how words are pronounced in Standard Tibetan, and where tonal distinctions should be 

made. In most cases there is only one possible unambiguous transcription for a given word if the 

rules are observed. 
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The convention is relatively close to English pronunciation: Thus <ch> corresponds to the 

'ch' of chair, <j> to the 'j' ofjazz, and <w> to the 'w' of win. 

Above all, the system suggested below has the advantage of being consistent and based on a 
simple principle, and hence avoids the idiosyncrasies to be found in much of the secondary 
literature on Tibet. 

a) The general principle 

The simplified transcription uses the same correspondences between the Tibetan script and 

the roman alphabet as the Wylie system of transliteration presented in Table 2 of the Introduction. 

Only two letters are different: c > ch and 'a> a. 

The thirty consonants: transliteration and pronunciation , ka F kha ~ ga z:::: nga 
;o ca > cha 00 cha e;: }a '? nya 
ry ta 1::] tha l da ~ na 
t:..l pa 1::1 ph a 1!::1 ba 3.1 rna 
;3 tsa c6 tsha E( dza 't:l wa 

~ zha :::! za I:\ 'a >a Ul ya 
'\ ra (.l.l la 4 sha ~ sa 

7 ha !J.1 a 

The four vowels 

I ~ e ~ 0 

The system proposed here entails dispensing with the letters used by the Wylie system that 

are no longer pronounced in Standard Tibetan. 

This concerns mainly the superscribed consonants r, l and s, the prefixes g, d, b, m and ', 

and the suffixes sand d. However, as the examples below will show, some affixed consonants are 

pronounced. Although the letters l and r are generally replaced by a lengthening of the preceding 

vowel, they will be retained here because they are still audible if a reader is enunciating carefully. 

The elimination of these sounds results in the remaining vowels and consonants being 

pronounced as they would be in Standard Tibetan. In the following examples, the letters that are 

actually pronounced are presented in bold type. 

Ex.: lha-sa> Lhasa, sa-skya-pa > Sakyapa, blo-bzang > Lobzang, 

rnying-ma-pa > Nyingrnapa, rdo-rje > Dorje, dge-lugs-pa > Gelugpa, 

gzhis-ka-rtse > Zhikatse, mar-me > marme. 
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b) Special rules 

1) The letters c and ch as used in the Wylie system are both marked as ch. 

Ex.: bcu > chu, lee > che, rin-chen bzang-po > Rinchen Zangpo, nag-chu > Nagchu. 

2) When the vowels a, o, u are followed by the consonants d, n, l, s they acquire an umlaut 

and become, respectively, a, 6, ii. 

al ~ al, ol ~ 61, ul ~ iil. 

6 corresponds to the sound 6 in German Gotter, or the eu in the French word feu. 

ii corresponds to the sound ii in German Riicke, or the u of the French word rue. 

a corresponds to the sound a in German Kiise, or the ai in French aime. 

Ex.: thub-bstan > Thubtan, 'jam-dpal-dbyangs > Jampiilyang, bka'-rgyud-pa > Kagyiipa, 

srong-btsan sgam-po > Songtsan Gampo, bsod-nams > S6nam, bstan-'dzin > Tandzin, 

mi-la-ras-pa > Milariipa. 

3) The suffixes g and b on the end of a word are devoiced and marked ask and p. 

Ex.: dge-legs > Gelek, kha-btags > khatak, bka'-shag > kashak, thabs > thap. 

4) When the simple consonants (that is, without affixes) ba and bo appear as the second 

syllable of a word, they are pronounced wa and wo. 

Ex.: lha-sa-ba > Lhasawa, jo-bo > Jhowo, dpa'-bo > pawo. 

5) The initial consonant clusters py, phy and by are pronounced respectively ch, ch and j. 

Ex.: spyan-ras-gzig > Chanriizik, sbyin-bdag> Jindak 

6) The initial consonant clusters kr, khr, gr, pr, phr, br, tr, thr, dr 

kr, pr, tr are all pronounced as tr. 

khr, phr, thr are all pronounced thr. 

gr, br, dr are all pronounced dr. 

Ex.: sgrol-ma > Dr6lma, rten-'brel > tendrel, 'bras-spungs > Drapung, 'phrin-las > thrinla 

7) When a voiced radical such as g, j, d, b or dz or a cluster such as gy and by appears with 

no prefix, it is voiceless and slightly aspirated, a feature that will be marked by the addition of an 

h: gh, jh, dh, bh, dzh, ghy, jh. 
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Ex.: bar-skor > Bharkor, ding-ri > Dhingri, jo-mo glang-ma > Jhomo Langma, 

jo-khang > Jhokhang, don-grub > Dhondrup, bag-gro > Bhagdro, byams-pa > jhampa, 

byang-thang > Jhangthang. dra-ba > dhrawa. 

8) The consonant clusters dbr, dby and db 

dbr is pronounced r. 

dby is pronounced y, 

db is pronounced w. 

Ex.: dbang > wang, dbral > ral, dbyar-kha > yarkha 

c) Exceptional pronunciations 

The prefixes 'a and m and the superscript l produce a nasal n or m in certain words. 

l and ' - > n or m. 

Ex.: dga'-ldan > Gandiin, dge-'dun > Gendtin, a-mdo > Amdo, rta-mgrin > Tamdrin. 

rgyal-rtse > Gyantse 

In a few cases the production of a nasalization by the letters ', l and m results in the 

disappearance of the preceding consonant. 

Ex.: cha(b)-mdo > Chamdo, dpa(l)-ldan > Piindiin, dpa(l)-'bar > Piimbar, 

ri(g)-'dzin > Rindzin, skya(b)-'gro > kyamdro. 

Finally, in certain words that contain an r affixed to a labial p, ph orb, the r disappears in 

normal pronunciation. 

Ex.: 'bri-ru > Biru, sbra-nag-zhol > Banagzhol 
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Prosody and Accentuation 
in Literary Tibetan 

One of the difficulties with the reading of Literary Tibetan is the absence of separation be

tween words. There is no rule that can predict whether a word has one, two or more syllables, but 

there are important conventions concerning the phrase and clause prosody. It should be empha

sized that prosody and accentuation are extremely important for reading Literary Tibetan, whether 

verse or prose. Even from a grammatical point of view it is essential to make the right pauses and 

these follow some prosodic rules. If those rules are not applied, the text becomes incomprehensible 

for the hearer. The traditional Tibetan treaties of grammar and poetry do not provide these rules, 

probably because there were entirely different from those which applied to Sanskrit. However, 

when Tibetan scholars read a text,
214 

they naturally apply the prosodic and accentuation rules. 

• The main rule is that grammatical particles should normally be read together with the 

preceding word. There should not be any pause between the word and the following particle, 

but a pause after the particle. When there is a succession of particles (two or more), they should 

normally be read without an intervening pause. 

In most cases, grammatical particles are not stressed, but when there is a focus, a topical

ization or for metric reasons, it is possible to stress the particle. 

Here is the list of the main particles affected by the prosodic rule mentioned above: 

• the case particles: ~~· gis (or its variants), ~·du (or its variants), rl.l' la (or its variants), "i~· 
nas, rl.l~' las, lr:::· dang, ~· gi (or its variants) 

• the quantifiers: ltlj' dag, it tsho, ~0-1~· rnams, rytl]'~tlj' to-cog (or its variants), ::5'3.1' tsam, ~tlj' 

zhig 

• the topicalizer ~· ni 

• the statement particle ~· 'o (or its variants) 

214. This is true for all types of Literary Tibetan: Classical or Modem, religious or lay. 
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• the alternative and question particle r.l.,o.r 'am (or its variants) 

• the adjunctive and adversative particle (.)Jt:::' yang (or its variants) 

• the nominalizers: c.J' pa (or ba), 0-lf~' mkhan, <;~· can, ~~· ldan, ~: rgyu, 'ttr::::~· stangs, 

~"'l' tshul, fJ"'l'khul, 3l·mi, ~· 'phro 

• the connective particles: ~'ste, ~r::::·zhing (and their variants), ~·na, ~~·dus, ~'tshe 

These particles generally occur at the end of a phrase or a clause, and are often followed by 

the clause ending punctuation mark shad. Some rare particles, such as the adjunctive particle (.)Jt:::' 
yang, may occur at the beginning of a clause. 

Ex.: ~'(.)Jt:::'aj'o.l'~~·~"'l'~~r::::·~~·c.J':Ml'0-15.11 

de yang bla rna de 'i zhal mjal gsung thos pa tsam mam 

e:~·~·o.lc£~·~0-l·~~·c.J~·~r::::·~~·z::r~·~r::::·t:J~'ll·c.J·~U1·~~1 

tha na mtshan tsam thos pa+s kyang lus ba spu !dang ba 'i dad pa g. yo nus I 

"Just meeting that lama or hearing his words, and even just hearing his name, can generate 

devotion to the extent that the hairs on one's body stand on end." 

• When the connective na particle conveys the meaning of a hypothesis "if', it should be 

read with a rising intonation, but when it means "when", as in the following example, it should 

read with a falling intonation: 

~·5.1~'0-l~r::::·t:J'~' ~~·C,J~' ~Cl.l't:l't:l~Cl.l'~~· 5.1,-.~~·-ry· 4''llil1 

rgya-tmtsho mthong+ba+ na khron-pa 'i sbal-ba brgyal+nas mgo gas+ te shi skad 

"It is said that, when it saw the ocean, the frog in the well fainted, its head burst and it died." 
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The Main Symbols of Tibet 

Tibetan culture is very rich in symbols. While these symbols usually have a deep meaning, 

they also have an aesthetic function. Most are related to the philosophic-religious tradition, but 

some are only found in popular culture. These symbols are to be seen in murals on monastery 

walls, on thangka (Tibetan icons), carpets, and, in a few cases, on the walls and doors of houses, 

on tents, clothing and jewelry. The following examples are among those which are most likely to 

be encountered, with a brief description of each.
215 

q~·4~·~~~·q~l1 trashi' ta' ky~' 
(Skt.: as_~amangala). 

The Eight Auspicious Signs. 

215. Although a number of these signs are originally derived from the Indian tradition, the interpretations offered here 
are primarily Tibetan. Symbols may often have more than one interpretation, even within Tibet. For more information 
see: Robert Beer, Encyclopedia of Tibetan Symbols and Motifs (London: Serindia, 1999); Dagyab Rinpoche, Buddhist 
Symbols (Boston: Wisdom Publication, 1995); Eva Rudy Jansen, Le Livre du Bouddha, divinite et symboles rituels du 
bouddhisme (Diever, Holland: Editions Binkey Kok, 1990). 
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r.f'~·(£j'1 khorlo (Skt.: dharmacakra) 

The wheel 

The wheel represents the teaching or the spread of the Dharma, or 
the pacification of living beings by the Dharma. The eight spokes 
represent the Noble Eightfold Path. More generally, the wheel 
stands for royal power. 

~~~ t!J' (Skt.: chattra) 

The parasol 

It reduces the pain resulting from the heat of negative emotions. 

~~'0Jffia;1 ky~ntsan (Skt.: dhvaja) 

The victory banner 

It stands for victory over demons and heretics, and represents the 
flag of perfect knowledge. 

CJ',!?1 patra or lq~·t:10.1 palpiu (Skt.: srzvatsa) 

Thepatra 

The patra symbolizes perfection, fullness and the glory of the five 
wisdoms. It is sometimes referred to as the "knot of eternity", and is 
associated with the concept of tendrel (rten- 'brei), meaning "inter
dependence". This is one of the fundamental notions of Buddhism in 
general, insofar as all phenomena are regarded as being interdepen
dent and linked to causes and conditions. 

~t::::'~<ll~·~~1 thungyakyi: (Skt.: daks_il(fwartasaizkha) 

The clockwise-spiralling white conch 

It announces in all directions the sweet sound of the Dharma and the 
glory of all the buddhas. 
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~3.l'c..J1 phl_:!mpa (Skt.: kalasa) 

The vase 

It contains the essence of knowledge and of pure merit, and repre
sents the fulfilment of wishes. 

q~1 pama (Skt.: padma) 

The lotus 

The lotus stands for the perfectly pure spirit of one who is born in 
samsara and yet remains detached and untainted by negative emo
tions and impurities. 

l1'j~:l\''?1 sernya (Skt.: suvar11:amatsya) 

The (two) golden fish 

A sign of good fortune. According to some interpretations, the two 
fish symbolize the two sacred Indian rivers of the Ganges and the 
Yamuna. 

~·~1 tgrce (Skt.: vajra) 

The adamantine thunderbolt 

This is the central symbol of Tantric Buddhism or Vajrayana (rdo
rje theg-pa), from which the name of the latter is derived. The thun
derbolt represents indestructible force and symbolizes the unchan
ging nature of ultimate Reality (the Void), the permanence of the 
Buddha-mind and the immutable truth of the Dharma. It also repre
sents the masculine aspect of the path to enlightenment. 
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*'~'ffi'tl'13l1 \ ~ ~ ~ tgrce ky§;tram (Skt.: viysvavajra) 

The "double vajra" or "crossed vajra" 

It symbolizes realization linked to the four types of worldly activity. 
The crossed vajra also represents the seal of the secret or of eternity. 

~~·~1 thr]pu (Skt.: ghanta) 

The ritual bell 

The ritual bell or drilbu represents the wisdom of selflessness asso
ciated with the feminine principle, whereas the vajra stands for com
passion, associated with the male principle. 

~~·~·~·~q~1 norpu m~mpar (Skt.: cintamarzi) 

The blazing jewel or norbu membar 

Also known as the wish-fulfilling gem. 

Thegakyil 

This jewel represents the combination of happiness and joy. 

~3l'z:::J~'lz:::Jc:::·~~1 namcu wangtan 
The ten letters of the Kilacakra mantra 

Namchu wangdiin is the symbol of the Kalacakra, the wheel of time, 
and represents the Kalacakra mantra comprising ten superimposed 
letters. 
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,~c::·~c::·1 yOngtrung 

The swastika 

This is the most important symbol of the Bon religion (the anti
clockwise swastika), but the clockwise variant is also used in Bud
dhism to denote immutability. The sign sometimes appears on the 
Buddha's footprints. According to Bon teachings, the origin of the 
y(tngtrung is not Sanskritic, and the symbol is therefore not assi
milated to the Indian swastika. 

~ r='c::·t!lo-·q,J·1 ., \, ., "' tgyon nga 

The objects of the five senses 

These are: the mirror, the lute, the conch filled with water, the fruit 
and the silk scarf. Each represents a sensual pleasure. They may be 
united in a single compilation, as here, or displayed separately. 

~·,~0-1'1 tsesum (Skt.: trisula) 

The trident 

This symbol is generally to be seen on monastery roofs and as an 
attribute of certain divinities. It represents the three jewels: the 
Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. 

F'~0-1''11 khatramka (Skt.: khatvanga) 

The khatamka 

This trident or magic sceptre, usually adorned with a string of skulls, 
is the attribute of certain divinities. It destroys the three poisons: 
ignorance, hatred and lust, or else stands for the divinity's consort. 
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::.:'~'"'I!::I,C:::',..,~I'I·'"'1 - -
Cl:> ·~ '"""\"''...... choncung nolma 

Symbol of the ~akini 

The three angles of the two triangles represent respectively: 
-non-adherence to subject and object, and ultimately emptiness; 
-being concept-free and therefore unqualifiable; 
-non-attachment to the five aggregates, and hence freedom from 
desires. 

~·~, thrlku' (Skt.: kartika) 

The crescent knife, an attribute of the ~akini 

This symbol represent wisdom, which cuts through the ego. 

!:'1'\'!::l1 phOrpa (Skt.: vajrakilaya) 

The stake of male wrathful divinities 

Sometimes referred to as a dagger, it represents the destruction of all 
conceptualization and of the notion that phenomena have an intrinsic 
reality. During certain rituals this stake is thrust into an effigy 
representing demonic forces in order to subdue them. 

~'311 nylma ~'1!:11 tawa 
Sun and moon 

These are often displayed on doors of houses in nearly all Tibetan 
villages, as well as on flags. They represent abundance (associated 
with the stars) and happiness. The buddhas and gods are often seated 
on a solar and/or lunar disk, in which case the latter represent the 
union of wisdom, the female principle (the sun and the red color) 
and the means or compassion corresponding to the male principle 
(the moon and the white color). 
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~Zlj·q·'i·~· t_Lkparatsa or ~Zlj'q''i''?Zl] t_Lkparanya' 

The scorpion 

487 

The scorpion often figures on the walls of Tibetan village houses. It 
is believed to repel evil spirits and to eliminate obstacles. 

~·(ij'z:::· m~long (Skt.: adar8a) 

The mirror 

This is an important symbol, especially in the school of the Great 
Perfection (Dzogchen). Representing the mind in which all pheno
mena are reflected, the mirror is associated with wisdom. 

"'s;;:IO''q·::a·q~· - -..,..~ 1 ~ · 1 -~\ thunpa pun shl 

The four brothers in harmony 

The drawing portrays an elephant, a monkey, a rabbit and a bird. 
They signify friendship and cooperation, as well as a proper moral 
and virtuous attitude. 

~~·~::t;· kyTnkor (Skt.: ma'!qala) 

The mandala 

This is a diagram consisting of concentric circles and squares, sym
bolising the cosmos (the external mandala) or the human body (the 
internal mandala). It may be represented in various different ways as 
a drawing, . a thangka, a sculpture or as a composition of colored 
sand or rice. 

q~·4~·~·q~l· trashi ts~· ky~· 
The eight auspicious materials 

The mirror, yoghurt, the durwa grass (Panicum dactylon), the wood 
apple (Aegle marmelos), the clockwise-spiralling conch, ghiwang 
pigment (bezoard), vermilion powder and grains of white mustard. 
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~ill·~l'1ft::1~~· ky~lsi' natOn 

The seven symbols of royalty 

The wheel (faith), the jewel (wisdom), the 
queen (moral conduct), the minister (con
centration), the elephant (recognition), the 
sublime horse (diligence), the general (re
flection and attention). 

~t:::·~r lungta 

The wind-horse 

This term variously denotes a kind of individual energy, a ritual, and also a prayer-flag 

associated with this ritual. On these flags of different colors, representing the five elements, are 

printed "wind-horses" and mantra that the wind carries with it in all directions. Lungta are gene

rally found on mountain passes as well as on the roofs of houses and monasteries. In the centre of 

each flag is the "wind-horse", carrying on its back the cintamani or "wish-fulfilling gem" (see 

above), while each of the four comers features one of four protective animals: ~~r ta' "tiger", 

~~· tr~· "dragon", ~'[§t:::' ch~kyung "garuda (mythic eagle)" and ~~· sengke "snow lion". The 

"wind-horse" or lungta symbolizes good fortune. In Spoken Tibetan, "to have lungta" means "to 
be lucky". 
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Glossary of Linguistic Terms 

ablative: 
The ablative case indicates spatial or temporal provenance. (see Lesson 9) 

absolutive: 
The unmarked case: It indicates the grammatical patient, that is, the participant that undergoes the 
action (in the case of transitive verbs) and the single participant (in the case of intransitive verbs). 
(see Lesson 4) 

affective (verb): 
With an affective verb, the subject is in the absolutive case (unmarked case) and the object is in 
the dative. (see Lesson 9) 

agentive: 
The agentive denotes the agent of an action (the ergative function) as well as the instrument, the 
cause of an action and manner in which it is produced (instrumental functions). The agentive may 
also be designated by the term "ergative-instrumental". (see Lesson 8) 

allocentric future: 
The allocentric future implies that the speaker intends to perform the action on behalf of an 
interlocutor. It can be used only in the first person singular (and occasionally plural) with voli
tional verbs. (see Lesson 23) 

anticipatory mood: 
In the case of interrogative sentences that directly concern the person being addressed, the ques
tioner must anticipate an answer containing an "I" or a "we" by making advance use of an ego
phoric auxiliary in the question itself. This "anticipatory mood" is a distinctive feature of Tibetan. 
It appears not only in Standard Tibetan but in all other Tibetan dialects too, though not in the 
classical literary language. 

aorist (aspect): 
The aorist is a perfective aspect of the verb that denotes that an action performed in the past has 
no bearing on the present. (see Lesson 10) 

aspect: 
Together with tense, verb aspect is an essential notion for understanding the system of verb 
"tenses" in the majority of the world's languages. Verb aspect specifies whether an action is 
completed (perfective) or non-completed (imperfective) with respect to a given reference-point 
(past, present or future). In Tibetan, the present and the imperfective past are formally identical, 
whereas the perfective past (the aorist and the perfect) have a completely different form. (see 
Lesson 10) 
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assertive (mood): 
The assertive mood corresponds to a historical or general truth, or a piece of information that the 
speaker regards as certain even if he or she may not have verified it directly. The mood is marked 
by appropriate verb auxiliaries. (see Lessons 5 and 10) 

associative: 
The associative case conveys the meaning of "with", "against" or "from", but it may also function 
as the conjunction "and". (see Lesson 9) 

causative/resultative verbs: 
Causative and resultative verbs are phonetically closely-related pairs. Causative verbs emphasize 
the cause of a process and the role of the agent in performing an action. Resultative verbs stress 
the result obtained and the state of the patient or object. All causative verbs are transitive and 
volitional. Resultative verbs are generally non-volitional and intransitive. (see Lesson 35) 

connective: 
The connective is a grammatical morpheme that makes it possible to turn two basic sentences into 
one. It corresponds to both coordinating and subordinating conjunctions of traditional grammar. 

directional (auxiliary): 
Directional auxiliaries are used with verbs of movement to indicate whether an action is taking 
place towards or away from the speaker or the point of reference. (see Lesson 41) 

egophoric (mood): 
The egophoric mood translates a personal knowledge on the part of the speaker, or else an 
intention on his or her part that is often directly implied in the event that he or she is describing. 
Egophoric auxiliaries are therefore always associated with an "I" (whether explicit or implicit) in 
the statement, whatever the function of that "I" may be (subject, object, indirect object or 
complement). (see Lessons 3 and 10) 

ergative: 
The ergative and the instrumental cases together provide the two functions of the agentive case. 
The ergative denotes the agent of the action. In syntactic terms, it denotes the subject of most 
transitive verbs. (see Lesson 8) 

ergative (verb): 
With an ergative verb, the subject is in the ergative case and the object is in the absolutive. (see 
Lesson 8) 

essential (stative verb): 
Stative verbs or essential copulas denote an essential quality inherent in the person or the thing. 
The difference between essential and existential verbs is similar to that between the Spanish verbs 
ser and estar. (see Lesson 6) 

evidential mood: 
See mediatory mood 

existential ( stative verb): 
Stative verbs or existential copulas express the existence of a phenomenon or a circumstantial 
characteristic that may often imply a value-judgment on the speaker's part. (see Lesson 6) 
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experiential (auxiliary): 
The use of this auxiliary signifies that the subject has experienced the action at least once in the 
past. (see Lesson 15) 

genitive: 
The genitive case denotes the noun complement (see Lesson 4). 

inferential (mood): 
The inferential mood implies that the speaker is basing what he or she is saying on an inference or 
a deduction drawn from the traces or results of a past action. The mood is expressed through the 
appropriate verb auxiliaries. (see Lesson 10) 

intentional (auxiliary): 
Intentional auxiliaries are compatible only with volitional verbs. They imply that the agent
speaker has voluntarily performed the action. (see Lessons 8 and 10) 

mediatory (mood): 
Mediatory moods are conveyed by auxiliary verbs (or copulas) and have the role of specifying the 
source of information that provides the authority for the speaker's statement. There are basically 
four moods: egophoric, testimonial, assertive and inferential. The information that all these 
moods convey is certain. (see Lessons 5 and 10) 

mnemic (auxiliary): 
The use of this type of auxiliary implies that the speaker has only a vague memory of what he or 
she is saying. (see Lesson 33) 

nominalizer: 
Nominalizers are suffixes that make it possible to transform a verb or clause into a noun (or a 
noun phrase). Verbs that have been nominalized in this way operate as nouns or participles, 
depending on the context. (see Lesson 11) 

oblique: 
The oblique case indicates the goal (dative function), place or direction (locative function). Thus, 
the oblique may be referred to as the "dative-locative". (see Lesson 5) 

participant: 
A participant is a person or thing that is involved in a process to some degree. It is generally a 
noun, which is directly governed by the verb. Different verbs may have one, two or three parti
cipants. Thus the verb "to walk", for example, has just one participant (the one who is walking), 
the verb "to see" has two (the seer and the seen), and the verb "to give" has three (the giver, the 
thing given, and the recipient). The same verb may have a different number of participants ac
cording to its particular meaning in a given context. 

perfect (aspect): 
The perfect is a perfective aspect of verbs that specifies that the result of an action performed in 
the past is still present at the time of utterance. (see Lesson10) 

possessive (verb): 
With a possessive verb (also called benefactive verb), the subject is in the dative case and the 
object is in the absolutive (see Lesson 9) 
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postposition: 
postposition: Postpositions are "prepositions" that go after the noun with which they are asso
ciated. They have the same function as prepositions (in, on, below, etc.) in European languages. 
(see Lesson 7) 

receptive (auxiliary): 
The receptive egophoric auxiliary, which is used only in the past, implies that the subject-speaker 
of a sentence has undergone the action, has perceived it (involuntarily) or has been its goal. (see 
Lesson 10) 

resultative verb: 
See causative verb 

secondary verb: 
"Secondary" verbs are for the most part modal verbs that go between the main verb and the final 
auxiliary. (see Lesson 11) 

self-corrective (auxiliary): 
"Self-corrective" auxiliaries imply that the speaker has just realized that he was mistaken or else 
that he has just discovered something. (see Lesson 33) 

situational grammar: 
Tibetan is particularly sensitive to situation and environment, as well as the sources of informa
tion on which a speaker's assertions are based. When a statement cannot be immediately associa
ted with a concrete situation of communication, Tibetans tend not to accept it or find it strange. 
One consequence of this attitude is a reluctance to present verbs in a series of conjugations. The 
existence of an anticipatory mood and evidential auxiliaries is a manifestation of this situational 
grammar. The specific function of auxiliaries in dreams or in reported speech also illustrates the 
importance of pragmatics in this language. (see Lessons 6 and 10) 

testimonial (mood): 
The testimonial mood specifies that the speaker was himself witness to what he is stating. The 
testimony is usually visual, but may also be based on hearing or any of the other senses (touch, 
smell or taste). This mood is marked by appropriate verb auxiliaries. (see Lessons 5 and 10) 

topicalizer: 
A topicalizer in Tibetan is a particle that makes it possible to emphasize or "topicalize" the group 
of words that precedes it. (see Lesson 25) 

valency (verb): 
The verb valency corresponds to the number of participants (or valents) with which a verb is 
combined. There are basically monovalent (valency of 1), bivalent (valency of 2) and trivalent 
(valency of 3) verbs. (Tibetan does not have any verb with zero valency). Thus the verb "to 
walk" is monovalent (the one who is walking), the verb "to see" is bivalent (the seer and the 
seen), and the verb "to give" is trivalent (the giver, the thing given, and the recipient). 

verb types: 
From a syntactic perspective, the Tibetan verbs may be divided into the following types: ergative 
verb, possessive verb (or benefactive verb) and affective verb, according to the various cases the 
verb governs. (see Lesson 9). 
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verbalizer: 
Verbalizers are verbs that are either intrinsically meaningless or have a general meaning such as 
"to do" or "to send". A great many verbs in Standard Spoken Tibetan consist of a noun followed 
by a verbalizer. Thus Tibetan doesn't say "to study" but "to do study". Similarly, for "work", 
"telephone" and "photograph", the literal translation of the Tibetan constructions would be "to do 
work", "to send telephone" and "to make photograph".(see Lesson 14) 

volitional/non-volitional verb: 
Tibetan verbs fall into two basic categories: volitional and non-volitional. The former relate to 
controllable actions, and are compatible with intentional (and any other) auxiliaries. The latter 
imply non-controllable processes that do not depend on the subject's volition and cannot be com
bined with intentional auxiliaries or imperative markers. (see Lesson 8) 
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English-Tibetan Glossary 



A 

a short while ago 

a, an 

abandon, leave, to 

able, to be 

about, approximately 

above all 

abundant, copious 

accent 

accept, agree, to 

accident 

accountant, astrologer 

accuse unjustly, to 

accuse, to 

act, deed 

act, do, to 

act, to (theatre) 

actor 

acupuncture 

address 

administration 

advise, to 

advise, to 

aeroplane 

affection (to show) 

affectionate 

Africa 

after 

age 

agree, arrange, to 

agreement, harmony 

agriculture 

Ah! I see! 

aim, goal 

air 

airport 

alcohol (distilled) 

alive, living 

all day 

l.,~l 
~, (~,. 4,') L 

q~, 

&z::lJ 
~~~ 

~,·c.]~'~! 

~~·ql 

)-,lr:::~: 

F~·~~· +5l1 
w~·r:::~~ 
%-~'CJJ 

~·~~·F·,ar,~· + 5l1 
~,·~~· + q~,~~ 
~~''1]1 S'z::lJ L 

5l1 1, 3 s~J 2 

~z::lJ 

~q·~F~I 

,~~·Fql 

F·sr:::·J ~~·sr:::·J H 

~~~·~r:::·l 
q~q·s· +~, 

z::l'lj~·gjq· + ,~C:::'J H 

,~~·~! 

s~~·q· +5ll 
s~~·q1 

~·~·~''l]J 
~~·~! ,~,·~! 
ar1 l\lr:::·ar1 H 

~§), 

~&~·~~~ 
~r:::·~~~ ~·~~~ 
~·~f\1 

l~,~·~~~ 
f§C:::'J 
,~~·~·~qq·~FJ 

~·~, q~~·~, H 

,~~·q1 

~·~·~~·,r:::·1 

Glossary 

all three 

all 

alone 

already 

also 

altar 

altitude sickness 

altitude 

altogether 

aluminum container 

always 

amazed, to be 

amazing! (that's) 

ambassador 

amber 

Amdo 

America, American 

American 

among 

analyse, to 

and 

anger someone, to 

anger 

angry, to get 

angry, to get 

angry, to get 

animal 

annihilate, to 

ant 

antelope 

apart from that 

apple 

apricot 

April 

Arabia, Arab 

argali, wild sheep 
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,~~''1]1 

a3r:::·~1 ~r:::·, 

,~,.Ell !ii·wr:::·1 H 

l·~·~~~ 
~1\j ~r:::·j L 

~~l·4~~~ 
~·~, 

~~·ffilJ 
~~·c.]~1 

Z<j'~r:::·1 

ry,·q~1 

Z<j'~~~ 

~·~ffi~+ ~~ 
lq·~r:::·~l1 
,~r:::·ffiqJ 

ff~·f!~J 
~·~~~ 
~·~·~''1]1 

~·~·~''l]'t::lJ 

~r:::·~~~ 

z::Jry,·l~l'+ 5l1 
lC:::'J 
fir::·~· + z::J~r:::·1 
fir::·~! 
f§C:::' + ~C:::'J 

!ij'f§C:::' + t::l~C:::~J H 

~,·q·+ =:!J 

fir:::·~·+~r:::·~ 
~l·~~~ ~~~·;s~1 
~l·q· + t::1E¥J 

~,·~1 
,~ll 
~·~~·q1 

~·~I q~~·~1 H 

~r:::~·~~·F~·~I 

~·~·q~·q1 
~·~ql 

,'?~1 
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aristocrat, noble 

arithmetic, mathematics 

arm 

army 

army camp 

around, about 

arrive late, to 

arrive on time, to 

arrive, reach, to 

arrow 

art 

article 

Asia 

ask, to 

ask, to 

ask, to 

asleep, to fall 

assembly hall 

assembly 

at home 

at the home of, near 

attach, tie, to 

August 

aunt (maternal) 

aunt (paternal) 

author 

autumn, fall 

B 

back 

backside, rump 

bad, wicked 

bag 

ball 

balloon 

bamboo 

banana 

bandit 

bank 
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~r:s~ 
(f.IZ:::'~~1 

1<1~' r::::~1 

l~~·Eir::::~1 

l~~·~~1 

~Ul~·~Uj'"i1 
~~·~~· + ~q~1 

~~·~"i1 
~q~1 

~lr.l...1 

~r~l<11 

:ill·~~1 
4~·~r::::·1 

q'1r.l.._'r.l.._~' + ~~1 h 

q'1r.l.._'r.l.._~' + ~"it:::'1 H 

}ljl'ffi'+ ~~1 

~~lfS~ ~"i1<1'fS~ H 

r.l...~IFr::::·1 

~~~· :il"i1 
"it:::'l<11 
~'1<11 

qry~~1 

§·aJ·q$l'q1 
~·3:11 
(f.l'~1 
~~· q•q1 

f"i''11 

~1<1'q1 ~·f l1 H 

~q1 

~~·a;~~1 r::::"i·q1 
rs~·~1 1~·~l1 
~·~1 
%jC:::'~~ 

~~·~1 

~·~1 
~~·q1 

lES1<1'ft:::'1 

bar, pub 

barber, hairdresser 

barley 

base, foundation 

basket 

bathe, wash oneself, to 

bathe, wash oneself, to 

bathroom, washroom 

battery 

be about to, to 

be, to 

bean 

bear, black 

bear, brown 

beard 

bearded 

beat, to 

beautiful woman 

because, since 

because, since 

become, to 

bed 

bedroom 

bee 

beef 

beer 

before, in the past 

before, preceding 

beggar 

begin (sth.), to 

begin (sth.), to 

begin, to 

begin, to 

behind 

behind, rear 

Beijing 

believe 

asr::::·rr::::·1 
~·q<"l~·rr::::·1 

"i~1 

~~1 
~· c:r1 
~~~~·c:r· + q~~1 
~·~~~~· + q~1<11 H 

f§~·rr::::·1 

gj~·~1 
r.l..,~r.(1 :!Jq~1 L 

~l1 ~"i1 
~"i'~1 ~"i'~1 L 

~~1 
sl·a:rr::::·1 
$1 
$'q1 
q~r::::~1 ~~~1 

~~~·~1 

~r::::·1 

~·~·~l·~~'"i1 

• 

00~~1 

'?1<1'~1 ~~~·~1 H 

'?1<1'fZ:::'1 
~~~·rr::::·1 H 

~r::::·~~·~1 
~Z:::'41 

~·~~ 
~"ir.l...'~'a:f1 
~"i'~1 ~"i'~1 L 

z;JZ:::', ~r::::·c:J1 L 

r.l...,'q:S~~1 
l~·q:s~~1 H 

r.l...,-'~~~1 
~~~1 
$q1 
$q'~~~1 
?:l·%"i1 
~l· :il~· + ~l1 



bellows 

belly 

belong, to 

belt 

bharal, blue sheep 

Bharkor 

Bhutan 

Bhutanese 

bicycle 

big 

binoculars 

biography (of a saint) 

bird 

birthday 

birthplace 

bite, to 

bitter 

black 

blacksmith 

blanket, cover 

blood pressure 

blood 

blow, to 

blue, green (grass) 

boat 

Bodhgaya 

bodhisattva 

body 

body 

body-cutter 

boil, to 

boil, to (cause to) 

Bon (religion) 

bon appetit! 

bone 

Bonpo 

book (Western style) 

book, exercise 

~l·q1 ~l·q1 L 

?.:i''t:::11 
rc::~·~ry~~1 
~·~~~1 
~~~'t:::11 

t:::1~·~~1 
~~·~ll11 

~~·q1 

7liC::'~'~Il11 7liC::'~~1 L 

ffi~·t:f1 
~t:::'41l11 
~o-1'!::1~1 

~1 S1 
~~·}\j~1 ~t:::~'}\j~1 H 

~·~1 ~t:::~'~ll11 H 

~·+~~ 

r·1~ 
~~·t:f1 
O-l~~'t:::11 

'?ll1'~~~1 'Tj0-J'q~·~1 

~~·4l1 
~~ ~·~~ H 

[1' + ~~ 

~~·t:f1 
~r~~c::~1 
~·~·~l~1 
sc::· i;§t:::1'~0-l~·lq~1 
~~~~·t:f1 
~·~~~~1H 

~t:::1~·~~1 
~ll11 
t:::l~ll11 

Glossary 

q~1 
~ll1'1l1~'0-l~~·t:f·~~c::·, 

~~·r~ 
q~·t:f1 

~t:::11 ~~·~t:::11 H 

~·~t:::11 

book, Tibetan pecha 

bookshop 

boot 

border, limit 

bored, to be 

born, to be 

borrow, to 

both 

bottle 

bottom's up, cheers ! 

boundary 

bowl (wooden) 

box 

boyfriend, girlfriend 

branch 

brass 

brave 

bread with meat stuffing 

bread 

break down, to 

break, be broken, to 

break, to 

breakdown 

breast 

breath 

breath 

breathe, to 

bride, daughter-in-law 

bridge 

bring back, to 
bring: see lead 

broadcast, transmit, to 

bronze 

bronze (high-quality) 

brother, older 

brother, younger 

brown 

Buddha Sakyamuni 

Buddha 
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l~'CE1 ~~·l~1 H 

l~'~t:::l'~C::'fC::'1 
%50-1', ~t:::1~·~~~1 H 

0-1!::1~1 

~t:::11 
~1 ~c::~1 H 

~~~1 

~~~''T]1 
4~'l0-11 
~t:::l~'l~ 
~'0-1550-1~1 

?.:l~·q1 

~0-11 

l~~·~~~1 
~~·~ 

~~ 

§J·r~·ffi~·t:f1 
4't:::l~'a,t:::11 
t:::l~'a,t:::11 t:::l~~·t:::l~ H 

~~· +4~1 
CE~ 

t:::l<i~ 

~~1 
~'0-11 

[11 

l~~~·~c::·1 

l~~~·+ t:::lryt:::'1 
0-1~~'0-11 t:::l~'0-11 

~O-J'q1 

~~·~~1 

~~·~~1 
~1 
~1 
~·~~ ~·~~~1 H 

r.t:~· 0-11 ~·~~~1 H 

~·~~ 
'1~'&t:::J'q1 

~c::~·~~1 
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Buddhism 

Buddhism, Mahayana 

Buddhism, Hinayana 

Buddhism, Vajrayana 

Buddhist 

Burma, Myanmar 

burn, to 

burn, to (cause to) 

burn, to (cause to) 

bus, coach 

business, to do 

business, trade 

busy, <Occupied 

but 

butter 

butter lamp 

butterfly 

build (house) to 

buy, to 

buy, to 

c 
calculate, to 

call someone, to 

call someone, to 

called, to be 

calm 

calm, to be 

camera 

capital city 

capital, investment 

capitalism 

car 

car 

care (medical) 

careful, to be 

carpenter 

carpet, floor rug 

carry, to 
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~r.:::·z:,J~·ffi~1 

~~·z:,J·ffi~·~1 
~~·q~r.:::·~1 
~·~·~~'1:,]1 
~t:::'z:,J1 

~z:::p\'0-11 

~~ 
~·::!]~' + t:J?t:::'1 
~·~~ + 1:1ryr.:::·1 L 

~·g~;air.:::~·~'\1 
~r.:::·+~~ 
~·~r.:::·1 
S"-1'1::1'~·~1 

~~·~~1 ~~·~·~r.:::·1 L 

0-l'\1 ~~ "'1'0-l'\1 H 

0-1':;'~1 0-1ffil·~1 H 

~· 0-1' ~1::11 
~~ 1 1::1~1::112 ~1::113 
~~~~1 H 

~1 1 ~~12, 3 

~~·~~ 
~~r.:::· + ~~r.:::·1 H 

~l· + qryr.:::·1 
~'\1 ~1 H 

~l.~l1 
~l.~l'+ ~l1 
z:.]':;'cXi~1 

~"'1'~1 

0-1'~1 

0-l'~~·~r-:::·~~~1 

ait:::~·~'\1 L 

a:J. ~1 ?4q~· ~1 H 

~~·q~~1 

~=:11::1'~=:11::1' + ~l1 
4t:::'l:1~'1:11 

~·~l~1 

~'\1 1::1~0-1~1 

carry, to 

cast, throw 

cat 

catch, hold, to 

cause 

cell (monastic) 

cemetery 

centre, middle 

century 

ceremony 

certain, some 

certainly 

certainly 

certainly, really, exactly 

chain (iron) 

chair 

chang, Tibetan beer 

change (money) 

change, alteration 

change, exchange, to 

change, to 

chapel, shrine 

character, temperament 

chase, pursue 

cheap, inexpensive 

cheat, deceive, to 

cheek 

cheers! bottoms up! 

cheese 

chemist's shop 

chemistry 

cheque 

chest 

chicken 

child 

chili 

China (P.R.C.) 

Chinese (spoken) 

1::1~~ 

~~~~1 

~·~1 S'"-11 L 

~0-11 ~~1 L 

~~1 ~1 
4~ 
~'\' ~l1 
~"'11 l13~1 
~~''\1::1~1 

O-l~l·~1 
F'4~1 

~?~'~?~1 
~~·l·~~1 
l'~'':;t:::'1 

~~~·El~ 

l!iq·~~ ~q~·~~ H 

cXit:::'1 O-Jffil• cXit:::'1 H 

l~"-1' ~"'1' 0-11 
~'\·~~ 
1::1~~1 1::1~~·~·~~ 

~'\1 
0-1ffil·Fr.:::·1 
~4~'1T]1 
~~· ~~l· + 1::1 ryr.:::·1 
~r.:::·f!·~1 
0-1~'~'\' + t:Jryr.:::·1 
~~0-1'1:,]1 

~q~·l~ 

~'\'1::11 ~1::1'~'\1 H 

~~·~r.:::·rr-:::·1 
~~f~'\1 

l~"-1·~~~1 
t:JC::'f~ E:]C::'f~ L 

~1 
E1'\llf-1''1:l1 H ~·\1 L 

~·1:,]~1 ~~~·t~l'1 h 

~r.:::·~ 
~·~l1 



Chinese (written) 

choose, to 

chopstick 

Christian 

churn for tea 

cigarette, tobacco 

cinema 

circuit 

circuit, to make a 

circumambulate, to 

Civilization, culture 

class, course 

classroom 

clean • 

clear 

clear, bright 

clear, to 

clever, smart 

climb, to 

clock, watch 

close (door), to 

close (door), to 

close (objects), to 

cloth (cotton) 

clothing 

cloud 

coat 

coffee 

coincide, fall, to 

cold 

cold, flu 

cold, to catch 

cold, to catch 

cold, to feel 

collect, save, to 

collect, to 

college (of monastery) 

colour 

~·~~ 
~lO-l'irj' + ~~ 

r·~1 
i3:l'f11 
0-l~z::::·a:fJ ~~~·0-l~Z::::'J H 

£::!'0-1~ t::l~~·£::!~ H 

§]~·t::l~"i1 
~~·~1 ~~'t::l1 L 

~~·~· +~~ 
~~·~· +~~ 
~~·~Gr:::'1 
~~"i'~1 
~t::l'fZ:::'1 
~~Z::::'0-11 

~~Z::::'0-11 ~~~·t:l1 
~~~·t:l1 
~~Z:::'O-l't::l~1 

~z:::·t:l1 
~!:(~~1 ~~~~1 L 

~·~l1 ~~·~l1 
~~0-1·~· + t::l~"i1 H 

~·+~~ 
F' + ~~ F' + t::l~"i1 H 

~~·a;1 

~~·~~ "i't::l::l~1 H 

ID"i'z:J1 
~~1 ~'z:J1 
ff'E11 

ofl~1 
:nz:::·a:i 1 
a50-l'z:J1 
ooO-J' z:J' + ~~ 

0-l~~·ooO-J' + t::J~~1 H 

~~ ~·t::l~~1 H 

t::l~~~1 

~~ 
~·asr:::·1 

~~·0-1~~ F'0-1~~ 

Glossary 

comb one's hair, to 

come in! 

come, to 

come, to 

commemorate, to 

commemoration, memorial 

common, ordinary 

Communism 

Communist Party 

companion 

compare, to 

compassion 

competition 

complete, accomplish, to 

complicated 

computer 

concerning 

conditions 

conflict 

consciousness 
consider: see think, to 
construct (house, bridge ... ) 

construct (road, object...) 

construct, build, to 

consult, to 

continue, to 

convenient, simple 

converse, talk, to 

converse, talk, to 

converse, talk, to 

cook 

cook, to 

copper 

copy, to 

coral 

corpse, dead body 

correct, to 

cost, to 

cotton cloth 
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~~·4~' +~~ 
~~·4~ ~~·~t::3~1 H 

~t::l~1 H 

alZ:::'1 1, 2 4~ 3 
:s~·~~· +Sl1 
5"i'~~1 
&"i'a:iz:::·~ 
~Z:::'f-l"i'~z:::·~~~1 
\[Z:::'f-l"i' I)Z:::'1 
~~~'z:J1 
t::l~~1 

~z:::·~1 &~~·~1 H 

~:TI"i'~~1 

gJt::11 

O-l,.~~·t:l1 

m~·ml·~~·~~1 
~~1 
oo'~"i1 
~~~'§i1 

~·4~1 

~~ 1 t::l~t::l12 ~t::l13 
t::l~1 1 t::l~~12,3 
t::l~Z:::~1 H t::l~Z:::~1 HL 

t::l~"i1 
~'O-l&l1 

1Jlt::l~'t::l~'t:l1 
t::lir]~·a:i ~· + G~1 h 

t::lirj~·a:j~· + ~"iZ:::'1 H 

~l·a;· + t::l4l1 
O-J'S"i1 
t::l~~1 

::JZ:::~1 

f1~1 

~·~1 

~1 
G'l~· + t::ll)t:::'1 
~"i~1 
~~'a51 
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cotton '\~1 Dalai Lama (title) ~~· ~·~~· ~· ~1 

cough, to ~·+~, damage, loss ~~1 ~r:::·1 
count, calculate, to %~· +~, damp, wet ~~'t.J1 
count, to :!JZ:::~·~· + ~, dance, to ~~~·~·+~, 
country, valley ~Z:::'t.J1 danger ~~·F1 
countryside, village ~r:::·,~~1 dare, to ~~1 

courage, bravery §1·r, Darjeeling ~·~·~r:::·1 
court, courtyalid ~·~1 date ~~'t.J1 

court, tribunal ~31~·Fr:::·1 daughter, girl ~·3:11 ~~·a:f1 H 

cousin, brother ~~·~1 ~·31~~] H day ~'311 ~~1 L 

cow ~·~,~1 day after tomorrow ,~r:::~·~~·~1 
crag, cliff s, day before yesterday r·~~·~1 
crane (bird) ~:rf§r:::'1 day ~'311 ~~','\1 
create, to ,~'\',rye:\ + Sl1 day, the following ~~·~r:::·~~1 
criticise, to ~~· ~~l· + Sl1 deaf U-l'3l~,·rs:~·t_J1 

cross a pass, to ~·+~, debt ~·?£1~1 
cross, to ~;ol1 deceitful ,U1·~·a)·~1 

crossing ~~·31~F1 deceived, to be 31,'~ '\' + ~~~1 
crossroads ~~·31~'F1 December ~·~·~~·,~~'t.J1 

crude, boorish zr·qa)·~1 decide, to ~,·~;ol1 

crudeness, boorishness Z<j3l't.l1 deep ,-ryr:::·:::J~'~1 

crush, to ~1 deer 4'~1 

cry, weep, to 15'1 defecate, to ~,'t.J' + ~ryr:::·1 
cultivated land 

" 
?S:_r:::·, defend a thesis lOl'~¢1:\'+ ~~, 

Cultural Revolution ~,·,~~·,~'\·~~1 defend, protect, to ~r:::·~~· +Sl1 
culture ~,·,~~1 4~·~, Delhi ~·~1 
cup l~'\'Ul~1 ~~·l~'\1 H delicious ~31'~1 ~·~1 H 

curious, inquisitive ~~·,ry,~·a)·~1 democracy, democratic l31r:::~·,~·~r:::·~,~1 

curtain r-rtf1~1 demolish, to ,ry'\1 
customs 1:\,,.~1 depend, to '\,·~~1 

cut, to ~;ol1 desert (sand) s·~r=::·1 

cut, to be 00l1 deserted land ~· as· ~r:::· t.J 1 
desire t:\~l't.J1 

D 
&,~.t:\~l1 H 

dairy products l~'\'~1 
dakini 31ft:\'!:\~' 311 desire, to feel 1:\~l· 00,~. + ~r:::·1 
Dalai Lama ry·~~'§]'3l1 desire, want, to &,~.t:\~l1 H 

Dalai Lama (title) ~·31~~1 desire, want, to ~Z:::'r.l.,~l1 
Dalai Lama (title) rill·~~~· ~ '\' ~1 destroy, demolish ,ry'\'~4,. + ~, 



destroy, waste 

detailed, precise 

development, progress 

Dhagpo 

Dharamsala 

Dharma 

Dharma centre 

dialect 

diamond 

dictionary 

die, to 

difference 

different 

difficult 

diligent, earnest 

direction 

director, leader 

dirt 

dirty 

disappear, to 

disaster, obstacle 

disciple 

discipline, rules 

disorder, chaos 

distance 

distinguish, to 

district 

disturb, to 

divide, to 

do, act, to 

do, act, to 

doctor, physician 

doctrine, vision 

dog 

doll, puppet 

domain, property 

done, to have 

donkey, ass 

,ry~1 
~t:l'!11 
,Z::::'l.\?4~1 

1,~·~1 
'~f~31·~·~1 

~~1 
~~·~,~1 

~~·~l1 

1:<1'~311 

~,.31~l1 
9 

41 ~z::::~1 H 
fSl·q~1 

~· 1.\S' z:J1 
l7!]1.\' ~~·F,. ~ 1 
t:l~~·~1 ~~·t:l~1 
F.~,~1 

l.\,.~l1 lEJ~l1 H 
s,·q1 ~,·q1 L 

t:l~,·q1 

3-ll· q·a;,~1 UJ~1 

~,~.lz:JZ::::'1 
gjz:J'311 
~,·~311 
;::Jz;:::'~Z::::'1 

~Z::::'El, 

l5't:l' +~1 
~·1 
;Q'z:J~~·~· + t:l~1 

z::J,-'4'~, 
5l1 1, 3 ~~1 2 
,~z::::·1 H 
~31·~1 ~~·q1 

rt'z:J1 
~1 
~·~l·ql·,-, 

,~~'7!]1 
t:l:§, 
Cj'z::::·~ ClZ::::'/81 L 

Glossary 

door 

dot, intersyllabic 

dough of tsampa 

down, below 

down there 

down, to bring 

down, to go 

downwards 

Drapung (monastery) 

drawing 

dream 

dream, to 

dream, to 

dress, wear, to 

drink, to 

drink, to 

drive (a car), to 

driver, pilot 

drop (of liquid) 

drugstore 

drum 

drunk, to be 

dry 

dumb, mute 

during, while 

dust 

dwindle, to 

E 
each 

eagle 

ear 

early 

earring 

earth, soil, land 

east 

~1 ,~31'~1 H ;$, 
~,~1 

,4311 
31'~~1 
l:<lt:l~1 

t:lt:l~1 

31~1 

~~·~z::::~1 

~·a:11 
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~·~311 31~~·~311 H 
~·~31' + z:J?Z::::'1 
31~~·~31' 

+ z:Jryz::::·,~z::::·1 H 
,~1 
l.\&Z::::'11 t:l3Z::::~1 2 
l.\&Z::::~13 

~11 ~~12, 3h 31~l1 H 
a:l·~· + t:l ryz::::·1 
F·~·q1 

~,~·q1 

~~·~z::::·Fz::::·1 

e:1 
~·t:l~1 

~31'~1 
ftl,~·q1 

:ij~·~z::::·,~1 

~~·~z::::·1 L 

El~'~1 El~'t:l1 L 

~z::::· ~·!.\~ 

~·~1 
~·§], 

~·31~, ~~·31~,H 

~·~1 
~·~z::::·1 

~1 

4~1 
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eastern 4"'~~~1 erase, to ~r::J1 

easy i'l1~·~·~1 erased, to be ~r::J1 

eat (flour), to ~~OJ~1 error ~'\'~l'l11 
eat F'i'll~'+ =31 escape, to §'~1 

eat, to =31 1 r::J=3~1 2 ~1 3 establish, fix, settle ~l)~·~qr::J~' 

eat, to ~11 ~~12, 3 h OJffil1 H +~~t:::'1 

lc.Ji'll'~'\1 
11 

~~'\·~~~~· economy, wealth establish, set up, to 

edge, end OJ"'l~1 +~~t:::'1 

educate ~q'~~·+ r::JI)t:::'1 etcetera ~·l~ ~~~1 L 

education ~r::J·~~1 Europe, European ~·~r::J1 

effort ~r::Jlr::J~1 evening l,t:::·l~ 
effort, to make ~r::Jl'r::J~' + ~l1 evening, this ~.l,t:::1 
egg ~t:::'t:::'1 r::J~~·~t:::'1 H ever, never ~OJ'U,Jt:::'1 

eight r::J~l1 Everest, Mount ~·a:i\~t:::·OJ 1 
eighteen r::J~'r::J~l1 every day ~~'rj'\'~'r::J~~1 
eighty r::J~l·~1 every year ~rj'\'~'r::J~~1 
electricity §j~ everywhere ~·~·~'l'l11 

eleven r::J~·~~~ exact I)~' I)~ 

eliminate, clear ~l'l11 exam, test (oral) ~~·~l1 
embassy ~~t:::· a5r::J'Ft:::'1 exam, test (written) ~~·83l1 
emotion (negative) '?'~·3:1 t:::~1 exam, to take a written ~~·a5l + r::JI)t:::'1 
emperor ,t:::'OJ1 exam, to take an oral ~~·~l· +~l1 
empty ~t:::'C,J1 examine, to r::J~~·l~l· + ~l1 
enclosure, surrounding wall ~~~·~1 example lq'\'r::J~l1 
end OJ"'l~'OJ~~ example, for lq'\'~1 
end of month ~·~~ except, save OJ'~ry~~1 
end, be ended, to ~l'l11 83'\1 exception l31~~·~~1'l11 
endure, get used to, to ~l1 excrement ~~·q1 

endure, support, to ~~·~~·~~ excuse me! l,t:::~·~~t'l1·3ll·q·~~ 

enemy l:3]'q1 excuse me! l,t:::~'q'OJ' ~OJ~1 

energy ~~·q1 exercise ~t:::·a5~1 
England, English l~~·~1 exhibit, to ~~·~:?\OJ' + ~l1 
enough, to be ~t:::'1 exhibition ~~OJ·~~1 
enter, to ~~l'l11 existence ~~'r::J1 

entrust, transmit, to r::J~'\1 expensive, costly ,t:::·~~·~1 

envelope ~~·~~~1 experience '?0J~'~t:::'1 

equal ~OJ'~1 expert, skillful OJF~·~1 

era, time ~~· )1jz::l~1 explain, to ~~i'll'z::J'9l' + ~~ 



express, show, to t::l~Oj1 
expression, appearence '?o.l~'~:l\.1 
exterior, outside ~·ili',~1 
eye 3:1, ti0j1 H 

F 

face 

factory 

faithful (religion) 

fake, false 

fall in love, to 

fall, fall over, to 

fall, to 

fame, glory 

family 

family member 

famous, well known 

far, distant 

farmer 

,~t:::·~1 ~~·:l\.~1 H 

t::l~·~ 

ll'OOj1 
~'0-11 
~o.l~·q + 4:l:i1 
~~1 
El, t::lt::1~1 

~l:!l,~1 
3:l·ffit:::'1 ~o.l'ffit:::'1 

Ojt:::'3:11 
~l:n,~·~Oj'r11 
El,·~t:::·r:l1 

~t:::'~1 ~'Oj0-1'~1 

~t:::·~1 
~·0-1·"'.9, 

lq·,~:l\.1 

Glossary 

farmer 

farmer-nomad 

fashion 

fast, rapid o.l~,~·r:J1 ~~·r:J1 H 

fat, stout 

fat, stout 

father 

father (of someone else) 

fault 

fear 

fear, be afraid, to 

February 

feel, to 

feeling, sensation 

female sex 

festival, ceremony 

fever 

few days ago, a 

few 

field 

~,~·~1 

4' ~,~·~1 
~'t<11 q-~,~1 H 

(.l.lt::11 H 

~Oj1 
~l~t:::'1 
~l1 
~·~·,~~·~1 
~:l\.1 
~:l\,·~t:::'1 
~. o.lffi0i,1 
~~·~Oj1 
ffi't::11 
r·~t:::·1 r·~t:::·1 L 

:jt:::':jt:::'1 
~t:::'F1 

fifteen 

fifty 

fight, quarrel, to 

fight, quarrel, to 

fight, to 

figure, number 

fill, be filled, to 

film 

find 

t::1~'~1 
~·t::1~1 

~,·~~· +4:l:i1 
~,·~~· +~, 
~~t:::'1 
~t:::':!]t:::~1 

Ft:::~1 f!t:::~1 L 

gj,·t::l~Oj1 

t::l~l1 
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fine (powder, etc.), detailed ~t::l'~t::11 
Ult:::'t:::'1 fine! all right! 

finger 

fingernail 

finish, to 

fire 

fire (to break out) 

fire, shoot, to 

fire, to light 

fire, to set 

first 

fish 

fish (dish) 

fish, to 

five 

flat 

flee, run away 

floor, storey 

flour 

flour of roasted barley 

flower 

flute 

fly (insect) 

fly, to 

fold, to 

follow, to 

food 

food 

food, to prepare 

0-1~,·~1 ~,·0-1~, H 

~Oj'~1 ~,·~Oj1 H 

ffi:l\.1 
311 ~,~·311 H 

31'4:l:i1 
31·0-ll~· + ~, 

31· + t::lryt:::'1 
31·~, 
lt:::•r:l ~,'0-11 

'?1 
'?'41 
'?'~Oj1 

~1 
a,t::l.a,t::11 
s~1 
~,·~1 

~·~z:::J1 
~o.l't:.l1 

31·ry, 
~t:::'~1 

,~~·~z:::11 H 

,~~·~z:::11 H 

~t:::'Oj, ~t:::'Oj, L 

~:l\.1 

~t::l·%,· +~, 
,~,·~·Uit:::'1 

r·~, ~~·~, H 

~·oo~1 
r·~, +z:::1~1 
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foodstuffs t:l=lr.2.:a5~1 G 

foot, leg i!it:::'t.l1 ~1:::1~1 h game, toy ~l·3j'1 .. 
football i!it:::'~l~·~1 Gandan (monastery) l~~·~~1 

forehead lq~·~1 ~~·~1 L garbage, rubbish ~l·~~~1 
foreigner ~·~~1 gasoline, petrol ~·~011 

forest 4t:::·~~~1 gather, meet, to ~~01~1 

forget, to q~l1 gather, to 1:::1~1 1:::1~~1 

fork 11JC:::'51 gazelle ~'1:::11 

fortress 01F.:z:;1 ~·1 Gelugpa (sect) l~.G~~·q1 

forty q~·q~1 generally ~.:z:;·qryc:::·1 

found (institution) ~~·qryq· + ~~t:::'1 H generation ~·.:z:;q~1 

four 1:::1~1 generator ~01·§}~ 

Four [Noble] Truths q~~·q·q~1 gentle ~~01't:i'1 

fourteen q~·q~1 geography ~·F01~·~~·q1 

fox 11:l'3j'1 Germany ~~.:t;'01~1 

foxfur hat 11:1'~1 geshe l~·q4~1 

France ~·.:z:;~·~1 get rid of, to q~·~~~·~~ 

free .:z:;c:::·lqc:::·U1'l·q1 gift ~~·q1 

free, let loose, to 4.:z:;1 gift, to make a ~.:z:;1 

free, liberate, to q~c:::~·q~~· gift, to make a ~~ ~· .:z:;~· + ~~t:::'1 H 

+ qryc:::·1 girlfriend ~~~·3j'1 

freedom, liberty .:t;t:::'lt:lt:::'1 girlfriend, boyfriend l~~·~~~1 

frequent Ult:::'~1 give, offer, to ~l1 ~~1 h ~~t:::'1 H 

Friday ~=l~'t.l'~t:::~1 glass (drinking) ~·~·~1 

friend ~~~·c:r1 glass (substance) 4~'~1 

friendly, compatible 01&~'q1 glasses, spectacles ~~·4~1 ~~·4~1 H 

frog ~~·q1 glove ~~·~q~1 

front of, in 01~~1 go back, return, to ~~ 

fruit 4c:::·ry~ go out, to ~~1 ~~1 L 

fry, to 1:::1~~1 go out, to (of fire) ~'41 

frying pan ffi~·~t:::'1 go, to ~~ 1 ~~12 ~~~13 

full ~t:::'1 go, to ~1:::1~1 H El~ H 

fumigation, to perform q~c:::· + qryc:::·1 goat .:z:;1 
funds Elt:1~'~1 god, divinity ~1 

funny l~l·s·c:r1 goddess ~·3j'1 

funny, amusing 1:::1~~· 1:::14~' ffi•q1 gold ~~.:z:;1 

funny, comical l~l·s·c:r1 good, well Ul~'q1 

furniture, item of ~~~·as~1 goodbye (to so. departing) ~·ill·~q~1 H 

goodbye (to so. staying) ~·ill·q~~~1 H 
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goods, items a5r:::·~Z!] hard, solid 01fEZ!]~'q1 

gormo, currency unit ~ ,;;·3:11 01~Zlj~q1 L 

government Z!]~C::'1 ~l·Z!]~C::'1 hare u-5~1 

gown, chuba ~·q1 harm Z!]~l1 
grain, seed ~1 harm, to 9~l~'"-11 
granddaughter cE'a:f1 harmonious, interesting ~~·q1 
grandfather, old man ~·Z5'1 ~''"'1Z!]~1 H harvest festival rs.:r:::·~'\1 
grandmother, old lady ti·a:l1 tl''"-1Z!]~1 H harvest ~~·~Z!] 
grandson iE'q1 hat ~·3:11 lEl'~1 H 

grasp, seize ~11 z:::J~~1 2,3 have to, to l,-~1 
grass ~1 have, to U1l1 ~Z!] U1l·~l1 
grassland ~·E;lr:::'1 he F1 
great temple of Lhasa Z!]~Z!]''"'ltl]'Fr:::·1 he, she fC::'1 H 

green (dark) ~C::'f5'1 head 01, l~1 H 

grey ~·q1 headmaster ~·a:f'z:::J1 

groom, son-in-law 01Z!]'q1 ~'z:::JZlj H heal, get better, to 5Z!] lr:::~1 H 

group a5t!]~'q1 health ~·F01~1 

guardian of temple l~~·Zlj~'\1 ~l'z:::Jry~1 
guerrilla warfare, to wage f.\~z:::J'l01Z!]' + ~Z!] healthy E;lr:::'q1 
guest 01~~·q1 ~·01~~1 H heap, pile ~r:::·1 ~r:::·Z!]~Z!]~1 

gun 3:l·01lt:\1 hear, to 
, 

9~~1 H 

H 
heart (anatomical) ~r:::·1 01~'"-1' ~r:::·1 H 

habit, custom ,-01~'Z!]4~1 heart (spiritual) ~r:::'1 &Z!]~1 H 

hail ~''\1 heart disease ~r:::·~l~'cE1 

hail, to ~·,;;· + z:::JI'jC::'1 heat cE'z:::J1 5l1 
hair ~1l~·~1 H 

heat, to iE'q'+ z:::J~1 

hairdresser, barber ~·z:::J~'\'fC::'1 
heater E:lz:::J1 

half '~l''11 
heavy ~l'q1 

Han China ~·~Z!] 
heel ryr:::·q1 

Han Chinese ~·3:11 height 01~'cEl1 

hand '"'1Zlj'q1 ~Zlj H 
helicopter E:ll't:\~'\'t!]~01'~1 

handsome 01~~·q1 hello, best wishes z:::J~'4~'z:::J~'"-1t!]~1 

hang, to z:::J'l]'"-11 help ~Z!]~''\011 

happen, to ~l1 1, 3 s~1 2 
help, to ~Z!]' ~Z!]~' 

happiness z:::J~'z:::J1 z:::J~'~l1 
+ Zlj~r:::·1 H 

happy, content ~lq1 help, to ~Z!]~' '\01' + ~l1 

happy, pleasant ~l·q1 hepatitis 01eE~·q~·~· iE1 

hard, fierce 5Z!]'q1 herd, flock, pack ~1 
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herder, nomad, drogpa 

here 

hesitate, doubt, to 

hide (of yak); coracle 

hide (oneself), to 

hide, to 

high 
high school: see school 

hill 

hill, mountain 

Himalaya 

Hindi 

Hindu 

history 

hit, hurt oneself, to 

hold, to 

holiday, vacation 

hollow 

homeland 

honest 

hope, to 

horrible 

horse 

horse race 

hospital 

hot spring 

hot 

hotel 

hour, watch, clock 

house 

household 

how are you? 

how are you? 

how much? how many? 

how? 

humble 

hundred million 

hundred thousand 

hundred 
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~~·q1 

""l~1 ""~~1 L 

~· ~0-1~' + ~l1 
~·q1 

~t:l1 

~~1 

0-1~·c:J1 O-l~~·c:J1 L 

~·""~~1 
~1 
~'0-1'~'().11 

~·~~·~l1 

~·q1 ~·~1 
?4·~~·1 
t:lf\t:l~1 

~0-11 ~~1 L 

~t::::·~t::::'1 ~t::::·~t::::'1 L 

r~·~t::::·1 
1<1'~~1 

=st::::·t:11 
~· t:l' + ~l1 
~~·oo~~·~·c:J·~~ 
1)1 ffiq~·q1 H 

ry·~~ 

~~·Ft::::'1 

~·a)~1 
a)·t:11 
O-l~~·Ft::::'1 
~·~l1 ~~·~l1 H 

Ft::::'t:l1 ~~0-1'4~ H 

~l'alt::::'1 

~·~~·~~~·lt::::~1 HH 

~·~~~~·q~c:J1 H 

~·a)l1 ~·~l1 L 

~·"":s~·~1 
'?O-l'~t::::'1 

~t::::·~~1 

""~0-11 

t:l~1 

hungry, to be 

hungry, to be 

hunt, to 

hurry, to 

hurt, to 

hurt, to 

hydroelectric plant 

I 

ice 

idea 

idea, thought 

idiot 

if, in the event that 

ill, sick 

ill, to be 

illness, disease 

illusion 

image, reflection 
imbecile: see idiot 

imitate, to 

immediately, at once 

imperialism 

important 

impossible 

impression, feeling 

in 

India 

Indian 
indicate, to: see show 

industry 

influence 

injection, to administer 

ink 

innermost part 

insect, bug 

instant, moment 

~l·r-~·~~~1 
~~~·~l· 

+ t:l~~·~~t::::'1 H 

~·l~~· +t:lryt::::'1 
0-1~~~· t:l· + ~l1 
~· a)• + t:lryt::::'1 
~t::::·~~· 
+ t:lryt::::·~~t::::'1 H 

!f~·Ft::::'1 

t::::'1 
[5~~·q1 

t:l~0-1' §] 1 
t:l~0-1'§]1 l~t::::~'t:l1 H 

'!!i~~·q1 

~~·~l1 
~l't:l1 

~1 ~t::::'1 H 

~·a)1 ~t::::·~~1 H 

8:1~·~~1 ~'0-11 
~~~~·q~~1 

~l·a:l· +~l1 
~O-l'~t::::'1 ~O-l'~t::::'1 L 

t:l~~·~~·~t::::·~~~1 

~~·~~·t:11 
5:l~·~l·~·O-l·~l1 
~~· ~t::::'1 q~· iii~~· 

~t::::'1 

~·~~1 

~·~~·q1 

q~·~~1 

~~~·~~1 
ft:l' + ~~ 
~~·a)1 ~~·~~ H 

~~ 
""~1 
~l·~~ 



instrument (musical) 
instrument: see tool 

intellectual 

intelligent 

intelligent, clever 

interest, preoccupation 

interesting, nice (to hear) 

interior, inside 

international 

interpreter 
interpreter: see translator 

invent: see create 

invite, to 

invite, to 

iron 

island 

Italy 

J 
jacket, coat 

January 

Japan 

jealous 

jewel 

Jhangthang 

Jhokhang 

joint, articulation 

joke, to 

joke, to; to have fun 

journal, newspaper 

journalist 

joy 

joyful 

judge 

juice, clear soup 

July 

jump, to 

June 

Jupiter 

4~rfffc:ro~1 
~,'z:_J''3~1 

~z:::·t:l1 
~0-1~·~~1 

~~·t:l1 
~z:::·~,~1 

~Cll'~1 
)Tjl·~~] Z<j~z:::·~~] H 

Z<jl~·t;~~· + ~~1 H 

)Tjl' + t::l 1]Z:::'1 
~,~1 

~z:::·~~1 
~''7'~1 

nr~1 
~·~·lz:::·t:l1 
~·~z:::·1 
3),·~~· + CllZ:::'1 
ln'f~'O-lffiZ<j ~ ~·~1 
St:::'Elt:::'1 
~·Fz:::·1 
[6,·,~1 

t::l~~· t::1fiZ<j' + t::l~Z:::1 
~l·~· +~1 
cEZ<j~'l:_l~1 

,~~·~~ .... 
l':\~l·0-1F~1 
lZ<jl':\'t::l1 t::l~'~l1 
~l·t:l1 lZ<jl':\'t:i'1 
~O-l~·lt:l~1 
~'t::l1 

~·~·t::l~~'l:_l1 
O-Jffi0-1~] 0-1ffiz:::~1 L 

~·~·~,·q1 

f1~'~1 

Glosiary 

just to there 

K 
Kagyi.lpa (sect) 

Kalimpong 

karma 

Kathmandu 

Kazakh 

keep, look after, to 

kettle, teapot 

key 

Kham 

khatak, silk scarf 

kidney 

kill, to 

kilogramme 

kilometer 

kind, good-hearted 

kind, sort 

king 

kiss, to 

kitchen 

kite 

kite (bird) 

knee 

knife 

knock 

knot 

know (someone), to 

know, to 

knowledge, quality 

Kongpo 

L 
Ladakh 

ladder 

ladle 

lake 

t::l~r.l.,'t::l~l·z:_J1 

~·§3~· fjZ<j 
Ill~] 
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~0-1'~1 ~·ry·0-1~'~1 
Z<J·~·F·1:_11 

'?~1 

fZ<j'~~1 
~·3), ~Z<j'~] H 

f0-1~1 

F't::l'JZ<j~1 

0-le;:lll·l~] H 

0-lf!ll'0-11 
t::l~l1 

~~·~· 0-11 
~·~1 
~O-l~'t::l::Ft:i'1 

~·F1 
~(ll'q1 

F'mlll1 
Elt::l'cEZ:::'1 Z<j~lll'Elt::l1 H 

s·t;f<l~1 
qz:::·~~'0-11 

~~·~1 

~1 
,~~1 t::l~Z:::~] 

O-l~l'l:_l1 

~·4~1 ~·0-1~1 H 

~Cll·~~1 h 

4~1 0-1~1 H 

fff~·'7~1 
1fjz:::·q1 

Cll'~Z<j~1 

)Tj~' 1':\~,~1 
~, 
0-1~1 
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lama, teacher, master 

lamp 

land, earth 

Land of Snows, Tibet 

landscape, countryside 

language, speech, sound 

last 

last, to 

late 

late, to be 

laugh, to 

laugh, to make 

laughing, to burst out 

laundry, washing, to do 

law, rule 

lay down (someone), to 

laziness 

lazy 

lead (metal) 

lead, drive 

lead, drive, to 

leader, chief 

leaf 

learn, to 

leave, abandon, to 

leave, go out, to 

leave, put, place, to 

leave, to take 

left 

leg, foot 

legal, judicial 

Leh 

lend, borrow, to 

leopard 

leprosy 

lesson 

let go, allow to go, to 

let go, drop, to 
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iiJ'0-11 
~'0-1.:1\1 

~1 

~c:::~·~c:::~1 
~ll.l·~c:::~1 

S'Tll1 
3,1£::1(.\' 0-11 

r.l...~.:l\1 
~·q1 

~·q·~l1 
~la:f· + t:J~l1 
~l·a:f· + t:J~C:::~1 

~l·a:f· + 4.:1\1 
5~·~·+~~ 
~0-1~1 
t:l~lll1 

~·~1 

~·~·~~1 

~·~1 
~l1 
~l1 ~l·~~C:::'1 H 

r:l.._~·~l1 l~·~l1 H 

~'0-11 

~c:::~1 

lll~1 ~~1 L 

~~1 
t:J~~ 

l~c:::~·z:r + ~1 H 

~ilj'~1 
~C:::'CJ1 ~t:J~1 h 

~0-1~'(.\~~1 

~1 
~(.l,J~1 ~(.l,J~·~~C:::'1 H 

~~~ 
O-l~~·~l1 
gj t:J' ffi~1 

t:Jryc:::·1 
4~1 

letter, mail 

level (water or fig.) 

level, rank, order 

Lhasa 

Lhokha 

library 

lick, eat (yogurt), to 

lie down, to 

lie, falsehood 

lie, to tell a 

life 

lifestyle 

light (weight) 

light 

light, to 

like 

like, as 

like, to 

limb 

line 

line, lineage, tantra 

line, queue 

lineage of incarnations 

lion 

lip 

liquid 

list 

listen, to 

lit, to be; to burn 

literature 

little more, a 

little, a 

little, a 

little, a; once 

live, lead a life, to 

live, sit, to 

lively, agitated 

Ul', ~~·§~1 H 

~·ffil1 

~·~0-11 
~·~1 

~·F1 
lq·0-1~l·Fc:::·1 

t:J~~~1 

'?lll1 
'©}~'~1 ~ll.l'~1 H 

'©}~·~· + t:l4l1 
3:l·ffi1 ~~ 
r:l.._~'t:J'~Il.l'~C:::~1 
(.l,JC:::'q1 
~l1 
t1~1 

~C:::'t:J~~1 
~r.l...51 
l~r:l.._'q1 O-l~~·q1 H 

~C:::'Il.l~ 

~~ 

~l1 
r:l.._t:JC:::'r:l.._~~ 

""-9C:::' r.l...~~ L 

~·£gc:::·1 

~~1 
0-1~'11 
~~·~·~~~1 
~1 3:lc:::·~1 

'?~1 ~~~1 H 
r:l.._t:J~1 

~0-1·~~ 

~~·;51 ~~·;53-11 L 

ry~·;51 1~·;50-11 L 

1~';53,11 

~~~ 
(.\~1 

t:J~l1 t:l~~~1 H 

~~·q1 
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liver OJffio;· t_]l mantra ~~~1 
living room, sitting room ~OJ~·ffio;] manual (book) ~q·~ql 
lodging, hospitality ~o;~·a;'t:::'] many 0Jt:::'t:11 
lodging, to find ~o;~· a;"t:::• + ~~~1 map ~·q~l 

logic a;-~·OJ·~~'t_Jl March y·~·~~OJ't_]l 
long ~t:::·c:Jl market ~OJ] 
long (time) ~o;·~t:::·c:Jl marmot ~·E)] ~'1::1] L 
look for, to 1::1~"'1] marriage a5t:::'~1 ~t:::·~l H 
look, to ~~~~] H marry, to oot:::·~· + ~~ 
look, to ~1 1 1::1~~2 ~~1 3 Mars aJ~'lOJ~] 
lose, to 1::1~~~1 mask 1.\1::1~ ~"'1'1.\1::1~ H 
loss, damage ~t:::'] mason ~·q~'!::l] 
love q~·~~t:::'] master, chief lt:ro;·c:rl 
love, in: see fall in love, to 

match ~·~1 
love, to l~l.\j OJ~~] H 

material, substance ~·a:;] 
low lOJI.\' c:r 1 

tf-lt:::'%~1 
"'!OJ'!.\~ 

mathematics 
luck 

matter, it doesn't ~a_·~o;t:::','OJ'~ll z::)~l·q~·ffio;·t:rl H lucky 
matter, it doesn't ~a_·sl·~·OJ·~ll gj·o;l] lung disease 
mattress (square, flat) l.\t:l"'l·~l9;1 lung gJ'!::l] 
maximum, most 0Jt:::'4~1 

lute, Tibetan ~r~o;J 
May y·~·~·t_Jl 

~Ul] lynx 
meal, food F'"-1~ ~"'1'"-l~H 

M meal, food ~~"'l·ffi~~j H 
machine ~"'l'of~l meaning ~o;·l~ 
mad, crazy tio;'t_]l means, method 1;11::1~'4~1 
mad, crazy, to be til measure a;-ll 
Madam tf-1'~~1 measure, to a;-l· + ~~ 
magazine, journal ~~·~ql meat 41 ~~"'!'~OJ] H 
magnet f!::1'~9;1 mechanic ~"'l·a:;~·q~'t_]l 

Maitreya SOJ~'t_Jl Medicine Buddha ~t:::~·~~·~o;'a:J] 

majority, most OJt:::'ffi'z::J] medicine, medical science ~~·q·~~'t_]l 
make up one's mind, to l;j~'ffi'l] medicine, medication ~9;1 ~~"'1'~9;1 H 
make, prepare, to 1::1~]1 1::1~~1 2,3 medium ~t:::'!::l] 
male sex ?4. OJa;'9;1 meet, to &~ OJ~"'lj H 
male ?4] meeting ~~~·!.\~] 
man, human, person 3:11 melody, tune lSt:::~l 
man, husband ~·~ member, representative 1.\&~'aJ] 
manner, way 'Itt:::~] memory 59;'t_]1 
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merchant, businessman 

Mercury 

merit 

message, answer 

meter 

method, way 

midday, noon 

midnight 

milk 

million 

mind, spirit 

mineral 

minimum, fewest 

minister 

minute 

mirror 

misfortune, unhappiness 

mistaken, to be 

mix, be mixed, to 

mix, to 

modern 

molasses 

momo, Tibetan ravioli 

Mon (tribe) 

monastery 

monastic dance 

Monday 

Mongol 

Mongolia 

monk 

monkey, ape 

Monlam, Great Prayer 

month (international) 

month (lunar) 

month, beginning of 

month 

moon 

moreover, furthermore 
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~C::'t"_l1 

~,·q1 

z:::l~l'~0-1~1 
!l.1~1 'ei,~.!l.1~1 H 

~·~1 
e.;q~·f1~1 

~~·~t:::'1 
~0-1' ~l1 
~·0-11 ooz:::J'~1 
~'Ulj 

~0-1~1 &,~1 H 

,-ry~·r1 
3t:::'4~1 
~~·q1 
)lj~ '0-11 
4!l.1'~1 3l·(l1c::·1 L 

m~·c::~1 
~~1 
~~~1 
z:::1~~1 z:::1~~1 L 

~c::·~q~1 

El'~0-11 
g:r,.g:r, z:::l~~·a:l, H 

a:l~·q1 

lil1~'r_J1 
~oo0-1~1 

,=:J~'~'z:::11 

~,·c:r1 

~,·~!l.11 
~·q1 l,.~~~·q1 H 

~~1 ~~1 L 

~~'!l.10-l'~~·a:l1 

~·~1 
t:ll·~1 
~·~i!]1 
~'z:::11 

~'z:::11 

l~t:::'1 

morning 

morning, this 

mosquito 

mother 

mother (of someone else) 

motorcycle 

mountain sickness 

mountain, hill 

mountain, sacred 

mouse, rat 

moustache 

mouth 

move house, to 

move, to 

moved, to be 

movie 

movie theater 

moxibustion 

mule 

museum 

mushroom 

music 

musician 

musk deer 

Muslim 

mute, dumb 

mutton 

N 

naga, serpent-spirit 

naked, nude 

name 

narrow 

national 

nationality 

native land 

naturally 

nature 

near 

~,~.,~1 ~,~·q1 L 

l·~t:::'1 

~,·~t:::'1 ~,·~c::·1 L 

"'1'0-11 "'1'0-l'!l.1,~1 H 

~0-11 H 

~,.~, 

!l.l'~, 

~1 
,~~·~1 
~·~1 

"'1'~1 

F1 ~!l.11 H 

rc::·q + ij11 ij~1 2,3 

~~!l.l·~l· + Sl1 
~O-l~·~~!l.l'~z:::1~1 

~,·q~~1 
~,·q~~·rc::·1 
3J·q~~1 

~!l.11 
~~0-1·~~·rc::·1 
4'a:l1 
~!l.l'a:l1 
~!l.l'oo'z:::lljt:::'0-1F~1 
,m·q1 
F'~1 
~,~·q1 

~,'41 

~1 
l0-l~'~t:::'z:::11 
3Jt:::'1 O-la3~1 H 

~,·c:r1 
~!l.l'Ui't:::~1 
31·~,~1 

Z<l'~!l.11 

~c::·q~~·~~1 
~c::·~c::·r0-1~1 

1J~'!l.11 
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near, by ~:!1011 notice, to ~·~r:::·~r:::·1 
near, close ~,·~·C11 November §'§'!'t:l~·,~,·q1 

necessity l~~· 01F1 novice monk ~~·~r:::·1 
need, to l~~1 now l?i1 
needle ft:11 now, so then l1 
neighbour ~01'01~~1 nowadays ~r:::·~r:::·1 
neighbourhood, proximity ~·~lt:1~1 number :!JC::~'~1 

Nepal t:1~·~~1 number (of people) F':!JC::~1 ~~':!JC::~1 H 
Nepalese t:l~'CJ1 number one, champion (f-lC::'lC::'CJ1 
nephew, grandson cB'~1 ~·ffi1 H number (1-lC::', 
nervous ffi·,·~·, numerous 01C::'CJ1 
net 5't:11 nun (f-1'~1 ~·t:l~~'011 H 
never, not at all ~·~~1 nurse ~l·,t!J, 
New Year a-1·,~~1 Nyingmapa (sect) ~C::'01't:J1 
new ,~~·q1 

news ,~~·~~1 0 
next ~~'011 obey, to F·~·'?~1 
next, following ~~·01~1 object, thing l~~·c:r1 ;o· ~, 

Ngari 01r:::~·~~1 obstacle, obstruction c:J~'ool1 

niece, granddaughter cB'331 ~·ffi1 H obtain, acquire ~, ~t:11 
night 01ffi~·331 occasion, opportunity ~')!jt:1~1 
nine l~ occupation ~~'t:11 
nineteen t:l~.l~ ocean ~·01ct1 
ninety l~.t:1~1 October §• §'!'t:l~'t:J1 
noble ~r.:],~'t:J1 offer, give, to fil1 E1~1 h ,~r:::·1 H 
noise }Tjl·~~1 offering 01ffil't:J1 
nomad (male) (f-1'?;11 offering, item of 01ffi'l·~1 
nomad, herder, drogpa ~,·q1 offerings, to make 01ffil·q· + ~~~1 h 
nomad-farmer ~·51·~, office, bureau ~~·rsr:::~1 

noodles, noodle soup &,'t:J1 t:l~~·&,H official, civil servant ~~·sl·q1 
noon, midday ~~·~r:::·1 often <J.lC::'~1 
Norbu lingkha ~~·~·;mr:::·, Oh no! What a shame! (f-1'~1 
north sr:::·1 oil, petrol, gasoline ~011 ,~01'~011 H 
northern sr:::·~,~1 old (object) ~r:::·q1 
nose ~·~, 4r:::~1 H old, elderly ~~·~,~1 t:l~~·~r:::1H 
not at all ~~·~~1 on foot iiir:::·~r:::·1 

not bad! i1-1·~1 (f-1~'~011 L on the occasion ~a_·~~·~1 
nothing ,a_1 ,C::'<J.lC::'1 L on, on top of 't!jC::'1 
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one 9~9 palace ?4',91:::'1 
oneself :.l\1:::'1 panda s·~·~Ol1 

only, solely 4'~9 pane of glass 4~'~1 
open (door), to ~·~1 9~0l·~· + ~1 H pants, trousers ~~r~~:::·1 

open (objects), to F'~1 ~~·~1H paper 49'~ ~9'49H 
operatic piece r.l.f-lq'9~t:::'1 paralysed, to be 9El!':\' + ~9 
operation, to undergo 949'9~l· + Sl1 parasol, umbrella ~·9~9~1 
opinion q~Ol·~~1 pardon, forgiveness l~t:::~'l9 
opponent, adversary F'97l1 parent t<l'Ol1 ~q'~Ol1 h 

opposite ~9'~9~1 park §}~:::·9 q~9~'§}t:::'1 H 

or ~~:::·~1 !':\<>l1 part a5'4~1 

orange cE'~'Ol1 particularly ~9'CJ:.l\'~1 

order, command, to q'lj!':\' + qry~:::·1 ~l'CJ:.l\'~1 

order, to q'lj!':\'Olt:::9~' party (political) ry~:::·1 

+9~1:::'1 H pass (mountain) ~1 

order, to Olt:::9~1 passport ~9'~:.l\1 ~9'~:.l\1 H 

ordinary l~~'Ol1 past ""l~'CJ1 

order, command q'l]""1 pastry, fried F'El~1 ~~·El~1 H 

organisation ~9'~9~1 pasture, alpine meadow ~~:::·~1 

origin ~~:::·~~:::~1 patience q~l'CJ1 

ornament, jewel ~~'a51 patient (to be) q~l·q· + ~Ol1 
other 9~~·l9 paw 1lit:::'CJ1 
otherwise Ol'9ry9~1 pay a salary, to ?49~' +~9 
otter ~Ol1 peace ~·q~1 
Ouch, that's cold! t!-1'~1 peaceful, tranquil ~·Bl<>l'~1 

Ouch, that's hot! t!-1' a51 peach f0l'~1 q~~'F<>l1 H 

outside ~· ar9~1 peacock ~'51 

oven (electric) ~9·~q1 pear ~1 

Ow! Ouch! t!-1'~1 Peking 2l·%~:::·1 

owner ql9'~1 pelt, leather coat CJ9~'cE9 

pen li'~ ~9'li9H 
p 

packet, package !':\~Ol·~~1 
people, populace, popular 3l·l0lt:::~1 

Padmasambhava ~·~·~~·~·ffi1 
pepper, capsicum ~·a1·~~·~1 

page 49'~1 
perfect ~t:::'l9'CJ1 

paint a thangka, to ~·§~'CJ1 perfume ~·~·~Ol1 

paint, to ~~· +q7t:::'1 perhaps, maybe 9~9'5~'~1 

pair 001 period ~~·';fjq~1 

Pakistan q·~·Bl·ry~1 
permission, authority ~q'£'11:::'1 
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permit, allow, to ffi~ play, have fun, to ~la:l· + ~1 

permit, authorisation ffi~·01as~1 pleasant ~le11 ~'CJ1 H 

permit, passport ~~·~~1 ~~·~~1 H please ~·01~1 

Persia, Iran ry·~~ please, like, to l~~·C1· + Uil11 ~~ 

person, human 3)1 pocket (of clothing) t:J'~~1 

person, people, man 3)1 pocket of chuba ~01'1:::1~ ~01'E:J~ L 

petrol, gasoline ~011 poetry ~~·t:::~ 

pharmacy ~~·~t:::'Ft:::'1 point of view '?f''ift:::~1 

photo t:J~1 ~·t:J~1 H police ~·fll·~1 

photograph, to t:J~' + ~~ politics a;z:::r~l1 ~l~~1 

physics l~~·F01~·~~·t:J1 poor ~·C11 

pica (tailless mouse-hare) ~·s1 population 3l·~i:5~1 

pick, gather, to z::l4~1 pork 1:::1~'41 

picnic, to ~t:::·~· +z::J7t:::'1 port, harbour <l'F8._·3Jt:::·~~1 

piece ~01'~1 possible, to be ~l1 &z::l1 

pig 1:::1~' t:J1 post office ~~·Ft:::'1 

pile up, to z::l~~~1 post, pillar ilj'z::l1 

pilgrim ~~~·~~'z::l1 postman ~~'t:J1 

pilgrimage ~~~·01~~1 ffi~·01~~1 pot r~·011 

pill ~~·~1 Potala C1·ry·~1 ~·~'E:}t:::'1 

pillar ilj'z::l1 potato ~~·r~ z::l~~·~~ H 

pillow ~~·01,1 pound, 500 g ~'011 

pine Elt:::'4t:::'1 pour, put, to ?1~ 

pipe ~t:::'=l~ power ~~'t:J1 

place ~·as1 power, might lz::Jt:::'oo1 

place, leave, put, to z::l~~ practise, apply, to ~~·~~· +~l1 

place, seat, habitation z::l~l·~1 z::l~~~·~1 H practise, to gt:::·z::l~~· + ~l1 

plan, scheme ~as~·~~1 practise, to '?01~·~~· + ~l1 

planet ~=1~1 pray, to F·~~~· +~l1 

plant ~r4t:::'1 pray, to ~~·~01' + ~~ 

plant, insert, begin, to z::l~~~1 prayer flag l~·~~1 

plant, medicinal ~·~~1 precious ~~·ffi~1 

plant, to z::l7z::l1 Precious One (title) ~~·C1·ffi1 

plastic (elastic) ~~ precise ~z::l'E:J1 

plastic (hard) ~~·l1~1 prefer, to l~~· z::l' + Uil11 ~~ 

plate El't:J~ ~~·~1 pregnant, to be ~~~~·C1· + ~~ 

play ballgames, to ~·~· +~~ prepare, to :t)'~~· + ~l1 

play dice, to 4'+~~ president ~l~~~1 
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press, to 31~~1 Q 
pretty, sweet, cute ~c::·~·ql quality, excellence 01~·'7~1 
prevent, prohibit, to V+~'31'z:::J~, quantity, amount 31C::'~C::'J 

price 9C::'J question ~'z:::JJ z:::J,~.~~~ H 

pride ~z:::J~'t:lJ queue, line ~z:::Jc::·~~, 

pride, arrogance C::'~illJ a,S)c::'~~, L 

priest, tantric ~,~·ql 
R 

principal ,~·ql 
rabbit ~'9C::'j ~·qz:::·J L 

printing press 1:'.1'\'fZ:::'J race, human race, tribe ~·~,~~ 
prison z:::J~~·rc::·1 radiator ffi·~, 
prisoner z:::J~~·ql 

radio ~c::·~~~ 
private ~'\] radish ill'~, 
problem ~,'51 radish, pink sour ~~·ill·~, 
procession ~'\'Z<lC::'J ~'\'EJC::'j L rain oo'\'1:'.11 
produce, to ~~~ rain, to oo'\'1:'.1' + z:::li]C::'J 
profit F'z:::J::JC::'J rainbow ~~~~ 
progress, development Ul'\'~~1 raincoat oo'\' ~~ 
promise, acceptance r~·iii~J ~ill·z:::J~~~ H raise, incite, to z:::J~C::'J 

promise, to l31'z:::J'3~' + z:::J~, raisin ~~·~311 
proof '\·mll range of mountains ~·~ll 
protest, to ~·~ill· + Sll rank ~31'1:'.11 
proud, arrogant C::'~ill'ffi'ql 

rare l~~·ql 
prove, to '\·ml· +Sll rat, mouse ~·~1 
proverb ,'731'l211 read (aloud) m, 
province ~c::·~~~ ~,~·m,·,~c::·l H 
psychology ~31~·F31~·~,·ql 

read, to ,~,~~ H 

public ~·l31C::~J 
read, to '?11 1 z:::l'ft~ 2 ~~~ 3 

publicity ~ill'z:::J~,~~ ready, to be ffi,· ffi, ~ll 
pull, draw, drag ~~~~ ready, to get, to make ~·~,. +Sl'l 
pulse ~~ ~,·~~ H real ~'31] 31~~·~311 
punish, to ~~·~~,. + z:::li]C::'J 

reason, cause ~'31cB~J 
pure ,~C::'31J 

receipt ~c::·~~~~ 
purse 'i2l'f5, receive, get , to ~'\] 
push, to ~l·~,. + z:::li]C::'J receive, lodge, to ~·iii~·+~~ 
put out (a fire), to 3:l·z:::J~ll 

recently r·~·r·~~~ 
put, place, leave, to z:::J~, recently ~·oo'\j 

reception, banquet, party &,~·m1 
recognise, identify ~~·~~~· + Sll 



red 

reflect, think 

reflect, think 

reflection, image 

reform 

refrigerator 

refugee 

refuse, to 

regent 

region 

register, catalogue 

regret, to feel 

regret, to feel 

regular 

relationship, connection 

relaxed, calm 

religion 

remain, stay, to 

remain, stay, to 

remember, recall, to 

remind someone, of sth., to 

remove, take off, to 

renovate, restore, to 

rent (on house) 

rent, to 

repeat, say again, to 

replace, to 

reply, answer, to 

reply, answer, to 

represent, mean, to 

reprimand, chide, to 

reprimand, chide, to 

republic 

research 

research, to do 

resemble, to 

l~'\'q1 
z::J~~·~· + z::Jryz:::·1 
l~z:::~·q· + z::J~~1 H 

Zlj~Zlj~'z::J~~1 

z::J~'\'z::J~~1 

~Zlj·~~1 

~z::J~'z::J~"'l'z::J1 

r~· + ~·a:Jz:::·1 
~·~l1 
~·~"'11 

l~'\'ootlj 

~l·q·+~1 
&Zlj~·~l + Zlj~Z:::'1 H 

1"-\oo'\·~~1 

~"'l'z::J1 

~l.~l1 
ffi~·~Zl]~1 

z::l~tlj~1 H 

z::J~l1 1, 2 ~l1 3 

5~1 
s~·Zlj~· + z::Jryz:::·1 
f4l1 ~l1 L 

z::l~'\'z::J~z:::~· 

+ Zlj~Z:::'1 
fZ:::'~1 

~1 
UlZ:::'z::l~'\'z::l4l1 

a:iz::J'Sl1 
~· a:iz::J'Zlj~Z:::'1 H 

"'1~' + ~Zlj 
~Zlj~'"-1~' + z::J~~1 H 

~Zl]~·~as~1 
z::J~I"-\' +z::J~~1 H 

Zljfl'Zljfl' + z::Jryz:::·1 
~·~&~'~"'1'fi:.::J1 
~z::J'~Zlj 
~z::J·'""'~Zl]· + Sl1 
'""':yc:J·~l1 
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reservoir 

respect 

respect, to 

responsibility 

rest 

rest, to 

restaurant 

restore, renovate, to 

result 

return, give back, to 

revenge, to take 

Reverence, Your; Sir 

revolt, rebel, to 

revolution 

rheumatism, arthritis 

rice 

rich 

rickshaw 

ride (horse, bike, etc.), to 

right, correct 

right, right-hand 

Rinpoche, Precious One 

rise, appear, to 

river 

road, way, route 

roast, grill, to 

robbed, to be 

roof 

room (in a house) 

room, chamber 

rose hip 

rot, decay 

rough, brutal 

round 

row 

rug (for mattresses) 

rug 

~·~·1 
~~·~z::J~1 

~~·~z::J~· + Sl1 
"'1~'1"-\Zl]~1 

Z:::"'l'Zl]~1 

Z:::"'l'Zlj~' + ~Zlj 
i::l'fZ:::'1 
'?~~·Zl]~· + Sl1 
~z::J·~~1 ~~·~1 

Z<l'\'z::l~Zl]~1 
~'\'z::l~Zl]~1 

l~J'4' + ~~1 
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~·~Zlj H ~·~z::J~1 LH 

~· ~ Zlj' + ~Zlj 
Zlj~'\'z::J~1 
~~·~~·~·a:;1 

~~1 ~~·~~1 H 

~Zlj'q1 ~·q1 
~Zl]'4Zl] 

~~1 
rytlj. rytlj 
tlj<ll~1 

~~·q~1 

4'\1 
Zlj;5z:::·q1 
"'l~'ftlj "'1~1 L 

z::l~tlj~1 z::l~tlj~1 L 

~·~· + 4'\1 
~Zlj'~1 
rz:::·3ltlj 
rz:::·1:.11 Zlj~~·rz:::·1 H 

~·~1 
Q"-11 
~·q·a:;·c:J1 

~'\'~'\1 
~"'11 

F'Zl]l~1 
Zl]l~1 z::l~tlj~'Zljl~1 H 
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run out, to; to finish ~~1 second (time) )'Tj::t;'a51 
run, race, to ~t!j'"j::t;' + gfl1 secret, hidden t!j~~·q1 

run, to ~t!j secretary ~~·~t!j 
Russia, Russian ~·~·~1 security q~·~=zt~]~1 

s ~~·~~·1 

sacred ~·~~·q1 see you later ~~'01::t;'01E:Z~·ur~·1 

sad ~01~·~·q1 see, to 01~~·1 t!j~t!j~1 H 

sailor ~·t!j~~~·~~·~1 self ::t;~'1 

Sakyapa (sect) ~'fjl,'t:.l1 
selfishness z:::llt!j' ~~~1 

salary ~t!]~1 sell, to ~~~·1 1 q~~·1 2,3 

salary, to pay ~t!j~' + ~t!j send, to z:::ll)~'1 

salt ~1 
sentence ffit!j·~q1 

salty ~'fS1 separate (oneseiD. to Ft!]'Ft!]' + Sll 

same way, in the ~\t!]'~~·q~~1 separate, to Ft!]'Ft!]' + z:::1~1 

same t!j~t!j't:.l1 September §'a=J'l~'q1 

samsara, cycle ~::t;'z:::l1 Sera (monastery) ~'::t;1 

sanctuary, shrine, temple ~·r~·l 
servant t!]Ult!j'ql ~q~·s1 H 

sangha ltlr~~~1 set fire, to ~·~t!j 

satellite ~~')'Tj::t;] 
seven q~~1 

satisfied ~~l·q· seventeen q~·q~~l 

+ r~~~r~~1 L 
seventy q~~·~1 

Saturday t!j:::l~·~~·ql several F'4~1 

Saturn ~~·q1 sew, to ~t!j'ffi01' + q~~1 H 

save life, to ~t!j't::lf!l,t::l~] sew, to ffi01·~· + ~t!j 

say, to t!j~~~] H 
shadow §1t::l'~tlj 

say, to ~q1 
shame ~·ffi] 

scholar 01f~'t:.l] 
shape l~q~1 

school ajz:::l'~ ~q·~ L 
share, to z:::l~'z:::l"j~'~t!j 

school (primary) ~q·~·~~·~~·1 sharp ~·ql 

school (secondary) ~q·~·~~·ql shave, to z:::J~::t;] 

science a)~·~t!j she a:f1 

scientist a)~·~t!j't:.l] sheep 0lt!j 

scorpion ~t!j't:.l'::t;'~1 sheepskin t:.lt!j~' ffit!j~] 

sculptor ~·q~·ql sheet, bedding '?~'a5~] 

sea: see ocean shell S''Eit!]~1 
seal, sign ~1 shepherd 0lt!j'~ 
season ~01·~~1 shine, to (of the sun) ~'01' + q~~1 
second (of a series) t!j~~·q1 shirt ~l·&~'1 ~f~l1 H 



shiver, tremble, to 

shoe 

shoot arrows, to 

shop, store 

shopping, to do 

short (not tall) 

short 

shout 

show, performance 

show, to 

sick, to feel 

side, direction 

side, slope 

sign, indication 

sign, mark 

sign, to 

signature 

Sikkim 

silent, stay to 

silk vest 

silver 

similar 

simple, convenient 

since 

sing (a /u}, to 

sing, to 

sister (elder) 

sister (younger) 

sit down, please 

sit, to 

sit, to 

situation, information 

six 

sixteen 

sixty 

skillful 

skin, hide 

t:\l~1 

t:\~51)1 

0-llt:\' + ~tl] 

~r::::·rr::::·1 

<?·a;·+ ~tl] 
tl]~tl]~·~·~r::::·~r::::·1 

&C:::'&C:::'1 

}Tjl' + ~tl] 

11c;;ar1 tl]~tl]~·ar1 H 

t:l~~1 
~tl]·~~· + a.JC:::'1 

~tl]~1 
~t:l~1 
O-l~~'i)tl]~1 
i)tl]~1 

~'Ultlj' + ~tl] 
~'Ultlj 

'""S~·~r::::~1 

r·r~·t:J~l1 

rs::tlj'~tlj ~·~tlj H 

Glossary 

l~a.J1 ~tl]·l~a.J1 H 

t:\5'~1 
~t:l~'t:l~:~ 1 
~~·t:J~r::::1 

~·+~~1 
tl]~~· + t:li)C:::'1 
(fr~tl]1 

rs::tlj'0-11 ~'a.Jtl]~1 H 

t:l~tlj~'" 

tljl~·t:\e;:tl]~1 HH 

O-l~'t:l~tl]~1 H 

O-l~'t:l~l1 

tl]~~·~a_J1 

~tl] 
t:l~'~tlj 

~tlj'~1 

0-1f~'~1 
qtlj~'q1 

skirt 

sleep, lie down, to 

sleep, to put to 

sleeve 

slide, slip 

slim, thin 

slingshot 

slow 

slowly, gently 

small 

smell 

smile, to 

smile, to 

smoke 

smoke, to 

snake 

snow 

snow, to 

so, and so 

so, well 

so? and then? 

soap 

socialism 

society 

soft 

soldier 

solitary 

some, several 

someone 

something 

sometimes 

son, boy 

sort, kind 

sound 

soup with noodles 

soup, based on chang 

sour 

south 

~c;;tl]altl]~1 
'?a.J1 tlj~0-11 H 

t:l~a.J1 

~·~r::::·1 

t:\sl·~~· + 4~1 
4'}Tji3-1'~1 
~~·~1 
tlj'~'tlj'~1 
tlj' ~· tlj' ~1 
~r::::·~r::::·1 

~'0-11 
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r· ffitl]· ffitl]· + 5l1 
~0-l'l~a_J·l~a,J' + 5l1 
~'t:l1 

~'0-ltlj' + t:\~~1 
~a,J1 

tl]C:::~1 

tl]r::::~· + t:li)C:::'1 

~~·~1 

rs::·~1 
t!-1'~1 ~·~~1 L 

5:1·~1 
~·~tl]~·~r::::·~tl]~1 

~·~tl]~1 
~t:l'~t:l1 

li3-ltlj'3l1 
tlj~tlj'~1 ~·~r::::·1 H 

F'4~1 
~tl] 

~tl] 
O-la50-1~'0-la50-1~1 

~1 ~~1 H 

Ftl] ~·F1 
~1 
&tl]'q1 

t:l~ a,J' ~~1 
~~·3J1 

~1 
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south, southern ~·~,~1 story, tale ~~·1 

sow r:::l1Jr:::l1 stove, hearth liilr:::l1 
Spain, Spanish ~·q~1 straight, direct 4~·~, !:ilt:;\,~1 
speak, to !l.lr:::l1 strange, bizarre ~~;3.1ffi~·q1 
special l31,~'r:::l~!l.l1 strange, curious ~l'3.1ffi~·?J1 
speech, talk )jjl'051 z::J,r.,,:a:f!l.l1 H stream, brook ~1 
spelling l,'051 street, alley ~~'!l.l3.11 

spicy, hot r·ffi·t:r1 '1!l.l'cE'?J1 H strength ~r:::l~1~,~1 
spider ~3.11 stroke, caress, to ~~·~~· +Sl1 
spoiled, to be '?1>1~1 stroke, 

sponsor, patron §~'r:::ll, cerebral hemorrhage §jz::J1 
spoon &~'3.11 stroll, walk t:\053.1' t:\051>11 
sport ~~·;g!l.l1 strong ~,~·~~·q1 

spouse, husband, wife a]'~1 ~'aJ1 H 
student, pupil ~r:::l'~'z::J1 ~r:::l'~'r:::l1 L 

spread, be spread, to l~1 student, pupil ~r:::l'1>11 ~z::]·~, 

spring l~l.,1 study, to ~q~~·+sl1 

spy ~·q1 stupa 1>1ffil· ry~1 
square ~·r:::l~1 stupid, dumb ~,~·q1 

stadium ~~·;g!l.l'!ii1~'1 such, thus, like this ~':\~' 1':\:S ~1 
staff, stick ?l~·, suddenly ~·~~·~1 

stage a show, to ,~,~·1':\~!l.l' + ~~1 h suffering g,·r:::l~!l.l1 

stamp, postal ~,.t:\~~1 suffice, to ~~·1 

standard, level ~·ffil1 suicide, to commit ~~·4· +~, 
star )jj~'3.11 suitcase 7\f'~1>11 
State, country ~!l.l'fr:::11 summarize, to 3.1~~·r:::lg~1 

station 1':\r:::lr:::l' ~,~1 summer l~~·, 

statue ~'t:\:51 summer camp l~~·~1 

steal, to ~'3.1' + ~1 summit, peak %1 
step, pace ~3.1'CJ1 sun ~'3.11 
stew 4'~~1 Sunday ,:::Jt:\'~'3.11 

stick, to ~~1 superb, magnificent ~~·r:::l~'~l·q1 

still, further l·~~·1 superior, preceding ~~'3.11 
sting, bite, to ~·+~, support, base ry~1 
stomach ~l·F, ,~!l.l·~l1 H sure ,1]~',17~1 

stone, rock ~1 surface F1 
stop, be blocked, to 1':\,, surroundings ~·~~1 
stop, block, to r:::l,, suspect, doubt, to ~,~·q· +=11 
storm ~,. +~, suspicion, doubt ~,~·q1 

sutra 3.1~1 



swallow, to 

swear, vow, to 

sweat 

sweep, to 

sweet 

sweet, candy 

swim, to 

Switzerland, Swiss 

symbol 

system 

T 

table 

tail 

take away, to 

take out, remove, to 

take part, to 

take, take away, to 

take, to 

tall 

tantra 

tantric priest 

tape recorder 

target 

taste, savour 

taste, to 

taste, try 

tax 

taxi 

tea 

tea (plain) 

tea (sweet milky) 

tea (Tibetan) 

teach, to 

teacher 

teacher, guide 

teacher, master 

team 

3ll1 
0Jo;~·~~1 

5~·o;~ 

~l· +~~ 
Olt:::'\'311 
s·~~1 
~·~~· +~~ 

~~~1 
ry~~1 OJ~o;·ry~~1 
~Ol'e:i~~1 

~~·e:i~~1 

~~·~1 ~~~·~~ H 

E.:'OJ1 ~~~·~ 
~'\'~"1 
qryo;1 
~~~~1 
~'\1 z::J~OJ~1 H 

illo;1 z::J~~1 H 

~~~~·~·~r:::·~1 

@l1 
~~~'1:.11 

~r~q·~"·~1 
~~o;1 
EJ't:l1 ~~~'EJ1 H 

§'· z::J'~1 

~t:::'1 
~~1 

3]'~~31·~1 
=;:,1 ~~~·=;:,1 H 

e;:,·s:~F1 

E;:,'Olt:::'\'311 
i5'l'E;:,1 e;:,·~qOJ1 

z::J~z::J~1 

l~·~o;1 ~o;·~~~1 H 

~o;'t:.11 

Glossary 

l~·~o;1 ~o;·~~~1 H 

~·F~ 

teapot, kettle 

tear, to 

tease, joke, to 

teashop, cafe 

technology 

telegram 

telephone 

telephone, to 

telephone, to 

telephone, to 

television 

temperature 

temple, to visit a 

ten 

ten million 

ten thousand 

tend, treat, to 

tense, tight 

tent (cotton) 

tent (yak hair) 

tent, to pitch 

tepid, warm 

thank you 

thank, to 

that (one) over there 

that 

theatre (hall) 

theatre, drama 

theory 

there is, there are, to have 
there, around here, 

thereabouts 

therefore 

thermos, vacuum flask 

these 

these days 

they 

they 

thick 

r~·~"1 
lE~1 

~·~~·~~ 

e;:,·Fr:::·1 
~~·~~1 

7"1 
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F't:.l'\1 ~~'t:.l'\1 H 

F't:.l'\' + qryr:::·1 
~~'1:.1'\' + ~o;r:::·1 H 

~~'1:.1'\' + ~~1 h 

z::J~o;·~o;1 
a:l':Tit:::'1 
OJffi~OJE;:, ~· ~· ?<Jq~1 

z::J~1 

~·q1 

~1 
~o;·q~~· + ~l1 

l01'~1 

~"1 
zt:j'~'\1 ~·~'\1 L 

~'\' +~~ 

5~~E;:,OJ1 
&~~·~·ffi1 
&~~·~·ffi· + ~1 
~·~ 

~1 
~~·~"·Fr:::·1 

~~·~"1 
~·q1 

~~~ tl!l·~l1 

~~'t:.l'\1 ~~t:.l'\1 H 

s~· ;:Sr:::·1 
E;:,'l011 
~~·~1 
~r:::·~r:::·1 

f''\t:::'~1 
rr=::·~1 H 

OJ&~'~1 
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thick (cylindrical object) 

thief, robber 

Thimphu 

thin (cylindrical object) 

thin, fine (cloth), 

thin, slim 

thin, weak (liquids) 

thing, belongings 

think, reflect, to 

think, reflect, to 

think, to 

thirsty, to be 

thirteen 

thirty 

this 

those (over there) 

those two 

those 

thought, idea 

thousand 

thread 

threaten 

three days's time, in 

three 

threshold, hearth 

throat 

throne 

throw, to 

thumb 

thunder, to sound 

Thursday 

Tibet 

Tibetan 

Tibetan race 

Tibetan spoken language 

Tibetan written language 

ticket 

tidy up, to 

MANUAL OF STANDARD TIBETAN 

~OJ'ql 

~'OJ' ~~'OJ] L 

~OJ'~] 
~·q] Eg'q] L 

~c:rq1 ~r::rq1 L 

)TjOJ'q 1 
~·ql 

'5'~t!j ~·a;~] H 

t:l~OJ·~· + t:~ryr:::·l 

l~r:::~·q· + q~~] H 

t:l~OJ~] 

F '~OJ] ~~·~OJ] H 

q~·t!j~OJ] 

~OJ'~] 

~~1 
~·~1 

fC:::'t!j~~l 
~·~1 
t:l~OJ'~] l~r:::~·q] H 

~C:::'!gt!j 

~l·ql 

~t!j~·~·~~l 

t!j~~·~~l 
t!j~OJ] 

ElOJ'ql 
3ll·q1 

~] t:l~t!j~'~] H 

t!j~t!]~l 

OJEl'ql 

~t!]'S'Tll' + ~t!j 

t!j=:!~'~~·EJ] 

~ll 
~lql 
~l·~t!j~] 

~l'S'Tlll 
~l~t!j 
~·~1 
q~·t!j~t!j' + ~t!j 

tie up, to 

tie, attach, to 

tiger 

time 

time (to), to be 

time, occasion 

time, this 

time, to have 

tired, to be 

tired, to be 

tired, worn out, to be 

tired, worn out, to be 

to, of, before (time) 

tobacco 

today 

together 

toilet, lavatory 

tomato 

tomb, grave 

tomorrow evening 

tomorrow morning 

tomorrow 

tongue 

too much 

tool 

tooth 

torma 

torn, to be 

total 

touch (accidentally), to 

touch, to 

tourism 

tourism, to do 

towel 

town 

traces, remains 

tradition, custom 

t:l~OJ] 

t:~ryt!j~] 

i]lt!j 
~~·~ll 

~~1 
Elr:::~'OJ] 

l·~~1 
~r:::·1 

liTJ~·~~·Ft!] 

~·~~'Ft!] H 

EFiEl] 
~'ElC:::'OJ~~] H 

~~·q~ 

El'OJt!j q~~'Elt!j 

~·~r:::·1 
0J'?0J' ~1 

t!j~r:::·gl1 
t!j~OJ·gl] H 

~'OJ'~] 
qr:::·~1 

~r:::·l~C:::'] 
~r:::·~t!j~] 

~r:::·~~1 
~1 ~t!j~] H 

OJr:::'St!]~l 

~t!j'iE] 

~] $OJ~] H 

t!jry~'OJ] 

~~1 

~·q~OJ~1 
~t!j·q· + &t!] 
~t!j·q· + ~a;r:::~1 

~~·~~·~·~ooOJ1 

~·~~·~·~~1 
(1.1'~~1 ~~·~~] H 

~r:::·~~l 
~~1 
~,~.~~1 



trail 

trail, route 

train 

translate, to 

translator, interpreter 

transport 

transport, to 

travel, to 

traveller 

treasurer 

tree 

~·Zi~1 

1'-l01'F, 1'-l011 L 

~·C3:l1 3:1·~~1 L 

~~~~~· +~l1 
~l·~~1 ,~~·~~1 H 

~1'-l'l.\5~1 
~1'-l'l.\5~· + ~l1 
~1'-l'+~, 

l.\~1'-l'I!:J1 

~,.01~l1 

~~·~~·1 
triangle ~~.,~011 

~'011 true, actual 

true, real z::J~~'I!:.l1 ~'011 
truly l~~·,~~1 
truly, actually l~~·~l"l1 
trunk, strongbox ~,~·~011 

truth z::J~~'I!:11 
try, to ~1 ,~,~1 H 

tsampa, flour of roast barley ~01 '1!:.11 ,~1'-l'~z::J1 H 

tsan (local warrior-god) z::J;5~1 
Tsang ,;5~·1 

Tuesday ,:::JI.\'~,.l01~1 
tune, melody l~~~1 

turn (sth.), to ~~1 
turn, circle, to ~~1 
turquoise 

twelve 

twenty 

two 

type, kind 

type, kind, sort 

typewriter 

u 
ugly 

Uighur 

umbrella 

uncle (maternal) 

,~1 
z::J~.,~~1 

~'Zi1 
,~~1 
~,~1 
~~1 

~,~.1!:.1~1 

01~,·~~1 
~·~~·~,~1 
~·,~,~1 
~·~~·1 

Glossary 

uncle (paternal) 

under, beneath 

undergo, be caught, to 

undershorts, underpants 

understand, to 

understand, to 

unintentional 

unique, extraordinary 

university 

united 

up there 

up to, until 

upwards 

urgent matter 

urgent 

urinate 

urine 

use, to 

useful 

usefulness 

usual(ly) 

usual(ly) 

v 
vajra, dorje 

valley, lower part 

valley, upper part of 

value 

variable 

various 

various, diverse 

vase 

vegetable 

vegetable garden 

vegetarian, to be 

vein 

vendor, salesperson 

Venerable (nun) 

Venus 

~·ra1 
?S;, 
~z::J~1 

~<jz::J'I!:J~1 

?<j', 
4~1 01~~1 H 

~~·z::J~,~·~~'I:.J1 
&~·a:r~·01·Ul~·I!:J1 

~q~·ffi~·a:11 
,~,·~~1 
U1',~1 
z::J~'~1 

ll1~1 
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~1'-l'z::J1 &,~·~1'-l1 H 

1:('5,. ffi~·?:f1 
,~~'1!:.1' + r::ll]~'1 

,~~'1!:.11 
~l.~l· +~l1 
C<1o.;·~,~·~l'I!:J1 

C<1~·~,~1 
y~·r::1ry~·1 

~01' ~~1 

~·~1 
~~·1!:1~'01l""1 
!'-1~'1!:.1~'1::11 
"' "' 
l~'01c6~1 
~~·z::J·ffi~·?:f1 

""5'~'""51 
~·~~·~·~,~1 
~01'1!:.11 

ffil"l1 z::J~~· ffil"l1 H 

~01'~1 

l'1~·~~· + ~l1 
~,·~1 

~~·01Fo.;1 
ffi~·l"l,~1 H 

1!:.1'~~~1 
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very 

victory 

village, countryside 

villager 

viol (Tibetan) 

violent 

visit, to 

vocabulary, lexicon 

voice 

volume (book) 

volunteer, to 

vomit, to 

vote, to 

vulture 

w 
waist 

wait, to 

wake, to 

walk, stroll 

walk, to 

walk, to take a 

wall 

walnut 

want, desire, to 

war 

war, towage 

warm 

wash (onesel~. to 

wash (onesel~. to 

wash, to 

washing machine 

washing, laundry 

watch, clock 

watchman, guard 

water 

water for offerings 

way, manner 
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~·:s,~1 
~~·F1 
~~·,~q1 
~~·,~q·q1 

q·q:F1 

:s,·~1 
ry''~ ~· + Sl1 
s;;r~l·iry~·31~l1 
)jjl1 ,~~')jjl1 H 

~'11 
1~·aJ~~· + Sl1 
~,·q· +4~1 
r.z~·4,. + [§, 
S'9l1 

~l'z:J1 ~f~l1 H 

~, 

?4q~·~,.,~~·1 H 

,~l·~l1 
l".\a531'1".\a5311 
,31'z:J' +~, 
l".\a531'1".\a531' ~·'""~1 
~,·q1 

'il'~'F1 

'""~l1 
l31, 
l31,' +~, 
S:l''""~311 
~~· +~, 

<'1~·~~· + ,~~·1 H 

~1 1 q~~1 2,3 

~~·~311 

:s~·~1 5,·~1 L 

~·a5l1 ~,·a5l1 
~·~~·1 
~1 a5z::J1 H 

U5~'a5z::J1 
~~1 

we two 

we 

weak, feeble 

wealth, economy 

wealth, possessions 

wealthy 

weather, climate 

Wednesday 

week 

weekend 

weigh, to 

weight 

welcome! 

welcome, to 

well, good 

well-mannered 

west 

western 

wet, damp 

what a pain! what a shame! 

what kind of 

what, which 

what? 

wheat 

wheel 

when, time 

when? 

where from? 

where? 

which? 

white 

who? 

whole, entire, complete 

why 

wicked, bad 

wide, spacious 

width, breadth 

~·,~~1 
~·a51 

,~,~·~~·~1 
lq~·~~1 

~'\3'~, ~·~~1 
~~·~~1 
,~31·,4~1 
,Ell".\'~,·q1 

q~~·:g, 

,Ell".\'~, 

(.IJ~·~·q~,~1 

~l·a§l1 
~,·?4q~·,~~·~~·1 

l,'""·~· +~1 
(.IJ,'~1 q~·~1 
(.IJ'~q~1 

~q1 

~q·~,~1 
~~·q1 
,~·:s, 

,·~·,·~1 
,.~1 

,.~1 ,.~1 

~1 
~~·ii:f1 
~~1 

,.~~1 

,.~~1 

,·q~1 

,.~ 

l'TJ~'~1 
~1 
a5'a5~'1 

,.~.~~·~1 

,·~·s~·~~1 
~~·q1 

~·(.IJ~~·~1 

~~·, 
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wild ass ~Z:::'1 
y 

will, willpower ~z:::·~~1 (.l.,~l'z::J1 yak ,~, 

willow ~Z:::'0-11 
yak meat cE,'41 

win, get, to ~!:11 yak, wild ~Z:::'1 

wind ~,~'1::11 year ~1 

wind horse ~Z:::'~1 
year (international) ~·~1 

window ~0.·rF1 year, last ~~~~1 ~·~z:::·1 L 

windy, to be ~,~·q +~, year, next ~~·~z:::·1 

wine ~~·~o,J' a5Z:::'1 year, this l'~1 

winter l~~·, 
yellow ~~·t:11 

winter camp l~~·~1 
yes ~l1 (.\~, 

wipe, to s~1 yesterday F~·~1 F'~1 L 

wish, longing (.\~~1::11 ~,~.r.l.,~l1 H yesterday evening O-llZ:::'l,Z:::'1 

with 0-1'?0-l't:11 ~~~~~1 H Yi [people] l~~~~,~1 

withdraw, to ~0-1'1::11 yogurt ~1 ,~~·~1 H 

within ~Z:::'1 
you [sing.] ~l1 ~Z:::'1 

without 3:1~1::1~1 you [plur.] ~~~z:::·~1 

witness lz::JZ:::'t:11 ~~~z:::·~1 H 

wolf ~Z:::',1 you [plur.] ~~~0-1'~1 HH 

woman ~l'l0-1~1 you [sing.] ~l·~z:::·1 H 

wood 4Z:::'1 you two ~~~z:::·,~~1 H 

wool !:1~1 
young ,~~·,~~1 

word ~, Your Excellency ~·~·1 

work ~~·~1 ~,·~~1 H Yumbulagang ~O-l'~'a]''tijZ:::'1 

work, to ~,·~~· + ,~z:::·1 H z 
work, to ~~·~· +Sl1 Zangskar ::3Z:::~·l~~1 

worker !:1~'1::11 zero ml·~~1 
world (animate 

and inanimate) (.l.,~,·ry~1 
Zhikatse ,~~·~·~1 

world (geographic) r.l.,~0-1' ~Z:::'1 
zi (ornament) ,~1 

worry, anxiety ~0-1~·~~1 

~,~.~~1H 

worry, to ~0-1~·~~· + Sl1 
wound, injury ~1 

write, to ~1 1 s~1 2,3 

writer ~O-l'z::J't:11 

X 
Xining ~·~c::'1 
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~· Ka 

~·~, 
~'!:11 

~·~~'Eit!] 
~t:::'S1 
~O-J'I:_];:r;;'~1 

~· zt1 !:1~~· zt1 H 

~·;:r;;1 
~;:r;;·~;:r;;1 
t~10-11 
~'!:11 

~t:::·t:i1 

~;:r;;1 
~~'0-11 

~z::J't:i1 
2jt:::'9 

ml·~;:r;;1 
m~q1 

m~l0-1;:r;;·;:r;;1 

~·~;:r;;1 L 

~1 

~·Ft:::'1 

m, 
~,~·m,·,~t:::·1 H 

l~C\·ill~· + Ft!] 
~·ill~' + Ft!] H 

l~C\· ill~'Ft!]' t:i 1 
l~;:r;;·~t:::· + ~l1 

l~;:r;;·oot~j 

l~;:r;;·~1 

l~;:r;;·t:i1 
l~~·<J:iill1 
~ill'l~~1 H 
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(n.) post, pole ..................... 31.2 

(n.) pillar 

(pr. n.) Kalimpong 

(n.) fork ............................... 17.2 

(n.) blanket 

(n.) apple ........................... 23.2 

(n.) banana ........................ 23.2 

(adj.) upright, vertical ....... 23.2 

(n.) suitcase 

(n.) yakhide, hide 

boat, coracle ....................... 40.2 

(vol. v.) to paddle ............... 40.2 

a coracle 

(pr. n.) Kongpo .................. 22.2 

(n.) coat, jacket 

see ~~·0-11 

see ~qr:f 

(pr. n.) People's Republic 

of China ................................ 9.2 

(n.) zero 

(n.) brain 

(n.) bald ............................. 35.2 

(n.) naga, acquatic 

serpent-spirit 

(pr. n.) Lukhang park ......... 40.2 

(vol. v.) to read 

(inv. v.) to be tired .............. 31.2 

(adj.) difficult ........................ 4.2 

(vol. v.) to be 

vegetarian ........................... 40.2 

(n.) catalogue, register 

(n.) milk products .............. 30.2 

(adj.) white ........................... 3.2 

(n.) cup ................................. 1.2 

l~~·,~~1 
l~~·O-lffitlj 
l~ ~· O-Jffitlj' t!j~0-11 
l~~·t:i1 
~ill1 
~ill·~~1 
l~~'0-11 

l2lt!]'l2lt!]'+ t:lljt:::' 
t:l~tlj 

t:l~(:\1 

!:1~(:\' + !:1~~1 
t!]4't!]4' 

+ t:lljt:::'1 H 

t:l~(:\·~~1 

t:l~(:\·~~1:_]1 

t:l~(:\'0-lt:::tlj~' 

+tlj~t:::'1 H 

t:l~C\·s~1 
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(n.) temple janitor .............. 19.2 

(n.) jewel 

(idiom.) the Three Jewels 

(adj.) rare 

(n.) centre, middle .............. 31.2 

(n.) mandala 

(adj.) ordinary 

(vol. v.) to stir, shake 

(vol. v.) to stop, block ........ 30.2 

(n.) order, command 

(vol. v.) to criticise 

reprimand ........................... 24.2 

(pr. n.) Kangyur (work 

containing the Buddha' s 

teachings) 

(pr. n.) Kagyupa (sect) ....... 27.2 

(vol. v.) to order ................. 22.2 

(n.) kindness 

t:1'11r.l.._'#' + z:no:t:::'1 H 1 :;.j 1 1 (vol. v.) to ask .................... 20.2 

t:l~C\'C\S' + ~~1 h (vol. v.) to ask .................... 20.2 

t:l~r.l.._·~~1 (n.) minister in the Kashak 

t:1'11r.l.._'a:i ill' z:no:t:::'1 
1 

+ 
1
-

1 
H(vol.v.)toconverse,talk ..... 20.2 

t:l~C\·a:iill' + ~~1 h (vol. v.) to converse, talk .... 20.2 

t:l~C\'4t!] (n.) ministerial cabinet, Kashak 

t:1'11"''1(;'z::J'+z:no:t:::'1 H (' a1 
1 1 (vol. v.) to advise 

z::J~ill1 (vol. v.) to hang 

t:l~tlj (vol. v.) to pluck 

t:l~tlj (vol. v.) to bring, take .......... 10.2 

z::Jm' ~~· z::Ji::· illz:n~1 .:.J '1 - \ 
1 

(idiom.) hello, best wishes .... 3.2 
z::Jm' ~~· e:; z:n~· z::Jffit:;1 .:.J '1 '/ 1 <ii!1 11 (idiom.) the eight auspicious 

t:l~t!]~1 

!:1~~1 
7iit:::'tlj'~ill1 
7iit:::'~;:r;;1 L 

7iit:::'E:lt:::'1 
7!it:::'l:_l1 ~!:1~1 H 

signs .................................... 37.2 

see t:l~t!]~1 
see !:1~~1 

(n.) bicycle .......................... 12.2 

(n.) on foot .......................... 16.2 

(n.) foot, leg ......................... 16.2 
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iiiC:::'t:l~Zlj~·~~1 

iiiC:::' t:l~Zlj~' 3)~· 1:.11 
iiir::::·~l·ij·~1 
iiiC:::'(.!.!Zlj 

(adv.) deliberately 

(adv.) unintentionally 

(n.) football ........................ 12.2 

(n.) limb ............................. 34.2 
ffi'O-lj ffiO''O-lj L '-:.! '-:.! 1 (n.) thief 

~·0-1·+ ~]1/ t:l~~~ 2,3 (vol. v.) to rob, steal 
ffi'0-1'+ :O:r1 '-:.! '1' (inv. v.) to be robbed 

~t:J1 (n.) backside, bottom 

~t:J'~Zlj ~t:J~'~Zlj H (n.) chair .............................. 2.2 
ffiC:::'1 '<:j (n.) donkey, ass ................ 17.2 

~~1 
~~·r::::~1 
31ZlJ~'I:.l1 

(n.) cause 

(n.) unfortunate accident 

(adj.) idiot, mute ................. 28.2 

)jjl1 Zl)~C:::')jjl1 H (n.) language, speech 

(n.) sound 

(n.) voice 

)jjl' + t:lljC:::'1 (vol. v.) to call .................... 30.2 
Zl)~r::::· + Zl)~C:::'] H 

'::lZ:::' t:JnC:::'1 . . ''I 1 + 1 (vol. v.) to mv1te ................. 33.2 

ZlJl~'!.\5~· + ~~1 h 

)jjl' +~Zl] (vol. v.) to shout ................ 28.2 

)jjl'CE] Z=1'1j!.\'a.i'(.!.l] H (n.) speech, subject .......... 20.2 
'::lZ:::'CE' + ~~1 ''I 1 -.1 (vol. v.) to ask ..................... 20.2 

)jjl'CE' + Z=14l1 (vol. v.) to converse, 

speak .................................. 20.2 

(n.) fame, glory )jj l' ::JZlj ~1 
'::lZ:::'ZJ'll:l'!~' ffio-·?.11 ''I \ ..:J 1 1 (adj.) famous, celebrated 

)jjl·~~·+ Sl1 (vol. v.) to translate 

)jjl·~~1 Zl]~r::::·~~1 H (n.) translator, interpreter 

)jjl'~ZlJ1 (n.) instant 

)jjl·~~1 (n.) noise 

)jjO-l'gjZlj (n.) generator .................... 32.2 

)jj0-1'?.11 (n.) dry 

)jj~'CE] (n.) second (of time) .......... 12.2 

)jj~'0-11 (n.) star, minute ................. 12.2 

)jj~'!.\~Zl)~1 (n.) ladder 

~·~Zl]~1 (n.) belt .............................. 23.2 

~l·q1 ~·~l1 H (n.) waist ............................ 16.2 

~~ H (n.) body 
'::l'c::~arz:n~(.lrz::;r::::~l (' · ) d ? 2 ~ ~ 1 4 H 1d1om. how o you do ....... 9. 

~·F0-1~1 

~·FO-l~'t:J;::Jr::::'1 

~'5Zl] 

~''"'51 
~·~r::::·0-1~(.!.11 H 

(n.) health 

(idiom.) how are you? (lit. "is 

your health good?") ........... 29.2 

(idiom.) please ................... 16.2 

(n.) Your excellency ........... 13.2 

(post.) "in the presence", 

(n.) title of the Dalai Lama .27.2 

(n.) aristocrat, noble ......... .41.2 

(n.) statue ........................... 37.2 

(inv. v.) to be tired 
'::l'EgC:::'1 ~ (n.) incarnation lineage ....... 37.2 

~·~Zlj H ~·~t:1~1 LH (n.) Sir, Venerable (monk) .... 2.2 

~·Zlj~Zlj~' + t:1~(.!.11 H (vol. v.) to bathe ................. 18.2 

~·Zlj~Zlj~"' 

t:J~'q ·~a-· 1:.1~1 -\ · 1 (idiom.) how are you? ........... 3.2 

~·~r::::·t:J~r::::~1 H (inv. v.) to get angry, be 

annoyed 

~l'l:.l1 (n.) thread .......................... 37.2 

~~1 (vol. v.) to turn 

~~1 (post.) about, concerning ..... 7.2 

~~·~1 ~~'t:l] L (n.) tour, circuit ................... 22.2 

~~·~· + ~Zlj (vol. v.) make a circuit ....... 22.2 
~·C5'1 (adj.) pale, grey; lay(person) 

~Zlj'l:.l1 (n.) excrement, shit 

~Zlj'l:.l' +t:lljC:::'1 (vol. v.) to defecate 

~Zlj'~1 (n.) lie 

~Zlj·~· + Z=14l1 (n.) to lie 

~l·~1 (pr. n.) Kyichu, 

"River of Happiness" .......... 15.2 
~l·r.J· + Z=11jC:::'1 (vol. v.) to have a 

pleasant time ...................... 24.2 
~l·q1 ~·q1 H (adj.) pleasant, gay, happy .. 8. 2 
~l'q'+t:lljC:::'1 (vol. v.) to have a pleasant 

time 

~Zlj'l:.l' + 4~1 (inv. v.) to vomit .................. 34.2 
~Z1]·3:1~· + (.!.!C:::'1 (inv. v.) to feel ill, 

nauseous ........................... 34.2 

~~·a.J1 (adj.) sour ........................... 21.2 

~1 ~r::::~1 H (inv. v.) to be born ................. 7.2 

~·)jj~1 ~r::::~·)jj~1 H (n.) birthday 



~·~1 ~c::~·~~1 H 

~ll31~1 
~~·1:\~~1 
~~·!:\~~· +Sl1 
~Zlj 
~~1 
~~·~~l·+Sl1 
~~·4~1 
~~~·~~~·~1 

~1 l~1'~1 H 

~·Fc::·1 

~·~~~'FC::'1 L 

~~~1 

~~~1 
~~~·~~1 

F' Kha 

F1 ~~1 H 

F'~311 ~~·~311 H 

F·~~1 
F'F~·~~l1 

F':!lc::~1 

~~':!]C::~1 H 

F' +~Zl] F' +~~~1 
F'ffi1 
F'ryZl] 
F'Zl]7l1 
F'~7Zl]~1 

3l~~·l~1 H 

(n.) birthplace 

(n.) woman, wife 

( n.) transport 

(vol. v.) to transport 

(n.) ladle ............................ 17.2 

Glossary 

(n.) fault, defect.. ................ 28.2 

(vol. v.) to criticise 

(inv. v.) to break down 

(n.) refugee 

(n.)hair (of the head) ......... 16.2 

(n.) barber's,hairdresser's. 12.2 

(vol. v.) to send, load 

(vol. v.) to boil ..................... 35.2 

(n.) soup made 

with chang .......................... 36.2 

(vol. v.) to renew ............... 17.2 

(n.) mouth ........................... 16.2 

(n.) surface 

(inv. v.) to be thirsty 

(vol. v.) to kiss 

(vol. v.) to be silent 

(n.) number (of people) ...... 39.2 

H (vol. v.) to close (objects) .. 13.2 

(n.) Muslim ........................ 26.2 

(adj.) bitter ......................... 21.2 

(n.) opponent, adversary ... 12.2 

(n.) khatak, ceremonial ...... 19.2 

scarf 

(vol. v.) to open one's 

mouth .................................. 34.2 

(n.) carpet for a mattress .. 31.2 

(n.) colour 

(vol. v.) to recite prayers 
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1 (vol. v.) to telephone .......... 19.2 F·q~· + ~nt:::'1 

F't'..l~1 ~~·q~1 H (n.) telephone ....................... 3.2 

F.;:;.1 <0.~';:;.1 H ~ 
1 
~ (vol. v.) to open (objects) .... 13.2 

F'~Zl]~1 (n.) direction 

F'9~1 (v.inv.) to separate 

F'z:::1C::'1 <O.~'z:::1C::'1 H '<;) 1 '<;) (n.) address 

F. a)• ~1 (0.~' a)• ~1 
1 H (n.) spicy (dish), 

F' ~Zl]· ~Zl]· +Sl1 
F'El~1 ~~·=:!~1 H 

F'~ + '?~1 
F·~~+~~1 

F'~Zlj ~~·~Zlj H 

F·~·q1 

F'4~1 

F·~·F·~~1 
F'~C::'1 F'~C::'1 L 

FZl] 
FZl]'FZl]' +~~1 
FZl]'FZl]' +Sl1 

fC::'3] 
fC::. 3:ltlj 

fC::'t'..l'+~1 1 

~~1 2,3 

fC::'t'..l' +~Zlj 

sharp-tongued .................... 36.2 

(vol. v.) to smile 

(n.) doughnut ..................... 36.2 

(vol. v.) to obey 

(vol. v.) to prepare 

a meal ............................... 17.2 

(n.) meal, food ...................... 8.2 

(n.) driver, pilot ................... 13.2 

(adj.) some, certain, 

several ................................. 14.2 

(adv.) in recent days .......... 33.2 

(adv.) a few days ago ........ 18.2 

(n.) sort, kind ....................... 21.2 

(vol. v.) to separate 

(vol. v.) to separate (oneself 

from sth. or someone) 

(n.) rent (on a house) 

(n.) room ............................ 18.2 

(vol. v.) to move house 

(vol. v.) to build 

FC::'t'..l1 Zl1~3l'fC::'1 H 
1 

(n.) room ............................ 17.2 

fC::'t'..l1 Zl]~31 • 4Zl] H (n.) house ............................ .4.2 

fC::~1 see rc::~1 
F31 'E:l.1 ~~~'F311 H (n.) peach ........................... 23.2 

F31~1 

F31~'t'..l1 

F~·~~1 
F~1 

F~·~Zl] 

F~'~1 F'~1 L 

F~'Ol'a:Jt:::'1 

(n pr.) Kham ....................... 22.2 

(n.) Khampa 

(n.) magnet 

(n.) needle 

(vol. v.) to administer an 

injection 

(adv.) yesterday ................... 7.2 

(vol. v.) to refuse 
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r~r~~1 ~l1 (pron.) you (sing.) ................. 3.2 
""~·z::~~~1 H (n.) promise, agreement ~·z::~~0-1~1 (adv.) in total, altogether 
r~·~~·sl1 (vol. v.) to agree, accept ~·~~1 (adv.) certainly not, 
f5'z::l1 (n.) juice, broth ................... 32.2 never, not at all ................... 1 0.2 
f5' ~3.1' C11 (adj.) tranquil, calm [B'UJ~1 (n.) curtain 
f5~'3.11 (n.) little bag, pouch fB~ ~r~-1~ H (n.) blood ............................. 35.2 
r·~~·'l]1 (adv.) the day before 1-1~'~1 (n.) vein 

yesterday ............................ 18.2 fB~'4l1 (n.) blood pressure ............. 35.2 
r·z::~:;:Jc::'1 (n.) profit 1-1~1 (n.) tax, duty 
rc=::~1 L rc::~1 (inv. v.) to be filled ~1 z::l~~~·~1 H (n.) throne .......................... 18.2 

F1 (pron.) he ............................. 2.2 ~3.1~1 (n.) law, rule 
r·~1 (n.) chopstick ...................... 17.2 ~3.l~'lCJ~1 (n.) judge 
r·:.t;c::·~1 (pron.) they ........................... 2.2 ~3.1~·~~~1 (adj.) legal, judicial. ............. 37.2 
r·~1 (n.) coffee .......................... 10.2 ~0-1~·rc::·1 (n.) lawcourt ........................ 12.2 
r~·fc::·1 (adj.) hollow f§~·rc::·1 (n.) bathroom ...................... 18.2 
r~·0-11 (n.) pot ............................... 17.2 [§~' + ~~ (vol. v.) to (have a) wash .... 36.2 
r~·~:.t;1 ( n.) teapot, kettle ............... 17.2 [§~'~3.11 (n.) washing machine ........ 32.2 
fC::'1 H (pron.) he, she ...................... 2.2 ~1 (n.) bronze 
fC::'~1 (n.) anger ~3.11 (n.) market .......................... 19.2 
rc::·~· +z::~~c::·1 (vol. v.) to anger someone 0-lf~' ~3]· 3.11 (n.) ~akini ........................... 27.2 
rc::·~· +~c::·1 (inv. v.) to get angry 3.1f~·~3J1 (n.) daka ............................. 27.2 
rc::·~~~1 (pron.) those two .................. 3.2 0-lf:.l\1 (n.) fortress ......................... 26.2 
fC:::'~0-1' ~1 HH (pron.) they .......................... 3.2 0-lf~'0-11 (n.) kidney 
fC::'~1 H (pron.) they .......................... 2.2 3.1f~'!:.J1 (n.) scholar, expert 
rc::~·~ry~~1 (inv. v.) to belong .............. 39.2 3.1f~'CJ1 (adj.) skilled, learned, expert 
rs~~·!:.J1 (n.) ice 3.1~~1 H (inv. v.) to know, 
fSl'l:.l:.l\1 (n.) difference understand .......................... 28.2 
fSl'l:.l:.l\'~1 (adv.) especially ................ 37.2 3.l~~~·c:r1 L 

fSl'3.lc6:.t;'CJ1 (adj.) strange, bizarre ........ 38.2 3.1fB~~·c:r1 (adj.) hard, solid 

~1 (n.) dog .............................. 17.2 ~3.11 (inv. v.) to shrink, contract 
~·c6c::'1 (n.) family ........................... 15.2 ~~1 (inv. v.) to coincide, 
~·3.lffi~1 (n.) neighbour .................... 15.2 happen ............................... 36.2 

~1 (n.) flock, herd, pack ~:.t;'z::l1 (n.) samsara 
~l'~0-1'~1 HH (pron.) you (pl.) ................... 3.2 ~:.t;'al1 (n.) wheel 
~l':.t;C::'1 H (pron.) you (sing.) ................. 3.2 ~:.t;·ai· + z::l~:.l\1 (vol. v.) to turn the wheel, 
~l''F~~~1 H (pron.) you two .................... 3.2 teach the Dharma .............. .40.2 
~l':.t;C::'~1 H (pron.) you (pl.) ................... 3.2 ~~1 (v.inv.) to boil 

~:.l\1 z::l~0-1~1 H (vol. v.) to take, carry ......... 19.2 ~~ ~·z::~~~1 H (inv. v.) to feel cold ............. 22.2 
~·~ (n.) man, husband ............. 17.2 ~~·~3.11 (n.) refrigerator. ................... 32.2 
~l':.t;C::'~1 (pron.) you (pl.) ................... 3.2 ~~~·c:r1 see~~~·c:J1 



~z::11 (vol. v.) to act.. .................... 41.2 
~z::J'Olf~1 (n.) actor 
~(l:!z::l'z::rt~Z::::'1 . 1- N (n.) classical opera ............ 41.2 
r.q.sl1 r.q.sl·,~z::::·1 H (vol. v.) to lead, take .......... 35.2 
r.q.s~] (post.) by, near .................... 7.2 
~1 1z::1~~1 2, 3 (vol. v.) to wash .................. 18.2 
~,·r:f1 (adj.) lively, animated ......... 33.2 

~r Ga 
,.~ 

,.~1 

,.~~1 

,·~s~·~1 
,.~~1 

,.t.J~1 

,.a)l1 ,.~l1 L 

,·~·,·~1 

,.~.~~·~~1 

,·~·5:l~·~Ol1 
,·~·~l·~~·~1 

,.~.,'i'l.11 

,Z::::'1 
,Z::::'1 
,z::::·s, 

,Z::::'::], 
,z::::·5:)~·~~·~1 

,z::::~1 

,z::::~·flz::::~l 

,z::::~· + z::J?Z::::'1 

(interr. pron.) which? ............ 8.2 
(interr. pron.) what? ............. 1.2 
(interr. pron.) when? .......... 10.2 
(interr. pron.) how? ............ 11.2 
(interr. pron.) from where? ... 9.2 
(interr. pron.) where? ........... 6.2 
(interr. pron.) how many? ... 9.2 
(adj., adv.) slow, 

slowly, softly ........................ 8.2 
(idiom.) goodbye ............... 13.2 
(to so. who is leaving) 

(idiom.) goodbye ............... 13.2 
(to so. who is staying) 

(interr. pron.) what, 

what kind of ....................... 38.2 
(interr. pron.) why? 

(interr. pron.) why? 

(idiom.) because, 

since, for ............................ 38.2 
(adv.) everywhere ............. 25.2 
(class.) one unit ................. 10.2 
(adj.) full, filled .................... 18.2 
(idiom.) what a shame! 

how unfortunate! ............... 28.2 
(n.) pipe 

(idiom.) if you ask why, 

because, since, for ............ 38.2 
(n.) snow ............................ 24.2 
(n.) Land of Snows, Tibet 

(inv. v.) to snow ................. 24.2 

Glossary 

,z::::~·~1 

,l.+~, 

,l·~,~1 
,l·3:J\z::J,l1 
,l·a:1·+4~1 

,l·a:l· +z::l~Z::::~1 
,z::l1 
,a_1 ,Z::::'UlZ::::'1 L 

,a_·,~z::::·~·Ol·~l1 H 

,a_·sl·~·Ol·~l1 

,l'l.l·ffi~·q1 

,i'l.l.~l1 H 

\l'UlZ::::~'q1 

\l'~·~~·q·ffi1 
\lz::::·r.s~·~z::::·E:1,~1 
\lz::::·r.s~· ryz::::·1 
\IZ::::'~Z::::'1 \IZ::::'~Z::::'1 

\1~1 
\1~' + ~, 

\l~'~z::l~1 

\l~·~c:1~·sl1 
~,~'lz::JZ::::'1 
~ ,~~1 L 

~·~z::l~1 
~·~Ol1 
~Z::::'1 
~c:::·rzH11 
~z::::·ffi~·q1 
~z::::·~~i'l.11 

~Z::::'Ol1 

~z::::·~1 

~Z::::',40l1 
~~1 
~Ol't.l] 
~Ol't.J' + ~, 
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(n.) snow mountain ............ 29.2 
(vol. v.) to sweep 

(n.) rubbish 

(vol. v.) to laugh 

(inv. v.) to laugh, burst out 

laughing 

(vol. v.) to make so. laugh 

(vol. v.) to hide (oneself) 

(adv.) nothing ..................... 25.2 
(idiom.) it doesn't matter, 

no problem .......................... 25.2 
(idiom.) it doesn't matter, 

no problem .......................... 25.2 
(adj.) important ................... 38.2 
(co.) if, in the event that.. .... 13.2 
(adj.) wide, spacious ........... 25.2 
(n pr.) Padmasambhava ..... 27.2 
(n.) Communism ................ 26.2 
(n.) Communist Party ......... 26.2 

L (n.) vacation ....................... 10.2 
(n.) tent 

(vol. v.) to pitch a tent.. ....... 40.2 
(n.) respect 

(vol. v.) to respect 

(n.) disaster, obstacle ........ 36.2 
(inv. v.) to hear 

(n.) chance, opportunity 

(n.) rank, status, level 

(n.) price ............................. 22.2 
(adj.) inexpensive, cheap .. 22.2 
(adj.) expensive .................. 22.2 
(n.) development, 

improvement, progress 

(n.) emperor, sovereign ...... 38.2 
(adj.) preceding, above 

(n.) superior position ........... 38.2 
(n.) hem ............................... 31.2 
(vol. v.) to dress, wear 

(n.) step 

(vol. v.) to walk ................... 29.2 
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~01~·,4~1 
~~·&~'1 
~~·1 
=D.~,·sl·1 
:D~'351 
:D~~''11 

:D~~·,· + ~, 

:D"-11 
=D~1 

§11 
§Jz:,1 
§Jz:,·~, 

~JF~·~~·~~1 
~·q~1 
~·,~~~1 
~·,~~~·"-1~'~1 

~q1 

~q·~~1 

~01·~~·~·ffi1 

~1 
~'011 
~·~q1 ,~ "'1'~Z=11 H 

~·~·~·01~1 

(n.) habit, custom 

(n.) trousers, pants ............. 23.2 

(n.) loss, damage 

(vol. v.) to prepare 

(adj.) cold ........................... 22.2 

(n.) number ........................ 39.2 

(vol. v.) to count ................ 39.2 

(n.) row, line 

(n.) kind, sort, class ............ 39.2 

(n.) knife ............................ 17.2 

(n.) cerebral stroke ............ 35.2 

(n.) shadow 

(n.) port, harbour 

(n.) square ......................... 25.2 

(n.) boat ............................. 13.2 

(n.) sailor 

(inv. v.) to accomplish, achieve 

(n.) result 

(n.) arthritis ........................ 35.2 

(n.) wheat 

(n.) potentilla tuber ............. 23.2 

(n.) flour 

(n.) display of flour and butter 

for the New Year ................... 36.2 -

~,'011 (n.) ant ............................... 17.2 

~~·,~z:,1 (n.) village, countryside ..... 15.2 
~~·~qq1 :::J ~ (n.) villager 

~~·~~1 (n.) town, city ..................... 12.2 

~,~·t:11 (n.) friend (male) .................. 4.2 

~,~·351 (n.) friend (female) .............. 4.2 

~~~1 H (inv. v.) to die 

~l·F, ,~"'1·~l1 H (n.) stomach ....................... 16.2 

~l·F,.~, 
~"-11 

~·q1 l,.t:\~~·q1 
~·c$~'1 

~1 
~·q1 

~·sl·a:5·~1 

(inv. v.) to be hungry 

(inv. v.) to be over, 

to be released .................... 32.2 

H (n.) monk .............................. 2.2 

(n.) monastic college 

(vol. v.) to rent 

(n.) musk deer ................... 17.2 

(n.) taxi 

~~'41 

~~·,· + z:,ry~·1 
~~·, 
q~,~·~~·1 H 

~~·~~1 

~~·~~1 
~~·~1 

011 
01'a,~1 
01l1 
01l't:\~~·~"'1't:i1 

§l1 

Mj·~, 
Mj·f!, 
Mj·f!,· ffi~· t:l1 
Mj·~~·~1 
Mj·z:,1 
Mj, 
Mi,·ml·~"-1·~~1 
Mi,·r~·1 
Mj,·q~~1 
Mi,·q~~·r~·1 
Mj,·~q1 

~'"-1'~1 
l,t:\1 01~~1 H 

l,t:\·~~1 

(n.) beef .............................. 23.2 

(vol. v.) to picnic ................. 24.2 

(n.) park ................................ 7.2 

(n.) circular pilgrimage 

route ..................................... 7.2 

(n.) island 

(n.) flute 

(n.) lu, (slow) song 

(vol. v.) to sing a lu 

(n.) ransom ......................... 38.2 

(n.) the IUgong king, 

"scapegoat" ........................ 38.2 

(pr. n.) Leh (capital of 

Ladakh) 

(inv. v.) to cough 

(n.) courage 

(adj.) courageous 

(adv.) abruptly, suddenly 

(n.) lung ............................... 16.2 

( n.) electricity 

(n.) computer ...................... 32.2 

(n.) hydroelectric plant... ..... 12.2 

(n.) film, cinema 

(n.) movie theater ............... 12.2 

(n.) oven, stove ................... 17.2 

(n.) drinking glass 

(inv. v.) to like ........................ 8.2 

(pr. n.) Gandan 

Monastery ........................... 11.2 

l,t:\'t:i1 01~~·t:11 H (adj.) happy, glad 

l,t:\'Z=11 q~·~l1 
l,t:\'Z:,'+Ull1 ~, 
l,t:\'Z=1~'+~1 h 

l,t:\·~,~1 

l~ 
l~·q~1 

l~·,-ry~1 

(inv. v.) to like, to please ...... 8.2 

(n.) joy, happiness 

(inv. v.) to prefer 

(vol. v.) to welcome, receive 

(n.) girlfriend, boyfriend 

(adj.) nine 

(adj.) ninety 

( n.) festival for the end 

of the Old Year .................. 36.2 



l~J&t!] (n.) soup made with nine 

l~~·t!j 

l~~·~1 

z:;,9·9~1 
9~'"'ltl]~1 H 

z:;,9·q1 

z:;,9· 01a)~1 
z:;,9·(.l._~~1 
z:;,9·q4~1 

ingredients ......................... 36.2 

(n.) winter .......................... 24.2 

(n.) winter camp ................ 31.2 

(n.) teacher, master ............ 2.2 

(n.) virtue 

(n.) value 

(n.) sangha ........................ 37.2 

(n.) Doctor of Divinity in 

Buddhism, geshe ............... 37.2 
z:;i:n·e-Jz:n~·q1 , ·1 ~ 

1 
(pr. n.) Gelugpa (sect) ....... 27.2 

z:;,,-r::~·z:;,t!] (n.) sorry .............................. 3.2 

z:;,,-r::·z:;,_t!] z:;,,-r::·311 L (n.) evening ........................ 18.2 

z:;,,-r::~·~~1 (n.) death-anniversary 

funeral ................................ 38.2 

z:;,,-r::~·q + q~~1 H (vol. v.) to think, ponder .... 14.2 

z:;,,-r::~·q + ~~1 H (inv. v.) to die, to fulfill one's 

z:;,,-r::~·q + ~1 h 

z:;,,-r::~·q·01· ~01~1 

z:;,::J·t:l1 

z:;,::J'4'~~1 
z::],'4(.l._'~t!j 
01t!j :l\' !;:]1 

wishes completely ............. 38.2 

(vol. v.) to take leave ............ 8.2 

(idiom.) sorry! ....................... 8.2 

excuse me! 

(adj.) funny, comical 

(n.) monastery ................... 11.2 

(inv. v.) to need 

(aux.) to have to ................ 16.2 

(n.) enemy 

(vol. v.) to avenge 

(vol. v.) to divide, share 

(n.) blacksmith ................... 32.2 

01~"-1'<3501' + z::J~~1 H (inv. v.) to catch cold .......... 34.2 
01,1 l~1 H (n.) head ............................. 16.2 
01ffi'·~ :r"+z::] r;z:;•1 ·1 711·' 1 (vol. v.) to deceive, trick 

01,'~:l\'+~q~1 (inv. v.) to be tricked, conned 
01,-·~l1 z:;,~·~l1 H (n.) leader, chief.. ............... 32.2 

01,'~t!j·c:i'1 (adj.) complicated 
01mz:n~·c:J1 ~"'l'c:i'1 ( . ) f . <J 1 ;fJ H adJ. ast, quickly ................ 8.2 

01~t!j~·c:f·+ Sl1 (vol. v.) to hurry 
01~~·Fz:;'1 (n.) hotel ............................ 12.2 
01~~·c:f1 ~·01~~1 H (n.) guest 

Glossary 

(.l._t!j"'l'~1 

(.l._~"'l·~z:;,· + sz:;,1 

(.l._,-'~011 
(.l._,'z::J~t!]~1 
l~·q~tl]~1 H 

(.l._,-'~t!]~1 
(.l._,:l\1 

~t!j 
~:l\' 

~:l\'~t!j 
~:l\'z::J'ffi~·q1 

~l1 ~f~l1 H 

~z:;,_·q·~1 
(.l._:!J01't.l1 

(.l._:!J~'~:l\1 

(.l._:!J011 

(.l._§Jt!j 

(.l._~"'l'~t!j 

(.l._~01·~~1 
(.l._~01·~~·rr::·1 
(.l._~ 1 ~~12 ~t!]~13 
(.l._~'~t!]~1 
(.l._~~1 :!]z::J~1 L 

9~'oft!]~1 
q~~·.§1 z:;•1 H 

~~·~011 

~~·~01'air::'1 

~·q1 

~1 
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(inv. v.) to be stopped, blocked 

(n.) customs office 

(vol. v.) to eat "powdered" 

food (tsampa, etc.) ............. 24.2 

(n.) conflict 

(inv. v.) to move, stir ........... 37.2 

(n.) felt ................................ 31.2 

(vol. v.) to begin ................. 12.2 

(inv. v.) to begin ................. 12.2 

(inv. v.) to last .................... 29.2 

(n.) plastic (soft) 

(v.inv.) to change, transform 

(n.) change 

(adj.) variable 

(n.) food offering ................ 37.2 

(inv. v.) to regret ................ 12.2 

(n.) cheek ........................... 38.2 

(n.) competition ................... 32.2 

(post.) near ......................... 22.2 

(inv. v.) to be arranged, 

to be fixed, to be all right....13.2 

(vol. v.) to travel 

(n.) exhibition 

(n.) museum 

(vol. v.) to go ........................ .4.2 

(n.) system 

(aux.) to be about to, 

to have just... ...................... 13.2 

(n.) Sir (term of address) 

(n.) teacher, master ............. 2.2 

(adj.) elderly .......................... 6.2 

(n.) grape ........................... 23.2 

(n.) wine 

(n.) gazelle ......................... 17.2 

(n.) seal 

(n.) beard 

(n.) Chinese (language) ...... 9.2 

(pr. n.) India, Indian .............. 5.2 
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~·~~·q1 (pr. n.) Indian ....................... 9.2 @l1 (n.) line, series, chain ......... 13.2 
~·~~ (pr. n.) China ....................... 5.2 (n.) tantra 
~·q1 (adj.) bearded ~t::·~~ (n.) ball 

~'0-11 (n.) pound, 500 g ................ 23.2 ~t::'1 (post.) on, on top of .............. 7.2 
~·3:11 (pr. n.) Chinese (person) ..... 9.2 ~t::·~ (adj.) all 

~·~~ (adj.) brown ~0-11 (n.) box 
~·O-la51 (n.) sea, ocean ~~·q1 ~f~l1 H (n.) back .............................. 16.2 
~·~~ (n.) Chinese script ............... 5.2 ~~ 
~~1 1:1~1:112 ~1:113 (vol. v.) to build ~q~·~~·~~t::'1 H (vol. v.) to wait.. ................... 35.2 
~~·~~·~~ (vol. v.) to quarrel ~~·~t::'1 (n.) window 
~~·~~·4~1 (inv. v.) to quarrel ~~1 (adj.) private ........................ 35.2 
~t::'l::j~ (n.) distance ~1 ~~0-1'~1 H (n.) door .............................. 13.2 
~t::·4~1 (n.) binoculars ................... 32.2 ~·+~~ 
~~'051 (n.) ornament, jewel ........... 38.2 ~~0-1'~'+1:1~~1 H (vol. v.) to shut the door ..... 13.2 
~1:11 (post.) behind ...................... 7.2 ~·+~1 
~1:1'~~~1 (n.) behind, rear ~~0-1·~·+~1 H (vol. v.) to open the door ... 13.2 
~~·r1 (n.) victory ~·~1 (n.) courtyard 
~~·r1:11 (n.) State, country ............... 9.2 ~·~t::'1 (n.) watchman, janitor ......... 19.2 
~~·q1 (n.) king ............................. 26.2 ~t::'t::'1 q~~·~t::'1H (n.) egg 

~~·351 (n.) queen ~~·~~1 (adj.) round 
~~·~1 (adj.) international ~~·351 (n.) gormo, unit of 
~~·lqt::'1 (n.) title of Dalai Lama and currency .............................. 14.2 

certain high officials ........... 37.2 ~·~~1 (n.) art .................................. 36.2 
~~·U1t::~'1 (adj.) national ~~1 (vol. v.) to change, transform 
~~·q·~~·q·~1 (n.) title of Dalai Lama (vol. v.) to multiply 
~~·~1 (n.) capital city .................... 16.2 ~1 (n.) sound, pronunciation 
~~·~l·~·q~~1 (idiom.) the seven royal ~·~lt::~1 (n.) accent 

emblems ............................. 37.2 ~·~~1 (n.) Tibetan lute ................ .40.2 
~~·q1 (adj.) abundant, copious .... 40.2 ~·Z<]q-~~·~1 (n.) tape recorder ............... 32.2 
@1 (n.) primary cause ~~·~~~1 (n.) organisation 
@';o·~~ (n.) wealth ~~·~0-11 (n.) discipline, rules 
@'051 (n.) material ~~·~40-1· + Sl1 (vol. v.) to exhibit, display .. 37.2 
@'~~1 (n.) wealth ~~ (vol. v.) to gather ................ 30.2 
@'o.la5~1 (n.) reason ~t::'1 (n.) story, account 

@~ (vol. v.) to run ..................... 33.2 ~~'0-11 (pr. n.) Tara ........................... 7.2 
@~·~l1 (n.) oral exam ~~·l,~1 (pr. n.) White Tara .............. 27.2 
@~·~l'+Sl1 (vol. v.) to take an exam ... 37.2 1:1~1 (adj.) hundred 

@~'4~'+~~ (v.) to brush/comb one's hair q~l1 (adj.) eight 
@~~· 4~· +ml1 (vol. v.) to run q~l·q~1 (adj.) eighty 

q~~·q~~1 (n.) reform 
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Z::::' Nga ~·q1 (adj.) early .......................... 17.2 

Z:::'1 (pron.) 1 ................................. 3.2 ~9~1 (n.) mantra 

Z:::'9~~1 (pron.) we two ..................... 3.2 ~9~'q1 (n.) tantrist, ngagpa ........... 27.2 
r::::·~~1 (n.) pride, arrogance, ~o;·~1 see ~o;·~: ........................... 6.2 

aggressivity ~;z;:·~o;1 L o;~·~o;1 (n.) usually, habitually ....... 34.2 
r::::·~~·a)·q1 (adj.) proud, aggressive ~o;·t:f1 (adj.) blue, green (grass) ..... 7.2 
Z:::'~1 (pron.) we ............................ 3.2 ~o;·~1 L ~o;·~1 (adj.) before, previously ....... 6.2 
r::::~·9~1 (n.) rest ~~·~~1 (n.) pillow ............................ 18.2 
r::::~·9~'+~9 (vol. v.) to rest q~~l (vol. v.) to fry ...................... 22.2 
r::::o;·q1 (adj.) bad, wicked ............... 28.2 

~·1 (vol. v.) to cry, weep 

~·~~·+5l1 (vol. v.) to protest ~· Ca 

~·~1 ~~o;·~~1 (adj.) true, real ~·q~o;·t:f·+q~1 (vol. v.) to disturb 
~·ffi] (n.) shame ~·~9 J!j'oo~] H (n.) thing, object, 

~·a:19'+~9 (vol. v.) to revolt belongings ........................... 13.2 
~·4~1 ~·~~1 H ~·l9 ~9~1 L (part.) et cetera .................. 22.2 
~~·~;:;:1 h (inv. v.) to know someone. 16.2 ~9 (pron.) someone 
~~·~~o;· +5l1 (vol. v.) to recognise, identify (pron.) something ............... 10.2 

l~~1 ~9·l~~1 H (n.) money, silver .............. 12.2 ~9 (~949') L (art.) a, an ............................ 6.2 

l~~·rr::::·1 (n.) bank ............................ 12.2 ~·~9 ~·~9~1 H (n.) elder brother ................... 6.2 
l~~·~~o;1 (n.) cheque ~9'~1 9~~·~9 H (n.) table ................................ 2.2 
l~~·~~·~1 (n.) small change 9~9 (adj.) one .............................. 6.2 
l~~·r~~·~9·q1 (n.) physics 9~9'@:1\1 (n.) union 
l~~·q1 (n.) object 9~9'~1 J!l'wr::::·1 H (n.) alone, solitary 
l~~·a.S~1 (adv.) actually, genuinely ... 31.2 9~9·s~·o;1 (adv.) perhaps 
l~~·o;~] (adv.) really ......................... 8.2 9%o;·q1 
~r::::9~1 (vol. v.) to order, (5q'9~Z:::'1 H (n.) urine 

command ............................ 22.2 9%o;·q· +qryz:::·1 (vol. v.) to urinate 
~r::::~·~~l (pr. n.) Ngari ....................... 22.2 9~z:::·q1 L (n.) younger brother ............. 6.2 
~r::::~·~~·r~·El1 (n.) apricot ......................... 23.2 9~r::::·a:11 L (n.) younger sister ................ 6.2 
~~o;·q;z;:·~~1 (inv. v.) to achieve fulfillment, 9~o;·a:J1 L (n.) elder sister ..................... 6.2 

attain to Buddhahood ........ 40.2 9~o;·t:f1 L ( n.) elder brother .................. 6.2 
~r::::;z;:·a:l1 (adj.) sweet ........................ 21.2 q~9 (vol. v.) to break 

e::1 (n.) drum q~l1 (vol. v.) to cut, cross 
e::·~1 (n.) tail q~l (adj.) ten 
e::o;·q1 (n.) gift ............................... 41.2 q~·l~ (adj.) nineteen 
e::~·~~·aso;·t:f1 (adj.) great, impressive ...... 28.2 q~·9~9 (adj.) eleven 

5~'o;9 (n.) sweat ........................... 34.2 q~·9~~1 (adj.) twelve 

~1 (adj.) five q~·9~~1 (adj.) thirteen 
~·q~1 (adj.) fifty q~·~9 (adj.) sixteen 
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z::J~'z::J~~1 

z::J~'z::J~1 
z::J~Zlj 

z::J~t::::'z::J?ff~· +z::Jryt::::'1 
z::J~'z::J~l1 
z::J~'~1 
z::J~Ol·~~'r.l.,l~1 
~Zl]~1 

~Zlj~'E:!llj 

~Zlj~'t:_]'\1 

~Zlj~'~1 
~Zlj~''i!j0l1 

~t::::'Ol1 

~1 ~Zl]~1 H 

CE' Cha 

a51 
as·~~1 
a5'cSt::::'1 
a5'4~1 

a5%lj 
a5%lj~1 

a5t::::'1 Ol~l'a5t::::'1 H 

ast::::·Ft::::'1 
a5t::::'~1 ~t::;·~1 H 

ast::::·~· + ~Zlj 
a5z::J'~l1 
00l1 
a50l't:_]1 
a50l't:_]' + ~Zl]1 
a5'\'t:_]1 
a5'\'q' + z::Jryt::::'1 
a5'\'q1 

~1 a5z::J1 H 

~1 
~·m~·+ ~Zlj·q1 

~'5'~0l1 
~·z::J~1 
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(adj.) seventeen 

(adj.) fourteen 

(vol. v.) to make/ have 

someone do sth., to put 

(vol. v.) to free, liberate 

(n.) eighteen 

(n.) fifteen 

(pr. n.) Bhagavan ............... 40.2 

(n.) iron 

(n.) chain 

(n.) typewriter .................... 32.2 

(n.) enclosure, perimeter wall 

(n.) trunk, coffer ................. 31.2 

(n.) willow 

(n.) tongue .......................... 16.2 

(n.) pair .............................. 31.2 

(n.) conditions 

(adj.) whole ........................ 37.2 

(n.) part 

(inv. v.) to break, be broken 

(inv. v.) to become .............. 8.2 

(n.) chang, local beer .......... 1.2 

(n.) bar, tavern .................. 12.2 

(n.) marriage 

(vol. v.) to marry ................ 14.2 

(n.) politics ......................... 26.2 

(inv. v.) to cut 

(n.) cold, influenza 

(inv. v.) to catch cold ......... 34.2 

(n.) rain .............................. 24.2 

(inv. v.) to rain ................... 24.2 

( n.) raincoat 

(n.) water ............................. 7.2 

(n.) stream, river ................ 15.2 

(vol. v.) to swim 

(n.) perfume 

(n.) water pot.. .................... 24.2 

~·(6l1 

~·(6~1 

~·~l1 ~Zlj'~l1 H 

~·~·1 
~t::;·~t::::'1 

~·a:f'z::J1 

~l'~Ol1 
~~·q1 
~Zlj 

~Zlj' ~Zlj + ~l1 
~llj'Ola5~1 
~~1 
~~·~Zl]~1 

~~·~Zl]~1 H 

~~·~Zl]~1 
r.l.,a50l' r.l.,a50l1 
r.l.,a50l' r.l.,a50l' ~· r.l.,~ 
r.l.,a50l1 
Ol/E~·q1 

Ol~'ry1 
Ol~t::::~1 Ol~Ol~1 L 

Ol~l1 H 

Ol~l·Ft::::'1 
Ol~l'Ol~~·~·?4z::J~1 

Ol~l·~~1 
Ol~l'~Zlj' + ~Zlj 

Ol~l·q· + ~~1 
Ol~l't:_]1 
Ol~l'r.l.,~~1 

Ol~l·~1 
Ol~l'40l~1 
r.l.,a5'\'<i~1 

r.l.,a5'\' Zl]~1 

(n.) level 

(n.) hot spring ...................... 35.2 

(n.) hour, watch .................. 12.2 

(n.) cistern, reservoir ........... 7.2 

(adj.) small ........................... 3.2 

(n.) headmaster .................. 32.2 

(n.) article (newspaper, etc.) 

(adj.) big ............................... 3.2 

(aux.) future ....................... 23.2 

(mod. v.) to be allowed 

(v.) to be ready .................... 36.2 

(n.) permit, authorisation .... 26.2 

(n.) Dharma, religion .......... 26.2 

(n.) Dharma centre 

(n.) Venerable (nun) ............ 2.2 

(n.) religion, sect ................ 26.2 

(n.) walk, stroll 

(vol. v.) to walk, stroll .......... 22.2 

(n.) monastic dance ........... 36.2 

(n.) liver ............................... 16.2 

(n.) lip ................................. 16.2 

(vol. v.) to jump 

(vol. v.) to make offerings 

(vol. v.) to eat, drink 

(n.) shrine-room, chapel ..... 18.2 

(idiom.) to visit a temple .... 21.2 

(n.) stupa ............................. 40.2 

(vol. v.) to make an offering of 

liquid butter for votive 

lamps ................................... 27.2 

(vol. v.) to make offerings .. .40.2 

(n.) offering 

(n.) offering ........................ .40.2 

(n.) offerings ....................... 38.2 

(n.) altar .............................. 18.2 

(adv.) usually, routinely 

(n.) plan, project 
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~· Ja '?' Nya 

~1 ~~~·~1 H (n.) tea ................................. 1.2 '?1 (m) fish ................ ~:.~:.;;;{ ... ': ... 7:2 

~·Fc::::·1 (n.) teashop ....................... 12.2 '?'2:.11 (n.) fisherman ................... :;.~1.2 

~·O-Jc::::~·~1 (n.) sweet milk tea .............. 21.2 '?'41 (n.) fish (on a plate) ........... 23.2 

~·~c::::·1 (n.) black unsweetened tea 21.2 '?~1 ~~~1 H (vol. v.) to listen to 

~·l0-11 (n.) thermos ....................... 17.2 '?O-l'~t::::'1 (adj.) humble 

~·~c:J'0-11 (n.) churned tea .................. 21.2 '?0-1~1 (inv. v.) to be spoiled 

~~'2:.11 (n.) bandit '?0-1~·~~1 (n). expression, 

~~·~i]~~·ffi·q1 (adj.) inquisitive, indiscreet appearance ........................ 37.2 

~·q·~'7'41 (pr. n.) AtiSa ...................... 27.2 '?0-1~' ~ t::::'1 (n.) experience 

~·q1 (n.) Lord (Buddha), '?0-1~·~~· +~l1 (vol. v.) to practise 

statue in the Jhokhang ..... 27.2 '?0-1~·~~· + ~l1 (vol. v.) to repair, 

~·Fc::::·1 (pr. n.) The Jhokhang renovate .............................. 28.2 

(main temple in Lhasa) ..... 11.2 '?~1 (vol. v.) to keep 

~·~·gjt::::'0-11 (pr. n.) Mt. Everest '?~1 ~~0-11 H (vol. v.) to sleep, go to bed ... 7.2 

G\~l::l'l0-1~'~~ (vol. v.) wage guerilla warfare '?~·Fc::::·1 

(.\~O_J·q1 (adj.) gentle ~~0-1·Fc::::·1 H (n.) bedroom ...................... 18.2 

~~O-l'l2:.1~'l~t::::~1 (pr. n.) Maiijushri ............... 27.2 '?~'~1 ~~0-1'~1 H (n.) bed ............................... 18.2 

G\~~·0-1~1 (pr. n.) Germany .................. 9.2 '?~'C£~1 (n.) bedclothes ................... 18.2 

G\~G\1 (n.) rainbow ........................ 25.2 '?~·::::~~1 (n.) blanket, quilt 

G\~~·~~1 (n.) the world ~·~~~~1 (n.) umbrella, parasol 

~1 1::1~~1 (vol. v.) to grasp ~'0-11 (n.) sun, a day ....................... 1.2 

~~·~1 (n.) shoe ............................. 23.2 ~· 0-1' 1::1~~1 (inv. v.) to shine (of the sun) 

~~'0-11 (adj.) next ............................ 3.2 ~·O_J·~~·~t::::'1 (idiom.) the whole day ........ 36.2 

~~·0-1~1 (adv.) after, later ................... 3.2 ~·cs:l·~·~c:J1 (n.) solar heater .................. 17 .2 

~~·O_J~'O-l~~·~t::::'1 (idiom.) see you later ........... 3.2 ~·~1 (adj.) twenty 

~·~c::::·F·2:.11 (pr. n.) Tsongkhapa .......... 27.2 ~·~t::::'1 (pr. n.) Japan ....................... 9.2 

~~·G\~l· +1::1 ryt::::'1 (vol. v.) to chase, pursue ~~·~c::::~1 ( adv.) the whole day .......... .41.2 

~~·~1 (n.) after ............................. 21.2 ~~·~ ~~·~1 L (n.) daytime ........................ 40.2 

~~·~~·~1::1~1 (inv. v.) to arrive late ~~·~t::::'1 (n.) noon, afternoon ........... 24.2 

~~·~~1 (inv. v.) to arrive on time ~~·~~·~·1::1~~1 (idiom.) each day ............... 22.2 

~~~·~~· +1::1~~1 H (vol. v.) to reply :2t::::':2t::::'1 (adj., adv.) few ...................... 5.2 

~c::::·~·1 (adj.) green .......................... 7.2 :2t::::'~'G\~1 (v.inv.) to diminish 

~lq1 (adj.) heavy :2t::::'4~1 (adj.) minimum 

~l·ffil1 (n.) weight ~·~~1 (n.) surroundings ................ 11.2 

c:J~l1 (inv. v.) to forget ~'(.\lc:J~1 (n.) proximity ...................... 11.2 

1::1~~1 (vol. v.) to change, ~~·F1 (n.) danger 

exchange ............................ 27.2 ~~·F·ffi·c:i1 (adj.) dangerous 

c:J~~·q·+~~ (vol. v.) to exchange ~~·~t::::'1 ( n.) safety, security 
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~~·~~·z:::try~·1 

~1 1~~2.3 
~·oo· +~~1 

~·~~·1 

~~·~~~1 

~z:::t1 
~'?~1 

~~lT~~ 
~~l·~l1 

~~~1 
~~~'il]1 ~~~'a51 
~'?~'~1 ~~·~~1 

~'?~'C11 
~~·q1 
~~·~·q1 

~~'51 
~~·~~ 

~~·CJ1 

~~·ar1 
z:::t~~·~~1 
z:::t~l1 
z:::t~~1 
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(vol. v.) to punish 

(vol. v.) to buy ................... 12.2 

(vol. v.) to do the 

shopping ............................ 23.2 

(n.) commerce, business 

(n.) misery, wretchedness 

negative emotion 

(inv. v.) to be bored 

(n.) argali, 

mountain sheep ................. 17.2 

(inv. v.) to fall asleep 

(inv. v.) to wake up 

(vol. v.) to wake up someone 

(adj.) two 

(n.) both ............................. 21.2 

H (adv.) together, with ............ 7.2 

(adv.) together, with 

(adj.) old (object) .................. 4.2 

(pr. n.) Nyingmapa (sect) ... 27.2 

(n.) problem 

(n.) poetry 

(adj.) pleasant-sounding, 

interesting, harmonious ....... 5.2 

(n.) khatak (for idols) ......... 27.2 

(n.) heart (spiritual) 

(mod. v.) to want, desire .... 26.2 

(adj.) pretty, sweet ............... 5.2 

(n.) determination, courage 

cause pain .......................... 35.2 

(adj.) equal 

(n.) television ...................... 32.2 

(inv. v.) to find ................... 28.2 

(vol. v.) to put (a child to bed) 

(vol. v.) to ferment 

(vol. v.) to hatch 

li:~~'al'~1 
ry~·ry~ 

1~1 
ry~·~~1L ry~·~1 
f~·~1 
~ry~·'".\~z:::t~· 

+~~~·1 

~ry~·~ry~1 
~ry~·l211 
~I]~· 
~l]~·=ra11 
~ry~·F1 
~ry~1 

~ry~·~1 
~ry~·~~· + ~~ 
z:::try~~1 

z:::try~·1 

z:::tryz:::t1 
f71 ~z:::t~'C-11 H 

ry·~~ 
ry~·q~1 

ry~~1 

ry~~·~~~1 

(pr. n.) Persia, Iran, 

Iranian ................................... 9.2 

(n.) Dalai Lama (title) 

(adj.) exact ......................... 22.2 

(n.) telegram 

(adv.) a little ....................... 22.2 

(n.) tomato .......................... 23.2 

(vol. v.) to fix, establish ...... 37.2 

(adj., adv.) certain, sure ..... 34.2 

(n.) proverb 

(n.) base, bottom 

(adj.) deep 

(n.) mine (gold, etc.) 

(vol. v.) to destroy, 

demolish, waste, scatter 

(n.) forma ............................ 36.2 

(vol. v.) to destroy forma .... 36.2 

(vol. v.) to tie, attach ........... 28.2 

(vol. v.) to send, 

(vol. v.) to allow to go, 

verbalizer ........................... 19.2 

(vol. v.) to sow, plant 

(n.) horse .............................. 5.2 

(n.) horse race ................... 33.2 

(adv.) always 

(n.) sign, mark, ................... 36.2 

symbol 

(vol. v.) to represent, 

symbolise 

(n.) heel .............................. 31.2 

(n.) support, base ............... 33.2 

(n.) interdependence, 

ceremony ........................... 36.2 
~·z:::t1 7 (n.) doctrine, theory ............ 12.2 

~1 1 z:::t~~ 2 ~~1 3 (vol. v.) to look .................... 12.2 

(vol. v.) to try 

(vol. v.) to read 

(vol. v.) to visit 



~·~~·~·~~ 
~·'ifr:::~1 

~l'55 1 ~~~~·551 H 

~z::l·~~·~~ 
~·as~1 

~'Z<ll1 
'ifz::l~'z::l~'q1 

'if~ 
'ifr:::~1 

'if~'F1 
~~1 ~~r:::·1 H 

~~·z::l~'~l·C11 
~C::'t'.J1 
~r:::·~~ 
~l'&C::'1 ~f~l1 H 

~~·~~ 
~~''1]1 
~~'t'.J1 
~z::1~1 
~z::1~·~~1 
z::Jry~·l~l· + ~l1 

z::l'if~1 
z::l'if~·~~1 

z::l'if~'z::14~· + z::J~r:::·1 
t::l'if~' z::14~· ffi• C11 
z::1~~1 

gj' Tha 

~·~l~ ry~·01~l1 
~·01~ z::l~~·~~ H 

~·01~·~~~1 
~·t'.J~ 

~~·z::l~l1 

~~·~l1 

(vol. v.) to go on a tour 

(n.) point of view 

(n.) show, spectacle .......... 12.2 

(vol. v.) to fold 

Glossary 

(n.) food ............................. 34.2 

(n.) bag (for food) 

(adj.) simple, convenient.. .. 22.2 

(n.) tiger .............................. 17.2 

(n.) way, manner, 

nomina/izer ........................ 32.2 

(n.) walnut .......................... 23.2 

(vol. v.) to present a gift ...... 8.2 

(adj.) superb, magnificent . 31.2 

(adj.) empty ....................... 18.2 

(adj.) thousand 

(n.) shirt 

(n.) harvest 

(n.) ~utumn ........................ 24.2 

(n.) guide, master .............. 40.2 

(n.) power, strength ........... 22.2 

(n.) corpse-cutter ................ 27.2 

(vol. v.) to examine, 

analyse .............................. 34.2 

(vol. v.) to show, express ... 13.2 

(pr. n.) Tangyur 

(vol. v.) to joke 

(adj.) funny, amusing 

(vol. v.) to consult .............. 35.2 

(n.) vocabulary, lexicon 

(n.) cigarette, tobacco ....... 12.2 

(vol. v.) to smoke 

(n.) plate 

(vol. v.) to decide 

(inv. v.) to resolve, make up 

one's mind 

(adv.) really, very ............... 10.2 

(adj.) close, near ............... 14.2 

~r:::·asl1 

~r:::·C11 

~r:::·4r:::'1 

~l·'1]~1 

~l·~~~·~~01'~1 

~l1 H ~~ HL 

~z::J·ffir:::'1 

~~~·~z::11 H 

~z::11 

~z::1~'4~1 
~~·~1 ~~·z::11L 

El~ 
El~~'t'.J1 
El01'~1 
&~ 01ra::~1 H 
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(adj.) far, distant.. ................ 14.2 

(n.) plain, plateau 

(n.) pill for medical 

concoction ........................... 34.2 

(inv. v.) to be tired 

(adj.) healthy 

(n.) pine, conifer 

(n.) direct, 

straightforward .................... 32.2 

(n.) helicopter ..................... 13.2 

(vol. v.) to go ...................... 19.2 

(n.) kitchen ......................... 17.2 

(n.) oven, stove, hearth ...... 17.2 

(n.) means, method 

(n.) dust 

(n.) line 

(n.) drop 

(pr. n.) Thimphu 

(inv. v.) to meet.. ................... 8.2 

&~'t'.J1 z::l~~·&~ H (n.) noodles, noodle soup ... 8.2 
!;!1z:rt~'" ffi'r:;·z:nar:::·1 ~ 1 ''\:1 1 1· 1 H (inv. v./ vol. v.) to regret 
!;!1z:rt~·~·~1 ~ 1 ~ (n.) thank you ....................... 3.2 
!;!1z:rt~·~· ~'+(8.1 ~ 

1 
~ '-.! h (vol. v.) to thank 

&~~·~1 (n.) reception, banquet,party 

~ ~ (adj.) short ............................ 3.2 !;!'!C::'!;!'!C::'1 
!;!'\o'a:ir:::·1 ~ 1 (adj.) ordinary 
!;!'10''55r:::·01·8.la·t'.J1 ~ 1 · 1 (adj.) unique, extraordinary 

&z::11 (mod. v.) to be able ............ 11.2 

&~'011 (n.) spoon ........................... 17.2 

~·~01~1 (n.) doubt 
;:::,., ~01~·?!r:;·l "" ~ 1 (vol. v.) to hesitate 
;:::,.z:n't:J' ~a·C11 "" 1 · 1 (n.) Mahayana 

Buddhism ............................ 26.2 

(n.) Hinayana 

Buddhism ........................... 26.2 

~r:::~·01 (n.) time, occasion ............. 26.2 

~z::1~1 (inv. v.) to undergo, get hit, 

get taken, verbalizer 

(n.) funds 
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~o-1'1:.11 (n.) threshold ...................... 15.2 l'a-11 (adv.) this year .................... 18.2 

~1 (n.) list l,.051 (n.) spelling 
~,.,1 (n.) roof lr:;'1 (co.) and ............................... 5.2 

~,·+~, (inv. v.) to have a lightning lr:;·q1 (adj.) first 

~,·~1 (n.) first .............................. 26.2 ll't:.l'1 (n.) faith ............................... ..5.2 

~,·~1 (n.) storey l~'z:::J¢1.\' + z:::J~, (vol. v.) to promise, ............. 37.2 

~~1 (inv. v.) to go out, leave ..... 22.2 to defend one's thesis 

(vol. v.) to produce l~·q1 (adj.) tense, tight ................ 18.2 

~z:::J1 (inv. v.) to get, obtain, win l~1 (inv. v.) to spread 
~z:::J'EF1 (n.) right, authorisation l~·~,1 (n.) prayer flag ................... 25.2 

~5:11.\1 (n.) edge, margin, end ....... 31.2 l,~·q1 (pr. n.) Dhagpo ................... 22.2 

~5:11.\'~1 (adj.) last.. ........................... 32.2 ~'z:::J1 (n.) smoke 

~~,·q1 (adj.) thick, dense ~,1 (n.) poison 

~~~·~~1 (n.) understanding, ~,·~r:;·1 L 

harmony, accord ~,·~r:;·1 (n.) mosquito ...................... 17.2 

~~~'t:.l'Ej~'z:::J~1 (idiom.) the four harmonious ~,·gf, ~'z:::J:::li.\1 H (n.) clothing ......................... 23.2 

siblings ................................ 37.2 ~r:;·~~1 (adj.) a hundred million 

~~~·q1 (adj.) friendly, compatible ~l·"'~1 (n.) animal, beast 

~~~·~~1 (n.) packet ~l.$r:;'1 (n.) family, household ........ 29.2 
~~·a! (n.) thumb ~~'!81 (n.) piece 
~~·q1 ~~~·q1 L (adj.) high ............................ 5.2 ~~·~l1 (n.) cemetery 

~~·ffil1 (n.) altitude, height ~~1 (co.) when .......................... 24.2 
~~r:;·1 (inv. v.) to see ~~''!i'jz:::J~1 (n.) period 

"'~r:;·1 1 z:::J.ar:;~1 2 ~~·ffi~1 (n.) festival ......................... 25.2 

"'~r:;~1 3 (vol. v.) to drink ................. 10.2 ~~·~z:::J' (n.) magazine ........................ 5.2 

"'~~1 (vol. v.) to pull, draw .......... 25.2 ~~·~l1 (n.) time, moment .............. 11.2 

"'~~1 (inv. v.) to be scattered, ~~·~z:::J~1 (n.) century ......................... 39.2 

splashed ~~·~r:;·1 (adv.) next year .................. 18.2 

~1 (dem.) that, distant dem . ...... 1.2 

~'"'51 (adv.) like that, such ............. 8.2 

l' Da ~·~~1 L (f.l'~1 (co.) and so? ....................... 16.2 

l1 (adv.) now, so ~·~~'1:.11 (adv.) apart from that ......... 26.2 

l·,·~r:;·z:::J~~1 (adv.) in the same way ..... 11.2 ~·~1 (dem.) those, distant dem . ... 2.2 
l,·~r:; (adv.) absolutely, really ...... 13.2 ~~r:;·1 (adv.) today ........................... 8.2 

l.,~1 (adv.) a short while ago ~r:;·~r:;·1 (adv.) these days ................ 10.2 

l'~1 (adv.) now (adv. ) at present 

l·~·~~ (adv.) already ~z:::J1 ~,·~z:::J1 H (n.) book (Western style) ..... 1.2 

l·~r:;·1 (adv.) moreover, again ........ 5.2 ~~·~r:;·~~1 (adv.) the following day ..... 25.2 
l·~r:;·1 (adv.) this morning ............. 24.2 ~~·~~·~1 (co.) on the occasion .......... 19.2 

l·~~1 (adv.) this time .................. 31.2 ~1 (class.) two units ................. 23.2 
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~·l~t:::~1 (adv.) this (coming) s~1 (n.) mule 

evening ............................... 18.2 5~~~~1 (adj.) warm ......................... 34.2 

~·~c::·1 (n.) interest, attention lC::'aJC::~'+5l1 (vol. v.) to volunteer 

~·~c::·+5l1 (vol. v.) to be interested, ~·'\~·~·~1 (pr. n.) Dharamsala 

to pay attention, to notice ~l~1 (n.) rug, low seat, cushion 

~·'11 (n.) bag, pack ~l~·~1 (n.) seat; major monastic 

(on an animal) ................... 31.2 centre .................................. 39.2 

~~·'11 (adj.) narrow ...................... 25.2 ~l~·,· +~~ (vol. v.) to choose 

~~~·~1 (n.) suspicion, doubt ~~t:::'1 (n.) spear ............................ 33.2 

~~~·~'+;.::J1 (inv. v.) to be suspicious, ~~c::·~1 <'\~''\~1 H (n.) face ............................... 16.2 

doubt, distrust ql~ (n.) self, I 

~~1 (vol. v.) to come out .......... 22.2 ql~·q1 (n.) owner, lord 

~~·l~ (n.) meaning ...................... 38.2 ql~·~~~1 (n.) selfishness 

~~1 (n.) bear q~~1 (adj.) seven 

s·q~·ij·~1 (n.) tennis .......................... 32.2 q~~·q~1 (adj.) seventy 

s·q1 (n.) net ............................... 32.2 q~~·~~ (n.) week .............................. 9.2 

s~ lt:::~1H (inv. v.) to get better .......... 34.2 q~~~~~1 (n.) safety, security 

s~·~1 sees~·~1 q~·q1 (adj.) well, fine ...................... 3.2 

sc::·~1 seeS~'~1 q~~·~1 (n.) truth .............................. 40.2 

sc::·t11 (adj.) honest ~l~1 (n.) arrow 

s~·t11 (adj.) hard, violent ~l~· +~~ (vol. v.) to do archery, 

5~1 (inv. v.) to remember, recall loose an arrow .................... 33.2 

s~·~~1 (n.) memorial, souvenir ~lc::·l~t:::'1 (adv.) yesterday evening .... 18.2 

s~·~~·+5l1 ~~l·~1 (n.) knot 

&~~·s~·+~~1 H (vol. v.) to commemorate ~~~1 (post.) in front of ................... 7.2 

s~·~~· +qryc::·1 (vol. v.) to remind so. of sth. ~~1 (n.) sutra 

s~·~1 (n.) memory ~~t:::'al1 

s~·~·+q~1 (inv. v.) to recover one's ~~~·~~t:::'1 H (n.) tea churn ..................... 17.2 

senses ~~~·~~1 (adj.) ugly ........................... 13.2 

(vol. v.) to remind someone ~~'\'t::l~l1 (vol. v.) to summarize, abridge 

~·q1 t::l'1j~·~~1H (n.) question ~l~1 ~~'\1 L (adv.) here .......................... 10.2 

~·~1 (n.) smell, odour ~l'\1 (inv. v.) to shake, tremble 

~~·q~~~1 (n.) propaganda, publicity ~l~·~1 (n.) the past 

~~ (adj.) six ~~1 (dem.) this 

~~·q~1 (adj.) sixty near dem . ............................. 1.2 

~c;:·U)~ (n.) secretary ....................... 2.2 ~~·~s1 (dem.) like this, such 

s~·~1 LSC::'~1 (n.) washing, laundry ........ 24.2 ~~·~1 (dem.) these near dem ......... 2.2 

s~·~·+~~ (vol. v.) to do laundry ........ 24.2 ~~·Fc::·1 (n.) assembly hall 

s~·~1 Hs~·~1 (n.) dirt ............................... 24.2 (in a monastery) ................. 12.2 

Sl·3lc::·1 (n.) Tibetan brown bear .... 17.2 ~~·4~1 (n.) consciousness 
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(aux.) there is, to have, ...... 3.2 

to be (testimonial) 

l.\~'l:.l:.t:;1 l.\~'l:.l:.t:;1 H (adv.) that way, 

around here ........................ 35.2 

"'~l1 (mod. v.) to want ............... 26.2 

1.\~z:;,·as~~· +illt:::'1 (inv. v.) to become 

desirous .............................. 31.2 

"'~l'I:.J1 &~~·"'~l1 (n.) desire, longing ............. 26.2 

"'~z:;,·q·rr::::~1 (v.inv.) to be satisfied 

"'5'r:i'1 (adj.) like, resembling, similar 
!.\!:; '~· 1.\!:;1 -l -l (adj.) various ....................... 9.2 

"'Sl'~:.t:;· + 4:.t:.:1 (inv. v.) to slip, slide .......... 24.2 

"'S~1 (inv. v.) to mix 

~1 (n.) stone ............................ 25.2 

~·~1 
~·~·~~·q1 
~·~·mr::::·1 

~·~·~l~1 
~·~~1 
~·q~·q1 

~t:::'1 

~·lil1 
~:.t:.:1 

(n.) dorje, vajra ..................... 3.2 

(n.) Vajrayana Buddhism .. 26.2 

(pr. n.) Darjeeling 

(pr. n.) Bodhgaya 

(n.) petrol, gasoline ........... 28.2 

(n.) stonemason ................. 32.2 

(inv. v.) to be enough 

(pr. n.) Delhi 

(vol. v.) to make a decoction34.2 

~~·:.tz1 (n.) kitchen garden 
~·~z:n l:c'1l11'~1 H 
"\ 1 '<:?! 1 "\ (n.) key .................................. 3.2 

~q~1 
~~·~~~1 
~~'I:.J':.t:;'~1 
~~~· :.t:.:'Jiill11 

g~·q~il11 

g~·as~~1 

(n.) side, surface ................ 39.2 

(n.) opposite 

(n.) scorpion ...................... 17.2 

(vol. v.) to threaten 

(n.) suffering ......................... 4.2 

(adj.) bad, wicked ................. 5.2 
~z:n· asz:n~·ia·r:J ·~z:n ~ 1 1 .-, 1 (adj.) horrible 

g~·~~·~~ 

~·~l1 
~:.t:;'~1 
~~1 
~~·q~1 
q~q~1 

q~r::::~1 

(vol. v.) to endure, put up with 

(n.) regent.. ......................... 38.2 

(n.) plate 

(n.) spider .......................... 17.2 

(adv.) altogether, in sum ... 18.2 

(inv. v.) to run into, be hit 

(vol. v.) to hit, beat 

q~~~1 

q~l1 1,2 ~l1 3 
q~z:;,·~1 

q~~~·~1 H 

q~~1 

qg11 qg~1 2,3 

qg·~~~·~~ 
qg:.tz1 

~1 ~r::::·1H 

~·~r::::·1L ~·~~1 
~·ffi1 
~·a)·+qryr::::·1 

~~·~~· +q~~~1 
~~·r:J1 
~t:::'1 

~r::::·~~1 

~t:::'I:.J1 

~r::::·qa_·~~1 

~r::::·~1 
~t:::'ll11 

~r::::·q~~1 
~r:;::·{lj'~~1 
~z:;,·q1 

~z:;,·~~~ 
~~·~~1 

~~·~l1 
~~'Ult:::'1 

~~1 
~~·q~r::::·1 

~1 
~·~1 

~q1 

~q-~~~1 

(vol. v.) to lick, eat 

(yogurt) ............................... 24.2 

(vol. v.) to sit, stay, live ........ .4.2 

(n.) place, seat, dwelling .... 14.2 

(vol. v.) to tie, bind 

(vol. v.) to collect, gather 

(vol. v.) to put away, get rid of 

(vol. v.) to compare 

(part.) final interrogative 

particle ................................... 3.2 

(inv. v.) to be ill ................... 34.2 

(adv.) last year 

(n.) illness ........................... 35.2 

(inv. v.) to hurt, 

cause pain ........................... 35.2 

(vol. v.) to accuse 

(adj.) black ........................... 3.2 

(post.) in, inside .................... 7.2 

(post.) among ..................... 39.2 

(n.) Buddhist ...................... 26.2 

(n.) Buddhism, Dharma .... 26.2 

(n.) family, family member .... 6.2 

(idiom.) at home ................... 7.2 

(post.) like, as ..................... 21.2 

(n.) interior, inside ................ 7.2 

( n.) patient 

(n.) nurse ............................... 8.2 

(n.) season ......................... 24.2 

(adv.) midnight 

(adv.) never 

(n.) barley 

(adv.) since ....................... .41.2 

(part.) thematizer ............... 25.2 

(n.) breast ........................... 16.2 

(n.) west .............................. 20.2 

(n.) west, western ............... 20.2 
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tlj~~1 

tlj~~·~ ~'c::11 
tlj~~·~~!l.11 

tlj~~·c6z:::'1 

tlj~~· cSZ:::' + tl]U-1~1 
tlj~~·~!l.11 

tlj~~·'E\1 

tl]~l1 
tl]~l'~!l.11 
~~~1 
~~t.\'~!l.11 
~~1-\'~1 c::ltlj'~1 

~~!l.l'~tlj H 

~~!l.l'!l.l~' 

+c::lljZ:::'tlj~Z:::'1 H 

~~·~~1 

~~·=1~1 

~·t:i1 
~·~tlj 4z:::~1 H 

~·~~·~· ~tl]~1 

(mod. v.) to dare 

(n.) power, energy 

(n.) wealth, yak 

(inv. v.) to make a mistake 

(n.) jewel 

(n.) mistake 

(pr. n.) Norbu lingka, summer 

palace of the Dalai Lama .. 11.2 

Glossary 

(vol. v.) to give, offer ............ 8.2 

do, act verbalizer 

( adv.) day after tomorrow .. 18.2 

(n.) weather, climate .......... 22.2 

(n.) aeroplane ..................... 13.2 

(n.) airport ........................... 13.2 

(n.) bharal, blue sheep ....... 17.2 

(adv.) once upon a time, 

long ago 

(inv. v.) to cost, be worth 

(n.) pilgrim ......................... 22.2 

(n.) pilgrimage ................... 11.2 

(n.) lodging ........................ 28.2 

(vol. v.) to find lodging ...... 28.2 

(n.) situation, information 

(n.) holy mountain ............. 11.2 

(n.) harm 

(vol. v.) to harm 

(vol. v.) to press 

(vol. v.) to swear an oath 

(n.) bride .............................. 6.2 

(inv. v.) to fall asleep 

(inv. v.) to dream 

(n.) attitude 

(n.) biography, hagiography 

(n.) operatic libretto ............ 24.2 

(adj.) sharp 

(n.) nose ............................. 16.2 

(adj.) various, 

of different kinds ............... 37.2 

(n.) ink .................................. 1.2 
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~~1 tl]§3~·~~1 H (n.) oil, petrol ...................... 28.2 

~·F1 o,: (n.) sort, kind ......................... 8.2 

~·~o'+<O.'] h o,: 1 \1 (vol. v.) to welcome, 

offer hospitality, lodge ...... .41.2 

l:l~~~1 H (vol. v.) to take, 

~r Pa 

q5Tr~·1~1 
q·IT!~1 
t..l't<11 ~'!l.ltl]~1 H 

q·~z:::~1 

t..ltlj~'t..11 

t..ltlj~' cStlj 
1:..1~1 ~·1:..1~1 H 

q~·Fz:::· 

q~· + ~tlj 
q~·oo~1 

El'IC;Jz:::'1 

E:lz:::·~~·~1 

21·~~1 
2l'4tl] 
t:i. lj'!l.11 
t:i·ry1 
~·~·~1 
~~·~1 
lqz:::·t:i1 

lt..l!l.1'~1 ~!l.1'~1 
lt..l!l.1'~~·~·~1 

lt..l!l.1'~~1 
l2l'oo1 ~tl]'l211 H 

l21'~c::l'~Z:::'fZ:::'1 
l2l·~~lFz:::·1 
l2l·~z:::·~l1 
l21'tl]~~1 
l2l~·~1 
l2l~·c::l~l1 

take away ............................ 19.2 

(pr. n.) Pakistan ................... 9.2 

(n.) pocket (in clothing) 

(n.) father ............................ .4.2 

(pr. n.) Venus (planet) ........ 14.2 

(n.) skin, peel ...................... 22.2 

(n.) sheepskin clothing ...... 22.2 

(n.) photograph .................... 6.2 

(n.) printing house 

(vol. v.) to photograph ....... 14.2 

(n.) camera ........................... 6.2 

(n.) Tibetan viol .................. .40.2 

(n.) kite (bird) ..................... 17.2 

(pr. n.) Peking 

(n.) money, change 

(pr. n.) Potala 

(n.) volume (book) ............. 33.2 

(n.) police 

(n.) knee ............................. 16.2 

(n.) witness 

L (n.) forehead 

(pr. n.) the goddess 

Pandan Lhamo ................... 27.2 

(n.) economy, wealth 

(n.) pecha, Tibetan-style 

book .................................... 1.2 

(n.) bookshop 

(n.) library ........................... 12.2 

(idiom.) that's amazing! ..... 33.2 

(n.) fashion 

(idiom.) for example ........... 16.2 

(n.) example 
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lCJ~·CJ1 
lSl''l]1 
'tj'~1 
'tj,~1 

'tjZ:::'trf 
'tjZ:::'~1 

~·~, 
~~·q1 
Ej'~ 

Ej~'~1 ~·OJ~l1 H 

El~.,~,~·+,~Z:::'1 
~~·q1 

~~1 
~p:i'1 ~·"'1,~1 H 

~·?rf1 
~·?rf·+~, 
~t.:l~'t:_]1 

~~·l,~1 
~~'4"'11 
~z:::·~1 
~z:::·CJ1 
~~·~~.,~,~1 

~·~1 
~'OJ&~' ~"'l'ft.:l1 
~·~l'aiZ:::'~~1 
~·~,~1 
~·~,~·~z:::·~,~1 

~·~1 

~·~1 
~·?rf1 

~1\·~'0J1 
~~'t.:li)Z:::'1 
~z:::·CJ 1L 'tjZ:::'trf 
~~1 L ~~1 
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(n.) boss, leader, lord 

(n.) spring .......................... 24.2 

(n.) ticket... .......................... 19.2 

(n.) tsampa dough .............. 24.2 

see ~z:::·CJ1 ...................... 29.2 

(n.) alpine pasture ............. 29.2 

(n.) beer ............................. 21.2 

(n.) cloud 

see ~·~ ................................ 4.2 

(n.) relative, sibling, 

cousin ................................... 6.2 

(vol. v.) to buy, obtain ........ 28.2 

(pr. n.) Saturn (planet) ...... 14.2 

see ~~1 
(n.) grandfather, elderly 

man ...................................... 6.2 

(n.) ball ............................... 12.2 

(vol. v.) to play ball 

(n.) pride 

(n.) hard plastic 

(n.) amber .......................... 31.2 

(n.) wolf .............................. 17.2 

(adj.) intelligent, clever ...... 28.2 

(pr. n.) Avalokitesvara ...... 27.2. 

(n.) meter 

(n.) republic 

(n.) bus ............................... 13.2 

(n.) society 

(n.) socialism ...................... 26.2 

(n.) month (international 

calendar) ............................ 14.2 

(n.) kilometer ...................... 39.2 

(n.) year (international 

calendar) ........................... 14.2 

(n.) kilogram 

(adv.) in general ................. 38.2 

(n.) beggar ......................... 29.2 

(n.) monkey, ape ................ 17.2 

r;:J' Pha 

1<1', 

C4',~,.0J.,~, 

C4'C31 
C4'0J1 ~t.:l'~OJ1H 

1<1'~"'11 

C4'"'10J1 
C4,'t:_]1 
1<1,''91 
1<1~·~,~1 
C4~·~,~·i!j'l·q1 

C4t.:1~1 

1<1~1 

C4~';;50J'l',~1 

C4~'t.:Jgj,~1 
£lz:::· C4Z:::' ~. ?rf 1 
£ll1 
1:11 
1:1' + ~, 
1:1'~Z:::'1 

1:1Z:::'1 
1:1l1 L £ll1 

1:1~'1:1~' +~l1 
1:1~'~1 

1:1"'11 h 

21t.:J~1 H 
~1 
~'t.:11 
~·sz:::·1 

~·OJffi~1 
~,~1 
~,~·~, 
~~·q1 

(dem.) that one (over 

there) far dem. .................... 1.2 

(dem.) those (over there) 

fardem . ................................ 2.2 

(n.) sibling (same parents) ... 6.2 

see ~reJ1 
(n.) parents 

(n.) natalland ........................ 5.2 

(n.) diamond 

(n.) pig ................................. 23.2 

(n.) pork ............................... 23.2 

(n.) benefit, usefulness 

(adj.) useful 

(vol. v.) to lower, drop, 

cause to fall 

(adv.) away ....................... 15.2 

(n.) just there ....................... 20.2 

(vol. v.) to give back, return 

(n.) table tennis ................... 32.2 

see 1:1l1 
(n.) breath ........................... 30.2 

(vol. v.) to blow .................... 30.2 

(n.) sleeve ........................... 31.2 

(n.) heap, pile 

(vol. v.) to take off, 

dismiss ............................... 31.2 

(vol. v.) to stroke, massage 

(pr. n.) Jupiter (planet) ........ 14.2 

(vol. v.) to give, offer, 

verbalizer ............................ 8.2 

(vol. v.) to go, come ............. .4.2 

(n.) male, masculine 

(n.) belly .............................. 16.2 

(n.) palace ........................... 11.2 

(n.) male sex ....................... 16.2 

(n.) salary 

(vol. v.) to pay a salary 

(n.) wooden bowl .................. 1.2 
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1!<::1!11'z::::ll::;t::r+zno-r::::·1 H ~ 1 1 1 , (vol. v.) to found 

~~·~z::v~r~~r::::· ~r::::·1 

~~·~01'z::::1~~·q1 H 
~~·01~~1 
~~·~~~· +~~r::::·1H 
~·~~1 

~·q1 

~·c:J1 
~·c:J·~~1 
~·~~~1 
~·q1 ~·q1 L 

~·a:r~~1 
~~ 
~·q1 

~~·c:J1 
~~·q1 ~q-~~1 H 
~·01~1 

~'01'~z::::11 

~~''11 
~~~1 
E:J'c:i1 L z::rc:l1 

~·~ L ~·~ tf1'tt:l1 H 

(:l.p!~~·q1 

r.l...~~1 L r.l...f4~1 
~·~~·~~1 

~~·~~1 

~~·"f~1 
~~·oo~·q~·q1 

~~1 

~~·ry~1 

(e.g., a monastery) ............ 39.2 

(idiom.) welcome! ................. 4.2 

(vol. v.) to sew 

(n.) treasurer 

(vol. v.) to help 

(n., adj.) abroad, foreign 

land ..................................... 16.2 

(n.) Hindu ............................ 26.2 

(adj.) late ............................ 17.2 

(inv. v.) to be late 

(n.) shell, carapace ............ 22.2 

(n.) marmot.. ....................... 17.2 

(n.) outside, exterior ............. 7.2 

(vol. v.) to wipe 

(n.) traditional robe, 

chuba .................................. 23.2 

(adj.) rich 

(n.) cheese 

(n.) dough of tsampa 

and butter ........................... 36.2 

(n.) butterfly 

(n.) half ............................... 12.2 

(n.) direction, side .............. 15.2 

(adj.) thin (of cylindrical 

objects) 

(n.) child ............................... 4.2 

(n.) exalted, noble .............. 37.2 

(vol. v.) to fly, glide 

(vol. v.) to ridicule, mock 

(vol. v.) to transmit 

(by radio) ........................... 32.2 

(n.) machine, device .......... 32.2 

(n.) mechanic ..................... 32.2 

(inv. v.) to get used to, 

put up with .......................... 35.2 

(n.) hygiene, health 
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z:::r Ba 

q·~~~1 (n.) cow ................................. 5.2 

q~·oo~~1 (n.) impression, imprint 

q~·~q1 q~~·q~ H (n.) bread .............................. 8.2 
qzn· "''01%''trl1 1 "' ·'I"' (n.) bhagtshamarkhu, 

q~·~:sJ 

q~·oo~1 

z::::1~1 

q~·c:J1 

q~·~~1 

~1 ~~1 H 

~·ar1 ~~·ar1 H 

~·~011 

~·?l:1~1 
~01't:..11 

q~·~~·+~~1 
q~·~~ 
C5'r::::·~ 

i!5'r::::·~1 L i!5'r::::·~ 

C5'~1 
C5'~·~~1 
C5'~·~1 
C5'lt:..11 
C5'~·~1 
C5'~·(i)~ 

C5'~·~~~1 
C5'~1 
C5'~·c:J1 

~1 
~·~~1 
~·m~ 

~'f§C::::'1 

(traditional Tibetan dish) .... 24.2 

chest 

(n.) tomb .............................. 26.2 

(vol. v.) to descend, 

to go down 

(inv. v.) to fall 

(pr. n.) Bharkor 

(part of Lhasa) ................... 20.2 

(post.) up to, until .................. 9.2 

(n.) obstacle, obstruction .... 36.2 

(n.) wool .............................. 36.2 

(pr. n., adj.) Nepalese .......... 9.2 

(pr. n.) Nepal ......................... 9.2 

(n.) son, boy .......................... 4.2 

(n.) girl, daughter .................. 4.2 

(n.) molasses ...................... 36.2 

(n.) debt 

(n.) vase .............................. 24.2 

(vol. v.) to use 

(n.) walking stick ................. 36.2 

see C5'r::::·~1 
(n.) donkey ............................ 5.2 

(pr. n.) Tibet .......................... 1.2 

(n.) Tibetan (oral) ................. 5.2 

(n.) Tibetan tea ................... 21.2 

(n., adj.) Tibetan ................... 1.2 

(n.) month (lunar calendar) 14.2 

(n.) Tibetan (written) ............ 5.2 

(n.) Tibetan (nationality) ...... 5.2 

(n.) Bon .............................. 26.2 

(n.) Bonpo .......................... 26.2 

(n.) bird 

(n.) vulture ............................. 5.2 

(n.) eagle ............................. 17.2 

(n.) crane (bird) ................... 17.2 
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s·~~~1 (n.) kite (plaything) lz:::Jt::::'a51 (n.) power ............................ 37.2 

S'41 (n.) chicken (dish) .............. 23.2 ~"'11 (vol. v.) to tear 

St::::'1 (n.) north ............................. 20.2 lSt::::~1 (n.) tune 

st::::·~~1 (n.) northward ..................... 20.2 lS~'F1 (n.) summer ......................... 24.2 

St::::' ~z:::J'~C>l~·lq~1 (n.) bodhisattva ls~·~1 (n.) summer camp .............. 31.2 

St::::'Eilt::::'1 (pr. n.) Jhangthang, ls~·~1 (n., adj.) England, English .... 5.2 

the Northern Plateau .......... 33.2 lsz:::J~1 (n.) shape, form 

st::::·~,~1 (n.) northern ....................... 20.2 ls~·~,~1 (pr. n.) Yi (ethnic group) 
SE>l~·q1 (pr. n.) Maitreya .................. 27.2 l5·q~1 (vol. v.) to distinguish, 
SE>l~.q-1 (adj.) affectionate, gentle differentiate 

SE>l~·q'·+5l1 (vol. v.) to show affection l~I~~· +~~1 (vol. v.) to pitch a tent... ..... .40.2 

s~·~1 (co.) and so ........................ 12.2 l~,~'+z:::J7t::::'1 (vol. v.) to breathe 

s~·:tt::::·1 (co.) therefore ..................... 12.2 l~,~·~t::::'1 (n.) breath 

~1 (n.) small bird, fledgling l~~1 (n. ) centre, middle 

s·"'l·~E>11 (n.) panda ........................... 17.2 (pr. n.) Central Tibet .......... 11.2 

s·~"-11 (n.) sweet, candy l~~·,:tt::::'1 (pr. n.) Central and West-

§'~1 (n.) coral ............................. 31.2 central Tibet 

§t::::'1 (inv. v.) to happen, occur ~z:::J, ~"'l·~q, H (n.) mask ............................. 36.2 

(aux.) receptive ................... 8.2 ~z:::Jt::::'~§l, see ~~,sF~§l, 

§t::::'~~~1 (n.) receipt, bill ~ql·q~1 (n.) effort 

5'z:::J1 (n.) ten million ~ql·q~·+5l1 (vol. v.) to make an effort 

5'E>11 (n.) sand ~z:::Jq'~,~1 (n.) station ........................... 13.2 

5'E:~t::::'1 (n.) sand desert ~z:::J~'a51 (n.) musical instrument 

5l1 (1,3) s~1 2 (vol. v.) to do, act ................. 8.2 ~z:::J~'E>11 (pr. n.) Burma, Myanmar ...... 9.2 

(vol. v.) to become ~z:::J~1 (inv. v.) to be lit, burn ......... 31.2 

(inv. v.) to happen, ~~1 (n.) insect, worm, bug ........... 7.2 

verbalizer ............................ 28.2 ~~E>11 (adj.) hundred thousand 

SJ, (n.) cliff, crag ~21~1 (n.) target ............................ 33.2 

SJ,'~1 (n.) rocky mountain ............ 29.2 ~t:l"'l·,l~1 (n.) square, ftat mattress .... 31.2 

S]t::::'F, L z:::Jt::::'F, (n.) chest ............................ 16.2 ~t::::·rst::::~1 (n.) origin, source 

S"'l'z:::J1 ~,~'S"-11 H (n.) pressing business, ~~1 (inv. v.) to receive ............... 19.2 

hurry ................................... 12.2 ~~·~~1 (n.) well-off, prosperous ..... 37.2 
S"'l'z:::J'cfi·q1 (adj.) busy ~t::::·~§l, L 

S'z:::J1 ~,~·s1 H (n.) taste ............................... 8.2 ~z:::Jt::::'~§l, (n.) queue, line .................... 33.2 

s·q·~1 (vol. v.) to taste ~~1 ~~·~~1 H (n.) rice .................................. 8.2 

S~1 L q~1 (vol. v.) to escape, ftee ~~·l,~1 (n. ) drakar, operatic 

aj'E>11 (n.) lama, master .................. 2.2 character ............................. 36.2 /§, (vol. v.) to pour, put... ......... 19.2 ~~·~t::::~1 (pr: n.) Sikkim (India) ......... ..5.2 

~~·q1 (n.) minister ........................ 28.2 ~~·~t::::~1 (pr. n.) Drapung monastery 11.2 

lz:::Jt::::'~~·+5l1 (vol. v.) to control, dominate ~~·~1 (n.) result, fruit, consequence 



~1 
~1 18~1 2,3 

~·~q1 
~r:;:·q1 

~1 
~~ 
~~·~l1 
~~·~l+~~ 
~~·q1 

~~·~"-11 
~"'l'q1 

~~·q1 
~t:::'1 

12l'fS~ 
'i:l'~'\1 

'i:l~''i:l~ 
'i:jt:::'~1 

'i:jt:::'~~ 

'i:J"'l'q1 

'i:l~1 

~lq1 

~~ 
~l~~·+ql]r:;:'1 

~lq1 L ~l·q1 
~~·c:l1 
~r:::~1 

~"1 
§~·ql~ 
gr:::·q~'\'+~l1 
gr:::·as~1 
~·~'\1 L 'i:j'~'\1 

~~·"'~~1 
~~·rr:::·1 

~~·q1 

~r:;:·~~ L 'i:jt:::'~~ 
~r:;:·~1L'i:Jt:::'~ 

~t:::'~'\'~1 L 
'i:jt:::'~'\'~1 

Glossary 

(n.) sweet rice with 

potentilla tubers .................. 36.2 

(n.) yak-cow ........................ 30.2 

(vol. v.) to write ..................... 8.2 

(n.) exercise book ................ 8.2 

(adj.) middle, medium 

(n.) grain ............................. 31.2 

(n.) dragon 

(n.) thunder 

(inv. v.) to thunder 

(pr. n.) Bhutanese ................ 9.2 

(pr. n.) Bhutan ...................... 5.2 

(n.) relationship, connection 

(n.) nomad, herder ............... 2.2 

(n.) wild yak ........................ 17.2 

(n.) purse, pouch 

see ~·~'\1 

(n.) motorcycle ................... 12.2 

see ~r:::·~1 

see ~r:::·~~ 

(n.) frog ............................... 17.2 

(vol. v.) to hide 

see ~lq1 

(n.) innermost part ............. 31.2 

(vol. v.) to push 

(n.) bellows ......................... 30.2 

(adj.) thick (cylindrical object) 

(vol. v.) to learn, study ....... 10.2 

(vol. v.) to stick ................... 19.2 

(n.) sponsor, patron ........... 27.2 

(vol. v.) to practise, train 

(n.) exercise 

(n.) yak-hair tent.. ............... 30.2 

(n.) postage stamp ............ 19.2 

(n.) post office .................... 12.2 

(n.) postman/ -woman 

(n.) fly (insect) .................... 17.2 

(n.) flying insect.. ................ 17.2 

(n.) bee 

~l1 ~~r:::·1 H 

§~'~1L 

§"-11 

o,'l' Ma 

~1 

~·~"1 
~·~~·r·~u:J~~· 

+·~l1 
~·~ry~~1 
~·"'S'q1 

~·~~1 

~·~1 

~·~·~r:::·~~~1 

~'=':Jl1 

~r:::·~·q1 

~t:::'3t:::'1 

~~·q1 ~·q~ H 

~r:::·s~~1 

~r:::·c:l1 

~r:::·4~1 

~~1 31~1 L 

~"1 
~'\1 ~~"-1'~'\1 H 

~'\·~~ 
~'\·q~l1 

~'\·q~~~1 H 

~'\'~1 ~ffil~1 H 
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(vol. v.) to give, offer, pass ... 8.2 

(n.) pregnant woman 

(n.) snake ............................ 17.2 

(part.) negation ..................... 2.2 

(adv.) down there ................ 20.2 

(idiom.) to accuse falsely ...... 3.2 

(post.) except, otherwise .... 21.2 

(adj.) different 

(n.) cook ................................ 8.2 

(n.) capital, investment 

(n.) capitalism ..................... 26.2 

(post.) apart from, 

not only ................................ 37.2 

(n.) majority, most.. ............... 5.2 

(n.) quantity ......................... 22.2 

(n.) groom, husband ............. 6.2 

(adv.) too much, too many 

(adj., adv.) many ................... 5.2 

(adj., adv.) most, maximum .. 5.2 

(aux.) not to be, egophoric ... 3.2 

(adv.) down, downwards ...... 4.2 

(n.) butter ............................ 19.2 

(n.) pat of butter .................. 35.2 

(vol. v.) to sit down ................ 4.2 

(n.) butter lamp ................... 19.2 

(n.) human being, man, 

person, people 

(aux.) negation ...................... 3.2 

(aux.) there is not,. not to have, 

not to be, testimonia/ ............ 3.2 

(n.) population 

(n., adj.) populace, 

the people, public ............... 35.2 

(n.) family ............................ 15.2 

(n.) life 
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3l·~·"i~'t..11 

3l''\z::J~1 
3l·~~~1 

3l~ ~~1 H 

3l~ 5jl1L 
3l~·r..11 3ll·r..11 L 

3l~·l~"1 
3l~·4~1 ~~·4~1 
3l~·~"i' + ~r.:::·1 
8lr.:::·1 ~Q5~1 H 

~·~q 

~·~&l1 

~1 ~~~·~1 H 

~·~~·qryr.:::·1 

~·~~ 
~·ry~ 
~· +z::JijC.:::'1 
~·~l~1 
~·~l~·+~~ 
~·q;3~1 

~·~r.:::'1gj 4~'~1 
~'11 
~'fl'\1 
~·~~'+z::JijC.:::'1 L 

~·~~·+ z::JijC.:::'1 
~'+z::]~l1 

~l1 

(pr. n.) Milarapa .................. 27.2 

(n.) generation .................... 39.2 

(n.) race, nationality, 

ethnic group 

(n.) eye ............................... 16.2 

(vol. v.) to swallow ............. 34.2 

(n.) throat.. .......................... 16.2 

(pr. n.) Mars (planet) .......... 14.2 

H (n.) glasses, spectacles 

(inv. v.) to be jealous .......... 31.2 

(n.) name .............................. 9.2 

(n.) matches 

(vol. v.} to continue 

(n.) fire ................................ 25.2 
see ~·~~·qryr.:::·1 

(vol. v.) to set fire 

(n.) flower ............................. 7.2 

(vol. v.) to light a fire .......... 25.2 

(n.) gun 

(vol. v.) to fire a gun ........... 33.2 

(n.) moxibustion ................. 34.2 

(n.) mirror .......................... 30.2 

(inv. v.) to go out (of fire) 

(inv. v.) to catch fire 

(vol. v.) to burn, set sth. 

on fire 

(vol. v.) to put out (a fire) 

(aux.) not to have, 

egophoric .............................. 5.2 
~r:;'t.J'+a5Zll~1 , 1 (inv. v.) to disappear 
~r:;'t.J'+z::]::.:;'1 

1 ::::l (vol. v.) to annihilate 

~l't..l'\1 (adv.) without 

a:r1 (pron.) she ............................ 2.2 

a:r·~1 ~q~·~1 H (n.) car, automobile ............ 11.2 
a:r·r::r·z::Jnr.:::'1 , 1 (vol. v.) to drive (a car) 

a:r·~Q5~1 (n.) female sex ................... 16.2 

a:r~·a:r~ z::J~~·a:r~ H (n.) momo, Tibetan ravioli .... 8.2 

a:r~·~1 (n.) steamer ........................ 17.2 

a:r~·r..11 (n.) Monpa .......................... 22.2 

a:r~·~~1 (pr. n.) MonyOI (region) 

~r.:::~1 (inv. v.) to feel, experience 
:i'r.:::·1 ~ (aux.) experientia/ ............... 15.2 

l~~ (n.) war ............................... .41.2 

l~~·+~~ (vol. v.) to wage war 

l~~·~'\1 (n.) military camp ............... .41.2 

l~~·~r.:::~1 (n.) army 

l~~·3l1 (n.) soldier .......................... 13.2 

l~r.:::~·~~·~r.:::·~~~1 (n.) democracy 
r:;~r.:::~·q::.:z:n~·iG'q·z:n 

1 ~ 1 i:l.l <I (n.) state school .................. 15.2 

l~"i·t:11 . (adj.) red ................................ 7.2 

l~'\·~r.:::'z::J1 L 

l~"· '\C.:::'t:::'1 
l~~·t:l1 
l3l~~·q~~1 

l3l~~·~~1 
~1 
~·s1 

~·~~1 
~·~ar+z::Jijt:::'1 

~·a:r1 ~·~~~1 H 

~l·~ur~~1 
~~1 ~~~·~~1 H 

~~·Fr.:::·1 

~~·1::]~~1 

~~·q~~·~l1 

~~·~r.:::·Fr.:::'1 
~~·~~· +~~ 
~~·~~·tE~'a:r1 

(adj.) naked 

(adj.) low ................................ 5.2 

(adj.) special, exceptional 

(n.) exception ...................... 38.2 

(n.) goal, aim ....................... 38.2 

(n.) wound, injury 

(n.) peacock ........................ 17.2 

(n.) dream 

(inv. v.) to dream 

(n.) grandmother, 2 

elderly woman ......................... 6. 

(n.) skirt 

(n.) medicine ......................... 8.2 

(n.) hospital ........................ 12.2 

(n.) medical treatment 

(vol. v.) to nurse, treat 

medically 

(n.) doctor, physician .......... 34.2 

(pr. n.) Mantsikhang, traditional 

hospital in Lhasa ................. 12.2 

(n.) pharmacy, chemist 

(vol. v.) to pray .................... 27.2 

(pr. n.) the Great Prayer 

Festival, Monlam .............. 37.2 

(n.) pen .................................. 1.2 

(n.) bamboo .. , ........................ 1.2 

(inv. v.) to be mad, crazy 

(adj.) mad 
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<l"t:::'1 
<3~1 

~·~1 
~·~·9z:::·c:11 

llj<l"Z:::'1 
llj<l"t:::'c:l1 
llj~5'c:l1 
llj<l"Z:::'~1 

llj<l"z:::·~· + q§§'1 

Zl]~Zl]· ll1ll]'Ft:::'1 

z:::J<l"~'~cll'~Z:::'~Zl]~1 
z:::J<l"cl11 
r:::l~ll]~1 
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(co.) because ..................... 11.2 

(part.) about, roughly ........... 9.2 

(n.) mouse, rat.. .................. 17.2 

(n.) bat ................................ 17.2 

(pr. n.) Tsang (region) ....... 22.2 

(n.) river .............................. 15.2 

(adj.) main, principal ......... 11.2 

(adj.) clean, clear .............. 17.2 

(vol. v.) to clean 

(pr. n.) the main temple 

of Lhasa, Jhokhang ........... 20.2 

(n.) chief, head, director 

(n.) antelope ....................... 17.2 

(n.) tsan (local 

warrior-god) ........................ 41.2 

(n.) imperialism 

(vol. v.) to look for, seek .... 28.2 

(vol. v.) to plant, begin ....... 33.2 

r:::l~Zlj'f§1 Zlj~~'f§1 
q~~·c:;'1 

H (n.) big woollen blanket ..... 18.2 

r:::l~llj'~1 
q~~·rz:::·1 
q~~·~1 
q~~1 

~1 ~Zlj'~1 H 

~'ll11 

~'EF1 

~·~~1 

~~·~1 llj~cll·~q1 H 

~1 
%1 

(adj.) diligent, hard-working 

(adj.) dirty ........................... 17.2 

(n.) prison 

( n.) prisoner 

(vol. v.) to cook, boil ........... 22.2 

(n.) pulse ............................ 34.2 

(post.) at the home of, 

close to ............................... 29.2 

(n.) grassland, steppe ........ 22.2 

(n.) medicinal plant ............ 34.2 

(n.) tsampa, roasted 

barley flour ............................ 8.2 

(n.) plant, vegetable 

(n.) accountant, 

astrologer ........................... 32.2 

(n.) wall 

(vol. v.) to count, 

calculate, reckon ................ 22.2 

(n.) grass 

(n.) peak, summit 

%1 
%'EF1 
%~'g-s1 
%~·g-s· + %1 
~~·~rc:r1 

~~·~Zlj 

z:::J%ll]~1 
z:::J%'llj~Z:::'1 

c£• Tsha 
~.,.~., 

~'::)Z:::'1 

~·mllj 
~·c:;'1 

~·c:l·+q§§'1 

~·c:l1 ~·~1 H 

~·q1 

~·g-s1 ~·~1 H 

~·~·~1 

~Zl]'41 
~Zlj~'~:t;1 

~Z:::''1]1 

~z:::·~1 

~~1 
~~·~Zlj 
~~·~·~Zlj'~1 
~~·~Zlj 
~~·~Zlj'~1 
~q1 

~z:::]' + ~~1 
~· ~q· + Zlj~Z:::'1 H 

~:t;1 

~ll11 q~~· ~ll11 H 

~cll'~Z:::'1 

~1 
~'f31 
~Zlj 

(pr. n.) "Summit Palace" 

(synonym of Potala) 
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(vol. v.) to play .................... 24.2 

(pr. n.) Tsethang, town ....... 35.2 

(n.) game, toy 

(vol. v.) to play, joke .......... 24.2 

(n) writer, author 

(n) literature 

(vol. v.) to pile up ............... 31.2 

(n.) love 

(adj., adv.) nervous 

(n.) temperature 

(n.) radiator 

(adj.) hot .............................. 22.2 

(vol. v.) to warm, heat up 

(n.) nephew, grandson ......... 6.2 

(n) heat, fever 

(n.) niece, grand-daughter ... 6.2 

(n.) orange .......................... 23.2 

(n.) yak-meat.. ..................... 23.2 

(n.) newspaper ...................... 2.2 

(n.) queue, line (of people) 

(quant.) all ........................... 13.2 

(n.) measure 

(vol. v.) to measure 

(n.) logic 

(n.) science 

(n.) scientist. ........................ 32.2 

(post.) instead of 

(vol. v.) to replace, substitute 

(vol. v.) to finish, end .......... 12.2 

(n.) vegetable ...................... 22.2 

(n.) frying pan ...................... 17.2 

(n.) salt ................................ 21.2 

(adj.) salted ......................... 21.2 

(n.) word ................................ 8.2 
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~tlj 

~tlj'~z::J1 
~tlj'q';::j1 

~tlj·~~l1 
~tl]~1 
~tl]~1 

~~1 
~~·q~tl]~1 

~~1 
~·~c::·~~·rq~1 
~tlj L a3tlj 
~~'EJ +~tlj 
~~·q1 

~~· z::J;::JC::'~ ~· z::J;::JC::'1 
~tlj~·ffi~1 
~tlj~·~~1 
~tlj~·~~· +~tl]~1 
~tlj~'q1 

~c::T~c::·1 

~c::·~r~ 
~c::· + ~tlj 
~c::·q1 

~c::·~tlj 

~~'f-11 
~~· +z::J7C::'1 
~~·~~tlj 
~~~·ffi~1 
~~·~c::· 

(inv. v.) to burn 

(n.) sentence ........................ 8.2 

(inv. v.) to get angry 

(n.) dictionary ....................... 8.2 

(n.) joint... ............................ 16.2 

(inv. v.) to be established, 

to begin 

(n.) hither, towards oneself 15.2 

(vol. v.) to give back 

(n.) way, manner. ............... 39.2 

(n.) Tibetan "top-hat" .......... 23.2 

(n.) intersyllabic point 

(vol. v.) to sew 

(n.) date .............................. 14.2 

(idiom.) auspicious date .... 22.2 

(n.) general assembly ........ 37.2 

(n.) meeting ........................ 32.2 

(vol. v.) to hold a meeting 

(n.) group, party ................. 32.2 

(n.) shop, store ................... 12.2 

(n.) sales assistant 

(vol. v.) to do business ...... 30.2 

(n.) merchant, trader 

businessman ...................... 15.2 

(n.) merchandise 

(adj.) coloured .................... 37.2 

(vol. v.) to paint 

(n.) colour ........................... 25.2 

(n.) living room ................... 18.2 

(n.) impression, sensation, 

feeling 

~a3~·3l1 (n.) night 

~a3~~·~a3~~1 (adv.) sometimes, on occasion 

~~1 (n.) lake 

~~~·rytlj~ (n.) sign, symbol 

~~1 (vol. v.) to live, lead a life 

~~·q1 (n.) existence ...................... 31.2 

~~·q·~~·1fc::~1 (n.) way of living ................. 32.2 
~~C::'1 z::J~C::'1 1 (2,3) (vol. v.) to sell ..................... 12.2 

~~~1 (inv. v.) to feel 

~· Dza 
""•z:;z~r ffio-·t11 
'"' --.1 1 ·, (adj.) urgent 

~~l·~1 (n.) ceremony ...................... 38.2 

~~tlj'~1 ~tlj·~~tlj H (n.) finger. ............................ 16.2 

~~~·~1 (n.) beautiful woman 

~~~·~l1 (n.) leprosy .......................... 35.2 

~~~·t11 (adj.) beautiful, handsome .13.2 
~;d. 

"" (n.) dzo, crossbreed of 

~~tl]~1 
~~~·§jc:: 

~~C::'1 

~~~·~c::·1 
~~~·~ 
~~~·oo~1 
~~·l~~·l~~· 

+Sl1 
~~~1 

~~tlj~1 L ~~tl]~1 
~~~~1 

~~1 
~·~~1 

~·t:j'1 

~1 
~·~1 

~~1 

yak and cow .......................... 5.2 

see ~~tl]~1 
(n.) world (geographical) ..... 1.2 

(vol. v.) to fight .................... 22.2 

(n.) administration 

(n.) class, course .................. 2.2 

(n.) furniture 

(vol. v.) to smile 

(vol. v.) to enter, go in ......... 31.2 

(vol. v.) to climb ................... 31.2 

(vol. v.) to convene ............. 37.2 

(n.) slate mountain ............. 29.2 

(n.) chemistry 

(adj.) rich, impressive ......... 28.2 

(vol. v.) to crush .................. 22.2 

(adj.) artificial, fake 

(inv. v.) to be finished, 

be completed ...................... 28.2 

(n.) fortress, county, 

county headquarters ........... 39.2 

(n.) fox ................................. 17.2 

(n.) foxfur hat ..................... 23.2 

(n.) lead 

(n.) hat... ................................ 2.2 

(idiom.) cheers! bottoms up! 
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(vol. v.) to dance ................ 40.2 <;1:1~·~· + ~~ 
<i"-~'9§~' + ~"it:::'1 

'i"'~'te:1 

H (vol. v.) to have a wash ...... 36.2 

'i"'~'~~r=::~· 

+ ~"it:::'1 H 

<i"-~'E:.l'\' + ~"it:::'1 H 

<;"-~'E:.l'\' + !":1"-~1 H 

<i"-~'"'l~'Ol~~·c:J ... 
~"ir=::'t!j 
~·1:1~11 
~·&\1 5'"-~1 L 

~r=::·r1 
~~·(.l.,_~l:1~1 H 

~r=::·ffi"i1 
~t:::'E:.l1 
~t:::'"-1~1 
~!:l'{.l.,_~~ 

~1:1'~~·+~~1 
~1:1'~1 
~1:1'~1:11 

~Ol'c:i1 ~·c:J1 H 

~1 1~~1 2,3 h 

~<i"i'~~ 
~<;~· + !:1ryt:::'1 

(n.) disciplinarian, 

military rank (pre-1959) .... 37.2 

(vol. v.) to open one's 

mouth .................................. 34.2 

(vol. v.) to telephone .......... 19.2 

(vol. v.) to telephone .......... 19.2 

(idiom.) bon appetit!, 

enjoy your meal!.. ................. 8.2 

(n.) peace 

(n.) cat ................................ 17.2 

(n.) field ................................. 4.2 

(n.) province 

(n.) farmer ............................. 2.2 

(n.) agriculture ..................... 2.2 

(n.) research 

(vol. v.) to do research ....... 34.2 

(adj.) detailed, precise 

(adj.) fine (powder, etc.), 

detailed 

(adj.) delicious ...................... 8.2 

(vol. v.) to take ..................... 8.2 

(vol. v.) to ask, say 

(vol. v.) to eat, drink, verbalizer 

(vol. v.) to correct 

(n.) lamp 

(adv.) very ............................ 7.2 

(adv.) very .......................... 16.2 

(n.) width 

(inv. v.) to fear, be afraid ...... 9.2 

(n.) yogurt ........................... 24.2 

H (n.) potato ........................... 23.2 

(n.) morning ........................ 18.2 

(vol. v.) to ride (a horse, 

bicycle, etc.) 

(adj.) other ............................ 6.2 

(vol. v.) to sing .................... 24.2 

~~1 
~~~·'1 
~~~''1'~1 
~~~ 
~~~·~ 
~~~'"-~1 
~~~·"'~·wr=::·1 
~~t:::'1 

~~r=::· cB!:11 
~~r=::· ffit:1'Fr=::·1 

(n.) base, foundation 

(n.) domain, property 
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(pr. n.) Zhikatse ..................... 1.2 

(vol. v.) to take part 

(n.) tail 
(post.) after .......................... 21.2 

(vol. v.) to follow 

(n.) government 

(n.) canonical work ............. 35.2 

(n.) ambassador 

(n.) embassy ....................... 12.2 

~~1 1 ~~~1 
~~~·~"i1 
~~"i·~~"i1 
1:1<;~ 

2, 3 (vol. v.) to strike, throw 

!:1<;t:::~1 

1:1<;'\1 
1:1~1 
1:1~' !:1:g1 
!:1~'0l~F1 
1:1~~~1 H 

1:1~~~':!]"'1' + !:lryt:::'1 

1:1~~~·" 

~~"i'(.l.,_~~~1 HH 

1:1~t:::~1 L t:1<;t:::~1 

~· Za 

=l1 1 !:1=l~1 2 ~1 3 

=l'Ft:::'1 
:::J'c:i1 
=l~ 

:::Jt:::'~t:::1 
:::Jt:::~1 

:::Jt:::~'~'1"1 
:::JC)l'E:.l1 
~·filt:::'1 

~"i1 L ~Ol1 

(n.) in three days' time ........ 18.2 

(adj.) young ........................... 6.2 

(vol. v.) to put, set, 

leave, abandon ................... 12.2 

see 1:1~r=::~1 
(vol. v.) to shave 

(adj.) four 

(adj.) forty 

(n.) crossing, crossroads ... 20.2 

(vol. v.) to stay, live .............. .4.2 

(vol. v.) to take one's 

place .................................... 36.2 

(idiom.) please sit down ...... .4.2 

(vol. v.) to build, construct..37.2 

(vol. v.)toeat.. .................... 10.2 

(n.) restaurant ..................... 12.2 

(adj.) deep 

(inv. v.) to fall 

(n.) disorder, chaos 

(n.) copper 

(pr. n.) Zangskar (India) ...... 5.2 

(n.) bridge ............................ 24.2 

(pr. n.) Xining 

(vol. v.) to catch, hold, grasp 
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~Z<j+ ~Z<j 
~1:11 

~~1 
~~·Z<j~Ol1 

~~1 ~1 H 

~·~~1 ~·~~·1 L 

~·~~1 
~·~Z<j 

~'1:11 

~·ql~'z::.]1 

~'l:l'l:l~l'z::.]1 

~'l:l''E::'l:.l1 

~'q'I:J~'z::.]1 

~'1:1'1:1~' Z<j~Z<j' z::.]1 

~'l:l'l:l~'Z<j~~·q1 

~'l:l'Z<j~~·q1 

~'l:l'l~· c:r 1 

~'l:l'~Z<j'l:.l1 

~'q'I:J~~·q1 

~'q'I:J~'z::.]1 

~'l:l'Z<j~Ol'l:.l1 

~·q1 ~·~1 H 

~~·Z<j~1 
~~·Z<j~·r~·1 

Z<j=:ll:l'Z<j=:JI:l' + ~l1 
Z<j=:1~1 

Z<j=:l~' ~Z<j 

Z<j=:J~'~Z<j 

Z<j=:l~'~'Ol1 
Z<j=:J~'z::.]'~~~1 

Z<j=:J~·iJ~·q1 
Z<j=:l~'E1~'~1 

Z<j=:1~'3:lZ<j'l01~1 
Z<j=:l~'~'l:l1 

Z<j=:l~' ~Z<j' z::.]1 
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(n.) to (telling the time) ...... 12.2 

see ~~1 
(inv. v.) to be fixed, 

planted ................................ 25.2 

(inv. v.) to hurt, be in pain 

(inv. v.) to be deleted 

(n.) corner, angle 

(n.) triangle 

(vol. v.) to be called, 

to say .................................... 9.2 

(n.) last year ....................... 18.2 

(n.) beginning of the month 

(n.) end of the month 

(n.) moon, month .................. 1.2 

(n.) gth month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) 8th month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) 5th month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) 10th month .................... 14.2 

(n.) 11th month .................... 14.2 

(n.) 12th month .................... 14.2 

(n.) 2nd month ..................... 14.2 

(n.) 1st month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) 6th month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) 7th month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) 4th month ..................... 14.2 

(n.) 3rd month ...................... 14.2 

(n.) spouse ........................... 6.2 

(n.) theatrical performance 

(n.) theater hall .................. 12.2 

(vol. v.) to be careful .......... 24.2 

(n.) planet ........................... 14.2 

(inv. v.) to be paralyzed 

(n.) weekend 

(n.) Sunday ......................... 14.2 

(n.) Friday .......................... 14.2 

(n.) Saturday ..................... 14.2 

(n.) Thursday ..................... 14.2 

(n.) Tuesday ...................... 14.2 

(n.) Monday ........................ 14.2 

(n.) Wednesday ................. 14.2 

Z<j~1 
Z<j~Z<j 
Z<j~Z<j~'~E:ll'l.l' +~1 h 

Z<j ~ Z<j ~ '1:1 ~~1 

Z<j~Z<j~'q1 
~·Z<j~Z<j~1 H 

Z<j~Z<j~·c:r· + 1:1~~1 
Z<j~Z<j~·c:J·~·q 1 

Z<j~Z<j~·c:r·~~·~~·1 

Z<j~Z<j~·q· + ~~Z<j 
Z<j~Z<j~·c:r ·~~·c:r 1 

1:1=:]~' 00~1 

1:1~1 11:1~~1 2,3 

1:1~'~1 
1:1~'~1 
l:l~'z::.]1 

l:l~'Cl.l~1 

l:l~l'z::.]1 
l:l~l'z::.]'+~011 

1':\' 'a 

~~·~1 
?.i;·011 a;q-~1 
?.i;·~1 
?.i;Z<j 

?.i;Z<j·~~Z<j ~·~Z<j H 

?.i;Z<j'011 if'{·Cl.lZ<j~1 H 

?.i;~·~~1 
?.i;~·Z<j 

?.i;l1 

?.i;~· 4Z<j' @Z<j 

(n.) zi-stone (ornament) ...... 31.2 

(n.) leopard .......................... 17.2 

(vol. v.) to stage a 

performance ........................ 41.2 

(vol. v.) to buy 

(vol. v.) to look at 

(inv. v.) to see ..................... 12.2 

(n.) image, reflection ........... 37.2 

(n.) body ................................ 3.2 

(vol. v.) to bathe (onesel~ .18.2 

(adj.) weak 

(adj.) short (stature) ............. 3.2 

(inv. v.) to be pregnant 

(adj.) tall (stature) ................ 3.2 

(n.) provisions, victuals 

(vol. v.) to make, construct 

(roads, objects, etc.), 

verbalizer .............................. 8.2 

(n.) factory 

(n.) shape 

(n.) worker ........................... 32.2 

(n.) industry 

(n.) patience 

(inv. v.) to be patient 

(n.) slingshot ....................... 30.2 

(n.) milk ............................... 21.2 

(idiom) well, and so .............. 3.2 

(post.) under, underneath ..... 7.2 

(n.) woman's blouse .......... 23.2 

(n.) younger sibling ............... 6.2 

(n.) harvest festival ............. 33.2 

(n.) village fields ................. 33.2 

(n.) light 

(vol. v.) to vote 
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Glossary 

(adv.) up there .................... 20.2 

(inv. v.) to be amazed ........ 37.2 

(adj.) polite 

(adj.) good, well .................... 5.2 

(co.) also, too ....................... 5.2 

(vol. v.) to repeat 

(adj.) perfect 

(co.) or, or else ................... 21.2 

(vol. v.) to weigh 

(adj.) light 

(adv.) often, frequently 

(n.) father (of so. else) ......... 6.2 

(pr. n.) Kathmandu 

see~r::::·1 

(adv.) upwards ..................... 4.2 

(n.) progress 

H (vol. v.) come in! ................... 4.2 

(idiom.) come in! ................ 10.2 

(n.) branch 

(n.) letter, mail ...................... 5.2 

(n.) soap 

(n.) envelope ...................... 19.2 

(n.) written examination 

(vol. v.) to sit an exam ....... 37.2 

(vol. v.) to believe, believe in 

(n.) title of the Dalai Lama 

(aux.) to be, egophoric ......... 3.2 

(adv.) of course .................. 31.2 

(adv.)ofcourse .................. 13.2 

(adv.) but .............................. 5.2 

see ~~·~·~r::::·1 

(idiom.) impossible 

(n.) Uighur 

(pr. n., adj.) Europe, 

European .............................. 5.2 

(n.) mother (of so. else) ....... 6.2 
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Uj'l1 

Ull0-l'~l1 

Ui'~·a;z:::::~1 

U5~·7~1 
Uj'~ 

9~9 

9~~1 

9~~1 

9~~·9U5~1 
9~1 
9~1 
9~9~1 
9U5·~·as·t:l 

9Ul9'q1 

~z:::::\~'~1 H 

9Uj'~1 

'\' Ra 

~·z:::::\~1 

~·~l1 
~·~l+Sl1 
~1 

~9 

~9 
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(pr. n.) Yumbulakang .......... 26.2 

(adv.) for a long time 

(n.) dialect 

(n.) tourism 

(n.) countryside, landscape 

(n.) Christian ....................... 26.2 

(vol. v.) to come .................... 4.2 

(idiom.) all right, OK ............ 14.2 

(aux.) to have, 

egophoric .............................. 5.2 

(aux.) there isn't, 

not to have, assertive ........... 5.2 

(aux.) there probably is .... 11.2 

(aux.) there is, to have 

assertive ................................ 5.2 

(n.) offering-water 

(n.) quality, excellence 

(n.) hare ............................... 17.2 

(n.) yak .................................. 5.2 

(vol. v.) to lend, borrow ....... 12.2 

(post.) right (hand) ................ 7.2 

(post.) around ..................... 21.2 

(n.) lynx ............................... 17.2 

(n.) turquoise ....................... 31.2 

(vol. v.) to throw 

(adj.) hypocrite 

(n.) servant 

(post.) left (hand) .................. 7.2 

(inv. v.) to be drunk 

(n.) proof 

(vol. v.) to prove 

(n.) goat.. ............................... 5.2 

(n.) brass 

(inv. v.) to obtain, 

acquire ................................ 26.2 

(inv. v.) to depend 
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~z:::·~z:::·Fc:w~·~1 

~z:::·lqz:::·1 

~z:::·lqz:::·Uj'l·q1 

~z:::·4·~~ 
~z:::·q~~1 

~~1 
~12.11 

~~1 

~~·oo1 

~1 
~·~z:::·1 ~·?:Jz:::·1 L 

~·~l1 
~·1~~1 
~·1~~·qryz:::·1 

~·~~~1 
~·~1 
~·~1 ~·~~1 L 

~~·~~~1 
~~·~~~·~~~·q~1 
~~·q·~~1 
~~·~~Z:::'1 
~~·4~ 
~~~1 
~z:::·q1 

~~·ffi~1 
~~·q·ffi1 

~~·q1 

~12.11 
~12.1'~1 
:s·F~ 

:s·~~~1 
:s·~·q~~ 

?512.11 
:s~·r~ 
~·q1 

~·q·+Sl1 
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(pron.) oneself 

(pron.) you ............................ 3.2 

(adv.) really ........................ 21.2 

(n.) nature 

(n.) freedom 

(adj.) free 

(vol. v.) to commit suicide 

(n.) independence 

(mod. v.) to be time to ........ 28.2 

(inv. v.) to be torn .............. 22.2 

(n.) cotton 

(n.) cotton cloth 

(n.) hill, mountain ................. 5.2 

(n.) rabbit ............................ 17.2 

(n.) mountain range ........... 13.2 

(n.) game, wild animal 

(vol. v.) to hunt 

(n.) hill ................................. 29.2 

(n.) drawing .......................... 6.2 

(n.) train .............................. 13.2 

(n.) culture 

(n.) Cultural Revolution ...... 26.2 

(adj.) intelligent... ................ 28.2 

(n.) culture, civilization 

(n.) rickshaw ....................... 14.2 

(n.) sort, kind 

(adj.) long ............................. 3.2 

(adj.) precious .................... 38.2 

(n.) Precious One (title), 

Rinpoche 

(n.) rank, level 

(inv. v.) to fall, trip 

(n.) pill ................................. 34.2 

(n.) team, brigade ............... 12.2 

(n.) military march .............. 41.2 

(vol. v.) to forbid 

(inv. v.) to rot, decay 

(n.) bone 

(n.) hope 

(vol. v.) to hope 

~·~~·+sl1 
~·~1 
~l1 
~l·q1 
~l·q~~ 
~1 
~~~·~~z:::·1H 
~~~·q1 

~~~·~~1 
~~~·~~·+sl1 
~12.l'oo'z:::J?t:::'~F~1 
~12.1'~1 
~z:::~·~~1 L 

~Z:::'1 

~Z:::'i71 

~z:::·~~1 
~Z:::'C2.1Z:::'C.J1 

~z:::·q~z:::·q1 

~~·q1 
~~·~·~~~1 
z:::]~~~1 

cl.l' La 

12.11 
12.1'+~~ 

12.1'~~ 

12.1'1~~1 

12.1'~~ 

12.l'~~~·q1 

12.1~·~~1 ~~·~~ H 

12.l~·z:::~1 

12.1~'001 

12.l~'i7~~1 

12.l~'q1 ~~ H 
12.l~·q·~ooz:::~1 

12.1~'~12.11 

12.l~.a,~·+Sl1 
12.l~'~z:::]~1 

(vol. v.) to take one's turn ... 41.2 

(adj.) each ........................... 19.2 

(aux.) to be ............................ 1.2 

(aux.) isn't that so? ............. 10.2 

(aux.) to be, revelatory ......... 6.2 

(n.) corpse 

(aux.) imperative ................. 13.2 

(n.) companion .................... 35.2 

(n.) help 

(vol. v.) to help 

(n.) musician 

(n.) music 

(n.) car ................................. 11.2 

(n.) air 

(n.) "wind-horse" ................. 25.2 

(n.) radio .............................. 32.2 

(inv. v.) to get angry 

(vol. v.) to make someone 

angry 

(adj.) wet, damp 

(n.) liquid 

(inv. v.) to lose 

(n.) mountain pass .............. 29.2 

(vol. v.) to cross a pass ...... 29.2 

(n.) altitude sickness ........... 35.2 

(pr. n.) Ladakh ..................... 5.2 

(n.) radish ............................ 23.2 

(part.) etcetera ..................... 5.2 

(n.) permit, passport ........... 13.2 

(n.) arm 

(n.) tool, instrument 

(n.) gift 

(n.) hand .............................. 16.2 

(vol. v.) to touch 

(n.) technology 

(vol. v.) to put into practice 

(n.) glove 
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"'1~~1 (part.) marker of politeness. 1.2 a{·~~'\1 (n.) New Year ...................... 28.2 

"'ll·a:l·+~l1 (vol. v.) to imitate a{~ (inv. v.) to return, go back .. 24.2 

"'1~1 ~~~·"'1~1 H (n.) reply, message a{~·l~'\1 (adj.) separate, different 

"'1~·~~ (vol. v.) to reply alc::'1 (mod. v.) to have time ......... 32.2 

"'lz:::l1 (vol. v.) to say, speak ......... 20.2 

"'10-l'F~ "'11>l1 L (n.) road, way, route ............. 3.2 

"'10-l'~~ (n.) luck, fortune 4' Sha 

"'10-l'~~~1 (n.) system 41 ~~"'1'~1>l1 H (n.) meat. ............................... 8.2 

"'10-l'~C::'1 4'~0-l'q1 (adj.) thin, slim 

L "'10-l'~C::'1 (adv.) immediately, at once (n.) dried meat .................... 24.2 

"'1~1 (n.) karma 4'~~~·~1 (adj.) fat, stout, stocky 

"'1~1 ~~1 L (inv. v.) to leave, abandon 4'~~ (adv.) only, solely ................ 37.2 

"'1~''1 ~~·"'1~1 H (n.) work, action ................. 10.2 4'z:::l1 (n.) deer ............................... 17.2 

"'1~''1 + ~l1 (vol. v.) to work ................... 10.2 4'q~·il:lr::~1 (n.) bread with meat filling .... 8.2 

"'l~·rsc::~1 (n.) office 4'~~1 (n.) rice and meat stew ........ 8.2 

"'1~·~~~1 (n.) responsibility 4'a:11 (n.) mushroom .................... 30.2 

"'l~'~l'~1 (n.) official, civil servant.. ... 13.2 1~'&z:::l'~1 (pr. n.) the Buddha 

"'l~·~·q1 (adj.) easy ............................. 4.2 Sakyamuni .......................... 27.2 

~1 (n.) high-quality bronze 4~ (n.) monk's or nun's cell ..... 24.2 

(n.) pear 4'\1 (n.) east ............................... 20.2 

~~ (n.) sheep ............................. 5.2 4'\1 (inv. v.) to rise, appear ...... 24.2 

~~·~ (n.) shepherd ...................... 29.2 4'\'§lC::'1 (pr. n.) Asia 

~~'41 (n.) mutton .......................... 23.2 4'\'~~ (adj., adv.) straight, 

~~~·~"'11 (n.) tradition, custom .......... 24.2 directly ................................. 20.2 

~c::·~1 (n.) valley, land ..................... 5.2 4'\'~~~1 (adj.) eastern, oriental ........ 20.2 

~c::· ~~· O-ll~1 (n.) lower part of a valley, 41 ~c::~1 H (inv. v.) to die 

major valley ........................ 30.2 4C::'1 (n.) wood 

~c::·~~'t<11 (n.) upper part of a valley, 4C::'z:::l~'z:::l1 (n.) carpenter 
""' ""' 

tributary valley .................... 30.2 4c::·~~~1 (n.) forest 

~~1 L (n.) body 4c::·ry~ (n.) fruit. ............................... 23.2 

~~·~"'11 (n.) sport 4C::'~C::'1 (n.) tree ................................ 35.2 

~~·~"'l'E:F1 (n.) stadium ~~~1 (n.) strength 

il:l·a11 (n.) laziness ~~~·~~1 (n.) influence, effect 

il:l·a1·'3~1 (n.) lazy ~~~·~~·q1 (adj.) strong 

il:l~1 q~~1 H (vol. v.) to take ................... 10.2 ~"'11 (n.) traces, remains 

il:lr::~·il:lr::~1 (adj.) flat (n.) ruins .............................. 25.2 

a11 l~c::·a11 H (n.) year, age ~"'l·~c::·~,;;;1 

a1·~~1 (n.) history ~~·~c::·1 L (co.) during .......................... 37.2 

al~,;;;·~·q~~1 (n.) each year ..................... 22.2 ~~ (vol. v.) to copy 

al'O-l1 (n.) leaf 4"'11 (n.) crystal, glass 
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4~'~1 
4~·l~1 
4~·u:J~·;o~1 
4~1 ~~1 H 

4~·~~ 
4'+~~ 
4~·~ ~~·4~ H 

4~'~1 
4~1 

~4~·~~l.~l1 
~4~1 

~4~'11 
~4·~4·qry~·1 
~4~~1 HL ~4~~1 H 

q4l1 
q4l'z::.J' +~~ 

~·Sa 

~1 

~·q~1 

~·~'1:.11 

~·r~~·~~·q1 

~·~~1 

~·~'a]'z:::J1 

~·a;1 

~·~l~1 
~·~·~~ 

~·~a:;-~~1 

~·~~1 

~'(.Q1 

~·til~ 

~·til~·+~~ 
~~·l~~·1 
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(n.) window pane, mirror (adv.) tomorrow ..................... 8.2 

(n.) bottle ............................ 17.2 (adv.) tomorrow morning .... 18.2 
(n.) intellectual ~~~·~~1 (n.) Buddha ........................ 27.2 
(inv. v.) to know, ~·qo-1 ~z:n~·~z::;· 

· 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 H (n.) chili, hot spice ............... 36.2 
understand ......................... 16.2 

(n.) culture 

(vol. v.) to play dice ............ 24.2 

(n.) paper .............................. 1.2 

(n.) page 

(inv. v.) to let go, release 

verbalizer ............................ 28.2 

(vol. v.) to be operated on 

(adv.) below, lower ............. 31.2 

(n.) character, temperament 

(vol. v.) to reprimand, scold 

(inv. v.) to die 

(vol. v.) to relate, speak, say 

(vol. v.) to make a 

speech, explain ................. 36.2 

(n.) earth, place 

nomina/izer ......................... 14.2 

(n.) map ................................ 1.2 

(pr. n.) Sakyapa (sect) ...... 27.2 

(n.) geography 

(n.) region 

(pr. n.) the Fourth Month, 

a Buddhist festival. ............. 40.2 

(n.) place, location 

(n.) floor rug ........................ 31.2 

(n.) part herder, 

part farmer .......................... 29.2 

(n.) frontier, boundary 

(n.) ditch, trench ................. 33.2 

(n.) million 

(n.) signature 

(vol. v.) to sign 

(adv.) tomorrow evening .... 18.2 

~1 
~l·~1 
~q1 

~~·:g1 

~·q~1 
~·~ 
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~·~1 
~·~1 
~·~· +q7~'1 
~~·~ 
~~·~1 ~~·~~1H 
~~~1 &~~1 H 

~~~·~·~1 
~~~·r~~·~~·q1 

~~~·~~1 
~~~·l-l~1 
~~~·1-l~' + ~l1 
~~~·~~~1 
~~~·;o~1 
~~~·q~~·~1 

~~~·q +4~1 
~~·~1 
~~·_§j~·1 L 

~~·1:<1~'1 

~~'41 
~~1 
~1 ~~~1 H 

~·+~~ 
~·~~1 
~·~~'1:.11 
~'1:.11 
~·~·~~·~1 

~~·~1 
~~·~~1 
~~·~·~~ 

(interr. pron.) who? ............... 2.2 

(pr. n.) Switzerland, Swiss ... 9.2 

(vol. v.) to erase 

(adj.) thirty 

(n.) Spain, Spanish ............... 9.2 

(n.) berry .............................. 23.2 

(pr. n.) Sera Monastery ..... 11.2 

(n.) hail ................................ 24.2 

(inv. v.) to hail ..................... 24.2 

(n.) lion 

(n.) fingernail 

(n.) mind, spirit... ................... 3.2 

(adj.) sad 

(n.) psychology 

(n.) interest, preoccupation 

(n.) worry, anxiety 

(vol. v.) to worry .................. 24.2 

(n.) emotions 

(n.) living being, animal ...... 22.2 

(adj.) kind-hearted 

(inv. v.) to fall in love ........... 31.2 

(adj.) yellow ........................... 7.2 

(n.) procession .................... 38.2 

(n.) variety of mushroom ... 30.2 

(vol. v.) to purge .................. 36.2 

(n.) tooth .............................. 16.2 

(vol. v.) to bite .................... 30.2 

(n.) agriculture 

(n.) farmer 

(n.) spy 

(n.) capsicum, green 

pepper ................................. 23.2 

(pr. n.) Mongol ...................... 9.2 

(pr. n.) Mongolia ................... 9.2 

(n.) pink radish .................... 22.2 



~q·~q1 

~z:::·~O-l] 

~q·q1L ~q·q1 

~5.11 L ~5.11 
~~'5.11L ~~'5.11 

§)l1 

§)l·"'~~1 
§)l·,~z:::·1 
~·a11 
~z:::·~~1 

~z:::·~ t:J' +~l1 
~, 

~,·q~q~1 

gj'q1 
~·q1 

gjt:l'~ 

~t:l~] 

~t:l'fZ:::'] 
~t:J'~ L gjt:l'~ 
~t:J'~'t:J1L gjt:l'~'t:Jj 
~q~·~z:::·q1 

~q~·ffi~·a11 
~q~·~z:::·~z:::·1 
~q·~q1 

~q·~z:::· + ~l1 
~t:J'O-lj 

~q·~~1 
~q·,~1 
~q·q~. +t:l\)Z:::'] 
,~Z:::'t:J1 

,~z:::·~l1 
,Elo.l'~ l1 H 

,~~·~~1 

,~'\'~'\,"' 

"'~l'O-lF~1 
,~'\,'t:J~1 
,~~·,ryl· +~l1 
,~~·q1 

(adj.) soft 

(n.) street, alley .................. 41.2 

(adj.) thin (cloth) 

(n.) otter. ............................. 17.2 

(n.) bean ............................. 36.2 

(mod. v.) to be possible, 

be able 

(n.) president 

(n.) government... ............... 35.2 

(n.) maternal aunt... .............. 6.2 

(n.) satellite ......................... 32.2 

(vol. v.) to defend, protect 

(n.) life 

(vol. v.) to save (life) 

(adj.) weak, diluted 

(n.) basket 

see ~q·~1 
(inv. v.) to arrive, 

reach ................................... 13.2 

(n.) classroom 

(n.) school. ............................ 2.2 

(n.) student, pupil ................. 2.2 

(n.) secondary school ....... 12.2 

(n.) university ...................... 12.2 

(n.) primary school ............. 12.2 

(n.) instruction manual 

(vol. v.) to study .................. 19-2 

(n.) pupil, disciple 

(n.) lesson, course ............... 1.2 

(n.) education 

(vol. v.) to educate 

(adj.) secret, hidden ........... 37.2 

(n.) toilet ............................. 18.2 

(n.) news 

(n.) journalist ...................... 32.2 

(n.) revolution 

(vol. v.) to create, invent 

(adj.) new .............................. 4.2 

Glossary 

,~~·"'~,~· 
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,~~·q1 

,~Z:::~] H 

,~5.11 
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,~~1 
,~~·~0-1~1 
~,~·~0-1~1 H 

,~~·Fq1 
,~·q~,·q1 

,~~·q1 
,~~·~l ... 
t:J~~·,~z:::·] H 

,~~·~~· 
+,~Z:::'] H 

,~~·ffi,~·q~~1 

,~~·ffi,~1 H 

t:J~,~1 

t:J~ll 

q~z:::· + t:J ryz:::·1 

t:J~0-1~1 

t:J~5.]'~1 

l~Z:::~'CJ1 H 

t:J~O-l' ~. + t:J ryz:::·1 
t:J~O-l' ~~1 

t:J~O-l'tl.J~1 

t:J~~·:s~·~·~1 
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t:J~lq~ffi~·q1 
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t:J~~] L t:J~~] 
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(vol. v.) to establish, 

found, build ......................... 37.2 

(adj.) clear ........................... 17.2 

(vol. v.) to say, speak ......... 20.2 

(adj.) three 

(n.) all three ......................... 33.2 

(n.) gold 

(n.) alcohol offering ............. 27.2 

(n.) acupuncture ................. 34.2 

(n.) medicine ....................... 34.2 

(adj.) alive 

(inv. v.) to be hungry 

_ (vol. v.) to make a gift ........... 8.2 

H (vol. v.) to prepare a meal..41.2 

(n.) meal .............................. 22.2 

(vol. v.) to save, collect 

(vol. v.) to kill 

(vol. v.) to perform a 

ritual fumigation .................. 25.2 

(inv. v.) to think, consider ... 14.2 

(n.) thought, idea ................ 14.2 " 

(vol. v.) to think, ponder ...... 14.2 

(n.) opinion 

(pr. n.) Samya ..................... 26.2 

(n.) basketball ..................... 32.2 

(n.) beetle ............................ 22.2 

(adj.) lucky, fortunate 

(n.) merit 

(adj.) really good 

(vol. v.) to grill ..................... 22.2 

(vol. v.) to mix 

(vol. v.) to make sth. stand up, 

raise, erect, incite, 

provoke .............................. 35.2 

(vol. v.) to teach, learn ........ 10.2 

(vol. v.) to advise 
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Z<j' Ha ~·~·fo;·q1 (pr. n.) Akhu Tonpa, 
1'+~ (inv. v.) to understand ........ 28.2 a folk-hero ........................... 35.2 
1'<l.lt:::'1 (n.) aluminum, ~·~~1 <1~·~~·H (n.) towel 

aluminum container ........... 17.2 ~·~~ (n.) elder sister, wife, 
1'+~~1 (inv. v.) to be amazed ........ 37.2 madam ................................. 6.2 
7·~·r·q1 (pr. n.) Kazakh ~·~1 (part.) Oh, it's cold! ............. 16.2 
7z::J'qo;1 (n.) underpants, shorts ~·0-lffi~ ~'1::11 L 
~·q1 (n.) brutality, savagery ~o;· O-Jffi~ H (n.) ear ................................. 16.2 
~·qa)•q1 (adj.) brutal ~·O-Jffi~·~o;·q1 (adj.) deaf 
1'0-l'~'<l.11 (pr. n.) Himalaya ................ 13.2 ~·0-1~1 (pr. n.) Amdo ....................... 22.2 
1o;'~1 (n.) Hindu ............................ 26.2 ~·0-1~'1::11 (pr. n.) Amdowa 
~~·1::1~1 (adj.) diligent, earnest ~·~1 ~·o;~1 (co.) and so? so what? 
~·~o;·~1 (pr. n.) France, French ......... 9.2 ~·~1 (n.) paternal aunt .................. 6.2 
~1 (n.) god, divinity .................. 27.2 ~·~1 ~'z::J:1o;'0-11 H (n.) nun .................................. 2.2 
~·rr::::·1 (n.) temple, chapel, ~·~·~·, (n. pr) Africa 

sanctuary ............................ 12.2 ~·i:11 (n.) nomad (male) ............... 29.2 
~·.§~·q1 (n.) thangka painter ............ 27.2 ~'.sl1 (n.) pika (small rodent) ...... 17.2 
~·~1 (n.) goddess ....................... 27.2 ~'0-11 ~·0-1·~~~1 H (n.) mother ............................ 4.2 

(n.) Tibetan opera ............. 41.2 ~'0-1'0-11 (part.) good heavens! ......... 16.2 
~·1::1~'1::11 (n.) sculptor ........................ 27.2 ~·~·~''1]1 (pr. n.) America ..................... 5.2 
~·~O-l~'q1 (n.) Buddhist Doctor of ~·~·~''1]'1::11 (pr. n.) American 

Divinity (highest rank) ........ 37.2 ~·~1 (part.) Oh no! Dammit! ...... 16.2 
~·~1 (pr. n.) Lhasa ........................ 1.2 ~·a)1 (part.) Oh, it's hot! ............... 16.2 
~· + ~~lll1 (vol. v.) ritual propitiation U\l'llll'qr:\~ ~ (n.) doll 

of local divinities (of ~·~~1 (idiom.) really! well well! ....... 3.2 
mountains, rivers, etc.) ...... 40.2 ~·~r::::·1 (n.) earring 

~ ~~·q1 (pr. n.) Mercury (planet) ..... 14.2 ~·<1r::::'1 (n.) maternal uncle ................ 6.2 
~~·q~·~1 (adv.) especially, above all ~·~1 (n.) moustache 
~~';50-11 L ~~·;51 (adv.) a little more .............. 15.2 U\1'~~ 1::1~~·~~ H (n.) alcohol .......................... 21.2 
~~~·q1 (n.) wind .............................. 14.2 ~·~1::11 (n.) Arab ................................ 9.2 
~~~·q·~~ (inv. v.) to be windy ~·~1 (part.) Ow! Ouch! ................ 16.2 
~0-1'~ ~'41 (n.) high-quality khatak ....... 19.2 
<11::1~·~~~1 H (n.) boot.. ............................ 23.2 ~r::::·:nr::::~1 (n.) number, figure 
~1 (n.) south ............................ 20.2 U\lr::::·~~1 (n.) mathematics,calculation 
~·F1 (pr. n.) Lhokha .................... 22.2 ~r::::·lr::::'al1 (n.) first-class ..................... 32.2 
~·~~~1 (n.) southern ....................... 20.2 ~0-l'Z'<l~ ~0-l'E:J~ L (n.) pocket of a chuba ......... 30.2 
~l.~l1 (adj.) relaxed ...................... 18.2 U\1~1 (part.) echo question .......... 31.3 
~l.~l·+sl1 (vol. v.) to calm down, relax &l·ry·~1 (pr. n.) Italy, ltalian ................ 9.2 

~· 
&lo;·~r::::·1 (n.) young monk .................. 24.2 

A !t:l'(S'~1 (pr. n.) Russia, Russian ........ 9.2 
~·~1 (n.) paternal uncle ................ 6.2 tN0-1' ffi1 (n.) doctor .............................. 8.2 

~·;51 U\1~' ;30-11 L (part.) not bad! .................... 16.2 
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